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TH EME

High-performance current and planned military and civilian systems operating in the
aerospace environment require propagation media characterization to meet reliability and
accuracy goals. The atmosphere , ionosphere, and the space environment constitute the
media within which waves propagate. The users of communication , navigation and
surveillance systems must have continuous background information regarding the state of
these media as well as their variability and their response to natural disturbances.

Ideally, such information is available through sophisticated forecasting techniques based on
media models and supported by periodic (or real-time) updating of data at specified locations.
Modelling, and consequently forecasting, can and must be improved significantly through a
better understanding of the governing processes of all the interrelated parts of the space
environment.

The purpose of this symposium is to stimulate discussion of techniques to improve
media characterizatio n models, and to bring together scientists and engineers who are
developing modelling techniques, and those who need and use them , so that they might
understand each others problems.
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EDITOR ’S COMMENTS 
0

It is hoped that these proceed ‘ngs will constitute the state-of-the-art document on aerospace electromagnetic wave
propagation models based on media characterization. These procee’iings represent the totality of the AGARD/EPP
symposium on “Operational Modelling of the Aerospace Propagation Environment” held in Ottawa , Canad a, 24—28
April 1978.

The papers appearing in the proceedings of this symposium have been printed from copies furnished directly by the
authors. For the most part , the question-and-answer comments which followed individual presentations , were written
by the discussors for inclusion in these proceedings. This procedure gave the discussors the opportunity to rephrase and
possibly re-think their comments. Wherever a written record of these comments was not available , the editor interpreted
the comments from the taped transcription of the discussion periods. The session summaries, which highlight the subject
matter presented and discussed during the session, were mobt1y prepared by the session chairmen. The editor wishes to
than k them for their efforts here and for ably directing the presentation and discussion periods during the symposium.
The general discussion portions of these proceedings were summarized by the editor from taped transcriptions. Quite
often the coherency of thought is lost in the transcription , and the editor used considerable freedom in the interpretation
of the comments. The editor apologizes for any changes in meaning or style that may have been made in preparing a
printable version of the discussions.

The success of the symposium was assured by the collective support afforded by members of the program committee
whose names are given elsewhere in these proceedings.

The editor wishes to thank the EPP Chairman and Deputy Chairman for their interest and support in the preparation
and execution of the symposium. Further , he wishes to acknowledge the support of the EPP Executive and his staff in
the preparation of these proceed ings.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION I

REVIEW / IONOSPHERIC E~’VIRONMENT

by

Dr H.Soicher
Session Chairman

This introductory session focused on four main topics : Ionospheric predictions , user propagation requirements ,
real t ime dissemination of propagation environment data to a specific system user , and geophysical disturbance conditions
wh ich may be detrimental to EM propagation.

Davies surveyed the state of the art in ionospheric predictions across the RF spectrum. While current Ionospheric
prediction techniques are adequate for the long term propagation planning of communication , navigation and surveillan ce
systems, short term predictions (fo recasts) for system oper ation are far from adequate . The state-o f-the-art in ionospheric
predictions has been achieve d not through a better understanding of the physical processes of the ionospheri c medium ,
but through global data acquisition , processing and dissemination. Future impro vements , however, will have to come
from a better understanding of ionospheric Physi cs.

Thompson described the scope of capabilit ies and types of support offered by the Air Weather Service to users of
military systems which operate in , through , or use the upper atmosphere and nearby space . The requirements include
predictions with lead times from hours to months , real-time notification of solar and geophysical events within minutes ,
forecasts tailored to specific user requirement , and detailed post-event analysis.

Rothmu ller outlined the PROPHET real-time environmental assessment terminal , which uses models to translate
data from satellite and ground-based sources into performance predictions for specific systems in the frequency range of
ELF to UHF. Current pro pagation conditions are given to an operator. When solar activity (as manifested by solar
X-Ray flux) rises to levels which mi ght affect propagation , PROPHET warn s the operator of impending effects and
advises him of ~ ternatives. The normal tendency to blame “faulty ” equipment for propagation outages is thus averted.

C Thrane d iscussed the diffe rent types of disturbances in the upper atmosphere which cause anomalous propagation
effects at the various bands of the RF spectrum. These include sudden Ionospheric disturbances , solar cap absorption ,
magnetic storms , auroral absorption , relativistic electro n precipitation , travelling Ionospheric disturbances , winter
anomaly , stratospheric warming, and man-made effects . The emerging understanding of the main physical mechanisms
triggered by the disturbance sources, should result in usable prediction schemes for propagation effects in the future.
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IONOSPHERIC PREDICTION AND EXTRAPOLATION

Kenneth Davies
Space Environment Laboratory

NOAA Environmental Research Laboratories
Boulder , Colorado 80302

I. INTRODUCTION

The ionosphere is def ined as “that part of the Earth’s atmosphere , above about 50
1cm, which contains sufficient ionization to affect the propagation of radio wave..”
The importance of the ionosphere to NATO follows directly from this definition because
radio is a primary means of communications especially when one or both terminal. is
mobile (e.g. airplane, ship, land vehicle). The ionosphere affects radio signals in ‘wo
ways: (a) advantageously by enabling communication (e.g., reflection) and (b) adves ly
by scattering , absorbing , producing multipath , etc., that interfere with optimum trat~ ic
requirements.

The radio frequency spectrum is a very valuable natural resource. It is available
to be used and abused . its efficient use i8 of vital importance to both military and
civilian communities and it is here that modeling of the aerospace environment is
important ~n effective planning for future utilization of the radio spectrum . Models of
the radio ~nvironment are essential for prediction of radio conditions (both in theionized and nonionized parts of the atmosphere) to enable effective circuit planning .
Such models include climatological maps of: ionospheric penetration frequencies and
heights, radio signal strengths , atmospheric radio noise , etc . These maps are of great
value in circuit design such as frequency allocation , antenna design , transmitter power
requirements , etc., all of which will be discussed , to some extent , at this meeting .

In addition to the communications uses of the ionosphere there are several other
important aspects of human involvement with the ionosphere as, for example: (a) its
role in producing disturbances in the geomagnetic field , (b) auroral excitation , and
(C) scientific studies, etc . A list of some typical civilian and military users is
given in Table 1. Geomagnetic disturbances induce large voltages in long electrical
conductors such as: electrical power distribution systems (Slothower and Albertson,
1967; Albertson and Van Baelon , 1969), the 1,100 km Alaska pipeline (EOS, 1977), and
also they affect geophysical prospecting and the prediction of volcanic activity based
on magnetic detection (Decker, 1978) .

There are, in general , two types of ionospheric predictions : (i)  long term (years
in advence) predictions required for the design of radio circuits , e.g. selection of
radio frequencies, power requirements and antenna design , and (2) short term (days to
weeks in advance) forecasts intended for use of station operators. The present iono-
spheric prediction systems are essentially adequate for the long term planning of
frequency allocation on an international basis, and for the design of many long-distance
communications circuits on high frequencies. They are also- adequate for broad planning
of navigation systems on very low frequencies and for the design of broadcasting ser-
vices on medium frequencies.

On the other hand, short term predictions (usually called forecasts) are far from
adequate. Both civilian and military communicators require improved forecast services
tha t would enable them (a) to provide for alternative means of communication , (b) to
initiate or delay rescue operations, and (c) to inform users of the cause of their
transmission problems. At the present time, prospects for . improvement must be con-
sidered moderate. Indeed financial cutbacks in recent years have resulted in a deterio-
ration in forecasting services. The biggest impr~’ ’ments in recent years , in both long-
term predictions and short-term forecasts have resulted largely from technological
advances in data acquisition, processing and distribution.

2. SOCIETAL CONCERNS

Society in general , and the NATO community in particular , is vitally concerned with
the ionosphere because of its role in radio communications , navigation and surveillance
as well as the various other aspects given in Table 1: By far, the major societal
concern with the ionosphere is the effective management and efficient utilization of
radio for these purposes. Radio is important for: (1) mobil. coumnanications with high
frequency waves reflec ted from the ionosphere , (2) communications in sparsely populated
areas where alternative methods are uneconomical, and (3) communications in high lati-
tudes when, the ionosphere is frequently disturbed and which may include (1) and (2).
Ionospheric communications are particularly important in Alaska , for example , where the
Federal Communications Commission has assigned a special frequency of 4383.8 kiloHertz
for statewide emergency use only.

Society is concerned with a number of a•pects of communications , among which are
th. following three: (1) safety , (2) commercial , and (3) personal . In th. case of
safety , the valu, of an accurate communications forecast in saving lives can be of great
importance. On th. other hand , commercial usage is basically a matter of economics , and
personal communicati ins are , in general , a matter of convenience or recreation in which
forecasting is of less value

- . - - . -, 
- -
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In the utilization of the radio spectrum , we must be concerned with the following
characteristics (see Radio Spectrum Utilization , 1964):
(1) This reaource is used--not consumed ; it is wasted when not in use ,
(2) It has the dimensions of space, time and frequency that can be shared ,
(3) It is an international resource--available to -

(4) The resource is wasted when assigned to tasl.~ chat can be done better in otherways ,
(5) The resource is wasted when its characteristics are not correctly applied (e.g., AM

broadcast band),
(6) It is subject to pollution and , therefore , needs policing .

Perhaps the greatest social pressure is that resulting from the increasing mobility
of the world’s population, in both business and recreation. There are more people on
the move at higher speeds and radio is about the only means of communication . Communi-
cations insures more efficient business, public and private safety and national security .
Thus any medium tha t affects radio propagation , both advantageously and adversely , is of
vital concern to society. /

The efficient use of the spectrum is a primary concern of radio circuit planners
and operators and of national and international regulatory agencies both civilian and /military . An enormous investment exist8 in radio equipment and this has, in several
cas es , been based on inadequate performance predictions , particularly when new parts of
the spectrum have been newly opened . For example, the discovery of the ionosphere arose
because of a wrong prediction . In 1901 Marconi successfully established radio communi-
cation between England and Newfoundland in the face of theoretical predictions that
radio waves could not possibly bend around the Earth . About World War I, the prevailing
prediction , based on the Austin-Cohen formula, was that for long distance transmission ,
long waves were superior to short waves. This prediction was upset in 1923 when the
American Radio Relay League (amateurs) showed that the higher the frequency (shorter t h ’
wavelength) the higher the signal strength (see Davies, 1969, Chapter 1). In the 10 ,‘/s
it was incorrectly predicted tha t high frequency communications , which tend to be .

~i-/e-liable in high latitudes, would shortly be superseded by other ionospheric mechani1b~
S

tha t would not be affected. For example , it was predicted that the JANET syste n 4pera-
ting on radio echoes from meteor trails was free of these disturbances. The sv’/tem was
blacked out in its first week of trials by a polar cap absorption (see FolkestAd , 1968,
pages 173 and 440). With the advent of satellites it was predicted that , 51./Ace the
radio wave8 were transmitted through, rather than reflected from, the iono~,#Phere, iono-spheric effects would diminish as the square of the frequency and , therd,fte, be negli-
gible on frequencies near 136 MHz. The occurrence of scintillation on r,A~ese, and much
higher , frequencies again showed our inability to predict correctly t h ,’ characteristics
of the ionosphere . Thus over and over again the feeling has been th ~dt we know enough
about the ionosphere to adequately predict (or extrapolate) the b ck ,AviOr of an unex-
plored part of the spectrum only to find that we were wrong. /

The state of the propagation environment is one of a nur~ k of geophysical quan-tities that require predictions for planning and utilizaticn I The improvement of these
predictions is of considerable importance to those involved/and efforts are underway to
improve the predictions by data collection and increased .).ahderstanding of the Earth’s
atmosphere. In assessing the effort that should go in c/such improvements society has
to keep its relative priorities in perspective. Con i,4er the field of geophysicalpredictions which include, for example: earthquakr ,, volcanoes, landslides , hurricanes ,
tornadoes, floods , tsunamis, etc.; it is importa’ y to balance improvement in one area
against the demands of others and “cost effecti’ , analyses are required. For illus-
tration, ionospheric storms haw. resulted in r, ,ttiv.ly smell loss of human lives
whereas the July 28, 1976 earthquake took so’ /600,000 lives in Tangshan, the May 8 ,
1902 eruption of Mount Pelee, Martinique k1~~Ad around 30,000 and some 200 ,000 persons
were drowned in Bengal floods (Landsbeng , >478) .

In assessing the value of a pr. dic!J(OT*, we need to know how accurate the prediction
needs to be. There is no advantage rn/ refining a prediction beyond the stage at which a
user can take advantage of it. -‘

• 3. THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM

3.1 The Data Base

The normal ionosphercjproduced by solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-radia-
tions , is multilayered ~ A depicted in Figur e 1. The layers are labeled alphabetically
(due to Sir Edward Apr~/’StOfl) starting with the C layer and going up to the F layer which
sometime. splits m r  ~ the Fl and F2 layers. About two thirds of the total ionization in
the ionosphere 1’~~~i above the peak of the F2 layer , so that the topside is important in
the propagation ‘t  radio signals between high orbit satellites and ground~ The E region
is sometimes .s~4~acc.riz.d by the presence of intense partially reflecting ionization
called Spor~~..,~~-E that can reflect radio waves on very high frequencies. The F region
sometime s c Astains small scale intense irregularities (called spread F from its appear-
ance on r,~,âio reflec tions) that are responsible for rapid fluctuations of radio signals.

.4ortant ionospheric parameters for radio communications are the maximum electron
d~~~Aty, which is related to the maximum radio frequency reflected from the overhead
~4osphere , and the height of each layer . When the electron density is low a radio
,Itgnal may be transmitted through the layer , if the density is sufficiently high , the
signal is reflec ted . Alternatively, the radio power may be absorbed in the 0 region

/
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because of friction between electrons and neutral molecules. These three radio effects
are illustrated in Figure 2 for some sample radio frequencies.

The structure of the ionosphere and its spatial and temporal variations have been
explored since 1926 using the radio pulse or ionosonde technique . The number of sound-

/ ing stations have steadily increased and the distribution during the International
Geophysical Year (1957-58) is shown in Figure 3. These soundings have shown that the
layer densities and heights vary markedly with time of day, season , epoch of the sunspot
cycle and with disturbances on the Sun .

The network of sounding stations revealed that the morphology of the ionosphere was
a much more complicated function of time, geographical location , etc., than had been
previously predicted. World maps of many monthly median parameters of the ionosphere
were constructed from the data . One such map of the F2 layer is given in Figure 4 and
shows the marked geomagnetic control of the ionosphere . These (mrnthly median) climato-
logical maps have been constructed for maximum densities , layer heights. D region
absorption , probabilities of sporadic E, regions of spread F , etc., and they have served
an invaluable role in predicting the general state of the ionosphere . One of the prob-
lems with global ionospheric prediction is evident in Figure 3, namely the uneven dis-
tribution of sounding stations. Whereas there is a surfeit of stations in Western
Europe there is a paucity in the ocean areas. Since 1962 these ground-based data sources
have been supplemented by satellite-borne instruments such as the Canadian Alouette
topside sounder. Radio beacons on board satellites observed on the ground enable the
measurement of the total number of electrons along the raypath called the total electron
content. There are also a small number of incoherent scatter radars (see Fan cy, 1970).

3.2 Spatial Variations

The ionosphere can be conveniently described in terms of four sets of geographical
zones: the equatorial zone, two middle latitude zones, north and south auroral zones
and the two polar caps.

Under norma l (quiet) conditions the ionosphere in middle latitudes is relatively
well behaved and some parameters , e.g. the maximum frequencies of the E and Fl layers ,
are simple functions of the sunspot number and the solar zenith angle (see Davies,
1965). As seen in Figure 4, in the equatorial zone the F2 layer is dominated by the
geomagneti c anoma ly ,  i.e. two maxima on either side of the magnetic equator . In the
evening hours , especially near the equinoxes , the intense small scale (10 to 1000 meters)
irregularities , or spread F , develop in the equatorial zone that disrupt radio communi-
cations .

The most pronounced disturbances to radio cotmnuni8ations occur in the au~oral zoneswhich are two, approximately circular, annulii about 3 wide located near +68 of magne-
tic latitude in which visible aurorae are most frequently observed overhead. The aurorae
result from excitation of the atmosphere by energetic electrons and protons precipita-
ting from the magnetosphere by a triggering action of the solar wind (see White, 1977),
i.e. the ionized gas flowing out from the Sun. The auroral ionosphere is characterized
by: (a) high D region ab~-orption of radio waves, (b) enhanced sporadic E and (c) spread

The polar caps are the circular areas lying within the two (northern and southern)
auroral zones. Generally, in the polar caps the ionosphere is less disturbed than in
the auroral annuli except during polar cap absorption (PCA) events. These result from
intense 0 region ionization by energetic protons that are guided to the polar caps by
the geomagnetic field and cause “polar blackout ” of radio signals. PCAs are essentially
daylight phenomena and last up to 2 to 3 days.

3.3 Long Term Variations

As mentioned above, the ionosphere is created by solar radiations and the most
salien t variations are those associated with the Sun ’s position (diurnal and seasonal
variations), the eleven year sunspot cycle , and the prevailing state of solar flare
activity. The diurnal , seasonal and sunspot variations have been mapped in the manner
illustrated in Figure 4. The sunspot cycle control of the F2 and E layers for a middle
latitude location can be seen in Figure 5. For sunspot numbers between 0 and about 120
there is an approximately linear relationship and above 120 the F2 penetration or criti-
cal frequencies are essentially independent of sunspot number,

Thus long term predictions of the ionosphere depend on prediction of the sunspot
cycle. The magnitudes and periods of the cycles over the past 250 years , shown in
Figure 6, have been so irregular that there is no reliable method of predicting a future
cycle before it starts. When a new cycle is established , the predictor can extrapolate
the rste of increase .

Another periodicity of the Sun , that is reflected in the ionosphere , is the approx-
imately 27 day’ east-to-west rotation of the Sun . Enhanced solar radiations come from
localized regions on the disc and can last for several solar rotations consequently
there is an approximately 27 day variation of geomagnetic and ionospheric phenomena.
This recurrence is particularly evident in the declining parts and minima of the sunspot
cycles when the recurrence is not obscured by the random occurrence of new active
regions (e.g., flares). This peniodicity provides a welcome tool for prediction pur-
poses.
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3.4 Short Term Variations

The major short term variations, i.e. up to a few days, are associated directly or
indirectly with solar flares tha t are large explosions on the surface (see White , 1977).
The optical flare is normally observed in red H-alpha (Ha) light. Generally, the larger
a flare the longer the duration which may last from 3 or 4 m m .  to 2 or 3 hr, the aver-
age lifetime being about one-half hour. In addition to the optical enhancement, f lares
emit enhanced electromagnetic radiation (X-rays and EUV), particles (electrons, protons,
e tc . )  and radio noise. Solar flares are assigned an optical “importance” based on area
S , 1, 2 , 3 , where S denotes a subf lane , and brightness (faint F, normal N , bright B).
The soft X radiation in the 1 to 8A wavelength range is also used to classify flares as
C, M and X according to their peak emission. This flare classification gives a much
better indication of the ionospheric importance of a flare than does the optical clas-
sification.

Solar fle~es are responsible for a variety of ionospheric effects , both immediate
and delayed , some of which are given in Figure 7 and Table 2. The immediate. effects of
solar flares are grouped under the term sudden ionospheric disturbance (SID). Although
they can be quite severe, fortunately they are of relatively short duration . Class X
flares usually result in complete loss of an HF signal, class H flares cause minor
enhancement in HF radio absorption whereas class C and smaller flares produce negligible
effects on ionospheric radio waves.

Two delayed effects , viz , the polar cap absorption and the ionospheric storm , that
produce the most disrupt ive effects on radio communications are also given in Figure 7.
Flares which result in polar cap absorption are often called “proton” flares. The
phases and amplitudes of very low frequency waves are particularly sensitive to PCA
events. Polar cap absorptions start within a few hours of the responsible flares and
decay over a few days. They are essentially daylight phenomena .

Ionospheric storms are the most disruptive of flare effects. They originate in the
auroral zones, from one to three days after a large flare, and spread to other lati-
tudes , although not all large flares are followed by storms and some storms cannot be
identified with specific flares. In general, there are two stages to an F2-layer storm:
(i) an enhancement of the F2 maximum density on the afternoon of the first day of the
storm followed by a depression on the next f cv days during which recovery phase the
layer returns to normal . There s also an increase in D-region ionization.

A common phenomenon in the midlatitude ionosphere i~ the passage of wavelike dis-turbances with periods ranging from about one minute to several hours. These are thought
to be manifestations of acoustic-gravity waves in the neutral atmosphere and often
consist of a few, one, two or three, crests and troughs. They have wavelengths_of the
order of a few hundred (200-400) km and speeds of the order of 100 to 600 m sec
Ionospheric disturbances originating in earthquakes (Yuen et al., 1969) and severe
thunderstorms (Davies and Jones , 1972) have also been identified . The ionospheric waves
from severe thunderstorms over the central USA have periods near 4 mm and travel with
speeds near 1 km sec 2 • It is sometimes possible to predict their presence in the
ionosphere from the surface radar weather charts.

Another class of short term ionospheric phenomena is that of man-made or artificial
modification . This was first noticed in 1933 when it was found tha t the programs of one
broadcasting station were sometimes impressed on a second. This is the result of the
heating and cooling of the D region by the radio signals from the first station (Bailey
and Martyn , 1934). Modification of the F region with powerful radio waves (Utlaut,
1975) have shown that the radio absorption in the F region increases rather than de-
creases as had been predicted. Another example of artificial modification includes
atomic explosions (Georges , 1968) that black-out radio communications for a short time
and affect the ionosphere for several days. The reaction products of rocket launches
(Mendillo St al., 1975) produce holes in the F region and there are possible ionospheric
effects produced by power line radiation (Helliwell et al., 1975) and very low frequency
transmitters (Helliwell and Katsufrakis , 1974).

4 . IONOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS

4.1 The Radio Spectrum -

The relevan t radio spectrum is given in Table 3. While frequenc ies lover than
3 kiloHertz are affected by the ionosphere , they do not have a major societal impact.
The frequencies of importance to society that are affected by the ionosphere , range from
around 3 KHz to about 10,000 MHz. For an understanding of the importance of the iono-
sphere in radio transmission , it is necessary to review briefly the properties of the
rad io spectrum . We shall do this in terms of increasing radio frequency.

The lower frequency bands (VLF) have the disadvantage of limited bandwidth, high
cost of installations and high ambient noise levels. The phases and amplitudes of these
waves tend to be stable (under quiet conditions) and are , therefore , suitable for navi-
gation, e.g. OMEGA navigation system. Higher frequencies have more bandwidth but are
increasingly subject to phase and amplitude fluctuations, particularly those that depend
on the position of the Sun (diurnal) and solar activity , e g ,  sudden phase anomalies ,
polar cap absorptions, storms , etc.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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One of the more used parts of the entire radio spectrum is the medium frequency
range because of the presence of the amplitude modulated broadcast band. The operation
of the broadcast band depends mainly on the reception of a dominant ground wave and this
state of affairs obtains during the day when the ionosphere absorbs the øky wa-ic. At
night , when the absorption practically disappears , the sky wave is enhanced and the
result is interference between stations operating on the same channel . This is an
example where lack of information on the ionosphere in the early days led to a poor use
of the spectrum but the enormous financial investment has prevented correction of the
mistake.

The advantages of the high frequency band are: (a) the world-wide coverage and
(b) the relatively low installation costs. For many years HF was the main means of long
distance communication but nowadays this role is being eroded by geostationary conmiuni-
cations satellites. The propagation of HF signals is limited on the high frequency side
by the maximum electron density and on the low frequency side by radio absorption that
varies inversely as the square of the radio frequency. The usable frequency range lies
between the lowest usable frequency (LU?) and the maximum usable frequency (MUF). To
obtain maximum signal, one should use a frequency as close as possible to the MU?. The
median MIJF would allow communication only 50 per cent of the time, and the radio pre-
dictors recommend an optimum working frequency (FOT f’~om the French) of 0.85 MU? whichallows communication about 90 per cent of the time at a particular hour. The MUF5 and ,
hence, the FOTs are obtained for a given path midpoint and hour from maps such as that
of Figure 4. The prediction of the optimum working frequency, while logical in prin-
ciple, has turned out to be less than optimum in practice. This arises because the
world’s population distribution tends to be localized and the predicted MUPs and , hence,
FOT are essentially the same for a large number of users. The result is spectrum con-
gestion and radio oporators often find that freouencies near the LU? give better per-
formance; for, although the received signal is weaker, the interference is lower. The
diurnal , seasonal and sunspot variations of MUF and LUF require the allocation of a set
of radio frequencies for a given radio circuit. This is where ionospheric prediction is
important in the planning of a major communications network. A minimum of two fre-
quencies is necessary for 24 hour communications as illustrated in Figure 8.

The principal effect of the ionosphere on ground-to-ground communication in the
lower part of the VHF band is one of providing occasional skywave interference to ex-
isting communications by one of several propagation modes via F2 and sporadic E. Spo-
radic E propagation is occasionally observed as high as 150 MHz. It is a common occur-
rence during summer mornings and evenings on the low-band TV channels (channels 2-6:
54-88 MHz) where the viewer may find a local station suddenly replaced by one in a city
ISO km away.

Propagation between a ground station and an orbiting or geostationary satellite can
be affected by the ionosphere up to frequencies as high as 6 GHz. Thia came as quite a
shock as the predicted ionospheric effects fell off as inverse frequency squared and
should be negligible on 100 MHz or slightly higher . That ionospheric scintillations
could occasionally produce significant effects at SL~F (see Table 3) was discovered in
the late sixties and is found to be particularly prevalent0during equinoctial eveningsfor propagation paths transiting the ionosphere within ±20 of the geomagnetic equator.
In high latitudes scintillations are observed on SHF, while in middle latitudes iono-
spheric scintillation is less troublesome. Needless to say , considerable research is
needed in this area. 

-

A different concern in transionospheric telecommunications comes about in connec-
tion with precision navigational satellites where the group delay of ground-to-satellite
signals needs to be known to a high order of accuracy. The frequency variation of the
delay leads to signal distortion . Thus a knowledge of the total electron content along
the radio raypath is vital to prediction of ionospheric effects .

4.2 Long Term Predictions

Long tern predictions of D-region radio absorption , E, Fl and F2 penetration fre-
quencies and layer heights are needed for the design of radio circuits . From the data
base of ionospheric soundings, the world-wide and temporal variations of the ionospheric
parameters have been expressed in analytical terms and stored in computers--see , for
example, Haydon et *1, (1976), (CCIR , 1967). For a given input, e.g. path terminals,
date, time, the computer determines the maximum usable frequencies and , hence , the opti-
mum frequencies for the various layers, angles of elevations, strength of signal, natu-
ral noise lnvel and several other parame ters of interest to the radio communicator .
This type of numerical model is used extensively for applications ranging from broadcast
coverage to t ime sharing on geographically spaced circuits. Other models for predicting
vertical electron density profiles have been developed (e.g., Nisbet , 1971; Jones and
Stewart , 1970).

Systems for predicting radio propagat ion , e .g. signal strength , have been adopted
by the Consultative Committee on International Radio of the International Telecommuni-
cations Union , These include predictions for very’ low frequencies , low frequencies
(CCIR , SG-6 , 1973, p. 123) and medium frequencies (CCIR , SG-6, 1975 , p . 186). The
latter encompass the AN broadcast band which is the most heavily used part of the radio
spectrum . The field strengths depend on time of day, magnetic latitude of the path mid-
point , path length , frequency and so on, Because of the congestion of the radio spec-
trum in this range , accurate measurements of signal strength are difficult to make and
universal agreement is difficult to achieve . indeed , we have the peculiar situation in
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which our knowledge of ionospheric propaga tion is least on frequencies which are used
most. Much of the data for the t-W prediction methods was gathered in Europe and in the
U.S.A. When these predictions were applied to the magnetic equatorial zone they were
found to be erroneous . One reason for this is that , for efficient radiation , vertical
antennas are used for AN broadcasting, these excite the ordinary wave in middle and high
latitudes , whereas , near the equator the extraordinary wave is excited which at these
frequencies is heavily absorbed in the D region .

Above the high frequency band lies the very high frequency band (30-300 MHz ) over
which the ground wave dominates. Not infrequently, however , intense sporadic E can
result in long distance propagation of VHF signals that can produce unwanted co-channel
interference. A prediction method for estimating the field strength on VHF due to
sporadic E reflections is given in the Annex to Report 259-3 (Ccli, SC-6 , 1975 , p. 223).
It pertains to temperate latitudes and offers a means of estimating signal strength from
world-wide levels of sporadic E. Frequencies above about 100 MHz are rarely reflected
from the ionosphere, but ionospheric irregularities can produce undesirable effects on
signals transmitted through the ionosphere as in ground to satellite communication . The
quantities of interest here are: (a) total electron content , (b) polar cap absorption--
see CCIR , SG-6, 1975 , p. 223; CCIR , SC-6, 1976 , p. 86--and (c) areas of scintillation.
(Freniouw and Rino , 1973).

As signal-to-noise ratio is the primary parameter of interest in telecommunica-
tions , prediction of atmospheric and man-made noise are also needed. Atmospheric noise
is treated in the CCIR (1964). Noise charts at VLF may be found in Watt (1967) . Man-
made noise is treated in Report 258-2, 3 (Ccli , SG- 6 , p . 68; Ccli , SG- 6 , 1976 , p.  133) .

The question often arises “How accurate are these predictions?” There is no simple
answer to this question since the accuracy depends on the parameter involved , e.g.
maximum F2 frequency. It also depends on the accuracy of the prediction of sunspot
number which is not an ionospheric parameter , the geographical location , season, etc.
The E and Fl layers are relatively well behaved and, for an accurate sunspot number ,
their predicted monthly median max imum electron densities are accurate to a few (~ 5)
per cent . The predictions of more variable parameters such as the maximum F2 density ,
sporadic E , D-region absorption are less accurate . However even at Churchill , Canada ,
in the highly variable auroral zone , the predicted monthly median F2 maximum frequency
were only 8 per cent higher than the observed median values for June 1960 (Folkestad ,
1968, 257). Probably of greater practical importance than the accuracy of the medians
is the variability. The normal variations of F2 maximum frequencies in middle latitudes
can easily reach + 207. of the monthly median . The largest departures occur during
magnetic disturba~ces. Median predicted critical frequencies of sporadic E are within
0.7 MHz of the observations . With a median value of aroun d 3 MHz the lower decile runs
around 2 MHz and the upper decile is about 6 MHz. As will be discussed later , the value
of a prediction depends more on the usage than on statistics.

Some improvement in predictions can be achieved in real time by using data from
selected sounding stations to update the numerical (monthly median) maps . This approach
has had only limited success because the structure of the ionosphere on any one day
bears only sight resemblance to the median maps. For eiample, a mid-latitude trough may
always have a sharp latitudinal gradient of electron density, but because of its day to
day movement , the gradient is smoothed out in the median maps.

4.3 Ionospheric Forecasting

Predictions for periods equal to and less than one (27 day) solar rotation are
called forecasts, especially those ionospheric phenomena associated with solar flares
and magnetic disturbances. Another important and useful service is ionospheric dis-
turbance warning which is a notification that a disturbance is in progress. Forecasting
and warning essentially require the same solar observation program , the main difference
being in the customer requirements and the rap id communications facilities required for
notification .

The first  attempts at systematic forecasting of high frequency (HP) disturbances in
the U .S.A. were undertaken in 1941 by the National Bureau of Standards (Agy, 1970 ,
Chap. 2) in collaboration with the De?artment of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie

- Institution, in the form of a weekly ‘Advance Forecast of Radio Propagation Conditions .”
These forecasts were initially designed for the North Atlantic area . In 1951 , this work
was expanded by the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory to include the North Pacific
and these forecasts were continued under the new Environmental Science Services Adminis-
tration and then the Institute for Telecommunications Sciences where they were finally
terminated on September 30, 1976 because of insufficient funding.

There are two preliminary data gathering stages in the preparation of these fore-
casts viz: solar and geophysical. The solar data include optical observations of the
struc ture , evolution, and locations of solar active regions (plages , filaments , etc.),
radio bursts , X-ray’s, extreme ultraviolet and where possible , particle fluxes measured
by deep space probes. Essentially all solar X-ray flares observable by satellites from
near the Earth are being detected . Because of the high time resolution (~ 3 sec) and
intensity resolution the early rise in emission can usually be detected minutes before
the flare intensity i. high enough to produce significant terrestrial effects . 
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From information of this nature the forecaster prepares a largely subj ective eval-
uation of the future course of solar flare activity . Practice has shown that suffi-
ciently experienced forecasters have been able to predict the solar activity with a
surprising accuracy (between 807. and 907.) and have been able to announce in advance a
number (between 50% and 70%) of the more outstanding events (Agy, 1970 , Chap . 5). In
the present state of the forecasting art it appears that while forecasters can predict
that a moderate ~r large flare will occur in the next several days , they cannot accu-
rately predict when the flare will erupt nor its duration. Predictors have demonstrated
skill in predicting the size of flares, i.e. large and medium . Some large flares rise
and fall impulsively in Xrays while others rise and fall gradually; we are unable to
predict which.

Geophysical monitoring include observations of the geomagnetic field , ionospheric
radio soundings, measurements of signals from radio stars and nvrnitoring of radio cir-
cuits over a wide frequency range. For many applications a knowledge that a disturbance
is imminent or in progress is all that a user needs. When quantitative estimates are
required the estimated radiation enhancement , e.g. X-ray. and/or energetic particles , is
used to calculate the enhanced b-region ionization and , hence, the increase in radio
absorption (e.g. Morfitt , 1971 ; Bleiweiss , 1972) .

PCAs are the results of proton flares. Because they are delayed effects (20 mm to
20 hours) the forecaster has the advantage of being able to examine optical and radio
data from a flare and assessing whether it will produce a PCA . Good forecasting appears
to be achieved by combination of X-ray observations and the occurrence of radio noise
bursts (see Agy, 1970 , Chap. 11). Real-time data on energetic proton fluxes, measured
by satellite instrumentation, and radio star signal strengths provide a good warming
method .

By far the most important of the short term disturbances is the ionospheric storm .
Since the onset of an ionospheric storm is later than that of the associated flare by
between 24 hours and 72 hours, a forecaster has a relatively good opportunity to fore-
cast it from the flare characteristics. Ionospheric storms are fairly closely related
to geomagnetic storms which may last from a few hours to several days . They are also
associated with auroral activity and the D-region effects associated with storms are
often referred to as auroral absorption events because they are most intense near the
auroral zone.

From a climatological viewpoint storm occurrence follows the sunspot cycle, with
some phase lag, and exhibits a marked 27-day recurrence . This recurrence provides a
successful prediction technique especially at sunspot minima. The most probable time of
occurrence is in the morning and the least probable occurrence in the evening. The
intense absorption leads to radio blackout on HF. The total time of occurrence of radio
blackout in the northern hemisphere shows two peaks, one near Alaska, the other near
Scandinavia , with about 8 per cent blackout (Davies, 1965 , Chap. 6). The blackout
pattern and the region of depressed F2 critical frequency tends to move around with the
sun and , once recognized , the progress of the storm can be forecast. On the afternoon
following a magnetic sudden commencement the F2 critical frequency, over North America ,
may rise to exceptionally high values (positive phase) and this is often followed on the
next day by severely depressed critical frequencies and, hence, a constricted usable
frequency spectrum.

Although the climatological (average) picture of ionospheric storms has been estab-
lished with reasonable confidence it is of little value in forecasting the detailed
history of an individual storm . It is now clear tha t at a given geographical location
no two storms are exactly alike and a given storm, at two different locations, rarely
produces identical response..

Turning to forecasting procedures, the primary solar forecasting centers in the
U.S.A. are the U.S. Air Force operation located at Global Weather Central in Omaha,
Nebra ska , and the NOAA Space Environment Forecast Center in Boulder, Colorado . The
solar part of the Air Force forecasting is carried out jointly with NOAA , with Air Force
personnel stationed in Boulder. As of 1971, Simon and McIntosh (see McIntosh and Dryer ,
1972 , p. 343) report that there were about 14 centers issuing short tern forecasts of
solar activity and/or ionospheric parameters . Of the fourteen, twelve are grouped into
the International Ursigran and World Days Service (IUWDS) for the exchange of data and
cooperation in solar geophysical observations. The IUWDS provides a means of exchange
of data information within 48 hours of its collection for the preparation of short-term
forecasts, Once a day the regional centers exchange summaries on solar-geophysical
data.

Disturbance warning and/or forecasting is achieved via four stages: (1) observa-
tions and data transmission, (2) data processing and display, (3) evaluation and fore-
cast , and (4) dissemination (see Williams , 1976) . This involves the use of satellites:
(a) to acquire data and (b) to transmit in real time data from ground-based sensors to a
central data base. Additional data are taken in pictorial form and transmitted on
facsimile systems similar to those used for satellite weather pictures . A sample
solar-geophysical foreca st is given in Figure 9. Normal data dissemination procedures
include direct computer-to-computer links with real-time systems , user terminals, tele-
phones , teletyp e reports and forecasts , a weekly summary of solar-terrestrial activity
issued by the Space Environmen t Services Center (SESC), and special requests. The solar
and geomagnetic data are converted by the Global Weather Central of the U. S. Air Force
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into a plain language HF Radio Propagation Report, an example of which is shown in
Figure 10.

Several studies have been made to establish the quantitative verification of solar
flare forecasts (e.g. McIntosh and Dryer , 1972 , p. 343, p. 429) and the statistics show
tha t , given the active solar centers , the one day forecasts are about 80% successful p
(Agy, 1970 , Chap. 5). These success scores do not necessarily imply their usefulness
because of the wide variety of user needs. Most users are more concerned with the
catastrophic events than in minor disturbances so that the statistics may be misleading . - -

Thus a forecaster may err in 98 small events but if he correctly forecasts the two major
storms , his statistical performance will be poor but his reputation good. This argument
may apply to the unconventional method of flare prediction based on planetary conjunc-
tions (e.g. Gassmann , 1963, p. 293, and Agy, 1970 , Chap. 7).

Various systems have been devised to ascertain the usefulness and reliability of
short term ionospheric disturbance forecasts (see CCIR, 1963). Tests made in the United
Kingdom lead to the following: (I) The 27 recurrence cycle is good enough to use in
radio traffic handling decisions . (2) For nonrecurrent storms the forecasts are essen-
tially that which would be expected by chance. (3) The short term (I to 6 hour) fore-
casts are accurate enough to justify their use.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been seen that major errors have been made in predicting the role of the
ionosphere in radio telecommunications several of which have resulted in major economic
consequences. With the advent of submarine cables, tropospheric microwave links and
satellite transmissions, predictions that “HF communications will soon be dead” have
been common. Such predictions have not been realized because world conditions have
changed and especially the demands of new nations for places in the short-wave band,
with its relative economy , have led to unprecedented congestion of the HF band .

In spite of many shortcomings the various methods of predicting maximum usable
frequencies have proven invaluable over the past 30 or 40 years in optimum circuit
design and efficient frequency utilization of the high frequency radio spectrum. It is
often argued that more accurate ionospheric data are needed for this type of prediction
but this is only partly true . There is l i t t le  point in predicting parameters to an
accuracy that the user is incapable of applying , e.g. predicting sunspot numbers above
120 for the determination of critical frequencies. The radio frequency allocation
system tends to be inflexible and , once an operator has received his (her) frequency
allocation his ability to use accurate ionospheric predictions is severely circum-
scribed . Ionospheric predictions are of value, however , in alerting the operator so
tha t transmitter frequency changes can be made with the minimum of disruption to circuit
operation . The present frequency prediction systems are, therefore , sufficient for many
user purposes and future progress is likely to come not by increased accuracy but by
more intelligent application.

Turning nov to the value of short term forecasts , thes.e are of considerable value
to certain users especially those in isolated high-latitude locations at which iono-
spheric communication is the only contact with the outside world. Some ways in which
the forecasts have been of value are: (a) the priority material can be passed before
the radio channel closes, (b) the operator can switch to an alternative more expensive
link such as cable , satellite, low latitude relay if any of these are available, and
(c) the operator is warned his equipment is not malfunctioning and it is not necessary
to call a service man . It goes without saying that educated operators are essential for
effective utilization of ionospheric predictions and forecasts.
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TABLE I

Typical Users of the ionosphere

Primary customer application areas and times when their systems are
most affected by environmental anomalies, primarily local.

day or night type of activity
customer effects producing effect

Civilian sateUlte communication night Magnetic storms
Commercial aviation—mid-Latitude day Solar radio emissions
communication (VHF)
Commercial aviation—polar cap day 6’ night P (A, magnetic storms
communication (HF)
Commercial aviation navigation (VLF) day &~

. night PCA, magnetic storms
Electric power companies day 6’ night Magnetic storms
Long line telephone communication day 6’ night Magnetic storms

High altitude polar flights, day 6’ night Solar proton events
radiation hazards
Civilian HF communication day 6’ night X-ray emission, ILV.
Coast Guard, GSA, commeiical emission, magnetic
companies, VOA storms
Geophysical exploration day Magnetic storms
Satellite othital variation day 6~ night U.V. emission,
military and civilian magnetic storms
DOD SATCOM communication night Magnetic storms
DOD HF communication day 6’ night X-ray emission, U.V.

emission, PCA,
magnetic storms

DOD reconnaissance day & night PCA, magnetic storms

DOD navigation day & night X-ray emission, U.V.
emission

ERDA communication day & night X-ray emission, U.V.
prospective custoriers - emission , magnetic storms
International community day 6’ night All
Scientific satellite studies day 6.’ night Optical solar flares ,
IMS, Solar Maximum mission, Shuttle, magnetic storms,
solar constant measurements, - X-ray emission, U.V.
stratospheric ozone emission, solar proton
variation, Interplanetary missions events, solar features
Scientific rocket studies day 6’ night Optical solar flares,
IMS, magnetosphere, ionosphere, solar features,
upper atmosphere, sun - 

magnetic storms,
solar proton emi lon,
X-ray emission

Scientific pound studies - day 6. night Optical solar flare,
IMS, sun, interplanetary, magnetic storms,
magnetosphere, ionosphere, upper solar proton emission,
atmosphere, stratosphere, troposphere, X-ray emission, U.V.
seIsmologIcal/geomagnetIc emission, solar

features

s1~~n . .~~~m~~mwn .
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TABLE 2

Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances

PHENOMENON FREQUENCY BANDS
INVOLVED

Sudden Frequency Deviation (SFD) HF

Short-Wave Fadeout (SWF ) HF and Lower VHF

Sudden Phase Anomaly (SPA) VIF

Sudden Enhancement of Atmospherics (SEA ) IF

Sudden Enhancement of Signal (SES) VLF
- Sudden Cosmic Noise Absorj~ion (SCNA) HF and Lower VHF

TABLE 3

The Radio Spectrum

Frequen cy Pri mary
Name Range Propagation Modes Primary Uses

Vary Low Frsqusncy (VI.F) 3 - 30 kHz W.y.guld. (botw..n Ground snd Navlgstlon, Communication.
Lows, lonosplisri) and Ground Way. Standard Fr.qu.ncy and Tim.

Low Fr.qu.ncy (LI) 30- 300 kH W.v.guld. and Ground Way. Msrftlm., Loran C. Sro.dcsstln g

M.dlum Fruqunncy (NP) 300-3000 kHz E Sijion Rofl.ctlon (Nl ht) Maritimo, A.ron.utIcal ,
and Ground Wos. lnl.rnstlonsl Dlstrsss

AM Srosdcsstln~, Nsr ltlms
- - 

and Land Mobil.

H1 Fr.qsmscy elF) 3-30 MHz Sifluction from E and F R.glons Marttlms and Am onsutic ti
Flxsd Sinless, Sro.dc..tlng.
Am.tiurs. CltIz.n.

V..y 1410. Frs~vincy (VHF) 30- 300 MHz LUis of SlOit, Scafl.r from TsI.vlslon, FM Srosdca.tisg
lons.pl.srtc lrvs~uIarltios, 

~ 
Public Ssf.ty. Mobil., A.rsasutlcsl

Ultra 1410, Frsqwmscy (UHF) 300 - 3000 MHz Lin. of S4ht, Af toctad by Spoc CommunIcations, T.lsvIsl.a ,
ionupbsrlc lrrs~wIsrftlss Rad r, Irosdcastln , N.vlgatlsn

Flzsd, Mobil.

S.p.r 1410, Fr.qunncy (IMP) 3000 - 30,000 MHz LI,,. of NØ.t, Trspupli srlc, Spas. Communications, Tilsvlslsn,
Afl.ctid by ~~~~~~~~ Wr.gslsr$tiss Radar, Siudcsstlng, 14sv~ ation

Fln.d, Mobil.

~~ ~~~— ~~~~~~ 
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Fig.6 Sunspot numbers 1610-1970 A.D. (Akasofu , S.-!., 1976 , Solar cycle review , in Physics of Solar-Planetary
Environments, V01. J , editor D.J.Williams, American Geophysical Union , 1-33)
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FROM SPACE ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER BOULDER COLO
SDF NUMBER 200
JOINT AFGWC /SESC PRIMARY REPORT OF SOLAR AND GEOPHYSICA L ACTIVITY ISSUED
2200Z 19 JULY 1974
IA . SOLAR ACTIVITY HAS BEEN VERY LOW WITH THREE NON-ENERGETIC SUBFLARES
REPORTED DURING THE PAST 24 HOURS. REG I ONS 438 (SO8W72) AND 443 (SI2EO6 )
HAVE BEEN STABLE. MINOR INTENSITY FLUCTUATIONS HAVE OCCURRED IN REG I ONS
442 (S7OSI34) AND 445 (S04W37). AN ACTIVE PROMINENCE C5I3E90) PARTIALLY
ERUPTED, AND THEN TOTALLY DISSIPATED , BENEEN O715-0840Z. NO OTHER ACTI-
VITY HAS BEEN REPORTED TO SUBSTANTIATE AN ACT I VE RETURN OF OLD REGION 435.
lB. SOLAR ACTIVITY IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN LOW .
II, THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD HAS BEEN QUIET. IT IS EXPECTED TO BE QUIET TO
UNSETTLED. -

I I I .  EVENT PRO~~8 I L I T I E S  20 - 22 JU LY
CLASS N 03/03/03

• CLASS X 01/0 1/01
PROTON 01/01/0 1
PCAF GREEN
IV. OTTAWA 10.7 cM FLUX 

-

OBSERVED 79 JULY 84

t PREDICTED 20 - 22 JULY 83/85/85 ‘

• 90—DAY MEAN 79 JULY 90
V . GEOMAGNETIC A INDICES -

OBSERVED FREDERICkSBURG 18 JULY 06
ESTIMATED AFR/AP 19 JULY 04/06

PREDICTED AFR/AP 20 - 22 JULY 07/08 - 09/ 10 - 71/ 12

FIg.9 Sample report of solar and geophysical activfty .
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AIR FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL
DAILY PRIMARY HF RADIO PROPAGATION REPORT
PART I. DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL HF RADIO PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
FOR THE 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 1 2240Z JAN 77.
I-IF PROPAGATION CONDITIONS WERE GENERALLY FAIR TO GOOD IN MOST
AREAS EARLY IN THE RADIO DAY , BECOMING GENERALLY GOOD DURING
THE LATTER HALF. MUFS ON LOW LATITUDE CIRCUITS CONTINUED TO
BE SOMEWHAT LOWER THAN SEASONAL NORMALS , GENERALLY NEAR 20 TO
30 PERCENT. THE PREDAWN DIP IN MUFS WAS LESS PRONOUNCED
HOWEVER , SOME AREAS WERE STILL ENCOUNTERING DIFFICULTIES
IN LOCATING SUITABLE WORKING FREQUENCIES DURING THE TRANSITION
PERIOD. MUFS TENDED TO REMAIN SLIGHTLY ABOVE NORMAL AFTER
LOCAL SUNSET ON MID LATITUDE PATHS, RESULTING IN
THE DAYTIME FREQUENCIES OPERATING LATER THAN HAS BEEN THE CASE
DURING THE PAST FEW DAYS. CONDITIONS OVER THE HIGH LATITUDES
WERE GENERALLY GOOD, ALTHOUGH SHORT PERIODS OF INTENSE
ABSORPTION , AND CONSEQUENTLY REDUCED SIGNAL STRENGTHS AND
ELEVATED NOISE LEVELS OCCURRED BETWEEN LOCAL MIDNIGHT AND
DAWN. THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD WAS UNSETTLED TO ACTIVE UNTIL
1 500Z, BECOMING QUIET FOR THE REST OF THE DAY.
PART II. SUMMARY OF ‘OSSIBLE HF RADIO PROPAGATION DISTURBANCES
ON SUNLIT PATHS FOR ~HE 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 122400Z JAN 77.BEGIN END CONFIRMED FREQUENCIES AFFECTED

~315Z 134~Z1746Z 1825Z
1924Z 1944Z
2144Z 2220Z YES UP TO 11 MHZ

PART III. OUTLOOK FOR GENERAL HF RADIO PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
FOR THE 24 HOUR PERIOD BEGINNING 13O400Z JAN 77.
HF PROPAGATION CONDITIONS WILL CONTINUE TO SHOW IMPROVEMENT
OVER MOST AREAS . MUFS WILL REMAIN GENERALLY BELOW SEASONAL

• NORMALS OVER THE LOWER LATITUDES, BUT WILL BE NEAR NORMALS
ELSEWHERE. THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD SHOULD BE GENERALLY
QUIET, ALTHOUGH SOME SLIGHTLY UNSETTLED PERIODS ARE LIKELY
FOR BRIEF PERIODS DURING THE NIGHTTIME HOURS. THE CHANCE OF
A SOLAR FLARE INDUCED SHORT WAVE IS MODERATE.

Fig. 10 Sample HF radio propagation report
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DISCUSSION

H.Soicher, US
Would you describe the Bottomside Sounder Program at NOAA? What is the current number and geographic
spread of Ionosondes used?

Author ’s Reply
NOAA is developing new computer-contro lled sounders , which m a y  be programmed to do different types of
soundings. Data analysis is facilitated by digital techniques. The number of lonosondes in the world network has
stayed fairly constant , although the Ionosondes are getting older and are increasingly difficult to operate.

E.R.Schmerling, US
With 50 years of background Ionospheric data:
( I )  Under quiet solar conditions, do we have sufficient information so that we can make one spot calibration

measurement (either radiation fro m the sun , or lonosonde Profile), get the map that approximate l y corresponds
to those conditions and have a pretty fai r picture of what the Ionosphere looks like?

(2) Under sporadic conditions (flares , substorms) can we again search for a background map that appmximates the
average Ionosphere occurring under those conditions , and superimpose on that theory based on measuring solar
activity within the past few days?

Author’s Reply
Maps are fine for long-term purpose s (monthly medians etc.). If one makes a spot measurement at , say, Ottawa and
discovers the MUF to be I MHz above the average, one cannot say that the MUF at , say, Boulder will be similarly
I MHz above the average , there .
The thing that has changed the Ionospheric prediction picture is not what we have learned about the physics of the
Ionosphere , but rather Technology : Data acquisition , processing and dissemination.

L.W .Barclay , UK . -

Dr Davies has indicated that long-term Ionospheric predictions are possible now while short-term predictions need
to be improved and depend on the subjective interpretation of the man who is doing the forecast. How can the
forecaster be trained to be objective in his predictions?
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USER REQUIREMENTS OF AEROSPACE
PROPAGATION-ENV IRONMENT

MODELING AND FORECASTING

RICHARD I.. THOMPSON , Major , USAF
HQ APGWC

Of f utt AFB, Nebraska

ABSTRAC’T

The Air Weather Service provides both broadscale and mission tailored support to military electromagnetic
communications, surveillance, and warning systemns which operate in, through, or use the upper atmosphere
and nearby space. The Space Environmental Support System, a component of the Air Weather Service, pro-
vides environmental forecasting and specification services in these major technical areas: (1) forecasting
and specification of ionospheric variability, (2) forecasting and specification of solar flare and solar
particle events, and (3) providing geomagnetic and solar indices to users for determining density variabil-
ity. Customer requirements for support include forecasts with lead times ranging from hours to months,
real-time notification of solar and geophysical events within minutes, forecasts tailored to specific user
requirements, and detailed post-analysis studies. Specification and prediction models currently in opera-
tional use , the worldwide solar and geophysical observing network, and the data handling and processing
system are described. The developaent and present status of operational forecasting and skills in the areas
of High Frequency propagation, vertical electron density profiles, total electron content, solar and geo-
physical indices , and solar radiation are discussed . Future military applications and use of space en-
vironment support are also discussed along with selected technologically deficient areas.

1. INTRODUCTION

The United States Air Force has been active in space environment forecasting activities for the pest
fourteen years. The Space Environmental Support System (SEaS) of the Air Weather Service (AWS) was char—
tered to provide environmental support to military space and communication systems whose operation was
affected by either the sun or the near earth environment. Fulfillment of this mission requires a variety
of data , techniques, models , specially trained personnel , and large computer resources. This paper will
trace the developnent of SESS , present the present capabilities and models , and look toward future research
requirements.

2. HISTORY

Although earlier pioneers in space forecasting ware active shortly after World War II . the onl y Air
Force interest in the sun was manifested by the construction of the Sacramento Peek Observa tory in New
Mexico. After launch of the Soviet Sputnik in 1957, the Air Force asked the Air Weather Service to form
an organization to provide support to space operations, much as lower atmospheric meteorological support
is provided to aircraft by meteorologists. The system began to take shape in the early sixties and by
October 1962, the USAP issued its first solar forecast from Scott Air Force Base, Illinois. The operation
expanded rapidly and moved to Ent Air Force Base, Colorado , where it began continuous operation in September
1965. Shortly thereafter, the operation moved into the newly constructed Cheyenne Mountain Complex where it
stayed for the next eight years. Dur ing this time, a worldwide solar optical observing network was estab-
lished along with two radio observing sites (Sagamore Hill, Massachusetts and Manila, Republic of the
Philippines). Solar x-radiation and proton data were observed by the VELA satellite system. The center
operated during the solar maximum conditions of solar cycle 20, and provided support to North American Air
Defense Command (NORAD ) radar surveillance systems, Strategic Air Command (SAC) high frequency (1W) radio
circuits, and a variety of the space systems.

In 1973, the production center of .!,ESS was moved from Cheyenne Mountain to the Air Force Global Weather
Central (APGWC) , Of fut t  APB, Nebraska . This allowed the SESS to grow by significantly increasing the use of
computers to assist the forecasters. One of the first undertakings was to convert the manual processing of
VELA data at Sunnyvale, California, to computer processing and detection of solar events at APGWC. This
task was accomplished by utilizing a great deal of assistance from the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory
(AFGL) (formerly Air Porce Cambridge Research Leboratory) . VELA data are still processed but are now
severely limited due to spacecraft age. The Space Environmental Support Branch at AFGWC continues the trend
toward automation and now automatically processes data from a variety of sources to support its DoD c~~~ it-
ments.

A. in any other endeavor, SESS is no better than its people. Generally, one of th . forecasters on
duty at APGWC has an advanced academic degree in an area of the space sciences. The other two members of
the production team are trained to use and handle the diver.. data flowing into AFGWC . These data , gathered
from ground based optical and radio telescopes , vertical incident ionosondes , polarim.ters, neu tron monitor.,
riometers, maqnetcus.t.rs, plus space data on solar x—ray,, high and low energy protons, visual aurora , pr.—
cipitating electrons, electron density, and a passive ionospheric monitor make up whet can truly he called
a complex data set. Ma ny of these data are computer processed and sorted , but many analyses and nearly all
forecast decisions are still the responsibility of the personnel who make this system function.

3. DATA SOURCES

3.1 Background

A.. has been r.port .d in earlier papers to AGARD (Damon , 1970, Packnett and Dosker, 1970) , the Conference
on theoretica l Ionospheric Models (Thompson , 1972), the Sixth Confer ence on Aerospac, and Aeronautical
Meterology (Snyder, 1974) , and the Ionospheric Effects Symposiums (Flatte ry and Ramsey , 1975, von Flotow ,
1978) , the Air Weather Service has been an actiVe user of scientific community re..arch efforts in the space
sciences. kitS has also been an active contributor of data to th. scientific community .
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3.2  Solar Data

The data received at AFGWC are constantly changing. We presently are replacing our Razdow telescopes
with a new generation telescope, the Solar Observing Optical Network (SOON). These new computerized tele-
scope systems are currently in operation in Hawaii, New Mexico, and Puerto Rico. During 1979, Australian
and Middle East sites will complete the worldwide network. Each of these sites will be connected to AFGWC
by high-speed data links. The solar radio observing network is also upgrading to computerized equipment
and the f i r s t  site in Hawaii is operational. Additional radio sites will be in Australia and the Middle
East. We also receive solar x—ray data from the ~eostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES)
through the NOAA computers at Boulder.

3.3 Ionospheric Data

The Northern Hem~sphere ionosphere data set consists of approximately 45 ionosondes and 11 polarimeters.
.7ust recently, data became available from special sensors flown on the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (nmSP) satellites. These satellites are polar orbiting sun—synchronous at an altitude of 840 km.
We have been monitoring a~nd analyzing auroral information for years from these satellites. A special
sensor for measuring the plasma density, temperature, and mean ion mass is currently being flown on the
DM51’ spacecraft. Unfortunately, the sensor on the latest launch prior to the writing of this paper, is
only providing limited data so information from this sensor has not been incorporated into operational use.
However , this Air Force Geophysics Laboratory developed sensor is scheduled to fly on additional DMSP
spacecraft during the next 5—8 years. Another important sensor is a passive ionospheric monitor. This
sensor is a high frequency reciever which passively monitors the ionospheric noise breakthrough frequencies.
These are some of the major steps being taken by the Air Force to improve the space environment data set.
The data received from these sensors are available to the scientific community through the World Da ta
Center-A in Boulder, Colorado.

4. NOTIFICATION AND ALERT FORECASTING SERVICES

4.1 Event Notification 
-

Since the state—of—the art in accurately forecasting solar and geophysical events is poor , we have
concentrated on providing rapid notification to system operators of conditions which could degrade the
performance of their systems. Rapid event notification is provided for decision assistance to all levels
within the military chain of command .

Typical types of notification include; (1) solar events which cause disruptions to high frequency
communications on sunlit paths, (2) solar radio bursts which may cause disruptions to communication systems
and/or interference to radar systems, (3) solar proton events which can produce radiation hazards to both
men in space and spacecraft , (4) ionospheric disturbances which can cause degradation to HF and satellite
communication systems, and (5) magnetoapheric disturbances which affect  the orbital parameters of low
altitude satellites. AFGWC notifications of solar events are usually provided within five minutes , and
are specifically tailored for each system operator.

Rapid event notification requires a responsive data acquisition and communication system. Worldwide
high speed data links speed data to APGWC from the solar and radio observatories within minutes of event
detection . These data are analyzed by the duty forecaster along with space data obtained from satellites
to identify which DoD systems could be affected. Notification is provided either by telephone or a direct
computer link to the user.

- 
4-. 2 Forecasting Ionospheric Variability -

AFGWC is probably the only full time 24—hour per day ionospheric forecasting unit providing a broad
spectrum of ionospheric forecasts. An ionospheric forecaster iø on duty at all times to monitor the state
of the ionosphere in conjunction with the sun and magnetosphere to provide a variety of ionospheric dependent
systems notifications and forecasts of irregularities that would affect system performance . A more detailed
description was presented by von Flotow (1978) . These services consist of real—time and quasi long range
forecasts.

(a) 1W service can be provided in real—time, along with specification and forecasting of electron
density profiles and total electron content. Large scale fields of parameters such as foF2 are also avail-
able. The present capability for specification and forecasting is shown in Table 1. AFGWC provides real-
time specification and forecast of HF propagation conditions every six hours. An sxaaple of our HF propaga-

p tion message is found in Figure 1, less detailed messages are tranemitted at 0000Z, 1200Z and l800Z.

(b) Th. primary long—range forecasting requiraments are for HF propagation. AFGWC use. the
latest ITS—78 (B.rghausen , et al, 1969) program on our computers. It has been modified for direct interface
to the AXJTODIN (Automatic Digital Network) both for receiving requests and for transmitting its output to
our worldwide military user.. Approximately 300 requests are processed each month.

4.3 Forecasting Magn.tospheric and Neutral Density Parameters.

AFGWC monitors variation of the magnetosphere through use of ground based magnstomsters. Currently,
AWS has access to magnetometers in Alaska, Canada, England, and the United States. Information f rom these
sensors are processed at APGWC to develop a pseudo A sub p, which is transmitted to users for real-tim.
use in their density models. Recently, APGWC has expanded its magnetosphe ria monitoring by using real-
time low energy particle data from operational DOD geostationary spacecraft. Prelimi nary results ax.
extr aly encourag ing in using data observed in the mid night sector to identify .sgm.to.p1 ~eric disturb ances.
This informat ion will be used as a supple ment to th. ground based magnetome ters, and has great potential
to improve our ability to specify and forecast parameters which affect orbi tal characteristics of low
altitude satellit.s and can caus. charging to spacecraft flying near geostationary altitu6es.

_ _  
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AFGWC also provides short and long term forecasts of A sub p and FlO (the 10.7 cm solar radio flux) .The daily forecast (See Figure 2) consists of a three day forecast of each of these parameters. Inaddition seven and 27 day forecasts are provided to several military users.

5. MODELS

5.1 Solar Flare Forecasting

The Air Force SOON was specifically designed to provide coneistent, rapid flare observations and
data for reliable short term solar flare forecasting. Currently the actual work on exploitation of the
SOON data by applying advanced modeling techniques is being accomplished by the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory and the Space Environmental Laboratory (SEL) located at Boulder, Colorado. The Air Force has
three people assigned at the SEL in Boulder. This exploitation of the SOON will continue to receive great
emphasis during the foreseeable future.

5.2 Solar proton Prediction Models

AFGWC presently uses the latest published versions of the Proton Prediction Study (Smart and Shea ,
1977 and 1977a) on our computers. The model was developed by AFGL from empirical data, and incorporates
all available technology. The forecaster can activate the program through a real—time computer device in
the SESS work center using, as initial inputs, any radio and x—ray data available. The program output
includes a time envelope for particles greater than 50 MeV and approximately 10 MeV, expected rio.eter
absorption at high latitudes, and proton fluxes for approximately 15 channels monitored on the GOES and
Defense Support Program (DSP) satellite systems. When accurate radio data are available, this model is
relatively accurate. For example, it performed well during the September 1977 solar proton events.

5.3 HF Propagation Models

The ITS-78 (Barghausen , et al. ,  1968) is the pr imary HF propagation model used at AFGWC. This model
has been modified over the years by the Institute of Telecommunications Service (ITS) and the AFGWC version
incorporates all known changes. The maximum usable frequencies from the ITS-78 program are modified by
field units using information in tIe  AF GIS HF Propagation Reports to provide assistance in real—time
frequency management.

5.4 Ionospheric Specification

The model used by AFGWC to process ionospheric data was reported earlier by Flattery and Ramsay (1975) .
This method involvea using spectral techniques to modify the ITS coefficient fields with observed data to
give a more representative description of the ionosphere. One attribute of this method is complete
compatibility with all programs tha t use the ITS coefficients. This feature makes the technique extremely
versatile and incorporates “quasi-real—time” ionospheric features into the ITS programs .

The Flattery-Ramsay model has some serious deficiencies which include 1) non-orthogonal functionai
2) the inability to handle strong gradients such as those encountered near sunrise and the auroral oval ,
3) it is only continuous in three dimensions (latitude, longitude and time); and 4) it is unable to easily
integrate a variety of ionospheric data.

The vertical electron density profile (EDP) model used by APGWC is a modified version of the Damon
and Hartranft model (1970) . This model incorporates three Chapman layers for B, F1, and F2 and uses avariable scale height for the topside of the ionosphere. Thi. model, combined witf~ ITS or updated IT’S
coefficient,, makes up one of the current AFGWC capabilities for ionospheric specificatIon.

During operational use of the Flattery — Ramsay model, it was noted that as the observed data varied
from monthly ITS median values when updated over the land areas the ocean areas remained at the ITS median
value. This caused artificial gradients to be developed along the coastal areas of the northern hemisphere.
A solution was developed to account for the variation due to solar ionizing flux by deriving the input
sunspot number used by ITS from world—wide ionospheric observations. The Pir st—guess field now has in-
telligence from observed data applied worldwide, so when the spectral f i t  of observed data is made , no
systematic coastal gradients appear - This model has been in production at AF~~C for approximatsly two
years and has verified well.

5.5 Pour-Dimensional Ionospheric Model

The Four-Dimensional (4D) model was d.v.lope4 to correct some of the d.fici.nc.s of the ear lier
spectral analysis model. The ITS coefficients are generated in spherical harmonics whic~ is .sth atically
efficient. This representation of the ionosphere can adequately handle auch sharper gradien ts in latitude ,
longitude and time. The fourth dimension, the vertical , is represented by four .iq.nvector. which can be
modified to incorporate electron density data from polar Orbiting Defense Meteorol ogical Satellite Pr ogram
(ONSP) satellites. Data observed at 840 ka have the necessary information to calculate scale height .
This provides a more representativ e value when it is integrated for total electron content (TEe) than the 4previously used Chapman layers of the Damon—Hartranft model. Th. 4—f l  ionospheric model description was
presented at the 1977 sumner URSI meeting by Flattery and Davenport (197?).

The 4-D ionospheric model is presently used at APGWC for certain functions. We feel the model will —
be able to accce1~odate an advanced polar model and has possibilities of mare effictent ray-tracing,
especially in reducing computer time. Three dimensional ground to satellite ray-tracing is a promising
area if the computer costs are as low as expected . This portion of the model is several man-years from
completion.

- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~ - - - — 
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6. FUTURE

6.1 Solar

The proliferation of space systems and advanced state of electronic systems since the last solar cycle
havó resulted in increasingly stringent requirements for predictive capabilities of solar events which affect
these systems. The USAF Scientific Advisory Board (1977) reconunended methods which could decrease the
degradation to these systems. Considerable research is in progress to exploit the data from the new SOON
and radio systems to improve space environmental support to our DoD customers. It is importan t to note
that AFCWC has a full appreciation for the importance of vigorous solar research and actively supports the
efforts of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory and the Space Environmental Laboratory in Boulder. Several
SEL developments are currently used as a basis for direct support to many DoD systems.

6.2  Ionosphere

AFGWC supports many DoD systems dependent on , or affected by, the ionosphere. We expend considerable
in-house technique development to improve support. Many areas of ionospheric specification and prediction
have serious deficiencies. The global dimension of our mission currently requires extensive data Sets and
models. The immediate need is to understand and specify the large—scale irregularities of the ionosphere
during storm time, with a follow-on natural extension to a forecast capability. Longer term goals
include globa l capability for specification of imach smaller irregularities which affect coherent wave
fronts, e.g., phase and amplitude scintillations. This will include the development and expansion of
methods to observe parameters which can be applied to advanced operational models.
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CURRENT AFGWC IONOSPHERIC SPECIFICATION

Fof2 Northern Hemisphere + .5 ~*iz

MUF/FOT Northern Hemisphere + 3.0 MHz

TEC Northern Hemisphere + 25%

Electron Density Profile (EDP) 25% RMS Error

FUTURE AFGWC IONOSPHERIC SPECIFICATION 5

5Assumes a morning and noon DMSP satellite with Ionospheric sensors:

Fof 2 Northern Hemisphere ± .5 MHz

MUF/FOT Northern Hemisphere + 3.0 MHz

TEC Northern Hemisphere + 15%

EDP - 15% BuS

TABLE 1

I
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UNCLAS
DEFSMA C SIZ PASS TO SHOE
SUBJ: Hf RADIO PROPAGATION REPORT
SPACE E~~IRON~tNTAL SLPPORT BRANCH
AIR FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CENTRAL
PRIMARY HF RADIO PROPAGATION REPORT ISSUED AT (7701.OOZ FEB 78. P
PART I. SUMMARY O70000Z TO 0701.002 FEB 76/

FORECAST 0706002 TO 0?1.200Z FEB 78.
QUA DRAN T

I II III IV
TO 9011 90W TO 180 160 TO 911 911 TO 0

REGION POLAR M~ U5 N5 M./.30
U4 N6 P1./+31]

MIDDLE N6 N? N? N?
LOW N71.30 N7 N? N?

EQUATORIAL N? N? N? N’?
PART II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF Hf RADIO PROPAGATION CONDITIONS
OBSERVED DURING ThE 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 05/24002 FEB 78 AND
FORECAST CONDITIONS FOR THE NEXT 24 HOURS.
THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD WAS QUIET TO UNSETTLED. WITH BR IEF ACTIVE
PERIODS. THE FIELD SHOULD REMAIN QUIET TO UNSETTLED.
EQUATORIAL THROUGH MID LATITUDES. . . If PROPAGATION WAS GENER-
ALLY GOOD. REPORTED SUNRISE TRANSITIONS WERE flfl. ~ . hf  S WERE
EP*IANCED 25 PCT AT MID LATITUDES FROM SUNRISE TO NOON. OTHER
MLFS WERE NEAR SEASONAL NORMALS.
AURORAL AND POLAR LATITUDES. . . PROPAGATION WAS GENERALLY GOOD
DURING LOCAL DAYTIPt HOURS AND GOOD TO FAIR DURING NIGHT HOURS.
MLFS WERE EM4ANCED 30 PCT DURING MIDDAY HOURS. OTHER M)FS WERE
GENERALLY NORMAL. SHORT PERIODS OF FAIR OCCASIONALLY POOR PROP-
AGATION WERE REPORTED AT NIGHT DUE TO FADING. SPORADIC E. AND
EMIANCE D NOISE. SPREAD F WAS ALSO PREVALENT AT ALL HOURS IN
SOLAR LATITUDES AND GAVE SOPE FAIR TO POOR PROPATAION .
PART III. SLJIIMARY Of SOLAR FLARE INDUCED IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES
WHICH MAY HAVE PRODUCED SHORT WAVE FADES IN THE SLJPLIT HEMISPHERE
DURING TIC 24 HOUR PERIOD ENDING 06/24002 . . . NONE.
PROBABILITY FOR THE NEXT 24 HOURS. . . .STROP4G.
PART IV. OBSERVED/FORECAST FlU AND K/AP.
THE OBSERVED 10.7 CM FLUX FOR 06 FEB 76 WAS 11.1. ThE PREDICTED
10.7 CM FLUX FOR 0?, 06. 09 FEB 76 ARE 11.3. 1.1.2. AND 11.0.
TIC OBSERVED K/AP VALUES FOR 06 FEB 78 ARE 02/09. THE FORECAST
K/AP VALUES FOR 0?. 08. 09 FEB 78 ARE 03/12. 03/1.0. AND 02/08.

FIGURE 1

UNCLAS
DEFSMAC SIZ PASS TO SHOE
JOINT AFGIàC/SESC PRIMARY REPORT OF SOLAR AND GEOPHYSICAL ACTIVITY
ISSUED 221]OZ 06 FEBRUARY 1978
IA. SOLAR ACTIVITY HAS BEEN MODERATE. REGIONS 998 {N2?W].1} AND
100]. {NI7E3O} HAVE BEEN HIGHLY FLARE PRODUCTIVE. SIGNIFICANT
FLARES INCLUDE. FROM REGION 996. A 1—B{M--1} AT 08/0716Z. AND.
FROM REGION 1001. A 2—B{11—2} AT 08/03592. ThESE SAIC FLARES WERE
CLASSED AS SUB—NORMALS BY CLLGOORA. BOTH REGIONS CONTAIN WEAK
DELTA’S ANT) ARE MORE COIPLEX THAN YESTERDAY AND 1001’ CONTINUTES
TO GROW IN nIHITE LIGHT. NEW REGION 1.004 (S22E?31’ IS THE RETURN
OF OLD 98] AND IS AN H-TYPE SPOT 111TH WEAK PLA&E. OTHER REGIONS
ARE GENERALLY QUIET.
IS. SOLAR ACTIVITY SHOULD REMAIN MODERATE. FURTHER ENERGETIC
ACTIVITY CAN BE EXPECTED FROM REGIONS 996 AND 1001.
II . THE GEOIIAGICTIC FIELD HAS BEEN QUIET TO SLIGHTLY UNSETTLED.
THE FIELD IS EXPECTED TO BE GENERALLY UNSETTLED THRU THE PERIOD.
III . EVENT PROBABILITIES 09 FEBRUARY - 11 FEBRUARY
CLASS 11 90/90/90
CALSS X 40/40/40
PROTON 40/40/40
PCAF YELLOW
IV. OTTAWA 10.? CM FLUX
OBSERVED 06 FEBRUARY 11.1.
PREDICTED 09-11. FEBRUARY 11.5/165/1.65
90-DAY ICAN 06 FEBRUARY 109
V. GEOMAGNETIC A INDICES
OBSERVED FREDERICKSBURG 07 FEBRUARY 05 

-ESTIMATED AFR/AP 06 FEBRUARY 10/10
PREDICTED AFR/AP 09—11 FEBRUARY 10/10 - 10/1.0 - 10/10

FIGURE 2
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DISCUSSION

N.G.Gerson , US
If the system described is implemented , what effect would it have on HF communications practice? Would the
information supplied to the communication station be of sufficient help and reliabil ity to be used by the operators?
Would implementation be worth the cost?

Author ’s Reply
The system described was specification of TEC and electron density profiles (EDP) to I S percent RMS error.
Agreed that HF fo recasting (or specification) is probably not needed withi n 10%, but for certain applications TEC
and EDP within 15% is required. So, it is felt that it is worth the effort and costs.

H.Soicher , US
How are the measurements (at 840 km) of particles and temperatures (scale heights) applied to the aims of AFGWC
modelling? How do the data outputs compare with results obtained by other methods?

Author’s Reply
One of the requirements of AFGWC is the specification and forecasting of total electron content (TEC). We had no
method to observe the ionospheric topside in quasi-real-time. AFGL proposed a sensor to be flown on Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program at 840 km to measure electron density and temperature. AFGWC has devised
modelling methods to in corporate the data. Until continuous data are received , the last question cannot be
answered. AFGL feels it will compare very well.
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REAL-TZbIE PROPAGATION ASSESSMENT 4

h a n .3. Rothinuller
EM Propagation Division

Nava l Ocean Systems Center
San Diego , CA 92152

SUPO~ARY

The performance of a wide variety of Naval electromagnetic systems depends on ionospheric condi-
tions . For example, solar disturbances of the ionosphere can interrupt cousnunications, render surveillance
systems useless and cause navigation system inaccuracies. Real-time propagation assesament is a technique
to optimi ze system per formance by allowing knowledge of current ionospheric conditions to be used to mini-
mize detrimental effects of an unknown or disturbed propagation environment. An environmental prediction
and assesament system (EPAS) • comprised of a variety of real—time sources of solar/geophysical data and a
center which collects , processes and selectivity disseminates these data to regional prop agation assess-
ment terminals, can provide real—time knowledge of propagation conditions . The US Naval Ocean Systems
Center is developing a terminal called PROPHET (for propagation forecasting), a key element of the EPAS
that uses real—time solar/geophysica l data to make regional assesaments which are tailored to specific sys-
tem useage. PROPHET uses models to translate data from satellite and ground based sources into performance
predictions for specific systems. PROPHET is presently being evaluated at a Naval Comaunication Station
and has proved to be useful to operational personnel.

1. INTRODUCTION

To obtain high performance from a wide variety of Navy electromagnetic systems , the effec ts of
the propagation channel - the aerospace environment or ionosphere - most be accounted for. An environment-
al prediction and assessment system (EPAS) provides this capability. An EPAS is an integration of three
elements; (1) a variety of real—time solar/geophysical data sources ; (2) a center collecting, processing
and selectively disseminating these data t oj  (3) propagation assessment terminals where real—time regional-
ized and tailored products are issued.

The US Naval Ocean Systems Center is developing a real—time assebsment terminal called PRCPHET,
a key element of the EPAS. PROPHET “products” are designed to be used to optimize specific system perform-
ance. Optimization may be achieved, for example, by real-time corrections to navigation systems affected
by variations in ionospheric parameters, or frequency selection advice , or other user oriented information.

This paper describes development of operational environmental models used in PROPHET , PROPHET
products , and results of testing the terminal and the EPAS concept in an operational environment.

2. I 3DELING SOLAR EFFECTS cm SYsTEMS

The chief influence on the near—earth space environment is the sun . Variations in solar emis-
sions cause variations in this environment which , in turn , cause variations in performance of many electro-
magnetic systems. Large solar disturbances such as flares can affect ionospheric conditions so that cam-
usanication link s may be interrupted , surveillance systems rendered useless and navigation systems made in-
accurate. Examples of solar disturbance related outages are: short wave fade (SWF ) in the HF band due to
flare x-ray. , phase errors and deep fade , in VLF signal s due to solar proton impact on the polar ionosphere,
deep fades in VHF/UHF satellite comaunication systems due to ionospheric scintillation ..

An important aspe ct of models developed at NOSC is that they are tailored to a specific system
app ) icatio n and that the output is in easily used terms (e.g. navigation correction in mile., lowest use-
able frequency, etc.). The PESC nodal development approach is illustrated by the following chart .

Cause Environment System Effects

Solar 1 ( Ionospheric HP: Coma . outage - sw~Effluence )l Reaction )I VIZ : Nay . Error - PCA , SPA

____________ I I VHF : Ccsus. Outage - Scintillation

Three approaches can be taken to develop models assessing the propagation environment: phenome-
nological, statistical , and ssmi—~~~ irical - The phenomenological is based on an understanding of the physi-
cal processes relating cause and effect. The statistical approach is based on synoptic studies and assumes
that predictions can be made based on historic data. Th, semi-empirical method (pres ently used most often
by the NOSC modeling group) cca*ines knowledge of the basic physical causes with observational data to gen1
erata simplified models which obviate modeling the complicated processes between the basic driving cause
and final effect.

An illustration of a semi—empirical model i. the effect of high energy solar proton emission on
the omega VIZ navigation system. Th. physic, of the process is that the polar D-region of th. ionosphere
(50-90 1cm) is anomalously ionized by high energy (E )lO P4eV) protons. Thi. anomalo us ionization causes
sore than normal phas. advance of signals crossing the affected regions and thus , if unaccounted for .
cause navigation errors. This also causes high absorption in the HF (and VHF ) band which I’.. given rime
to the tar. polar cap absorption or PCA .

The onega corriction so~4.l d.velop.d by nosC (Argo , 1975) translates solar proton f lux measured
at eatellits altitudss into phase error correction.. These corrections ar, in form similar to those now
routinely used to account for tim. of day, season, •tc . The model has as parameters integrated protgn
flux (C’ 10 P4eV) , tim. of day and path length through the “polar cap” (defined to be greater than 63 g.o—
magnetic latitude) . Figure 1 show, both corrected and mcorrected positional information for a PC?. event.

T 
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The model is thus seen to correct back to the nominal 2 lan accuracy of Omega. An important point to note
is that a rCA event, unlike some other flare related events , can last two to three days .

Another model developed by NOSC ii the e f fec t  of an x—ray flare on HP communications • This
model has two “components~~. One n~ dels the time history of the flare . The other models the ef fec t of the
1—8k x—ray f lux on the HF spectrum . The flare duration nodal p~~~ icts the duration once the f lare  has
reached its peak . The prediction techn ique uses the discovery by NOsc that flares decay with one of a
small set of definite decay rates. The risetime and peak amplitude are used to e8timate the decay rate
(Argo , et al ., 1978) . The model adjusts itself in case of multiple flares and can update the decay esti-
mate . Figure 2 illustrates these and other aspects of the prediction nodel~s capabilities. The figure
shows data taken by SOLRAD-9 and how the model ‘s predictions follow recurring flares and changes in decay
slope. The vertical lines in the figure indicate times of updating. This figure also illustrates how,
when operationally implementing such a model , care most be taken to strike a balance between n umber of up-
dates and accuracy of predictions. It also shows the difference between a theoretical model and its appli-
cation as a real—time aid using real-time data which can have gaps and other difficulties. During periods
of continuous , smooth data the model does extremely well. However , when data gaps appear , the f i t  is not
as good.

The flux thus predicted is converted to lowest observable frequency (LOF) in the HF band with a
nodal deduced from the relationship between x—ray flux and LOP illustrated in Figure 3 (Rose, et al., 1974).
This displays the propagation characteristics of the HF spectrum over a 24 hour period containing two
bursts of molar x-rays during the daytime portion . Frequency is plotted versus time with vertical deflect-
ions indicating signal strength. The l-8~ solar x-ray f lux peaks at 184 0 and 2100 GMI making the entire
HF spectrum unuseable by causing two SWFs.

The NOSC nodal thus can continually in real—time calculate the LOF and, once a flare has reached
its peak, also predict the duration of the outage.

Thi s semi—empirica l approach ha. yielded several other models relating space—environmental data
to systems effects. Argo and Hill (1976) have developed a model relating absorption of transpolar HF and
polar region VHF/UHF satellite communications during a PCA event.

To perform predictions of HF propagation characteristics on a daily basis , a model developed by
the Air Force (1973) i. used. This is an hourly update to a statistically based model - the updating dome
by re fitting to data obtained from an 1W ionospheric sounder network. To make longer range predictions,
NOSC has developed a model also based on a statistical model.

Another statistical model adapted for Navy use , is the scintillation depth of fading model
(LaBahn , 1974). This is an adaptation of the model developed by Fremouw and Rino (1973) and modified by
Pope (1974).

Present work is aimed at modeling the effects of geomagnetic storms on a variety of systems and
a phenomenological basis for a scintillation model.

3. A REAL—TIME ASSESSMENT TEREINAL: PROPHET

To implement the models discussed earlier, NOSC has developed a real-time propagation assess-
ment terminal called PROPHET. The object of the NOSC effort was to develop a terminal to be used by opera-
tional personnel. PROPHET products were designed to be understood and applied easily. This requirement
motivated the earlier described modeling of system effects rather than modeling only environmental effects.

The PROPHET termin*1 consist, of a stand alone minicomputer with an interactive graphic display
and hard copy unit. An example of a PROPHET product is shown in Pi’;ure 4 illustrating the concept of re-
gionalized tailored assessments. The graphic display shows the area of concern for the communications con-
tr oller. For the Naval communication Station (NAVCOMMSTA) at Stockton , CA (near San Francisco, CA) this
is the eastern Pacific Ocean . The map shows the current position of ships and (on the left) the maximum
useable frequency (MU?) , lowest useable frequency (LU?) , and frequency of optiusam transmission (POT) for
each ship. The communications controller uses this information to guide his frequency selection . The
current and pest hour satellite measured solar x-ray flux , a measure of solar activity, is also displayed.
When the x—ray flux rises to levels such that propagation i~ affected , PROPHET warns the circuit control
officer and produces ~çdated frequency advice. Such a warning not only alerts communication personnel that
it is an environmental disturbance causing an outage rather than equipment failure , but also allows some
flexibility to alleviate problems.

A very important PROPHET capability is the ability to produc. ray trace, which depict the path
of the electromagnetic wave fronts. Figure 5 ii an exampl. of a 3000 km path. A number of important propa-
gation features are evident from thi. presentation. No co~~~anication is possibl. for ranges out to approx-
imately 1200 lam . ml. mo-called skip zone may be of advantage if an unwanted receiver is located within
this ran ge. Focusing , i.e. several r ays concentra ting in a .sall axes, occurs between 1230—1330 km and,
because of different wave travel times along the rays , signal degradation through interference may be as-
pected . A similar interference must be expected at larger ranges (2500—2700 lan) where rays reflected once
from the ionospher. and r~ ys reflected twice (after being reflected from the ocean , surface ) are super-
imposed . Another application of the ray tr&ce picture is the .ul.ction of specific antennae having launch
angles favoring daeir .d rays and .zppr eesing ‘nd.eired rays for a par ticular optiusma coverage situation.
The model ionosphere used here is a statistically derived one.

Implementation and PROPHET presentation of the fade model described earlier is illustrated in
Figures 6 end 7. Subsequent to a solar flare , PnoPHET issues a warning and display s a list of all active
circui ts with predicted recovery times (und.r coltmm. h.aded “ROVA N I H ” )  (Figure 6) • This pr.d.ictimn can
be exasined on a circuit by circuit basis as shown in Figure 7. In this example, the Pa)? i. 15 MHz where
the predicted fade i. only 10 minute s • This kind of display shows not only how to shorten the effect of ~
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SW? but also allows the recognition that the SWF was caused by a solar flare rather than an equipment mel-
function.

4. REAL-TIME PROPAGATION ASSESS1WI~rr: A TEST

nose conducted a field test of the PROPHET assessment terminal at the Naval Communication Sta-
tion , Stockton , CA. The general test objectives were to test the utility (and reliability) of real—t ime ,
tailored and rag ic ~ilized propagation assessments in an operational environment and to specif y the needs
and uses of various components of an environmental prediction and assessment system (EPAS) .

As noted earlier , a real-time environmental prediction and assessment system is an integration
of three elements. These are : (1) a variety of solar/geophysical data sources ; (2) a facility which ccl-
lects, processes and selectively dissem inat es these data to; (3) a propagation assessment terminal where
real—time , regionalized and tailored “products ” are issued .

Figure 8 illustrates the conceptual information flow in an EPAS. Figure 9 shows the information
flow for the nose field test. A variety of solar/geophysical data flow into La Posta Astrogeophysical
Observatory (LPAO) where the data were sorted and combined with local data. Selected data were sent on to
the PROPHET terminal. Data sources included SOLRAD 118 , OcES—l , SIPS—i , (X)ES— 2, NOAA-5, as well as other
da ta from SELDADS (Williams , 1976) and the Air Force Global Weather Centra 3 (AF(RP C , 1973) .

The field test was evaluated by analyzing the log tapes (which contain useage informati on as
well as commentary by COP4HSTA personnel) and questionnaires filled out by the users . Thus both qualitative
and quantitative results were obtained.

Analysis to date has shown that: (1) (X)144STA personnel made frequent use of PRO P HE T - terminal
access averaged once per nine minutes (during each 24 hour period); (2)  using PROPHET predictions, QSYs
(numbe r of frequency shifts) and outages due to propagation were reduced by 15% wi th duration of outage.
reduced by 155-20%; (3) COPaPSTA personnel gave a qualitative general “usefulness” rating to PROPHET of
eight on a scale of ten.

The ray tracing capability provided some unexpected returns • It not only was useful as an edu-
cational tool providing insight to the operational personnel into the process of HF propagation , but was
found to give personnel an added (and previously unused ) flexibility to perform antenna selection. For
example , a 6 P4Hz transmission from Stockton was not heard by a ship despite the fact that this frequency
was within the MUF/WF envelope. A PROPHET ray trace was called and showed the ship to be in the skip zone
for the antenna in use. The ray trace was redone using an antenna with a different take of f angle so that
rays would reach the ship. The transmitting antenna was shifted and the frequency/antenna combination pro-
vided six hours of solid communications.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The in itial field teat in an operational environment of a propagation assessment terminal has
shown that such information can be useful and will be used if it is tailored to the users needs • This
points out the need to continue model development beyond only a description of the environment . A knowl-
edge (or awareness ) of environmental dependencies of systems is thus useful in development of operational
models.

Another important test result is the realization that a terminal such as PROP HE T prov~dee a use-
ful vehicle for modelers of the propagation environment , Present modeling capabilities are limited by 1ad~
of phenonaenological pictures of some ionospheric processes. Future work must be aimed at removal of the se
limi tations.
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Figure 3. Propagation channel characteristics for the HF band during two solar flares.
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DISCUSSION

J.Aarons,US
While advances have been made in forecasting, the effect of soft X-rays and solar protons in the 1-20 MeV range ,
what has been done about dealing with the great variability in foF2 in middle latitudes during magnetically quie t
periods? Perhaps, factors such as neutral winds and the solar wind have important global effects that we still do not
understand.

Author’s Reply
We are presently working on a model that predicts/assesses foF2 or MUF based on Solar EUV and other factors such
as neutral winds as you noted. However , we are also assessing the accuracy requirements of the operational HF
systems.

K.Davies. US
The PROPHET system appears to be valuable in two respects:

( I )  Resolving the dilemma of supplying the user with information he can use rather than what the predictor thinks
the user needs.

(2) Valuable educational tool.

N.G.Gerson, US
Would this system be used by the operators if implemented? Are there not other simpler systems available ? What
communications are required to support the system? The present practice , I believe, in Navy circles is to radiate the
same information at a number of frequencies simultaneously or periodically; the ship copies at the frequency
providing the best ratio of signal/noise . This latte r method , although wasteful of frequency space , provides a reason-
able low-cost operational answer to the outage problem. Will it be replaced?

Author’s Reply
The PROPHET terminal is designed to provide personnel with environmental advice for a variety of Navy systems
from ELF to UHF. This will consist of real-time as well as predictive advice. Our present experience is that Navy
personnel will use the products issued by PROPHET. An advantage of PROPHET is., by the way, that it provides
the reason for a short wave fade , thus saving efforts try ing to re-establish communications by repai ring “faulty ”
equipment.

J.S.Niabet, US
- This is a very exciting system in that it allows very sophisticated models to be used simply by unskilled operators.

In the use of models, it is desirable to get feedback on how well they predict so that they can be improved. What
arrangements do you make for this feedback?

Author’s Reply
The accuracy of predictions is actually difficult for us to check precisely. We do check with the personnel on a
regular schedule for comments on accuracy , timeliness and appropriateness of the predictions.

J.S.Belrose, Canada
I must say I am somewhat overwhelmed by the shear magnitude of the undertaking, viz , to provide real-time propa-
gation assessment for a variety of users employing sensors widely-located. I am somewhat pessimistic, however,
abou t the real value of such a centralized system for HF propagation assessment particularly at high latitudes, because
of the rapid time variation of the propagation media and the limited correlation distan ce for such disturbances. In
Canad a we have recognized this as a problem many years ago, and we opted for a system that we have called CHEC ,
which is a code name for channel evaluation and calling. This system can be as simple or as complex as the user
desires, and it does provide real-time assessment over the particular path of concern to each operator. The system
does not predict, it provides evaluation righ t up to the present , and background knowledge because today ’s assess-
men t can be compared with yesterday’s. A special sounding transmitter is not required ; channel sounding can be
accompl ished by using the communications transmitters , which in the case of fleet broadcast are all being keyed in
any case. An alternative for correcting VLF navigation errors Is “differential Omega”, in which a mobile is corrected
using data recorded by a nearb y fixed monitor. Your evaluation of PROPHET has to be jud ged against these , and
other alternatives which your paper did not address.

Author ’s Reply
The PROPHET idea is to provhle real-time advice as well as long-term forecasting advice using whatever methods
are available for the region in’ system to be helped. Sounding the path to be used at HF (either actively or passively)
certainly can work and could be used in high latitudes where propagation is so highly variabi However a sounding
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system by itself will not help during a flare where prediction of outage duration and recovery profile is. presen tly
available. Thus, at high latitudes a “data source” to PROPHET should be a sounder as well as satellite x-ray and
particle data.
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GEOPHYSICAL DISTURBABCE EFFECTS AID THEIR PREOICTABILITY

E V T h r a n e
lorvagien Defence Research Establishment
P 0 Box 25 - 1-2007 K.jeller, Norway

ABSTRACT

Different types of disturbances in the upper atmosphere can change it. properties as a propagation
medi um for electr omagnetic waves • The paper reviews the most important of these disturb ances , and discus-
ses the possibility of predicting , not their actual occurrence, but rather their effect on the atmosphere
once they have occurred • The review is b.sed upon current knowledge of ionospheric and upper atmosphere
physics • and concentrates on effects of importance to radio wave propagation. Both natural phenosens, such
as magnetic storms , end san-~~4e disturbance. are discussed,

1. INTROThJCTIOII AID CXITLINE

Different types of geophysical disturbances influence the state of the upper atmosphere and change
its properties as a propagation medium for electromagnetic waves • This paper discusses the problem of
predicting these changes. The prediction of the actual occurrence of a certain disturbance will not be
dealt with here • I shall start by assuming that the occurrence of a distu rbsnce with certain characteris-
t ics has betn (correctLy) predicted , and then discuss the possibilities we have at present for esti~~ ting
the atmospheric changes, relevant to wave propagation , that will result.

A definition of a geophysical disturbance in the context of this paper is not straightforward , and
will of necessity be somewhat arbitrary. The upper atmosphere h&s certain regular variations that repeat
from day to day and from year to year . Superimposed on this regular pattern are changes that do not re-
peat themselves in a systematic manner • These irregular changes are , to the extent that they infl’~ence
wave propagation , the disturbances that are of interest in this discussion. When the irregular changes are
frequent end pronounced it may not be easy to establish a regular background pattern . Such is the case at
high latitudes, particularly in the auroral zones, where strongly irregular behaviour of the medium is
the rule, rather than an exception. Although it is difficult to give an exact definition of what we mean
by a disturbance , certain types of major disturbances may usually be identified , and these are discussed
in the following sections. Section 2 briefly describes the important types of disturbances end their
effect on radio wave propagation . The remaining sections deal with these types of disturbance one by one ,
discussing their causes and the possibility of predicting their effects on propagation.

2. THE MUST IMPORTANT TYPES OF DISTURBARCE

There are many ways of classifying upper atmospheric, or ionospheric disturbances , none of them
very satisfactor y . ~~ .t , but not all disturbances of importance for radio wave propagation are pert of the
sequence of very complicated phenomen a called a magnetic storm . Time does not permit a discussion of all
aspects of magnetic storms, and I choose to list and discuss a few selected important types of disturbance,
without any attempt at systematic classification according to cause. Table 1 gives this list,

TABLE 1 IONOSPXESIC DISTUREAJCES (Rishbeth and Garriott , 1969)
Disturbance Propagation effects Time and duration Possible cause
Sudden Ionospheric In sunlit hemisphere , strong All effects start Eshanced solar x ray
Disturbance (aID ) absorption, anomalous VLF- approx simultaneously . and . HJV flux

reflection, F—region eff ects Duration 1 hour from solar flare
Polar Cap Absorption Intense radiowave absorption Starts a few houi’s after Solar protons 1—100 HeY
(PCA ) in magnetic polar regions. flare . Duration one to

Anomalous YLF-reflection several days
Magnetic Storm F—region effects; increase May last for days with In.tere.ction of solar low

of foF2 during first dear, strong daily variations ener~~’ plasma with earth ’s
then depressed fo?2, with magnetic field, causing
corresponding changes in energetic electron preci-
1.51? pitation
E—region effects , storm E~
D—region effects, enhanced
absorption , YLF-s,nosaliea

Aurora]. Absorption Tsihancad absorption along Complicated phenomena Precipitation of electrons
(AA ) auro ra]. oval in areas hundred lasting from hours to with energ ies a few tens

to thousand kilometers in days of key
extent . Sporadic E may
give enhanced MU?

Relativistic ~~hanced absorption VLF— Duration 1—2 hours Precipitation of electrons
Electron Precipi- anomalies at aub -aurora l with energies of a few
tat ion ( REP ) latitudes hundred keY
Travelling lonos- Changes of foF2 with cor— Typically a few hours Atsoap heric wave s
phsric Disturbance. responding changes of MU?
( TI D)  sometime. periodic

Winter Anomaly (WA) Eshanced absorption at One to several day. Probably many causes , such
aidlatit ude s . as change. in conoentra—

tion of minor specie. ,
temperature change. , par-
ticle precipitation

Stratospheric Change, in absorption , Days or week , , in Change. in global
Warming VLF—en omal ia. late winter circulation pattern
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We are interested in the propagation effects of the disturbances . Propagation is determined mainly
by the spatial and temporal variations of the electron density in the ionosphere. For extremely low fre-
quencies ions may also be important . Our primary concern is therefore to predict the changes in plasma
density resulting from a disturbance. Onc e these changes are known , the propagation effects can normally
be estimated with reasonable certainty . -

3. SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES (81D ’s)

It is well established that BID ’. are associated with solar flares and are caused by enhanced X—ray
and EUV emissions. Whereas the X—ray intensity may increase by orders of magnitude during such a flare,
the EUV flux normally only increases by a few tens of per cents. The main propagation effects are pro-
duced in the lower ionosphere by radiation with wavelengths in the range 0.05 — 102.7 nm, and extend over
the sunlit hemisphere. They are: HF—absorption , sudden frequency deviations (SFD) of HF—signals , sudden
phase anomalies (SPA) of VLF—signale ( See Figure 1). The capability of a flare to produce an BID depends
upon the flux level as well as on spectral composition. Bain and Hemson (1975) find that SPA ’s are the
most sensitive indicators of an BID , and report on the observed percentage of optical ( Mci ) flares of
various classes associated with SPA’s. The percentage increases from 12% for subflaree to 100% for class 3
flares. Fluxes greater than 6-iO~ Jm 2s~ - in the 0.05 — 0.3 rim band will always give an SPA. Detailed
studies of BID effects by for example Rove et a]. (1970), Montbriand and Belrose (1972) and Deephande
and Mitra (1972 ) have shown that the X—raye not only cause enhanced ion production , but that they also
influence the ion chemistry and produce changes in the ionization loss rate. Figure 2 shove electron den-
sity profiles Ne(h) measured during a flare of moderate strength (t4ontbriand and Belrose, 1972). From
satellite measurements of X—ray ~nd gJV flux, the ion production profiles q(h) may be determined, provided
that the height variations of the density of the major neutral atmospheric constituents are known . Using
a simple form of the continuity equation

• q(h) — *(b)N~(h) (1)

the effective recombination rate *(h) may be determined.

There are several problems involved in estimating the ionospheric effects of a flare. First, very
accurate knowledge of the spectral composition is required to compute an accurate ion production profile.
The usual eateilite instrumentation , such as the Vela satellites, did not provide sufficient spectral
resolution , particularly at the shortest wavelengths, and model spectra have had to be fitted to the
observed X—ray intensities. New satellites have brought the evaluation of BID ’s to a turning point , how-
ever . The EUV and X—ray fluxes over the full wavelength region are now available with high time resolu-
tion and in near real time (Donnely , 1976).

Secondly , the ion production profile will be quite sensitive to the state of the neutral atmosphere,
and accurate information on atmospheric density and composition is necessary.

Thirdly , accurat e knowledge of the ion chemistry in the lower ionosphere is required to predict the
changes in effective ionization lose rate during an BID. Figure 3 shows experimental evidence that the
loss rat e decreases during a flare , and that the decrease depends upon the strength of the flare . Thus
the changes in loss rat e will enhance the effects of an increase in ion production. Studies of the lover
ionosphere by means of mass spectrometers have given us very detailed knowledge of the positive ion
chemistry , In terms of this chemistry a decrease in los, rate between 70 and 85 km may be explained ~y adecrease in the concentration of hydrated cluster ions with large recombination rates , relative to the
concentration of the molecular ions O~ and 10+ which recombine rapidly . The reaction chains leading to
cluster ion formatio , are not completely mapped , however , and modelling is still bound to be uncertain.
This is even more true for modelling of the negative ion format ion , that is important below about 75 km.
The effective loss rate derived i .uring a moderately strong flare by Montbriand and Belrose (1972) shows a
very large decrei~ae relative to normal condition, near 70 km and below. This indicate, that the negative
ion population may have been depleted during the flare, but no model, of the negative ion chemistry have
as yet been developed to explain such observations . We must conclude that the effects of an X—ray flare
can only be predicted in gross terms at the lowest heights in the ionosphere.

~+. POLAR CAP ABSORPTION EVENTS ( PCA)

The energetic particle bombardement of the polar cap ionosphere. during a PCA cause long—lasting
and lar ge changes of plasma density, particularly in the lover ionosphere . Severe disruptions of HF—com-
munication as well as large errors in positioning by means of VLF—navigation systems result. The frequency
of occurrence of PCA events varies from a few events per year during sunspot minimum conditions to one or
more per month in sunspot maximum years. A RCA covers the entire polar caps down to about 600 magnetic
latitude and lasts for a few to several days per event. The intense ionization in the lower ionosphere is
caused mainly by solar protons . Figure ~i (Reagan , 1977 ) ihows the ion production profile for the August
1972 event , one of thp strongest ever recorded. In the region below 80 km the ion production is enhanced
by a factor of l0~ —lO~ relative to quiet dayt ime conditions. From a knowledge of the proton ener~ ’ spec-
trum the ion production profile may be computed, but euch events are also believed to have p rof ound in-
fluence on the chemist ry of the region , and therefore on the elect ron loss rate. Figure 5 (Reagan , 1977 )
show, results of a neutral and ion chemistry analysis during the August 1972 event based on incoherent
scatter measurement s of ionization densities . Note the large decrease in electron los. rate near 80 km
relative to quiet conditions and the increase near 60 km.

The effect, on propagation of a PCA event of this magnitude are dramatic . Large ab.orption may com-
pletely wipe out ordinary HF c~~~unication , although the decrease in signal strength over a coemunication
link is partly compensated for by a decrease in noise level. Absorption at riometer frequencies (-30 l.O1z )
may be 10—20 dB above normal , corresponding to 100—200 dE at 10 MHz. An empirical relationship between
proton flux ~nd riom.ter 30 MHz absorption is quoted by Reid (1972)

J( 20 MaY) • 60 A2 (2)
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when J is the 2it omojd.irectjona). flux in cm 2s 1 and A the absorption in desibels. Although it is derived
for a particular event ( February , 1965), (2) is nevertheless a useful approximate guide.

In the lower frequency bands VLF (30—30 kBz) and LF (30—300 kHz) both phase and amplitude changes
are observed on transpolar paths during PCA’s. (Westerlund et al., 1.969) . Amplitude changes, particularly
for paths crossing the Greenland ice cap , seem to be erratic and difficult to predict, but the major
effect on all paths is a phase advance, corresponding to a lowering of the reflection height. Theory pre-
dicts an approximately linear relationship between phase shift and the loglog of the proton flux. Figure 6
shows that this assumption is reasonably accurat e (Westerlund et al,, 1969). The phase shifts during PCA
events are important for navigation systems suc h as C~iega , and tests with a partially deployed (~nega sys-
tem show that errors in position fixes by as much as 10 km may occur (Swanson , 1971). It should be noted
that, due to the configurat ion of the earth’s magnetic field , there is a marked longitudinal variation in
the particle precipitation , the fluxes being greatest in the American sector.

5. MAGNETIC STORM EFFECTS IN THE F-RECION

Magnetic storms have a profound influence on the P—region, particularly at high latitudes. The en —

tic,.), frequency in the F2—layer may decrease sign ificantly and the F—layer becomes thicker . The total
electron content normally decreases. Figure 7 shows typical behaviour of 1m~2 

for strong and weak storms,
for various latitudes ~~atsushita, 1959). F—region storm effects present many problems and are probably
due to several different causes, such as heating causing thermal expansion of the atmosphere, storm in-
duced composition changes, acceleration of the neutral atmosphere due to ion drag. Considerable progress
has been made in recent years in understanding how ener~~r is deposited in the ionosphere during a magnetic
storm, and in particular how electric fields can influence composition , density and movement , both of ions
and neutral atmospheric gases .

Models have been developed (Mayr and Redin , 1977, Roble, 1977 ) to predict the effects on thermos—
pheric circulation and composition of storm induced heating, and these show reasonable agreement with
observations . Near the daytime P2—layer peak , observations during a storm show (Hedin et al., l977~ PrSlss
and von Zahn, l971e~ Chandra and Spencer , 1976) that there is a close correlation between the electron den-
sity 1e and the ratio (0 1 /1 12 1. Examples are shown in Figures 8 and 9. The results fit with theoretical
predictions that the ionosphere at these height s (~2OO ha) is in photochemical equilibrium, the ion pro—
duction from atomic oxygen being balanced by charge transfer to molecular constituents. It ia also clear
from Hed.in et al. (1977) that 1 at the same invariant latitude, the storm effects are different at diffe-
rent longitudes.

During storms it is well established that electric fields are a coemon feature of the high latitude
ionosphere. Generally the magnitude of these fields are of the order 25—150 my ~~~~ but fields larger than
200 isV m’1 have been observed. It has been pointed out (Bank s, l97i~) that such f i e ld s  can significantly
influenc e the ion composition and thereby the electron density in the E— and F-regions. Recently, Schunk
et al. (1977 ) have estimated the effect of electric fields on the daytime high latitude ionosphere.
Figure 10 shows that substantial decreasea of F—region electron densities may occur. The effect is mainly
due to the reactions O~

’+if2 -, 1&+N and 
~~~~~ ~ O~+O, the rates of which depend strongly on ion ener~ r .

The electric fields will increase these reaction rates through Joule heating and through the dependence of
the reactions upon the relative speeds of ion and neutral gases • The ratio of atomic ion density to mole-
cular ion density will decrease and electron loss rates increase as a consequence .

Much work remains to be done before an understanding of F-region storm effects satisfactory from a
prediction point of view is reached . However , recant advances in theory and in observational evidence
have uncovered several important mechanisms that seem to govern the state of the upper ionosphere during
storms .

6. STORM EFFECTS IN THE LOWER IONOSPHERE

The magnetic storm effects in the lover ionosphere are caused by complex- global patterns of energe-
tic particle precipitation that cause enhanced ionizat ion , as well as changes in loss rat e and ion and
neutral composition. Both increased radio wave absorption in the D—region and improved reflection prop er-
ties from sporadic N—layers may result , We have already discussed PCA events caused by solar protons ,
arriving within hour. of certain type. of solar flares , and in this section we shall discuss the effects
of electr .~n precipitation . These depend strongly upon geomagnetic latitude, and also longitude, and may
somewhat arbitrari ly be divi ded into three classes~ a) auroral absorption and N5, b ) mid—latitude after-
storm effects, and a) relativistic electron precipitation event,.

6.1 Auroral Absorption

Auroral phenomena are often associated with radio blackouts. While the auror a itself is caused by
soft electrons (1—10 k e Y ) ,  the enhanced absorption is caused by electrons with energies in excess of
10 keV penetrating into the D— and lower N—region, Although the general morphologr of the auroral zone is
well mapped on a statistical bases, the auroral structure is exceedingly complex, and anyone who has wit-
nes.ed an auroral break—up will appreciat e the difficulty in predicting its detailed behaviour . The auro-
ral particle precipitation occurs in tvo zones as shown in the now classical Figure 11 by Hart s and Brice
(1967), a diffuse zone with driszle type precipitation and a zone with discrete, splash type precipitation.
7igure 12 shows the occurrence pattern of auroral absorption ( Hartz at al. • 1963) expres.ed as the p er-
centage of time th. absorption exceeded 1 dB at 30 MHz • As will be seen the absorption has maximum occur-
rence rat. along the auroral oval and shows a strong dependence on local geomagnetic time with greatest
values in the morning hours , correspondin g to the behaviour of the diffus. zone • In general aurora) ab-
sorption at any on. location will have t ime scales of hours and spatial extent of a few hundred kilo-
meters • A great number of ionization density profiles have been measured during aurora) events by rocket
techniques. Figure 13 shows some examples with labels indicat ing the associated riometer absorption
(Je spersen at al , 1968), The great variability in the profiles reflects the variability in tim, and space
of the spectrum of pr ecipitati ng particle.. As discus.ed earlier (section 3) large ionization rates mey
also influence the ion chemist ry in th. lower ionosphere and change the ionization loss rates . The.. pro—
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ceases are not fully understood , which makes the prediction of the effect of a disturbance on radio wave
p4’opagation all the more difficult.

Radio c~~~unication may also be favoured in anroral conditions by formation of strongly reflecting
N, layers produced by soft particles not penetrating below 100 km. Figure 114 shows the percentage occur-
rence rates or N5 and illustrates that the time variation corresponds to the behaviour of the discrete
auroral zone. This type of E5 (tt  ‘ 7 MH z) is thus moat frequent at a time of day when absorption is
least probable.

6.2 The mid—latitude storm after effect

It is well established that radic wave absorption at mid—latitudes may be enhanced a few days after
the onset of a magnetic storm (Belrose and Thomas , 1968). This storm after effect has recently been
studied in detail by Larsen et al. (1976) who used simul t aneous observations of particle spectra in satel—
lites and ground based observations of electron density to study the response of the lower ionosphere to
the storm particles. Figure 15 shows the latitudinal variation of electron flux (>130 keV) before and
after the storm, illustrating the enhanced precipitation down to lower latitudes after the storm . Fi-
gure 16 shows the corresponding values of electron loss rates at Ottawa. There is a strong variability in
the height range 75—90 1cm, and no simple relation between the intensity of ion production and electron
loss rate is evident from this study . One must conclude that even when a detailed particle spectrum is
available and hence the ion production is known, the electron density profile and the radio propagation
effects cannot yet be predicted with reasonable accuracy in the lower ionosphere . We obviously lack suffi-
cient knowledge of the photochemistry of this region .

6.3 Relativistic electron precipitation events

Bailey and Pomerantz (1967 ) first noted a type of ionospheric disturbance affecting the very lowest
part of the D—reg ion causing radio wave absorption , enhanced VHF forward scatter and large phase changes
of VLF waves. The disturbances are closely correlated with substorms and are usually restricted to sub—
auroral latitudes. It is clear that the effects are caused by precipitation of relativistic electrons
(Matthews and Simons, 1973) with energies ~5OO keV . Rosenberg et al. (1972) and Thorne and Larsen (1976)
have studies such events. They conclude that substorm activity is a necessary condition for REP events,
but that not all substorms lead to the intense precipitation causing REP ’s. Apparently the absolute inten-
sity of the substorm is not a good indicator of whether or not a REP event will occur . An interesting
feature is the absence of REP events in the early morning hours (local tine) as observed in Alaska. Day-
time events are often delayed by several hours relative to the onset of a substorn , whereas nighttime
events are directly correlated with substorm activity . Thorne and Kennel (1971) Thorne (19714) suggest
that REP events are triggered by ion cyclotron waves in the magnetosphere causing parasitic electron
scattering. A definite test of this theory is still lacking, and the prediction of REP events and their
effect on propagation can only be made on a statistical basis. Large absorption (>10 dR at 30 MHz) and
large phase advances at VLF (for short paths 50—100 ~s) are coimnon features of REP events. As discussed
in earlier sections, strongly enhanced ion production in the lower D—region will change the ion and
neutral composition and thereby influence the ionization loss rate.

7. THE WINTER ANOMALY IN IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION

At middle latitudes, 35—6 0°, ionospheric radio wave absorption in winter does not follow the simple
solar zenith angle dependence to be expected from averaged summer observations. The general background
of winter absorption is enhanced relative to summe r values at the same zenith angles , and in addition
days or groups of days occur in winter when HF—absorption is greatly enhanced and seriously affects radio
communication. The frequency of occurrence of such events increases with increasing latitude. No doubt
this is partly due to ~h” influence of particle precipitation , such as the :storm after effects discussed
earlier. However , ~ seems clear that at least at the lower latitud.~s , the main winter anomaly ettect I 

-

is due to inter- ~ a of the ionosphere with the neutral atmosphere at and below ionospheric heights.
This “meteoro1o~ - type” of winter anomaly was recently studied during the “Wester F~irope Winter Anomaly
Campaign” conducte~ ~ro” Southern Spain during the winter 1975—76 (Offermsnn , 1977). The enhanced absorp-
tion was due to inc~ - . -~e~d electron densities in the height region 75—95 km. These enhanced electron den-
sities were , however , not caused by increased ionizing radiation , in the form of solar electromagnetic
radiation or energetic particles , but appeared to be due to at least three different factors (Thrane et
al , 1978)4

a) Fmhsnced density of mesospheric nitric oxide NO causing increased ionization by solar H—Lyman—n
radiation.

b) Decreased electron loss rate in the range , 75—85 km. This decrease coincided with a depletion of
heavy positive water cluster ions with large recombination rates.

c) Enhanced density of mesospheric excited molecular oxygen 02 (1Ag ) causing increased ionization by
solar UV r adiation .

The period of enhanced absorption in January 1976 was associated with wavelike structures giving
marked deviation of th. atmosphere from the reference atmosphere (CIRA 1972). Figure 17 shows the noon A3
absorption and Figure 18 shows rocket measurements of atmospheric temperature clear).y demonstrating a
temperature wave distorti ng the normal stratospheric— and mesospheric temperature profile (Offermann .
1977, Becker et a)., 1978). The disturbance could be traced all the way to the ground. The new results
promise batter understanding of ionosphere-atmosphere coupling and show the way towards possibl. predic-
tion of such events. A further indication of the possible role of transport processes was given by Qeller
at al. (1976 who showed a connection between D—region electron densities at Urbana, Illinois and meteor
radar drift observations. Drifts from th. north was correlated with enhancements of electron density .
Such observation, could be explained by southward transport of nitric oxide produced by particle precipi-
tation in the auroral zone.
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8. STRATOSPHERIC WABMINGS

The coupling between the ionosphere and stratosphere was first clearly d~~~nstrated in studies of
the correlation between ionospheric absorption and stratospheric warmings (Shapley and Beynon , 1965) who
showed that ionospheric absorption increased a few days after a temperature increase in the stratosphere .
Stratospheric-mesospheric midwinter varmings are synoptic scale events associated with a reversal or
“breakdown ” of the polar circulation at altitudes at least as low as 30 km (Labitzke, 1977). A major
warming may result in temperature increases in the upper stratosphere and lower thermosphere of more that
50 K. The events occur in lat e winter and last for day s or weeks. They are apparently forced from the
troposphere, but no complete explanation has been given.

In view or the recent results from studies of the winter an’maly it seems clear that changes in the
state of the neutral atmosphere, such as changes in composition and temperature , can influence ionospheric
parameters. A better understanding of the coupling mechanisms may lead to reliable synoptic prediction of
the lower ionosphere based partly on the meteorological situation at lower levels.

9. TRAVELLING IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES (TID )

Radio coimnunications are sometimes disrupted by moving ionospheric irregularities that may alter
the characteris~~cs of the wave (phase, amplitude, polarization , direction of propagation) on time scales
ranging from seconds to hours . Extensive studies have been made to identify the sources and map the be-
haviour of such travelling disturbances. A review of the results has been given by Georges (1967). He
identifies three distinct types of travelling diaturbances :

a) Very large disturbances retaining a wavelike structure over large distances . An example is shown in
Figure 19. Such disturbances are closely correlated with magnetic storms , an almost one—to—one corres-
pondence is observed between this kind of disturbance and storms with Kp indices greater than 5. The
source is believed to be Joule heating by the auroral electrojet . ~~pical speeds are >300 rn/s and typi-
cal periods 30 minutes to more than one hour.

b) A second type of TID is the “medium scale” events which travel at speeds less than the speed of sound
and have periods from 10 to 140 minutes . These TID’ s do not retain their shapes over a more than 100 km
and are not well correlated with known geophysical phenomena . They have the characteristics of internal
atmospheric waves and may originate in the lower atmosphere.

c) A third type of disturbance seems to be directly associated with severe weather systems such as large
thunderstorms, and show oscillations of the order of 3 minutes .

Prediction for comeunication purposes of TID’s would seem difficult until their behaviour is better under-
stood . A possible exception are the very large disturbances that are clearly correlated with severe mag-
netic activity.

10. MAN-INDUCED IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

Man may , inadvertently or on purpose, alter the state of the upper atmosphere and produc e distur-
bances of importance for radio propagation . Such disturbances fall into three different categories.

a ) Changes induced by heating the ionosphere from the ground by powerful radio waves.

b ) Release of chemically active substances in the atmosphere that alter the composition and photochesical
properties of the medium.

c) Nuclear detonations releasing ionizing radiation and producing shock waves that significantly change
the stat e of the upper atmosphere.

Effects of all three kinds of disturbance have been observed and are now reasonably well understood.
The first category includes the classical cross modulation , or Luxembourg effect, and the creation of ir-
regularities or spread F conditions. Since appreciable power is needed for the “heating” transmitter , the
affected areas have limited geographical extent , of the order of 100 km in the F—region (Bailey and Martyn ,
1937; Utlaut sad Cohen, 1971).

Releases of chemically active substances also have transient and limited effects unless very large
amounts of material are released. For exampl e an ionospheric effect was observed after the release of
water into the ionosphere during the launch of Skylab (Mendillo et al., 1975). There is, however, the
possibility that man ’s activity over longer periods may change the State of the upper atmosphere through
releases of long lived species that are transported from the lower atmosphere to greater heights .

Undoubtedly nuclear explosions in the upper atmosphere have produced the strongest and most exten-
sive changes in the propagation medium . Radiation from a nuclear charge has produced ionospheric effects
such as black—outs , phase deviations and PlO’s over areas many thousands of kilometers in extent . With
present day knowledge of the atmospheric response to radiation , effects of a known type of nuclear weapon
discharged at a known height should be predictable with reasonable accuracy .

11. COICWBIONS

Geophysical disturbance effects in the upper atmosphere present a very complex and sometimes bewil—
daring picture to the scientist as well as the user. Prediction , of conditions relevant to radio c~~~uni— 3
cat ion, have bean great ly improved in recent years as far as short time forecasts of certain kinds of die—
turb.nces are concerned . Eow.ver , our knowledge of the propagation medium is far from complete, and pre-
dictions of thi response of the medium to an imposed stimuli such as particle precipitat ion , increased
temperature etc are as yet bound to be uncertain and qualitative in nature • A picture is nevertheless
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emerg ing of the main physical mechanisms triggered by the disturbance sources , and the extensive efforts
made in the field should result in usable prediction schemes in the future.
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Phase advances have been normalized to a frequency of 26.1 kBz
and to a PCA—affected path portion of 5300 km. From Westerlund
et al. (1969).
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Figure 7 Dat variations of N.~72 in each of eight latitude zones for
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by prestor m values on day 140 1974 (Bedin et al., 1977).
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Figure 10 Altitude profileB of electron density for several effective
electric field strengths (a’! m~ -) (Schunk at al., 1975).
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7igure 11 An idealized repr esentation of the two main tones of auroral
particl, precipitation in the northern hemisphere , wher , the
avera ge intensity of the influx is indicated very approximate-l, by the density of symbols and the coordinates are geomag-
netic latitud, and geomagnetic time. The “discrete” events
ar , repres ented by triangles (which closely correspond to the
undisturbed “aurora]. oval”) and the “diffuse” event s ar e indi-
cated by the dots (Ma rt s and Brice , 1967). (Oecmagnetio time
is local solar tin, measured with respect to geomagnetic
longitude.)
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Figure 12 The percentage of the time that. auroral radio wave absorption
of 1.0 dE or more occurred at 30 MHz. The data were obtained
in the northern hemisphere during the period 1959—1961 , and
are plotted as a function of geomagnetic latitude and mean
geomagnetic time . (After Hart z et al., 1963). 

Figur e 13 Average electron density profiles for different amounts of
auroral absorption (Jespers.n and Lei.~~ srk , 1968).
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Figure lIe The diurnal variation in the percentage occurrence of spora-
dic H echoes that extend, beyond 7 MHz on ionograms from auro-
ra],—zone stations : the data are the average of 5 years ’ data
at Point Barrow (68.4°N ) ,  Churchill (68 .7°N) and ?t—Cbimo
(69 .6°N) (Hartz, 1968).
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Figure 15 Latitudinal flux profiles of the locally—trapped (~~~ ) and
locally—precipitating (REm ) electrons > 130 keV before (upper
panel ) and after (lover panel ) the magnetic storm of Dec em-
ber 17 1971 ( Larsen et al., 1976). 
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Figure 16 Effective electron loss rates , r~i — as a function of -

height for moderately disturb ed conditions ( Larse n et a l . ,
1976).
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Figure 17 A3 absorption and infrared radiant fluxes (IeO—Ie 5 km) (oh 2115)
during a period with winter anomaly conditions (Offermann ,
1977).
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Figure 18 Rocket temperature measurements compared to CIRA 72 model pro-
files. Rocket flights are labelled by their dates (Offermann ,
1977).
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Figure 19 Virtual height variations observed during a large scale travel—
lieg ionospheric disturbance (Georg es , 1967).
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DISCUSSION

E.Montbriand , Canada
The Discussion conce rning the rocket experiments during the winter anomaly event did not mention if any energetic
particles were precipitating. In our cooperative work with Lockheed, we established a position relationship between
past magnetic storm effects and precipitating particles. During the winter anomaly event studied , could precipitating
particles be positively ruled out as being a contributor to the anomalous absorption?

Author’s Reply
The rockets did carry energetic particle spectrometers (40 keV - 1 MeV , for electrons) and for the winter anomaly
day, 21 January 1976 , these instruments showed very small particle fluxes. The ion production from these fluxes
could not have caused the enhanced ionization in the height range 70— 100 km. It seems, therefore , that the absorp-
tion event was truly of a “meteorological” type ; not caused by enhan ced particle precipitation. The solar X-ray flux
was also monitored and showed only a minor increase relative to normal.
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SUMMARY OF SESSION II

REV1EW/IONOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT

by

Dr C.M.Rush
Session Chairm an

The session opened with an invited talk by Professo r Nisbet of the Pennsy lvania State University entitled -

“Operational Physical Models of the Ionosphere”. The talk focused on the current state of knowledge of the physical and
chemical mechanisms responsible for the formation , as well as the changes in the structure , of the ionosphere . The impor-
tance of the dynamics of the neutral atmosphere in the determination of the ionospheric structure was stressed. Professor
Nisbe t pointed out the various types of approaches to ionospheric modeling and the strengths and weaknesses of each.
The state-of-the-art of ionospheric modeling is such that the average ionospheric structure can be well modeled but the
day-to-day variability can not.

The intentions and the approach to developing the International Reference Ionosphere (IR I) was next described in
a paper by Rawer et al. Professor Rawer was unable to attend the meeting and the paper was read by Dr Albrecht. The
(RI is a joint (JRSI and COSPAR effort. The IRI is a computer-based ionospheric model that yields the following para-
meters: electron density, electron and ion temperature , and relative ion composition. The model relies quite heavily on
measured data and the areas where the model is lacking in accuracy because of a scarcity of observations were described
in full. The utilization of satellite data to supplement ground-based observations has proved to be viable means for
obtaining a realistic ionospheric model , particularly over ocean areas.

The propagation of VLF sign als from one hemisphere to another along lines of force of the geomagnetic field was
described by Bernhardt and Park . Using a model of the ionosphere and magnetosphere charged particle populations, they
were able to model the ducting of VLF waves in the natural environment. The modeled results were consistent with
direction finding measurements of VLF waves observed in the plasmasphere.

Following this paper , a general discussion period was undertaken . The comments resulting from this discussion
period are given elsewhere. 

-

The last two papers of the session were devoted to correcting for ionospheric induced errors in satellite systems.
Tomljanovich and Long described a meth.xl to update in real-time the range correction for a space surveillance radar. The
method relies on the adaptation of measurements of total electron content (TEC) made using the TRANSIT satellites to
provide a correction to the TEC estimate over the entire radar coverage area. Methods to extrapolate the observations
were developed and described in full . Ihe results of on-site measureme’its at Clear, Alaska, were presented to illustrate
the improvement in radar accuracy .

Dr Rodney Bent presented the last paper dealing with ionospheric correction in satellite-to-satellite tracking. It was
pointed out that the tracking of satellites were subj’-cted to errors such as: satellite height , localized ionospheric perturba-
tions and electron density changes. The use of a sophisticated model to reduce these errors was described. This model
of electron density provides for a global representation of the electron density as is particularly appropriate for
representing the electron density in the ionosphere above the F-layer peak .
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Operational Physical Models of the Ionospher e

John S. Nisbe t

Ionosphere Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University

Univ ersity Park , Pen nsylvania 1680 2

ABSTRAL~T

Recent series of measurements most notably by the 000, Aeros and Atmospheric Exp lorer series of sa tellites
have completely revised the global models of the neutral constituents relevant to ion density models and
improved our knowledge of the ion chemistry . New information has been provided on the pressure gradients
that control the wind system and much has been learned about the electric field systems due to balloon ,
satellite and incoherent scatter measurements. The implication of these results to the development of
global ionospheric models is disc ussed . While such models ca~ reproduce the average electron densities
in the ionosphere the large day to day variations are much more difficult to model. The current state of
knowledge of the factors controlling these fluctuations and possible approaches for operational models are
reviewed .

1. INTRODUCTION

(Nlsbet, J.S., 1975) discussed the sta tue of models of the ionosphere . The purpose of this review is to
discus s the progress that has been made since then and to expand on the needs and requirements of such
models for the development and operation of engineering systems.

Three main types of models of the ionosphere may be considered . The firs t is the mean morphological model
similar to the Penn State Mark I, (Nisbe t , J .S., 1971), the (Ching, B.K., Chiu , Y .T., 1973). and (Chi u , Y .T.,
1975) models. These models of the electron dehaity, like their atmospheric coun terpar ts the CIRA 1965 and
1972 models and the more recen t MSIS model (Hed in , A.E. et al. , 1977a , b), a tt emp t to provide a global
descri pt ion of the average behavior for a given day ,  solar and magnetic conditions. It is this type of
model tha t has received the grea tes t at ten t ion . Its uses for the developmei.t of operational systems
consi st in allowing series of calculations of the effects of the ionosphere :o be made for varying conditions
and in allowing ’ extrapolations to be made of the imp lica tion of measurements made at one season or set of
solar conditions to those at other solar condition s . The long period of the solar cycle compared with
the development time for a typical operational system and the wide range of activity at solar maxima make
such calcula t ions ne cessary in very many cases .

Mean morphological models have the major disadvantage for many applications that they do not model those
very ionospheric parameters that may be of importance to the operation of a system . Many systems are quite
tolerant of ionospheric effects that do not have large horizontal gradients or in which there are no
fluc tuations in density on scale sizes comparable to a wavelength , and these are not normally considered
par t of a mean morphological model . Wha t is needed here , it would seem , is a class of dynamic models that
can be used in system development . One can envisage models of ionosphere under quiet , medium or highly
disturbed conditions in which an attempt has been made to build in to the densities horizontal and vertical
gradien ts values typical of those developing during a period of time due to gravity waves or other neutral
a tmospheric induced variations and due to ionospheric instabilities. The ais would be to not necessarily
reproduce ionospheric cond itions at any given location at any given time but to build the equivalent of an
automobile “test track” which could be used to test the relative immunities of various systems to ionospheric
influences .

The third class of ionospheric model has its analog in weather forecasting and will be called the forecast
model. In its crudest form it. aim is to allow frequencies to be chosen that will be optimum for given
ionospheric paths. More sophisticatecL applications have been envisaged in which it is desired to correct
in real time for ionospheric effects such as refractive errors that cannot be directly measured. This
model is much more complica ted in its ultimate development than the first two classes because of the
complexi ty of the processes causing the ionospheric “weather ” end the extreme difficulty of measuring the.
In real time and the lack of understanding of the causes of many of the variations in apace and time that
are seen .

1.1 Mean Morphological Models of the Ionosphere

Neutra l atmospheric model, fo r morphological model. of the ionosphere have improved enormously in recent
yea rs due to the OGO 6 , ESRO 4 , Aero , A and B and the Atmospheric Explorer satellites. CIRA (1972)
provided excellent models of the average behavior of total density as a function of altitude , latitude
and local time but failed to model many of those aspects of the ionosphere related to the diurnal ,
la titudlonal and seasonal variation . The reasons for this are that the F region , in par t icular, is very
dependen t on the ratio c.~ a tomic oxygen which controls the predominan t production process to molecular
ni trogen and oxygen which control the predominant chain of electron loss processes. CIRA (1972) used a
‘one family ” set of models in which exospheric temperature wa, unique ly rela ted to a temperature and set

of d.naity profiles . The effec ts of vertical transport on the atomic oxygen densities is very important
and because atomic oxygen is the major constituent in the region of the atmosphere responsible for the
orbital decay of mos t of the satellites used to derive CIRA (1972) the temperature and molecular den. it ies
wer , seriously in error.

A new model of the thermosphere , the $S18 model , (Medin , A . E . ,  et a l . ,  l977a , b) is based on satellite
Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter data and does not suffer  from thes. disadvantages. It models
accu rately the mean latitudinal behavior of the major constituents of important for V region .odels so
that •uch effect, a. th . e.aaonal anoma ly can bs modeled th eor et icaly. Al.o of impor tance are the pressure
gradient e because these control the hor izontal wind system that is importan t in controlling the P layer
al t it udes and densities and hence the latitudinal and longitudinal variation. . (Rob le , 1.0. , et .1. ,  1977)
have used the MSlS 1977 model to calculate the zonal mean circulation in th. ther mosphere wi th encouraging



results. Considerable progress has alao been made in the variations of minor , but important , constituents
such as a tomic ni trogen (Mauesberger , K ,, at al., 1976 , and En gebre tson , M .J., et al., 1977). Molecular
oxygen measurements have also been considerably improved with the use of the open source mass spectrometers
in the fly through mode on the atmospheric explorer satellites (Potter , W.E ., et al., 1977).

High latitude theoretical ionospheric models have been much less realistic than those at low latitudes.
Not only Ia the neutral atmosphere more complicated and the ionizing energetic particles are very variable
bu t convection is so important that the transport times of the ions are short compared with their lifetimes
in the F region. (Knudsen , W.C., et ml ., 1977) have presen ted a numerical model of the convecting F2 layer.
In this model time —dependent behavior of tubes of P layer plasma is computed for tubes carried around
several fl ow paths in the polar reg ion . It was found that their proposed convection pattern produced a
tongue of F layer plasma over the polar cap with electron concentrations consistent with the measured
concentrations. Had the F layer been assumed to be nonconvecting over the polar cap, the computed
concentrations would have been a factor of 10 too small. Rapid convection of p lasma across the clef t
preven ted signif ican t increase in NmF2 at that region. A midla titude trough was found to be fo r med by the
proposed convection pattern with only normal F layer recombination processes operating.

In the equatorial region the effects of the transport normal to the field lines by the electric fields
and along the f ield lines b y the winds are of grea t impor tance . These effects have been modeled by
(Anderson , D.N, 1973) and shown to produce large declination and hence longitude effects. It has now been
shown by (Rishbeth , H., et al., 1977) that the vertical motions produce large ion temperature changes which
must also be included in realistic models.

Important improvements have been made in the knowledge of the EUV and particle fluxes that control the
production and of the electric fields that control the transport.

For the mean morphological model then there have been major improvements in recent years on the physical
understanding on which the models are based and many fewer ad hoc assumptions are now necessary in relating
theory to observations.

1.2 Dynamic Models of the Ionosphere

In this section the factors affecting the development of models of the ionosphere having realistic gradients
will be discussed . Before examining the approaches to modelling that may be app licable le t us f i r st examine
the causes for these variations as they are now understood.

Bea t understood of the large scale variations are those associated with magnetic storms. During a magnetic
storm the par ticle inpu ts to the aurora 1, zone increase causing incre ased ionization , increased hea t ing ,
due mainly to the energy deposited b y Curren ts flowing in the ionosphere , and enhanced circula tion caused
by the ion motions due to the increased electric fields. Additional effects are caused by waves induced
by the dynamic hea ting in the auroral electrojet (Teatud , J ., 1970 , Reber , C .A. ,  et al ., 1975; Mayr , H .G . ,
and Volland , H., 1976; and Eun, H. and Cross, S.H., 1976). Major effects are produced by the heating
which raises the thermoapheric pressure causing winds to flow to lower la titudes (Richmond. A.D. and
Matsushita , S., 1975; Davies , K, and Ruster . R., 1976; Ruster , a. and King , J.W., 1976; and Mayr , 11.0. and
Hedin , A . E . ,  19 7 7 ) .  Atomic oxygen is the major constituent and has a larger scale height than molecular
nitrogen and molecular oxygen and the pressure gradient equalize, quite rapidly at altitudes around 400 km.
The upward diffusion of atomic oxygen through the molecular constituents reduces the ratio of atomic oxygen
to the molecular constituents in the lower thermosphere (Niabet , J.S. and (lenar , D.A. , 1977) particularly
in the post midnight sector . The wind . flowing equ atorv a rd blow the ionization up field line, reducing
recoabination rates while the reduced 0/N2 and 0/02 ratios at F region heights at high latitude s cause the
den si t f ea  there to be reduced , particularLy during the day. The changes in the thermosphere during magnetic
storms have been analyzed extensively using satellites (Trink s, H.S, et Cl., 1975; Pröl.s , G. W . ,  et al. ,
1975; Jacchia , L.G. ,  et al . ,  1976 ; Chandra, S. and Spence r , N. W . ,  1976; and Itedin , A.E .,  et a l . ,  1977) .
The ef fec ts  of magnetic storms thus include effects ranging from gigahertz acintil lation a due to the large
density grad ent. in aurora l form. , st rong ab eorption at lower I requenciea due to enhanced pa r ticle
ionization in regions where the collision f r,.~uenciea are large , a reas of global extent where F laye r
critical frequencie, are enhanced , and depleted , and travelling disturbances due to gravity waves.

While these effect .  are dramatic and the energy inputa and transport are beginning to be understood the
ions are a minor constituent and effect .  due to the “meteorology ” of the neutral atmosphere are large and
not well related to causitive mechani.ma . There are varia t ions in the F region of ±50 percent in the
total electron content and +4 hours in the time of the maximum even on quiet days and at mid—latitudes
(Kane , R.P., 1975) and these variations have scale lengths as small as 3000 km. The F region densities
have , however , been shown to be clo.ely related to the 0/N2 ratio at the peak of the layer (Prolss , G.W.,
and von Zahn , 1976 ; Trinke, H., et a l . ,  1976) . The D region the winter absorption anomaly appears to have
a meteorological cause and to be associated with the planetary wave structure and probably the redistribution
of a minor conatituent auch as nitric oxide .

While magnetic utorm effects have a relatively clear association between “input ” energy and “output ” response
instability mechanisms can cause large local perturbation . starting from conditions that are much less
dramatic. Moat important of this type of Irregularity are the “plasma bubbles ” in the nighttime equatorial
ionosphere which produce irregular reductions in ion density of up to three order. of magnitude on scales
of 10 to 200 km .

To develop operational models of such effects it ii necessary to knou both the morphological atructure of
the variation and the probability of occurrence . Two approaches seem ~ -ssible . In the first statistical
parameters of the structure can be presented . Shape parameters of the spatial and temporal autocorrelatio n
function as a function of the geophysical parameter. that control them are needed. It is obvious that the
amount of information contained in any such model I. much larger than in a mean ionospheric model and that
both the data available and the theoretical understanding on which such a model could be based are much
less extensive . In the second approach secondary parameters such as scintillation indices or the probability
of seeing spread P (Singleton , D . C . ,  1975) are modeled . This approach has the advantage that the modeled
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parameters are closely related to the observations. The problem with this approach is that there is no
guarantee that the parameters modeled are related in any simple way to the parameters that are of importance
to another system . If theoretical understanding is missing on the relationship of the parameters to the
geophysical variables it may well be that there is no logical way of interpreting the relevance of the data
to the new system or extrapolating the observed data to other conditions .

A sec ond p rob lem aris~s with dynamic e f f e c t . , such as those discussed above , due to their time evolution.
It  may become possible eventually to develop fully dynamic theoretical models which would be able to
reproduce the ionospheric behavior based on given ini t ia l  condit ions.  It would be much easier to develop
“case study” models of the ionosphere with typical gradients under quiet , disturbed and very disturbed
conditions. It would then be necessary to determine from long term studies the probability distribution
for occurrence of the disturbances and thus establish sta t is t ical parameters for the percen tage of time a
given range of conditions is likely to be encountered. This last approach seems most promising providing
the s ta t is t ical  basis is adequate.

1.3 Forecasting Models

Forecasting models of the ionosphere were extensively developed during World War II for use in predic t ing
high frequency propagation conditions and in particul~ar maximum usable frequencies . Such models reproduced
the variation with latitude season and sunspot number and were a valuable aid in frequency allocation.
They generally belonged to the class of mean morphological models and did not attempt to reproduce the
large gradien ts frequen tly found in prac tice .

Many applications now exist such as navigational satellites and radars in which it would be desirable to
be able to correc t for such gross ionospheric parameters as refraction on a real t ime basis. In prac tice
most of such systems require a knowledge of the total electron content along the ray path. (Johanson , J.M.,
at al ., 1978) have examined the standard deviations from mean monthly values of total electron content for
six stations between 110 and 710 geomagnetic north latitude for three seasons and years of high sunspot
activity represented by 1969 and low activi ty represented by 1974. Their results show values in the day-
time which are typically between 20 and 30 percent rising to values of about 60 percent during hours of
darkness at the higher latitudes . Apart from isolated periods of storm activity they show that the histo-
grams were well fitted tc a gaussian distribution . These variations are quite large compared with the
accuracy with which the mean monthly total electron content can be predicted and give a good measure of
the improvement in ionospheric error reduction that can be obtained with a mean monthly model. It seems
unlikely tha t a red uction in the maximum errors by a factor of as much as five can be obtained consistently
in this way.

This has led investigators such as (Donatelli , D.E., and Allen , 5.5., l978),(Mtllman , G.H ., 1978), and
(Somayajulu , U. V . and Chosh , A .B., 1978) to consider updating model calculations by the use of current data
such as sa tellite electron con ten t measuremen ts, ionosonde critical frequencies or transponder response,.
The correlation distance for irregularities in the ionosphere is comparable with the distance to the F
region on an oblique path and large perturbations take place at even mid and low la titudes in time scales
of the order of an hour (Do upnik , J.R. and Niabe t, J.S., 1968). Such schemes thus work best when both
the time of measurement and propagation path are identical for the correcting signal and that to be
corrected . Under such circumstances there seems little need for model measurements and to my mind the
fu ture of ionospher ic forecasting models is no t promising in the near fu ture . -

2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION S

Global ionospheric models that reproduce the mean monthly ionospheric behavior can now be developed which
have departures from the mean that are smaller than the standard deviation about that mean . Case study
models can be developed that will reproduce developing ionospheric conditions over periods of time which
can be used to study the imsunity of systems to ionospheric dynamic effects.

The development of these models requires theory coupled with examination of the available data base and
new measurement,. It is a complex task and one that would lead to new theoretical concepts and under-
standing. It would be useful because the time scale for system development is short compared with the
solar cycle . It ia, however , difficul t to justify. The costs are large and the development times long
compared with the needs of any one system or even of any one agency. As a result small efforts , with small
data bases , which do not advance the state of the art measurably, continue. Meanwhile systems are designed
on the basis of inadequa te da ta , obtained with difficulty from data bases of short duration or which were
obtained for other purposes.

To b reak out of this cycle requires a coordinated ef for t  and a long term program . The need. continue as
do the small scale modeling effort.. We will assuredly pay for good iono.pheric models whether we develop
them or not .
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DISCUSSION

E.R.Schmerling, US
I agree that the broad-scale understanding of the ionosphere is important. Now the sunspot number variation in
the F region is in conflict with a simple-minded explanation of the seasonal anomaly. Did I hear the speaker state
that the seasonal effect is now understood?

Author’s Reply
I believe that if you use the new MSIS (Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter) neutra l atmosphere model with
the winds that are derived from it and the electric fields as they are now understood you can explain, very well, both
the seasonal variations in the height of the peak and the peak density during the day at mid and low latitudes.

J.Aarons, US
I would like to defend the trade of construction of mean morphological models. Even with a full understanding of
the physics of the depletion regions in the equatorial ionosphere, one would need a mean morphological model to
give to systems users information on the extent , occurrence, statistics, etc., of the occurrence of these irregularitity
regions. The answer is to attack the problem, by understanding the physics as well as by detailing the statistics of
a phenomenon.

Author ’s Reply
I agree entirely. I do feel, however , that for a lot of system design problems engineer-s need models with typical
gradients as well as typical values.

E.J.Fremouw, US
You mentioned a relation between gravity waves and electron-density depletion or “bubble” near the equator.
Ossakow et a!. have had some success in numerically simulating the depletions as due to the collisional Rayleigh
Taylor instability. Are you suggesting gravity waves as a triggering mechanism for the instability?

Author’s Reply -
The work I was referring to explains the initiation of the bubbles by a resonant condition which occurs when the
gravity wave velocity and plasma drift velocity are the same.
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INTENT IONS AND BUILD—UP OF THE INTERNATIONA L REFERENCE IONOSPHERE
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Abstract

The International Reference Ionosphere (IR I)  is a joint activity of the international scientific organia—
at ions URSI and COSPAR. The project should be seen in relation with the COSPAR International Reference
Atmosp here (CIR A ).  Howeve r , since the ionospheric parameters are considerably more variable than those
of the neutral atmosphere, a different approach had to be chosen. This approach is adapted to computer
use, thus not in tabular form but in a computer program. Similar to CIRA , vertical profile. for different
conditions are the main content of the model, This could be used for general information , for the estim-
ation of environmental effects and for comparison with theoretical results. Therefore, IRI is to be based
upon observed results rather than aeronomic theory.
The parameters described in the present model are electron density, electron and ion temperature and
relat ive ion composition . Since IRI should rely upon reliably measured data the scarcity~of relevant
observa tions is sti l l  a serious limi tat ion — except for electron density. In fact, international co-
operative work in the project has proved lack of reliable data to an extent which was not expected. The
geographic distribution of ground observations being rather inhomogeneous, satellite observations play an
important role. It is, however, still difficult to produce from such observation. reliable local profiles.
Some of the relevant problems will be discussed in the paper.
Discussion amongst international specialists was incited by the project and quite a few scientific results
came out from this cooperation.

I. Introduction

As early as 1960 COSPAR decided to establish the “COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere”, abbrev-
ia ted CIRA , which was orig inal ly thought to be one simple set of profile tables for the main parameters
characterizing the neutral atmosphere. Wi th the information available at that time , the f i rst edition
was given out in 196 1 (CIRA 196 1 , see Kallmann-Sijl, 1961) with just one average profile for each para-
meter , accompanied by a lower and an upper limit curve . It was soon found out that this was too much
simplified because the upper atmosphere was found to be more variable than it had appeared at the
beginning of space operations: the day—to—night change was found to be much greater than expected;
also , large variations- could be shown to depend on the activity of the Sun. A second edition appeared
in 1965. For the thermosphere, it applied a comp letely di f ferent  approach in so far  as a theoretical
model was used, based upon work of Harris and Priester (1963). At that time many workers in the field
felt that so many data were at hand and theory was so well advanced that it could describe the facts in
a sat isfying manner. Some time later it was found out that the heat source admitted in this model was
unrealistic. The energy balance of the atmosphere was found to be more involved than assumed in this
model. Thus, the next edition went back to a more emp irical baaia for the tables describing the ther-
mosphere by 16 sets of profiles which are ordered after the exoapheric temperature.

Now, for the ionosphere it is known since many decade. that it. variability is much greater than that
of the neutral atmosphere. Thu.. when in 1969 URS I and COSPAR established a Steering Comeittee for
promoting the new project “International Reference Ionosphere” (abb reviated tRI) its promoters were
we ll aware that three facts which make the task . much more difficult than that o~ CIRA :

(I) First there is a large variability not only with time, season and solar cycle, but also with the
geographic location. Since the upper ionosphere is under geomagnetic control the dependences are rather
complex. Unfor tunate ly ,  the variations of the different parameters were not so well known that a full ,
world—wide description could reasonably be intended at that time. It was therefore decided to edit a
set of profile—tables for two or three typical latitudes only, for noon and midnight, and for typical
seasons and claa.es of solar act ivi ty.  -

(2) Ionospheric parameters show much larger dispersion than do neutral atmospheric data. For example ,
the peak electron density of the ionosphere for a given month and for a given hour shows a day—to—day
variation in a range of at least ±30 1. (Apart from this , much larger fluctuations occur when a per-
turbation event occurs during which conditions can be very different from normal.) It is clear that IRI
cannot intend to deacribe this fluctuation in detail but should give repreaen tative median value s for a
period of about one month. Howe ver , the user of IRI should of course know that this fluctuation is to
be expected so that he must •nvi.age to find large deviations from the data given in IRI . This is par—
ticular important for prediction. f e .  of the environmental conditions during a planned space experi ment.

(3) Profil e tables of the main par ameters characterizing the ionospheric plasma was asked for , namely:
electron density, electron and ion temperature and (positive) ion composition. It was evident that the
quality of the data basis for these parameter . was not homogeneous at all. There exists a large thes-
aurus of data on electron density, while measurements of electron and ion temperature and even more of
ion composition were very few at the time when it was decided to establish a Reference Ionosphere .
Therefore , it v.a quite claar that descri ption of the ionosp here given by IR1 could not be equally
rel iable for all four par ters .

~on leave from: Dept. Electr . Engineering, University of Engineering & Technology , Lahore /Pakistan .
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2. Intentions of IRI

It is understood that IRI should be a descriptive 1 empirical modal of the ionosp he re. Meanwhile , there
exist a few theoretical models- which undsr certain assumptions, are derived from aeronoiuic computattons.
The relative merits of such models are discussed in another contribution. COSPAR and URSI felt that a
theoretical moda l should have one or a few individuals for authors and be considered as their per.onjl
work. An international organization being unable to decide on one or another theory should , however,
establish a descriptive model trying to compile infor mation hon different sources, decide in cases of
mbiguity and , finally, indicate supplementary measurements needed to improve the data basis. For
example , the Steering Conmittee has stimulated investigations of ion composition through the whole
ionosphe re , and also measurements in the lower ionosphere .

2 .1 Thus , it is the intention of IRI to su arize existing information about the ionosphere in a condensed
and significant manner , and so allow users to obtain estimates of expected conditions from these pro-
file tables. As a co~~~n project of COSPAR and URSI the environmental aspect of IRI is more pronounced
than it was the case with earlier efforts on the radio scientific side aiming to desc ri be just the
electrcndensity distribution. Of course , these earlier efforts had to be taken into account, in part-
icular the description of the (P2—layer) electron density peak as established by CCIR from the data of
many ionosonde stations. It will be shown in the following (Sect. 3) that this is still the most
important and readily accessible source of data au arizing th. results from the world -wide ionosonde
network. On the other hand , the goal of tRI is profiles and not mapping of specific values. In order
to remain in line with earlier CCIR and URS I work it wa, decided that the CCIR description of the peak
should provisionally be incorporated into IRI , but that it should be possible to introduc e peak values
from other sources where appropriate. For this end and other good reasoni the profile description is
given in relative electron densities to be multiplied by a peak value in order to obtain absolute
values.

The earliest request for ionospheric data was for radio wave propagation on h.f. waves which are re-
flected in th. ionosphere . In order to make predictions , the most important pc amete rs are plasma
denaity and height at the electron density peak. This is no more true for propagation through the iono-
sphere which has become very important in connection with satellite., in particUlar for navi gational
purposes. In these applications , the propagation effect depends mainly on the electron content of the
ionosphere. Therefore , apar t from the peak itself , a kind of effective thickness of the whole iono-
sphere La needed here . However , if we conaider the interests of aerononista, of scisntist interested
in environmental problem. and, in particular , of space research workers , we arrive at large r require-
ments. In these cases one really needs profiles through the whole ionosphere and also a full descri ption
of th, ionospheric plasma, not only electron density. IRI 1978 is to describe four plasma per~~~t.rs,namely: electron (plasma ) density, electron and ion temperature , and ion composition.

2.Z-The tempe rature indications , in addition to the neutral temperature given in CIRA are essential because
the ionospheric pla.ma is not in thermal equilibrium, the electron s being usually much hotter th&n ions
and neutral.. Thus, electron and ion temperatures must be indicated. It was one of the conditions of
COSPAR that the temperature profiles of III should f it with the neutral CIRA mod.l. This was taken
account of by matching the IRI ion temperature s to CIRA profiles , in particular by adopting at 120 km
the average value of the neurral CIRA temperature , which is 335 K.

Different tempe rature of the three constituent. of the ionospheric plasma mean , of course different
average kinetic energy. Apart from this , satellite probe msasursmentq have shown another deviation -

from the norma l Maxwsllisn behaviour usually supposed in simple kinetic theory: For the electrons in
daytime conditions , but at higher altitude s also at night , there exist, a small population of hotter
electrons which is mainly produced by the photoelectrons originating in primary ionization processes.
At present, information of this component is rather scarce (Spenne r and Wolf, 1976). Therefore, iv.
spite of its importance , it was not felt this particular feature could at present time be numerically
described in IRI.

2.3 The chemistry of the ionospheric plasma has become more and more important with the advance of space
research and , as a consequence, of atmospheric sciences. It is one of the major aim, of aerono my to
understand the chemical composition end behaviour of the upper atmosphere. Therefore, for an aeronomist ,
the ion composition is a very important feature of the ionosphere. Above 100 km only positive ions are
important and their total number density equals that of the electrons . It was therefore decided to pro-
duc. ion composition data as far as feasible with the existing information. It must , however, be stated
that the statà of the art in this field is much less advanced than for example in the determination of
electron density profile. and also that th. number of relevant measorements is still quite small.

2.4 There is another problem which refers to the geographic variations. While at the very beginning of the
project profiles was asked for at a few locat ions only it became recently evident that nowadays the
task of III would reasonably be generalized so that profiles could be obtained for any location and
time for all four ionospheric parameters. Unfortunately, thia is not yet feasihis because not enough
reliable data are nqv at hand . The refore , Eli. ZR! 1978 edition admits geographic variations only for
the electron density indications . A. for the other parameters, it should be considered as a first attempt
which need. later correction , improvement and genera lisation.

2.5 In fact , the Steering Comeittee sees the ZR! 1978 edition as a first step towards it. goal. In a second
step the profiles which were established with a limited basic material should be checked with data from
all available sources. This is, in particular , the case with the electron density profiles , because
there is a rather large amount of propagation information and also of systematic groundbas.d observe—
ttona which were not taken as basic input data for IRI. (This was decided with good argumsnts at the
1973 Symposium at Konatana , see Rawer, 1974.) The Steering Comeittee is now asking for critical remarks
and suggestion. from all interested colleagues and shall then try to make improvements wherever
possible .

- - -
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3. Existing electron density compilations

While ZR! is the first effort to obtain an empirical model for all four parameters which were specified
above , there exist a few earlier compilations which are concerned wLth the electron density profile only.
The meet important one is a descriptive model , off ic ia lized by CCIR (the Coniti Consultatif International
des Radiocomeunications at Geneva) which on a basis of a large number of bottomaide ionoaonde obser-
vations established a computer program representing two characteriating parameters which can easily be
deduced from ionograms .

3.1 One may say that this computer program which we call in the following CCIR—program (1967) suimnarizes
the measurements of about a hundred stations all over the world during quite a long period of obser-
vation ,. This program uses monthly median values of these two parameters for basic input , namely: the
so—called”cri tical frequency” of the P2—layer , the square of which is proportiona l to the peak electron
density. The second parameter is a quantity called 1(3000 . Orig inally this parameter was only used for
propagation computations, and is still used for these.

3.2 On the other hand 1(3000 is narrowly connected with the altitude of the electron (plasma) density peak.
A first relation for deducing the peak altitude was indicated by Shimazaki (1955). Since his pioneer
work there have been a few more efforts to find a relation between 1(3000 and the peak altitude which
could be used at all latitudes. Improvements were made by Bradley and Dudeney (1973), then by Eyfrig
(1974), Bilitza (1978) and quite recently in a joint study by Bilitza and Eyfrig (1978). The result is
that the simple inverse relationship originally found by Shimazaki is now replaced by a more involved
one. Since 1(3000 is obtained from the ionogram which is a virtual height versus frequency trace, it is
in fact , influenced by the underlying ionization of the E—reg ion . The more recent relations take
account of this influence which must be corrected for when trying to deduce the peak altitude of the
P2—layer.

3.3 The CCIR program is mainly based upon work done in the USA by Jones and Gallet (1960 , 1962a , b) who
first de ,cribed the diurnal , monthly median variation of each of the two parameters by a seven order
Fourier decomposition . In the following analysis they dealt with each Fourier component separately by
applying a l.e~g~ tdre development in geographic coordinates on a world—wide scale. By this analysis the
original information which is given by station is finall y hidden in the set of Legendre coefficients
which is build up for the Fourier amplitude..

This description encountered two difficulties: One was due to the irregular distribution of sounding
stations over the world. While there are more station, in highly industrialised regions of the world, i.e.
at midlatitudea in the northern hemisphere, there are almost no stations at all in the big ocean, and the
number of stations in the southern hemisphere is also very poor. Therefore, when the first attempts were
made to go straight—forward through such analysis , negative electron densities caine out in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean. This, of course, could not be accepted, and therefore a rather ingenious though some-
what arbitrary method of improvement was introduced: In order to obtain some information in the not
desserved oceanic areas fictive stations were artificially introduced into such areas. At these so—called
“screening points” the data of suitably chosen stat ions in a neighbouring continent were fed in once again.
This procedure allowed finally to avoid unreasonable values but, of course, the procedure remains rather
arbitrary. A second difficulty stems from the fact that the description by a Legendre development is in
fact an interpolation procedure. Now, since the number of stations is rather small as compared with the
latitudinal and longitudinal variation, a development after geographic coordinates cannot easily taka
account of the magnetic control of the P2—reg ion which , however, is well known to exist. Therefore, when
CCIR checked the Gallet—Jones method, it was found that a development after a coordinate -which is adapted
to this influence— could better take account of the observed data. After extensive comparative computations
it was f inally found out that a particular kind of coordinate, first introduced by Rawer (1963), was more
suitable than any of the other considered coordinates. This is the so—called “modtfied dip” (Modip) . This
coordinate is almost exclusively determined by the magnetic dip in the equatorial region, but at high
latitude it is nearer to geographic coordinates. The definition formula is (C.C.I.R. , 1967):

- tan (Modip) — ~Ii I (co.

where • is geographic latitude and ~ji the magnetic dip.
3.4
The program of CCIR was widely used during the last decade . Nowadays most radio propagation predictions
are established on thi, empirical basis. Nevertheless, it must be realized that there is some bias in favour
of those regions in the world from which many basic data were obtained. Thi. influence may have a greater
influence than usually expected. Comparison with satellite measurements of peak electron density is only
rarely possible. In spite of the enormeous effort in the topside sounding project , the majori ty of the
topside ionogrms. do not allow the peak electron density to be determi ned accurately. Extrapolation over
50 ... 100 km is needed , and this , of course , is diff icul t .  However , King and collaborator (1973a , b)
showed that the CCIR description is not equally good at all places. Recently, we conparef with measurements
of the AEROS satellites and found out that the longitude effects are considerably more pronounced than
shown in the CCIR program (see Fig. I). 
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Fi g. I .  Longitudinal variation of peak electron density ab Modip 60°S, August 1974.
Satellite data from AEROS at greater height were reduced to the peak value by Bent ’a profile.

It is understandab le that the method wi th the “screenig point. ” tends , of course , to smooth Out longitud-
inal effects. The same most be true with latitudinal effects in reg ion where the latitudinal dens ity of
stations used in the CC IR program is insufficient. This is in particular the case of the southern hemis-
phere (Fig. 2).
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There may appear another effect which might even be more serious: Since the majority of stations used
in the Legendre development is situated on the northern hemisphere, it is quite certain that the de-
scription of the southern hemisphere is to a certain extent influenced by the measurements on the
-northern hemisphere . This might be the reason for the large difference in Fig. 2b.

3.5 Apart from the CCIR program, there appeared recentl y another comp ilation (Ching and Chiu, 1973) trying
to build up the profile as a sum of three Elias—Chapman function, and describe the world—wide behaviour
by a rather simp le system of descriptive expressions , some of which are taken over from Yonezava (197 1) .
When comparing the AEROS data with the CCIR program and with this model , we found out that the Ching
and Chiu model applies by far too much smoothing so that the real variations with the geographic
locations are smoothed away (see for example , Fig. I ) .  Thus , we feel that the CCIR program is still
the best compilation available at this time, but that it urgently needs improvement by the introduction
of in situ satellite measurements. Unfortunately, it is not so easy to feed aatellitm data obtained
with a quickly variable location into a computing system which was built up with fixed stations. It is
hoped that some progress may be made in the near future . At present , we take the CCIR program as it
stands as one major input for 1K!.

3.6 A large mass of measured data is now available from soundings from the topside, namely the ALOUETFE and
ISIS satellites. As stated earlier, the topside electron density profiles do usually not reach the peak
of the profile. Therefore, with the usual presen tation of topside data, it is quite difficult to obtain I -reliable information on the profile Shape. Fortunately, Bent and Llewellyn (1970) using a large number
of topside profiles obtained over both Americas established a descriptive model for the electron den-
sity profile in which the ALOUEI7E data are incorporated. Beginning at the peak altitude , these authors
describe the topside ionosphere by a first parebolic part and at greater altitudes, by three consecutive
layers with exponential decrease. The coefficients in the exponent were determined from the topside
profiles and are reproduced in a auninary matrix depending on the peak electron density (four values)
and on the latitude (three values). This means that the shape of the topside decrease of electron den-
sity is supposed to depend on the peak value . Since this is the most easy accessable resume of the
ALOUETTE measurements, we felt that we should take these values into ZR!. However, when trying to give
a continuous description of the coefficient in the exponent describing the height variation, we found
considerable difficulties. In fact , the variation in the three height ranges chosen by Bent and with
frequency is not so smooth as it should be expected. Therefore , when trying to describe the profile by
a ,uitable approximating function , the parameters of this function had not the smooth variation with
frequency, height and latitude as should be expected.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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There fore , we t*ke now a continuous description of the ‘scale height ’ which is not too far from Bent ’s
but evoids the irregularity of the original arrays. At this procedure data from the AEROS mission were
very helpful becau ,e comparative profiles (Fig. 4) could be deduced from thee (Sheikh , 1977) .
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3.7 We shall not describe in detail here the rules app lied for describing the bottomside ionosphere . Since

some tEl user, are interested in the layered structure it was clear that Bent ’s oversimpl i f ied  mode l
for the bottomside is not acceptable, though it may be quite satisfying for its original intention ,
namely the computation of refraction effects with penetrating v.h .f. waves. Well establi ,hed empirical
equationi are used to describe the variations of foE and foFi. As for the ‘valley ’ some information
was available from incoherent scatter sounding.

4. Temperatures

Electron and ion temperature is obtained at incoherent scatter stations which , unfortunately, are oniy
very fe w all over the world. Apar t from this ground based technique, which is essentiall y a Dopp ler
measurement , the re are now also measurements aboard satellites with probes. The technique of tempera-
ture probing has only been ful l y developed during the last year only the more recent measurements are
really helpful. Knudsen (1966) has shown how to obtain ion temperature . by a retarding potential ana-
lyzer wito positive potential . This method was taken up by Hanson et al. (1970) . For IRI 1978 we mainly
had data of the AE ROS satellite. (Dumb. et al , 1977) so a. to have interpolation in latitude between
the few incoherent scatter stations.

4.1 Since, except for very high altitude, the heat contact between ions and neutrals is rather good, the
ion and neutral temperature s are almost identical below about 350 km. Only above that altitude the ion
temperature tends to be higher than the neutral one . This is a good criterion for measured ion tempe r-
atures — which was in fact used when analyzing the AEROS data (Dumbs et al., 1977).

4.2 The situation is more involved for electron temperature. Here again the incoherent scatter measurements
are considered to be reliable. Most probe measurements published in the literature give higher electron
tempe rature than those found from the incoherent scatter stations. This is not astonishing because a
deta iled discussion of the different  probe methods for determining in situ electron temperatures has
shown that all error, apparently give a hi gher temperature . Temperature determination is essentially
based upon the distribution function of this kinetic energy. The temperature is for examp le derived
from the steepest point in a semi—logarithmic plot of electron current versus retarding potential . If
on board a ground reduction system fail, to find this point a hi gher temperature is deduced. Also if
the assumptions, which are made in the theory of the instrument are not completely fulfilled , normally
a higher temperature is deduced than the right one. This is for example the case of a planar analyzer
when electrons are entering under larger ang les. It can now be stated that the best instruments (Brace,
1970 , Spenner et al., 1974) determine reliable electron temperature.. Of course , the first publication.
(Brace, 1970) gave no world—wide model. The first descriptive models of satellite measurements were
only established last year and are not yet ful l y publ ished. One example from the AEROS model is shown
in Fig. 5.

70

h o
2500 /

/.310 /

2000 /250

1190 1

-30 0 

/130 ~/

Geomagnetic latitude

Fi g. 5. Electron daytime (15 ... 16 h LT) temperature at 300 km average obtained by a Legendre development
of the *1508—B measure ments in the first quarter of 1973 (Plugge and Spanner , 1978).

Therefore the latitudinal interpolation between th. data obtained from the few incoherent scatter
facilities is still less certain than was hoped. It should also not be forgotten that the statistical S

weight of the incoherent scatter (i .sc.)  measure ments available until now is moch smaller than that of
the routine measursmen .s at classical sounding station .. In the past , all i.ec . station , were only
working for a few days every month so that th. fluctuation inside a month is not necessarily avoided as
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it is for Continuous meaaurements . For our electron temperature model we used observations of Millstone
Hill (Massachusetts), Arecibo (Puerto Rico) and Jicamarca (Peru). (This is the order of decreasing
number of ava ilable data.)

S. Ion composition

The positive ion composition is a very important parameter for aeronomic studies. Since ionization
cross sections are now well known, composition can rather easily be deduced from a model of the neutral
atmosphere if the ~‘olar spectral irradiation is known. However, it is not easy at all to determine
theoretically the final ion composition because a large number of chemical processes are going on, in
particular where ions of rather high ionization potential are formed. The importance of such secondary
reactions decreases of course with increasing height , since the probability of collision, decreases.
In the E— r~gion the secondary ion composition is quite different from the primary one: Almost alt
primary N2 ion, are finally transformed into NO~ which has much smaller ionization potential. The
second main ion is

5.1 For aeronomic computations it would be very important to have a good knowledge of minor ionic constitu-
ent, too. In fact, the loss of ionization goes through dissociative recombination, which is only possible
when sta rting from a molecular ion. Some evidence from mass—spectroinetric measurements on minor ion
popul ations exists. But it would not be reasonable at present time to present numerical indications.
Therefore , IRI 1978 is restricted to major ion populations with a relative importance of at least I Z.

5.2 Satellite data are missing at altitudes below about 200 km. There, ou r input is limited to rocket
observations which are rather scarce. Results concerning the composition of major ions in thi, height
range have been compiled by Danilov and his cooperator, ((978) , but it must be noted that in spite of
the e f f o rt made by this team there are still important gaps in the basic data. Even at northern middle
latitude s true night measurements are rare . Data from other latitude, are almost missing including the
equatorial region and the sou the rn hemisphere. It is therefore not feasible to describe at present in
a signif icant  way the lat i tudinal variation of ion composition profile..

5.3 The situation is somewhat better at higher altitudes where satellite data are available. Reliable data
we re on ly obta ined duri ng the last few yea rs and are still not in a shape that they could easily be in-
corporated. lEt needs relative composition data while most experimenters indicate absolute ion densi-
ties. For a user, these absolute values are not very helpful, because the plasma density is more vari-
able than the relative importance of a given ion. Also, for most aeronomic problems relative values
are required. The main input used for tEl 1978 stems from the AEROS Retarding Potential Analyzer measure-
ments. The method of producing ion composition data with this instrument was indicated early by Knudsen
(1966). It Wa, then adapted to the working conditions on a spinning satellite by Spenner and hi, co-
worker.; a systematic collection of data from the AEROS—B mission is available since very short time
(Dumbs et al., 1977).

Around the F—region peak the situation is not so difficult because between 200 and 400 lun the ion 0
+ is

the only one of major importance. As for higher altitudes lighter ions are found more and more, but
these cannot be resolved by the Retarding Potential Analyzers. Only the sum of the light ions, namely
H+ and He’, can be determined... An effort is now made to deduce the relative importance of thea two
ions from mass spectrometric data. Apparently, thi, is not so easy because of calibration difficulties.
It may be taken for certain that H is everywhere the more abundant ion than He , but for aeronomic
reasoning, it would be very important to know the relative importance of both ions at high altitudes.

6. Lowe r ionosphere

Considering the altitude range below (00 km , we must state that the situation is much worse tha.i for
the higher levels.

6.1 The electron density is not routinely observed from ground because the usual sounding methods are not
applicable under the conditions of the D—ragion. Therefore , the indications of tEl are almost en t irely
based upon rocket observations with probes but only in cases were these were carefully checked by
valuable propagation experiments between ground and the rocket (Mechtly and Bilitza, 1974). Again , al-
most all measurements stem from northern middle latitudes. During the day, they seem to show a typical
shape with an inversion point at a rather well defined altitude. At night , the ionization is very small,
only a layer in the E—region can be shown to exi.t regularly. Even there, different compilations re-
sulted Ln different shapes so that we had finally to decide after the results of propagation experiments
(Rawe r et at . ,  1978) .

6 .2  Temperature is not a problem in the lowe r ionosphere since all three temperature., that of ions,
e lectrons and neutrals are quite near toge ther. On the other hand , ion co~~osition is a ve ry d i ff icult
case. Again this is due to ion chemist r y. Be low about 90 km the collision frequencies are hig h enough
so that triple collisions are quite frequent and tri ple reaction. must be taken Into account . With such
reactions , however , cluster ions can be formed with different species attached to a simple positive
ion . Hydrated Ions seen to be the most important series of cl’j,tet ions. Of course , it would be impossible
to take up all the different types of cluster Ions which were observed Into a descriptive model like
lEt. For moat ap il ications , the total percentage of cluster ions is of first importance , and there are
now a few data available with which some indication can be worked out, It must , however , be clea r ly
stated that only a few rocket f l ights  have produced valuable composition data in the D—region . Thu. ,
our indication , concerning the ion composition in the D—region are extremely provisional.

This is also and even more true for negative ions. Such Ions occur by attachment processes In which an
electron is connected to a neutral molecule. Aa compared with the ionization energy (which is needed
to form a positive ion) the attachment energy is quite small. Therefore , the electrons can easily be
detached , for examp le by visible light. Thus, negative ions are very sensitive to external Influence..
Ne gative cluster ions also formed at lower altitu des in the D—r.gion. Until now , there is one group
only which has made reliable negative ion determinations (Arnold .nd Krankowsky, 1977).

—4 — — - — —  
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7. Build—up of tEl

It v.a not our intentic~’ tc give a full description of lRI and it. procedures in this paper. A survey
with  some examp les of profiles has taen published (Rawer, 1977). In another paper (Rawer St al., 1978)
the different dat. sources will be Indicated in more detail . In order to give an idea of the computing
procedures we refer to the Annex to this paper in which a simp lified schematic flux diagram of the
computer program is given with a few explanations. The compu ter programs are establishe d in ALGOL 60
and in FRONTRAN IV as well. These will be printed in the tEl (978 report which will not contain
numerical tables except for parameters which appear in the program.
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MODEL ING OF VIF DUCTS IN THE PLASNA SPHERE

p . A. Bernhardt and C. G. Park
Radioscience Laboratory
Stanford University

Stanford, Cal ifornia 94305

SUMMARY

Numerical simu’ations of the Ionosphere and protonsphere have been used to Investigate diurnal and sea-
sonal variations in magnetospheric plasma density enhancements capable of ducting VLF (whistler-mode)
radio waves. During winter and equinoxes , VLF ducts may extend down to 300 km altitude at night, but
usually terminate above 1800 km during the day. In sun.ner, ducts terminate above 1000 km altitude at all
local times. The duct tem~nation height affects the angle-of-arrival, and the signa l strength of
whistl er-mode waves received on the ground.

I . INTR O DUCT ION

Very low frequency (VLF) wave propagation in the magnetosphere is strongly influenced by the presence of
field-aligned electron density irregularities or ducts. Fi gure 1 illustrates schematically a ray path
from a source in one hemisphere to a receiver in the conjugate hemisphere . The ray follows a snake-like
path inside a duct which extends through most of the magnetosphere. El ectron density gradients associated
with the duct keep the ray di rection and wave al angle confined within a small cone about the field
line. Rays may leave the duct and propagate i .1 untrapped mode to the bottom of the ionosphere . If
the wave normal s are nearly perpendicular to the ionosphere, signals will couple into the earth-ionosphere
waveguide. By contrast, ray paths of unducted waves generally deviate outward from the starting field
line and their wave normal angle with respect to the geomagnetic fiel d becomes so large that penetration
of the conjugate ionosphere is not possible (e.g., Helliwell , R. A.. 1965). Instead, these unducted
waves are magnetospherica lly reflected where the local lower hybrid resonance (LHR) frequency is equal
to the wave frequency (Edgar, B. C., 1972 and 1976). Thus all ground based observations of VLF waves
that originate in or propagate through the magnetosphere rely on the presence of ducts.

J. J. Angerami (1970) made a detailed ray tracing analysis of whistlers received on OGO 3 satellite to
distinguish ducted whistl ers from unducted ones based on their dispersion characteristics. He deduced
that the ducts were —500 km diameter at the equator and had density enhancements of —10-20% above the
bisckground. Edgar (1972) showed that the irregular frequency-time behavior of magnetospherically
reflected whistlers received on 060 3 could be accurately reproduced by ray tracing calculations in a
magnetosphere that contains field-aligned irregularities . U. S. m an  and T. F. Bell (1977) have sug-
gested that the plasmapause may be used as a one-sided duct. We consider only the behavior of two-
sided ducts in this paper.

Although there is strong theoretical and experimental evidence for the existence of ducts, little Is
known about their origin or physical properties. The coupling of wave energy into and out of a duct
may depend on how low the duct extends downward in altitude and on electron density gradients near Its
endpoints (e.g., Walker , A. D. N., 1972, 1976; Alexander , P. H., 1971 ; and James, H. 6., 1972). It is
difficult to directly measure these duct parameters for comparisons wlth wave observations. It is
likely that progress in this area will depend largely on the interpretation of wave observations in
terms of model ducts based on accepted theories of the ionosphere and protonosphere. The aim of the
present wc~rk is to predict certain aspects of duct behavior using a coupled ionosphere-protonospheremodel .

Two fundamentally different mechanisms have been suggested for the_for!ation of VLF ducts. In the first
mechanism , localized electric field mixes tubes of plasma through E x B drift. Such mixing, or tube
Interchange motion, results in field-aligned density irregularities unless the plasma content per tube
with a unit m.gnetic flux is uniform in space. C. G. Park and R. A. Helliwel l (1971 ) showed that an
electric field of onl y 0. 1 mV/rn in the equatorial plasma could form a whistler duct at L = 4 in about an
heur . Such localized electric fields could originate In giant thunderclouds (Park , C. 6., and Helllwell,
P . A ., 1971; Park , C. 6., and Dejnakarintra , N., 1973) or in polarization charges in the ionosphere
•rt~~Inq from uns.~~ etr1ca 1 wind or conductivi ty patterns at the ends of the geomagnetic field lines

C o l e , ~~. 0., 1971). The second mechanism involves localized enhancements in ionospheric plasma pros-
~~r ~~tch land to ‘ncrease upward plasma f l u x  into the magnetosphere, or al ternatively, decrease the
g,iitw~~ of do.s~ ard flux. Localized ionospheric pressure enhancements could be the result of small-
-e l. *er .~ toms In neutral atmosphere parameters or localized energetic particle precipitation from

- ‘~~ ~~~~~~~ t~~spimr, This second mechanism has not yet been studied quantitatively, but the results of
‘s., ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ s aqgest that it is unlikely to be Important except during long winter nights. The= ,- . -.. +on ‘or till s will become clear In a later section. However, we do not attempt in this

- ~~. .t w  t~~ formetion of &acts . Instead, we take assiined density enhancements In the
- - ...- . . . start Ing point and then examine their spatial and temporal behavior as a function of

- 
~~~
.... a.- ‘w oaospI~.r,-protonosphere model we have adopted for duct simulation,

• .~~~ ‘ tas ~eilavIor of the lonos phere-protonosphere inte rfa ce . The last two set-
ef ~~ct s $emla t $o n and the Implications of these results for VLF wave

• ~~~~~~ .s w*’s

- ~~~~~~~~~ ~~OL

. -..‘. om~~~I .~~pt.d for tile present study Is illustrated with a block
.~~~~, .egs.4lmg from 100 km altltud to the equator are divided
— ‘  ~~~~~ ~~~eI thes and t~~~eretures art calculated ~or each
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In the lowest section , between 100 and 500 km, the ionic species considered include NO~, O2~ , and N a s
wel l as O~. (The molecular ions 

~
re incl uded for the sake of completeness, but make little difference

in the results of this study.) 0 densities are described by time-dependent continuity equations that
include the effects of production, loss , ambipolar diffusion , and drift imposed by neutral air winds.
In the case of molecular ions , the transport terms in the continuity equations are neglected. Electron
and Ion temperatures are described by a heat balance equa~1on, Including heating of the ambient electrongas by photoelectrons , heat transfer among the electron, Ion and neutral gases , and conduction along
geomagnetic field lines. The neutral atmosphere model by J. C. G. Walker (1965) is combined with the
exospheric temperatures and neutral wind velocities based on the work of R. 6. Roble and R. 0. Dickinson ,
(1974), and R. £.. Roble et al. (1977). Further details of the model of the 100-500 km section can be
found In Antoniadis , 0. A. (1977).

The m iddle section , extending from 500 to 3000 km altitude , Is assumed to be populated by a mixture of
0~, H~, and electrons. O~ ions are asstmed to be in diffusive equilibrium , while the H~ density profile . I
is described by a time-dependent continuity equation that Includes the effects of charge exchange reac-
tion, 0 + 1{f ~ O~ + H, as wel l as field-aligned diffusion through the ambient O~ ions. Electron tern-
peratures in this section are calculated from a heat equation assinning constant heat flow throughout
the entire altitude range. O~ and H + temperatures are assume d to be equal and are calculated from
electron and neutral temperatures using expressions developed previously (e.g., Banks , P. M., and
Kockarts, 6., 1973; Chapter 23). A detailed description of the model between 500 and 3000 km can be
found in Park, C. 6., and Ban ks, P. M. (1974, 1975).

The region between 3000 km altitude and the geomagnetic equator is treated like a finite reservoir of H~and electrons. The plasma is assi.aned to be in diffusive equilibrium at all times so that the density
at any point along the flux tube is simply proportional to the tube plasma content. The temperature
profiles for this uppermost section are not calculated. Ins tead, this section is treated like a heat
reservoir of infinite capacity, capable of supplying whatever heat flux is consistent with the calculated
temperature profiles at lower altitudes.

Calculations of plasma densities and temperatures below 3000 km require numerical solutions of the
above mentioned equations subject to the following boundary conditions. At the 3000 km boundary, we
assume an initial plasma densi ty as well as the plasma content in the reservoir above that altitude .
As time progresses, calculated fluxes into and out of the reservoir g-Ive time variations of the plasma
content and therefore of the density at 3000 km. At 100 km we assume a state of chemical equilibrium ,
and at the 500 km boundary we require that plasma densities and temperatures be continuous . A detailed
description of the coupled ionosphere-protonosphere model can be found in Bernhardt , P. A. (1976).

III . BEHAVIOR OF THE IONOSPHERE-PROTONOSPHERE INTERFACE

In this section we examine some aspects of the coupled ionosphere-protonosphere system that are relevant
to the study of ducts. Sample calculations were made for 600 invariant latitude (I — 4) and 490 geo-
graphic latitude at the foot of the field line, a co’nbination appropriate for eastern North America.
No electri c field was assumed to exist so that the plasma would simply corotate with the earth. Tine-
dependent sol utions were obtained for complete diurnal cycles durjng~equinox, sumner and winter so
that diurnal and seasonal variations in coupling fluxes and the 0 -H transition height can be examined .

The contour maps of Figure 3 show calculated heavy (Q.f, 02 f , N,~, and NO~) and light (H”) ion concen-trations and electron temperatures at equinox. The calculations were initiated with steady state
solutions at 12 LI. After the steady state solutions are formed, the plasma and thermal continuities
equations are solved with the inclusion of the time-varying terms. The transition from steady state
solutions to time dependent solutions occurs In less than 30 m m .  The solution is carried out over a
24-hour period. A relatively empty protonosphere was assumed with an initial density of 1000 cnr3 at
3000 km and an initial tube content of 3 x 1013 ~1ectrons between 3000 km and the magnetic equator
(see Park , C. 6., 1974). The flux tube has 1 cm’ cross-sectional area at 500 km altitude. In Figure
3a, molecular ions are Important only during sunlight hours (06—20 IT) and below 200 km. The general
behavior of the ionosphere is in good agreement with observations (Titheridge , J. E., 1976) as well as
the results of previous theoretical calculations (Roble, K. 6., 1975; Murphy , J. A., et al., 1976).

Figure 4 shows two fundamentally different ion density profiles for a “full” protonosphere with an
initial concentration of 3000 cm—” at 3000 km altitude. Figure 4a illustrates a nighttime situation
where the 0~” layer is maintained by the charge exchange reaction of H~ Ions (H~ + 0 -+ 01’ + H) that
diffuse downward from the protonosphere. Both 01’ and H1’ profiles are close to diffusive equilibrium
distributions. By contrast Figure 4b s hows dynamic daytime profiles that depart sharply from diffusive
equilibrium. large upward fluxes of H” significantly deplete the 11+ density and raise the 04’-H” transi-
tion height. Such effects have been discussed by a number of authors including C. 6. Park and P. N.
Banks (1975) and J. A. Murphy et al. (1976). An important point to be noted here is that they can occur
even when the protonosphere has relatively high densit4es that are typical of the plasmasphere. Figure
5 shows diurnal variations of 0” density, H”' density, and If’S flux at 1400 km altitude. Dramatic compo-
sition changes and flux reversals occur near sunrise and sunset.

If the same calculations described above are repeated with lower initial protonospheric densities, the
results remain essentially unchanged except for the fact that the daytime depletion of H”' In the topside
Ionosphere and consequent raising of the transiti9n height are more pronounced. For example, a reduction
In the 3000 km density from 3000 cnr3 to 1000 cnr’i causes the daytime transition height to increase from
1200 kin to 2000 km. The daytime 0”' layer , produced by photoionization , is not significantly affected by
density changes in the overlying protonosphere (also see Park, C. 6., and Banks, P. N., 1975). At night,
both 01’ and I4~ densities are reduced by a factor of approximately 3, and no significant change in thetransition height results .

Returning to Figure 3g. we note that ionospheric densities decrease rapidly after sunset, but become
stabilized around 22 LI and remain essentially unchanged until sunrise near 05 IT. The stable nighttime
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Ionosphere is maintained by downward flux from the overlying protonosphere. This ni ghttime behavior
changes with season as sunlight conditions and neutral air wind patterns change. In the winter , the
stable nighttime ionosphere persists for longer periods, but its qualitative behavior is similar to
that near equinoxes . However, the sunnier night ionosphere is significantly different, as shown In
Figure 6. The format of Figure 6 is identical to that of Figure 3. The sumner Ionosphere decays much
more slowly after sunset both due to slower rates of change in the solar zenith angle and to earlier
reversal in the neutral wind from poleward to equatorward direction (e.g., Antoniadis, 0. A., 1976).
This equatorward shift in wind direction lifts the ionosphere to higher altitudes where the loss rates
are smaller. Thus the sumner night ionosphere does not reach low density level s where It can be
strongly influenced by downward fluxes from the protonosphere. Figure 7 shows diurnal variations of 0”
density, H”~ density , and H” flux at 1400 km in the same format as Figure 5.

IV . MODELING OF ENHANCEMENT DUCTS

In this section we examine the spatial and temporal behavior of ducts. We consider a meridIonal plane
with a horizontal plasma density variation specified at 3000 km altitude as an initial boundary condi-
tion. An enhancement duct is described by

= 3 x 1O~[i + •exp(—.~
2/2o2)] cm ’3

1 3000 km

where

- electron concentration,

x = horizontal distance , measured in km, from the center of the duct at 3000 km altitude ,

= the enhance factor 15%, and

- a - the duct radius - 20 km.

The duct is centered on an L = 4 field line, which intersects the earth’s surface at 49° geographic
latitude (appropriate for eastern North America).

The ionosphere-protonosphere model described earlier was used to study how the duct extends down to
lower altitudes and how its behavior depends on local time and season. Time-dependent calculations
were performed for a number of neighboring field lines in order to see the evolution of the duct shape
in two dimensions. Figure 8 shows the results of the duct simulation for equinox with a sequence of
meridional plane contour maps at four different local times. The calculations were initiated at 11 LI,
but the results are presented only after 12 LT after complete transition from a steady state to a time-
varying simulation. The dashed lines represent the magnetic field line passing through the center of
the duct. It is apparent that the duct termination altitude (arbitrarily defined as the altitude where
the enhancement factor is reduced to one tenth of the value at 3000 km) is a strong function of local
time and ranges from —300 km at midnight to — 1800 km at noon.

Figure 9 shows the enhancement factor at the center of the duct as a function of altitude at noon and
midnight. The enhancement factor decreases sharply below 2500 km at noon, but at midnight i t  rema ins
constant down to —1200 km, then increases to a slight maximum near 400 km before dropping to zero at
-200 km.

The diurnal variation of the duct termination height can be understood in terms of the ionization sourc e
for the ionosphere discussed in the previous section. During daylight hours, photoionlzation produces
a dense ionosphere sending large fluxes of plasma into the overlying protonosphere . The ionospheric 0+
densities are not affected by small changes in protonospheric densities, and a duct would effectively
terminate at the 0”-H”' transition height . At night , when the ionosphere Is maintained by a downward
flux from the protonosphere, the flux is directly proportional to the protonospheric density so that small
density variations in the protonosphere are reflected all the way down through the ionosphere. This is
clearly illustrated in Figure 10 where the duct termination height is plotted as a function of local
time. Al so plotted In the figure is the 0”'-H”' transition height. When the ionosphere is under solar
control , the duct terminates at the transition height, but extends to lower altitudes as the nighttime
protonosphere becomes an Important source of ionization.

When the ionosphere is sunlit, upward plasma flow is insensitive to the pl asma density in the overlying
protonosphere (also pointed out by Murphy , J. A., et al., 1976). For example, if the protonospheric
density is increased by 15%, the upward flux is decreased by only 2%. Thus the filling flux is nearly
uniform and tends to smear out any spatial density gradients in the protonosphere. The result is to
shorten the duct lifetime . By contrast , downward plasma flux at night is proportional to the proton-
ospheric density so that the duct enhancement factor remains unaffected. Figure 11 shows a plot of the
duct enhancement factor at 3000 km altitude as a function of time. The initial condition was 15%
enhancement at 11 LI, but the plot begins at 12 LI to allow for a short transition from steady—state
to time-dependent sol utions (see Figure 3). It can be seen in Figure 11 that the duct enhancement
factor decreases during daylight hours, but remains approximately constant at night. The half-life
of the duct due to this process is estimated to be 2.5 days.

The foregoing discussion applies to equinox conditions. The behavior of the duct depends on the season
as the nature of protonosphere-ionosphere coupling changes with season. Figures 12 and 13 show the duct
behavior in winter and sinner, respectively. In the seine format as Figure 9. The winter duct terminates
at the O” -H~ transition height during the day, but extends close to the bottom of the ionosphere at
night. The winter behavior is similar to the equinox behavior discussed above , except that the night
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is longer In winter. In the sinner, however , the duct endpoint remains high at all local times. This
can be understood in terms of the behavior of the sumner night Ionosphere, discussed in the previous
section. In the sinner the ionosphere decays very slowly after sunset, and the night is not long
enough to allow the densities to reach levels where the protonospheric flux plays an Important role
for their maintenance. Thus the protonosphere never exerts much infl uence over the underlying ionosphere
throughout the night. Figure 14 shows a plot of the duct termination altitude as a function of local
tIme in the sumner. The duct never extends below 1000 km even at night , in sharp contrast to the winter
and equinox behavior.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have used an ionosphere-protonosphere model to study certain properties of VIF ducts. In particular ,
we have found that the height of the duct endpoint depends strongly on local time and season. This is
important for magnetospheric VLF studies for several reasons. If a duct terminates at a high altitude ,
much of the propagation path m ay lie in an unducted region resulting in spreading of waves in the topside
ionosphere. When these waves are reflected (or refracted) upward, they may couple into neighboring ducts
and return to the conjugate hemisphere thus giving rise to mixed—path propagation (Helliwel l , R. A.,
1965). The waves that leave the duct at high altitudes may deviate significantly from the duct field
line before emerging into the earth-ionosphere waveguide. If ground-based direction finders are used to
locate the duct , corrections must be made to the apparent duct exit point. By contrast, a duct that
extends down to the bottom of the ionosphere may keep the waves trapped on a fixed field line. A VLF
ray tracing program has been used to determine the latitude where a ray emerges from an I 4 duct.
Figure 15 illustrates the variation in the latitude with duct endpoint height for a duct intersecting
the ground at 490 geographic latitude.
The efficiency of signal coupling between the earth-Ionosphere waveguide and magnetospheric ducts is of
importance to studies of VLF amplificatIon in the magnetosphere. Measurements indicate as much as 30
dB amplification by wave-particle interaction in the magnetosphere (Helliwel l , K. A., and Katsufrakis,
J. P.. 1974). The overal l efficiency of the “magnetospheric ampli f ie r0 i s a funct ion of the coupl ing
into and out of the ducts. These problems have been investigated by using a combination of the duct
simulation program discussed here and a VLF ray tracing program. Figure 16 illustrates the width of the
region in the duct which captures VLF waves at 6 kHz as a function of the duct endpoint height. This
“electromagnetic” cross section varies from 6 to 60 km as the duct endpoint is varied. The ducts used
in these calculations have a Gaussian cross section with a standard deviation (a) of 20 km.

In this paper, we ignored the effects of electric fields on ducts. As mentioned earlier, it is likely
that small-scale electric fields are responsible for the formation of most ducts. If these fields
persist after the ducts are formed, the resulting flux tube interchange motion would continuously change
the duct shape and size (Park, C. 6., and Helliwell, K. A., 1971). Enhanced wave activity inside a duct
could conceivably modify the electric field by modulating the E-region conductivity through particle
precipitation .

Another effect not considered In this paper is the precipitation of low-energy particles that are
deposited in the F region. These particles may provide a significant source of ionization for the
nighttime F layer, but their effects on ducts depend on the spatial distribution as well as the
magnitude of precipitation flux. In the case of uniform precipitatl.on, ducts are not expected to extend
as low as the results of the previous section indicated. This Is because corpuscular ionization makes
the ionosphere less dependent on thermal plasma flow from the protonosphere , and therefore makes the
nighttime ionosphere behave more like a daytime ionosphere. On the other hand, if enhanced wave activity
inside a duct produced a local enhancement in precipitation flux through wave—particle interactions, the
resulting effects on ducts would be quite different. First, the duct enhancement factor would be
increased at ionospherIc heights due to corpuscular ionization , an d second , the resul ting increase in
ionospheric pressu re would reduce the nighttime downward flux thus Increasing duct en hancemen factor
in the protonosphere. The latter may be an Important positive feedback mechanism by which ducts can
grow at night. Particle precipitation is not expected to be important durIng daytime when photoioniza—
tion is the dominant plasma production mechanism.
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Figure 1. SchematIc of the magnetospheric propagation circuit for VLF waves. Changes in the altitude
of the duct endpoints may affect the coupling between the earth-ionosphere wavegulde and the
magnetospheric duct.
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Figure 3. DIurnal behavior of the (a) 0+ and molecu lar ion concentrations , (b) H” concentration, and
(c) the electron temperature during equinox with an initial protonospheric concentration of 1000
cnr’3 at 3000 km altitude.
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Figure 5. VarIation of 0” and H”' Ion concentrations as well as plasma fluxes at 14OQ kin altitude through-
out the equinox day. A ful l protonosphere with an H’~ concentration of 3000 air” at 3000 km is used
in the simulation. - - 
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in the simulation .
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Figure 14. Tee~oral variation of the duct termination height during stamier. The duct endpoint height
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DISCUSSION

J.Röttger , FRG
You mentioned that waves transmitted near the ground (e.g., by thunderstorms) propagate via a duct up to the
magnetosphere where they trigger particle precipitation into the lower atmosphere thus causing, for example .
aurora. My comment is ( I )  is there evidence for a significan t correlation of thunderstorm lightning strokes with
precipitating particles or (2) is the mechanism the other way around: precipitating particles trigger thunderstorm
lightning or cause aurora!? The VLF waves , generated by these aurora or lighning strokes , propagate through
the magnetosphere and consequently can be recorded by ground-based methods,

Author’s Reply
There is overwhelming evidence that lightning (or other VLF sources) can produce precipitation. Pertubations of
the earth-ionosphere waveguide have been observed in conjunction with whistlers . Similarly, air-glow emissions
have been attributed to precipitation triggered by VLF waves in the magnetosphere . Temporal analysis of these
observations indicate that lightning is the cause and precipitation is the effect ,

We have no evidence of precipitation causing lightning. We , however , have not made an extensive study in this
area.

Hj ames, Canada
In your analysis of VLF signals that tend to go from a disc rete signature in the frequency-time record s to a diffuse
shape , you postulated path mixing. Can this mixing occur in a smooth ionosphere? What is your model for this
mixing?

Author’s Reply
The coupling of VLF signals into enhancement ducts occurs most efficiently for high-altitude endpoints. Rays
leaving the end of a duct will trave l down to the bottom-side ionosphere and may be reflected upward , After
reflection , the rays can couple into adjacent ducts. This path mixing may occur in both smooth and irregular
ionospheres.
The coupling between ducts with low altitude endpoints is inefficient because reflection occurs inside the duct,
Observations of mult ipath propagation may provide information about the duct endpoints.

R.Wienkins , Canada
We have recently been making cooperative measurements and have evidence of high-energy electron deposition
in the D-Region by VLF emissions,

-
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SATELLITE-REFERENCED IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION CORRECTION
*FOR USAF SPACET RACK RADARS

**Nicholas N. Tomljanovich/Richard J. Long
The MITRE Corporation

Bedford , Massachusetts , U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The tracking eccuracy of space surveillance radars is limited by ionospheric propagation effects. Avail-
able correction procedures based on predictIons from the monthly behavior of the Ionosphere are inadequate
to account for its short—term variability .

A technique using Navy Navigation Satellite System (NNSS or TRANSIT) si gnal s in near—real time to determine
the actual short-term behavior of the Ionosphere has been developed to support U. S. SPACETRACK radars.
Since the existing constellation of 5 T RANSIT satellites provides worldwide coverage, ionosphere propa-
gation errors for any UHF radar can easily be compensated with the correction technique using an off—the—
shelf NNSS receiver and a minicomputer.

A discussion of the concepts and implementation of the T RANSIT—referenced correction technique are presented ,
followed by test results from Bedford , Massachusetts , which show potential for a factor of 4 improvement
over monthly average predictions.

Results of tests conducted wi th an operational radar at a high—latitude site during the sumner of 1977 are
also presented. -

1. INTRODUCTION

At the transmission frequencies utilized by most USAF SPACETRACK radars, variations in ionospheric propaga-
tion effects impose an important limitation to the tracking accuracy that can be realized in operational
usage . Ionospheric propagation errors can only be partially corrected by currently available compensation
techniques that rely on propagation predictions based on the monthly median behavior cf the ionosphere.

Correction procedures based on predictions from the monthly median behavior of the Ionosphere are incapable
to account for the short-term variability of the Ionosphere which can be large (Kane 1975). As an example ,
Fi gure 1 Illustrates the expected day-to-day behavior of the ionospheric range error that a typical UHF
radar would experience at Clear , Alaska , for a target at 50 elevation , during solar maximu m and worst
season conditions (Klobuchar 1976). Even with the mean curve properly predicted , short-term errors are
experienced of magnitude indicated by the “max and ‘m m ”  curves. The spread about the mean and the rms
error (20 — 30% of the monthly average) indicates the uncertainty remaining after corrections due to
short—term variations. Disturbed ionospheric conditions and local features, such as the high—latitude
trough or travelling Ionospheric disturbances (lIDs), are examples of phenomena which are too volatile
to be Incorporated in monthly average predictions.

Additional errors of 5% - 15% arise because the mean cannot be predicted perfectly (l.tilken 1976). Pre-
dictions are usually employed to provide a worl dwide time-dependent model of the major Ionospheric para-
meters from a finite data base collected at a limi ted number of locations and errors result due to the
extensive interpolation and model fitting procedures that are necessary (Lee 1975).

Although it is generally accepted that the use of local ionospheric measurements can lead to improved
propagation correction techniques , two distinct approaches for incorporating the on-site measiretnents
are possible. On-site measurements can be used as normalization factors to scale up or down the
climatological prediction map availabl e to each site , or the on—site measurements can be used to
directly account for the short-term behavior of the ionosphere and Its spatial variations and generate
the proper corrections for ionospheric propagation behavior. The next section will show how TRANSIT-
satellite signals :an be conveniently used to accomplish the more ambitious and more accurate direct
compensation , as well as the scaling operation.

2. SATELLITE-REFERENCED PROPAGATION CORRECTION CONCEPT

Range and elevation errors are the dominant degradation effects experienced by translonospherically
propagated signals. At VHF frequencies and higher , both errors can easily be corrected once the
Integrated electron density along the propagation path is known.

The TRANSIT satellites transmit two harmonical ly related VHF and UHF frequencies which receivers at
ground locations utilize to remove first-order ionospheric effects by measuring the differential
Doppler~’, ~DD’ 

where
UHF 8 ,VHF

~DD ~
‘D ~“1~” 0

For propagation correction, the differential Doppler, combined with the -satellite ephemeris, can be
processed in near— real time to determine the actual total electron content (TEC) along each pass.

* This  work was sponsored by the Electronic Systems Di vision of the U. S. Air Force Systems Consnand.

**Now at Lincol n Laboratory , Lexington , Massachusetts ,
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Since only the time rate—of—change of the phase path is available in the differential Doppler, a
direct integration recovers TEC apart from an unknown constant of integration ~P0:

2w f f00 dt 2w C TEC sec * - aP0

55 40.3where C~~ 
~~~~~~ HF

and where TEC is the “equ i valen t vertical” electron content expressed in electrons/rn2, “sec *“ is theobliquity factor accounting for the slant path geometry, f is expressed in 1hz , and c is the speed of
light. The above equation shows that if TEC is known at any point along the TRANSIT pass, the integra-
tion constant ~P0 can be computed and thus TEC can be evaluated at all other points along the pass.

However, although different techniques are available to measure TEC (Yeh 1961), the difficulty of
obtaining a simultaneous independent measurement of TEC at a point along the TRANSIT pass necessitates
the use of the differential Doppler data to directly deduce the integration constant.

A new algorithm to determine both the constant of integration and TEC along a TRANSIT pass has been
developed that offers important improvements over algorithms that have been previously studied
(Garr iot 1963). The analytical form of the algorithm is shown in Table I (Toirljanovich 1978).

The major feature of the Improved TEC algorithm is the optimization of processing parameters to reduce
errors resulting from the inherent assumptions required to obtain the integration constan t. An
approximate 6 minute processing window , syninetric in angle about the closest approach point is
utilized and the Ionosphere is modelled as a spherically syninetric layer with a linear variation of
TEC within the processing window. A simulation study revealed the algorithm~s itmiunity to both TEC
tilts and representative types of travelling ionospheric disturbances (TID5).

A potential implementation of the differential Doppler technique for providing ionospheric propagation
correction for U. S. SPACETRACK radars is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. The unique operational
advantage of this technique is its ability to measure TEC at all points along the North-South TRANSIT
passes that are in the vicinity of the radar.

In contra st, other techniques, such as the use of Faraday rotation data from geostatlonary satellites,
only can furnish TEC measurements at few points in the northern hemisphere.

3. TESTS OF TEC MEASUREMENTS AT MID-LATITUDE

The utility of the differential Doppler technique depends on the accuracy with which TEC is determined
by the process.

Tests of the accuracy of differential Doppler measurements of TEC were conducted using mid-latitude data.
Two years of differential Doppler data from TRANSIT passes collected by J. Evans at the Lincol n Labora-
tory Millstone Hill facility during the 1971—1973 period (Evans 1973) were used as inputs and processed
by our differential Doppler algorithm to determine the vertical TEC along each pass. Independent
measurements of TEC that had been made during the same period by the Air Force Geophysical Laboratory
at Hamilton, Mass., using Faraday rotation measurements of ATS-3 signals , were provided by
J. Klobuchar and compared with TEC measurements determined by the algorithm. To Insure a valid comparison,
computer sorting was used to select only those TRANSIT passes which were within + 1.0 degrees of
longitude of the subionospheric point of the ATS-3 measurements made from Hamilton, Mass.

Results of the analysis for all dayt ime passes In shown in Figure 3. The histogram of the relative
percentage errors in TEC for the differential Doppler technique, compared to Faraday data, shows a
factor of 4 improvement over present climatological predictions. Furthermore, since the TEC residuals
also contain errors due to Inaccuracies in the Faraday reference, the accuracy attr ibuted here to the
differential Doppler technique is pe~obably pessimistic.

For nighttime passes, our analysis shows a poorer percentage compensation for the differential Doppler
technique, (~~IS spread: 20%) but less absolute TEC error than for the daytime passes. While the
Faraday rotation reference is also more inaccurate at night, the greater irregularities in the niqht—
time ionosphere are believed to be the primary cause of the reduced percentage compensation. Nonethe-
less , since typical nighttime values of TEC and hence ionospheric range errors are about a third of
the daytime values , absolute residual range errors after correction by the differential Doppler
technique are lower for the nighttime cases than for the daytime cases.

4. EXT RAPOLATION OF TEC MEASUREMENTS

TEC measurements from TRANSIT passes provide unique data for correcting ionospheric propagation effects
over the full radar coverage. For any radar target located in the proximity of a nearly simultaneous
TRANSIT pass , the TEC measurements can be directly utilized to determine the propagation effects on
the radar measurements.

Compensation of propagation effects over the entire radar coverage requires the coöination of suc-
cessive TRMSIT observations to extend the collected TEC information to other regimes of time end
space. A TEC extrapolation algorithm has been developed for this purpose which uses monthly TEC
predictions from the Air Fcrce Global Weather Center (AFG4C) to aid in extrapolating, over the radar
coverage, the TEC measurements from consecutive TRANSIT passes . The extrapolated TEC acquires the
value of the measured TEC in the vicinity of the TRANSIT passes , and tapers In both space (longitude)
and time to the AF~~C climatologically predicted TEC values for di?stences and times which are large
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compared to the typical correlation length (Lo~~ 4000 km) and correlation time (T0~~ 2 hrs.) of theionosphere (Klobuchar 1977).

Figure 4 suninarizes the fundamental principles governing the extrapolation al gorithm .

The extrapolated value of TEC at any space - time location is generated by a linear estimator which uses
all the proceeding TRANSIT passes that are still valid. An optimum linear predictive filter, con-
structed to minimize the variance of the estimator, leads to a determination of the optimum tapering
weights in terms of the previously determined autocorrelation function of the TEC differences between
the TRANSIT observa tions and the monthly averages .

5. TESTS OF TEC MEASUREMENT AT HIGH LATITUDE

Further testing on the TEC measurement accuracy was conducted at Clear, Alaska , In the sunrer of 1977
to determine the effectiveness of the T RANSIT-referenced technique in providing a near-real time propa-
gation correction for typical SPACETRACK radars at high-latitude locations. In addition, the T RANSIT
satellites were also used In an overall TRANSIT-referenced calibration procedure as on-line calibration
references to determine the radar biases , and further reduce radar measurement errors .

The operational configuration of these tests Is Illustrated in Figure 5. WhIle complete reduction and
analysis of the data is in progress, representative results are next presented to illustrate the out-
puts from the differential Doppler technique, the outputs from the extrapolation al gorithm and the
comparisons being performed in the analysis to establish the capabfllties of the developed propagation
correction technique.

Figure 6 shows the ground tracks of f ive TRANSIT passes (Passes 30, 31, 32, 34 and 40) observed at Clear
on July 7 and 8.

In Figures 7-11, actual measurements of TEC (DO), converted to corresponding range error in meters at
425 7hz for a target at a fixed 50 elevation , are presented as function of subionospheric latitude for
each pass.

The AFGWC monthly average predictions (CLIMATOLOGY) of the ionospheric range errors for signal propagation
through the entire ionosphere are plotted in these figures for comparison. Furthermore, simultaneous
measurements of Faraday rotation from ATS-1 are used as a check on the accuracy of DD technique. Note
that, although two reference points are given for the ATS-1 measurements, only the lower value should be
used for the TRANSIT data to account for the 1100 km height of the TRANSIT orbit.

The measurements from all TRANSIT passes on July 7 show a decrease in the ionospheric content with higher
latitudes. This behav ior agrees In trend but not in value with climatology predictions . On pass 40
(Figure 11) on July 8, however, a southward depression is present which is absent from climatological
predictions both in trend and value. The observed nighttime trough, further confirm ed by the ATS-1
measurements, Illustrates one of many coirraonly occurring differences between actual and predicted iono-
spheric behavior which can be compensated by this propagation correction technique .

Utilization of TRANSIT pass measurements over the entire radar coverage is illustrated in Passes 31, 32 and
34 (Figures 8 through 10). IonospherIc measurements for Pass 30 are extrapolated to the positions and
time of Pass 31 and compared to both on-site measurements and climatology (Figure 8). Measuremen ts for
Passes 30 and 31 are then used to obtain an extrapolated curve for Pass 32 and so on. Although several
correlation lengths are being tested within the extrapolation algorithm, the presented results use the two
extreme values : 2000 km and 6000 km.

The ‘correlation length” is here defined as that longitudinal distance away from a TRANSIT observation at
which the TEC uncertainty with monthly average predictions reduces by 10% using the TRANSIT TEC measurements.

The extrapolated curves show a close agreement wi th the TRANSIT measurements and a substantial improvement
over AFONC climatology . Furthermore, analysis of other daytime results have shown that the largest cor-
rel ation length (l.a ~ 6000 krn) gives the best agreement with measurements . This is somewhat larger than a
recently reported calculation for the longitudinal correlation distance of the mean daytime TEC computed
using mid-latitude data (Xlobuchar 1977). The difference between the reported value of 2 ,900 kni, which
translates by our different definition of correlation length to 4,000 km, and our observed value may
indicate a latitudinal dependence for the correlation length .

Radar tracks on TRANSIT passes have also been collected at Clear, Alaska , to establish the actual improve-
ments in radar tracking accuracy with the improved propagation correction procedure . A plot of representa-
tive data is shown in Figure 12 which gives the percent reduction in the residual range errors after cor-
rections.

The residual range errors are computed by taking the difference between the radar-measured range to a
TRANSIT satellite and its “true” range as deduced from the TRANSIT broadcast ephemeris. The percent
reduction of the residual range errors is plotted at 10 second intervals for two different types of iono-
spheric corrections: the monthly average climatological corrections and the satellite—referenced dif-
ferential Doppler ( DD) corrections. For the pass of Figure 12, Figure 13 presents the difference between
the measured ionospheric range error curve from TRANSIT data , and the monthly average range error curve
from AFONC clima tology.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A satellite-referenced propagation correction technique using T RANSIT data has been developed to support
U. S. SPACET RACK radars.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _—- 
_ _ _ _
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Prel iminary resul ts from the Clear , Alaska, tests show that significant improvement in radar accuracy
can be achieved using the near-real time propagation correction procedure.

The data analyzed indicates that the technique provides an important capability for near-real time
monitoring of short-term ionospheric behavior and propagation effects over an entire radar coverage.
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TABLE I : TEC ESTIMATION ALGORIThM

• IONOSP HER IC TEC MODEL : LINEARLY VARYING IN LATITUDE

• ESTIMATION CRITERION : J (A P - AP E ) dA 0

• SOLUTION FOR A P0:

AP~ - sec ~ AP 1 cos t~rAp o S - _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _

[I — sec* cos*]

I
~p. AP dt

t~O

• INSENSITIVE TO TEC TILTS FOR A SYMMETRIC ANGLE VINDOI

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
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DISCUSSION

EJ.Fremouw, US
What do you mean by climatology? I would expect any climatological model to have the main trough in it.

Author’s Reply
The AFGWC monthly average predictions , which we refer to as climatology , were obtained from the 115-78
program and do not model the n ighttime high-latitude trough .

H.Sofcher , US
How do you normalize the dispersive doppler measurements?

Author’s Reply
Directly , by first integrating the measured differential doppler and then by fitting the integrated differential phase
to the phase var ation , expected for an ionospheric TEC model linearly varying in latitude , to arrive at the unknown
constant of integration (see Table 1).
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SATE L LIT E - T O - S A T E L L I T E  TRACKING
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S U M M A R Y

Inves t i ga t ions  of ionospheric range and r a n g e - r a t e  c o r r e c t i o n,  in sa te l l i t e-to -sa te l l i t e  t r a ck ing  have
pointed out major problems and defined the magni tude of e r r o r s  that have to be considered for communi-
cations between satel l i tes  and related exper iments .

The two major causes of the sudden and sometimes l a rge  var ia t ions  apparent in the ionosphe r i c  range
and r a n g e-r a t e  correc t ions  along the satel l i te  a rc  are the geometric ef f e c t s  of the raypa th  and the cu rved
ionosphere , and the localized p e r t u r b a t i o n s  in e lectron dens i ty  along the sate l l i te- to-sate l l i te  l ine of sig ht.
The raypa th  may follow along the region of max imum elec t ron  dens i ty  fo r  a cons iderab le  d is tance , it may
pierce the ionosphe re  at two separa ted  locat ions , pass th roug h it once , or onl y pa r t i a l l y, or r ema in  above it ,
allowing for  a g r ea t  r ange  in the magni tude  of the e f f ec t .  Si g n i f i c a n t  gradients  in the e lect ron dens i ty ,  as
occur  in the equa to r ia l  anomal y,  r esu l t  in v e r y  la rge  per turba t ions .

Ionospher ic  t racking e r r o r s  are g rea t ly  effected by the following pa ramete r s, whose in f luence  was
thoroug hly invest igated:  satellite height , height of maximum electron d e n s i t y ,  localized ionosph e r i c  per-
t u rba t i ons  and g rad ien t s , and electron dens i ty  va r ia t ions  with d i u r n a l , day- to - day,  seasonal  and solar
cycle pa t t e rns .  Changes  in these p a r a m e t e r s  can produce l a rge  va r ia t ions  in the magni tude of e r r o r s  as
well as time shif t s of the peak e r r o r s  along the satel l i te  a rc .

The resul t s  point to the need of using a sophist icated modeling approach incorpora t ing  dail y solar lata ,
and where possible actual ionospher ic  measurements  as update informat ion, as a simple median model
cannot possibly account for  the complex in te rac t ion  of the many var iab les .  The f ind ings  provide a basis
from which the residual  e r r o r s  can be estimated af te r  ionospheric  modeling has been incorpora ted  in the
reduction .

Simulations were  per formed for satellites at variou,  heights: Apollo , Geos . and Nimbus  t r acked  by
ATS-6; and in two d i f fe ren t  geometr ic  configura t ions :  coplanar and perpendicular  o rbit s .

1. INTR ODUCTION

The need for  th i s  stud y was indicated by the resul t s  of a NASA/GSFC exper iment ~~~to detect  g r a v i t y
anomalies using the Apol lo-Soyuz/ATS-6 satell i te conf igura t ion.  This  experiment was intended to im-
prove the knowledge of the ea r th~ s gravi ta t ional  field in localized a reas  by measu r ing  local g rav i ty  var ia t ions
by detecting small velocity change.  of the low orbi t ing spacecraf t .  Two of the g r a v i t y  anomalies  ‘detected
in this exper iment  are shown in F igu re  lb.  The corresponding Apollo-Soyuz orbi ts  a re  shown in Figure  Ia .
The Indian Ocean anomaly as well as an anomalous region in the Himalayas  are indicated by the r e l a t i ve ly
lar ge var ia t ions in r ange - r a t e  residuals .

Ea r l i e r  anal y s i s  (2)
~~ i sate l l i te- to-sate l l i te  ionosp heric  r a n g e - r a t e  cor rec t ions  for  the ATS-1 to Apollo-

Soyuz geometrical configuration indicated values that were of significant magni tude compared to the gravi-
tational e f fec t s .  Such resu l t s  a re  I l lustrated in Fi gu res  l b  and c and imply that most of the  sugges ted
gravitat ional  anomaly may ,  in fact , be due to ionospher ic effect. .  The geometric conf igura t ions  of the
hi gh (ATS-6) and the low ~Apollo-Soyuz)aate lli te a re  shown Sn F i g u r e  Id .  The low satellite is shown at
three  d i f f e ren t  positions in its orbit  which , in th is  case, is below the height of maximum electron dens i ty .
In Figure  le it can be seen that ionosphe r i c  range  cor rec t ions  (AR)  reach a peak at point B and a re  g r ea t e r
at C than at A. This 1. because the l ine of sight between the high and low satellite passes th r o ug h a g r e a t e r
portion of the ionosphere  at B than at A or C. Range - ra t e  correc t ions  (Ak .) will pan through zero at B .

Ionospheric effects , the re fo re , lead to e r ro r s  in the gravi tat ional  data unles.  they can be adequately
removed by model ing. The purpo.e of this stud y Is to invest igate  these effects and unders tand  the i r  origin
and charac te r i s t i c .  so that a bet ter  approach to gravi tat ional  exper iments  can be organized.  In order  to
understand the basic ionospheric  r a n g e - r ate e r r o r s , a simple un i fo rm ionospher ic  modal was invest igated
with cer ta in  orbit.; the simple model was then varied in height , and perturba t ions  were added in discreet
places. Seasonal and solar cycle var ia t ions  were examined as weU as actual orbi ts  of v a r y ing Inclination
and height.
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2. EFFECTS OF A SIMPLE UNIFORM IONOSPHERE
ON COPLANAR SATELLITE ORBITS

In sa te l l i t e - to -sa te l l i t e  t r a c k i n g  the effects  of ionospheric ref raction are dif f icul t  to predict  because
of com plex orbi t  conf igura t ions  with changing ionospheric conditions.  Evaluating the effects  of a simple
unifo rm ionosphere on coplanar satellite orbits at various a l t i tudes  clarif ied the size and durat ion of re-
f rac t io n e r r o r s  incu r red  purely by the geometry of the slanted raypath throug h the curved ionosphere.
Modificat ion of the ionosp he ric charac te r i s t i c s  of the maximum electron density and the corresponding
hei ght i l lus t ra ted  the va r iat ions tha~ ref r action e r ro r s will undergo fo r cha n ging conditions. The height
of the ionosphe r e often changes by - 50 km per day, and differences of 5 to 10 MHz in cr i t ical  frequency
can easi ly be caused by localized per turba t ions , diurnal variat ions , day- to-day  changes , by seasonal
effects  and solar cycle pat terns.  To fu r the r  investi gate the effects  of local per turbat ions , steep ionos-
phe ric gradients  were injected into the otherwise uniform ionosp h e r e , as they are obse rved in the equa-
to r ial anomaly reg ion , and sunr ise  reg ion and dur i ng i r r egu la r  occur r ing  ionosphe ric dis turbances .

in the followi ng anal ysis , the hi gh satellite was considered stat ionary at a heig ht of about 36 , 000 km .
the low satellite hei ght is va r ied , and the orbits  are coplanar . A t racki ng f requency of 1 GHz is used and
one-~~~~ cor rections are computed. Each arc was started where the hi gh and low satellites were aligned
with the earth’ s center , and terminated when the low satellite disappeared from the view of the high
satellite. The simple model used was based on the Bent Ionospheric Model ~~~~. This is an emper ical
world - wide model capable of accurately estimating the electron den sity profile and the associated delay
and directional cha nges of a wave due to refraction.  The model computes an electron densi ty  versus
height profile with five exponential topside layers , a bi :parabolic bottorn .ide layer , and an interconnecting
parabola. The simplified model used in this stud y does not include any horizontal gradients  as it was held
constant world-wide and in time. Dif ferent  conditions were simulated~by vary ing the cri t ical  f requency,

~ F2 , and the heig ht of maximum electron density, h,,.

2. 1 Effects of Satellite Height

The ionosphe ric r ange- ra te  correct ion,  due to a geometric effect  along the satellite arc are  illustrated
in Figure 2 for different  altitude satellites. The low satellite pas.ses over the horizon and becomes invisible
to the hi gh satellite. The very  la rge range-rate  corrections immediately before the invi sible region are
caused by the changing geometric conditions of the satellite raypath through the curved ionosphere as it
disappears (see Figure 1). The higher the low satellite orbit is , the larger are the range-ra te  corrections
caused by this effect.  The reason for this  is that for a low satellite at a relatively hig h altitude the t r acking
raypath remains above most of the ionosphere ove r large segments of its orbit  and penetrates si gn ifican t
electron density lay ers  only when the satellite is near  the point of disappearance. The hig her the satellite
is , the faster it passes from the region where the satellite raypath pierces  the ionosphe r e to the point of
invisibilit y. This fas ter  rate of change produces larger amplitudes in the range-rate  correction,. The
lower the satellite orbit is , the shorter is it8 period of visibility f ro m the high tracking satellite, and the
longer is the time period over which ionosphe r ic corrections a re o rde r s of magn itude la rger  than in
g round-to-satellite tracking. Considering coplanar orbits , fo r Apollo-Soyuz at 200 km the last 13 minutes
of its arc show such large corrections , for Geos at 850 km the last 7. 5 minutes , and for Nimbus at 1100 km
the last 5. 5 minutes. However , if low and high satelli tes are moving at right ang les to each other and are
close to the point of disappearance , then suc h large effects can be observed for extended periods of time.

Range- rate correction curves as a function of time along the arc have steeper slopes and larger
positive and negati ve peaks the higher the satellite altitude is. At h 250 km . ~ F2 15 MHz and a
tracking frequency of 1.0 GHz the maximum corrections are 1.5 m/sec , 3.5 rn/ eec , 4. 3 rn /sec  for
Apollo, Geos and Nimbus respectively. - -
2. 2 Effects of Ionospheric Height -

Chan ges in the height of the ionosphere which are typically 25 km . produce very significant effects
on the range-rate  correction s, as shown In Figure 3. TIme shifts of the peak values along the arc are
experienced; for a 50 km shift In h~ they are of the order of 0. 9 minutes for Apollo and 0. 35 mInutes for V

Geos and Nimbus. Such time changes are significant when attempting to derive localized gravitational
effe cts. In addition, for the Apollo spacecraft  which always remains below h , large changes in the
maximum correction values are apparent. Increases of about 0. 3 rn/sec In the peak value occur for each
25 km drop in h at ~ F2 = 15 MHz. Such changes In peak values are , however , not apparent from the
higher satellite data from Geos and Nimbus.

2. 3 Effects of Electron Density

Changes in electron density effect the amplitude of the range-rate corrections such that the peak
correction values for each satellite are approximately in the same ratios as the square. of the ~~FZ’ s.
Time shift s of the peak corrections long the satellite arc are not associated with changes In ~ F2. See
Figure 4.

Z, 4 Effects of Ionospheric Perturbations

Ionospheric perturbations with associated steep gradients  In electron density can greatly modify the
smooth range-ra te  correction curves as predictable from geometric effects In satellIte-to-satellIte

-
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t racking.  The peak values may experience drastic increases  or decreases in amplitude as well as shif ts
in time , and additional maxima and minima can occur along the arc. Such effects were simulated by in-
jec ting Into the previously uniform ionosphere variations in electron density, which have maximum effect
at the perturbation center and graduall y decrease with increasing distance from the center.  An expo-
nenti al weighting function was used , w e - (d ID) 2 , with D = 400 NM ; d is the distance from the center
of perturbation. As shown in Figure 5, the e f fec t s  of the perturbation s on the Geos corrections ar e of
larger amplitude, but the effects on the Apollo arc are of greater  relative severity persist ing over a
lon ger period of time.

For different  size disturbances under otherwise fixed conditions the range-rat e corrections show
similar patterns. However , the greater  the amplitude of the electron den sity per tur bation and the steeper
the slopes of the g radients , the more severe are the deviation, from the smooth unperturbed correction
cu rve. See Fi gure  6.

Shifting the location of the perturbation center to different latitudes close to the Apollo-Soyuz arc
manifested itself mainly in a larg e time shift, of the order of minutes , of the additional single or double
peak ext remum. The ea rlier the perturbation center appears along the arc , the ea r lier does the extr a
peak occur.

3. SPACIAL AND TEMPORAL EFFECTS

In this section the effects of actual variations and gradients in the ionosphe re on satellite-to-satellite
range-ra te  corrections are investigated. These g radients occu r along the ar c of a low satellite being
t r acked by a hi gh satellite. For this purpose the 3-dimensional world-wide Bent ionospheric prediction
model was used to show the effects  of steep spacial gradient s as well as of shor t and lon g ter m tempor al
gradients, such as diurnal  va riations , day-to-day deviation s f r om the monthly mean , season al and sola r
cycle va riations.

. 3.1 Simulated Orbi ts

To capture the ionospheric variations , the orbit configuration was chosen quite different  from the
coplanar orbits used for the sim ple model investigations. The satellite orbits were simulated perpen-
dicular to each othe r , the stationary hig h satel lite in an equatorial orbit , and the low satellites at various
hei ghts in pola r or bits both prograde and retrograde. The angular separation between the satellites was
chosen in the proximity of the disappearance points , and unde r such circumstances significant range-rate
corrections exist along most of the orbit. Tracking fre quencies of 1GHz were used in the simulations.
The ran ge-rate  corrections are presented as the one-way values.

In Figu r e .7 one of the orbit configurations is shown. The low satellite in a prograde orbit disappears
from si ght of the hi gh satellite for a portion of it s or bit and becomes visible again as it crosses the
equator. Three suc h cases were considered for low altitude satellites at 200 , 300 and 850 km and the
hi gh t r acki n g satellite at about 36, 000 km. Figure 7 shows the 300 km orbit superimposed on a world map
of the ionospher ic char ac ter is t ic of f 5FZ.  Wh ere the f 5 F2 equal value lines are concentrated , la r ge
ionosphe r ic gradients exist , and it is indicated where the Ionospheric pierce point curve crosses these
gradients. The intersection of the satellite-to-satellite line of sight with the region of maximum electron
densi ty  establishes the ionospheric pie rce point. When the low satellite is at an altitude above the height
of maximu’n densi ty ,  as is the case for Geos and N imbu s, two dist inct  pie rce points may occur.
3. 2 Spacial Gradients

To examine the effect of the low satellite altitude nn the range-rate  corrections along the arc , the
geometric condition s were  fi xed, such as the high satellite position and the ionospheric pierce  point
location at the equator crossing and with that also the satellite line of sight , and onl y the height of the
orbit was varied. The range-rate  corrections for the orbit depicted in Figure 7 and for four additional
orbits are correlated In F igure  8. The low satellite is in a polar orbit and crosses the equator at 6 UT ,
April 1 , 1968. The orb i t s  corresponding to Fi gure 8* are prograde , in 8b they are retrograde.

In Figure 8a there is an invisible portion for all satellite orbits , but at 6 UT they become visible V
again as they cross the equator. The 200 , 300 and 850 km satellites all lie along the same line of sig ht
from the high satellite. The very large deviations to both sides of the Invisible region are caused by the
ch ang ing geometr ic conditions of the satellite raypa th thr oug h the curved Ionosphere as it disappears ,
whichis  il lustrated in Figure 1.

Superimposed on these geometric effects in Figure 8* are the ionospheric gradient effects , becau se
th e ionospher ic den sity and hei ght alon g the li ne of sight changes as the low satellite tr svels along it.
orbit .

The geometric effects are minimized in Fi gure 8b by decreasing the hig h to low satellite separation
angle by about 3 degrees at the equator crossing a’~d maintaining visibility throughout the half-orbits.
The difference between the range-rate  correct ions along the 300 and 850 km orbit, ar e now mainly due to
the gradients  in ionospheric density and heig ht. Again the hig her altitude orbit displays the larger ampli-
tude ref ract ive  effects , but they are only about half as large as those caused by the geometric conditions
in Figure 8*.

_ _
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To bet ter  unders tand  how the v a r i a tio n s  in the r e f r a c t i o n  c o r r e c t i o n s  along the sate l l i te  path a re
caused by the ionosp he ric condit ions , two low satellite orbits , the ionosph eric densities depicted in the
f ,F2 world map, the Ionosphe r ic heights  and the satellite angular  separation shown in Fi gure  9 were ex-
amined in detail and were correlated to the r a n g e -r a t e  cor rec t ions  also shown in F igure  9.

In the orbit  co r res ponding to Fi gure  9* the low satellite , at 300 km . passes east of the hi gh sa te l l i te
and re maina visible throug hou t the simulated ha l f -orb i t .  A ret rograde orbi t  was used to provide better
geome t r i c  condi t ions , keeping the satell i te d i s t ance  f a i r l y cons tan t  over the equa tor ia l  anomaly region ,
assis ted by the slig ht long itude shift due to the e a r t h  rotatio n.

Fi gure  9b corresponds  to another re t rograde  orbi t , this  ti me cross ing  the equatorial  anomal y west
of the high satellite over some very dense regions.

From the curve  giving the angular  separation between the satellites it  is apparent that while this
separat ion va r i e s  somewhat at the beginning and end of the arc , it is fa i r ly constant over the central
reg ion of the equator ia l  anomaly where  most of the large r ange-r a t e  deviations occur. Hence , In the
re gion of Interest  the correct ions are mostl y due to ionospheric gradients , beca use the geometric con-
f igura t io n remains  near ly  fixed .

The marked zero c ross ings  of the r ange- ra te  cor rec t ions  (Fi gure  9) correspond very c lear ly  to the
maxima or minima of f~F 2 shown on the world map (Figure 7). This is to be expected since extrema in
f 5F2 cause ext rema in electron density and range cor rec t ions , he nce zero crossings in range-ra te
correct ion.  The range- ra te  corrections give a very  clear picture of the gradients encountered as the
satellite connecti ng beam sweeps the equatorial anomal y.

Not j u s t  the electron densi ty , but also height at the maximum undergoes steep gradient.  in the
anomal y re gion. In Figure 9 it is shown that  the heig ht of the pierce  point has a defi n ite maximum at the
magnetic equator around which the equatorial anomaly is centered , and It. values vary between 314 and
456 km over the arc. The smaller var ia t ions  in the range- ra te  corrections toward the ends of the arc
in Figure 9b mig ht be influenced by the ionosp heric height chan ges.

It should be noted that d i f ferent  vertical scaleø are  employed in Figure 9. Maximum absolute ampli-
tudes in b) are about seven times as large as in a). The major reason for this lies in the satellite con-
f igura t ions .  The satellite with r ange- ra te  results  in a) remains barel y above the horizon when cross ing
the eq uator , 97 ’ away fro m the high sat ellite , and the line of si ght pie r ces the ionosphere at a slanted
angle. The satellite with results in b ) , however , is close r to the high satellite separa ted by 81’ at the
equato r. The 300 km satellite used in both these example s is below the hei ght of maximum den sity which
va ries in b) between 350 and 456 km in the equatorial reg ion , and the line of sight between the satellites
p ierces the ionosp here  at ext remely slante d angles , remaining in the vicinity of the maximum electron
densi ty over very lon g distances , hence the ve r y la rge refract ion effects.  In addition, slight ly steepe r
g radien ts exist in Ionospheric height and density for b) than exiit for a) which also contributes to the
la rger range-ra te  corrections in b). The maximum pierce point of ~ F2 in b) was 14. 2 MHz , in a) 12. 9
MHz.

In using the Apr i l  1968 data , the spacial gradient Investigations were performed for average solar
maximum conditions; the smoothed sunspot number was 107. It should be recognized , however , that
during a mo.e severe solar cycle the r ange- ra te  corrections could be significantly larger  than the 0.8 rn / sec
in Figure 9. During the maximum cycle recorded In 1958, the smoothed sunspot number  went a. high as
201 in March.

3. 3 Temporal Gradients

Th e ef fec ts  of short and long ter m ionosphe ric temporal gradients  on satellite-to- satellite r ange - r a t e
corrections was inve stig ated by comparing the corrections along the orbits , whic h were obtained for
ionospheric situations where all condition. , except the one tested parameter , we re held constant.

3. 3. I Diurnal  Effec t

The diurnal  effect on range- ra te  corrections was examined by computing corrections for satellite.
crossing the equator at 6 hours and a t 14 hours universal time to provide information with hig h and low
g r ad ients , and the results show large d i f fe rences  in amplitude. In Figure 10*, the Ionospheric pierce
point occurs  at longt ltude 222 ’ or 21 hours local time. At this time very rapid changes In electron density
are encountered as the satellite connecting ray sweep. across the equatorial anomal y while following the
low satellite orbit.  The steep gradients are  apparent al ong the pierce point curve In Figure 7 , and the
resulting r ange - r a t e  correct ions  are large. In Fi gure  lOb , the satellite crosses the eiua tor  at 14 hours UT.
Here the Ionosp heric  pierce point occurs  at S hours local time , when the Ionospheric g, ~adients along the
pierce point curve and hence , the corresponding range- ra te  correction, are about a. ~al1 a. they can get
fo r such an or bit con fi gurat ion.

3. 3. 2 Seasonal Effec ts

Range - r a t e  correct ion.  were compared for April  1968 and Jul y 1968 to examine th. effect of seasonal
variation s on range- ra te  corrections.  The solar activity did not influence the result si gnificantl y, beca use
the smoothed iunspot numbers were very sImilar , 107. 2 In April and 105. 2 in July. Polar orbits at 300 km
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and 850 km altitude were examined , both having the equator crossing fi xed at 6 hours UT. Range- ra t e
co rrec t ions  corresponding to the 300 km orbit are presented in Figure  11. In each case , maximum
ionospheric  effects occur in A pril and minimum effects in July.  For other months the effects would be
expected to be of in termediate  amplitude. Significant changes in peak amplitudes are apparent , as we ll
as ti me shift s of the peak correct ion values.

3. 3. 3 Solar Cycle Effects

The effect of the solar cycle on range- ra te  corrections was also considered . Three years  were
chose n to represent  the extremes of solar activity, and in all cases the month of April  was selected to
eli minate seasonal ef fec ts .

Y e a r  Smoothed Sunspot Number

1958 196 .8
1968 107. 2
1975 18. 6

The 1 958 solar cycle was the a l l - t ime maximum recorded. During 1968 and 1975 , the maximum and
minimum act ivi ty  occur red  for  the last  solar cycle.  Fi g u r e  12 shows the resu l t s  for a 300 km o rb i t .
The 1958 correct ions  are in all cases s ignif icant ly  la rge r than the 1968 r esul ts  by f ac to r s  of 1.5 to 2. 5.
The 1 968 resu l t s  in t u r n  exceed the 1975 resul t s  by similar amounts.  Shif ts  in the t ime of the peak range-
rate  co r rec t ion  occur  for  severa l  peak s but without  a simple pat tern .

3 . 3. 4 Temporal Gradient  Tes ts  with Apol lo-Soyuz Orbits

The effect  of day- to-day var iat io ns in the ionospheric densi ty  and heig ht on the r a n g e - r a t e  co r r ec t ions
along the satellite link were  investigated us ing  an orb i t  of the Apollo-Soyuz data. Revolution 8 on 16 J u l y
1975 . with the t rack ing  f requency  of 2. 16 GHz was used , and the ionospheric condit ions of in teres t  were
simulated.

To examine the influence of the deviations in ~ F2 from the monthl y mean due to daily variat ions of
solar flux , the month of Februa r y 1968 was chosen for the simulations; 1968 was the year  of average
maximum solar activity.  The monthly mean of the sol ar flux was 173 , and corrections were computed
for Feb ruary  1st when solar flux was at a monthly maximum 262 , and for February  18th when the flux
was at the minimum of 138. As shown in Figure 13 , the increased solar flux causes a sharp inc r ease
in peak ionosphe ric range-ra te  corrections by a factor of 1. 1 to 1.8 , while the same pattern is maintained
for  the var iation s alon g the arc . This points to the necessity to adjust the monthly mean ionospheric
co rrection model for daily variations as is done in the Bent model.

T he height of maximum electron density was computed using the ionospheric model , and then it was
raised and lower ed by 50 km during the simulations. Such variations represent the possible day- to-day
chan ges in the ionosphe r ic heigh t , and result  in changes in the amplitude of the range-rate correction.
as well as in a time shift of the peaks , see Figure 14. Lowering the Ionosphere by 50 km causes an
increase in the amplitude by a factor of I • 4 and a ehift of the peak in increasing time along the arc.
Raising the ionosphe r e by 50 km causes a decrease in amplitude and a 40 second shift of the peak in de-
creasing time along the arc.
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DISCUSSION

J.S.Nisbet, US
Can you use a two-frequency responder for these corrections?

Author’s Reply
There are plans to use GPS Satellite with a low-orbit satellite. However , this requires another frequency on the
satellite which is quite costly . Another possibility is to try to get the gravitation anomaly when the elevation
between the two satellites is very h igh , thus effectuating a very simple experiment which reduces the error
enormously. 
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SUMMARY OF SESSION Ill

HF (LONG TERM EMPH ASIS)

O by
0 

Dr T.BJones
Session Chairman

It is importan t in the planning and operation of H.F. radio systems that the working frequency is selected so as to
optimise system performance. This session was concerned with techniques for predicting the characteristics of the
ionosphere on a long term basis in order to achieve this objective .

The ionosphere imposes both an upper limit (MUF) and a lower limit (LUF) on the usable frequency band for a
given propagation path. The session commenced with a review (Bradley) of techniques for predicting these frequency
limits. This review also included a detailed discussion of the new C.C.I.R. prediction method . Even when accura te pre-
dictions are available , the problem of their statistical significance must be examined because of the day to day variability
of the ionosphere . The problem of statistically modell ing an H.F. link was considered (Barclay) and methods of assessing
system performance were outlined.

Since the ionosphere is a time dependent medium , any direct sensing of its parameters is of value in predicting
propagation conditions. The use of HF.  backseatter radar for this purpose was described (Goutelard and Caratori). A
range of model ionosphere s derived from this technique were presented.

Further consideration of d irect sensing was presented by (Lauche) who described the use of the oxygen green line
emission for detecting the onset of days of high absorption in winter , known as the “winte r anomaly ”. Changes in
absorption can also be produced by artificially modifying the lower ionosphere . This in turn , affects the lowest usable
frequency (LUF). The use of non-contam inant in situ , experiments for D-region modification were described by Widdel.

The final contribution by Gourvez and Hanbaba considered the influence of steep grad ients in the electron density
distribution on the propagation of H.F. waves. A three dimensional ray tracing analysis was used for the investigation

0 which demonstrated that marked propagation anomalies can occur in the presence of these steep grad ients.

The session proved to be extremely valuable both to the ionospheric scientists and the communications engineers
present. This interest was demonstrated by the many questions and lively discussion which followed the presentation of
the formal papers. V

Main points concerning the discussion period foflowmg Session III (Long Term Predictions)

The session provoked many questions during the discussion period. Both the radio scientists and the communica-
tion engineers present expressed strong views on the needs and merits of long term predictions. Some of the m~ or topics
covered in the discussion were :

( I )  The importan ce of statistics in assessing system perform ance. How do we in terpret them and how are they
related to predictions?

(2) Strong views were expressed by the Users (Netherlands military and others) that we should do more to present
scientific results in a more usable form. A user orientated prediction programme might be considered.

(3) There was much discussion of Bradley’s new model and of the new C.C.l.R. prediction method.
(4) The effect of tilts , although well known , are often neglected. How can they be included in assessing system

performance?
(5) What are the usefulness of certai n precursors e.g. the green line emission of 03 observed before the onset of the

Winter Anomaly? Do we understand the physical mechanisms involved.
(6) How do you assess and quantify the performance of data tran smission systems?
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DE VELOWENTS IN TRCHNIQUES FOR PREDICTING HF SKY-.WAVE FIELD STRENGTHS

P. A.  Bradley

C.R.C., APPLETON LABORATORY

Ditton Park , Slougn 5L3 9JX

United Kingdom

SUMMARY

The roles of predi ctions in system planning , frequency management and frequency assignment are
discussed. The need for a comprom ise between prediction complexity and accuracy is stressed , with regard
to available resources and uncertainties in current knowledge of the behaviour of the ionosphere. It is
concluded that no si ngle prediction procedure can be optimum for all purposes. The philosophy is
considered of alternative means of approach based on either an empirical fit to past measured field-.
strength data or to allowances which take account of the separate physical factors known to be of
importance. Difficulties of estimating the accuracy of prediction methods are examined.

Some features of the latest prediction method adopted at the Interim Meeting of Study Group 6 of
the CCIR are discussed and those areas where further studies are needed or imp rovements seem possible in
the foreseeable future are examined. In particular, consideration is given to models of the height
distributions of electron concentration and methods of determining raypaths — the importance of iono-
spheric tilts and off—great—circle propagation. Developments in the prediction of auroral absorption and
of sporadic—E obscuration and reflection losses are described. The difficulties which are encountered for
predictions at frequencies close to the maximum usable frequency are highlighted and the need for an
‘above the NtIS ’ loss allowance is reviewed. Means of extending predictions to combine data for different
propa~~tion modes and to give assessments of the likelihood of multipath are also considered.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE NEED FOR PREDICTIONS

Since the earliest days of radio transmissions, the requirements for propagation and system-.
performance predictions have been recognised. Many groups in different countries have , over the years,
been pursuing the perfection of prediction techniques. Their efforts stand as testimony to the diffi-
culties of the tasks and the disparity of views as to how these should be accomplished.

Predictions are needed for system planning. They can yield estimates of the frequency coverage
required and of the transmitter power needed to provide a specified grade of service; also they indicate
the types and size of the most suitable antennas. Undoubtedly at the present time there is an upsurge in V

the use of the HF part of the radio—frequency spectrum both for civilian and military applications,
particularly in the newly—developing countries.  Much of this activity relates to transmissions involving
sky waveu . Many systems are being installed in new operational theatres where there is no background of
past practical performance experience on which to draw, Systems are tending to be more complex and the
user is becoming cr i t ical  in expecting high quality.  Ideally it is often required to make these a pa r t o f ,
or to integrate them with , other systems , without  any marked degradation in standard of performance.
The vagaries of the ionosphere make this usually a forlorn hope , but the demand for optimisat ion is
considerable, It is nowadays a common r ’,quirement for comme rcial organisations who tende r for the supply V

of radio systems to have to demonstrate to their prospective customers on the basis of the best available
predictions that the proposed equipment is the minimum necessary to fulfil the intended function.

There is no doubt that predictions are also of value for frequency management: to determine firstly
what frequency assignment complement is needed and secondly what frequency from this  complement is likely
to be most suitable on a given occasion. Unfortunately, however, in this second role existing predictions
are of only limited use because the requirement is for a so—called short—term prediction based on the
state of the ionosphere for the particular day. Undoubtedly because of this, much effort has been
devoted to trials with sounder systems and to studies of channel—evaluation techniques in order to derive
viable alternative procedures. These must add to system complexity and the •xtent to which they can be
jJtified depends on the importance of the system to the user. It is a personal belief of the author
that ultimately channel-evaluation techniques involving the sequential sampling of all available assigned
frequencies to determ ine the best to use will form the accepted basis of optimum frequency determination
procedures, but that for the present the pursuit of possible short—term prediction methods is still
appropriate. However , this paper is not concerned with these.

A further requirement for predictions is associated with transaitter licensing and is concerned
with the assem ent of the possible interference caused by any new system. The International Frequency
Registration Hoard ( IFRB ) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU ) is charged with this task.
Dee i. made of Technical Standards to give estimates of the intensities of proposed new trsn isnions at
the receiving sites of all, existing co—channel systems which may possibly be affected.

Both for the lYRE studiee and also when submitting tender documentation In support of international
contracts the requirements are for internationally acclpt.d prediction methods. Hence , the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR ) - the technical radio advisory body of the I~~ — hum a Study Programme
in being to develop such agreed procedures. This specific task was assigned to Interim Working Party 6/i
( IWP 6/1) in 1956 and deliberations have been proceeding since then. An interim prediction method sac
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developed in 1970 (CCIR , 1970) and a second method was produced in 1976 (CCIR , 1976a). The computer
program for this second method is still in course of preparation. At the same time various par t ic ipat ing
organisations are attempting to formulate furthe r improvements in prediction techniques.

This paper reviews the current position. Section 2 examines the requirements to be fulfil led by
prediction methods and the criteria that muet be taken into account when developing and assessing thea.
S.ction 3 looks at the determination of prediction accuracy. Section ~i considers th. philosophy of
approach and notes the factors to be included in a prediction procedure . Selected features of the latest
CCIR method and aspects needing furthe r development are discussed briefly in Section 5.

2. PREDICTION METHOD R5~ UIN1)1ENTS

It is evident that the requirements are for the simplest prediction method giving the desired
accuracy, but not so obvious what thie accuracy should be. Clearly this is the first point to establish,
since some trade-off between complexity and accuracy is to be expected. A review of th. applications for
predictions reveals that a case can be made for a family of di f fe ren t  prediction methods ranging from the
most sophisticated needing the use of high--speed computers with considerable storage to simple manual
methods requiring only modest aids.

Greatest accuracy im probably needed for purposes of system design. Some engineers would a rgue that
an accuracy of + I dB in received signal intensity is then wanted - after all , 3 dE corresponds to doubling
the tranmmitter power , with syatea costs increased appreciably more. Others would say that since the
decile range of day—to—day variations in signal intensity is typically 20 dB, corresponding to a standard
deviation of about 8 dB, this is the order of accuracy to seek to achieve in predicting median value..
An alternative approach is to assume that the required accuracy should be comparable to that with which
measurements can be made. According to the CCIR , field strengths at HF can be measured to an accuracy of
+ 2 aS; it is probably reasonable to suppose that transmitter powers can be given with this same precision ,
leading to a requirement for a prediction accuracy of ~I dB. Now in practice, the choice of transaitter
power of any proposed system must be based on a statistical analysis involving subjective estimates of the
required grade of service: the signal/noise ratio to be equalled or exceeded for a specified fraction of
the time. Uncertainties exist in both the required signal/noise ratios and in the values of noise
intensity likely to be encountered; also estimates must involve assumptions concerning the dominant type
of noise . The more important the system to the use r , the greater is the required fraction of t ime with
adequate signal/ noise ratio. This means that calculations tend to involve the ‘tails ’ of the day—to—day
amplitude distributions so tha t errors are large and greater tolerances in median estimates become accept-
able. From all standpoints a prediction accuracy of 6 dB appears a reasonable objective to seek to attain.
A ny method giving this accuracy for 90% of occasions would almost certainly represent a significant
improvement over existing methods.

Whilst undoubtedly it would be desirable for the prediction method to be adopted for use by the IFRB to
have this same accu racy , the need to make several thousand sets of calculations each week means that some
lose in accuracy may have to be tolerated in order to bring the amount of calculation, even using modern
computing aids , to manageable proportions. Certainly the 1FRB could not hope to employ a manual predic-
tion method for all routine calculations; also it is moat unlikely that any quick manual method could be
devised having the accuracy needed for system—planning purposes as noted above . - Yet , whereas computing
tine and costs are not likely to be of prime importance in system planning by comparison with overall
costs , acceptable resources to the lYRE preclude lengthy amounts of computation. Hence , within the
constraints of available computers , the IFRB needs a method relying more on data storage and lees on
calculation. The system planner is not restricted in this way. For ‘once , of f ’ tasks, he can arrange for
computations to be made at a centre possessing appropriate computing facilities.

In addition to the above needs , IWP 6/i recently ider.tified three other separate requirements for
so—called ‘manual’ predictions where more limited aids than a large co.pute~ are available and where
reduced accuracy is acceptable —

- (ii When rapid results are needed by trained engineers within minutes , perhaps in support of
technical discussions. Resources may well be restricted to a pocket calculator, or a set
of charts and nomograma.

(i i)  As an adjunct to mobile radio—system operation by non—ep.oialiaed personnel. Look—up books
of tables are most appropriate.

( i i i)  When a main computer is temporarily unavailable , results are required u rgently, and a desk-
top minicomputer is at hand.

The policy which is being followed by the C~.IR , with the object of producing ultimately • hierarchy
of prediction methods meeting the above needs , is to concentrate at present on the d.velop.snt of the
most accurate method possible, without overdue regard for its complexity. It is argued that controlled
simplificatione can then be introduced when their likely effects have been examined and quantified.
That is not to say the task of agreei ng internationally wha t simplification . are acceptable will be easy,
but rather that this exercise must be accomplished later. It is recognised that where on. works r f i t s  a
linea r regression line through a scattered data set and quotes gradient and intercep t to th ree significant
figures, there are others who represent the same result. by a cubic with five significan t figures. In
principle it should be possible to check the differences that arise from such separate representations,
but comparisons are complicated by step effects. Whe reas one representation giv.e a particular propagation
mode as present another does not , so tha t in extreme circumstances signal—strength diff.reno.s of say
20 dB could arise in the two cases. This could happen under some condition. however close th.
representations. A18o, errors in factors in the prediction proces. are cumulativi , and it is not easy to
assess their combined magnitude..
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3. DETEJ~4INATION OF PREDICTION ACCURACY

A major d i f f i c u l t y  to assessing prediction accuracy is tha t despite the widespread use of HF sky—
waves there are very few reliable measured signal-intensity data from calibrated transmitters with  which
prediction s can be compared . The CCIR has maintained a Data Bank of se5su rement s since 1962 and in the
last two yea rs this has been c r i t ica l ly  reviewed , revised and extended. Nevertheless, useful though they
ar e , present data cover only a restricted range of conditions which are not truly representative, and
iave other li mita t ions .  Many relate to long paths whereas the typical sky—wave path length is only about
500 km. Many measurements are made for comme rcial circuits involving the use of high—gain t ransmitt ing

and receiving antennas with a performance which cannot be reliably assessed. Special links employing
simp le low-.gain antenna s such as di poles , short vertical monopoles or loops are preferable because the
practical performance of these aorc closely matches theory , even though signals may then be too weak to
measure some of the t ime.

Measurements relate to receiver voltages and involve calibration factors based on receiving—system
losses in order to give available receiver powers. The conversion to corresponding sky_wave field
strengths requires not only a knowledge of receiving —antenna gain but also of signal—arrival directions.
These lat ter  are rarely measured and must usually be inferred. It is common to quote field strengths on
the basis of typical arrival directions but in general these will  d i f f e r  from f igures  given by and used
in the predictions . This means that an inconsistency exists when comparing predicted and so—called
measured field strengths; comparisons are best made on the basis of available receiver powers.

Results of studies carried out in three countries between a sample of measured field—strength data
from the Data Bank and values given by the first CCIR prediction method (CCIR , 1970) were presented to the
1978 Final Meeting of Study Group 6 (CCIR , 1g78a). Monthly median figures from the measurements were
compared with  the corresponding monthly median predicted field strengths of the strongest mode , restricting
attention to those occasions for which this mode was predicted as present for at least half the days.
Combining such r’sults for the different hours, months and circuits gave a median discrepancy corresponding
to a predicted field strength 3 dB greater than measured. 90% of the discrepancies were less than 20 dB.
Further comparisons are planned in terms of available receiver powers.

Procedures for standardising the collection , tabulation and analysis of future measured data have
been agreed (CCIR , 1978b). Groups are encouraged to make further measurements in the manner indicated
and to submit their results for inclusion in the Data Bank. More studies are required of additional ways
of comparing the measurements and predictions, particularly €o assess the predicted day—to — day scatter in
signal intensity and the predicted mode availabilities — the probabilities of there being a sky—wave path
to support mode occurrence. Problems occur when measured data do not exist for all days of the month and
it is important to know whether absent values arise from there being no attempt at measurement, raypath
failure , or large transmission loss. New scaling procedure s have been defined to assist in this respect
but there remain a number of difficulties to resolve such as when the threshold of signal detection is a
variable from day to day because of interference and when d i f ferent  modes are strongest on the separate
days. - -

• PREDICTION PROCEDURES

Two diff erent approaches to sky—wave signal-intensity prediction are poasible . One is to f i t
empirical equations to measured data for different paths, times and frequencies. The other is to estimate
intensity in terms of a number of separate factors known to influence the signals. These factors may be
giver, by expressions which have been deduced either from theory or measurement. Unfortusetely both
approaches have limitations. The former is lIkely to be simpler but unless a large data base exists ,
trends must be inferred and are liable to error. The latter approach is .conceptually more elegant and
enables variations to be specified in a physically meaningful manner. However , the re remains the possi-
bility of error due to failure to allow for a significant term or to an inexact allowance. There is also
a likelihood of devising a method wh’.ch is over—complex and for which the ,accuracy achieved does not merit
some of the complications that have been introduced.

The CCIR has recommended for provisional use a prediction method •t LI/MY (150—1600 kliz ) involving
empirical equations f i t t ed  to past signal—intensity data (CCIR , i97~ ). This policy is considered ju eti~
tied when it is appreciated that these frequencies are allocated to the sound—broadcasting service and
many years of reliable synoptic measured data, collected under standardised conditions, have been used in
developing the method. Also, since at MY signal strengths are markedly influenced by ionospheric
absorption for which adequate ways of deriving estimates have yet to be developed , any alternative method
based on the separate—factor approach is liabl, to be lese accurate. By contrast, at HF and particularly
for the lower frequencies, th.re are still problems in determining ionospheric absorption but them. are
less serious. In view of the shortage of measured signal data discussed in Section 3 above , it is
generally agreed that prediction methods should rely on allowances for the separate factors. Ixisting
methods differ in regard to what factors to include and what allowances to use for these.

Prediction methods for the applications discussed above usually yield monthly medians of hourly
smoothed field strengths and their statistical day—to—day variations abou t theme valu.s. The separate—
factor approach involves specifying models of the height distributions of electron concentration in terms
of global representations of the standard vertical—incidenc. ionospheric characteristics (Piggott and
Hewer, 1972 ) given from the world network of ionosondes. The raypaths of all propagation modee tha t can
exist between the t ransmitter and receiver are determined using some form of ray tracing. Th. probabili-
t ies of mode occurrence (availabilities) are evaluated from •stimates of the mode Mill ’s and their day—to-
day variability. Signal strengths are given by computing the separate terms contributing to the trans-
mission loss of each mode , with due allowance for the raypath angles involved. The term. included vary
fo r the d i f fe ren t  methods , but all methods allow for the moat important factors which are generally
agreed as transmitter power , transmitt ing and receiving antenna gains, spatial attenuation and ionospheric
absorption. Data based on relative signal-intensity measu reaents (Ba rghaumen it al. 1969), for which
the re are many more availabl, than absolute measu re ments , give the likely day—to—day scatter in .iç~al V

intensity about the predicted monthly-median values.
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5. SCE(E FEATURES OF T!ll~ LATEST CCIR METHOD

It is not the purpose of this pap er to describe fully the second CCIR prediction method , but rather
to highlight and expand a selection of topics requiring furthe r developoent , as mentioned in a proposed
new CCIR Report (OCIR , 1978c).

5.1 Global Representations of Ionospheric Characteristics

Use is made of representations of foF2 and P4(3000)12 by Jones et al. (1969), of h’F,F2 (Leftin et al.,
1967 ) and fàEs (Leftin et al ., 1968), all based on spherical harmonic f i ts  to past data. These representa-
tions are the results of major mapping exerc ises and are unrivalled in their usefulness and accuracy.
Nonetheless, it is accepted that they merit revision by incorpo ration of more recent observational ionosonde
data now available; also they need supplementation with other types of data to provide improved inter-
polated values in regions not served by ionosondes, particularly over the oceans. In some cases results
for 1958 have been mapped as representative of high solar-activity conditions, yet it is known that year
was abnormal with occurrence of saturation effects.

Satellite topside—sounder and probe data offer possibilities for inclusion in any new representations,
but although these give good spatial coverage there are problems due to day—to—day ionospheric variations
in relation to the typical satellite orbits. Some recent studies with thermoapheric wind theory appear
promising. One proposal is to derive scaling factors to match calculated height distributions of electron
concentration of the F—region to measured ionosonde data and then to use these factors with other calcula-
tions to give values of the ionospheric characteristics at intermediate locations. It follows that secular
changes in the Earth ’s magnetic field, particularly in the mid—Atlantic region close to the magnetic
equator, in the auroral regions and at certain te.perate latitude locations where there are large variations
in declination, will lead to changes in ionisation over a much larger time scale than a solar cycle. These
need to be taken into account. There are two separate stages to improvements in mapping: firstly it is
necessary to demonstrate the feasibility of making the improvements, and then to find the necessary effort
or cost justification to carry them through. It is to be hoped that some increased activity along the
directions indicated will soon be possible.

An empirical representation of foE developed by Ptuggleton (1975) is used. This has recently been
revised (CCIR , 1978d) to improve its accuracy at twilight and at high latitudes in the winter when the
sun never rises. It is clear that the method still gives large errors in the auroral regions since it
does not allow for particle—induced ionisation. Work is in progress to try to include this. Both for H—
and F—region ionospheric characteristics, the possibility of taking account of the varying position and
size of the auroral oval for different levels of magnetic activity appears to merit consideration.

5.2 Model of the Vertical Height Distributions of Electron Concentration 
-

The present model ( Bradley and Dudeney, 1973) cohsists of H— and 12—layer segments in which the
electron concentration varies parabolically with height, together with an intermediate region in which it
has a linear variation. This is an ideal isat ion wi th certain limitations. In particular, there is a
gradient discontinuity at the height of intersection of the F2-parabolic and - linear segments giving a
spurious cusp on the resulting ionogram. On the other hand, this model was selected for its ease of
generation and because the corresponding raypath equations are relatively simple to evaluate. Studies are
needed to determine the heights requiring the most accurate representation. Since improved accuracy tends
to be associated with greater model complexity, it is hot obvious what is optimum . Figure 1 shows a sample
t rue—height profile determined from a measured ionogram by the technique developed by Jackson (1971) and
the corresponding model given by a new method of Dudeney (1978). This model consists of four segments
represented by parabolic and trigonometric expressions and has no gradient . discontinuities. It provides a
better overall match than the model currently being used , but suffers from the limitation tha t expressions
cannot be formulated in terms of readily available functions to give the .~orresponding vertical—incidence
ionogram needed for oblique raypath determinations. Figure 2 shows the ground ranges attained at a number
of frequencies as a function of launch elevation angle, deduced by ray tracing in the absence of the
Earth’ s magnetic field. There is good agreement between results for the new model with those from the
true—height profile, except in regions of defocusing close to the skip distance and for the high—angle
rays. These are conditions which are not of great practical importance. Principal differences in raypaths
from those for the present model occur for Fl—modes; the low-angle H and 12 mode—results are very similar.

5.3 Semithickness of the 12—laye r

The height of maximum electron concentration of the 12—layer is given quite accurately from an
empirical equation in terms of P4(3000)12 after Shimazaki ( 1955), but with inclusion of a correction for
retardation due to underlying ioniaation. The other important model height parameter for the 12—region is
the semithickness. This is currently derive d from equations based on the ionospheric characteristic h’F , 12.
Whilst the procedure is fundamentally valid , errors arise becau se of limitations in the ionogrsm scaling
and global numerical representation of this characteristic. It is desirable therefore to consider other
possible approaches. With the height of .ximum electron concentration assumed given , these include the
use of empirical representations of the ratio of height of •.ximum electron concentration to sesithickneas
presented by Lucas and Haydon (1966 ) - see Figu re 3 - and expressions formulated by Rush and Elkins (1975 )
in term. of neutral—density scale heights. Limited comparisons with a selection of measure d true—heig ht
data suggest that the procedure of Lucas and Haydon may be th. most accurate for median prediction purposes,
even though this does not include any longitude or seasonal dependence. Further comparison teats are
required.

5.k Propagation Modes and Haypaths

Rays are traced through successive ionospheric reflections taking some suitable launch direction and
using model ionosphere. generated for the reflection positions. Hc.ing procedures are employed both to
find the se reflection positions and to determine the launch direction giving propagation to the desired
receiving location. The technique requires advance selection of the possible propagation modes; if this
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selection is too large, calculations become unnecessarily cumbersome and slow. More work is needed to
eat abliBh the important modes under d i f ferent  propagation conditions.

There is p art icular  lack of information on the extent to which it is necessary to take account of
mixed modes involving reflection from different layers on different hops. Procedures have been developed
to allow for longitudinal ionospheric tilts which give rise to different elevation angles at the trans-
mitting and receiving term inals , and can also produce long hops without  intermediate ground reflection.
Not unexpectedly, these lead to the requirement for increased numbers of homing iterations. It is not
clear , howe ve r , whether predicted tilts result ing from gradients in the numerical representations of
ionospheric characterist ics are meaningful. Their magnitudes are determined by the p ar t icu lar  harmonic
orders celected to match the measured ionosphe ric data and may correspond to smoothing over a d i f fe ren t
spatial scale from that appropriate to ray-ref lect ion conditions. Raypaths are assumed to follow the great—
ci r cle path and for frequencies below the MIfF this appears a reasonable assumption. The need for t i ]t
allowances is linked to the question of how many positions along the great—circle path require generation
of a d i f fe ren t  ionospheric model.

An alternative to the homing procedure is to usg the rayset approach in which rays are traced for a
series of all possible launch directions (say every 2 of elevation angle) and a table prepared of corres-
ponding ground ranges. Interpolation within the table for the distance of interest gives all possible
mode s without  these having to be specified in advance. However, different tables are needed for each
ionosphe ric model , many of the entries are for inappropriate distances leading to unnecessary computations
and there is a need to interpolate tabulated values , leading to some error. On the other hand , since
modes are usually represented by triangular raypaths with apogees given as virtual heights for equivalent
frequencies at vertical incidence , there is economy with rayset data when results for a series of oblique_
wave frequencies are required. The approach deserves further study.

5.5 Maximum Usable Frequencies
MUF’s need to be determined in order to estimate both mode availabilities and the extra losses that

occur at higher frequencies (see Section 5.9 below) . Although empirical equations exist giving NIIF in
terms of vertical—incidence critical frequency, Pt— factor and distance , values are not identical to those
derived from ray tracing via model ionospheres. The use of a varying ionospheric model over the path
tends to preclude any analytic solution. One possibility is to make raypath calculations at a series of
closely spaced frequencies, but this is an inefficient procedure. It is probable that a raypath approach
to MUF determ ination could be formulated , perhaps associa ted with the rayset technique mentioned in
Section 5.~., with skip distance given as a function of wave frequency and interpolation to the distance of
interest. At presen t , f ractional day—to—day variations of MUF about the median value are taken as indepen-
dent of distance, but this should be confirmed from measured data.

5.6 An ter~na Gain

Existing equations for antenna radiation resistance (Barghause n et al., 1969) apply to antennas
sited over perfect ground; extension is needed to the case of a ground of finite conductivity and finite
dielectric constant. Most antennas are designed to radiate or receive horizontally or vertically polariaed
waves along the great—circle path between the transmitter and receiver , but in other general directions
such as those involved in interference calculations the response is to waves of elli ptical polarisation.
In order to calculate polarisation—coupling loss the need is for antenna expressions which indicate this
polarisation as well as the power gain.

5.7 Ionospheric Absorption

An allowance for auroral absorption is included in the current prediction method based on riometer
measurements. These have been standardised in terms of absorption values derived from a limited *mcunt of
simultaneous rocket and incoherent-scatter measurementu of electron concrntration. A spatial and temporal
representation of the absorption has been defined which is consistent with the model of Hartz and Brice
(1967) for precipitating energetic electrons (Figure 4). The absorption is taken as the sum of two terms
corresponding to the splash and drizzle precipitation , each showing a Onussian variation with latitude and
time . Longitude , season and molar-cycle changes are also represented. There is conside rable scepticism
in several quarters as to the validity of 4ometer measurements; unfortunately the few other data with
which comparisons can be made have their own limitations. In view of the importance of auroral absorption
to the operational theatres served by NATO forces , further efforts should be carried out to confirm the
degree of validity of the formulation. Improvements should be introduced as necessary.

The prediction procedure needs extending to cover the frequency ra nge 1.5 — 2 MHz. The modifications
• involved are concerned principally with the allowances for non—deviative absorption . Techniques based on

the determination of mean effective collision frequencies for the D—region sees most appropriate and should
be pursued.

5.8 Sporadic-H Reflection and Transmission Losses

8p~radic—E reflection losses are determined from the curves of Figure 5 produced by Interim Working
Part y 6/8 of the CCIR (0d B, 1976b) and based mainly on measured VHF oblique-path signal data. These give
reflection loss in terms of the ratio of wave frequency to foEs and involve the assumption of a statistical
correlation between th. exceeded percentile values of the da y—to—day distributions of foEs and the corres-
ponding percentile values of loss exceeded. Hence for a known distribution of foE. the amplitude dietri—
bution of He—mode signals is given. At present , median amplitudes only are considered and Es—modes are
taken into account only when modes involving reflection from regular layers have an availability of less
tha n 50%. An alternative procedure woul d be to always allow for Es—mode s and to compa re their day —to—da y
amplitude variations with those of regular modes when assessing the probability of exceeding a desired
signal/noise ratio. Furt her studies of the op timum approach are required.

Developments are proceeding in knowledge of the spatial structure and te.poral occurrence of
sporadic —H irreg ularities, leading to a better understanding of the mechanisms responsible for wave
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reflection and scattering. Other equations for sporadic—E reflection losses derived from oblique—p ath HF
signal aeaaurementa have been formulated by Sinno et al. ( 1976). These are given in terms of the ratio of
wave frequency to foEs multi plied by the secant of the angle of incidence. Aasuming that the power trans—
mit ted through an Es—layer is the difference between the inc ident and reflected power , transmission losses
are consistent with the observed difference between foEs and fbEa (see Figure 6) . For vertical—incidence
propagation the empirical equations give 20 dB of reflection loss but very little transmission loss at foEs.
On the other hand for fbEs = 0.55 foEs , a typical value , the reflection loss is small and there is 7 dB of
t ransmission loss. There are some suggestions that losses may vary for the different  classes of sporadic—E
i rregularity, and so be latitude dependent. The possibility of empirical equations based on the simul-
taneous use of the characteristics foEs and fbEs , whi ch are available in mapped form , seems worth pursuing.
5.9 Propagation at Frequencies above the NUT

If signal—intensity measurements were made at a series of frequencies on all days , results similar
to those shown in the idealised Figure 7 would be obtained. Median amplitudes would increase with
frequency to some maximum value , as would also the sample count. The predicted Mlii’ for reflection from
regular ionospheric layers would be likely to di f fer  from the frequency at which signals were received for
half the days. Propagation above the NUT is possible via side—scatter from ground irregularities, as well
as f rom sporadic-H modes. Such paths are often significantly longer than the great-circle path , and so
have appreciably greater Mlii’. Even for reflection from the regular F—laye r it has been suggested (Wheeler,
1966 ) that it is legitimate to regard this layer as composed of a number of separate patches of ionisation,
each with its own NUT. Hence the number of patches supporting wave reflection falls with increase of
frequency and there is no single frequency giving an abrupt signal cut—off .

The frequency with greatest median signal intensity is usually lower than the MIfF , but this feature
is not yet taken into account. At frequencies above the predicted NUT propagation modes are assumed to
exist wjt h an addi tional ‘above—the—NUT ’ loss given by an empirical equation in terms of the ratio of wave
frequency to predicted HUT. There is experimental evidence (Dieminge r and Rose , 1961) tha t the rate of
decrease of field strength above the NUT depends on path length and on whether the ionosphere is disturbed.
More detailed investigations of the effect are in progress ( Demboldt , 1976).

5.10 Long-Distance Paths

There is no doubt that errors in mode determination arising from uncertainties in the state of the
ionosphere increase with mode order and path length. Also , for long paths with low elevation angles total
ionospheric absorption tends to be independent of the number of hops. These features therefore suggest
that propagation predictions can best be achieved for long paths by an approach which does not involve the
identification of specific propagation modes as at present. One suggestion is to allow for transmitting
and receiving antenna gains in the directions where the antenna gain sinus the ionospheric absorption is a
maximum and then to include a loss factor proportional to path length. The calculations need not necess-
arily be restricted to great—circle paths.

5.11 Multipath and Contributions from Different Modes

Multipath isludged to exist when two or more modes have a signal intensity differing by less than
some predetermined amount and also a difference in propagation time greater than a specified figu re .
Hence the probability of multipath is concerned both with the simultaneous existence of d i f ferent  modes
and with their relative variations in intensity. Existing predictions use representations of median iono-
spheric conditions to indicate the modes present and their median intensities. Thbles give values of para-
meters of the expected day—to—day statistical distributions of HUT and signal strength for different paths
and times. Appropriate theory needs to be developed for ways of combining signal contributions from
di f fe rent modes. For instance , if modes A and B have availabilities of 80% and 50% respectively, what is
the probability of at least one mode ? Does it exceed 30%? The answer must involve a study of the spatial
correlation of day—to—day changes in E— and F—region ionisation , since it depends on how many of the days
with B present are also days when A exists. Theory for uncorrelated modes is easy to formulate , but is
probably inappropriate in many instances. Dey—to-day amplitude variations for the different modes result
mainly f rom changes in ionospheric absorption and so studies should also take account of spatial correla-
tions in the D-region.

6. CONCLUSIONS

There is a need for a family of internationally agreed signal-strength prediction procedures ,
ranging from the most accurate and complex involving the use of large high—speed computers to simple
manual methods relying only on desk or pocket aids. (~ j ectives should be to develop a prediction method
accurate to within 6 dE for a large proportion of occasions , approaching 90%. Other shorter methods with
reduced accuracy may be ~ieri ved from this by mean. of controlled simplifications.

The most important topics requiring further study in relation to existing methods are the global
representations of ionospheric characteristics, procedures for determining active modes and NUT ’s, allow-
ances for ionospheric absorption at frequencies below about 3 MHz , ways of comparing propagation via
regular layer modes and sporadic—E signals at frequencies above the median MU? , and technique s for combin-
ing signal contributions from separate propagation modes having different probabilities of occurrence.
Attention should also be paid to an appropriate procedure for long—distance paths for which conventional
mode analyses tend to be inaccurate.
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Upper section shows an idealised ionogram for vertical
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empirical equation f i t ted to measured oblique—path
data.
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DISCUSSION

N.G.Gerso n, US
I feel somewhat pessimistic about the potential gain that mi ght be deri ved from extended or large-scale effort s to
improve MUF prediction techniques, (There are improvements that may be made in specialized topics; e.g., absorp-
tion over polar regions , sporadic E, etc.). The short-term predictions are triggere d by solar and even atmospheric
effects which we now cannot predict and scarcely can identify. The long-term predictions seem fairly adequate for
planning purposes — despite such gross deficiencies as (a) lack of precise knowledge of antenna patterns , (b) lack
of adequate knowledge of ground conductivity and their seasonal variation , and (C) acceptance of the deficiency
CCIR noise maps, etc. Can intensive fu~ture work really produce dramatic improvements in HF predictions?

As a separate comment; some thought i~ ay well be given by CCIR toward increasing the efficiency of existing MUF
prediction programs. The ITS model seems hardly designed to minimize computer time. Further , a problem exists
in reprogramming the same computer program so that it will run on machines in the UK , German y, Canada , etc.

Author ’s Reply
Some past computer program s for signal-strength prediction had only a few subroutines and many of these were very
lengthy. Now , we recognize the need for separate subroutines to match cost of the principal propagation factors so
that , although this introduces some loss of computing efficiency, there is flexibility to incorporate changes relatively
readily as prediction methods develop. There are admittedly difficulties in the international exchange of computer
programs but efforts are being made to minimize these through language restrictions to compatible elements. Never-
theless , it is emphasized that some differences exist in program requirements by separate users, even for a single
prediction method. Where lots of calculations are needed, for example , by the IFRB , a case can be mad e for a large-
storage requirements program with stored intermediate results.
I agree that the prediction-accuracy goals discussed in the paper may turn out to be unattainable . However , this
does not mean we are completely failing in our task. Provided a prediction procedure can be agreed internationally
as the best available at a particular point in time , it is value to use this for system-design tendering and for frequency-
assignment purposes.

PS
-
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SUMMA RY

Computer prog r ams whi ch predict the mon thly m e d i a n  r e c e i v e d  si g n a l / e x t e r n a l no i se
ratio as a function of frequency and of the system characteris tics have been available
fo r  some years . Other programs are available for the prediction of the probability
tha t a particular service grade will be achieved.

Such a prediction may include 3 separate probability statements: the probability that a
message  w i l l  be acceptably error tree , the proportion of messages (or of time ) during
which t h is  performance may be expected , and the confidence level of the estimate .

It is not a l w a y s  easy f o r  the user  to a p p r e c i a t e  the  imp l i c a t i o n s  of such m u l t i - l e vel
s t a t eme n ts . The mos t  appropr ia te  presentation depends upon the users ’ requirements and
some of the alternatives are discussed .

The time—dispersion/amp litude characteri stics of the si gnal are also impor t an t for
hig h speed telegrap hy. Each contributing signal mode will fade i ndependentl y and will
have a d i f f e r e n t  p r o b a b i l i t y  of ionospheric support. The problems associated with
performance prediction in such circumstances are discussed .

1. I NTRODUCTION

Ionospheric models have been developed over many years and are  used f o r  p r e d i c t i n g
the performance of hf radio systems. In order to make a full assessment of the expected
performance information is required on:

(1) the i onospheric propagation data for the specified path ,

( 2 )  the r a d i o  n o i s e  d a t a  f o r  the receiver location .

(3) the specification of the relevan t radio equipmen t parameters including the
antenn a radiation pattern and efficiency, transmitter power , modulation method , etc.,

(4) th criteria which define the minimum acceptable service quality .

Computer programs which predict the monthl y median ratio of the received si gnal to
external noise as a function of frequency and of the system characteristics have been
available for some years (1). The predicted median ratio may then be compared with the
recon’,nended ratios for various ‘grades of service ’ listed in CCIR Recommendation 339-3(2).
The recommendation includes a fading marg in and makes allowance for the day-to-day
variability in the signal and noise levels . The comparison of the prediction and the
Recommendation will indicate whether or not the .specified ‘grade of service ’ will be
obtained. However , i f the predicted ratio is poorer than that recommended there is no
indication of the qualit y that may be expected. In addition , such a method does not make
use of all the statistical data which are available (for examp le , only t ypical values
are used for the inter -deci le range of the noise and si gna l levels). More complex
prediction models may be considered when warranted by the importance of the circuit bei ng
evaluated.

However , the .. -~aning of more precise stati stical statements are not always
readily understood and it is necessary to cons i der in detail the specification of the
user ’s requirement.

Some definition s, given by Barghausen et al (3), are in use and any other
statistical definitions should be consistent with these . It is thus appropriate to
start by reviewing the existing definitions.

2. THE UPPER FREQUENCY LIMIT

Predictions of ionospheric support - of whether the selected frequency can
propagate to the desired range - are based on median values of ionospheric characteristics.
Predictions of the median standard maximum usable frequency (ILJF..) must be modified to
give the standard MUF for other percentages of days of the month . The ‘optimum working
frequency ’ (OWF or FOT) is defined as the frequency which will be available on 90% of
the month (or sometimes , less precisel y, on “all undisturbed day.”), and the hi ghest
probable frequency (I~~F) as the frequency available on 10% of the days of the month .
For many years the OWE’ for the F2 layer was taken to be 0.85 x MUF,1 but Davis and Groome (41
have established the OWF and HPF r a t i o s  in more detail, In general F

~ ( HPF /MUFse ) and Ft( 0WF /MUF5~~) are not reci procal and the ionospheric-support distribution is skewed.
However ihe halves of two norma l distributions , with standard deviations of F~ /l.28 andF~ /1 .28 provide a good f it to the ionosp heric data. Indeed , Bradley and Bedford (5) have
s ti l l  fu rt her s imp lified the loris of the distribution to a simple analytic expression .

- - - - -
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Sporadic-E support is more difficult to deal with. Numerical maps are available
for the values of foEs with occ u rrences of 10 , 50 and 90%. In this case , the distribu-
tions are hig hl y skewed and it has not yet been determined whether it is sufficient to
assume a pair of normal half-distributions or whether the more complex X5 distribut ion
described by Zacharisen and Crow (6) is necessary.

From such distributions the fraction of days on which a circuit will have
ionospheric support , q~ , can be predicted . Some prediction methods may modif y the above
procedure to include propagation modes above the classical MUF in the determin~ tion of q~ .

3. SIGNAL 10 NOISE RATIO

Field streng th or si gnal power predictions are usuall y given for month l y median
conditions during a specified hour. CCIR Reports 322-1 and 258-2 gives seasonal median
noise levels for specified time blocks. The predicted mon th ly median signal to noise
ratios (R 50 ) may then be compared with the recommended ratios for the various “grades of
service ” listed in CCIR Recommendation 339-3. The 14 dB allowance for day to day
variability of the within-the-hour si gnal to noise ratio should be included to determine
whether the performance will be satisfactory at the stated grade of service on 90% of
days. This is a simple procedure and it is convenien t when predicting the lowest usable
frequency (LUF) for the operation of established circui ts. However this method is of
limited use for circuit planning , since it only gives the go/no-go indication commented
on earlier.

4 . CIRCUIT RELIABILITY

A r e f i n e m e n t  of the above t echn iqu e i s  to examine in more detail the day to day
variations in the hourly values of both signal and noise. In both cases the variations
are assumed to have norma l half-distributions . Values for the upper and lower standard
deviations of the signal (S

~ 
and SQ ) are listed by Barghausen et al (2) and the deciles

of the noise variations (1 .28 of the standard deviations Nu and N~~) are given in CCIR
Report 322-1 .

- The si gnal to noise ratio (R,0) required to ensure that communication will be of
the specified qualit y in 90% of days at that hour is given by:

R,0 = R,0 + 1.28 (N~ + 5
~~)

hht (1)

where R,0 is the datum “grade of service ” requ i remen t , given for examp le in the Table of
Recommendation 339-3, and the second term is a replacement for the 14 dB allowance .

Similarly the ratio to ensure the requ i red service for 10% of hours is:

= R~~ — 1 .28 (N + 5~ )~12 ( 2 )

A distribution fitted to R1,~, R~0 and R,0 may be compared with the median signal
to noise ratio predicted for the circuit to give the probabilit y, q~~ , that the predicted
ratio exceeds the requirement. This is illustrated in Fi g. 1.

The ove ra l l  c i r c u i t  reliabilit y, t a k i n g  accoun t of ionospher ic support , is then
given by: -

RE!.. = q f x q ~f~
Although circui L reliability is apparently a simp le and easil y understood concept

it is based on a number of assumptions. In pa r t i c u lar ly the va lues  of R 50 fo r the
median hourly requirement of a fading signal include models for  the f a d i n g  distribution
and , in some cases , for the amplitude probability distribution of the noise and are also
for various ‘grades of service ’ which may not be appropriate for the communication s
requirement. In addition the reliability is that for an “average” circuit (i.e the
confidence leve l that the results will apply to a specific circuit is 50%) since no
account is taken of uncertainties in the prediction data or in the actual requ i rements.

5, TIME AVA I LABILITY

The circuit reliabilit y gives, in effect , the number of days during which the
required performance may be expected , as a function of the frequency. As an alternative
the above procedure may be reversed; the time availability may be specified as a part of
the communications requirement and the predicted signal to noise ratio which will be
required to meet this may be determined. This Is illustrated in Fig. 2.

6. SERVICE PROBABILITY
A l l  of the parameters used in the circuit performance prediction are somewhat

u n c e r t ai n , and a s tandard error  may be a s c r i b ed  to each one. The terms involved Include
the uncertainty in the predictions of the median noise and s i gna l  l eve l s , and of the
standard dev ia t ions  of the no i se  and signal  v a r i a t i o n s , together  with the uncertainty in
p r e d i c t i n g  the short term fad ing  range of the s i g n a l  and the noise a .p.d , and in  spec i f y ing
the signa l to noise ratio r e q u i r e m e n t .

______ 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
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The t o t a l  u n c e r t a i n t y  v a r i a n c e , o~~, is found by adding as many of the ind iv idual
uncertainty v a r i a n c e s  as are  a p p r o p r i a t e . The u n c e r t a i n t y  distribution may then be
used to find the service probability, q

~ 
as shown diagramm atical ly In Fig. 3. q1 is

the confidence level with which the results may be expected to app ly to a specific circuit.
Note that the total service probability should also Include the probability of ionospher i c
support: i .e the total service probability q

~ 
x q f.

The service probability gives the proportion of circuits which will have a
specified error rate (grade of service) for a specified percentage of days (time
availability). This kind of multi -leve l statement can be confusing and even though the
propagation engineer is try ing to be precise in his estimate of the circuit performance
it is all too easy for the user to assume that the statistics are being used to
disguise vagueness.

One way to make an apparent simplification is to predef inc the grade of service
(e.g by selecting one of the Rec. 339-3 values ) and the time availabilit y (e.g qr 90%)
at an early stage of a study and then to indicate only the service probability percentage
as a simp le statement of the likelihood of a specified circuit being satisfactory .

7. THE LONG TERN PROBABILITY

As an alternative the above procedure may be inverted. The confidence level may
be pre-defined (e.g q~ 90%) and the marg in to comba t long term f luctuations may be
deduced as shown in Fig. 4. This seems to be the most useful way of indicating the
likely performance of a circuit . For telephony , and for telegraphy with a specified
average error rate , the long term probability is simply a generalized variant of the
circuit reliability.

Slator (private coimnunication ) ori gi na l l y introduced long term probabilit y for
a more complex case. Instead of assuming an average error rate , his requiremen t was
that a uniform stream of messages of similar length should each have not more than a
specified number of errors. This technique , which involves integrating the probability
of an error-free message with respect to the si gnal to noise ratio , l eads to
the long term probability that a message will be satisfac tory .

8. DISCUSSION

One of the above definitions will probably satisf y the user operating or
plann ing a high grade Circuit. For example the circuit reliabilit y, q.~ 

, g ives the
percentage of days in the month during which the signa l to -noise ratio will be adequate ,
taking accoun t of the fluctuation of both signal and noise . Similarly the ionospheric
support probabi lity , q~ , g ives the percentage of days during which the serv ic e will be
adequate taking account of variations in ionospheric density. 71 bo th qsfM and q~ arehig h percentages , the total availabilit y, q1~ x q~ , will also be hi gh and will give
s a t i s f a c t o r y  guidance to the user. On the other hand the two cases of a powerful
transmitter (high q./N ) operated on too high a frequency (low qf), and of a weak trans-
mitter (low qs,r~~) operated on a lower frequency (high qf), mi gh t bo th have sim i la r
overall reliabilities but would appear to the user to have quite different operationa l
characteristics. The produc t , qs/w x qf, will indicate the amount of traffic he may
expect to t ransmit  s u c c e s s f u l l y  during a given hour within the month but i t  does not
o f f e r  h i m  the i n f o r m a t i o n  w h i c h  i s  a v a i l a b l e  about the reasons for f a i l u r e .

Frequency managemen t procedures , which may take accoun t of dail y short-term
forecasts , may make substantial changes to the Ionosp heric suppor t p robabilit y , q~ .

Circuit r e l i a b i l i t y  or, long term probability etc., is much more a function of
the system design and the equipment provision .

Perhaps the best way of system p lanni ng is to predict the frequency for a given
value of qg (say 90%) and then to predict the value of qs,w , etc . at that frequency.
Adjustments to the system desi gn would be made using the predicted values of •q5,,,~.Once operational it would be up to the frequency manager to op t i m i z e the overal l
produc t ~~~ x q~ on a day- to-dsy basis .

9. MULTI-MODE PROPAGATION

The pape r so far has discussed the si gnal level and the Ionospheric support a.
If only one propagation mode were active at one time . In man y cases this is an adequate
appr oximation . When several modes are predic ted It Is usual to add the powers of each
contributing signal mode to g ive the total power. Where the mode with the hi ghes t value
of q~ al so has dominan t power the associat ion of the tota l signal power wi th the qç for
one mode w i l l  not lead to significant errors. For telep hony it may be assumed tha t the
In te rfe r e nce f adi ng betw een the ac t ive si gnal  modes has been included In the fad ing
mode l used to specify the grade of service , so that qslw may be predicted us ing the total
signa l power .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~j  ;~~ . -~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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For hig h-speed telegrap hy, however , it is not sufficient to consider onl y the
signa l power since the time dispersion of the active modes is also Important. Instead ,
the median si gnal level of each mode (and indeed of each magneto -ionic componen t of each
mode ) may be predicted , together wi th the time dispers i on from a ray-tracing path-length
procedure. Fig. 5 shows an examp le of the median signal to noise ratio for 3 modes
(e.g iE , lF2 and 2F2 ) each wi th 2 magneto-ionic components. Each c~~ ponent mode will
fade inde pendently and may have a log-normal fading distribution . It may be sufficient
to combine the 2 components of each mode , say by predicting only the ordinary wave and
assumin g that its fading distribution is approximatel y Rayleigh. However , where a
p olarization prediction is included in the model it would be appropri ate to predict
each component.

The mult i -path limi tation on the system performance will be governed by the
differing ionospheric suppor t for each mode as well as by the fading characteristics .
It is not at all clear that any simple statement may be made about the performance.

One important aspect is likely to be a detailed consideration of the demodulator
design. Can an envelope be defined in the si gnal to noise ratio/time dispersion p lane
which wi l l  describe the tolerance of the modem. Fig. 6, for examp le , is such an
envelope for a hypothetical system . In some cases this might not be an adequate
representation as a weak si gn a l mode f o l lowed by a stronger one may affect the system
synchronization.

Once the modem limi tations have been defined , howeve r, the fading and variations
of the - signals which are predicted may be modelled to determine the probability that
they remain within the acceptable envelope . So far as the author know, this has not yet
been done. The detailed prediction of signal modes and the fadin g/multi-path assessment

~~uld have to be repeated for each hour and each frequency of interest and may be
prohibiti ve in computer time .

10. WNQ..USIONS

P r o b a b i l i t y  p r e d i c t i o n s  of c i r cu i t  per formance  are of v a l u e  provided tha t they
are unders tood by the user. Mutt~ -leve l pro bability statements can be confusing;
if some of the var iables , e .g grade of service , conf idence  level , can be predef ined , the
p r e d i c t i o n  of l o n g - t e r m  p r o b a b i l i t y may be the most u s e f u l  cho ice .  However , in some
cases the older techniques of L1JF p r e d i c t i o n  c o n t i n u e  to be quite adequate . There is a
danger in combining the probabilit y of ionospheric support wi th other assessments of
performance since the effects on the commun i cations circui t are different. The pe rformance
of hig h speed telegra p hy circuits depends on the time dispe rsion of the signal modes as
well as on the signa l level; techniques for such performance prediction have not yet
been developed but ar e l i k e l y to be complicated.
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DISCUSSION ‘1

J.ROttger , ERG
How is the signal-to-noise ratio defined? I see there are some attempts to improve the reliability of forecasting the
signal strength and also the prediction of the broad-band noise level. However, man-made narrow-band noise should
also be included in the definition of the noise level. Is there any attempt to include the latter type of noise (i.e.
man-made interference) into the techniques to predict reliability of circuits?

Author’s Reply
The required signal-to-noise ratio may be determined by actual tests using the receiving equipment (for example , by
determining the percentage sentence intelligibility, etc. For telephony schemes). Such tests would have to include
simulation of the within-the-hour fading distributio n of the signal and of the noise a.p.d. Alte rn atively the system
may be modeled mathematically. The requirements listed in CCIR Rec.339-3 have been determined in such ways.

The predicted signal-to-noise ratio is usually the ratio of the hourly median signal power to the hourly median noise
power. These noise predictions are for broad-band radio noise from the atmosphere (CCIR Rep.322- l), from un-
intentional man-made sources (CC1R Rep.258-2) and , when appropriate , also include contributions from the Galaxy
and due to the receiver noise factor. The broad-band man-made noise is the subject of a new program of study by
a CCIR interim work ing party.

Man-made noise may also be caused by interference : by co-channel or adjacent channel transmissions (which may
be dependent on the side-lobe performance of antennas) or by spurious emissions. Such in terference is not included.
To do so would require a comprehensive data-base of spectrum utilization , including time occupancy, together with
details of transmitter and receiver characteristics and of antenna performance. It would be of great interest to make
such predictions but I think they are probably beyond the capability of current computational methods, except
for special cases.

T.BJones, UK
This paper brings to mind the problem of the scientist trying to tell the propagation expert who, in turn , is trying to
tell the user what is going on. The problem of communication among these participants, has been addressed in
previous meetings, but has apparently not been resolved as yet.

B. Van DijI , Netherlands
In the presentation , the statistical distribution of S/N was exclusively related to the character error rate (c.e.r.) in
case of telegraph. With the application of automatic request equipment (ARQ), circuit performance would have to
be specified in terms of transmission speed reduction (t.s.r.). In this case, the design of the circuit can be based on
the fact that the channel can take in spontaneous decisions whether to accept or to reject the received signal.
The design of the circuit needs no longer to be based on ( 1) “Required SIN for time availability” which is, when
correctly understood, based on a Rayle igh fading signal and a c.e.t. of x and (2) on the investigation how long this
situation is present due to long-term fading.
With ARQ, it can be based on ( I )  required S/N for a non-fad ing signal and a (bit) error rate of y (leading now to
speed reduction) and (2) on the investigation how long this situation will last due to the combined effect of short
and long.term fading (distributions have to be correlated).
I think this, also, affects predictions; moreover, circuit degradation has now different character: the circuit speed
slows down and finally stops.

Author’s Reply
I quite agree. I used the hourly median signal-to-noise ratio to specify the grade of service as, probably, the most
widely applicable example. However, the point I was making is, I think , quite general ; It Is important to establish
the way the user wishes to specify the grade of service and then to allow for the statistical distributions of the
importan t characteristics.

In the case of an ARQ system, a suitable requirement might indeed be the average data rate during an hour. We
would model the system using Slator ’s technique for determining the long-term probability . First , we would assume
a steady signal level and the expected noise a.p.d., and we would determine the ratio of the signal to the hourly
med ian voice levels which would give the required data rate (circuit speed). We would then , as you suggest, combine
the within-the-hour fading distribution (which may be approximately Rayleigh) and the day-to-day distribution of
the hourly levels of signal and noise (which may be approximately log normal). The combination of these two distri-
butions would then be used to find the long-term probability that they previously specified a signal-to-noise ratio
would be exceeded.

C.Goutsls,d, France
An interesting answer to the problems of multiple tr~ ectories would be the determination of the relative amplitudes

a
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of the various trajectories. In fact , in many models, the probabilities of error are directly related to these relative
amplitudes, which are themselve predictable “a priori”.
However , in accordance with what you said, I do not think it is possible to predict the real noise level; mainly
because of intererences and local noise.

Author’s Reply
It seems to me that the problem is that we must determine not only the median relative amplitudes (which are pre-
dictable) but also the instantaneous relative amplitudes which result from the independent fading characteristics
of each mode. It is because the bit-by-bit performance of a particular type of data modem depends on these
instantaneous relative amplitudes , that we must understand and specify the modem characteristics.
Editorial note: Reply to the comments made on narrowband , man-mad e interference is identical to that offered ‘

to Dr ROttger ’s question above .

-
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MODELISATION DE L’IONOSPHER E DANS LES PROBLEMES DE GESTION
DE RESEAUX DE TRANSMISSION I-I F

par

C.Goutelard et J.Car ato,i
Laboratoire d’Etude des Transmissions lonospheriques

Universite Paris Sud
9, avenue de Ia Division Laclerc

94230 — Cachan

RESUME: I.e. transmissions eliectuée . par réflexion des onde a HP sur l’ionospbèr e .ont
caract ér lsées par la fré quence d’émission , les perte s de transmission, l’effet dopple r, le fading
et les trajectoires multiples. Ce. paramètres sont lies a l’Ctat de l’lonosphère gradient s
verticaux et horizontaux de l’jonisatjon et leurs variations temporelles , champ magnCtique
tel-restre 
Une mCthode de mesure ., h partir d’une station centralisCe a etC dCveloppée. Elle perum t la
determination des paramhtres de transmission pour des liaisons entre dewc point s quelconque s
d’une zone de plusieurs nallliers de kilomètres centrCe sur la station.
La mCthode est essentiellement basCe sur la recherche de naodèles d’ionosphère tenant compte ,
notamment , des gradient s d’ionisation hori zontaux .
Dan. la prem iere partie de l’Ctude , le choix dii modCle est discutC et compare aux autres modCles
utilisCs par d’autres auteurs. H est alors mnontrC de queUe facon , pour Ic znodèle chois , ii est
possible de mesurer aes paramCtre. de façon systCmatique h partir d’une station centralisCe .
Dan. la seconde partie , on fait apparaitre l~interit qu~il y a a retenir deux classes de mesures
- la mesure des paramCtres dits statiques qui permettent la determination des paramCtres du
modhle ionosp hCrique.
- la meaure des paramCtres dynanaique s qul rendent compte de leur vitease de variation Ln .tantanCe.
L’en.emble di ces mesur es conduit ~ Un système d’Cquationa d’Ctat du mnodCle ionosphCrique .

Ce système d’Cquatione permet de dresser une cartographic des conditions di propagation h 1’
intCr ieur di la zone it d’Ctablir des previsions .
Les rCsult at s expCrinaentaux obtenus sont prCsentCs.
La mCtho de est ensuite compar Ce aux mCthode s pr oposCes par d’autres auteurs . Ses limites
sont prCcisCes et eon champ d’application est dCfini. -

1 - INTRODUCT ION

La connaissance des paramCtrea ionospbèriques sur une zone étendue cit nCcessaire
pour ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ des plans de fréquences des liaisons a effectuer C l’thtCrieur d~s cette zone.

L’Ctabliss ement de previsions de transmission C tr és court terme impose Ia mesure
directe do ~es psi-emetic.. Ce principe est appliqué dana les système. de sondages oblique.
bistatique s ( I ) (2) oh les frCquences C utili.er sont founnies avec une probabilitC di boa
Ctablissement de 99 %, mais la variabfl.tté des conditions de propagation rend 1. système mom s ‘

efficace des que is liaison C i-Cau ser s’Ccarte de plus de 5 C 10’ de La liaison testCe. L’utilisation
d’une station de sondage par rétrodiLfusion, dquipCe d’une antenne rotative iCsoud , thCor iquement ,
l’ensemble de cc. probièmes . Cependant une difficultC appara.tt dan. l’exploitation des rCsult at s de
mesune. En eff t, l’ionogramme de rCtrodlhusion ne donne pa. directement ia distance de bond en
fonction de la fr C quence mais le temp. de propagation, cc qui interdit, mime pour des liaisons
radiates de lire directemei* la MUF ,

L’Ctude pnisentCe id vise C recherc her Un. method. de gestlon de rCseau de
transmission simple utlltaant une station centralisCe équipde d’un sondeu a- C rCtrodiffusion et ,
Cventueliement d’un sondeur zCnithal. La mCthode propos Ce repose sun Ia dCtermination du profit
moy.n di l’ionosphbn. a partir de l’ionograxnnie de rCtrodiffusion.

L’Ctudi dii Ca. gCnCral est compliquãpar I. fait qu’il n’.dste pas di relation
analytiqiss eats’s is profil vertical des couches it l~ionognanune de rCtrodiffuslon. Pour trouver
une solution simple C l’inversion de l’ionograxnna. , on a choisi un modCle parabolique du profi t
d’lonisation at ian proc CdC di calcul base sum’ la necherche de courbe . di re gression polynomials.
des lois reliant u s  paramètn.s di l’lonogranaxne C cewc des couches. La models paraboliq~m ,
souvent adoptC dens ces cal dolt its’s complCtC par la pits. en compte des gradients d’ionisation
horliontaux et par ~~~~~~~~~~ di jour, di la couche E, On a di faire intervenir pour obtenir ian.
repr esentation corrects deux type. de gradients honisontaux pouvant exister simultanCment. La
couch. £ dont i’lnfiuence a etC CtudiCe pent itre pile. en compte C part ir des cartes de previsions
compt. tenu de la bonne connaissance di ses variations .

_ - 
_____ 

L
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II - CAS D U N  MODELE IONOSPHERIQUE SASS GRADIEN1~ D’IONISATION HORIZONTAW

2. 1 . Ca. d’une couche unique - Definition dii models ,

En absence di gradients horizontaux d’ioni sation , i’ionosphCre a etC dCfinie par une
couche parabolique caractC nisCe par :

- Sa frCquence critique Fc
- L’altitude du maximum d’ionisation Hm
- L.a demi Cpa isseur Ym

Compt o tenu des frCquences utilisCes en rCtrodiffusion , i’influence des chocs est
nCgligeabie dan. la determination do. rayon. it ii e.t possible di toni compte, di façon
simple , do 19.nfluence du champ magn Ctlque (3)

Li calcul des rayon. peut ab s-s itre falt C partir du modCie di is figure 1 qui
permet de calcuber ia trace front al. de l~ionogramme do rC trod iffueton (figure 2) dont is
mesure e.t faite directement C partir des ennegi.trement . (figure 3).

La rech irche di pa raxnbt nes caract Crisant is trace frontabe a etC faite di piusieur.
maniCres par is rechenche di polynomes caractCntsti quos , de fonctions puissance. it de
fonction. exponentielles. Ce d e m u r  model. a panu donnen ii. mneifleurs rCsult ats. En iffet ,
l’ionogranan~ trac e en Lcheli. semi loganlthml4ue log Ty = I ( F/ Fc) (figure 4) present.
ian point d’inflex ion, donc une partle quasi rectiligne carsctCristlque qui pout dan. I,
exploitation pratique, s’ajuater par la mCthode des moindres cars-Cs, it donner une relation
di ta forme

log T~ = A o X + B o = A F + B o o h X = F / F c

La gCnCralitC do ci models a etC vCn ifiCe sur 44 couple. di valeurs (Hm, Ym)
couvrant , pour toutes lee frC quences critique s F c po.sibles , tons is. ca. usuels (figure 5),

Li. paranmbtres Ao e t Do dependent di Mm it Ym. Les figure. 6 it 7 montren t
les variations di Ao it Bo. Uno succession d’aju stemont . pan La mCthode des moindres canne s
pe rmit di donn er C Ao it Ba des expressions analytiques. :

Ao = A Fc = i • i 10 
- ~ Ym + I. 892 I0~~ Hm 0,46 (I)

Bo =0. 519 log~ , Hm - 0, 6223 (
~J + 0.3558 (

~~ -0. 8544 tZ)

Li. courbes di rCgras.ion reportCos sum’ lea figure. 6 it 7 montrent 1* bonne
concordanc e avec los cour be s rCelie. , Une étude plus compibte a montrC que l’emneur commi.e
sun Ao Cta it di l’ordro di 0, 7% it cub conunisi sur Do di i’ordre 1.2%.

2. 2. Inversion di l’ionogramm~

L’ionogram-me di rCtrodiffusion Lournit deux pana mètre. A it Do qui no
permett ent donc pa. di determiner los trot . psra mètnes Fc , Urn , Tm di is couch..
fl est donc nCces.aire d’ajouten une relation .upp lCmentaire . Nous avon . finalement choisi
d~adopte r pour u s  iono.phCr e. nocturnes Ia relation de Schlmasald (4)
et pour lea lonosphbros diurne. is relation di Bradley-Dudeney (5) . As.oci&r a l’hypothCso

dii model. parabolique do l’ionosphbre clii. fournissent ian. troisième relation. La formule
de Schimazald conduit C la relation :

-6 3 -3 2
Ym 0,1709 10 MM + 1. 227 10 Mm + 0. 4351 Mm (3)

L.’iavirs ton des ionograxnmss do rCtrodiffusion pent alan. itni effsctuCi C
l’aidi do. relations (1), (2), (3). Lea rCsultat s sont résumés par lea courbes des figures
8 it 9 qui naontront qua Mm it Tm se dCduisent dir.ct.ment di Do tandie qui Fc .e dCduit
di A.t  Do

I...

_
_ _ _  -~~~~~~~~ 
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Par une methods de rCgresaion senablable C cob s utilisCee auparavant, ii eat
possibl e do donner lea oxpresaiona a.nalytiquea do cc. courbesmaia une precision di 1% ianplique
dos polynomes do neuvihme dogrC (6). Un. vC nification di i’inver aion do l’ionogra mr ne fait i
sun l’ .nsombio dee 44 couples dCfinia sun ia figure 5 a moats-C qu’une boone prCcipion Ctait ,
en gCnC r al, obtonuo , ia plus grande orre~n- intenvenant sun Tm. 1. tableau ci-desaoua montn e
un Cchanti llonnage di cos rCsult ats.

ParanaCtres A it Bo dCduits Parambtre. do la couche dCduite
de is couch. di l’ionograname A at Do

_______ ______ ______ 
simubC _______ _______ ______ _______ ___________

Fc Hm Ym A Do Fc Hm Ym Fc Mm Ym
MHz kin km MHz km kin

5 300 200 0.057 0, 397 5 307 198 0% 2, 3% - 1%
5 400 275 0.0654 0,451 4. 94 39! 256 -1.2% -2 , 2% -6,9%

5 500 325 0.0722 0.520 5.05 497 310 Il -0. 6% -4.6%

Une veri fication expCninaon ta le (6) nCalisCe en comparant lee rCsultats obtenu a
avec des aondeure zCnithaux C ~eux obtenus par cotta mCthode a montrC qu’une boone correlation
Ctait obtonue dana io caa ob ii n’exiate paa di gradients d’ioni.ation honizontaux.

2. 3 Extension an cas d’une iono.phbni C deux couches . Influenc e do is couche E

Li modhle parabolique CtudiC ju squ’ici est valable pour lee ionosphhre. nocturne..
Di jour , la presence do Ia couchi E, at 1’CtC do La couche F 1 condui.ent C compiiquor ii
modhle. Une étude .emblablo C ia pnCcCdonto a donc etC felt. dana lo cas d’un modhie reprC.entC
par deux couches panaboliques defin es par leur e parametric Fcl , Han 1, Yin 1 it Fe 2, Mm 2,
Tm 2 it noliCes par ian profil di transition. L’en.ena~blo de ces parambtnis permet de simuler
une grand. vaniCtC de profila , mat. nous nou. sommes attaché. dana cette étude C une
simulation des couches E it F 2, Pour cc ca., le modhie do BE.ADLEY .‘lmpose pou r lee
avantagis qu’il off no,

L’Ctude effectuC e sun 63 cas reprC.entatifa do. cas rCel., a montrC que is trace
frontal. di la seconds couche eat caractCriaCe par is md~ne valour du paramhtne A mats quo
Ii paramCtne BOost modifiC d’une quantitC R qui depend de Pc 2 it des pa ram nCtre. di La
conch. infCrieune. Ce rCaultat eat iilu.trd par 1.. exempl.. de is figure 10,

UI - INVERSION DE L’IONOGR.AMME EN PRESENCE DE GRADIENTS HORIZONTAUX

3.1 Modhies adoptCs

Dan. be panagrap he II nous avon. suppose l’iono.phbre unliormi dana toute la
zone traverse. par 1.. rayon. issus du sondeur . En pnatique, cependant , il exist. toujour. ,
mime en pCriod. caln~~, des gradients d’ionisation honizontaux liCe, plus on moin.
diric tement , aux variations gCognap hiqu.s dii flux sala m i. C.. gradients honisontaux
modifient sensibiemint los trajectoi ne. die rayon. • it peuvent donne r lou C dee propagation.
anoran ale., notaznment au lever et au coucher dii soieil . Xl s ’avbre donc nCc...airs, de
modifier is modCle simple pr CcCdemment ut iliaC pour la simulation dos ionogr srnnaes di
rCtrodiffusion, afin d’y Inciune l’influince des gradients honisontaux.

Non. avons conservC l’hypoth Cao d’une ionosphbre C conchs uniq’... dont
1. prof il vertical d’ionisation est parabolique, at nous avon. adm is comme hypcthbse
supp ibmintain. qua 1. rapport Ym/ Mm di 1* couche reste constant dan. tout. is son.
explores. Cette hypothb a. , imposCe par La nCcessitC di rCduin. 1. nombne de par ambtr ss,
se ju stifie par l’influence nmineure di Ym sun 1* form. do i’ionogranune .imulC (voir
paragrap hs II).

I...

— 

~~ ~~ . -, 
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L’Ctude a comportC phu.ieurs Ctapes . qui noue ant conduit C £tud ler d’abord 1’
slEet d’un gradient horizontal di hauteur , puts celul d’un gradient horizontal d’ioniaation , it
inlin on. combination di. doux appelCe gradient ntixte. Lea gradient. quo non. avons cherchC
C reprCs.nter sent coux dii. aux variation . gCognaphi ques rC guuibres di is donsitC d’ioniaation
st non dii. C des perturbations ionosphhniques.

3. 1. i. ModCle Incluant on gradient horizontal do hautuur

Certain, gradients d’ionisation horizontaux peuvent itno interp n~tCa en
supposant use inclinalson globale des couches (7) (8). Nous avons adoptC in rn odCle siznplifiC
dan. liquei is ter n it l’ionosphère sent sphCriques mais sxc.ntrCea (figure 11). Ce modbli ,
caractCni.C par l’indlinaison do. conches C ia vertica le di Ia station , present . 1’ avantage
do permett ni tin calcul extr Cmsmsnt simple des canactCni .tiqu.e di is propagation. 

- 

- 

1’ 
T : Centre di La terre

L - - 
-
- 

- 
- I : Cintni di courbure di

- ‘~ ~~~~ - - 

~~~~~ 
V--i--- l’*onosphère

- - ~~~~~ • _ 4 _____ _t _ 4:  lnclinaiaon dis coucheskla

- 

. 

I 
— vertical. dii sondeur 

L. . F --- E :  Emplacement de

Figure 11

L’inclinaison des conch.. .st liCe C l’int.n.itC du gradient de hautsur
par la relation : -

c d Hnttg 
~..

oh R 0 oct la distance par rapport C l’émitteur. Comm. Ed eat gCnCralem.nt unfCnieur C
5 , on piut confondro 1* tangent. et son argument pour Centre

g dHm -
‘•• d ( R e ) - -

Dan, is but di simplifier l’inter prCtat ion des rCsultat e , non. avons Unite 1’
étude su cas oh le plan d’Cmission oat confondu avec 1. plan T I E, can alors 1.. trajectoines
cost des courbes plane . toutes intiCnes continues dan. ci plan.

3.1.2. Modèie inciuant tin gradient horizontal d’ionisation dO C Pc

Li modble adoptC eat one conch. unique concsntrique C la terre it dont 1.
profil d’ioni.stion est parabolique scion is verticals it linCalne scion Vhonisonta le. Lea rayon.
.ont supposCs Cmis dens 1. plan vertical conten ant ii victim gradient , d’oh ii nCsuh. qua la
trajectoire eat tine com bs plan. inscnits dan. ii plan d’Crnts.ion. Par consCqusnt, La dsnattC
d’ionieation pent i tre expninaC. en fonction di deux variables seulsment. Non. avon. choisi un.
distribution do is Lorme

I
- 4 —-.~~ o __ __ ___ __ 

- - — -- -— - . --- ---- -- - _________________________________________________

- - -~~~~r~~~~~~.• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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N ( r , 9 ) = Nmo ( 1  (r - Rfl~~
2

) ( i + A  R O  )

avec - r , 6 : coordonnCea gCocentriquos polaires dana ii plan ds la trajectoine

- Rm = R + Hm : rayon du maximum d’ionis ation
- Nine : d.nsitC d’ionisation maximum C is v.rttcale do l’Cmetteur ( 9 = 0)

- A : paramCtre caractCnisant l’intenaitC du gradient horizontal

Li paramhtne )
~ est liC C l’intensitC du gradient d’ionisatiou horizontal

par la relation

12  dFc  1
~‘ d ( R e ) j~~ 0

U rep rC. ente 1. double do l’accrois.ement relatif de frC quence critique mesunC C la verticale
do PCmetteur.

L’avantage de Ia loi de distribution retonue reside dens is .Cpsration des
variable. r et 9 , qul entraine is sCparation du profil vertical d’svec le profil horizontal.
Cependant , i’lndici d’ioniaation dCpind id du deux variables ot non pa. d’une seule comrne dana
ii cas pnCcCdent. Li calcul des caractC nistiques do la propagation en oct fortemont compliquC,
car il nCcessit i ia resolution des Cquationa d’Eule r Lagrange, ieaqueliea rCsultent do i’application
du pnincip. do Format au rayon (9)

Li système d’Cquationa C rCsoudre a ’Ccnit : -

d ( n  dr)  - n r (  d 0 )~~~ ~~
ds da da

d (a - n 2 d 9 )~~~~~~n
ds de ~~9

avec : - n ( r, e ) indice di rCfraction do l’ionosphhre fonction di N (r, 6
- S absci .se curviligne d’un point do la traj ectoine

Par us changemun t de variables adCqua t , ccc equations so ramènent C tin système do 4 equation.
diffCrontielle. du pnomiir ordre qui fournit diructument is distance do bond. Ala d’obtonir 1.
chemin di gnoupe Pg. qui eat ia canactCnictiquo essentieUe on rCtnodiffusion, U ust nCcessaire
d’adjoindro C cc système tine cinquibme Cquation :

d Pe  ... _~~~~~~

ds a

Li systbme obtenu no poeeCde pac di solution analytiqu., aussi faut-il
necounin C us. integration numCnique approchCe ~1O). Noms avons adoptC ia mCtho ds do Runge
Kutta d’ordre 4 qui conduit C us boa compromis napid itC-prCci sion.

3. 1 . 3. M odCie incluant in gradient horizontal mixte

Ci models rCsulte di La combinaison des d.ux prCcCd .nts. L’ionosphbne
est excentr Ce it sffectCi d’un gradient linCaire d’ioni.ation. Nouc avon, admi. quo lee dcix
gradient. sent alignCs it contonus dens le plan d’Cmi .sion , d’oh ii rCsuit s qu. ii. trajicto tn e.
sent piano. et m acrites dan. ci plan.

3. 2 MCthod .s d’invension

Deux mCthodes pnincipa les sent envisageabio c pour Inverser l’ionogrammo
di rCt rodilfusion : tin. mCthode ftC native et tine mCthodu analytique fourth. sa nt dinictement les
para mCtnes dii prof il en fonction de ccix dCduits di l’ionogra mms.

3 .2 .  1 MCthod .. itC native

Consid Cron. C titni d’.x.mple Is cas oh ii ex.tste tin gradient di hautsur.
L’ionogr ammo de rCtno diffusion nous foumnit 2 parambt r.s A it Bo, tons deux fonction des
caractC nistique s dii model. Fc, Mm, Tm it • cs que nous pouvon. Cc nine :

- 

- 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~
t_
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A = f (Mm, Ryh, ~ o ). Fe Ao. Fc

Bo = g (Hm , Ryh € . )  (4j
oh R yh s Tm/Mm

Le prob lCmo gui se pose ..t celui do la nCaolution d’un sy.tèma de 2 Cquation. P
C 4 inconnues. Non. savons que dan. us tel cs. Ia solution e.t lndCte rm inCe. Pour lover 1’
l’unMtermlnation , U ost nCc.ssair i do fixer deux des psramètres du proffi . Plu.ieur s solutions
sent alors onvisageab les

- on pout utiliser ii. prCvisiona perinanentes pour fixer lea deux par amètr ea los mom.
influent s C leurs valeurs lea plus probable.

- on pout utili..r us .ondags zCnithal pour fixe r dcix paraunCtres

Si nous adoptona cotte derniCre hypothCse, qui eat certainement coil. qui conduit
C la plus faible incertitude, noua pouvonc fixe r ii. pan amC tro , , Fc et Mm, car its cent faciles C
dC duino d’un ionogran uni aCuitha l . Li système C nCsoudre prend alora fornr

Ao = F (Ryh, E s )
B o=G ( R yk,~~ o) (5)

Ccc Cquations dCflniasent tine transformation gui est biunivoque .i son J acobien
oCt non nut dens tout is domains do variation des variables Ryh it e. Dan. cette Cvontu alitC, U
eat possible d’obt inir use solution approchée du système en utilicant une mCthode de calcul
nuxn Cnique ciasaique telle que la mCthod e d’itCration . Dana la mesure oh le processu. converge ,
U fourn it Ryb et E0 avec use preci sion quelconque fixCe C i’svance.

3.2 . 2. Méthode analytiqn  direete

Cette mCthode vice C Cvitir ie calcul par iteration en rCcolvant dinectoment . et
tine fois pour toute a , le système d’C quation e (1) en fonction do Ryh it ~~Cce gui douse

Ryh = h (Ao,Bo , Hm)

f. = k ( A o , Bo, Hm) (6)

Dana ccc relation. Mm est obton u par tin sondage zCnitha l, Ao et Be sent
dCd uit s do l’ionognan mio do rC trod iffu.ion et do Fc gui ect meaun Ce on zCnith sl.

3 .2 .3.  Conipara i.on dos mCth ode s d’invers ion

La mCth odo d’itCration no nCcesait e pa. tine analyse tr Ca pona sCe di. relation.
gui h ost Ao et Bo aix param Ct roc , mats son ntilisation pnati quo met en oeuvne tin proc ..sua dont
is convergenc e n’est ~~55 forcCm .nt tr Cs rapide , ci qui pout itre us handicap dan . le caa oh le
tra itement eat .ffectuC par us micropr oc.asour.

Au contr aire, la mCthode analytique dinecte uCcossito tine analyse numCntqua
appr efondie des relation. ont r e lea pan smètres di l’ionogra nune it coux dii modble, mats son
exploit ation est ensuite extnimement simple. C’est cc c nitCre d’exploitation simple it rapid.
qui nousacond uit C netenir cetto methods puutit que la m~thode it C rative.

3. 3. Inversion de l’ionogr an-uni di nCtrodiffusion.

3. 3. 1 Ca . dn gradient de hau teur

Li model. gui nous avon. dCcnit an paragraph. 3. 1.1. neus a permis do
aimu len La tr ace front ale du i’ionogra inzne di rCtrodiffusion pour 1.5 616 combinai.on. suivantus
dis par amCtrea

7 valenrs di Hm, do 200 C 500 kin par pa. do 50 km

$ valeurs di Ryh do 0, 2 C 0, 8 par pa. di 0 , 1 plus ha valour di Ryh
dCduite do is rslat ion di Scbimszald

11 valeur s ds~~~~o d e - 5 ’ C + 5 pan paa de l’

• . . I. .

_ 
- 

- 

~~~~~~~- - ~~~~~~~T .  -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-
~~~~~

--
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Le trace dos ionograanmee dans us plan six Cchelie. .emi-logsrith rnique s
montre (figure 12) gus l’alhure rectiligne eat conserve, mime en prCsence d’un gradient do hauteur .
En censCquenco, l’iouogramme modifiC pout encore itre caractCntsC par is pints Ao ot l’ordonnCe
C i’origine Be do sa tangente au point d’inflexien. L’enaemble des paramCtrea Ao, et Do, calcuiCs
pour toua lea triplet. (Hm, Ryh 

~ e 
) a aorvi C i’analy.e do. nulation. intro profii ot ienograunme.

Nous avons montrC au parsgrapho 3.2. 1. qu’il eat nCcessaine do fixer 2
para anC tres du model, Pc et Hm. Ceux-ci sent dCduita d’un ienognaznme zCnithal relevC par la . -

station centraliaCo gui oat aituCe au milieu di zone’oxpiorC o. Ce choix suppose quo los paramCtre.
restent constants dan. tout le domains d’invo.tigation du sendour , cc gui est conforme aix hypotheses
formulCes pour 1. model., C .avoir qu’il vise C reprC senten uniquement los gradiints nCguliors ou
gradient. C grande Cchelle.

Lec pa ra mCtr us Fc ot Mm Ctant fixes, lea coefficient s Ao it Do no sent plus
fonction quo de Ryh et do 6’ (fonrn uui 5). La figure 13 iiluat ne la relation qui oniste entn e cos
grand iurc et montro d etriment quo , dan. le cas gCnCr al , C in couple (Ao, Be) correcp ond phnsieurs
couples (R yh, 6. ). Los Cquatio n. 5 ne dCfI.nic sent psa use transformation biunivoque. Ii en rC sulto
qu ’il o.t impossible do dCtermine n simultan Cment Ryh it 6. a partir des coefficients Ao et Do di
l’ionogramme iorcque Mm et Pc aent flxCs.

Cette constatation nous a conduit C fixer aussi le parsniCtre Ryh. En fait, nous
avonc dejC signalC gui Ryh a use influence mineune cur is forme de l’lonogramme. La figure i4
rnontro quo cola est encore vrai on pr Csenc e d’us gradient do hauteu r . D’sutre part , cc param Ctne
pout itre ectimC gntce au sendag. zCnithal. La mCthode d’inveraion no permit donc d’obtenir quo
l’inclinaiaon des couches ~~e et apparait alors coxnme use mCthede de “correction” des parambtris
meaunCc en zCnithal.

Lor.que Ryh eat fixC, lee equations (a) a’Cc rivent

A o = F  
-

a (€ .
Bo g 2 ( ~C~~ )

Chacune de cc, relations penmet , C priori , le calcul E o • En fait, is figure 13 montre quo seuie
ia premiere d’entne eUea eet biunivoque, aussi avon. nouc cherchC C exprimer ~ v ~Oi~ La fermi

es = k (Ao, Mm, Ryh)
oh His it R yh sent des pararnCtrea et Ao is variable.

La figure 15 mentre qu. lea courbes Es = k (Ao) C Ryh constant avec Hm en
param Ctr e aent prati quement para ilClos. U cuffit alora d’ajusten l’une d’entno eUe.,appeiCe courbe
de bale par is mCthode des moindres carrC ., los autrec a’on dCdui.ant gntce au changement do
variable :

a = Ao - g (Mm , Ryh)

oh g (Mm , Ryh) repr Caente i’écart entre is com bo couraste et la courbe do base.
Pour rCduine le degrC du pelynime d~ajiis tement, noua avonc .clndC l~intorvall~ d’Ctude en 2 parties U
appara it on elIot que Penn E. ~ 0 is roiation~ o k (Ae) est linCaini, par centre pour to < 0
ha precision reguise do 1% nCcessite l’omplei d’un pelyn8mi dii 5ème degrC . La fonction g (Hm,Ryh)
pint itre aju.tCe par us polyu8me du second d.gré on Hm st di premier- degrC en Ryb.

Dana Ia pratique la procedure d’inversion eat ia suivanto (1c c form ules .ont
dennees pour Ryh = 0.4)

- on mosure Pc, Mm et Ryh C i’aide d’un sondage zCnithal

- on mosure Ao C partir d’un sondage pan rCt rodiffusion, ot on en dCduit A = Ao. Pc

- on calculi g (Mm) = - 3, 15169 7. 10 - 2 Mm + 6, 202370. 10 - ~ Mm - 0,1781177
oh Mm oat expniinC en Kin, puts on-formo is diffCrenc. a = Ao - g (Mm)

- ci a ) 0,2902 on calcule f o 34, 360 . a - 9, 8917 oh ~~ ~ oct expnine en degr C s

S • • /•

p.

- -
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si a < 0, 2902 on applique la relation :

= 48373. a - i6520.~~~ - 4856 , 5. a 3 + 1410, 4. ~ 
2 

+ 358, 04.a -
86, 333

Aftn do contniler is prC ciston do Ce. Cquationa , sons ,ommes parti s dos p
quadrup let . (Ao, His, Ryh,Eo ) dent neus avena extra it lea triplet . (Ao, His, R yh) quo nous avon.
roportCa dens lea form ulo. d’invir.ion . Les histograr nznes di is fignro 16 it is tableau ci—desaous
rCsunnent l.a rCsultats de cotte Ctude.

Ryl i 0.2 0, 4 0. 6 0.8 Schlma,za~0,109 0,142 0,192 0,398 0,183

11 apparait que , dan. tous los cas uauelc , l’erreur quadratiquo moyenne eat
toujoura tres faible (c (E.) < 0, 2 )  ot qu ’eiie attei nt 0, 4S dens he cas rare dens La
pratique, oh Ryh = 0, 8

3. 3. 2 Cas du gradient d’ioniaation da ~ Pc

L’Ctude pout itr e calqnCe point par point cur La pr CcCd ento . En particulier icc
courbea Be = I (Ac~tracCes C >.. on Ryh constant (figure 17) mont-nest qu’U eat nCcoasaine do
fixer Ryh pour dCtermine r A . La precision des formule. cI’inversion est alor. comparable
C cohie obtenue dan. le cas dii gradient de hauteur.

3. 3.3. Ca. du gradient mixto

Dana cc ca. sons avon. admis des he depart gui Pc, Hm et Ryb cost conn’zs grice
C us sondage zCnith al. L.a coefficients Ao et Do dCduits de i’ionograxnme do rCtnodiffusion pouvent
alors s ’expnimer en fonction do 7\ et di ~~. , cc gui pout c ’Ccnire

Ao a f ( k , ~ a )
B o a g  (X ,€ .

Ce sent los Cquations di deux surfaces que l’on pout repr Csenter do diffCr ont es manibres. Aln.i U
eat pocaibie do dessiner ha surface Do = g ~~~~ it de tracer sun ceile-ci los counbes CA. .1cenctant ( f igure 18). Lea intersections do cette surf ace avec 1cc plan. ~ = 0 ot >~ = 0 km
cc ddduicent alaBment dec graphic des figures 13 et 17 correspondents C Ia valeur do Ryh mesuréo
en zCnithai. L’ ailure gCnCrale de cc. courbes ~~~~~~~~~~ eat con.oi-vCe lorsque i’en dCcoupe
ha surface B. par dos plan. C \ on Lv constant. ct -non nuts.

Dan. cec condition. , La mesune do Ao fine use counbi sir ha surface Do donc
tine relation intro >~ it 6. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ di citto courbe avoc lo plan do cite Do est us
point M (figure 18) dent is projection in a pour coondennCes >.. et ~ . -

1-

.../• ..
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IV - CONCLUSION -
Li pnincipo do Ia mdthode d’inversion pout cc rdsumer ain.i le modble eat

dCfini par 5 pa rambtr os : Pc , Mm, Ryh A et ~~. gui constituent is. inconnue s di prob ibme.
Lea mesuros doivent denc fournir au minImum 5 donn Ce. , comme l’ionogra mmo do rCtrodiffuston
n’en four nit que 2, 11 fast en rechercher 3 autres. Ccc param btres cont dCduits d’un sendago
zCnithal , ci sent Fe, Mm et Ryh. As.ociCs C A et C Do, Us permettent de ealculor los 2 grandeur.
manguantes >~ et 6. avic use precision convenab le.

On pent neprochen C is mCthodo le felt qn ’eue suppose que Ryh et lea gradients
horizontaux recteat constants dana tout ie demaine situC entre is stat ien ot is zone do rCflo,don ,
•oit sir 1500 lan en moyenne. C ette hypothbse se ju stifie ra isonnablem int -en milieu do jou r-née
eu en milieu di suit , mats devient invalide penda nt is pC riod. de tra nsition ontre lo jour et La suit.
NCanmoins , U est vraisemb isbli quo is rC gulanitC dii phCno mbne dovna it pirme ttre , moyennant use
Ctud e complbmenta .tne, do dCgager use re gie do correction simple des formu isa donnant >.. et ~ a

Parm i les autr oc criti que s quo I’on post formuler figure le felt que lee modeles
utillsCs supposent quo is r~floxion so felt sur La c ouche supCrieure do l’ionocpheno. Ce caa eat
copend ant I. plus frequent et i’influence des couches infC nieure c (E et P 1) so traduit simplemont
par us retard suppibnt enta lre do ~~~~~~ on encore par in sccroi ssoment du parametro Do. Cemme
ccc couches cent rC gulierec , ii Oct possible de dCduire hours csrsct Cnistigu.s des prCvisions C long
te nse , eu b u n  d’un sondage zCnitha l, et di corniger ie coefficient Do en con.Cquonce .

Notre mCthod e possbde piusi.uns particu lani tC c int Cr o.cante s, panr ni le.que ile.
sbus peuvon. cite-n

- La centra lisatt on des moyens d’investigation , puicque le sendeur zCnithal ot
1. condom C rCtrod iffusion cent rCunis .tn- us mime site , cc gut Climine u s
problem es do liaison it de tra nsfe rt des Information ..

- h’antonomie qu’elle procure par ho fait qii~ancune donné e snpp lbmenta irs
( carte. d’ionicatio n pan exemp ie) , autne que cell.. founnies par les sondoura ,
n’est exig Ce .

- is rap iditC it ha clntplicitC , car toutec he. fo rmu les d’inversion sont dos
formu li. pohynirniale. gui peuvont itre traitCes par in simple microp nisseur.

Ce. particulanitCs auxguille. nous nouc .omxnes attachCs cornospondei* aix
caractCristiqnea d’un systemo de gestien simple d’nn rCseau do transmission. 

— —— 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DISCUSSION

P.A.Brad ley, UK
Have you made any comparisons between the ionization gradients found from your measurements with those given
fro m predictions?

Author’s Reply
We have compared the horizonta l ionization gradients which we have included in our model with those which we
have derived from the ionization charts. This comparison leads us to three remarks:- The mo~Jel is utilizable in. the areas of mid latitudes , which limits its application to these areas, as I pointed out.

— The model is not applicable to the equatorial and polar regions, in view of the excessively reduced extent of the
constant gradients.

— The application of the model to mid latitudes is based on the assumption that the gradients can be regarded as
constant throughout the portion of the ionosphere crossed by the rays of the backscatter sounder. However , an
approximation can be admitted , since the influence on transmission parameters generally remains small. However ,
the introduction of a corrective term for day to night transitions , when errors are at their maximum , has been
considered. - 

- 
-

T.B.Jones, UK
This is the firs t mention at this meeting of the use of measurement of the parameters of the model by direct experi-
mental methods to update prediction programs. This is an interesting and fruitful way to proceed.

TT _ _ _
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WINTER ANOMALY OF RADIO WAVE ABSORPTION

AND D—REGION HODIFICATION -

Hanc—Ulrich Widdel
Max—Planck—Inat itut fUr Aerononje
D—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3, FRG

1. THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF WINTER-ANOMALOUS RADIO WAVE ABSORPTION

Winter—ano malous radio wave absorption is a phenomenon which is observed in every winter over
places located above about 35 latitude Independent of solar activity . This ii illustrated in Fig. 1
which shows the results of short wave radio wave absorption measure ments obta ined In southern Spain
(38’ northern latitude) .

For a quantitative description of winter—anomalous radio wave absorption one has the choice
b.tween a number of different par tera , each having its advantage s and disadvantages . We decided to
use the average noon absorption L1~ ( I 1 00— 1.~O0 local tins) which is presented on the left of Fig . 1 , and
the parameter L,~.’ L(coc 1(t) d (cos 1(t) (L is the absorption value measured at sun’s zenith angle I)
shown on the ni~ht of Fig. I • This latter parameter LU has the advantage that the seasonal variation
of the sun ’ a zenith angle is eliminated and is by this very suitable for quantitative comparison s of
results obtained over locations in different latitudes and longitudes (ROSE it al. 1974). Furthe r ,
this para meter was found to yield the best correlation when the results obta ined on two locations were
compared . To data obtained in southern Spain is refe r red hare because they rep resent a t ime serie , of
measure ments on a latitude which corresponds to that of Wallops Island and which is not too different
from that of White Sands. A fairly large number of in—situ measurements were performed over White Sands
and Wallops Island in the past with sounding rockets and we have reasons to assume that the morphology
of winter—anomaly over these locations is similar to that what we have observed In southern Europe . The
results shown in Fig. 1 show clear ly that the winter—anomalous absorption occurs over this latitude in
groups of days (“waves”) which are separated by aborter or longer periods of very low absorption. The
same peculiarity was found in observations which were made in similar or even lower latitudes over
Jap an (e.g. WAKAI Ct *1., 1970) . It would be of interest to Imow if this peculiarity is also coomon to
comparable latitudes in the North American cont inent.

The anoint of winter—ano maly and it. beginning (phase) was found to vary from year to year. This
can be demonstrated in two way. : If one appl iss Four ier analysis to the data sets of one complete year
and synthesizes the trend by taking into account only the first five Fourier coefficients , and determines
then the maxlji.im, on. sees that the phase of the uiaxiienm is modulated by a period of roughly four years
(Fig. 2). This period is also obtained if en. averages the absorption for the winter months Sept~~~er to
December , as is shown in Fig. 3. The general slope of the curve shown in Fig. 3 might represent the
influence of the suns ’ activity while the peaks represent the phase modulation. If one averages the data
of the second half of the winter (January to May) , negative peaks appear (Fig. 4).  This results suggests
that the phase modulation of the onset of the winter—anomalous absorption derived from the data was real.
The var iation of the average sunspot number over the years of absorption i. shown in Fig . 5. It is of
interest to note that winter anomaly was quite strong in winter 1974/75 despite decreasing sunspot
activity and it. beginning was earlier than in the two years before. Unfortunately th. series of cont inueus .
observation was not long enough to establish the significance of the quasi—four—years period which the
data might suggest.

In more northern latitudes , the group structure of the winter anomaly is often masked by a back-
ground anomaly which starts and ends at about solstice. (e.g. SCUWENTEK , 1971). Winter anomalous
absorption seams to occur there more syseetr ical to midwinter than it seems to be the case in low
latitud es .

2 • SUGGESTION OF THE CAUSE OP WINTER-ANOMALOUS RADIO WAVE ABSORPTION

Comprehensive reviews about winter—anomaly and it5 causes have been given by SECRRIS T (1972),
THOM AS (1974) and SECHRIST (1975) . They cover both the different theories and discuss the observatio ns
made in North America . Following MANSON (1971) ,  GREGORY and MANSON (1969 , 1970 , 1975), ZDR4ERMANN and
NAPCISI (1970) and THOM AS (1975) , winter—anomaly, especially its group structure , is a manifestation
of meteorological phenomena in the atmosphere of the ionospher ic D—reg ion, while M&ERLU M (1967) suggests
that winter anomaly is caused by drizzling particles. Both suggestions have in coamon the supposition
that an increased number density of nitric oxide is the pr imary source for the enhanced electron density
in the U—region under winter—anomalous conditions .

3. WUDI~ ITAL CHECKS

The meteorologic interpretation for th. caus. of winter—ano malou, absorption gets quite some
support if satehlits radianc, maps ate compared which show the wve~~~t of large structures over the
hemispheres . We could assign qualitatively the movement of certain structures seen in the radiance .epe
with the onset or disappearance of groups of days with winter—anomalou s high absorption but a quantita-
t ive analysis did not yield a significant result because the satellite data lacked spatial resoluti on.
(We had only data fro , the Oxford—Heniot radiometer to compare with which was flown on Nimbus IV) .

3 . 1 .  Correlation between local wind and radio wave absorption.

If then, is a connection between meteorological p”ennsena and wintsr—anomalous absorption , on.
should expect a relation between winds in the U—region atmosphere and winter—anomalous absorption. To
prove that such a relation exists, is, however, somewhat difficult because one cannot expect a 1:1
corr .lat ion between winds measured in different heights and th. absorption which is asur.d from the
ground as an integral value. A fairl y large set of data pairs of wind and absorption a.uns nts is
required which has to cover both winter— anomalous and non-vimter—acomalouc conditions. This is hard to
seat during one winter only. Tb. most prowising conditions for a successful attempt for this kind of
correlation ar. found in locations where thu winter—anomaly effect occurs in groups of days which are

_ _ _  

_ _  
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50 MEANS OF ABSORPTION ~ WINT ER I
PARAMETER 1D
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Fi g. 4 Same as Fig. 3 , but mean s of abso rption Fig. 5 Corresponding average sunspot nasibers
1 J anuary to 31 May of relevant year. (for winter months) of observation- pe riod.
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Fig. 6 Results of an experiment in which two foil clouds were released simoltaneously in the same
height. The elements of the foil clouds had the same size (9 me wide , 50 me long) but differed
in weight by a factor 5 (cloud I: (index H, heavy) foil thickness 10 pm; cloud 2: (index L ,
light) foil thickness 2.5 urn. The latter elements wire used in all other experiments referred
to here.) vNS : meridional component , v~ : descend velocity, tp: azimuth.
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well separated by periods of very low absorption. This is the case over comparatively low latitudes remote
f rom the suroral zone . The wind measurement should have a height resolution of better than I ke because
the results of ground—based absorption measurements suggest already that the enhanced electron density
which causes the winter—anomaly effec t occurs mainly in a fairly narrow height interval in the vit:intty
of 85 km. In—situ measurements performed over Wallops Islands confirmed this (e.g. BOWHLLL et al ,
1967; MECIITLY et al., 1967; MECIITLY and SHIRKS , 1968; SEC1IRIST et al., 1969). If the changes of elec—
tron density which cause changes in the amount of radio wave absorption always occurs in more or less
the same heights , and if these changes are coonected in some way or the other with changes in wind, the
sensitive height levels should show up in a correlation analysis between the amount of radio wave absorption
measured on the ground and winds as regions in which the correlation coefficients are significant. It is
possible to modify the correlation analysis in such a way that it yields also the direction of the wind
which causes the maxina~m correlation with absorption (ROSE et ci., 1972a). (See also Append’x 1.) W~ used
foil clouds (“ chaff”) f or our wind measurements. The performance of chaff experiments can be improved
when the cloud iø generated in a special manner (ROSE et *1., 1972b, ROSE and WIDDEL, 1977). Further,
when the elements of the chaff cloud are properly matched in their aerodynamic properties to the environs
where they are supposed to yield useful measure uent s, some information about air density and its changes
can also be obtained . However , the sensitivity of chaff clouds against strong wind shears and turbulent
air motions which impair the quality of the data cannot be completely removed .

What can be achieved 1, shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7: Pig. 6 shows the result of an experiment in
which two foil clouds were released in the same height and were independ ently tracked by two radars. The
reflector elements differed by weight and width. Ri8. 7 shows the results of a comparison between air
densities derived from falling spheres and from foil clouds which were flown over the same location in
the same period . Each experiment was tracked with two independently operating precision rad ars.

3. 1.1.Reau lt of the correlation analysis between wind and absorption
Two sufficiently large sets of data were available for the correlation analysis between wind and

absorption. One set of data covered a period of rather high sunspot activity (1968 to 1970) the other was
obtained a period of low sun activity (1973 — 1976). (See Fig . 5) .  The result is shown in Fig. 8. It
displays in a compass card presentation the correlation coefficients between wind in the relevant height
level and the amount of radio wave absorption measured when the wind measurement was taken . The circles
represent significance levels. The figures were normalized to the same size for presentation purposes .
For the period 1968—1970, we could identify three levels in which the correlation between wind and
absorption was significant. These levels were about one scale height apart . For the period 1973— 1976 we
found f our levels because the measurements extended to lower heights. This was the result of certain
improvements of the experiment. When we compare the two sets of results we note that the levels in which
correlations exist for the same direction between wind and radio wave absorption ar e about half a scale
height higher under low sunspot conditions than it was the case for high sun activity ( 1968— 1970) . The
f all rates of the foil clouds indicate a corresponding increase of the air pressure parallel to the de-
crease of the sun ’s activity at least in the height region around 88 to 80 km. Below that height the
accuracy of the measurement is impaired by turbulent air motions which produce quite some scatter of the
data. It was therefore difficult to relate observed changes in the descend velocity to density variations
there. The var iation of 81W radiations with solar activity (SCRMIDTKE , 1977) may have caused the observed
differences in air density and height levels for which a correlation between wind end absorption was
found . It may also explain the more pronounced correlation between absorp t ion and wind in the 90—93 km

- level for the period 1968—1970 when the activity of the sun was high.
It is however difficult to assess if these levels of correlation between absorption and wind mean

advection of minor consistuents or if they mirror convection processes , but there are indeed some ind ica-
tions in favour of convect ion:

When the height distribution of strong windaheans (Fig. 9) ii related to the levels in which significant
correlations were found between wind and absorption , on. f inds that these levels are located within the
windshear bands. This indicates that turbulence and by this , convection processes play an important role I -
for changes of absorption. The height distribution of shesrs is very similar to that found for the height
distribution of preferred echoes in part ial reflection experiments (e.g. GREGORY, 1961 , TITHERIDGE, 1962).
This similarity suggests to assume that the earn , phenomenon i. observed in both cases • It could be shown
(WIDDEL , 1978) that a vertical subsidence motion around the 90 km level which was indicated by an increase
of airglow intensity does correlate with increasing absorption. For high winter—ano malous absorption
however this correlation ceases to exist • Thi. indicates that the main contribution to absorption is then
del ivered from levels f an below 90 km. This conclusion was conf irmed , when the height distribution of
absorption contribution was considered • It was found that relative maxima of absorption contribution
were located in levels of wind shears and relative minima were seen in heights wer, such strqng wind
shears were absent for most of the tins (Fig. tO) . These results suggest that the correlations between
wind and absorption can be interpreted as a manifestatio n of vertical transport and mixing phenomena .

Advection in the sense of transport of .asily—ionis.ble minor constituents i. nor. diff icult  to
prove. The local wind measurements indicate that strong winter—anomalous radio wave absorption is linked
to weat enli.s and cease. to exist when the wind direction changes in the U-region. This observation con—
I irme a conclusion which can be drawn from the results published by SECHRIST et al. (1969) which were
obtained over Wallops Island . Therefore it seems that winter—anomalous radio wave absorption is entrapped
in a large low-pressure system. When the results of ground—based short wave radio wave absorption obtained
over different sites separated by at least 800—1500 km are analyzed, one can derive a “pattern drift ” from
west—north—west to east—south east with a speed in the order of a few ~ ters per second (ROSE and WIDDEL ,
1977) . This kind of analysis, however , is rather difficult and ambiguous and yields only rough figures.

3.2 Electron density profiles :
Time history of the development of the vF’t ter— anomelous State of the U-region
Electron density profiles represent ing the so—called “nor mal” and the “winter—anomalous ” state of

the U-region have been measured with in—situ —techai ques over several places in the world , in the US (e.g.
SECERIST at al , 1969), in the U.K. (s.g. BEYNON and WILLIAI4S , 1970 , 1976; DICRINSON et ii., 1977) , in
Norway (e. g. FOLKESTAD , 1970), and southwest Europe (a, g. DIENINCER et at ., 1974) on several occasions. 
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A co~~~n feature of all so—called normal profiles is that they display a more or lees pronounced dep le—
tion of electron concentration in certain heights , the “ledge” , which either disappears completely or
is found to be shift ad to lower heights when winter—an omalously high abso r ption is present (e.g. MECIITLY
and SHIRRE, 1968 ; DICRINSON et a l. ,  1977). We used for our own measur ements a guardri ng probe (~~)SE at
al . , 1972) . The guardring of the probe provides certain advantages over the Standard configuration in
respect to charge—up of insulator surfaces which shifts the potent ial and can be by this very annoying . In
en , such probes have to be calibrated to yield absolute electron densities • This has been dons with

a wave propagation experiment flown on the same rocket (NECHTLY , 1974, THRANK , 1974). Certain constraints
however prevented us from doing so and we replaced the in—situ—wave prop agation .ixperimsnt by ground —based
exper iments perfor med on the range . The procedure which we used for the conversion of the measured probe
currents into ambient electron densities was described by (ROSE and WIDDEL, 1977). The probe was an
isolated cone at the tip of the rocket to which a t ime—linear driving voltage swept from plus 3 Volt to
minus 3 Volt and vice versa was applied . This allowed us to distinguish between currents caused by ions
and electrons and to measure the probe—currant voltage characteristics in the different height regions.
Experience has shown that the zero shift in these current—voltage characteristics was very small on
moat of the f l ights.

Using meteorological rockets originally intended for measurements up to about 70—75 km which ware
modified to reach an apogee between 92—98 ke , we could collect quite a few profiles of electron density
which covered different states of the U-reg ion. The larg est number of these profiles were measured around
noon time. This t ime was chosen because the U-region ionization is then in most cases fully developed and
doe s not change very much with t ime . From this collection of height profiles of electron density we could
draw the following conclusions:

We found that the winter—anomalous state begins with a removal of the susm,er—like ledge in the
electro n profile (it stretches out to become nearly exponential with height). When the absorption increases

- 
- and becomes highly winter—anomalous, a bulge of electron conc entration develops in about the same height

region where the “ledge” is found when conditions are “normal”. Fig. 11 shows a selection of profiles
which demonstrates this development which was observed in every year.

3.2.1. Winter anomaly precursors - 
-

This, however, is not the only peculiarity: When we inspect the profile in the middle of Fig. 11
more closely which is obviously a transitional or “precursor” profile for winter anomalous absorption , we
note that we could distinguish electrons from ions in the current/voltage characteristics of our probe at
much lower heights than was normally the case. This increase of density of free electrons in lower heights
is obviously caused by a change of the ratio A — number density of negative ions to the number density
of free electrons . This change of electron density in lower heights is hard to detect by ground—based -
absorption measurements because their contribution to total absorption is very small. This is shown in
Fig. 12 in which the absorption contribution for a given electron density profile is presented . The
increase of electron density (or the change of A ) in heights below about 7C~ km before winter—anomalously
high absorpt ion c~~~~nces was a regular feature . This can be seen in the time sequence of electron
density profiles shown in Pig. 13. These electron density profiles were measured in the afternoon. -At
this t ime the electron density is reduced already by recombinstion or by the formation of negative ions .
The corresponding absorption which was measured by ground—based means during that period is shown in
Fig. 14. The absorption which was measured under precursor conditions was in most cases of medium amount.
Medium absorption however corresponds at latitudes over which we made our measurements either to a height
distribution of electron density which is very close to tha t observed under Sumner conditions or to a
pre—phaae of winte r—anomalous absorption . This raises the question to what kind of profile a winter —
anomalous height distribution of electron density should be referred to in order to derive electr on
density enhancement factors which allow a comparison of results obtained over different sites in differ-
ent latitudes • This problem was discussed in part by BEYNON and WILLWIS (1970) . We observed that
precursor profiles have another peculiarity which is by no means detectable by ground—based methods. This
peculiarity is shown in Fig. 15. We had means to convert not only the probe currents caused by electrons
into ambient electron densit ies but alrio for the currents caused by ions in the height levels below the
U-region because we have flown a nimber of parachuted Gerdien experiments short before the guardring
probes were launched . These Gerdien experiments yielded absolute data for ion density and mobility which
allowed us to determine the calibrat ion factor of the guard ring probes. We found that the ion density
was by a factor of 14—20 higher in the 40 km level when precursor conditions were present . In one case
we found also that free electrons were present in appreciable numbers down to a height of about 38 km.
This prof ile, though shown in the raw data of Fig. 15 was not converted into ambient ion densities because
we were not sure if we could apply in this case the calibration factor derived for positive and negat ive
ions. In—situ—measurement s obtained on a separate flight which was launched shortly after the guardrfng
probe experiment was terminated showed that this increa se of ion density was not related to neutr al air
temperature. Further , we could not f ind an indication for a marked change in cosmic radiation assumed to
be the domins.nt source for ionization in this height region. The simplest explanstion for this observation
is to assume a marked change of the loss rate of ionization . We shall refer to this later .

3.2.2. Consideration of the parameter: “Normalized absorption contribution ”

When diff.re nces in the height distribution of electron density are to be related to the changes
observed in the results of the ground—based absorption measurements, the importance of changes of
electron density f ound in different heights is not i dtately seen bscause the electron collision
frequency as the second important para meter of relevance to short—wave radio -wave absorption is not
taken into account. For such reference., the height distribution of absorption contribution Ne(h) v(h )
is more suitable. A further advantage is obtained when the absorption contribution is normalized to the
total absorption which is measured during the rocket ’s flight as an integral value. By doing this ,
profiles obtained under widely different absorption condit ions can be compared directly and this allows
to assess the importance of certain height regions of the U-region ionosphere in respect to absorption
observed on the ground—based absorptio n monitor propag ation path. This is shown in the sequence of
profiles pres ented in Fig. 16. It presents at~aorption contribution profiles derived from noon measure-
ments performed between 1973 and 1975 and a resu lt which was obtained during the Aeronosy program in
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winter 1976. The profiles were sorted into groups of about equal amount of absorption. The contributions
from height levels above about 92—95 km are delivered mainly by deviativa absorption. It was found that
this contribution was fairly conStant under all conditions • Because this deviative contribution is of no
particular inter.~st here it was omitted in this presentation. The profiles within the different groupsshow differences woich are related to the shape of the diurna l varia t ion of absorption . This diurnal
variation of absorption is described by the cost X—law:L(t) — in.coa’X (t) . in (Subaolar absorption) and
exponent “n” are determined from the measured data by least—square fit methods . Despite the accur acy which
can be obtained for “n” is not very high and this kind of work is in general considered to be not too
much rewarding, we noted however that a noon profile which displays a higher contribution (relative
maximum) below about 78 km was related to a higher coe°X—index n than that which had a larger contribu-
tion from height levels above about 80—82 kin or at the 88—90 Ion level. This was true also for su~~~r—tima
profiles. When the absorption was winter—anomalously high, the cos°X—index n is in most cases very low
and we find that the contribution to absorption from levela below about 78 km becomes less important .
The main contribution is then delivered from height levels between about 78 and 86 km. HAUG and LADM&RX
(1970) developed a two—ion model to explain the diurnal variation of absorption which was applied and
eludicated by several authors, e.g. FOLKESTAD and ARMSTRONG (1970), FOLKESTAD et a l. ,  1972; ARMSTRONG
et al., 1970) . This model comprised two electron loss processes, and SECHRIST (1 972) has suggested to
use three different electron loss rate constants to be applied in different height intervals. RAWER
generalized in 1943 early work of BEST and RATCLIFFE (1938) and derived different cos X—exponenta “a”
by considering the relative scale height of minor constituents aasumed to be the source of ionization
in respect to the ecale height of the atmosphere. He assumed the reflector for the wave to be at a fixed
height (an assumption which is quite well met when the A3-method for absorption measurement is used and
the operational frequency of the circuits is properly chosen) and neglected the influence of deviative
abso rption. He obtained for “small” scale heights a cos X—exponent a — o.5 when the electron loss process
L is proportional to N~ , for a loss process L — N e(attachment—like ) n was — 1, and for a scale height
of the trace constituent equal to the scale height of the atmosphere he obtained n — 1.5 ( L — N’s) and
2 (L— N~ . Taking into account that the deviative absorption tends to lower the cos’~X—exponent a and that
the height regime below about 80 km is ruled by water clusters (which means that an appreciable amount
of water must be present there) , while the height regime above about 88 Ion is governed by a loss process
proportional N’~ (recombination in its different forum) and that water £lusters seem to be conf ined to
heights below that level we are tempted to interprete the observed cos’ X—indices as being caused by
contributions from fairly well—defined height levels governed by different electron loss processes. One
level is located below about 80 km (the electron loss process is there N~ ,equiva lent to attach ment) and
the other above about 80—82 km in which the electron loss process is N’ • The low cos X—i.ndex “n” often
f ound suggests that recombination is then the dominant loss process , and , to put the argument further ,
that a substantial depletion of the wate r content in this region occurs under such conditions • This seems
to be indeed the case as shall be outlined later . But we have to check first if the interpretation that
two quite well—defined height levels (fairly well separated by the mesopause and ruled by different
electron loss processes) determine the diurnal variation of absorption by supplying varying amounts of
contribution to absorption can be supported by more argu ments. One support is given by the fact that up
to now we did not f ind any noon— t ime absorption contribution profile which had a dominant maximum contrib-
ution to absorption fKom height levels above 82 km when the diurnal variation of absorption was described
by a lar ge (a ~1) coa~X—iMex , or noon profile which indicated a dominant contribution from height
levels below 78—80 km when the cos X—index a was small, further, one would expect a relatively large
contribution from height levels below about 78—80 km on a winter—anomalous day when the absorption i.
described by a large (n ~ I)  cos X—exponent. This was indeed observed as is shown In the examples presen-
ted in Pig. 17, Another support is given by the observation that on days on which the “oon abeorRtion
was about the same and their diurnal variation of absorption was described by about the a~~~ cos”I—index ,
the relevant abso rption contribution profiles had a very similar height distributio n. With in certain
limits set by principle , the cos’X—index n and the absorption contribution profile supplies therefore
some informet 4on about U-region processes.

4. ABSORPTION CONTRI BUTION AND THE DEVELOPMEW1~ OF THE wIN’FER-MOMALOUS STATE OF THE U-REGION

A series of electron density profile. obtained by conver sion of guardr ing probe measur ements was
presented in Fig. 13. These measurements were performed in the afternoon hours on a number of days during
winter 1975/76. At this t ime , the faster electron lose processes have removed already a certain number
of electrons in the lower part of the 0— region. The results of our guardring probe measurements indicated
that the formation of negative ions was then the dominant loss process there.

Fig. 18 shows the change of the normalized absorption contribution profile during the development
of two “winter anomaly waves ” which started on 2. and 20 January. The “winter—ano maly wave” which started
on 20 January developed about two times faster than that which began on 2 January . The profiles shown in
Fig. 18 represent therefore more or less the same phases of winter anomaly development . These profiles
show that the maximum of abso rption contribution travels upwards and that a ledge in absorption contrib-
ution travels upwards too and then downwards or disappears when high winter—anomalous absorption is
present. This winter—an omalous state is end ed by a r~~~val of the bulge and a re—formation of a led ge
which could not be defined with conf idenc e for the profile deter mined for the 9 January because the
~~~~~~ density of negative ions was then too high but it was clearly seen on 23 January 1976 (~ tg. 18 ,
right). Variations in the height of the ledge have been observed frequent ly for winter—ti me electron
density profiles (e.g. DICKINSON et al , 1976) and were sometimes interpreted as the result of downward
transport. Mass spectrometer measur ements ware performed on 4 and 2 1 January about one hour before the
gusrdr ing probe was launched (ARNOLD and ERANKOWSIT, 1978). As Fig. 19 shows (ARNOLD and KRANKONSKY ) the
ledge which was observed on those two days was found to start in the same height level where the number
density of water cluster ions started to become reduc ,d . This observation agrees with earlier results
which showed that a seasonal variation of the height up to which cluster ions can be observed does
exist (e.g. KRANKOWSKY et al. 1972). It is higher in su sr and lover in winter.
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and KRANKOWSKY on 4 and 2 1 January 1976.
The height in which the water cluster ions -
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Fig. 20 Winter—anomalously high absorption in winter 1969/70 measured at
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tion paths , paralr2ter cos X — 0.25, from S~HWENTKK and TIMPE , 1 972)
(upper curve). The winter—anomalous state lasted longer over 53°N
than on 37011, and extended into March that year. This suggests that
the winter—anomalous state of the 0—region atmosphere which causes
WA high absorption lasts longer in higher latitudes. Dashed line
represents background winter anomaly (SCUWENTEK) which i. appa rently
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CONCLUSIONS

The results suggest that the enhanced electron density in the middle part of the 0—region which
manifests itself in winter—anomalously high absorption may b. caused by the absence of a powerful
scavenging agent which renoves electrons through a fast electron toss process. This loss process includ—
es the formation of negative ions, at least in lover heights. Negative ions have been measured by
NARCISI (1972) and by ARNOLD et al (1971) in March 1970 but the authors got difterent results. ARNOLD
et al. found heavy clusters up to 80 (85) km only. NARCISI, however, who made his measurements in the
same month saw a layer of rather large clusters in the height region between about 85 and 90 km which
is the height range in which the ledge of electron density is found during sumeer time. The results seem
to be conflicting at a first sight but this is not the case when the actual season and not the Julian
date is considered. NARCIS I made his meaaurementa over White Sands which is located at about the same
latitude as southern Spain. Over Southern Spain (as many seen frost Fig. I) the winter—anoma ous state
has ended in most cases in March, but sometimes post—cursors of s i it . r — anomal y  occur. This was the case
at the end of February which lasted until about 10 of March. Going to more northern latitudes (Lindau,
53°N) we see that the state of the 0-region was still winter—anomalous th March 1970. This state ended
there approximately at the end of March (Fig. 20) (SCHWENTEK and TIMPE, :972). For even higher latitudes ,
63’N (Andoya) where ARNOLD et al .  made their measurements , the winte r— anom alous state of the 0—region
atmosphere must have been still present there at this time because it has been shown (ROSE, 1965) that
the winter—anomalous state begins earlier and ends later in such high latitudes. Therefore we can suppose
that NARCI SI et al . ’s measurements were made under sutiuner conditions while the data of ARNOLD et .1.
represent still the winter state of the 0—reg ion. In order to check if negative ions are present in the
height region above 86—90 km during summer at times when no eclipse occurs, we launched guardring probes
under conditions more or less equivalent those under which NARCISI made his measurements. The result is
shown in Fig. 21. The first launch was put a little too early. We could not distinguish electrons from
negative ions until apogee . A partial reflection experiment which was operated siusiltaneously showed that
electrons were present shortly above the apogee of the rocket at that time, rapidly developing downwards
to lower heights with the increase of the sun ’s zenith angle. The next launc h was made also at sunrise
but at a little higher sun elevation. The results obtained are shown in the middle of Fig. 21. We would
distinguish electrons from ions above about 62 km up to about 83 km. Between about 83 and 88 km we could
not distinguish electrons from ions . This was again possible above that height until the apogee was
reached. For comparison, the results of a noon flight is presented. The afternoon flights made during
January 1976 show that negative ions seem to have been confined to lower levels.

When the results of mass spectrometer measuremente of water cluster ions are considered as an
indication for the presence of water in the 0—reg ion, (quite some amount most be there in the sunnier
season , otherwise one shou ld not be able to see noctilucent clouds) and taking into account that water
has powerful scavenging properties for free electrons and excited states of molecules expecially when
clustered (e.g. SMITH et al., 1977) winter—anomalously high absorption may be the result of a seasonal
depletion of this minor constituent which is quite abundant. Its seasonal variation of abundance in the
lower atmosphere is well known.

The reduction of water vapour content as a probable cause for an Increase of absorption was
suggested before by FOLKESTAD (1970), FOLKESTAD et al. (1972), THRANE (1972) and REID (1970). The results
of our guardring probe measurements show that this depletion seem to start in rather low heights (This
was seen as an enhanced ion density in heights around 40 kin under precursor conditions) and travels up
into 0-region heights within a time scale of a few days. The depletion of the scavengers (which might
comprise other minor constituents also) changes the electron loss process from being attachment—like to
recombination and allows by this the build—up of an enhancement of electron density which finally causes
highly—winter—anomalous absorption . This state is ended by a re—injection of scavengers into the
0-region from lower heights causing the re—formation of ledges in the electron density which may be found
then in varying heights which are however, in general, lower than observed in sunnier. This mechanism might
help to understand why correlations between winter—anomalously high absorption and strong stratospheric
warnings exist (SHAPLEY and BEYNON, 1°65) and why the significance for a correlation between winds
measured in relatively low altitudes (72—74 kin) and integral absorption is quite high. One would expect
then significant correlations between wind and absorption also for lower levels but this analysis was
not yet made.

Provided that the assumption that a change of abundance of water vapour in 0-region heights changes
the amount of short wave radio wave absorption is correct, it opens by principle the possibility to
modify the 0—region ionosphere by removing electrons in order to decrease absorption and, by this,
lowering the L.U.F. locally. This could be tested by a relatively simple sounding rocket experiment . A
certain amount of water should be carried into the 0-region when radio wave absorption is winter—anom alous
and is released in the most sensitive hei ght region around 82—83 km in such a way that a flat disk is
formed . This disk will be carried sway with the wind and the reduction of electron density causeo by the
clouds should be observed as a decrease of absorption when it passes over suitably located Al absorption
sites. About 20 kg of water suitably deployed might produce a noticable effect. Smaller quantities might
suffice when in—situ—measurements are preferred . In this case , the first rocket could carry and deploy
th. water in the desired heights , a second small rocket would follow short after the launch of the first
one and measure the effect of electron density reduction. One should expect that the effect of electron
density reduction is larger in winter and is less pronounced in the sunnie r season provided that the
cloud ii generated always in the same height .

An experiment of this kind has been made by us already. However inadvertedly. One example is given
in Fig. 22 which shows the telemetry record of the variation of the current/voltage characteristics of
the guardring probe experiment around apogee of the rocket trajectory, recorded on 35 inn film. We separ-
ated there the payload from the rocket motor shortly before the apogee was reached to expose the rear
end of our foil cloud canister. This was necessary to deploy the foil cloud used for wind and density
measurements. Separation is done by igniting an explosive charge of a stochionoetric mixture of potassium
permagnanate and magnesium powder. This moment is indicated in the telemetry record by a drop—out of the
Th signal which is seen in the record as a noisy pulse , When the cloud of combustion products (which
may contain a certain amount of unburnt particles also) the guardring probe which is mounted at the tip
of the rockst, we see for a short moment an enhanc ement of electron density. After a t ime delay of
1 ,8 — 2 ,2 seconds, the container is opened by an overpressure
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Fig. 22 A first qualitative experimental proof for the feaaability of the suggested modification
experiment of the 0-region atmosphere to increase locally the L.U.F. Fig. 22 shows a
print of the telemetry signals of the 0—region probe experiment recorded on 35 mm cinef tin
(photographic positive). It shows the time interval between separation of the payload
from th. rocket motor by ignition of an explosive charge and the expulsion of a cloud
of metallized ultralight plastic foil. used for in—situ wind and air density measure ments.
Both events occur near apogee of the rocket ’s flight between about 92 and 94 km. The
upper channel in the record displays the probe voltage waveform which varies linearly
with time between plus 3 Volt and minus 3 Volt and vine versa. The chann.l (channel 1)
be low transmits the probe current/voltage characteristics in two sensitivities which
differ by a factor 100. The two sensitivities are alternated . Channe l 2 transmits the
same probe current but with a difference of a factor 10 in sensitivity and with
reversed polarity to facilitate data evaluation when the two channels are accidentally
not wide enough separated in the analog record to prevent overlapping. At the outmost
left: current/voltage characteristics measured in the undisturbed atmosphere (electrons
produce a higher current than positive ions). Telemetry drops out w~sen the explosive
charge is ignited . (TM transmitter jumps of f frequency due to mechanical load on the
oscillator crystal caused by the separation shock.) The cloud of combustion products
(mostly of metallic nature, magnesium and potassium) causes locally a transient increase
of the electron density which is measured by the probe. After 2.1 seconds (this tine
varies f rom payload to payload) the foil cloud t. expelled by compressed nitrogen
which is contaminated by water vapour. The gas cloud causes a substantia l decrease
of elect ron density in the vicinity of the probe when part of this gas cloud expands
over the probe , Because the gas jet which expels the foils is directed backwards
opposite to direction of flight the effec t of electron density reduction lasts only
for a short time. Af terwards, as is seen at the very right of the record , the probe
currant returns to its normal value . These effects were used as housekeeping data
to indicate proper function of the experiments. A quantitative evaluation was not
attempted due to the lack of measurements of relevant parameters.
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of nitrogen . The foils are then exposed to the environ.. Because the foil. are packed into the container
on the ground, the foils surely have absorbed quite some amount of water vapour which may be released
during exposure • When the mixture of nitrogen gas and water vapour passed the probe we observed a
marked decrease of electron density and often current/voltage characteristics normally found in lower
heights which indicat s the formation of negativ, ions. h owever, this depletion was not noticable in
absorption measurements because the contribution to total absorption is very small at about 90—95 km
and the effect is confined to a rather smell volume. Nevertheless the result of these experiments
may be taken as an ind ication that experiments of this kind may be feasible and nay lead to the
desired effect. That water vapour can be an efficient scavenger for ionisation in the F—region of the
ionosphere has been proven already , Quite large effects were rep orted to be observed during and after
the launche s of Saturn V rockets.
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APPENDIX I

Determination of beam diagrams of correlation coeffic ients shown in Figure 8:
When the meridional and the zonal component of the wind measured in a certain height is correlated

with the absorption measured from the ground as an integral value , the obtained correlation coefficients
are different . This means that this kind of data treatment will not yield the true direction in which
a change of wind speed will affect  the amount of absorption which i. indicated by a maximum correlation
coefficient . This can be obtained however when the refere nce coordinate system is turned around the
compass card. Designating the meridional components of the wind in the original coordinate system
(positive when going to north) as Mi and the zonal component (positive when going to east) as Z
The correlation coefficient between absorption and a wind going to direction n is then given by.

(aS — 
A cos + B sin 

1 ‘2 lr (C.coa’ I +D.ain3 + 211 sin cos) F
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with T being the relevant va lue of observation. By this, a beam diagram is obtained. Its uiaxi~ nu points
into die direction of maximum correlation between wind and absorption,
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VARIATION OF TI lE GRLI-.N LINE OXYGEN AIRGLOW EMISSION RATE
AS A PRII’URSOP INDICATIVE OF WINTERTIME ABSORPTION ANOMALY

OF h F  RADIO WAVES.

H. Lauche
G.Lange-Hesse

Max-Planc ic- Institut für Aer-ooomi e
Postfech 2o

0-3411 Ketlenburg-Lindau 3
Federal Republic oF Germany

SUMMARY

Airglow emission of the E- layer has been observed from the ground at nighttime during the Winter Anomaly
Campaign at Arenosillo. Spain. winter 1975/76. A comparison of these optical data with the HF waves ionospheric
absorption values of the following day indicates that obviously a special kind of variation of the alrglow
emission can be used as a ‘pracurser indicetive” for on increase of the ionospheri c 0-region absorption at
the following day. However, these preliminary results need further confirmation.

The Wintertime Absorption Anomaly is a phenomenon which causes interference of HF radio waves
correiunlcations by a pronounced increase of the LUF (lowest usable frequency). Therefore a prediction of the
occurence of those absorption increases using typical “precursers indicative’ would be of use. A precurser
of this kind e.g. is a typical hight distribution of the electron concentration, also called precurser
prof i le  [WID~~L. 1978:1. However, the experimental equipment to measure this plecurser profile is relatively
extensive and can not be used for a continuous forcasting service.

Since the Winter Anomaly is controlled by the neutral atmosphere and not by solar wave or particle
radiation ~LANGE-HESSE, 1953J. the authors therefore have looked to other parameters of the neutral high
atmosphere which can be measured by equipments from ground and perhaps have special relations to the Winter
Anomaly. During the Winter Anomaly Campaign at Arenosillo, southern Spain 1975/76 the red and green oxygen
airglow emission from the upper atmosphere was measured continuously for this purpose from the ground at
nighttime by rneans of a 4channel all-sky panorama photometer. Two of these channels were tuned to the
emitted wavelength, the other channels were used to measure simultaneously the background continuum. The
line channels and the background channels were matched to give the same response over a wide range of
incident photon rate. The photon rate from the background channel was subtracted automatically.

Even when the background brightness was more than 20 times stronger than the line emission, it was
possible to measure the line intenjity. The sentitivity of this photometer was very stable and checked
daily (29 ± 3 counts per Rayleigh ”). In this way it was possible to make reliable observations even under
hazy conditionø close to full moon. The great number of measured points in the sky permitted a fairly good
approximation to the transmission of the lower atmosphere. The loss of light can be recalculated when the
vertical transmission is better than 0.5.

The oxy1en green light is emitted f rom 1S state. This state is produced by the Chapman or the Barth
mechanism. tChapman. 1931, Barth et al. 1961]. Both mechanisms give approximately the same production
rate of 0(1S).

The concentration of atomic oxygen has a pronouced maximum near 95 km altitude and this is the region
where 0(1S) is mainly produced.

There ii still a weak emission frow the F-layer, but in most cases this contribution can be neglected.
During magnetic storms green line .mission from the F-layer can be important. But in this case the

emission of the red l ine is increased also. Redline emission in low latitudes is mainly produced by
dissociative recoatination at F-layer heights

+ e -b 0 + + 6,9 .V -
In principle it possible to exite 0( S) state but it was shown by ZIPF [~970] that this reaction mainly
exit., the 1~ stats. That mean.: The green emission from the F layer is approximately 10% of the red
w~ission. The red emission was observed simultaneously by the same photometer. At times of low magnetic
ac ’;ivity the F-layer green emission was 4 to 7 R. While the observed total emission varied between 60 and
200 Rayleighs .

9us to the long lifetime of this state 10(151:0.74.. see Fig. iJ exited atoms are partly quenched by
collêeions. Recent measurements have shown that atomic oxygen is the most important quencher (~Offennann and
0r~scher. 1973, Slanger ard Black , 1976~. Quenching by 02 end N2 can be neglected. The rate of emission

obeys the followfiig equation:
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Variation s of the emission rate are caused by changss of either the oxygen density or the neutral gas
temperature .

I Rayleigh - I R • 106 Photons/cm2 . 
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Fig. .1 Exitation tense of oxygen

When starting airglow observations at the beginning of the Winter Anomaly Campaign, we expected higher
quenching after times of anomalous high absorption, due to heat flux f rom lower layers.

Upon comparing variations of airglow intensities and of HF radio wave obsorption. correlated periodic
variation of about I to 2 hours were observed with both methods. (see Fig. 3) , the correlation coefficient
was 0.73 with absorption legging about 12 hours behind the airglow. This behaviour was observed during
almost all nights of the Winter Anomaly Campaign, except the day, of high magnetic activity. During that
night the red emission f rom the F layer was increased also. -

In the following section it is referred to an absorption value. called L,, mesured in dB t?or definition
see WXD~~L, 1978, in this volume). This is a characteristic value for the ev~rage absorption during the
whole daylight hours.

In Fig. 2 a continuou, increase of the airglow intensity occurs in the evening of January 20 and lasts
until 1 hour UT. The airglow then remains on this level for the rest of the night. There are fairly good
evidences that this pronounced -increase of airgiow intensity in the evening is a precursor indicative of
an increase of HF radio wave avsorption at the following day . In this special example the absorption value
Ln was equal to 35 dO on Jan.20. The Ln~va 1ue during wintertime on norma l days, that means without Winter
Momaly. is of the order of 25 to 35 dB. The following day, Jan.21 , an I..0-value of 88 dO was measured.
That means extreni high absorption.

Another example is given in Fig. 3. The level of th e airglow intensity in contrast to Fig. 2 is nearly
constant during the whole night until 3 hours UT in the morning and no pronouned increase is observed
in the evening. The L0-value on Jan. 1 is 49, on Jan. 2: 50. That means no remarkable change in absorption.

A thi rd example similar to the first is given in Fig. 4. A pronounced increase of airglow intensity is
observed in the evening øf Jan. 7. The L~~value oP this day is SO dO, for the following day 66 dO. That
means again a pronounced increase in HF-~adio wave absorption in correlation with an increase of airglow
intensity the night before. -

A fourth example similar to the second ii given in Fig. 5 • A nearly constant level of airglow inten-
sity occurs during the whole night. The L0-value for Jan.22 ii 47 , for Jan. 23: So. The increase in
absorption is less than 10% and therefore within the statistical .tariation, that mean. it has no physical
significance.

The results shown here indicate that Obviously there is a possibilit y to use air$low observation of

—
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the green oxygen line as a precursor indicative for an increase of HF-radio wave absorption during Winter
Anomaly. However , this relation needs further confirmation since the result given here depends only on one
campaign and one place. Additional experiments therefore should be carried out at other places .

For future experiment5 , ground-based equipments capabel of deterlning temperatures in the emitting
region would be very helpful too.
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DISCUSSION

N.G.Gerson, US
Were there any large increases in the winter-time absorption without any evidence of increased green line airglow
radiations (on the previous night)? What could be the cause of these discrepancies?

Au thor’s Reply
Yes, they can occur since the correlation coefficient betwene airgiow and absorption variation is 0.73.
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C A L C U L  DE LA N .  U .  F .  EN P R E S E N C E  DE G R A D I E N T S
DE G R A N D E  E C H E L L E

P. GOURVEZ et  R .  HANBABA

C E N T R E  NATIONAL D’ E T U D E S  DES T E L E C O M M U N I C A T I O N S

DEPARTEMENT M.I .R - LANNION

RESUME —

Le but de c e t t e  étude es t  de determiner dana queu e mesure lea grad ients
ionosphe ri ques de grande Cchel le d o i v e n t  Ct r e  p r i s  en c omp t e  dane  lea  c a l c u l s  de
prevision de propagat ion de s ondes ddcamCtri ques. La mé thode d’a n aly s e  c o ns i e te
en un c a l c u l  r i goureux de is propagat ion I travers une ionosphere reprC seat Ce par
un modRle tridimensionnel . Les premiers rCsulta ts concernent des cas de propagation
H.P. dane l’ionosphêre des basses latitudes magnCtiques.

I — I N T R O D U C T I O N

Lea mCthodes do prevision de propaga tion dane l’ionosphCre pour lee ondes
de Ia gamme dCcamCtrique (fréquence de 2 1 30 MHz) repoeent généra lem ent sur des  me—
th~~les simples. La trajec toire d’ une  onde  est assim ilCe I une  s u i te de s egmen t s de
droites cntre Ic sol et des couches ionosphCriquee rCduites 1 des wiroirs plans. La
hauteur d’un point de rCflexion eat  prise Cgale 1 la hauteur virtuel . oi de rCflexion
de l’ onde de frCquence Cquivalen te Cmise en incidence verticale (loi de la sCcante).
Les rCflexions Ctant spCculaires , Ia  t r a j e c to i r e  de  l ’onde est tou t e entiRre con ten u e
dane un plan gui est ceiui du grand cercie terrestre joignant l’Cmetteur au récep—
teur . Dan. cette formulation , is refraction des rayon. est donc ignorCe ; et l’ uti—
iisation de Ia loi de Ia sCcante suppose l’ absence de gradients horizontaux d ’ioni—
sation. Autrement dit , La simplicité du modCle de propagation et corrClativem ent ,
celie dt. modIle d’ionosphIre sont essentiellement dues I cc que  La variation spa—
tiilc de l’indice de refraction , dCcoulant de celle de is deneitC d’ioni sation ,
n’e s t  pas p r i se  en co m pte.  C e t t e  approx imation peut Ct re  j u s t i f iCe  aux la t i tudes
moyennes oO Ic. gradients de densitC d ’ioni sation sont faibies . P a r  c on t r e , d I e
s’avCre irrCaliste pour lee regions oü ceux—ci sont important..

En effet , des Ctude r expCrimenta les concernant des liaisons trans équatoria—
les ont montr C l’ existence de modes de propagation se caract Crisant par : des frS~-
quences de travail relativemen c grandes (juaqu ’I de l’ ordre -Ic 50 MHz), des affai—
blissements peu ClevC. , cur d-3 s liaisons pouvant atteindre p iu sieurs mi lliers
de kilomCtre s (Nielson et Col ., 1974 ; Crochet St Col. 1967). D’autree etudes , menCes
I l’ aide d’Cmetteur s embarquCs I bord de satellites , ont permis d’observer des modes
de csractCrist ique s semblables , mais pour des directions d ’Cmission Est—Oue st dan.
le voisinage de l’Cquateur magn Ctique (Garrara et Col ., I970). Une interpretation
thCorique de cc. modes fut obtenue en leur attribuant pour origine physique l’ effet
dee gradients d’ionisation presents dans la couche P equatoriale (Anomalie Equato—
riale). Deux mCthodes de csicul furent uti lisCes : l’ une basCe sur la thCorie simple
rsppelCe précCdemm ent , mais ‘lens laquelle lea couches ionosphCriques planes peuvent
avoir une inclinaison fonction du gradient d’ionisation (Odoux , 1967 ; Crochet , 1969)
l’ autre consiste en 1* resolution nuinCrique des equations de propagation dana l’ap—
proxim ation de i’ optique geomCtrique , 1* densité d ’ioni sation Ctant fournie par un
modIle dCduit de l’observation (Kuriki et Col., 1974 ; Bertini et Col., 1976). Ii
en results gus lee modes observes correspondent C des trajectoires ne prCsentant pa.
de rCflexion intermC disire IU ao l  et/ou situCe en partie en dehors du plan du grand
cercle de is liaison (.upermodes , modes “guides ”).
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A La Sui te de ces résu ltats , des mdthodes de prevision de propagation H.P.
incluant l ’ effet des gradients hori zontaux d ’ioni~ ation furent mises au point. Tou
tefoi s , m gm e  ceiles qui se lim iten t è l’ app lica tion de Is thCorie simp lifi Ce res—
teraient trop Lourdes pour ètre ut ilisC es facilement en exp loitation de routine

Nous avon. donc entrep rie une étude systéma tique de l’ effet
des gradients d ’ionisation de grande échtlle sur le calcul de la M.U.F. Notre but
est 45 determiner dans queu e. conditions ii taut nécessairement en tenir compte.

Nous prCsenton s ici La mdthode envisag Ce et lee mod éles retenus , ainsi que
que lques rCsultats prClim inaires.

2 — METHODE D ’ANALYSE

2 .1 — Calcul de Ia propagation ionosphCrigue

Le but de l’Ctude nCcessite qu ’elle s~.it fondCe sur une mCthode rigoureuse
de calcul des trajec toire s d’énerg ie des ondes décamCtriques dens I’ionsphCre . En
outre , nous nous intCressons C i’effet dee gradients d’ionisation de grende Cchelle
c ’est—C —d ire ceux qui n ’entrai.ent qu ’une faible variation de l’indice de rCfrac—
tion sur des distances de l’ordre des Iongueurs d’ondes considérées. Le prob lème
reste done dans Ic domaine de va liditC de l’ optique géomCtrique et les trajectoires
vérifient en chaque point le système d’C quations différentielles déduites par
Hasei grove du principe de Vermat (Haseigrove , 1954).

Nous utili sons donc une mCthode de trace de rayons , qui est La determ ination
des traje ctoires par integration nuizérique du système d’Cquation s de Haselgrove. A
cette fin , nous avons emp loyC un programme de calcul adapté de celui dCveloppC par
Jones et Col . (1975). Dans Ce type de mCthode , l ’indice de refraction est calculC en
chaque point d’integration. 11 faut done c000aitre , en tout point de l’espace , le
champ magnCtique terrestre , La frCquence de collision electron ique Ct La  d e n s i t C
Ciectroni que . Pour Ic. deux premiers , nous avons conserve des sous programmes de cal—
cul standards (champ magnétique dipotaire , frCquence de collision combinaison de deux
fonctions exponent ielles de l’altItude) . En revanche , nous avons recherché un models
de densit é Clectronique aus~ 1 rCaliste que possible.

2.2 — ModCle de deositC Clectronique ionosphCrigue

Un mod èie de densitC electronique appropri C C noire étude doLt satisfaire
deux conditions : dCcrire correctement lee v*riations .patiales C t t e m p o r e l le .  de
La densit C rCelle ; ne pa. demander des ressources informatiques (temp. de ealcul ,
allocations mCmoire a ) felice que le trace de rayon, en deviendrait proh ibitif. Nous
avon. optC pour le modCle actueliement recommandC per Ic C.C.I.R. (Rapport 34~

qui rCpond aux daux critCres de choix .

La distribution de densitC Clectronique en fonction de l’ altit ude est dCdui—
te du modCle de Bradley et Col. (1973) (Figure I). Ce modCle se compose de

— une couche E parabol i que dont l’altitud e h~ g d u maximum at is d .mL—Cpais—seur YmE soot constantes , égales respectivement C 110 km et 20 km . La frCquence
criti q ue f og, eat calculCe C partir des equations empiriques de Muggl.ton (1975).

— un eccroi.seiuent linCaire de La densitC , depuis l’al titud . Ii.g ju.qu~1
l ’ altitud . o~ Ia frCquence plasma eat Cgale R 1.7 f0~~.

— une couche F2 parabolique dont l’altitude du maximum •.t ~~~~~ La d.mi—
Cpaisseur YnY2 cc ii frCqu .nce critique fop2. b,,p2 cat celculé. C p a r t i r  d’une for—
mule du type 4. cells de Shimazeki , corrigCe pour t.nir compte de l’ionisetion sous—
jacente C la couch. F2. Dens ccii. formula int.rvi.nt M(3000)F2. y

~
p2 ..t fonc tion

de M (3000)P2, h ’ p~~ 2
, f0~ , at R 12 ; h’~~~ s.f Is heuteur virtu.ll. minimum de

rCflexjon en incidence verticals sur Ia couch. F2.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Dens no. calculs , les valeur s donnée. C h’F ,F2 sont tirCes d ’ionogrammes
provenant dsq stations situCes dana Ic voisinage de i s  z o n e  pour laquel le i’itude
de propagation eat effectuCe. D ’autre part , M(3000)F2 cc f0p2 sont obtenus comme
sommes des dCve loppementa en aCn e d’harmoniques sphCriques (Jones W .B. et Col .,
1969).

Lea harmoniques sphCriquea sont des fonctions dont l’ ensembie con,titue une
base sur laquelle sont dCveloppCes lea mC dianes mensue llea des paramCtres ionosphC—
rique.. Lea variables en sont : La latitude et Ia longitude gCographiques , le temp .
universe l , le numCro du moi s de l’ annCe , La moyenne sur 12 mola du nombre de taches so—
lairs.. Lea coefficients des dCveloppem ents sont calculCs C partir des valeurs des
paramCtres mesurCes sur les ionogramme . provenant du rCseau mondial de stations
iono .phCniques . La figure 2 montre un exemple de carte d ’iso—fr Cquences fOF2 (en MHz)
obtenue par cc procCdC numC ri que.

3 — RESULTATS

3.1 — Misc en oeuvre de is mCthode de calcul

Une frCquence maximum uti lisable (M.U.F.) est dCfinie pour une liaison don-
née. Sa determination consiate A rechercher , pour une frCquence d’Cmiasion donnée ,
des t~ ajets assurant Ia liaison. Des que I’un deux a et C trouvC , Ia frCquence est
incrCmentCe et 1. processus de calcul rCitCrC . Et La M .U.F. est la fre quence La p lus
klevCe pour laquells un trajet est encore possible. Cette procedure implique donc
le calcul d’un grand nombre de trajectoires~ Aussi , dana un premier temps , nous avons
choisi de fixer , non pa. Ia liaison , asia La frCquence d’Caission ci de calculer Ia
di .tance au aol atteinte en fonction de l’ angle d’ClCvation C I’Cmis sion. En I’absen—
cc de gradients horizontaux d’ionisation , une méme distance eat atteinte pour deux
ClCvations (rune pour le rayon baa , l’ sutre pour Ic rayon haut) et ii exisfe une
distance minimum (correapondant A une Clévation unique) pour laquelie Ia frCquence
de travail eat justement Ia M.U.F. En presence de gradients , no. calculs prouvent
qu ’ii n ’en eat plus ainsi. Pour une aCme distance , ii n ’y a pas toujours coexistence
d’ un rayon haut et d ’un rayon bas. En effet , pour lea CiCvations faibles (~ 1 0 )  la
propagation a lieu aelon des modes particu liers. Nous en prCsentons maintenant deux
exea p 1. a

3.2 — Exemples de trajets particu liers dus aux gradient. horizontaux d’ioniaation

Nous noua placona dan. Ic cas de Ia propagation des ondes U . F. dana
l’ionoaphAre des basses latitudes magnCtiques de is zone afnicaine , i’Cmetteur
Ctant situC A Daksr (14.6 N , 342.5°E). Pour une periode d’activitC solaire moyenne
(R12 — 44 ,5) ci le mois d’Ao~t ,noua choisissons une heure T.U. C iaquelle I’anomalie
Cquatoniale eat au maximum de son dCveloppement au—dessus du continent afnicain ,
aoit 18,00 T.U. La carte d ’iao—f 0p2 (figure 2) dCduite des developpem enta en harmo—
niquea sphCriqu .s permet de locali .er lea crStes d ’ionisation at de caiculer un ezi—
mut d’Cmis sion pour lequel I’onde H.P. sera amenCe C se propager dana une region de
gradients. La valeur de l’azimut d’Cmission ainsi caiculCe eat de 120 . Compte tenu
de Ia valeur de 9.65 MHz pour Ia crete de f0p2 considCrCe ici , noua fixons La frC
quenca d’Cmisaion A IS MHz.

Dens cc. conditiona , Ia courbe calculCe : ClCvation d’Cmission en fouction
de La distance de bond ne presents pa. Ia forms classique (cf. 1 3.1). Nous Cvaluons
alors les caractCriatlquea de s trajectoires 4. l’onde I l’ aide  de d eu x types de pre-
sentation des rCaultats du celcul Ia projection des trajectoires dan . 1. plan ver-
tical dCfini par lea coordonnCe . de la station d’Caission ci l’ szimut d’Cai..ion,
d’une part ; leur projection au aol , d’autre part.

Pour lea angl e s d’ClCvation C l’Cmisaion ClevC . (> 15 ), lee trajectoires
(figure 3a) aont constituCea d’une sCnie de rCfractiuns dan. Ia couche F2 et de rC—
flexion . au soi. Pour une trajectoire donnée , La distance au sol atteinte lors d’un
bond diffIre notabiement d’un bond C I’autre. Par contre , pour I.. angles d’ClCva—
tion faibles ( 10 ), lea trajectoires sont constituC.. d’une suite de rCfractions
dens La couch. F2 , sans rCflexion intermCdiaire 5U .01.
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D’ autre part , lea deviations azimut ales des trajectoires par rapport Cu plan
vertical de l’Cmissio n restent dans lee deux cas infCrieures A , ou de l’ ordre de un
degré. Toute fois , Ic. trajectoires dont lea angles d’CLévation C l’Cmis .ion soot
Clevés subissent des deviations p lus importantes (figure 3b) que cellea dont lea an-
gles d ’Ciév ation sont faibles (figure 6b).

Nous  n o u s  p la c o n s  m s i n t e n a n t  d a n s  L e cas  de la p r o p a g a t i o n  H . F . d a n s  Ia zone
equatori ale africaine aux heures de lever du soleil. Pour Ia niSme pCriode
(“ois d’Ao Dt , ind~ ce d ’act ivité solaire R 12 — 44.5), mais A 06.00 T.U. Nous main—
tenons les mCme s valeur s pour lea param Ctres d ’Cmission , en particu lier un azimut
Cgal A 120 ’. En effet , scion cette direction, Ia valeur de 

~0p2 (figure 5) passe de
3 MHz environ C Ia verticals de I’Cmetteur (14.6 N ,342.5 ’E) 1 7 MHz environ C celle
du point de position tO ’S, 30’E. NCanmoins , un premier calcul montre que la frCquen—
cc IS MHz n ’est pas rCflCchie pour toute La gamme dC.irCe d ’ClCvations. Au ssi fixons
nous la frCquence C 12 MHz.

Les rCsultats soot senb lables aux précédent s , pour lea angles d’Clévation C
I ‘emission CIevCs (fi gure 6a et 6b) conme pour lea angles faible . (figure 7a et 7b).
Cependant , Lea trajecto ires d’aag les d’élCvat ion C l’émisaio n faibies qui , antérieu—
rement , ne retournaieflt ~~55 au aol (figure 4a), connaissent ici des pCrigees A basse
altitude , et , Cven tue llem ent , un retour au sol (figure 7.). De p lus , les deviations
azimutales des trajecto ires peuven t Sire p lus importantes (figure 6b comparCe C Ia
figure 3b).

En ré sumé , lea  cas  t r a i t e s  C cc j o u r  e n s e i g n e n t  que  les g r a d i e n t s  h o r i z o n —
taux de densit C Clectroniq ue qui existent dana certaine s reg ions de Is couche F
ionospheriqua imp liquent pour La propagat ion H.P.

— ou bien des crajectoires C plu sieurs “bonds ”, La distance au aol pouvant
diffCrer notabiement d’un bond C I’autre

— ou bien des trajectoirea ne prCaentant qu ’une suite d’apogCes dans Ia
couche F et de pCrigCes A p lus basse altitude , avec ou sans retour final au sol .

Dc plus , dana lea caa examines pour l’instant , lea valeurs calcuiCes des
Ccarta du plan de La trajectoire par rapport Cu plan d ’Cmisaion soOt faibles (in—
férieur C ou de l’ordre de 2 degre.).

CONCLUSION

Lea premiers rCsultats de cette étude montrent que lea models . physique.
entrant dana lea calculs de propagation des ondea dCcamCtriques dane l’ionosphIre
ne tradui sent pa. toujours fidilement Ia rCalitC. Toutefois , Les consequences de
l’hypothise principal. sur laquelle ces modiles soot bZtis , C savoir l’effet
negli geable des gradient. hori zontaux d’ionisation , ne sersient ~~55 toutes trop
.CvA res . -

En effet , le calcul rigoureux montre qua La propagation pourrait rester A
peu pria confinCe dana le plan du grand cercle de Ia liaison.

Par contre , notamment pour lee faibles angle. d’ClCvation (qul soot ceux
correspondant aux Ca. pratiques), l’oaission des gradients entraine qu ’iI n ’eat
pee tenu compte de modes de propagation ne coaportant que deux traversCe. des cou-
ches absorbantes , donc iris efficace. pour Ic. radiocommunications. Dc plus , ces
modes pourrai ent presenter une rCgularitC d’occurence appreciable puisque liC. I
l’exi .tence de gradients d’ionisation qui eux—m $mes Ia prCaenten t (Fx. evolution.
diurne , saisonniCre , de I’anoinalie Cquatoriale).

_ _ _
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FIGURE I — Schema de La distribution verticals de densitC Clectronique
ionosp hCrique donnée per Ic modCle de Bradley et Col. (1973).
Les Cchelie. des axes sont linéairea .
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FI GU R E  2 — Cart. des leo— fr C qu snc s s critiques f0p 2 (en 11Hz) pour L a  zone
efrlcsin . d.s basses  latitudes , au moie d’AoGt A 18.00 T.U. et
un i~ dIce d’activitC so lair e R 12 — 44.5 . La courbe en tiret Cs
repr Cse nte l ’C quatsur d ’ln cli nai s o n magn C t ique.
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DISCUSSION

N.M.Tomljanovlch, US
With any ray tracing calculations , the results are very sensitive at times to the initial launch angle at the specific
parameters of the ionosphere . Have you explored the sensitivity of your results to those in the model parameters
at the initial conditions?

Author’s Reply
In fact , the results obtained are very much dependent on the firing angle. The results presented have been selected
from among all the tr~ ectories obtained by systematically varying this angle from I to 200 .

J.R.Carlson , Canada
Would you care to comment on what one would expect for variances from ray tracing predictions for HF propaga-
tion paths in the higher latitudes. Wil l the authors be attempting future investigations using these techniques in
application to any higher latitude HF lines?

Author ’s Reply
We have not considered the application , in the near future , of this technique to HF propagation at high latitudes.

N.G.Ger.on, US
This very interesting paper presents an aspect that could be introduced into long-term models of ionospheric predic-
tions. The basic mechanism involves the presence in the ionosphere of two refractivity grad ien ts, the first of which
would allow injection of a radio ray into an ionospheric duct and the second rejection of the ray from the duct to
the ground. Three pairs of semi-pe rmanent ionospheric gradients exist : (a) either side of the magnetic equator ,
(b) along the sunsc t.sunrise zone and (c) along the auroral zones. The first has been stud ied for VHF earlier and by
Gourvez and Hanbaba in this paper. The second, termed antipod al propagation , has been examined by Gerson and
by Banks. The third was investigated on a path that extended from the Northern to the Southern Polar Cap Regions
(Gerson). In each case , MUF predictions for the paths involved failed drastically. The experiments showed much
greater intensities and much longer durations than indicated by the predictions. It would seem appropriate , based
on the results mentioned , to consider development of ionospheric prediction models for the refractivity pairs
mentioned above .
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SUMM ARY OF SESSION IV

HF (SHORT TERM EMPHASIS )

by

Dr K.Davies
Session Chairman

This session concentrated on ionospheric predictions in the short term domai n , i.e. predictions of ionospheric varia-
tions up to a few days. These are generally intended for operational needs , as contrasted to long-term predictions which
are in tended for the design of radio circuits.

Rush described some of the techniques employed by different groups around the world to forecast the ionosphere
and radio propagation conditions on a short-term and long-term basis. Following the paper questions were raised con-
cerning artificial modification of the ionosphere resulting from the proposed “power satellite”. This involves a large solar
collector (~ 50 km 2 ) in geostationary orbit. The energy is transmitted as microwaves (~ 2400 MHZ). Two effects were
d iscussed: ( I )  changes in electron densitites caused by ohmic heating, e.g. creation of irregularities that could scatter
energy and (2) chemical modification because of the exhaust of rockets used to lift the material.

Jones was followed by Dambolt in describing passive systems for real-time updating of MUF predictions by
recording radio reception from distan t transmitte rs. In the period following these papers, the practicality of such
techniques was discussed.

Rottger fourier an alyzed the diurnal and seasonal variation of medium-scale Travelling Ionospheric Disturb ances
(TIDS) observed in the equatorial region. The significant spectral components were then used to model the occurrence
of the liDs. The paper generated a lot of discussion on the cause of evening irregularities in the equatorial zone. From
seasonal variations of the occurrence of irregularities , Rottger concluded that gravity waves originated from cumulous
clouds in the troposphere. His line of reasoning was questioned by several speakers but the possibility of the mechanism
was appreciated.
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IONOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS: METHODS AND RESULTS
Charles H. Rush

U.S. Department of Cossnerce
National Teleconanunications and Information Administration

Institute for Teleconinunication Sciences
Boulder , Colorado 80303

SU*IARY

Forecasting the state of the ionosphere and the variations in ionospheric structure that give
rise to deleterious performance of Ionospheric dependent propagation systems has been the objective of in-
tense study since World War II. Originally geared toward long—term (monthly median) prediction of HF cir-
cuit performance, newer ionospheric forecasting techniques are directed toward the prediction and specifi-
cation of the ionosphere on a time-scale of hours and days . Further , because of the increasing reliance
upon satellite—based VHF/UHF propagation systems, greater ~- - hasis is being placed on specifying the lim-
itation Induced by the ionosphere on VHF/UHF systems.

In this paper, we describe some of the techniques employed by different groups around the world
to forecast the ionosphere and radio propagation conditions on a short-term and long-term basis. These
techniques range from the highly statistical approach such as given in CCIR REPORT 252—2 for estimating
skywave field strength for radio waves at frequencies greater than 2.0 MHz to the application of basic
physical principles to forecast the ionospheric response to a solar disturbance. The agreement between
both short-term and long—term ionospheric prediction techniques with observations of various ionospheric/
radio propagation parameters will be described and methods for further improvement of the predictions will
be addressed.

1. INTROD UCTION

The ionosphere can be defined as that region of the Earth’s upper atmosphere where free elec-
trons and ions exist in sufficient abundance to have a si gnificant Impact on the overall chemical and phy-
sical mechanisms at work in the atmosphere. For purposes of this discussion , it Is assumed that the iono-
sphere extends from about 50 Km to 2000-3000 Km . Because of the presence of free electrons, the ionosphere
refracts and slows down a radio wave that is incident upon it. It is this feature that enables the propa-
gation of HF waves well beyond the optical t.orizon. Thus, in a very real sense, the ionosphere most be
regarded as an integral part of an HF conaminication system for the existence of the ionosphere permits such
a conmainication system to operate. The ionosphere will also affect radio waves that propagate through it
in the Very Hig h Frequency (VHF) and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) bands. The VHF/UHF weves will be slowed
down by the total number of electrons (TEC) along the propagation path and will arrive at desired reception
points in a slower time than if the waves propagated in free space. If there are irregularities in the
structure of the ionosphere along the radio propagation path, the wave can be severely distorted , resulting
in information loss at the reception point.

Because of the importance of the ionosphere to the performance of radio co,mnunications systems,
efforts were undertaken as early as World War II to forecast ionospheric structure and radio propagation
conditions (Lincoln , 1970). Because of changing requirements, efforts to forecast the ionosphere have
taken various forms over the years , moving from a primarily military-applications motivation to a primar-
ily civilian application to the present, which could be aptly described as a combination of military and
civilian aopllcations .

2. REQUIREMENTS FOR IONOSPHERIC FORECASTING

Other than for system olanning exercises , most of the requirements for ionospheric forecasting
pertain to specifying and forecasting ionospheric conditions on a varying time scale. Forecasts of im-
pending geomagnetic disturbances and their associated ionospheric effects are needed to provide warnings
of possible degradation in system performance. These geomagnetic disturbances produce effects that last
from hours to a few days and can severely disrupt a conanunication system , particularly in the LF and HF
band , although effects at the higher frequencies have also been observed.

Certain HF systems require knowl edge of maxinum usable frequency (MIJF) and lowest usable fre-
quency (LUF) that can be employed in transmitting information from point-to-point. These systems have the
flexibility of changing frequencies In a time period that is short enough to adapt to changing ionospheric
conditions. In addition , there is a coninunity of HF coninunicators who need to know what the probability
is that a certain class of service for specific frequencies will be maintained for the next 24 to 48 hours.

Navigationa l systems that employ VHF and UHF radio waves between satellites and the ground and
satellites and aircraft will have to account for the time delay imposed on the radio signal by the elec-
trons along the path of propagation. This time delay is a function of the frequency used in the system
and is directly proportional to the total number of electrons along the path. Radars that are employed in
space object identification mist account for the refractive effects that the ionosphere imposes on the sys-
tem. These imposed refractive effects are also directly proportional to TEC along the propagation path.
Depending upon the operational scenario, both the navigational system and the space object identification
radars will require information about the ionospheric structure (in this case TEC) on a time scale varying
from one hour to one day.

Satellite coi~iun1cation systems can be subjected to rapid variations and fading in signal ar
plitude that are caused by the radio wave propagating through a region of Intense ionospheric irregularity.
These variations, known as scintillatlons , can give rise to bit error rates and even loss of information
on a satellite to ground link. System desiqn.rs saist have a knowledge of the morphological behavior of
ionospheric scintillation in order to provide adequate link margins. System operators and users will need
to know the probability that scintillation will occur and the magnitude of th. signal fading, in order to
adapt their system to the observed enviroemental conditions.
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At this conference, numerous presentations will address the requirements for Ionospheric pre-
dictions and forecasts, and discussion will be given to the methods and capabilities that are currently
employed to forecast the ionosphere, radio propagation conditions, and other related geophysical parameters.
The International Radio Consultative Conriittee through its documents eminating from Study Group 6 describes
the organizations involved in operational ionospheric forecasting. Further, these documents provide an in-
dication of the type of and frequency of ionospheric forecasts made all over the world.

It should be pointed out that the need for ionospheric forecasts, particularly forecasts geared
towa rd overal l system performance , appears to be Increasing. (Forecasts in this sense refer principally
to the ability to specify the limitations on system performance that are imposed by the ionosphere and its
variations.) One reason for this is that with increasing sophistication in hardware design and equipment
component manufacturing, the limitations to electra.Mgnetic system performance are not due to internal
(i.e., equipment) sources but rather d&~. to the medium (and its variations ) in which t’~ electromagnetic
waves most propagate. Another reason why forecasts of the ionosphere are assuming increas ng importance
is that in the Fall of 1979, the International Teleconinunications Union will call together a General World
Administrative Radio Conference in Geneva. This conference, known as G-WARC . will address the radio regu-
lations and frequency utilizatioi, and allocation. Many of the del i berations at G-V~RC will be addressed
to- issues in which a knowledge of the ionosphere and its structure impact the utilization of the radio
spectrum. An example is the deliberation concerning the possibility of sharing the HF spectrum between
the Mobile, Fixed , and Broadcasting Services. The interference or potential for interference that one
class of service operating on the same frequency as another class of service will cause, will depend on the
HF propagation conditions that are determined by the ionosphere. Finall y it should be mentioned that new
s~’stems are evolving that require ionospheric knowledge in order to assess system performance. Such sys-
tems Include not only navigation and detection systems but also systems devoted toward the feasibility of
developing energy alternatives. An example is the Solar Power Satellite system described by Glaser (1977).

Numerous organizations throughout the world are engaged In forecasting the state of the iono-
sphere and radio coninunications on both a long-term and short-term basis. For the most part these efforts
are geared to specific purposes——this is particularly true of those ionospheric forecasting efforts geared
toward military applications . However, a few organizations tend to be somewhat general in their capabil-
ities to forecast the ionosphere and solar conditions. Table 1 provides a listing of those organizations
engaged in short-term ionospheric forecasting of a general nature. It can be seen that the table reflects
short-term ionospheric forecasting efforts the world over.

3. CURRENT IONOSPHERIC FORECASTING EFFORTS

Most operational requirements that pertain to ionospheric forecasting and specification deal
with the short-term (hours to days) changes in ionospheric structure. Although efforts are underway by a
number of organizations that are involved in forecasting the ionosphere on a short-term basis , this section
will address only selected topics. A more generalized account of ionospheric forecasting techniques can
be obtained from the AGARD Conference Proceedings on Ionospheric Forecasting (1970).

FIgure 1 provides an lilustration of the electron density in the ionosphere as a function of
latitude and height along a given longitude. Shqwn on the figure are contours of plasma freqijency u n  MHz)
which can be related to electron density (Ne)/cm’ through the relationship Ne(Cm~3)”1.24 x 10’ x ~~(f0 in MHz). The electron density is a function of solar cycle, seaso n , local time, location and geomag-
netic activity . The contours shown in the figure were deduced using observed ionospheric parameters in
conjunction wi th an ionospheric model described by Rush and Elkins (1975). The highest frequency (or equiv-
alently, electron density) is denoted as the critical frequency of the F2 region , foF2.

A knowledge of the structure of the ionosphere such as depicted in Figure 1 is needed in order
to properly determine or forecast the behavior of radio propagation systems that rely on the ionosphere.
It is because of this that numerous efforts have been undertaken to develop models of the ionospheric elec-
tron density that can be used to determine radio propagation conditions . The model s developed by Nisbet
(1971), Bradley and Dudeney (1973), and Ching and Chiu (1973), for exampl e, have proven to be particularly
useful for assessing ionospheric impact on radio propagation systems.

The total electron content in a vertical column can be obtained directly from any of the afore-
mentioned models. The TEC in this case, calculated by numerically integrating the electron density with
height, is not the entire ionospheric TEC but rather the TEC up to an ionospheric height that corresponds
to the upper limit of the model . Because of the increasing importance of TEC to radar and navigation sys-
tems, models of TEC have been developed specifically to account for radar range refraction and group path
delay. The models given by Bent at el. (1975) and Klobuchar (1975) are examples of this type of ionospheric
model.

Ionospheric parameters are measured at a number of locations on a routine basi,i around the globe.
These parameters which provide information about the E, Fl and F2 regions of the Ionosphere for” the basis
of median maps of ionospheric parameters given by the CCIR in Report 340. The mapping technique employed
has been developed by Jones and Gallet (1962) and these maps of ionospheric parameters are used In the elec-
tron density models of Rush and Elkins (1975), Bradley and Dudeney (1973), and Nisbet (1971), the total
electron content model of Bent et al. (1975), and HF propagation prediction programs given in CCIR Report
252-2 and sub3equent supplements to that Report.

Because ionospheric parameters are observed at specific locations , efforts have been devoted to
the development of techniques to extend and extrapolate the influence of an observation so as to be valid
for an entire region. Work by Flattery and Ramsey (1975) and Rush and Edwards (1976) was directed to this
end . Further, these efforts were directed toward providing an updated representation of ionospheric param-
eters , based on real-time or quasi-real-time data . Figure 2 provides an indication of how much improvement
can be obtained using observations from about 27 statIons scattered throughout the world when median maps
are updated. In the top panel, ITS Indication refers to tne rms error between the median prediction and
observations while the analysis indication shows the rms errors after updating. The lower three panels
show the errors resulting after the updated maps were compared against data not used in the updating pro-
cedure. Further details are available from Edwards et el. (1975).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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Not only must we be concerned with the spatial variability of the ionosphere, but we must also

address the day-to—day variability. For a large number of HF-related applications, the day-to-day vari-
ability of the F2 region critical frequency (foF2) and the height of maximum density (hmF2) are the most
important variations. Figure 3 provides an indication of the percentage changes in foF2 and hmF2 compared
to the observed median values over the course of four months . It is readily apparent that foF2 shows a very
strong diurnal dependence, being about twice as large durina local night as during local day. The effects
of such changes on the performance of HF circuits has been discussed in detail by Rush et al. (1974).

Because of the relative importance of foF2 in constructing electron density models, in deter-
mining total electron content, and in assuring propagation conditions at both HF and VHF , -attention has
been given to predicting foF2 on a daily-hourly basis. Figure 4 shows prediction errors at Moscow result-
ing from updating a monthly median prediction with data 1, 2, 3.. .6 hours old. The results are for solar
maximum conditions. It can be seen that the amount of improvement in the prediction (smaller standard de-
viation ) generally decreases with increasing time lag used in the updating process. There are times (0600
LMT in March and 0900 LMT in December) when the onl y improvement afforded is obtained using data 1 hour
old while at other times , particularly during the midday period at equinox and most all hours during the
sumner solstice, data up to 4 hours old yield significant improvements in the prediction of foF2. During
the winter solstice , it appears that data over 2 hours old applied in the manner as described above are
of little use in reducing the prediction error.

The effect of short-term data in reducing the prediction error in foF2 clearly has a diurnal de-
pendence. Data observed shortly before or at local sunrise are of little use in updating the median pre-
diction except within 1 or 2 hours after sunri se. On the other hand , foF2 observed around 0900 LMT can be
used to reduce the prediction error for a time period 3 to 6 hours in advance. At periods surrounding lo-
cal sunset , a behavior comparable to that at sunrise is seen in the effectiveness of short-term observa-
tions of foF2 to reduce the prediction error. Generally, it can be said that when the ionosphere undergoes
significant changes such as accompany the sunrise and sunset transitions , observations of foF2 before such
transitions are of little value when applied to the updating scheme used here.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the standard deviations obtained using the median foF2,
the 5-day weighted mean foF2 and the 5-day weighted mean updated during the previous hour ’s observa tion
for the 1964 data at Moscow. Generally, the 5-day weighted mean yields a better approximation to the ob-
served daily hourly values than does the observed monthly median. It can be seen that In many Instances
updating the 5-day weighted mean with data only 1 hour old does not lead to a significant reduction in the
standard deviations. In fact, in some instances (midday in December), such updating causes an increase in
the standard deviation . The difference in the effect of short-term updating in foF2 that is observed be-
tween solar maximum and minimum is probably associated with the fact that the ionosphere during solar mini-
mum is not subjected to as many of the large-scale perturbations that occur during solar maximum conditions .
These perturbations , due to geophysical phenone~a suc h as sola r f lares and geomagnetic storms, can lead to
rapid changes in the ionosphere within a period of hours. Thus , data obtained over five days would be in-
herently more variable during solar maximum than during solar minimum. This would imply that data taken in
hourly increments should have a larger effect on reducing the overall ionospheric variability during solar
maximum condition s than during solar minimum conditions.

In addition to methods of predicting ionospheric parameters such as foF2 and hmF2, efforts have
been undertaken to specify and forecast the occurrence of irregularities in electron density . These ir-
regularities can give rise to spread-F on vertical incidence ionograms, to sca tter ing of VHF s ignals and to
scintillation on UHF satellite-to-ground signals. Figure 6 provides an idealized representation Of the
global and temporal behavior of Ionospheric scintillation.

In recent years attention has been given to predicting scintillation of specific regions of the
ionosphere such as at the polar and equatorial regions because of the large effects of ionospheric changes
in those regions on the behavior of electromagnetic systems operating within and through those regions.
For exam ple, a sununary of results pertinent to the equatorial region is given by Aarons (1977).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The current efforts in ionospheric forecasting are geared toward specific system requirements.
In many cases, operational requirements dictate that these efforts address the short-term prediction prob-
lem. Measurements of ionospheric parameters as well as correlated solar and magnetospheric observations
that are used in any prediction scheme must be provided to a central location in a time period that ensures
their usefulness (Rush , 1976). The cost of accomplishing this must be weighed against the improvement that
is afforded in system performance and falls under the purview of the user of such improved information.

_ _ _ _  
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TABLE 1

Organi zations Providing Short-Term Ionospheric Forecasts

Country Or~an1zat 1on Address
Germany FTZ Forschungs Institut der DBP beim FTZ

06100 Dorsnstadt

Australia IPS Ionospheric Prediction Service
P.O. Box 702. Darlinghurst 2010

United States NOA.A/SEL Space Environment Services Center
Boulder, Colorado 80303

France CNET Service des Ursigraimnes
Observortie de Paris
F9219O Meudon

India India Meteorological kodalkanal Observatory
Organization

Japan R.P.L. Radio Research Laboratories
Kogane ishi , Tokyo, 184

United Kingdom MRPS Marconi Radio Propagation Services
Great Baddow, ESSEX

Sweden Central Administration of Swedish Telecoumiunications
Stoc kholm

USSR Hydrometeorological Hydrometeorological Services
Service Institute for Applied Geophysics

- Moscow 
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PLASMA FREQUENCY CONTOURS
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Figure 2: RMS errors bet~een observed and forecasted values of foF2.
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DISCUSSION

K.Dav iea , US
You mentioned the fact that the morning MUF’s being above the predicted values is no guaran tee that the after-
noon values will be above the predicted; this is true in parts of the world, other than Europe, and is one of the main
reasons why it is difficult to update predictions more than about 6 hours in advance.

Author’s Reply
Your comment is well taken. In fact, a number of workers have found that observations taken on one side of a
terminator (such as sunrise) are of little value in predicting the ionospheric F2 region on the other side. I think
that because the F2 region is controlled in large measure by dynamical processes (such as diffusion, drifts and winds,
all of which have comparable time constants). Changes in ionospheric structure due to differences in the relative
importance of each process, will render it difficult to forecast the ionosphere with any degree of accuracy beyond
4—6 hours.

- A ’ & ~~J~~ :-
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REI.L-TIM1~ UP~~T1NQ OF MUF PREDiCTIONS

T.B. Jones, C.T. Spracklena and C.P. Stewart
Department of Physics

University of Leicestez’
Leicester, U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

The long-term accuracy of ionospheric predictions, using currently available programmes, is in
general very good (1). in contrast , the short—term accuracy is poor , duo principally to the variability
of the ionosphere in the short term and the incidence of geophysical disturbances , e.g. magnetic storms .
The operator using a longhaul circuit is thus faced with a difficult problem in that at any given t ime he
is unable to determine the MUF accurately . He will the refore tend to select a frequency which is known to
be well below the lowest MU? possible for the circuit . in practice the MUF could be considerably greater
than the expected value and consequently the frequency selected could be several MHZ below the optimum
work ing frequency. ln view of this difficulty, there is a need for a real t ime prediction system which
will update the prediction progralmne according to the ionospheric conditions prevailing at the time when
the t4tJF (or optimum working frequency) is requested.

The concept of real time evaluation of the propagation parameters is not new and prediction systems
based on oblique sounding over the path have been developed commercially (2 ,3). These systems generally
require suitable signals to be radiated at one end of the path and received at the other, so that measure-
ments of the ionospheric parameters , usually in the form of an oblique incidence ionogra~n, can be obtained.
The equipment is fairly costly and instrumentation of each path of interest is required unless these are
similar in length and location , in sane appl ications access is only available to one end of the path;
moreover, a wide range of propagation paths, varying in length and in azimuth, may be of interest. In
this paper a single station equipment is described which can evaluate the propagation conditions prevailing
in a given region of the ionosphe re and provide an isproved forecast for any part icular path and frequency
of interest .

2. PRINCIPLE 0? OPERATION

In most prediction programmes the basic parameter to be determined is the path 1IUF. In order to
assess the accuracy of the prediction, some method of measuring the MU? is required. Since we have control
only of the receiving site, conventional sounding techniques cannot be applied. One can, however, monitor
a nuster of broadcast transmitters (e.g. weather map stations) located in the general area for which the
prediction is required.

The time variation of the MU? for a one-hop path is indicated by the solid curve in Fig . 1 • This
curve is typical of the data obtained from a prediction programme . Now let ~us assurw that we are
monitoring a transmitter of frequency f. Before time t~ and after tine t.., no signals are received, since
the woricing frequency exceeda the path MU?. Thus the signal strength recording for the transmitter would
be as indicated in Fig. 2. Now, if the particular day considered is anomalous, the MU? curve might be
displaced, as indicated by the dotted curve in Fig. 1. We have assumed the ionospheric electron density
to be enhanced and the MU? values are consequently increased. It is now evident from Fig . 1 that the
signal will be received at a time t~, i.e. earlier than predicted, and that it will persist until time
i.e. later than predicted. Thus the time at which the signal is first acquired (and the time when it is
lost) provides a measure of the difference between the predicted MU? curve and the actual conditions
prevailing at the time when iaeasurnewnt s are made. The greater the tism difference between the t and t’
values the more the actual situation differs from the predicted conditions, The difference between the
predicted (fi in Fig. 1) and measured MU? (working frequency) at the time t~ can be used to modify the
ionospheric model used in the prediction progresses. This can then be used to forecast the Wi? for ether
f requencies and propagation paths, provided reflection occurs in the same general area of the ionosphere.
The more MU? trinsitions that can be measured the more accurately will the modified prediction (i.e. the
forecast) fit the actual situation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANG~ 1ENT

The advent of micro-processor technology has made available low cost digital processing which is
particularly suitable for process control , In the present system (see Pig. 3 for block diagram) a micro-
processor is used as the math control element which receives high—level cni~~ .M~ from a mini—o~~,uter.
The micro-processor performs all control and error checking functions for a dl.git.l].y oontroUed receiver.
The receiver i. tuned sequentially to a series of pre-programeed frequencies which are held in the micro-
processor memory. The signal strength of the received signals ia related to the AOC voltage and this is
digitiaed and recorded into the memory. The data are averaged to minimise the effects of noise bursts and
interference and is output , along with the tim., to a floppy disc , This system can monitor ~~i to 20
frequencies per second and 3 sin averages of each frequency can be recorded onto the disc, which holds
approxi tely two dsys data for 20 frequencies. The micro-processor can oo ’mhioate with a aini-oc~~uter
via a high speed serial interface • The nini-c~~~uter contains the prediction program and enables high
level language routines to be isplestentsd. It also provides the link for operator control.

The receiver is tuned to a mister of frequencies sequentially. Tb... frequenc ies are radiated from
trenssd.ttera in the general zone of interest and are used to determine MU? transition times. They are not
sp.cifical].y the frequencie. for th. propagation paths for which updated prediction (forecast.) are
required. Tb. micro-processor exastines the .i~~~l strength r.eorded from each tr.n itt.r as stored on the
disc and determines the time when the signal is first acquired (ti ) and finall7 lost (ti ) (i.e Pig . 2).

* Now at the Department of Applied Physics, University of DUrbIIII, DUI~~m, U.K.
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The mini—computer receives these MU? t ransition times from the micro—proces sor and calculates the
predicted MU? for these times using the prediction progranIn -~ contained in its memory. The tine difference
between actual and predicted MU? transitions are them determined. The mini-computer then revises the
ionospheric model so that the two MU? times coincide for as many of the test circuits as possible ; thus
an updated ionospheric model appropriate to the conditions actually prevail ing is obtained. The operator
can now obtain a prediction from the mini-computer for any path frequency he desires using the new
updated ionospheric model and so a ‘forecast’ is obtained. The system has been tested for a Limited
period and the preliminary results obtained are now discussed.

14. RESULTS (preliminary)

Measurements have been made of the strength of the signals received from a nuster of weather map
transmitters in western Europe. These were selected since they normally have o,nni—di.rectional antennas
and transmit continuously for 214 hours each day. Examples of the signal strength records showing clear
MU? transitions are reproduced in Fig. 14. At the lower frequency a strong diurnal variation in signal
level with a minimum value at noon, due to the effects of ionospheric absorption, is evident . At the
higher frequencies no absorption effects are observed and the major signal amplitude changes are
determined entirely by whether or not the frequency exceeds the Mill .

An att m,~t has been made to c~ spare the measured MU? for a particular path with the predicted
value. This can be done only at the time of the MU? transition, i.e. when the working freq uency becomes
equal to the path MU?. The measured MU? t ransition tines for the 10.98 , 13.37 and 15.95 MHZ trans-
missions from Moscow are indicated in Fig. 5, which also shows the predicted MU? curve f o r  this circuit .
It is evident fran the figure that in the morning the measured MU? curve occurs earlier than the
predicted values, whereas in the afternoon the signals are received later than predicted. This situation
could arise from enhanced F-region ionisation which results in a general increase in the MU? for any
given time throughout the day.

A simple procedure for correcting the predicted MU? has been developed using the type of information
contained in Fig. 5. In the morning, the lowest frequency (10.98 MHz ) is received first and in the
example of Fig. 5 this was acquired before the predicted time by some 30 minutes. The results so far
examined suggest that if the lower frequency occurs earlier than predicted, then the two higher MU?
transitions also occur earlier, i.e. the MUF curve is displaced, as indicated by the broken curve In
Fig. 5. To obtain a quantitative measure of this displacement the predicted MUF at the 10.98 MHz trans-
ition time is determined. The ratio of the measured MU? (10.98 MHz) to the predicted value provides a
multiplying factor by which the frequencies at any other time (i.e. the predicted MU? curve ) are
increased for the morning period. For the afternoon correction the rat io is based on the transition
time of the 15.95 MHz signal since this occurs first and the MU? curve is multiplied by the ratio of
15.95 MHz to the MU? predicted at the t ime when this signal disappears . Thus, two multiplying factors,
one for morning and one for the afternoon , are used to obtain a n ’w MU? prediction for these periods.
The success of this technique can be evaluated since measurementi~ of the transition times for three
frequencies are available (i.e. three points on the MU? curve). Since one transition time is required to
obtain the correction factor, the other two can be employed to determine the difference between the
revised MU? curve and the measured MU? transition time for these two frequencies. A measure of the
improvement in the revised prediction is thus obtaine d and this is indicated, in Table 1 • In the morning
an improved prediction is obtained in 63% of the cases when the 10.98 MHz transition time is used to
obtain the multiplying factor. In the afternoon 85% of the predictions are improved when the 15.95 MHz
transition time is used to obtain the correction factor. The lower success rate in the morning is
attributed to the very steep rise in the MU? curve at this time when small errors in measuring transition
times produce large differences in the predicted MU?.

In addition to the Moscow transmissions, a muster of other European transmitters have been monitored
(the frequencies and path lengths of these are given in Table 2). The ratio of the working frequency to the
predicted MU? at the transition time, i.e. the time when the frequency is first received or finally lost ,
provides a measure of the accuracy of the prediction. If the predicted MU? curve is correct , then this
ratio is clearly unity. The ratios have been determined at the t imes of MU? transition for the trans-
mitters listed in Table 2 and the result s for two typical days (16/2/78 and 25/2/78) are reproduced in
Fig. 6.

In the morning of the 16/2/78 all the transmissions produce ratios greater than unity, apart fran
the thort paths from Luxestourg and Offenbach (W. Geremny) which yield ratios close to unity. In the
afternoon the ratios are again greater than unity, apart from the southern path from Rome . During the
morning of 25/2/78 ratios greater than unity were obtained for all transmissions, except for one of the
Stockholm frequencies. In the afternoon , ratios less than unity are obtained for all frequencies apart
from the northerly Oslo path which produces a ratio of 1 .06. It would appear from the preliminary data
obtained, that transmissions reflected from the same genera]. area of the ionosphere behave in a similar
manner, at least for the morning or evening periods. Thus, observations on one or more of these
frequencies could provide a general indication of the expected behaviour of other frequencies reflected
from the same general area of the ionosphere. More data need to be collected before thi. type of
information can be formulated into a “forecast” procedure . However, these preliminary data indicate
that real—time forecasting for a general region of the ionosphere may be possible.

5.
A low coat system using micro—processor technology has been described which can monitor the MUF

transition times for a large muster of frequencies. By comparing the measured MU? transition times with
those obtained from a prediction program.., the predict.d MU? curve can be adjusted so U to provide a
more accurate forecast of the MU?. The technique i. successful when applied over a period of a few hours
but it is found necessary to produce independent revised MU? curves for the morning and afternoon periods.
The measured MU? transition times for several transmitters in western Europe suggest that th. MU? for a
given general area of the ionosphere may be generally “high” or “low”. It would thus peem possible to
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use two or three t ransmissions to assess the difference in the ionosphere from its predicted behaviour
and to revise the predicted MU? curve accordingly for any desired circuit.

Further studies are now being undertaken to assess the improvement that can be achieved by
application of updating techniques of this kind.
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TLBLE 1

Time difference between measured MU? transition times and the
predicted and updated predicted values

Period 13 February 1978 to 14 March 1978, Moscow transmissions

a.m. p.m.

Time from Time from Time from Time from
original revised original revised 

-
prediction prediction prediction prediction

0.10 0.30 6.00 —2.2 7
-0.35 0.02 2.1~O 0.06

-0.145 -0.18 1 .145 —2.1 5
—1.15 -0.145 2.30 0.50
-0.12 0.05 14.00 0.50

-0.16 0.08 0.50 -0.19
-0.55 1 .00 —2.30

—2.30 -1.35 0.50 -0.145
-0.25 —1 .00 2.05 1.35

14.00 2.00 3.20 3.00

-0.25 -0.50 0.23 -0.15

-0.14) -1.20 1.20 0.50

—1.00 —1 .05 0.35 - -0.02
-0.57 —1.20 0.140 0.10

—1.1 5 —1 .00 1.140 — 1.20
—1.30 -1.10 -0.30 -0.05

3.00 - 2.30

0.014 -0.10

0.140 0.20
-0.35 -0.10

+ Predicted MU? transition time earlier than measured time
- Predicted MU? transition time later then measured time

I

--4 --____ —~ - -
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TABLE 2

Locations and frequencies of transmitters monitored
Path lengths to Leicester also shown

Location Path length Frequencies
(lan ) (MH z)

Moscow 21490 10.980
13.370
15 .950

Bracknell 3148 14.782
8.0140
9.203

Rome 1575 8.11466
13.600

Oslo 10149 5.9145
8.0575

11.097

Stockholm 1172 6.901
8.0775

Offenbach 7142 9.9147

Rota (Spain) 1828 7.626
12.1814

- 
.~ ~~~
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Figure 1 Typical variation of MU? with time for one—hop circuit . Full line indicates predicted
curve and broken curve actual values • f is the working frequency and 1’ the predicted MUF
at the time (t4 ) when this fr~quency (f) is first received.
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Figure 2 Typical variation of signal strength with time for a given frequency sand pfcpagat~on distance.
The times at which path MU? is .qmal to the working frequency are marked t1 and t,.
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Figure 3 Block diagram of prediction system.
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DISCUSSION

E.R.Schmerling, US
The scheme seems to be even better than the few percent improvement shown in MUF predictions. It could tell
an operator in a very direct way the best time to switch from one transmitter to the other achieving significan t
increases in open-channel communication time, irrespective of the shape of the MUF/time curve .

Author’s Reply
I agree that the system can provide very accurate information regarding the switching times and this is a possible
application. I would, however, claim that the system provides considerably more than a “few percent ” improvement
in the MUF prediction. Some of the improvements shown in Table I are quite considerable.

C.Goutelard , France
Your method seems quite inte resting to me , and I have taken considerable in terest in your paper. I wish to ask you
a question. You mak e prediction corrections by using oblique soundings. The Granger system , which uses bistatic
sounders, loses its effectiveness if one deviates from the tested link by 5 to 100 . Is your method limited to the
prediction of tested radisi links, or can you extend it to non radial links?

Author’s Reply
It appears from the preliminary results that we have obtained , that observations on one path can provide an indica-
tion of ionospheric behavior over an appreciable and (say 1000 km 2) around the path mid-point. The final figure in
the paper shows that observations on a wide range of European paths seem to “go together” though they are not al(
affected in an identical manner as might be expected.

G.Lange-Hesse, FRG
The examples you have given are taken from winter-time and equinoctial seasons, when the increase of f0F2 in the
morning is very strong. However, during summer-time conditions the f0F2 increase in the morning is very low. I
should like to know whether your method can be used under these extreme conditions?

Author’s Reply
The system has only recently been developed and as yet , we have no observations for the Summer period. If the
increase in f0F2 is small, and the MUF is changing slowly with time, I would expect our system to be more effective
since one of our problems with the Winter data is coping with the very rapid increase of the MUF during the
morning and the corresponding decrease during the afternoon.

- -  
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HF SHORT-TERM FIELD-STRENGTH PREDICTIONS
AND THEIR AGRE~~ENT WITH OBSERVATIONS

Th. Dambo].dt

FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT DER DEUTSCHEN
13-6100 DARMSTADT, P .O. BOX 5000

SUMMARY

The Research Institute of the Deutsche Bundeapost makes daily HF field-streng th
predictions for two European and three overseas paths (Germany-England , -USSR , -USA , -Ja-
pan , and -Australia). These predictions are based on solar-geophysical data supplied by
the Ursigram Service ( these data are at least several hours old) and on real-time field-
strength measurements of distant HF-transmitters on 26 frequencies . Also available are
the geomagnetic variations indicated on a local magnetometer in real-time, the critical
frequencies of the ionosonde at Lindau , solar observations from Wendeistein and geomag-
netic observations from Wingst , all in near real-time. The method of estimating expected
changes in propagation conditions is rather conventional and relies mainly on the experi-
ence of the forecasters .

The distinctive feature of the predictions is that they are forecast in the form
of a quality figure which is related to the daily expected field strength (converted to
1 kW and referred to an omnidirectional antenna). All paths are monitored on four or five
frequencies and the daily quality figure for each path is obtained by calculating the mean
of the 24 hourly values of the field strength of that frequency having the highest field
strength for each of the individual hours • This is done on the assumption that the opti-
mum frequency would be used for cousnunication. This value does not agree with the mean of
the field strength of the five frequencies. The quality figure in steps of 0.1 (corre-
sponding to 0.5 dB) is forecast for the above-mentioned 5 circuits on each workday be-
fore noon .

The choice of the forecast being made in terms of a field strength-related quality
figure allows the forecast to be compared with the actually measured field strength , In
retrospect , it is also possible to check the reliability of the forecasts . During the past
three years in which this method has been in use , the aver’sge reliability amounted to 99%
for deviations between predicted and measured quality figures up to ± 2.0 and to 90% for
deviations up to ± 1.0. The reliability, of course , is different for the various paths
and months , the worst case ocurred in March 1975 for the path Halifax-Germany with an a-
greement between forecast and observation of only 87% and 58% for deviations of 2.0 and
1.0, respectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of HF radio coamiunications has decreased considerably during the past
decade • At the same time the interest in radio propagation predictions decreased but did
not cease completely. A successful attempt was made in the Federal Republic of Germany to
come to an agreement with various users of predictions (e.g. German Post Office , Ministry
of Defense, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Deutsche Lufthansa) who wanted a small prediciton
service to be maintained. It was decided to continue to have the prediction group with the
German Post Office (1. e • with the telecoixiunication administration) . This group forms part
of the Research Institute of the German Post Office in Darmstadt and makes both long-term
and short-term predictions for the HF range on a routine basis • The long-term predictions
and a comparison with measurements were described by Dsmboldt (1976) . The short-term pre-
dictions and their agreement with observations are described in this paper. The short-term
prediciton method has changed considerably in comparison with the previous method , described
by Ocha (1970). Much of the information contained in the paper by Ochs, however , is still
relevant .

I
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2. FIELD-STRENGTH MEASUR~~1ENTS

The prediction method decr ibed here relies mainly on continuous field-streng th meas-
urements of distant HF transmitters. The receivers are located in the northern part of
West Germany at a receiving site with particularly low man-made noise level. The AGC-volt-
ages of the receivers are sent to the office at Darmstadt over a telephone line. Here,
most of the chart recorders (19 out of a total of 26) are installed in such a way that all
recordings can be read simultaneously (Fig 1) .

For recording purposes only radio stations transmitting 24 hours a day are suitable.
A number of meteorological broadcast transmitters which meet this requirement was chosen .
Information on these transmitters was taken either from ITU ’s International Frequency List
(power, frequency, site) or from the ~Nautischer ?unkdienst” (contents of transmissions).
Unfortunately, reliable details about transmitter powers and antennas usually are not a-
vailable for all stations because most of them are operated by the military. At the pres-
ent time the field strengths of the following stations are recorded:

Norfolk (USA )
Tokyo (J)
Canberra (AUS )
Bracknell (GB)
Moscow (su )

In order to evaluate the chart recordings, a fully automatic analyzer or a direct
digitization of the AGC-voltage is not suitable because of the possible presence of in-
terference. The proper trace on the chart characterized by certain features is marked by
an experienced operator . This is possible because all transmitters use frequency shift
keying (shift ± 400 Hz) .  Since the recordings are made with a receiver bandwidth of 100 Hz
only, the trace on the chart shows characteristic changes from mark to space. The trans-
missions at the fre quencies of each path recorded contain the same information. Therefore
the changes from mark to spac e must be recognizable on all four of five chart recordings
of that path (Fig 2) .  If a trac e does not show these characteristics , there is either in-
terference , technical trouble , or the frequency is above the MUF or below the LUF .

The strip charts are cut off every workday in the morni ng and hourly values of the
measured receiver input voltage are read off the revised charts. The conversion from re-
ceiver input voltage into field strength is somewhat complicated because the receiving
antennas are rhombic antennas of high directivity (Damboldt, 1977). The conversion is done
by computer which stores all necessary data to yield a field strength nor malized to a
transmitter power of I kW and an isotropic transmitting antenna . These values are then
tabulated and depicted in different suitable ways .

3. CALCULATION OF A QUALITY FIGURE

A daily quality figure is calculated for each circuit from the 24 hourly values of
the received field strength of the transmitters recorded . For each hour the field strength
of the frequency with the highest field strength is taken . This is done on the assumption
that the optimum frequency would be used for comsunication . Now the quality figure is com-
puted according to:

F1.F2+. . .+F~4
24 0.2 + 6.0

wher. the F~ denote the hourly valuss of th. field strength in d3 related to 1,uV/m. It
follows that a 24-hour average field strength of 0 dB ( ,uV/a) corresponds to a quality
figure of 6.0 and that an increase of the quality figure by 0.1 corresponds to a field-
strength increase of 0.5 dB. This givss handy values and the quality figures for th. paths
monitored usually vary between 2.0 (equal to an average field strength of -20 d3 related
to 1,uV/.) during poor conditions on th, long distance path Australia-0.r.any and 14.0
(.qu.l to an average field strength of +40 dB ( ,uV/m) ) during good conditions an .hs short-
distance path EnglaM-G.rmsny (Fig 3).

~~~~~~~~
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Strictly speaking, the quality figure is not a direct measure of the field strength
because it is the average of the logarithms of field strengths and therefore the physi-
cal meaning of this value is difficult to assess: i.e. the direct relation between qua-
lity figure and field strength is valid only if the 24 hourly values are equal . The appli-
cation of the quality figure as a daily measure of propagation conditions has none the
less proved its usefulness over the past three years.

Calculating the quality figure becomes somewhat complicated if , at some hours , re-
ception of the proper transmitter is masked by interference (symbol S) or impossible be-
cause of technical problems (symbol C).  In that case a value S or C is entered and the
computer program checks whether - according to the long-term predictions - the signal
intensity during the relevant time is predicted to be below the threshold of the receiver
or not. If it is below the receiver threshold, it is compared with the measured signal
intensity for the same hour at the day before the key-day. If this was also below the re-
ceiver threshold, the corrected value “G” is stored in the memory. 0 means: No value be-
cause the frequency used was above MUF or below LUF during this hour . If a signal was
measured on the day before the key-day, the corrected value for the key-day is receiver
threshold plus twice the last day ’s value divided by three. - A similar procedure is ap-
plied if the long-term prediction predicts a value above the receiver threshold. There-
fore , in the case of interference or technical problems the measured field strength of
the past days has some influence on the key-day’s “corrected value”. In the case of sud-
den changes of radio-propagation conditions together with accidental interference or tech-
nical problems (transmitter or receiver breakdown ) this method may lead to an over - or
underestimation of the quality figure , thus smoothing rapid changes in actual propagation
conditions.

4. FORECASTING THE QUALITY FIGURES -
Every workday the quality figures are forecast before noon. At that time the eval-

uated and corrected measurements of all 26 paths for the past 24 hours are available in
different graphical representations (Fig 4). Also available at that time are the readings
of a local magnetometer , the readings of the Geomagnetic Observatory Wingst (near Hamburg) ,
hourly values of the vertical incidence critical frequencies for the past 24 hours from
the ionosonde at Lindau and - weather permitting - a chart of sunspot~ from the observato-
ry on Mount Wendelstein. Moreover , a variety of data measured in different parts of the
world is received through the Ursigram Service • The disadvantage of these data is that
they are at least several hours old. Further very useful information is supplied by the
solar daily forecast ( SDF) received regularly from Boulder. With all this information at
hand , two experienced forecasters predict the quality figure for the 24-hour period ahead ,
also taking into acoount the 27-day recurrence tendency and the conservation trend as well.

Fig. 5 shows a sample prediction which is named “Daily Report”. The Daily Report
is made up of two parts. The first part comprises the review of the past 24 hours and the
second part the expected development for the next 24 hours • Both parts are arranged in an
identical way for simplicity. Most entries are self-explanatory. ~The quality figures are
calculated and predicted according to the methodes dascribed above.

5. CONTROLLING THE RELIABILITY OF THE PREDICTIONS

A record is kept of the daily predicted and measured quality figures. Table I shows
an example of this record for the month of October 1976 which was the month with the most
unsuccessful predictions. Whenever the deviation between the predicted and measured values
is greater than ± 1.0 (or 5 dB) it is marked with the number i, whenever it is greater
than ± 2.0 (or 10 dB), it is marked with the number ii. This method allows a current con-
trol of the accuracy of the predictions .

As mentioned previously, the predictions are issued on workdays only. This means
that each week on Friday before noon a prediction is issued for the next three days . It
is quite clear that these predictions for several days ahead are more likely to be in-
correc t than the predictions for only the following day. The result of this fact can
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clearly be seen in Table I where of the 70 quality figures forecast for the weekends 14
were in erro r , whereas for the 85 quality figures forecast during the week only 5 were in
error. The month of October 1976 was chosen only as an example. The “weekend effect” can
be seen in nearly all other monthly tables .

At the end of each month the monthly mean of the reliability of the daily predic-
tions is calculated for each path . The results are given in Table II which shows the
monthly means for the years 1975 to 1977. It can be seen that the aver age reliability
amounts to about 90% for differences between predicted and measured quality figures of
less than ~ 1.0 (or ± 5 dB) and to about 99% for differences of less than 2.0 (or 10 dB).

Another possibility to express the reliability of the predictions quantitatively -
although of limited informativeness - is the correlation coefficient :

r - ~~ (x1 ..i) . (yj-)
~~

~I~(x1-~)
2 .2 (),~_~ )

2

where ~ and ~ denote the average of the variables X
i 

and yj

For each year and path several correlation coefficients were calculated:

p/rn means the correlation coefficient between the daily value s of the pre-
dict éd and measured quality figures (~ redicted/measur ed)

my/mt means the autocorrelation coefficient between the daily value s of the
measured quality figures with a time lag of one day (i.e. !easured
Xesterday /~easur ed ~oday)

pt/my means the correlation coefficient between the daily predicted quality
figures and the quality figures measured a day earlier (~ redicted ~o-
day/measured ~eaterday).

Table III shows these correlation coefficients for the different years and paths . The in-
terpretation of Table III is quite difficult. It can be seen , however , that the correla-
tion coefficient between predicted and measured values in most cases is higher than the
autocorrelation coefficient with a time-lag of one day. This means that the predictions
are better than those only based on the quality figure measured a day earlier , although
the di fferences between these two values are small (the same is true for the weather fore-
cast as generally known) .

The difficulty of a correct interpretation of the correlation coefficient arises at
this point. A confidenc e limit can hardly be given because the number of independent val-
ues cannot be determined. A conservation trend of about 6 to 10 days has to be taken into
account . Therefore , in the course of one year , the number of independent values is 40 to
50 , at most . With this small number the scatter of the predicted values in relation to the
measurements has a large influenc e on the correlation coefficient . Most predictions dcvi-
ate from the measurements only by a small amount . This would in practice still be regarded
as a correct pre diction.

It should also be borne in mind that , if prop agation conditions change considerably
(e • g. during a disturbance) and the trend ii predicted correctly but predicted and measured
quality figur es are not identical , a low value of the correlation coefficient is obtained ,
especially if the number of values used for the correlation is small. This means that the
effect of a few successful predictions of disturbances is masked by many small deviations
of also successful - but less important - predictions duri ng undisturbed conditions.

Another interesting fact can be seen in Table III:
Th. close correlation between predictions and the measurements made one day before • The
interpretation of th is fact is that the forecaster ’s decision apparently is strongly in-
fluenced by the previous day ’s prop agation conditions •
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6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the quality control of the daily radio propagation predic-
tions comprising a quantitative index: the so-called quality figure . This quality figure
can be predicted and also be determined afterwards from field-strength recordings. The
comparison between predicted and measured values shows good agreement.

A disadvantage of the quality figure has become apparent, viz the mean of the
logarithmic field-strength values tends to smooth extremes and this mean value has no
physical meaning. Strictly speaking, the quality figure is connected directly with the
field strength only if all 24 hourly values are identical. It is questionable whether
the users of the predictions are satisfied with a value representing 24 hours of a day
when traffic may have been possible during a limited time only (e g on long-distance
paths). As a next step a new quality figure will be devised which consists of two parts.
The f irst part gives the number of hours during which a particular path is available for
communication (i.e. field strength above a certain threshold) and the second part gives
the mean field strength during these hours.
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TABLE I

Predicted and Measured Quality Figures for
the Month of October 1976

Prod Mea Pred Mea l Prod Mea Pred Mess Pred Mess
Hal Hal Tok Tok Can Can Msk Msk Brk Brk

Fri 1 8.0 7.8 . 6.0 5.7 . 4.3 5.1 . 13.0 13.1 • 13.2 14.0
Sat 2 8.2 7.5 . 6.0 4 9  i 4.3 4.8 . 13.0 13.9 . 13.2 13.5
Sun 3 8.4 8.4 . 6.0 6.3 . 4.3 4.9 . 13.0 13.4 . 13.2 13.4
Mon 4 8.2 10.1 i. 6.1 6.4 . 4.7 5.5 . 13.4 14 ,9 i 13.5 14.9 i
Tue 5 9.4 9.7 . 6.2 5.8 . 5.1 5.1 • 14.4 13.9 . 14.5 14.3
Wed 6 9.5 8.4 i 5.8 6.1 . 5.0 5.5 . 13.8 14.5 . 14 ,2 13.8
Thu 7 8.4 8.5 . 6.0 6.6 . 5.1 5.3 . 14.2 14 .6 . 13.8 14.5
Fri 8 8.5 9.0 . 6.5 6.8 . 5.2 5.9 . 14.3 14 .7 . 14 .3 15.1
Sat 9 8.5 10.1 i 6.5 6.8 . 5.2 5.8 . 14.3 14.7 . 14 .3 15.2
Sun 10 8.5 9.9 i 6.5 7.6 i 5.2 5.8 . 14.3 13.9 . 14 .3 15.1
Mon 11 9.5 10.2 . 7.4 7.0 . 5.5 6.0 . 14.2 13.6 . 15.0- 15.1
Tue 12 9.4 9.1 . 6.2 6.7 . 5.6 5.5 . 13.5 14.0 . 14.6 15.1
Wed 13 8.6 8.9 . 6.6 5.9 . 5.5 5.2 . 14.0 14.1 . 14 .8 14 .5
Thu 14 8.4 9.5 i 5.8 5.8 • 5.0 4.8 . 14.0 14 .0 . 14 .5 15.0
Fri 15 9.5 8.1 1 6.0 5.8 . 4.8 5.5 . 14.0 14 .5 . 14.8 14.8
Sat 16 9.5 7.2 .i 6.0 4.6 1 4.8 5.0 . 14.0 13,9 . 14.8 14.5
Sun 17 8.8 6.6 .i 5.4 4.6 . 4.8 4.6 . 14.0 12.7 1 14 .8 14.1
Mon 18 6.6 7.3 . 4.5 4.9 . 4.5 4.7 . 12.8 12.8 . 14 .0 15.6
Tue 19 7.8 8.0 . 5.4 5.2 • 5.0 4.4 . 13.4 12.7 . 13.8 13.9
Wed 20 8.4 7.7 . 5.5 4.4 1 4.6 3.9 . 13.0 12 .0 . 13.9 13.6
Thu 21 8.0 8.6 . 5.0 4.9 . 4.4 4.7 • 12.2 13.1 • 13.6 14.1
Fri 22 8.8 8.1 . 5.2 5.2 . 4.8 4.8 . 13.2 13.2 . 14.0 14.3
Sat 23 8,8 8.9 . 5.2 5.9 ... 4.8 5.6 . 13.2 13.2 . 14 .0 14.4
Sun 24 8.8 9.5 • 5.2 5.8 . 4.8 5.6 . 13.2 13.2 . 14.0 14 .2
Mon 25 9.5 8.8 . 5.8 6.1 . 5.5 4.3 i 13.2 12 .2 . 14 .2 13.9
Tue 26 8.8 8.8 . 5.9 5.7 . 4.5 5.0 . 12.5 13.3 . 13.9 14.3 .

Wed 27 8.5 9.6 i 5.8 5.8 . 5.0 4.9 . 13.0 12.3 . 13.9 14 .2
Thu 28 9.2 9.3 . 5.8 5.8 . 4.9 4.4 . 12.8 12 .9 . 14.0 14.1 .

Fri 29 9.0 8. 4 . 5.8 5.9 • 4.6 4.8 . 12.8 13.5 . 14.0 14.2.
Sat 30 9.0 8.5 . 5.8 5.9 . 4.6 4.6 . 12.8 13.0 • 14.0 13.9
Sun 31 9.0 7.9 i 5.8 4.6 1 4.6 4.7 • 12.8 12.0 . 14.0 14 .2 .

I

_ _  _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TABLE II

ReJiability of Short-ter m Field-strength Predictions in %

Year Halifax Tokyo Canberra Mauritius Bracknell All V

1975 +1- +1- +1- +1- +/- +1-
Month 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB l OdE

Jan 85.9 100.0 95.5 96.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 80.6 96.8 91.6 98.7
Feb 82.1 96.4 75.0 96.4 96.4 100.0 85.7 100.0 85.7 96.4 85.0 97.9
Mar 58.6 87.1 77.4 100.0 93.5 100.0 83.9 100.0 74.2 96.8 77.4 96.8
Apr 80.0 96.7 93.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 73.3 96.7 86.7 100.0 86.7 98.6
May 74.2 100.0 71.0 100.0 93.5 100.0 83.9 100.0 90.3 96.8 82.6 99.4
Jun 93.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 96.7 100.0 90.0 96.7 96.7 100.0 92.0 99.3
Jul 93.5 96.8 93.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.8 99.4
Aug 67.8 93.5 83.9 100.0 96.8 100.0 96.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 89.3 98.7
Sep 73.3 96.7 86.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 96.7 100.0 100.0 88.7 98.7
Oct 90.3 100.0 90.3 96.8 100.0 100.0 83.9 96.8 100.0 100.0 92.9 98.7
Nov 76.7 100.0 93.3 100.0 96.7 100.0 93.3 100.0 93.3 100.0 90.6 100.0
Dec 71.0 90.3 93.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 77.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 88.4 98.1

mean: 78.7 96.5 86.2 99. ’ 97.8 100.0 86.6 98.9 92.3 98.9 88.3 98.1

Year Halifax Tokyo Canberra MOSCOW Bracknell All V

1976 +1— +1- +1— +1— +1— +1—
Month 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB lOdE

Jan 74.2 93.5 87.1 100.0 96.8 100.0 93.5 100.0 96.8 100.0 89.7 98.7
Feb 82.8 96.6 96.6 100.0 96.8 100.0 93.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 93.8 99.3
Mar 90.3 100.0 90.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 80.6 96.8 93.5 100.0 91.0 99.4
Apr 76.7 96.7 70.0 86.7 100.0 100.0 93.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 88.0 96.7
May 96.8 100.0 77.4 93.5 96.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.2 98.7
Jun 90.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 96.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 94.0 100.0
Jul 00.0 100.0 83.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.1 100.0 94.2 100.0
Aug 00.0 100.0 83.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 93.5 100.0 95.5 100.0
Sep 93.3 96.7 86.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 95.3 99.3
Oct 67.7 93.5 83.9 100.0 96.8 100.0 93.5 100.0 96.8 100.0 87.7 98.7
Nov 86.7 100.0 93.3 100.0 96.7 100.0 93.3 100,0 93.3 100.0 92.7 100.0
Dec Norfolk 74.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 90.3 100.0 96.8 100.0 92.3 100.0

00.0 100.0
mean : 88.2 98.1 84.2 98.4 98.4 100.0 94.5 99.7 9 6 5  100.0 92.4 99.2

Year Norfolk Tokyo Canber ra Moscow Bracknell All
1977 +1- +1- +1- +1- +1- +1-
Month 5dB lOdE 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB 5dB 10dB

Jan 80.6 100.0 90.3 96.8 100.0 100.0 90.3 100.0 96.8 100.0 91.6 99.4
Feb 85.7 100.0 96. 4 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.4 100.0 92.9 100.0 91.6 100.0
Mar 80.6 100.0 93.5 100.0 90.3 100.0 93.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.6 100.0
Apr 80.0 100.0 76.7 96.7 93.3 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 86.7 99.3
May 83.9 96.8 71.0 96.8 90.3 100.0 96.8 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.7 9a.7
Jun 96.7 100.0 66.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 92.7- ‘100.0
Jul 93.5 100.0 71.0 93.3 90.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.8 100.0 90.3 98.7
Aug 93.5 100.0 61.3 90.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.0 98.1
Sep 83.3 100.0 73.3 96.7 83.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.3 100.0 87.2 99.3
Oct 77.4 96.8 80.6 100.0 93.5 100.0 87.1 100.0 87.1 100.0 85.1 99.4
Nov 76.6 100.0 76.7 97.6 96.7 100.0 96.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 89.4 99.4
Dec 

- 
71.0 93.5 90.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.9 100.0 96.8 100,0 88.4 98.7

mean : 83 ,6  98.9 79.0 97.3 94.8 100.0 94.0 100.0 97.0 100.0 89.7 99.3

— —V ___________________________________________________—-V
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TABLE III

1975 1976 1977

p/rn my/mt pt/my p/rn my/mt pt/my p/rn my/mt pt/my

0.77 0.77 0.65 0.88 0.83 0.90 0.85 0.84 0.94

Tokyo 0.87 0.86 0.82 0.75 0.75 0.86 0.61 0.65 0.77

Canberra 0.90 0.89 0.93 0.83 0.83 0.89 0.71 0.70 0.83

Mauritius 0.63 0.73 0.83 0.82 0.74 0.89 0.81 0.80 0.90

Bracknell 0.82 0.82 0.88 0.58 0.54 0.70 0.94 0.92 0.97

1

.— - —V - -  — — -~~~~~. ‘V  
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419209 ion d

dai Ly report no . 186 is sued 27. sep t ember 1977

review

period : 26. —27.9.77
situation : normaL ,northern circuits fair to poor co nditions
solar activit y : moderate
10 cm ottawa : 99
geomagnetic fieLd : 23344454
verticaL muf day : + 0— 1mhz
in europ e night: normal.
absorpti on
Las t 27 day mean/
daiLy measured
brackne ll. 3 .3 mhz : —1 5/—25
moscow 5.3 mhz : .‘16/—21
sh ort wave fades : ——
special events : 26 0124z+26 0148z minor x~ray events
quality figures
Last 27 day mean/
dai Ly measured
usa (eastcoast) : 5.3/4,1
jap an : 5.0/2.8
austra l ia : 4.6/3.8
ussr (Mo scow) : 11,5/11.4
eng land : 11.5/11.3
expected deve Lo pm ent
pe riod : 27.—28.9.77
situation : normaL,northern circuits fair to •oor conditions
soLar activ ity : Low to moderate
10 cm ottawa : 102
geomagnetic field : active
vertica l. muf day: normal
in europe night: normal
exp ected absor ption -

brackne L L 3.3 mhz : —20
moscow 5.3 mhz : —17
probabi Lity of swf : moderate
specia l. even ts ——expected qua lit y
f igures
usa (eas tcoa st)  : 4.0
j ap an : 3.0
au stra lia : 3.6
ussr ( Moscow ) : 11.2englan d : 11,2

Fig.5 Sample daily report
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MODELLING THE DIURNAl. AND SEASONAL VARIAT I ON

OF MEDIUM—SCALE TRAVELLING I ONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

J. R~ttger
Max-Planck— I nstitut für Aeronomie
0—3411 Katlenburg—Lindau 3, F.R.G.

SUt*IARY

The diurnal and seasona l variation of medium—scale trave lling i onospheric disturbances observed in the
equatorial region Is FourIer analyzed. The significant spectral components are used for modelling the
occurrence of med i um—scale TID5.

The spatial resonance mechanism in the equatorial Ionosphere can steepen the amplitudes of TIDs which
then break up i nto i onos~i-~eric irregul arities. The non—linea r steepened TID pattern, giving rise to
large—scale patches of the equatorial spread—F , is modelled by a Fourier series.

1. INTRODUCT I ON

Travelling ionospheric disturbances have a considerable influence on the radio wave propagation through
the ionosphere. They cause quasi—period ical group— and phase—path changes as we ll as variations of the
I ncidence angle. Since II- Is accepted that the macro—scale structure of the equatorial spread—F is , by
means of the spatial resonance effect, influenced by travelling ionospheric disturbances , an impact to
the variation of scinti llations of satellite signals has also to be taken into account. This paper tries
to model the occurrence of TIDs and the resulting patches of spread—F i rregularities in the equatorial
Ionosphere.

2. TRAVELLING I ONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

From an almost three—years period of HF—backscatter experiments CRbTTGER, 1977), the diurna l and
seasonal variation of the occurrence of medium -scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (liDs ) was
evaluated. These HF—backscatter experiments were carried out in Tsumeb/Soul-hern Africa transmitting
northwards . The probed area was the southern part (5_100 S) of the equatorial ionosphere. Figure 1 shows
the occurrence pattern of TIOs observed-by this technique. Clear occurrence max I ma are observed in the
morn ing and evening hours. The dominant evening max i ma are most pronounced in the southern sumer months,
whereas the morn i ng maxima are strongest in southern winter. Almost no TlDs were observed around noon
during southern suawner. The periods of the TIDs are between 10 and 30 mm and the horizontal wavelengths
are up to severa l hundred kilometers.

The occurrence pattern is Fourier analyzed and the significant Fourier components are used to mode l
the occurrence of lIDs as a function of season and time of the day. An appropriate formula to be applied
in the mode l is: -

N (t) - ..a( t m) • N • E N exp l i  ~~ fl t )
N 0,Th nm T

- 
w here Nm(t) mean signIficant occurrence probabilit y of T I Ds,

N9 • number of recor ds show in g T I D  structures,
N • tota l number of records,t • tIme of the day in hours,
T - 24 hours ,
n - Fourier i ndex,
m • l ,...,12 • running number of months ,
Nom,Nnm - Fourier components.

The values of the Fourier components, which are significant up to the third harmonic , are avai lable in a
tabulated form. The mean occurrence pattern 4, as It Is shown In the intensity print—out of Figure 1 , Is
obtained by filtering the observed occurrence pattern ~~~~, taking onl y the three relevant Fourier compo—
nents (diurna l , semidiurna l and terd l urnal components) to calcu l ate 4. The - mean resi dual value then
becomes TN . ±0.19, which is the statistica l variation of the TID occurrence pattern 4.

A significant correlation of the liD occurrence with rainf all activity i~ manifested (RöTTGER , 1977),
indicating that the sources of the atmospherIc gravity waves, which cause these lIDs, are found in the
tropical cumulonimbus convection in the equatorIal region. Thus, knowing the rainfall variations at
other equatorial reg i ons, one has an appropriate indicator to predict the lID occurrence.

3. TRAVELLING PATCHES OF EQUATORIAL SPI<EAD— F IRREGULARITIES

Trensequatorial propagat ion measurements (RöTTGER , 1975a) and observations with an l4F—cW—Ooppler
experiment operated in Peru (RI3TTGER, 1977) indicate the relatIon of travellIng i onospheric disturbances
and the structure of the premidnight equatorial spread—F. This relation is due to the sratlaI resonance
mechanism (WHITEHEAD , 1971; BEER, 1972; R~TTGER, 1973), which operates when an i onospheric plasma drift
matches the phase velocity of atmospheric gravity waves. Because of resonance steepening TIDe can break
up into small—scale ionospheric irregular itIes. The TID pattern can approprlat.Iy be descrIbed by a
breaking wave f i e ld (e.g. RöTTGER, 1975a) , which theoretically was proved by KLOSTERMEYER (1978). During
the post- sunset/presnldnl ght hours optimum conditIons for the spatial resonance mechanism exist In the -
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equatorial ionosphere (RbTTGER , 1978), which makes it possible to explain some of the macro—scale
features of the equatorial spread—F.

Due to the resonance effect an originally monochromatic lID breaks up I nto harmonics. A mode l us i ng
a Fourier series to describe the ionization disturbance Ne under spat ia l  resonance was proposed by
RIITTGER ( 1975a ) to explain results from transequatorial propagation experiments. A sImilar approach Is
given by the series (R8TTGER, 1975b) :

AN • 6 .N (S1 • S~)

wi th  S 1 - sin kl.r (~ origina l ionospheric disturbance) ,

n 2  
n~~s in  k~ .r (~ T I D harmonics caus i ng a steepening ) ,

6o~Neo - origina l amplitude of the lID , where N~~ is the undisturbed ionization distribution ,
- wave vector of the origina l TID,

• wave vector of the n’th harmonic ,
n - Fourier i ndex,

£ • radius vector in the vertica l x,z—p lano ,

B • spectral index , assumi ng an inverse power law spatial spectrum.

This formula , wh i ch gives the steepened TID disturbance at the time t . 0, was used to calculate the
ionization distribution Na and the growth rate y of spread—F irr egularities shown in Figure 2. The
background ionospheric profile Neo(z) is a Chapman layer fitting to the post—sunset equatorial F— l ayer
(hmax • 400 km with 50 km thickness at half the maximum electron density). The horizontal wavelength of
the non—steepened TID is 200 km and the vertica l wavelength is 40 km. The TID amplitude decreases
exponential ly with height from 60 - 0.5 at the height h • 350 kin to 6,~ - 0.05 at the height hmax > 400 km
of the electron density maximum. The Rayleigh—T aylor growth rate y is assumed to be dependent on the
height—vary ing collision frequency and ‘-he vertica l gradient scale length of the electron densit y
(HAERENDEL , 1973). The smal ler  the exponent B, the stronger the TID steepening is; B - 

~ means no lIDsteepening.

The print—out In the lower diagram of Figure 2 shows regions of enhanced growth rate of small—scale
ionization Irregularities caused by ionization gradients steepened by a breaking TID. These regIons can
be accepted as the leading edges of spread—F patches moving In the positive x—direction (east). The
depletions of ioni zation caused by the steepened T ID might be the source regions of spread—F bubb l es
movi ng upward to the topside Ionosphere (SCANNAPIECO and OSSAKOW, 1976; W000MAN and LA HOZ, 1976) and
the corresponding ionization biteouts reported by MCCLURE at al. (1977). The outlined mode l of the
developing phase of spread—F patches, which are observed at the bottom-side of the F—layer (i.e. up to
the height of the undisturbed layer maximum ), does not apply to the succeeding bubble structure in the
topside ionosphere. However, this mechanism can explain the steep gradients of electron densit y i n  the
F—region val ley , w h i c h  are assumed as a source of weak equatorial spread—F echoes (BALSLEY and FARLEY ,
1975). It also can explain the “swoopers” reported by DAVIES and CHANG (1968) and the airgiow pattern
observed by MALCOLM and MILES (1970) and WFBER et aI. (1978).

It is evident that an aspect sens itivit y of transequatoria l radio propagation (e.g. R1iTTGER, 1973)
results from the tilted patchy structure of the Ionization I rregularities (see - Fig. 2). Also satellite
signals passing transverse to or along these structures must be influenced in ~ different manner, i. e.wi l l  show a variation of scintillation wIth incidence angle.

It appears that the resonance—steepened structure shown in Figure 2 reasonab l y models the bottom—side
structure of the equatorial spread—F patches. A model of lID occurrence in the equatorial region is
introduced in this paper. The ion i zation drift necessary to exci te the spatial resonance mechanism Is
known from measurements made over a long period (WOO~.IAN and CALDERON, 1976). The diurnal variation of
the horizontal and vertica l ionization drift would also allow a presentation by means of a Fourier series.
This opens the possibility of providing a versatile model of lIDs as well as spread-F patches in the
equaforlal Ionosphere by means of tabulated Fourier components.
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DISCUSSION

.J.Aarons , US
In the growth phase of the plume , the motion is Westward according to new evidence.

Author’s Reply
During the growth phase of the resonance mechanism , ionization is entrained into regions defined by the phase
fronts of the steeping TID. This mechanism moves ionization away fro m other areas which are at the bottomside
or near the maximum of the F-region where consequently the depletions of ionization form . From the til t of the
original TID with its top at the East , it then follows that the entrainment of ionization is in a Westward direction.
At the gradients given by the ionization density contour lines, small—scale irregularities form which cause scintilla-
tions. Since the contour lines during the growth phase of the resonance mechanism are compressed in upward
(at the bottomside) and a Westward direction , we correspondingly expect the irregularities to exhibit an apparent
Westward motion. After this growth phase the irregularity patches move at about the background drift velocity to
the East.

EJ.Fremouw , US
I believe there was an inconsistency between the gravity-wave tilts you described and the tilt of backscatter plumes
observed at Jicamarca. The bottoms of the tatter are observed prior to the tops. Thus, for an Eastward drift , they
must be tilted from top-west to bottom-e ast.

Au thor’s Reply
The resonance mechanism under discussion holds for TlDs which have tilted ionization contours. These tilts are
so that first the upper portion of a contour moves overhead followed by the lower portions. Tiiis evidence can be
observed at the bottomside structive of the spread-F maps obtained with the Jicamarca radar. A clear distinction
has to be made between the bottomside structure and the plumes, which originate near the resonance depletions
near the F~layer maximum. The direction of motion of these plumes or bubbles apparently is no more influenced
by the originating TID. Thus, as mentioned in the paper, there is no inconsistency if one clearly separates between
the triggering mechanism (which causes depletions of ionization by means of the spatial resonance) and the life
history of a bubble following its generation phase.

-
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SUMMARY OF SESSION V

TRANS IONOSPHER IC PROPAGATION

by

Dr H.Soicher
Editor

Two major effects in transionosphenc propagation dominated the topics of presentat ions in this session. The fi rst ,
was the effect of ionization distribution along the Ionospheric and/or Plasrpaspheric propagation path on the signal’s
group delay (or phase); the second, was the amplitude and phase scintillations produced by the small-scale density struc-
ture in the ionosphere . The former is critical for precision satellite navigational and positioning systems, while the latter
degrades signal performance .

Aarons, MacKenzie, and Bhavnans used a vast amplitud~ scintillat~on data base obtained through collaborative
studies with various equatorial and high latitude observatories, to analytically model the average scintillations in the VHF
and UHF bands. With given solar flux and magnetic activity as parameters , a user in these latitud e ranges would have an
indication of the mean scintillation to be expected.

In two related papers, Werstiuk and Winter followed by Muld~ w and James described the SARSAT system and
related ionospheric effects respectively. The Search and Re~~ e Satellite program (SARSAT) seeks to locate a downed
aircraft by measuring the doppler frequency shift of the signal from the aircraft ’s emergency locator transmitter by the
satellite and retransmitting (on a different frequency) to a central station. The ionospheri c contribution to the doppler
shift was discussed in detail.

Fleury and Cornec reported on Ionospheric Studies at4 .annio~. Fran ce, using beacon transmissions of the ATS-6.
In particular , the absolute values and variability of the plasmaspheric electron content as well as of the amplitude scintilla-
tions on 40. 140 , and 360 MHz , were shown.

Fremouw and Kino presented a signal-statistical and morphological model (and its limitations) of radio wave scintilla-
tions produced in the Ionospheric F Layer. In its most extensive form , the model , which contains a morphological model
of irregular ionospheric structure and a two-component propagation routine that permits both focusing and diffractive
scatter effects, usually outputs first-order signal statistical moments including intensity and phase scintillation indices.

Papel-Lepine discussed the refractive influence of the ionosphere on geodetic measurements using artificial satellites ,
taking into account ionospheric distribution models including gradients.
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EQUATORIAL AND HIGH LATITUDE EMPIRICAL MODELS OF SCINTILLATION LEVELS

Ju les A srons
A ir Force Geophys ic s La bora tory

Han sco m AFB , MA 01731

Eileen M . MacKenz ie
Emmanuel College
Bo s ton  MA 02115

Krishin Bhavnani
Log icon , I n c .

Bedford MA 01730

SUM MARY

By ma kin g measu re m en t s of sci n til la ti on s f rom VHF and UHF bea cons on s y n c h r o n o u s
satellites , it was possible for AFGL to amass a data bank sufficient to obtain analyt-
ical mode ls of average scintillation at high and equatorial latitudes. The data base ,
obtained in collaborative studies with various observatories . -consists of 15 minute
scintillation indices of 3 to 7 years of observations (differing for various stations).
O b s e r v a t i o n s  were made at Sagamore  H i l l , M a s s a c h u s e t t s , Goose  Bay , Labrador  and
N a r s s a r s s u a q , G r e e n l a n d .  Equatorial data used was from Accra , Ghana  and Huanca yo , Per u .
For both h i g h  and e q u a t o r i a l  l a t i t u d e s  fo r c ing  f u n c t i o n s  are t i m e  of day , day of t h e
yea r , magnetic index and solar flux. The resulting analytical models have been vali-
dated with one additional set of d a t a  at sub-aurora l  and aurora l  l a t i t u d e s  but r e m a i n
to be validated at equatorial latitudes.

1. I NTRO TWC TI ON

In order  to provide  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  l eve l s  both  in the hi gh latitude and the equa-
tor ial reg ions , the Ai r Force  Geophys ics Labora tor y has  deve loped  an an alyti ca l model of
scintillation excursions.

The data base is a series of measurements of the scintillations of synchronous
satellite beacons , predominan tly at 137 14Hz, extending over several years.

The model prov ides mean scintillation excursions as a function of time of day,
mon t h , solar fl ux and magnetic index. With forecasting of solar flux and magnetic
index , a user in the latitude range covered would have an indication of mean scintilla-
t ion to be expected.

2. DATA TECHNIQUES

Scin tillations in amplitude can be characterized b y a dep t h of f a d i n g  index  and a
fading period.  A u s e f u l  index to compare scintillation data is the scintillation index ,
$4, wh ich is def ined as the square root of the variance of received power divided by the
mean va lue of the received power (Briggs and Parkin , 1963). An a l t e r n a t i v e , less
ri gorous quantitative measure of scintillation index was proposed by A PGL and adopted by
the Joint Satellite Studies Group (JSSG) to ensure a standard method of data scaling in
long-ter , statistical analysis.

The d e f i n i t i o n  is: SI JSSG = ~max - 
~m i n /~max Pmin where  

~ max is the power ampli-
tude of the 3rd peak down frol the maximum excursion of the scintillations and P,in is
the powe r ampl i tude of the 3rd peak up f rom the m i n i mu m excu rs ion , measured  in dB
(Whi tney et al., 1969) .

The equivalence of se lected values of these indices is indicated below .

S4 dB JSSG SIJSSG

.075 1 11 t

.17 3 32 %

.3  6 59 %

.45 10 81 %

3 . EQUATORIAL MODEL

3 .1 Equatorial Data Base

In the equatorial case , observations of the sc in t i l la t ions  of the ATS-3 and LES-6
sa tellite beacons at 137 and 254 MHz respectively for. the data base. The data was re-
duced by the method outlined by Whitn ey at al. (1969). Scintillation excursions in dB
for 15-mm periods were used ; these correspon d approximately to the 1% percentile levels
in the cumulative amplitude prob ability distribution function for the IS-mm period .
The dB excursions are conver tibl e into S4 indices by an empirical rela tionship , the re-
sults of which form the above table.

____________________
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Two se ts of data were used , one t aken by the Ins t itut o G e o f i s c i o  de l Peru a t
Huancayo , Peru in a c o o p e r a t i v e  program w i t h  AFGL and the second by the University of
Gha na at A ccra , Ghana as furnished by John  Kos ter .

Figure 1 maps the geographical paths to the satellites used from each of the sta-
tions. During the entire period of the data base , the satellite intersection point
varied sli ghtly for all of the satellites involved , usually within 2 of longitude while
remaining at  the same latitude.

Tab l e 1 g ives  t h i s ra n ge of in t ersec t ions , as well as the range of related para-
meters.

3.2 E q u a t o r i a l  Data  Base C r e a t i o n  and M o d e l i n g

F i f t e e n - m i n u t e  s ample s  of s c i n t il l a t i o n  index (dB) da ta  for  the ATS-3 and LES-6
satellites from the above three stations have been augmen ted into complete data bases on
tape. Data associated with each 15 -minute sample include: Station ID , Satellite ID ,
Frequency, Date and UT , Scintillation Index  ( d B ) ,  3-hourly magnetic index (Kp), 2695 MHz
solar flux , (S f), 4995 MHz solar flux , sub-ionospheric latitude and l o n g i t u d e , and cor-
responding geomagnetic latitude and magnetic local time.

Huancayo , Peru ATS-3 May 1969 - April 1976

Huan c ayo , Peru LES-6 Dec 1970 - March 1976
Accr a, Ghana ATS-3 Oct 1971 - April 1976

3 .3  The E q u a t o r i a l  Forc ing  Func t i ons

The f o r c i n g  p a r a m e t e r s  i n c l u d e  the  f o l l o w i n g :
a) P la netar~y magnetic index . Kp. At equatorial latitudes it has been shown

(Mullen , 1973) that changes in magnetic activity can increase or decrease scintillation
activity. For Huancayo , the variation is a function of time and season . Magnetic activity
however predominantly inhibits scintillation activity at Ghana (Koster , 1972).

b) Increasing solar flux , even when divorced from magnetic index variations , in-
creased scintillation activity (Aarons , 1977). Whether the activity is changed in
sever ity remains to be determined but the occurrence of deep scintillation fading in-
creases dramatically with increases in solar flux. Utilizing the 2695 MHz solar measure-
ments at Sagamore Hill , we separated observations into three regimes of solar flux units
(S f), (1) 0-95 , (2) 96-120 , ( 3) 121 and grea ter .

c ) The seasonal  occur rence  pa t t e rns  are c l e a r l y  d i s t i n g u i s h a b l e  a l l  over the  w o r l d .
However , the patterns vary with long itude (Ba s u and Ba su , 19 76 ; Aaron s , 1977). Between
Accra , Ghana  an d Huancayo , Peru there are differences particularly during the December-
January period even though the long itude differences were only approximately 65 .

d) The diurnal pattern is clear with start of activity shortly after local sunset
and maximum activity before midnight . The rap id and dramatic onset of s c i n t i l l a t i o n
ac t iv i ty was d i f f i c u lt to reprod uce in a simple analytical form . In order to compare the
model  w it h obse rva t ion s, the data were partioned into 12 months , 4 Kp , three solar flux
(2.7 GHz) and 24 local time ranges. The date , Kp, Si’, and S I r ea din g s wer e ave raged  in
each time block. The Kp ranges are 0-1+ , 2- 3+ , 4-5+ , and 6 up .

3.4 E q u a t o r i a l  M o d e l i n g

The equa t ions  have been developed to reproduce the mean sci n t i l l a t i o n  excu r s ions  a t
each s t a t i o n .  These are seen in Table  2 .  The forcing parameters are Kp , solar  f l u x ,
day of the year and local time. A sampl e of the  behavior  of the data and the best p
f i t t i n g  m o d e l  e q u a t i o n s  can be seen in F i g u r e  2 f or Hu anc ayo A3 and Fi gure  3 for Ghana A3
for differing solar flux and Kp groupings for one particular month (February).

Both Ghana and Peru data exhibit monthly maximum excursions in the Feb-Mar and Oct-
Nov p eriods , while minimu m excursions can be noted in June and July. Both sets of data
show c lea r  i nc reases  wi th increasing solar flux (at the same level of magnetic activity) .
How ev e r , bo th the data and the model indicate U ttle variation with magnetic activity
under the same solar flux conditions in Peru . Magne t ic ac t iv i t y can be see n to i n h i b i t
scintillation excursions at Ghana.

3.5 Equatorial LES -6 Data

During the bulk of time available for this exper iment , beacon transmissions from the
sa tellite LES-6 were available at 254 MHz. One serious problem with observations from
th i s  sa tel l i te was th a t d u r i n g the loca l t ime per iod  “~ 2200-2400 at Huancayo , a t i m e
per iod  wi th grea t in tens i t y of scin t i l l at ions , t he sa te l l i t e ’s tr an s m i s s i o n s were  rad i-
ated a w a y  from the ear t h and i t s  si gnal  was e f f e c t i v e l y  lo s t .  The resu lt ing da t a has
this omission; the equation tries to bridge the gap.

A second problem is the absence of a high signal to noise ratio resulting in a
limiting value of approximately 16-19 dB excursions peak to peak; mo r e r ece n t e x p e r i m e n ts
(Whi tney et al , 1977) have shown peak to peak excurs ions at 254 MHz to at least 25 dB .
However , this is less serious than the limited range of the 137 MHz system.

The bes t fitting equation found for the LES-6 data is also shown in Table 2. A
graphing of da ta for February is illustrated in Summary form in Figure 4; the hours
22 00-2400 have been omi tted.

For the period November thru March , the LES-6 data are of the order of .5 to .6 of
the larger values of scintillation excursions of ATS -3 . -

The behavior of bo th sets of Huancayo data is similar thoug h the ratio of scintil-
la tion levels between the frequencies varies sea sonally. For example , the months of

w— IT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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May , June  and J u l y  a re ve ry  l o w  at both  f r e q u e n c i e s  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  Kp b r i n g ing  on i n -
c r e a s i n g  SI .

3 .6  E q u a t o r i a l  M o d e l :  A v e r a g e  vs . Median  Data

F i g u res  5 , 6, and 7 show both the average and the median values of the data at each
of the stations for one month. It is seen that no substantial differences occus between
the average and median values.

In ge nera l , for low and medium levels of scintillation , the average data tends to
be slightly hi gher than the median while at hi gh scintillation levels , the median data
i s  slightly higher than the average.

4. HIGH LATITUDE MODEL

4.1 High L a t i t u d e  Model Data  Base

The data from three stations were available. These stations wi th their trans-
i o n o s p h e r i c  p o s i t i o n s  in t he  s u b - a u r o r a l  t h r u  aurora l  l at i t u d e s  a l l o w e d  a modest cover-
age of hi gh latitude scintillations.

The lS-minute samples of scintillation index (dB) data for the ATS-3 satellite for
the above 3 stations have been augmented into complete data bases on tape , as was per-
fo rmed with the 3 equatorial data bases . The data associated with each IS-minute
sample include the same parameters described in the equatorial data base section . The
da te s  of t he  da ta  used for  each s t a t i o n  a re :

N a r s s a r s s u a q  9/ 17/ 68 - 9/1/74

Goose Bay 1/1/72 - 12/31/74

Sagamore H i l l  12 / 1 /69  - 11/30/ 74

Goose Bay data for 1974 cover mainly November and December.
The thre e sta t ions are s i tuat ed near  the 70 ’ Wes t mer idi an , and their propagation

paths to the ATS-3 satellite are shown in Fi gure 8. Their geomagnetic and geometrical -
para me t ers  a re g i v e n  in Table  3 .

Table  3

S ta t i on  m v .  La t .  E l .  A z .  lono .  Z , A.

Narssar ssuaq 63.2° 18.0° 208° 64°

Goose Bay 60.3 ° 28 .8° 191 ° 56°

Sagamore Hill 53.5° 40.9° 178° 46°

4 • 2  The Forc ing  F u n c t i o n s  at Hi gh L a t i t u d e s

In this initial development , a rela tively simple equation was developed to repro-
duce the mean scintillation excursions at the three stations.

The forc ing parame ters were the fo l low in g :
a) Plane tary magnetic index , Kp. It has been shown that at high latitudes (which

in this case include the Narssarssuaq and Goose Bay observations and , d u r i n g  seve re
u a g n e t i c  sto rms , the  Sagamo re Hill observations) Kp is a forcing func t ion (Aarons  and
A l l e n , 1971).

b) Early work by Aarons et al. (1971) showed that solar flux , eve n when divorced
fro. magnetic index varia tions , had an effec t on scintillation behavior. Utilizing the
2695 MHz solar measurements at Sagamore Hill , we separa t ed observa t ions  in to  t hree
regimes of solar flux uni ts (Sf) ; (1) 0-95 , (2) 96-120 , and (3) 121 and greater. As
will be shown scin tillations do not in every month increase with increasing solar flux - -,
but vary as a function of season ,

C)  The seasonal parameter .  A very d r a m a t i c  m i n i m i z i n g  of d i u r n a l e f f e c t s is  shown
- in the Nars sarssuaq observations over the winter (Basu , 1975). This would have to be
reflec ted in the model.

d) The diurnal pa ttern would have to be shown . This would include the variations
as a func tion of local time under magnetically quiet and disturbed conditions as modu-
la ted by the seasonal function.

Ana lyses were conducted separately for each s t a t i o n .  The data were p artitioned
In to 12 months , 7 Kp,  3 Solar Flux (2.7 GHz) , and 24 UT ranges. The da te , Kp,  Sf and
SI readings were averaged in each block . A compact  f i l e  was t hus made a v a i l a b l e  for
high  speed i t e r a t i ve  model ing  s tudies.  The seven Kp ranges are 0- 1 , 1+ to 2 , 2+ to 3 ,
3+ to 4 , 4+ to 5 , 5+ to 6 , 6+ and up. The three Sf ranges are 0 to 95 , 96 to 120 , 121
and up. Tables of the averaged SI are provided for each of the s ta t ions .

Out of a maxi mum possible  6048 blocks (12 x 7 x 3 x 24)~ the averaged files com-
prise the following:

Nar ssar ssuaq 4985 blocks
Goose Bay 4217 blocks
Sagamore Hill 5065 blocks

The empty blocks generally correspond to the highest two Kp ranges , that is , 5+ and up,
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and o c c a s i o n a l l y  the  highest Sf range .

4 . 3  M o d e l i n g  at Hi g h L a t i t u d e s

A s ea rch  was  cond ucted to d er ive an emp ir ical  mode l of SI .  Ana l yt ica l  fo r ms o f t h e
model were preferred to ensu re smooth transitions as a function of the driving func-
tions , namely, day of year , Kp, Sf, and un iversal time . These forms also permitted use
of regression techniques for least squares fitting to the averaged data file. In the
co ur se of the search for  improved  f it s , spec ial  c h a r a c teri sti cs of the da ta were  n ot ed
wh ich suggested elaborations of the model form . Examples are the delayed peak in the
d iu rna l  SI va r i a t ion  w ith higher Kp, the seasonal effect on diurnal variation amplitude
r e l a ti v e to the a v e r a g e  SI , the seasonal effect on influence of Kp and Sf, and the need
for higher harmonics to represent the diurnal variation .

Initiall y, separate models were developed for each station . These individual
models approximate the actual data base as closely as possible while smoothing abrupt
v a r i a t i o n s  to f i t  an a n a l y t i c a l  form .

Table 4 pres ents the model for each statio n in terms of local time. The difference
be tween universal time and local time at the sub-ionosp heric point (350 km) was taken to
be 3.4 hr at Narssarssuaq , 4.1 hr at Goose Bay, and 4.7 hr at Sagamore Hill. In the
model  equa t ions , the cosine arguments (in radians) that include the terms for day number
(DA) and hour (Hf.) assume a multiplicative term of 2s/365 and 2n/24 respectively.
Though not shown in the equation for reasons of convenience , these must be included in
the calculations.

In Figure s 9 to 11 typ ical comprehensive comparative plots of the averaged data and
the  model are provided for each station . The model pred ictions used the actual
averaged  da ta , Kp and Sf for each ho ur , and are therefore absent when data are absent.
These bes t f i t mode l s ma y occasionally predict small negative SI’ s; these are made to
asymp totically approach zero by replacing a value V which is less than 0.5 by e l (V - .8S).
This e n s u r e s  con tinui ty in the predict ions  near  0.5 and introduces minimal distortion
since only the very low scintillations are adjusted.

4 . 4  The E q u a t i o n s  and the  Data

To illustrate the behavior of the data and of the best fitting mod el equations ,
Nars sarssuaq data is shown in Figure 9 for the month of March. One can note , for
exa.ple , along the left-hand side for the solar flux set of 0 to 95 , t ha t  s c i n t i l l a t i o n s
increase with increasing kp. The dotted line is the model equation and the continuous
line connects 1-hr means of scintillation excursions.

Along any series of boxes with identical Kp one can note that the model and the
data  ind ica t e that the general trend is for the scintillation excursions to increase
w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  solar  f l u x .

The behavio r of the Goose Bay da ta  ( so l i d  l ine}  and best-fitting model (dashed
l i n e )  for March are shown in Figure 10. Within each particular solar grouping scintil-
la tions increase with increasing Kp. For the same Kp group in g, the scintillation excur-
sions in crease with increasing solar flux.

Behavior  of the  Sagamore H i l l  data and model for March are shown in Figure 11.
For the low solar flux group (0 to 95), a very s l i g ht increase  in scinti llations associ-
ated with increasing Kp is seen. The same is true of the so la r  f lu x group 96 to 12 0
w h i l e  for  hi gh solar  f l u x , t.he increase with Kp becomes more noticeable. In general ,
within a particular Kp grouping, scintillation index increases with increasing solar
flux.

4.5 Comprehensive Model

Two a t tempts  to comb ine these individual models into more comprehensive latitudinal
mode l s were made.  The f i r s t , a 3-station model , is r e s t r i c t e d  to use over the  l a t i t u d e
range 53 -63 ’A. It attempts to reproduce the individual station observations at the
station invariant latitude and in terpolates at latitudes in between . This model , pre-
sented in Table 5 , is a modified and corre cted form of equation B2 in an earlier pub-
l i shed  v e r s ion  of the hi gh l atitude model (Aarons et al., 1976).

The sub-au roral to middle latitu des present a different morphology from the high
l a t i t u d e  ionosphere except  d u r i n g pe r i o d s  of in tens e mag ne t ic ac t iv i t y when au r o r a l
e f f e c t s  at F-layer hei gh ts extend into the sub-auroral region . Thus the  i n c l u s i o n  of
the Sagamore Hill data although serving to extend the model in l a t i t u d e , does not pro-
vide a true picture of this entire scintillation region , since two differing morphol-
ogies are joi ned . Under  hi gh Ep cases auroral effects do take place at the latitude of
Saga.ore Hill in which case the 3-station model may be va lid. Therefore a second model ,
more p h y s i c a l l y  coheren t , was pos tu l a t ed w h i c h  would  r ange  over  ~he latitudes 60 -63 °A ,
i n c l u d i n g  the Goose Bay and Nars sa r s s uaq  data  bases  but e x c l u d i n g  Sagamore H i l l  wh ich
wo uld then s imply  r e l y  on i t s  s ing le  s t a t ion  m o d e l .  T h i s  m o d e l , is presen ted in
Tab le 6 with a sample month , March , shown in Figure 12. As no ted for the individual
st at ion models , addi tional multi plica tive terms are assumed in this model.

The standard deviation between the 2-station model values and the individual
station models (Aarons et al , 1976) is a ~. .7 , w i t h  the range of variation running
+1-2 , 0- -1 dL. However , the standard deviation between the actual data base and the
individual station model runs fro. a ~ 1.5 for Sagasore H i l l  to a “~ 2.8 for
Narssar ssuaq , with the range of residuals being even higher , since the actual data con-
tains highly variable sc intillations , especially for disturbed magnetic conditions and
hi gh solar flux , in which the data base is limite d .

— 
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4.6 Limiting

A basic problem in the data and the modeling is the problem of limiting. Since the
attempt in this model was to find average excursions , the limited signal to noise ratio
of the recordings resulted in excursions at 137 MH z being at their m a x i m u m  16- 19 dB
(depending on equi pmen t). Thus for example if the  15 m i n u t e  i nd ices  for  2 2 0 0 -2 2 15  on
any mon th  a l l  showed excu r s ions  of 19 dB the average would be 19 dB . As has  been shown
by o ther  expe r i m e n t s  with greater signal to noise ranges the excursions could have been

~ 26 dB . Equi pment limitations would not have indicated the Mgher values. Thus a
compar i son wi t h h i gher frequency da ta will possibly serve to indicate occurrence
pa tterns and the effect of various forcing functions; frequency dependence reductions
done with this model are of limited validity ,

4.7 Hi gh La tit ud e M o d e l s : Averaged  v e r s u s  M e d i a n  Da ta

In order to test if  the  averaged da ta  were skewed by p rob lems  of limiting the mean
v a l u e s  were compared with medians. F i g u r e 13 i l l u s tr a t es t h i s  fo r  N ar s s a r s s u aq;  i t c an
be seen that no substantial differences occur between the averaged and median dB values.
For low scintillation activity averaged values tend to be higher than median values,
S i-ii l a r c o m p a r i s o n s  w i t h  r o u g h l y  the  same r e s u l t s  were  made w i t h  bo t h Sagamore  Hi l l and
Go ose - d a t a .

5. ~l F & I B I J T I 0 N  OF O C C U R R E N C E  OF S C I N T I L L A T I O N

D i s t r i b u t i o n  a n a l y s e s  were conducted  in both equato r i a l  and h i g h  l a t i t u d e  da ta
files. This data is shown partitioned into 2 si g n i f i c a n t sc in ti l l a tio n b l ocks , ~ 6 dB
and ) 9 dB. The data then is divided into Nig ht (17-OS LT) and Day (0 5-17  LT). There
is no breakdown of magnetic activity for Huancayo data. These distributions are  as fo ll ows :

5 . 1 Equa tor i a l  Da ta

Percen t Occurrence of Scintillation (Peak-to-Peak)

Ni gh t (l7-OSLT) Day (OS-17LT)

Huancayo  A 3
~~6 d B  22 - 1.3
~. 9 dB 18 

- .9

Huancayo  L6
~~6 d B  14 .5
~~9 d B  11 .3

Gha na A3

~ 6 dB 30.8 1,5

~ 9 dB 15.9 .6

K ’.4 -9 ~ 6 dB 26 .8  1.5
~~9 d 5  11.7 .6 -

I
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5 . 2  High  L a t i t u d e  Data

Pe rcen tage  of Occurrence  of S c in t i l l a t i o n  ( P e a k - t o - P e a k )

Nar s sa r s suaq , Gree nland  AT S-3 137 MHz

Ni ght (17-O5LT) Day (OS-liLT)

K — O-3~
~ 6 dB 46 .3  14 •5
~. 9 dB 2 9 . 4  6 .2

K • 4-9
~ 6 dB 78.8 47.2
~ 9 dB 61.8 31.0

Goose Bay, Labrador ATS-3 137 MHz

Ni&ht (17-OSLT) Day (05-17LT)

K = 0-3 k

~~6 d B  8 .3  .5
�~ 9 d B  3 .9  .2

K 4-9
~. 6 dB 30.2 8.3
~~. 9 dB 15.0 3.7

Sagamore Hill , Mass. ATS-3 137 MHz

Night (17-OSLT) Day (O5-17LT)

K = O-3
~~6 d B  5 .4  .3
~. 9 d B  2 . 5  .1

K — 4-9
~~6 d B  6 .9  .7
~~9 d B  3,6 .3

6. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE

In ord er to fully utilize both the equatorial and hi gh la titude model , it is desir-
able to be able to extrapolate the model dB values resulting from the 137 MHz data base
to model va lues for hi gher frequencies.

This entails the use of the spectral index 
~~, where ,

[log (S1/S2)J— rr~g (f 11f2)J

where the scintillation index is ir1 terms of S4 (Whi tney , 1974). This expression is
valid as long as scintillation index is a constant power-law function .

I n order to accompl ish  this conversion , the spectr al index  ri must  be e s t ab l i shed .
This r e l a t i onsh ip  wi th  S4 is show n in Fi gure 14 for Ootacaaund , India  (Deshpa nde et a l . ,
1977). These r e su l t s  are based on approximately  1 year of •easureaents (August 1975
Aug ust 1976) of the ATS-6 s a t e l l i t e .  For weak scintillations , the index n is
e s sen t i a l l y  independent of S4 with values rangin g from %.8-1 .4 , wi th the median , shown
here , at approximate ly  1.2. With stronger s c i n t i l l a t i o n s, t h e  n value decreases and
approaches satu ra t ion at S4 • 1.0.

F igure  14 also shows the re la t ionsh ip  of n and $4 as de t ermined from Huancayo , Peru
137/360 MHz data .  This data base consis ts  of 17 sets of two-f requency data (Whi tney
and Basu , 1977). The 360 MHz scintillatiens did not have the intensity to actually
measure n—0 but it is expected that this could be achieved as a wors t - case  condit ion .
This is considered characteristic of strong scattering when scintillations approach the
saturated reg ime (Yeh et al., 1975). When the scattering is so intense that  both 137
and 360 MHz sc in t i l la t ions  are saturated , the scintillations are frequency independen t .
Under these conditions , the worst -case fading can be approximated by a Rayleigh distri-
bution.

Under conditions of weak scattering, a f 1 •5 variation wi th $4 indices is noted and
is consistent with a 3-dimensional irregularity power spectral index of 4.

Recent observations (Fremouw et al., 1978) employing ten frequencies between
138 MHz and 2.9 GHz , transmitted from the same satellite DNA -002 , show a consistent
f l.S behavior of $4 for S4 less than about 0.6.

These data were taken at both equatorial latitudes (Ancon) and high latitudes (Poker
Flat , Ala ska) In both cases the frequency dependence becomes less steep for stronger
scintillation , saturating for values of S4 approaching unity, as •xpect .d for “fully
developed ’ intensity scintillation obeying a Rayleigh distribution.
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7. GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

7 .1 High  La t i t udes

It has been noted that scintillations maximiz e both at low angles of elevation and
when the signal propagation path is parallel to the lines of force of the earth’s field •
In order to f u l l y  exa mi ne the proble m of geome try , a model would need to be developed in
which the irregularity shape and elongation varied as a function of latitude , time and
geomagnetic conditions.

Mikkelsen et al. (1978) has attempted to determine the theoretical scintillation
index , S4 , when the irregularities are described by a power-law power spectrum . T h i s
utilizes the coordinates of the radio ray in the local coordinate system with set
values for the elongation of the irregularities along and perpendicular to the magnetic
f ield l i n e s .

Mikkelsen assumed the approximate dividing line between weak and strong scintilla-
tion is “~ 9 dB , with SI ‘C 9 dE denoting the weak case. For this case , the geometric
v a r i a ti on of S4 is given by:

S4 / z/c os  i f( *, 4’)
where i — ionospher ic  zen it h ang le • angle between radio ray and irregularity layer

$ • propagation angle - angle between the radio ray and the ma gnetic field
d i rec t ion ,

• = azimuth of the radio ray in local coordinate system of z-axis along the .
magnetic field and y -axis in the magnetic east-west direction

f ( $ , $ )  — ay (y )
cos S $+sin ) $+co s 2 $(co s Z $+y Z sin S $)+a 2 s in S $) / [y S cos Z $s’ct 2 si n 2 $

x (y2cos 2$+sin 2$)]½
z — reduced slant range to irregularity layer = z1 (z2-z1)/z2where  z 1 slant range to irregularity layer

z2 = s l an t  range to satellite
= elongation of the irregularities along the magnetic field lines

I = elongation of the irregularities in the magnetic east-west direction
Using his irregularity formulation he found the Narssarssuaq observations of the

orbiting satellite , Nimbus-4 , at an altitude of 1000 km a best fit of irregularity con-
f i g uration with 2.5:1.3: 1 where the first term is ~~, elongation of the irregularity
a l o n g  the lines of force of the magnetic field , the second is ‘I’, orthogonal to the
elonga t ion a long  the l i n e s  of fo rce , bei n g in the m ag net ic ea st -wes t d i m e n s i o n , and the
last term is orthogonal to the other two planes. At high latitudes this last term would
lie in the north-south meridian . -

Martin and Aarons (1977) interpreted synchronous satellite data in the
Narssarssuaq-Goose Bay area using different irregularity equations (Gaussian). They
found the d o m i n a t i n g  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  to be e longa t ed  a l o n g  the magnetic field with a
5:2:1 configuration . Theoretically the irregularity model in the N-S meridian is of the
order of the  Fresnel  d imens ion  at 137 MHz and i n s~~ h cases there is little difference
between Gaussian and power-law spectrum for scintil ation indices (Rufenach , 1975).

Livingston and Rino (1978) by observing the ‘ IDEBAND satellite (“.1000 km altitude)
in Poker Flat , Alaska find evidence for L shell aligned , sheet-like irregularities with
a lower bound to the configuration of 10:10:1.

In order to present a simplified solution to this problem , a correction factor for
the three high latitude stations under the assumption of the elli ptical column model of
individual irregularities of 5 km along the lines of force of the earth’ s magnetic
f ield , 2 km orthogonal to the lines of force (E-W) and of 1 km in the north-south meri-
d ian has been calculated. In the publication Aarons et al. (1976) we have illustrated
geometrical corrections needed from the three high latitude sites. It was determined
that the correction for the S4 value derived from each index would be a factor ‘l-.2.O
greater at the azimuth and elevation of the ATS-3 satellite from Narssarssuaq than at
zenith. From Goose Bay the correction factor using the same model would be ~l.3 andf±oa Sagamore H i l l  it would be ‘.1.4 assuming a Gaussian irregularity spectrum .

Wh i le the mode l of scin t il lati on ex cu rs ion does no t incorpora t e these  correc ti on
fac tors , these simple factors can be used to normalize the levels to overhead values.
Un t i l  the i r r e g u l a r i t y  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  is se t t l ed  in the  s c i e n t i f i c  community f i n a l cor-
rection factors cannot be given . It is possible that the configuration changes as a
function of latitude , solar and geomagnetic activity, and p’rhaps even local time.
Fac tors g iven above are probably minimum reductions relative to overhead va lues •

7 . 2  Equa to r i a l  La t i t udes

In the equa tor i a l  reg i on , no quan tit at ive att emp t has been made to correc t for  the
geome try of the observing situation . Two factors in the determ ination of the geometri-
cal effec ts are the effective thickness of the irregularity reg ion and the configuration
of the individual irregularities producing the scatter.

Recently the thickness parameter has been more closely studied for the equatorial
case using the backscat ter Jicamarca observations. The thickness may vary from a few
k i l o m e t er s whe n weak scatter scintillations are noted to an effective thickness verti-
cally of sev eral hundred kilometers when the plumes are formed (B asu , 1977). However ,
since the patches of irregularities have dimensions resembling a book with magnetically
N-S dimension of the order of 1000 km or more , B-N dimensions of 50-200 km and wi th the
vertical extent ranging from a few kilometer s to several hundred kilometers it will be
difficult to establish a uniform model. The viewing situation would also affect the
sci n t i l l a t i o n, , even if a un i fo rm model could be e s t ab l i shed . S c i n ti l l a t i o n s  at low
angles will maximize along the north-south magnetic me ridian. Also , even if the s igna l
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doe s no t trave l  a long th i s  mer id ian , the pa th may be such as to travel diagonally thru
the irregularity patch rather than cutting straight across it , thus producing  a long er
path length in the irregularities themselves. -

The dimensions of these individual small scale irregularities have not been
es t ab l i shed  bu t they appear to be rod-like and of the order of 100:1:1 with a 50 or 100
fac tor along the lines of force of the earth’ s magnetic field , thus  h o r i z o n t a ll y a l igned
at the geomagnetic equator. This could explain the varying effective thickness of the
patches , where it could be considered that the patches were “built” by grouping of
these rod-like structures , vertically to form a “book” shape as described above.

8. DISCUSSION

In order to determine scintillation occurrence at both high and equatorial lati-
tudes , models of scintillation excursion have been generated from an extensive 15-minute
scin tillation index (dB) data base. At hig h la t i tu des , this is composed of data
ob ta ined at N ar s s a r s suaq , Goose Bay and Sagamo re H il l .  In the equatorial region , the
data base is composed of observations at Huancayo , Peru of both VHF and UHF beacons and
VHF observations from Accra , Ghana. In both regions , the forcing parameters of scintil-
lation excursions considered were: time of day, season , magnetic index and solar flux.
At high latitudes , the response of the data at each of the stations to the forcing
func tions showed similar trends , though the intensity of the reactions differed. Hence
these individual station models were merged into two analytical models valid over the
latitudinal extent 53°-63 A , and 60 -63°A for the 3- and 2-station models respectively,
with the latter scientifically more valid. The equatorial data , representing two
separate longitude sectors , at times differed in their response to the forcing para-
meters and therefore separate equations for each station and satellite were retained .

Distribution analyses were also conducted upon this data base. In the hi gh lati-
tude region , the ni ghtly maximum is evident and within this , the increase of SI with
magnetic index. This trend is more noticeable at the more northern station ,
Narssarssuaq , and is miti gated at lower latitudes.

In the equator ia l reg ion , the varying percentages of occurrence between the two
sate llites at Huancayo reflects the frequency dependence factor. The magnetic index is
more import.ant in the Ghana data than in Huancayo observations but was sti’l not as in-
fluential as in the hig h latitude set of data.

9. FUTURE MODEL STUDIES

Future work on this model is expected to include validation with other data ,
im provemen t of t he si m p l e a n a l y t i c a l  for mu las g iven , and additional studies of frequency
dependence and geometrical terms.
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DISCUSSION

J.M.Good man , US
This is an excellent paper describing an empirical model of amplitude scintillation over an extensive data base. Do
you have any future plans to do any phase scintillation modeling?
If you were to take the SI data and construct autocovariance functions so as to find significant lags between solar
flux or Kp and SI . would the picture change any? This is apparently the case with TEC in conjunction with
magnetic storm time variations.

Author ’s Reply
Beginning in 1979 we shall be taking phase data of the type needed (synchronous satellites) and shall combine this
with available (SRI) data into a model.
1’he best magnetic data to use is local magnetic variations , but Kp is used for the sake of simplicity. We have done
extensive cross-correlations; these shall appear in a morphology paper which is in (slow) preparation.

EJ.Fremouw , US
Over what period do you average solar flux before using it as an independent variable in your model? Do you ever
observe a frequency.d ependence index less than unity — i.e., stronger scintillation on a h igher frequency th an a
lower?

Author’s Reply
Solar flux is a daily measurement and we do not attempt to differentiate between a certai n level of flux in a year of
low solar activity compared to the same level during years of active solar activity .

When we have taken indices of ATS-6 at various freqL-encies , we have not found frequency dependence less than
unity d Ice we have carefully eliminated the sky noise contribution at low frequencies.

N.G.Gerson , US
What is the greatest frequency range through which you would be willing to extrapolate your f vs SI curve? Wha t,
for example, would be the highest and lowest freq uencies which you would accept.

Author’s Reply
One could extrapolate at 136 MHz to any frequency higher until S, is <.7. For lower frequencies, one would
make a table from the graph with maximum to the new low frequency of S4 ~ .4. Beyond this , the curves can be
used but extrapolations which give S4 > .7 suffer frc~m the limited S/N ratio of the data (as described in the text).
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~~~~ SEA~~ t AND RE~~~JE SATIILITE (SM~~AT) SYSTIII PR)J~~~
ILL. ~~rstiUk and A.E. Winter

Ccomumications Fesearch Centre
Deparlmwnt of Ccznmonications

Ottawa, Canada

For the past several years, Canada has been stedying the applicatias of satellite techrx,logy as an aid to
search and rescue (SAR) . ‘l1~ work has included examination of SPSR requiree~nts and the investigation of
various systam concepts culminating in proof-of-concept experiments using the At .i~ T C~C.AR satellitesduring 1975 and 1976. In the experiments, signals fran siimlated Elmrgency Iccator Trananitters (ELTs)
ware received by the polar-orbiting C~ CI.R 6 satellite and relayed to a ground station at the Cainunications
Fesearch Centre (crc) . By the processing of DDppler information contained in this relayed signal , the
position of the ELT could be determined with an accuracy of 5-15 km.

In the past SARSNr-related studies and experiments have been condtx~ted separately by beth Canada awl the
United States. In the fall of 1976 a joint program was proposed to deer nstrate a satellite-aided search
and rescue systan. This joint program has been approved by beth countries and calls for a pre-operational
dmaistration of the systen oaiinencing in 1981 using suitably-instrunented woather satellites operated
by the National Oceanic and Ata~ spheric Acininistration (~~~h) .  France has recently taken a decision to
participate in this project . 1t~ satellite systan isxler onosideration would be capable of detecting and
locating ELTs awl EPIRBs (Elterg~~~y Position—Indicating Radio Beacons) operating at 121.5, 243 and 406

This paper will describe ~zte of the experimental techniques and earlier results obtained in the Canadian
program, and a cx~ panion paper (Muldraw and James, 1978), will describe the nudeling of ioncspheric
effects relating to this experiment.

1. Il~rI’~~1~ rICV

Search and rescue (SAR) operation in rm~ te areas can be costly and time-ams~zning. In Canada nost
search and rescue efforts are in aid of distressed aircraft , altkoogh a significant portion involve
maritime searches as wall. Camonly , a long period (up to several days) may elapse before a Fescue Co-
ordination Centre (R~~) is alerted that a search is required.

~1b isçrove the effectiveness of search aircraft and redtx2e search time, the use of ELTs became mandatory
for all general aviation aircraft in the U.S.A. in July 1974 and for all aircraft in Canada in January
1975. ELIfs are la~-pcx~ered mergency radio tranamitters which are autanatically activated in the event
of an eessrgency. Sane other characteristic~ of ELT5 are given in Table 1. The current means of nonitoring
ELT ~nergency signals oz*-isist of limited nunitoring by ~~vernime~t facilities, usually at airports • and
by overflying aircraft which nonitor as a voluntary basis . ‘fl~ current effectiveness of ELTs is limited
by the lack of an adequate continental nonitoring systen capable of receiving ~nergency signals fran
ELT5 anywhere in Canada ’s search and rescue respassibility area .

‘1~.BLE 1

ELT/~ ’I~~ OiAE~~l~~ISTI(S AT 121.5/243 I41z

Pameneter Value

RI’ Signal

Trananitter PcMer 75 oW ((J S.); 100 nW (Canada)

Trananiaaion Life 48 bra. minisun (U.S.); 100 has. minisun (Can.)

l~~~erature for Operation -40°C to +55°C -

Frequency 121.5/243 t’IIz

Frequency ~1b1erance ± 5 x io~~
Polarization Vertical

~~dulation

~~&lation 1~pe ~~ ora~’ard awept-tane nodulated AM

t’bdulation D.sty Factor 33% Mlninun, 55% Maxinun

1’tldulatas Factor 85% rnininun

¶1~~ Sweep Rate 2—4 m~ epe per sac.

Sweep Frs1u96~ y Range 1600—300 Hz 

-— - -- -— ~~~- - —--  
__
~
_ --___L —— — -~
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In the maritime area , there is also a growing trend for vessels to carry ~nergency beacons. In Canada
aid in several other countries, towing vessels of five gross tons or larger oust carry a float-free buny
with a radio beacxrs operating on 121.5 aid 243 MHz . ‘ibese devices, ameonly called I~nergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacons (EPIRB8) , are also extensively carried by many vessels on a voluntary basis.
‘ibe reception of an E~’IBB signal fran a vessel in distress requires the fortuitous presence of another
surface vessel within line-of-sight (within 30 lan) or an overf lying aircraft within range (within 250
Ian) which ha~çens to have receivers tus~~ to these ~ iergamcy frequencies.

1~~ use of satellite technology to provide systanatic distress ncnitoring of large areas of the earth ’s
surface is receiving increased attention both in Canada aid internationally. Any use of satellites for
this task slould be capable of providing a rapid anergeroy alert aid of providing sufficient position
location accuracy to permit rescue forces to quickly locate the distressed aircraft or ship witheut
ext~eided search times. The pirpose of this paper is firstly to outline various systan omoepts which
have been ccnsidered in the light of Canada SM requiranents; seamdly, to describe a SA1~AT “proof of
concept” experi~me~t; aid finally, to discuss the proposed joint SAI~AT dan~nstration systen. In a
oai~sanion paper, Muidrew aid James (1918) describe the ionospheric effects on the SA1~ AT experinent .

2. SYSTI24 Ot~ IDERATI~~~ 
-

2.1 Canadian SA~~AT Fequire1~nts -

Ite requirenents that SAR users in Canada (primarily the Departh~~st of National Defence and the Coast
Guard) place t~~~~~ a potential SA1~ AT systan can be sunnarized as follows :

(a) The systan oust provide coverage of the wbole Canadian SM Region.

(b) The systan oust provide the alert aid location functions for existing ELTS operating at
121.5 aid 243 MHz.

(c) The systen location accuracy oust be, with a high prthabiity, within tune-in range to
an ELT by a search aircraft (a~~roximately 50 1cm).

(d) ‘ite system oust detect aid locate the transmitting ELT within six luirs of an anergency
incident.

2.2 Orbit Cboices

!L~a orbit types have been crzisidered for use in a SAPSAtT system; the geostationazy aid the polar orbit .
A Canadian requirsaent is that SAR coverage be provided over the full Canadian SM region. As shewn in
Figure 1, this e,cterxls fran a~~roxlmately 40°W longitude to 140°W longitude, aid fran the U.S.A./Cariadian
border to the north pole. Figure 1 illustrates the wall-known fact that northern coverage finn a
geostationary orbit is limited to a~pzoximately 80°N latitude and does not provide coverage for the full
SM region. Jldditionally, the distance fran the earth ’s surface to geosynchronous orbit requires the
develop~ent of a new, higher-powered 122.

Figure 2 illustrates the coverage which would be provided by sequential passes of - a polar orbiting
satellite. Co each pass, the satellite could receive signals fran 12~/IPIRBs within the illustrated
“orbit swath”. This type of orbit , while providing intermittent coverage, does in fact cover the wtole
SM region after abeut five passes. Three ground stations would be required for coverage of Canada’s
SM region. Considerable overlap of coverage is provided by successive passes at northern latitudes.
Multiple satellites are required to reduce nexinum waiting time to an acceptable value. For exaisple.
ba satellites will provide full earth coverage every six inur e, three satellites every four bours, aid
so on. ‘n maritime regions or over flat terrain, there would also be a high pzthability that an 122
would ~~~ess the satellite on two ccnaecutive passes , so that waiting time would be redt~~~ to two tours
maxinun for a three satellite systan. 1~~ aborter ILT-to-satellite range for a polar orbit is also
aaiçatible with the current low-powered ELTS.

2.3 Preferred System Concept

Consistent with requiraiaints for coverage aid operation with existing Elirs, a satellite—aided SM system
operates as sb~~n in Figure 3. ELT signals are received by the satellite aid retranenitterl to a distant
an~tral station. The notion of the satellite introduces De~~ler shift. At the ground station, the
received 122 signal is analysed to extract an 122 position estimate fran the I~~çler shift information
on the 12$ carrier frequency. This estimate is passed to a n .  which dispatches search aircraft to the
eesrgaxiy site. ‘Xte search aircraft then uses oxsventiaial “inning” techaiques to pinpoint the exact
Ellr location.

3.0 SA~~A .T 12~12U~~i1S

Dering 1975 aid 1976, a series of experiments (Larnbert aid Winter, 1976) was carried out by the Qimunica-
tions Research Centre (d c) to f ion the feasibility of locating ILT by Do~~1er-s ignal processing
using polar orbiting satellites. Additional objectives ~~~e to identify problem areas in the possible
Iiip1aes~tation of a SAJ~ AT system, aid obtain R&D infoamation to aid in definition aid spi~ucificeticn of
‘t SAI~ AT system.

21~ axperiiseits, which eagated the operation of a satellite-aided 12$ position—location systan in all
critical aepects related to position determination, ware carried out using the C~ CAR-6 enetair radio
satellite. This satellite was kindly nide available for these experinents by the Radio Mateur Satellite
Corporation (A~~~T). C~ CAR-6 is In a near-polar orbit, aid has a transpmder on an ~ç].lnk frequency of

-t
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146 ~Q1z near the international distress frequency of 121.5 MHz, and a downlink frequency of 29.5 MHz .
As sixa.~n in Figure 4, the experiise~t was perfornnd by deploying to a renote site a portable trananitter
which si.nulated an ELT signal . This signal was received by the satellite and retransmitted to the C~~earth station where signal processing was performed to obtain position locations fran the lxçpler information.

CECM-6, being in a low-polar orbit similar to one which might be used In an operational system, causes
onnsiderabla Doppler shift (approximately ± 3 kRz ) of the ILT signal. P. typical exan~ le of Doppler data
obtaii~~ during the (~~CAR-6 experin~~its is stown in Figure 5. The technigue of obtaining position
information finn a curve of Doppler frequency shift versus time for a satellite pass involves several
steps , as stown by the software fl~~~hart in Figure 6. First , ourrections oust be applied to the
received signal to ~~~pe,sate for Doppler on the ~~~nlink and to average out ecise effects. li-ian the
zeroDoppler, or point of closest approach of the satellite to ELT, oust be determined with as nurh
accuracy as possible . ‘fl-is slope of the Doppler curve at this point is used to calculate the range fran
satellite to 12/1’. li-is range is in turn used, along with satellite orbital data , to determine bn initial
estimates of possible positions on the earth ’s surface. Ibese ~ n positions are s~~rmtrically located
on each side of the satellite orbital track. One position is the true ILT location, while the other is
a phantan location. In an operational SARSAT system, the resolution of the antiguity would occur by
nodelling the small difference in the ~~~ Doppler curves due to the rotation of the earth, by using data
fran a seourn). satellite pass, by a priori knowledge, or at worst , by a check of both. indicated positions.
The estimated 12ff positions are used to cxzspute predicted Doppler curves, aid an iterative procedure is
used to solve for a final position which produces the best fit of cxmputed Doppler data to the measured
Doppler curve.

3.1 Experiniant Results

Doring the experi ment , sisulatad ELT packages were sent to several locations in Canada, incliding Yellowknife
in the rnrth~~st aid Eureka in the far north. Data fran over 150 satellite passes was obtained. As an
example , Figure 7 gives the results of several experiments where slimilated ILTs were actually located at
C~~, near Ottam. The scatter of points, most of which are within a ten mile radius, gives the actual
positions which were estimated by data processing of the Doppler information. li-ia results obtaii~~ stovi
that it is routinely possible to locate ELTs within 10-20 km accuracy.

3.2 location Errors

Figure 8 is a plot of the overall observed frequency error between measured Doppler aid predicted Doppler
frequency expected finn the actual location of the siniilated 12$. Degradation of the 122 location
accuracy can occur due to factors such as orbit prediction error , ionospheric effects, neasurelent
errors, aid 1211’ frequency instability. li-ia many reference satellite passes aid resulting location
predictions have si-own that orbit prediction errors aid 12ff frequency drift are the most significant in
the overall system performance.

Orbit error can be reduced to acceptable limits (about 1 km) by cloo8ing an accurate enough earth-model,
and frequently updating satellite orbital information (about every three days) fran Indepedent tracking
systems (e.g. t~DPAD) or by ranging to the satellite.

Ionospheric effects aid resulting errors are highly frequency dependent and are very significant at the
30 MHz C~CAR downlink frequency (Muldrew aid James, 1978). Fran a system point of view these effects
can be reduced by rasodulating, in the satellite , the received ELT signals on to the ~~~nlink carrier to
the groted station. Ionospheric effects at 121.5 aid 243 liii will still renain. Use of an ionospheric
model for the Canadian region in the cxmputer processing at the ground station will allow real—tinia
reduction of these ionospheric effects. -
Doppler curve measurenent errors depend to a large extent upon the signal-to-noise ratio of the r~~~ived
carrier , tie portion of the satellite pass which has been simultaneously visible to the El/i’ aid the
monitoring earth station, the spectral purity of the 12/1’ signal itself , aid the sophistication of the
signal processor which extracts Doppler information prior to position estimation. lie variability in
the signal quality observable fran airre-it ELTs In the field has proven to be a txcublesaie pzthlen in
the design of a Doppler signal processor capable of operation with both ~~ od” aid “bid” 12/i’s.

Freq~w a cy Instability of the Etff also has an Important bearing on the location a~~ iracy. A.ltluigh a
kiu~Leige of the actual freaj.uicy of the 122 is rot necessary for the position deteoninatlon a1~~rithn
to fuecti~m, freqi icy drift of the 12/1’ during the ocuree of a satellite pass Id axitribete frequency
errors auth larger than these st~~ n in Figure 8. Forbmataly this frequ lcy ~~ift , which is caused by
aging, taperature, or other effects , is sonially reasonably wall-behaved during a pass, and simpl e
modelling of a frequency drift pareletar as a first-order effect daring tie data processing is ~speh1e
of ourrecting most. of tie resulting error. Any ionospheric effects which appear as first order EL/i’
frequency drifts are also ocrrected by the frequency drift per tar.

4. P~~~~~~~ SN~ AT pmj~~r

~~~thg the period that Canada was performing the C9~,R experiments (Winter , I~~~ert, Pearce aid I~~ stiuk ,
1976) , NA~~ was also atLdying the application of space tedTiology to search aid rescue prthl~~~. lbs
results of their ~i~ml4~~ led to system axioapts similar to tines which have evolved fran the Canadian
s~~ita.. Degioning late In 1976, a series of meetIngs ware held beb.es-i Canadian aid U.S. of fic1’ .  to
explore the feasibility of a joint CanadiaMl.S. Search aid Rescue Satellite Project . Such a joint
project would inciLde the p~~~s~~ry spaceborne equipient to be f lam as an ~~~itional ‘instruent’ on
board the U.S. TD~)S-tØ~M weather satellites. This project was subsequently approved in principle by
both cometries, followed by a decision by France to participate by *çplythg part of the SA~~AT thstruseit. 

_ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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lie objective of tie system vould be to daionstrata A significant inprovemeit in tie distress monitoring
coverage of reacte areas, aid to provide more rapid alerting aid ~~~urate position determination capebili-
ty than is row available to SAR forces. This capability wiU be provided for existing ELT/Elfl~ s operating
at 121.5 aid 243 IiIz, as wall as for r~~ improved types of FIT/~~II~ teat twiits operating in the 406 t41z
bard allocated for this pir~ose. Tie ne~ FIT test *zi.ita will operate in a beret tranenission node more
suited for detection by satellites, aid will trananit iduitification aid status codes via the SA1~ AT
system. The improved design of these r~~ 12/1’ test imita gould allow position determInation with accuracy
of 2-5 kin, versus the 10-20 len accuracy expected for current FITS.

4.1 Baseline System

The S~1~~~ sp~~~ se~ eat is plaieel ~~a be Jmp1am~~ited by thcli.dlng ~ tR inatnime~ts on—board the TIR &-N
series series of spacecraft in a near-polar, 850 kin orbits . It is expected that the last three spacecraft
of tie TI~~~ -N series (tI~ .A-E, F, aid G) will be equipped with tie SAR instrtzmsnt . Signals fran the SAR
instristeat will be received by local User Terminals (LUFs) ~~~~~aiiately located to provide the desired
cx verage area. ‘lie system will provide ~~ nodes of ciieration, naiely the regional coverage node aid
tie full-orbit coverage node as described below.

(a) J~ gional Coverage i-Axle

Tie regional coverage node is si-own in Figure 9. FITs aid EPIRSs operating in all three bards will
tranenit their signals to tie orbiting spacecraft. Within each bard, tiers can be one or more simultaneous
ELT/EPIRB emissions, as well as ron-ELT/EPIMH emissions. This is especial ly applicable to the 121.5 and
243 MHz bands, which are also used for asergency voice azmunicaticns. The spacecraft instrut~~ t will
multiplex each bard into a cxe~xiaite signal and relay the signal in real time to the 1111’s which are In
view at the tine. At each 1111’, the calposite signal will be denultiplexed into the individual bands ,
aid each ELT/El’IRB signal will be individually detected aid processed to determine position location
information. This information will, be forwarded to the nearest Rescue Co-ordination Centre, where SPIR
forces are alerted aid deployed. Tie regional coverage node requires that the spacecraft is simultaneously
visible to the 1171’ and the ELT/~PI1~ for a sufficient length of time to permit a position determination
(appracimately 4 minutes).

(b) Full-Orbit Coverage mude

Tie full-orbit coverage node is illustrated in Figure 10. FIT/EPIRS signals at 406 MHz only will be
received In the SN~~ T on-board processor , where partial signal processing is performed , Tie processor
will lcok for aid accept only a valid ELT/WIRB 406 ?Alz emission, subsequently decode the iduitification
code (I .D.) aid status code of the FIT, and measure tie frequency of the Doppler-shifted signal . ‘lie
frequaroy neasura1u~it , appropriately tine-tagged and lncliding the I .D. and status code, will be stored
onboard the satellite for later tranenission to a iOAA earth station. This allows ELT/EL’IRS emissions
to be received aid partially processed when the satellite is rot In view of the 1171’. This data is
subsequently rend out by a i-~Y~A Caireid aid Data )~cxpiisition Station (l3~.A (~~ ) aid passed on to a SARmission control centre. The data is tl-ea further processed to axpute position location of the distress,
identify tie peraon/vehi.cle in distress , aid to display the status code message. (i.e. ship on fire,
sinking, medical emergency, etc.).

4. 1 Spacecraft SM Instrtlreatt

Figure 11 is a functional block diagram stowing the SAR instrument and its interf ~~~ with the spacecraft .
The antairia subsystem consists of three receiving antennas with ionlnal ceitre frequencies of 121.5, 243
aid 406 MHz , aid a trananitting antenna with a rxxninal centre frequency of 1543 MHz. The beaiwidth of
tie antenna at 121.5 aid 243 aid 1543 MHz will correspri’id to approxlnetely 1200, axsistent with coverage
provided by tie 850 lam orbital altitide. lie a:ftanna beam at 406 MHz wj,ll be shaped to arnie extent to
ccnipensate for increased range losses at lower elevation angles.

Tie repeater itself ~~‘isists of redmdant receivers at 121.5, 243 and 406 MHz , a tranamitter at 1543 MHz ,
aid associated frequency synthesizers , ~~ er supplies, switches, modulatIon controls, aid telemetry aid
aximerd circuits. The 406 MHz processor consists of a 406 MHz receiver aid associated aoguisiti.on,
neaairuextt aid deicdulatlon circuits to receive the 406 FIT test unit signals and produee an output of
time-tagged freqteacy aid FIT/~~IRS identification aid status data . The interface between the 406 processor
aid tie data trarianission on tIe 1543 1412 ~~ mlink will be via the Th u S  spacecraft Manipulated Inforneticm
Rate Processor (i4I1~~) .

4.2 SAPSAT Local User Terminal ~iyr)

Figure 12 is a functional dssoriptlon of an earth station that is designed to be a local user terminal
(Wi’). ‘lie WI’ consists of an antenna and control unit, a receiver/~~~ win1~ tcr unit , aid a signal processor .
‘lie antenna system will be a program tracking L-berxl antenna appracinetely 3 meters in diameter. The
antenna position information will be generated in the WI’ fran spacecraft orbital eleients tranamitted
fran the i~~ A ~~~ station.

~~~n ~~ wersion aid deiodu1~tion fran L-baxx! to a low fl~’ will be provided by tie receiver aid daicdulator
unit. In a&liticn tie frequency of the &~ nlInk carrier will be monitored to provide orbital update
infornetion. The signal prooessor will receive the signals at tie low IF fran the receiver aid detodulator
unit, process the infornetion to prodtce Doppler—shifted frequency-curve data , identify tie individual
Curves , aid calailate tie possible El/r/~~~~~ positions for ~~~~~i curve . ‘lie signal processor for the
121.5 14~ aid 243 MHz frequency bards is a critical developient area due to tie wide range of characteristics
for ELite currently in use.
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The interactive ~~ isole display section will provide the interface between the individual eegne~ts of theIAJr and will provide for ~~erator input when required. E*ta lines provide for such functions as the
distrik*iti.on of EIJr/EPII~ position location data to tie ~~~s aid airluisition of satellite orbital infornm-
nice.

4.3 Project Schedule

The current project schedule is sirrie~ in Figure 13. lie SM instruient engineering-iicdel Ispleiseitation
will, be underway by mid-1978, with integration of the first flight instrument on iW~-E scheduled for
1980. Developesit of the 1171’ signal processor will be creplete by tie end of 1978, with the prototype
Lur produced in 1979. l4iitional Lure will be manufactured by mid—1980, with the ground segmait reediness
tests caipleted by early 1981, which is the earliest possible launch of i~~ A-E carrying tie first SM
instruneit. P~~A-E will rot , ln~~ever, be launcted until rsp1aoei~~it of an earlier l~~ A satellite is
required, aid this is expected to be in early 1982. ‘lie system will then enter a fifteen nrmth checkout,
detonstration, and evaluation phase, with active participation by potential l3~rth ~imerican SM users and
possibly other interested countries (for ecasple 1.~ SR, l~ rway, France, Australia) . ‘l~~ additional SM
instrtments will, also be produced aid integrated with i~~A-F and G spacecraft scheduled for launch in
mid-1983 aid early 1984. These aiditicmal instruieits will permit transition to a pre-operational phase
if the evaluation phase proves the system to be successful .

5. 
________________

This ~~rk was sponsorsi, in part , by the Dspartniaiit of National Defaiioe, I~ search aid Develcpaent Branch ,
under project nurber 28-01-31, Task 35A19. The axitrilxition to definition of tie proposed joint SAPSki’
project by W~SA personnel at the G~~1ard Space Flight Center is also ackz~~Jledged.
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itiidre~, D. and G. James, 1978, “Ionospheric Effects on the Doppler Frequency for a Search
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IONOSPHERIC EffECTS ON THE DOPPLER FREQUENCY

FOR A SEARCH AND RESCUE SATELLITE (SAR~~~

D.B. Muldrew and l1,G. James
Cosisunicatlons Research Centre
Department of Coamunicat ions

Ottawa, Canada

SUMMARY

The Doppler frequency shift of cignals propagating from an Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELI) up
to a search and rescue satellite (SARSAT) and down to a central station enables the position of the ELI to
be determined (see companion paper). The Doppler frequency shift is affected by the ionosphere.
Ionospheric effects are estimated for a proof—of—concept SARSAT experiment using the AMSAT OSCAR—6
satellite and a central station at Ottawa. For the dovnlin k frequency of 30 MHz it is found that the
daytime ionosphere with no horizonta l gradients in electron density can change the Doppler frequency shift
by a few hertz. Horizontal gradients of electron density can have more effect on the Doppler frequency
than the vertical distribution of density. This is because the Doppler effect caused by the negative
vertical density gradient in the topside ionosphere tends to cancel the Doppler effect csuaed by the
positive gradient in the bottoinside. However, in the late afternoon, evening and nighttime , large
east—west troughs in the density distribution exist which can produce shifts of a few tens of hertz at
30 MHz.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Coumiunications Research Centre is involved in the Search and Rescue Satellite program (SARSAT)
to locate downed aircraft. The program is funded by the Department of National Defence who have the
responsibility for search and rescue in Canada.

By measuring the Doppler frequency shift of the signal from an aircraft’s Emergency Locator
Transmitter (ELT), after it has been received by a satellite and retransaitted on a different frequency to
a central station (Lambert and Winter, 1977; Werstiuk and Winter, 1978), the position of a downed aircraft
can be located. Ignoring the effect of the ionosphere on the Doppler frequency will increase the error in
estimating the location of the aircraft. This paper examines the ionospheric effect in some de tail.

A proof—of-concept experiment has been carried out at the Conmiunications Research Centre using the
ANSAT OSCAR—6 satellite (Lambert and Winter, 1977). ELI signals, originating from known locations, were
received by OSCAR—6, retransmitted at 30 MHz, and then received at Ottawa. Calculations in this paper are
thus done for 30 MHz. In an actual SARSAT system the ELI frequency would probably be 121.5 MHz and the
downlink frequency would be considerably more than 30 MHz.

The ionosphere has a small but significant effect on the Doppler frequency shift of a VHF signal
pr opagating between a moving satellite and fixed ground station . The Doppler frequency shift , hereaf te r
called “Doppler ” , is the same whether the signal travels from the satellite to the ground or vice verse.
Although the 30 MHz OSCAR—6 signa l is trans mitted from the satellite and received on the ground , for
convenience it will be assumed here that the signal is transmitted from the ground and received at the
satellite . The Doppler is given by

fD~~~~~~~~~~~~
_
~~~

kvc05 A (1,1)

where k is the wave normal at the satellite of a VHF signal transmitted from the ground station and
arriving at the satellite moving with velocity v and A is the angle between k and V at the satellite, For
reception at the satellite , if k has a component in the direction of y~ ~D is taken to be negative . For a
satellite at a height well abov. the F2—leyer peak, only the ionospheric effect on A need be considered.
Here the Doppler between the satellite and fixed station i~ calculated ; in the SARSAT case the Dopplerbetween the ELI and satellite must be added .

Th. theoretica l background for calculat ing the Doppler frequency is given by Tlzld rew and James
(1978) , hereafter referred to as I, and this is reviewed in Section 2. In the present paper calculations
based on specific ionospheric models are presented In Section 3,

2. DOPPLER FIEQUEICY CALCULATIONS

The mathem at ics required for the Doppler frequency calculations, a listing of the main computer
program and most of the subroutine s , and a sample calculation (corresponding to the solid curve in
Figure 9) ar e given in I, The Doppler is calculated f or three possibilities: (1) no ionosphere , (2) so
ionosphere consisting of a thick spherical shell of constant electron density with no horizontal gradients ,
and (3) a similar ionosphere with horizontal gradients.

2.1 No—Ionosphere Case

The geceetry for the no—ionosphere case is shown in Figure 1 where the pr opag ation is in a straight
tin, from the ground station assumed to be Ottawa (45.36°N , 75.88°W) to the satellite at heigh t h5 above
tli. earth’s surface. The earth is assumed to be spherical with radius R s 6371 km. Th. angl, subtended
at the centre of the earth by the gr ound station and satellite is 0 and I is the angle of incidence of the
ray at th. satellite , The latitude , longitude and height of the satellite are obtained uai*g orbit
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calculation programs and data supplied by NASA; the latitude and longitude of the station are given .

The z axis is the vertical through the satellite and the x axis is in the horizontal plane
and is directed .vay from the fixed station. The (x , y, z) coordinate system at any instant is
assumed fixed with resp ect to the earth. The Doppler frequency is

~D — — (v sin I + vz cos 8) (2.1 .1)

where f is the transmitter frequency, c is the free—space velocity of light, v~ and v~ are the x and zcomponents of satellite velocity. The satellite velocity in (x , y,  z) coordinates and the derivation of I
are given in I .

To check the accuracy of the calculations in the fixed-earth system using (2.1.1), the Doppler was
calculated independently using celestial coordinates. In one case , it was found that errors of about 0.10
in specifying the latitude and /or longitude of the fixed station resulted in errors of up to about one
hertz. Also , the sateUite velocity was required to be defined carefully. Calculat ing the satellite
velocity from two satellite positions one second apart and applyi ng this to one of the positions rather
tha n the average position could result in errors of about one hertz.

2.2 Ionosphere Case, No Horizontal Gradients

As illustrated in Figure 2 the ionosphere is app roximated by a thick spherical layer with a constan t
plasma frequency ~N betwe en 200 and 500 km. The use of a more sophisticated mode l at the present time is
not justified since any predicted value of 

~N would not be sufficiently accurate. The 200 and 500 km
values are based on experienc e from bottom side and topside ionograme . If a model ionosphere is capable of
predicti ng better values for h 1 and h2 ,  the program can easily be changed to accommodate these values.

For a curved earth and an ionosphere composed of a spherically stratified thick layer, Snell’s law
can be stated

n (R + h) sin I CONST (2.2.1)

where n and I are respectively the refractive index and angle between the wave normal and the vertical at
distance R + h from the centre of the earth, The refractive index above and below the layer is 1 and in
the layer

n no [1 — f2/f2]~ (2 .2 .2)

where 
~N is the plasma frequency or critical frequency (foF2) of the slab and f is the ray f requency.

From (2.2.1) and (2.2.2) it is possible to obtain an implicit equation for I’ given the positions
of the station and satellite; this equation is given in I . All the other angles indicated in Figure 2 can
then be determined . The Doppler frequency with no hori sontal gradients of electron density is

~DI — ~~
- (v sin •‘ + v cos 8’) (2 .2 .3)

The Doppler obtained from (2 .2 .3)  was verified using the alternate equation

~DI — — ~ feds (2.2.4 )

where ds is an incre mental length along the ray path which, in this case, is the three limes A , B and C
(Figure 2) .

2.3 Ionosphere With Horizontal Gradients

To calculate the effect of horizontal gradients, it is assumed that the ray in the no—horizontal
gradient case is a strai ght line from the station to the satellite. The deviation of the path from this
st raight line due to the horizontal gradient can then be calculated and this deviation applie d , at the
sate llite , to the actual no—horizontal—gradient case illustrated in Figure 2 where the ray consists of
3 straight line sections.

If there is a horizontal grad f~ rit of electron density in the ionosphere , the portion of the ray in
the ionosphere (see Figure 2) will not be a straight lime but will be curved away from the direction of
the gradient. Note that the refraction due to the vertical gradient at h 1 in Figure 2 is almost completely
compensated at h2 (of. light passing through a pane of glass) . This compensa t ion does not occur with a
horizontal gradient ; hence a modest horizontal gradient can have a greater effect in total refracti on on
the ray than a large vertical grad lent.

The radius of curvature 
~c of the ray in the ionosphere , is given by another form of Snell’s law

(Storey , 1938]

— — ~ (Vn)~ (2.3.1)

where (Vn)j is the refractive index gradient perpendicular to the ray. The gradient Vn is assumed constant
between h1 and h2 and in the program is obtained by finding the average gradient along the ray between
and h2.

The ray path is shown In Figure 3 in a viow looking verticall y downward at Ottawa. Th. straight
line OS I. for no horizontal gradients. The path with horizontal grad ients is broken into three parts , 

. I~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ... ~~ . 
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A below the layer, B in the layer , and C above the layer ionosphere. A and C are straight lines, B has
radius of curvature 

~~ 
The deviation due to horizontal gradients , a , is very small so that to a good

approximation the length of lines A , B and C can be obtained from Figure 2. The Doppler frequency for the
horizontal—gradient case is determined by the angle I’ derived assuming no horizontal gradients, from the
angle ci between k (wave normal at the satellite no horizontal gradient) and k’ (wave normal at the
sate llite , horizonta l gradient), and from the angle ~ between the plane containing k and k’ and the
verti cal plane through the station and satellite. The Doppler frequency, derived in I , is

1
DIC 

— {v (cos ci sin I’ — 
~~~k°~ 

ij~sin ci cos

+ v (c 2Isi.fl ci sin uI )  (2 .3 .2)

+ v (coa ci cos I’ + c0 lcos ij i sin a sin I’)]

where = ± 1 and £2 ±1. The values of C,, and c~ are determined by the geometry.

3. EXAMPLE S 01’ IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON DOPPLER CURVES

3.1 Description of Mo~4e1

Doppler frequency shifts have been calculated for a variety of ionospheric density models and for
three different OSCAR—6 orbits. One of the orbits passes almost vertically over the assumed 30 MHz ground
receiver at Ottawa (45.36°N , 75.88°W) whereas the other two have subsatellite tracks that pass within a
minimum great—circle distance (CCI)) of about 2000 km of the receiver , one to the east and the other to the
west. Ephemeris data for the passes were calculated using a satellite orbit package and NASA—supplied
Brouwer mean orbital elements for the spacecraft. Various orbital details are given in Table 1.

Table 1

Time interval Closest CCI) to
Date Start Stop subsatellite point Direction Label

6 Jan/76 1620 UT 1644 UT 2280 km Southbound “West”
16 Jan/76 1403 1427 30 Southbound “Overhead”
16 Jan/76 1210 1234 2240 Southbound “East”

The tracks of the sub satellite points for the three passes, in relation to the location at Ottawa of the
ground receiver are shown in Figure 4. OSC.AR—6 is in a roughly circular orbit, and its height during
these passes varies between 1448 and 1461 km. The orbit is retrograde with an inclination of approximately
1100, so that on these three north—to—south passes, the subsatellite track baa a westward component of
motion and makes an angle with the equator of about 700. The first two lines in Table 1 correspond to
passes during which personnel from the Comaunicat ions ReSearch Centre carried out experimental ELT tests
using a mobile transmitter and a receiver at Shirley Bay , whereas the “East” pass was not used for that
purpose.

Ionospheric density distributions of various types have been modelled for the ray—tracing calcula-
t ion of theoretical Doppler frequency shift on the satellite—to—ground 30 MHz signal. As mentioned above,
the ionosphere was appro ximated by a spherical layer 300 km thick lying between 200 and 500 km altitude and
within this layer the density could have horizontal grad ients but no vertical gradients. In cases where
the density varied along the ray path, the average density and horizontal gradient were obtained by
averaging the values at 25 km—height intervals along the path.

Horizontal density gradients play an importa nt role in determining ray paths and it was decided to
include severa l values of density grad ient in the Doppler calculations . The different models used are
listed in Table 2. For figure 5 a constant foF2 was used to evaluate the refractive index and a zero or
east—west gradient was used to calculate the curvature of the ray path.

It was not possible to obtain topside passes at the same time as the OSCAR passes. Hence ISIS II
passes were chosen having the same season and local tiae as the OSCAR passes. The ISIS II passes were
recorded about one year earlier than the OSCAR passes.

The diff erence in frequency between the Doppler shift calculated with the ionosphere present and
the tree—space shift , called the “ionospheric Doppler difference”, is plotted as a function of the latitude
of the OSCAR—6 satellite (Figures 5 to 9). The difference frequency, uaually amounting to only several
hertz in contrast to the total Doppler shift of a few hundreds of hertz , indicates the net effect of the
ionosphere on the Doppler shift. The computer progra m starts calculating Doppler differences at 12 minutes
before the instant of closest approach sad proce eds at 50—second intervals through a 24—minute period .
Near the beginning and the end of the p iss , either the ionosphere reflects the ra ys or the satellite is out
of rang. due to the earth ’s curvature ar -I contact is no longer possible. The cutoff depends on the great
circle separation of receiver and satellite and thus the latitude of cutoff is influenced by the longitude
of the satellite. It will be seen tha t the low—laticud. cutoff of the “west” peas is higher in latitude
than that of the “east” pass.

~ 
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Table 2

Figure No. foPZ Horizontal gr~4~ent in foF2 Comaents

5 8 MHz None , 0.001 MHz/km eastward,
0.001 MHz /km westward

6 Varies Varying north—south gradient , Both foF2 and gradien t scaled from
from ionograms ionograms recorded on an Ottawa

ISIS II pass starting 75/004/ 1442 UT .

7 Varies Varying north—south gradient, Both foF2 and gradient scaled from
from ionograms ionograms recorded on an Ottawa

ISIS IX pass starting 75/009/1557 UT.

8a,b,c Varies Varying north—south gradient, Both foF2 and gradient derived from a
hypothetical trough hypothetical distribution ~omposed of

a deep ionospheric trough centred at
Ottawa superposed on constant southward
grad ient .

9 Varies Varying north—south gradient, Constant eastward gradient of 0.0005 MHz/km
from ionograms, east-west is assumed. Both foF2 and north—south
gradient added gradient are derived from ionograms

recorded on an Ottawa ISIS II pass
starting 75/003/1414 UT.

3. 2 Results of Computations

The models represen t typ ical ionospheric conditions that a polar —orbit ing SARSAT is likely to
encounter. The cases are discussed in sequence: -
3.2.1 Figure 5

The no—horizontal gradient case , corresponding to the dotted curves in Figure 5, obviously
illustrates the importance of vertical gradients only , and provides a baseline for comparison with the
later cases . At high latitudes where the spacecraft has a velocity componen t toward the receive r , the
Doppler shift without an ionosphere is greater than with an ionosphere because the ionospheric refraction
acts to make the wave normal less nearly parallel to the spacecraft velocity vector then in the free—space
case. The difference goes positive for algebraically similar rea sons on the southern half of the pass.
Reversing the direction of satellite motion would result in a difference curve that i~ reflected about the
latitude axis.

At the extremities of the curves , the dif ference value tends to come back to zero. For the
no—horizontal gradient case the ray path can be determined from Snell’ s law as given by (2.2.1) where ,
using Figure 2 , the constant is R sin 0~. For the problem considered her e , the ionosphere has only a small
effect  on the ray path between station and satellite and , for given station and satellite positions, the
values of •1 corresponding to the no—ionosphere and ionosphere cases would be within about 10. At the
extremities of the curves in Figure 5 , the corresponding values of 0 for the ionosphere and no—ionosphere
cases are both near 900 so that sin $~ is, to a good approximation , Independent of and the constant in
(2.2.1) is simply R . Hence as the satellite approaches the horizon the value of 0’, or A in (1.1), becomes
independent of the ionosphere and the ionosphere Doppler difference approaches the no—ionosphere value .

The reflection cutoff at the southern end of the passes occurs at a lower latitude on the east pass
tha n on the west pass because the inclination of the satellite orbital trajectory is such as to allow the
satellite to move farther south on the east pass before the great—circle distance reaches the cutoff value.

To obtain an estimate of the systema t ic east—west gradient , Ottawa ground ionosonde values of foF2
were plotted as a f,mction of local time using data from the first half of January 1976 . The OSCAR—6 local
solar t ime was about 09 hr for the three southbound passes studied. The ionosonde data implied that
eastward plasma frequency gradients of the order of 1 kHz/km existed in the ionosphere at 09 hr.
Occasionally westward gradients of the same order of magnitude occured. Accordingly, the east-west gradient
was set at plus and minus 0.001 MHz/km corresponding to the solid and broken curves respectively in
FIgure 5. For the ~~~~~~ pass , the amplitude of the ionospheric Doppler difference curve increases as the
horizonta l gradient direction changes from east to vest. For the ‘Overhead ’ pass there is no important
d.pevd.ncs on th. direction of the horizontal gradient. For the ‘West ’ pass , the amplitude of the
d if ference curve decreases as the gradient direction changes from east to west. This can be under stood by
realizing that the constant gradient exper ienced by the ray has the effect of bending the wave—normal
directions ay fros the direction of the horizontal grad ient. Otherwise there is no dra matic change from
the so—gladisat case.

The eam~mue latitude of the OSCAR—6 satellite is about 78.5°c after reachin g this latitude the
ees.1 I t .  may . southward again . This explains the double values at the north extremity of the west
eases.

‘~e..r . S

__ .1 —~eetth.d to,.Ld. .oonder data to model the north—south density distribution results In
—- . .~.l — ).~~A.r cmrve . At the botton of Figure 6 is the latitudinal profile of foF2 exhibitin g

-~~ 
,
~~~~~~4 pi.dlemte so Ottams but a rather flatter distribution to the north and south. The

- - ... ~~~~ .. ~~~~ . ray eros.ss a esgios of the ionosphere at a latitude intermediate between the
• . .. ... . i c . The r.ylt La that the large excursions of the Doppler differ ence are
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displaced in latitude with respect to the fluctuations in the foF2 profile that caused them. The letters
spaced along the profile and the “West ” d i f ference curve just above it indicate the relationship . For
instance, the “A” ray transmitted by OSCAR—6 at 25.5° latitude crosses the 350 km height in the ionosphere
at a latitude of 340 and a positive Doppler difference of 4.8 Hz is calculated. The sharp positive peaks
in the Doppler curve at A ,E and I are seen to be caused by large southward density gradients.

In all the sets of curves , it is seen tha t the variations on the overhead Doppler curve are smaller
than on the other two passes. This is due to the fact that the ray has a longer ionospheric path under the
influence of the gradients on the oblique paths to the east or west orbits than it does on overhead paths.

3.2.3 Figure 7

The ISIS II sounder data, shown at the bottom of Figure 7, reduce to a latitudinal profile of foF2
which has a modest southward gradient north of Ottawa and a reasonably deep depression to the south . The
comparatively large negative excursion of the Doppler difference around 350 latitude ar ises from the
refractive effects of the depression. The displacement in latitude of the Doppler excursion with respect
to the depression due to the obliquity of rays is again observed.

3.2.4 Figure 8a ,8b ,8c

The implementation of a deep trough in the foF2 profile centred at Ottawa has a dramatic effect  on
the Doppler difference frequency. The overhead pass in Figure 8b is plotted over the density profile , and
the pairs of letters on the two curves show aga in that the largest effects correspond to rays that
experience the largest north—south gradients while passing through the ionospheric layer. The depth of the
t rough (5 MHz) is representative of some of the deeper troughs observed by Muidrew (1965) , and may be
regarded as a typical upper limit. The total ionospheric Doppler difference of a few tens of hertz in
Figur~~8a and 8c is about as large as will ever be observed since the deep depression of foF2 was positioned
at the most influential latitude: that of the receiver.

3.2.5 Figure 9

In the f inal example, a Constant eastward gradient of 0.5 kBz/lun was combined with foF 2 and its
southward gradient derived from the ISIS data profile at the bottom of Figure 9. This leads to the
solid curve at the top of Figure 9. The central portion of the foF2 profile responsible for this curve
is f ree of long scale systematic gradients but has small variations in foF2 which cause fairly large
latitud inal fluctuat ions in the Doppler difference when the satellite is near Ottawa latitudes. The broken
line was obtained by using the foF2 profile for the plasma frequency and setting all horizontal gradients
to zero. Again , the results reveal that the small—scale gradients lead to differences of the order of a
few hertz.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Ionospheric refraction will typically cause systematic and random errors of a few hertz at 30 MHz
if no horizontal gradients are assumed between an ELF and SARSAT and between SARSAT and Ottawa. Large
density gradients , including troughs , can exist in the F region and these will be responsible for the
largest errors. Magnetically disturbed conditons occur occasionally and the main trough can then be centred
near Ottawa ; for the OSCAR—6 case errors of a few tens of hertz could result. For normal magnetic condi-
tions, the main trough is north of Ottawa and errors of about 10 Hz for the OSCAR—6 case occur.

The plasma—frequency profile presented in Figure 9 applies to a local time of 0830 hr. Irregula-
rities in ~N and north—south variations in this figure are fairly typical for morning and early afternoon
conditions; the magnitude of 1N ’ however , will vary throughout the day . The main trough (Maldrew , 1965)
is a regular feature of the ionosphere. It begins to form about 1500 hr local t ime and becomes very
pronounced from about 1700—2100 hr. Between 2100 hr and sunrise it is still present but is not so well
defined . In the afternoon it moves southward and from about 1800 hr to sunrise during normal magnetic
activity it is located near 60° geomagnetic latitude or about 490 geographic latitude at the Ottawa longitude.
During the night other troughs or rapid variations in 

~N with latitude can occur throt. ,hout the high
latitude ionosphere.

To use the computer programs effect ively for operational ionospheric c. :sct ion in the SARSAT
system, a model of the ionospheric parameters for North America would be required . This model would give
critical F—layer frequencies and horizontal electron—density gradients , end perhaps effective F—layer
thickness, as a function of longitude, latitude, local tine, month, sunspot number and magnetic—activity
Index (Kp). It is hoped that such a model will be completed in 1978.

Doppler difference curves have been calculated at frequencies other than 30 MHz • The conditions
corresponding to the solid curve in Figure 9 were applied to frequencies of 121.5 , 143 and 406 MHz which
are of interest in a SARSAT system. The shapes of the resulting difference curves remained unchanged but
their amplitudes were lower by a factor of approximately the inverse ratio of the frequencies. For
inetance, the solid 30—MHz curve in Figure 9 has a peak at 470 latitude of about 6.3 Hz, whereas the
calculated 121.5 MHz maximum at that latitude is 1.3 Hz. This frequency dependence is expected , since
Doppler frequency varies as f , and the refractive index deviation from unity varies as f— z ~

In the proof—of—concept studies at 30 MHz carried out at CRC , the error in locating an ELT was
about 10 or 15 km (Werstiuk and Winter , 1978) . For the ionoepheric conditions studied perhaps half of this
error was due to the ionosphere . At certain times when large ionospheric troughs occur at the appropriate
latitude, ionospheric errors might be many times this value . In an operational system the main ionospheric
effects would be due to the 121—MHz ELT— Satellite link and hence the ionospheric error would be reduced by
about a factor of 4. Presumably the other errors would also be reduced in an operational system so that
the ionospher ic error would be one of the major sources of error .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -
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Figure 3 Plan view of ray—path deviation due to a horizontal gradient.
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HORIZONTAL GRADIENT 
— .~~~~~ 0.001 MHz/k in EASTWARD

- 
0

WEST

GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE (1

Figure 5 Calculated ionospheric Doppler difference curves as a function of geographic latitude for three
OSCAR—6 passes. Cases with no horizontal gradient in foF2 , with an eastward gradient in foF2 ,
and with a westward foFE gradient are presented . 
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Figure 6 Calculated io@ospb.n c Doppler difference curves for 3 OSCAR—6 pe.ase end fo?2 obtained from
1118 II data (1442 UT , Jan , 4 , 1975) as a function of geographic latitede.
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GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE (1

Figure 7 Same as 6 except ISIS II data recorded 1557 1ST, Jan. 9, 1975.
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Figure Sa ,8b ,8c Calculated ionospher ic Doppler difference curves as a function of geographic latitude for
three OSCII—6 passes and a hypothetical foF2 distribution as a function of geographic
latitude.
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_ _ _WITH GRADIENTS
8- ———WITHOUT GRADIENTS
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GEOGRAPHIC LATITUDE (1

Figure 9 Calculated ionospheric Doppler difference curves for the ‘west ’ OSCAR—6 pass. The solid curve
includes the effects of both the north—south and east—west gradients. The broken curve
corresponds to the no—horizo ntal—gradient case. The foF2 values were obtained fro m an ISIS II
pass at 1414 UT on January 3 , 1975.
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DiSCUSSION

RJ.Long, US
Why does the system proposed not use a dual frequency transmitter as in (iS Transit Navigational Satellite? Since p 

-
the system proposed is only in design concept state, I believe it is necessary to look at the present status of naviga-
tional capabilities of Transit.

Author’s Reply
Most light aircraft carry only a single-frequency ELI and it would be difficult and expensive to implement a two-
frequency system. I agree that systems such as the Navy Navigational Satellite System using the Transit satellites
should be investigated. Cost and implementation problems will have to be compared with effectiveness.

J.M.Goodman, US
Can you possibly use the processor described by Dr Tomijanovich to obtain the data you need for ionospheric
correction without pursuing a modelling exercise?

Author ’s Reply
Other systems for producing an estimate of the ionospheric Doppler difference could, of course, be used. A study
has not yet been carried out to see which system would be preferable in terms of effectiveness, cost , and convenience.
The model presently being developed at CRC will have a large variety of uses, not only the one mentioned in this
paper for calculating the ionospheric Doppler difference.

J.Aarons, US
I would suggest you might use I 36-MHz observation of Wideband Satellite to validate your model. In addition, there
are many 40-MHz doppler measurements available for this region.

Author’s Reply -
(No comment)

b
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EflJDE DU CONTENU PLA~ 4A8PHEN I~ JE E1~ DES SC INTILLATION S

A PARTIB DES SIGNAUX D ’ATS—6 A LANNION

R. FLEUR Y ET J .P . CORNFX~

CENTR E NATIONAL D ’ETUDES DES TELD~OMMUNICATIONS

- 
DEPABTI~4ENT M .I . R .  - LANNION

ABSTRACT

The amplitude and the phase of radio beacon signals received from ATS—6 have
been studied at LANNION from January to August 1976.

The ionospheric content and the total electron content are deduced respecti-
vely from measurements of Faraday rotation and group delay. The plasmapheric content is
given by the aubatraction of -the rormer from the latter. During magnetically quiet pe-
riods, the ratio NP/N T shows a noct urnal maximum , about 145-55 % , and a daytime minimum
at 10—1 5 %. The observations are fitted in an ionoaphere—magnetosphere model ; that gi-
ves thus the electronic density distribution in terms of the altitude for two seasons
(winter and spring). -

- 
As for the scintillations , it results from the recordings that, in summer ,

they are more frequent and stronger than in winter. During summer they are also more
frequent in da~jtime, in connection with sporadic E—layers . Finally we study the depen-
dence of the index SI4 on the frequency, the connection of scintillations with the ma-
gnetic activity and spread—F, and the recordings of isolated bubbles of irregularities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nous prAsentons d’ici des rdsultats pr6timinaires concernant d’une part lea contenus ionoaph4—
ri que et plasmasph6rique et d’autre part lea scintillations d’amplitude .

Ces rdsultats soot d6d~its des mesures faites I LANNION (t~8°, 75 N ; 3°, 145 W) entre Janvieret AoGt 1976 aw~ lea signaux 6mis par wi satellite g6ostationnaire (ATS—6) , dont la longitude EST
6tait 35°. La satellite gtait vu sous une 4l6vation Ac 23, 1° at un azimuth & 133, 14 ° .

Lea aspects techniques de l’expdrience ont dtd ddcrits par ailleurs (PAPET—LEPINE,1916).

La rayon observateur—satellite atteignant lea altitudes 150 et 300 km I la verticale des
ionoaondes de POITIERS at SAINT— SANTIN respectivement , noua avons utiiisg lea ionogrelmne s de la
premi~re station pour contrdler la pr€sence de couches E sporadiques et d6terminer la hauteur dumaximum d’ionisation hmF2, et ceux de la deuxilme station pour contrdier ].a pr4sence de F diffus.
l.a station Ac POITIERS a sond6 quotidiennement pendant la dur6e des observations , tandia que celia
de SAINT—SANTIN n ’a fonctionn~ que 3 ou 14 joura par mois en aimultan8it~ avec le sondeur I diffusionincohgrente.

2. LI CONTENU PLA&IASPM2B~1~ JE

2.1. Equations

La contenu plasmasph6rique N
~ 

eat obtenu par Giff6rence entre le contenu total NT et le
contenu iono.phdrique NF. Cea deux derniers sont reepectivement d4duita I partir des mesures de
phase et As rotation Faraday salon is mdthode expos€e par DAVIES et autres (1976). Nous rappe—
ions ici bri~veaent lea principales dquations appliqudes I la station Ac LANNION.

La temp. ndceasaire I Un signal ~mi. d’un satellite S pour stteindre un r8cepteur R situ8
su sol eat donng par is relation

t •  I~ ~~~~ — ~~ o d e

o~ vg reprdsente is vitesse Ac groupe Au signal et n l’indioe Ac r€fraetion Au milieu. Cette re-
lation permet As d~duire la variation Ac phase. La contenu total est d~termin4 I partir des
diffdrences de phase des deux modulations 1 MHz. sur lea signsux 140 et 360 MEa , ee dernier dtant pris
comme signal de rdf8renoe. Nous faisona 8galement l’hypothlse que l’on paut rempiscer is variation
en altitude A. la ~ rrofr8qusnce 8lectronique par as valeur moyenne price 1 1 100 km (fL 0,60 MHz).
Noua avons

NT — 3,536 io ’~ ~ lel

~ 
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o~ 0 141 eat exprimA en Aegi4s at N T en el/m 2

La rotation Faraday, exprim~e en degrêa d’un signal le long d’un trajet S eat obtenue paris relation

a f— 2 ,361 x
2

1
~~~ f 0 fL Nd s

Prenant 
~L 

constsnte, ~gale I ss valeur 1 380 km 
~~ 

0,753 MHz) on obtient approximati—
vement pour le contenu ionoaph~rique NF jusqu’1 une altitude de 2500 km

N5, — 5,378 io l14 D 1140

La diff€rence entre lea deux contenua prAc€denta donna celui Ac is r6gion comprise entre
is haute ionoap~1re at le satellite. Cette r6gion eat conatitu6e par is plaamaaphlre jusqu’& 5 rayons
terrestrea (scion lea conditions magn6tiquea), par is plasmapause as limite sup~riaure et par une
par-tie de is magn~tosphIre, r~gion o~ is densitg ~iectronique eat trls faibia.

Pour cslcular N noua introduisons le facteur Ac forme F qui correspond I une moyanna pon-
d€rde aur toute la trsj~ctoire oblique de is ~rrofr6quence ~ieetronique.

F — 
r~ 1

~L da — — 11 ,14557 
(1 1140

Nda 0 141

~~ suppossnt qua F act ind€pendant Ac 1 ‘heure locale is relation suivante permet de cal—
culer N~.

F
— NT ~1 — 

0.753

Lea premiers r~aultats ont montr~ que le contenu plaamssph6rique 6tait trla faible par
rapport su contenu total . Cele. n~cesaite done wie trla calibration des mesurea effectu€es pour sC—e~Aer sux valeurs absoluea. Pour ces raiaona nous avona retenu dens notre $tude dea p~rioAea Acqueiquea jours au lieu de m~Aianes menauelies ngceasitant une observation quasi continue dana le
temp..

2.2. R~sultata exp~rimentsux

Pour des conditions magn~tiqueisent caimes nous avons retenu deux p~rio4es , i’une en hiver
l’autre an printemps is pdriode Au 26 an 30 Janvier , situde queique a joura sprla une i6~1re agi-
tation pr6clde Un. orsge gra4uel d~butant 1. 30 vera 21 h TU ; is p~riode Au 18 su 21 Avril carse-
tgria~e par un indice plan6taire 5 inf€rieur I 2 + eat situ&e 9 jours sprla is prAcdd.ente pertur-
bation.

Las variations diurnes de N aont sambiabies pour cea deux p~riodea at sent repr~sent6es
per ie. figure 1 pour l’intervafle 2~—30 Janvier. Ella. pr~aentent lea carsctdristiquer suivantes

— Un maximum Ac nuit vera 014-06 he*’rea locales. La maximum d’hivsr eat aup~rieur de 2.5
unit~s Ac contenu (1 unite io16 ei.ra 2) I celul Au printempa ,

— une d6croisasnce rapids le matin , sprl a la lever Au soleil alors qua 115, sugmente ,

- Un minimum Ac jour vera 12— 1 14 heurea , A’ amplitndea sensibiement €gslea pour lea daux
saiaons ( 14.5 unit~a) ,

- une croissance plus iente avant ie coucher du eoieii pour stteindre le maximum le len—
demain isatin.

Lea perturbations sutour des moyennes respective. sont plus fortes 1. jour (20 %) ~ue is
nuit (10 %).

La variation diurne Au rapport Np / NT eat identique I celie do N (figure 2 pour is
2lme p~riode). On observe un minimum do 12 % en hiver , 17 % au printemps Jtre 08 et 18 heures ,
un maximum Ac 50 % an hiver at 67 % an printempa vera 03 Heurca . Ceis refllte bian is i~lus grand.importance Au contenu plsamasph~rique is nuit par rapport su jour dan e &a contenu total NT.

En p~riode ms~ i~tiquement pcrturbde, las premiers r6sultst s observg s b r a  Ac is phase I ont
montr~ Un. augmentation Ac N~ avec Np. et un vidage do is pissmasphlre lore de is phase ndgstive Ac
i’orage ionoeph~rique (SOICHEn , 1975 ; POLETTI — WIZZI et autree , 1977). Cette dernilre conciusion
sppsrsft cur is figure 1 reprkentsnt lea variations A. L~ en fonction A. i’hcure locale. La con—
tenu 5 prdsente un maximum d’ionjsstion en fin Ac p~riod~ (nu it Au 29 an 30) . A partir A. 15 EU
ie 30 nous observona cur i’indice diectrojet AZ une succession A. sous—orages dana is zone auro-
raic qui wont donner naissance I un orsge grsduel ie 31 (ALLEN et sn-tree, 1977). Qu.iques heures
aprls ie ddcienchement Ac is perturbation N &~crott brutalenent I tme valour moitid moindre Ac
cell. A. is nuit pr~e~Aente alors qua le eo~tenu ionosph~rique ne subit pas Ac variations , Malheu-
reusement une coupure I i’~miseion ne nous s psi p.rmi. A. euivrc l’6voiution future A. 11p r n  L’orage
magn~tique a A~but brusque Au 7 f~vrier , A~bntant is satin 0928 EU permat A. mettre en ~vldsnce une
importante phase positive sw’ is contenu ionospt~ rique. En .ff.t, A. 10 h 1 lIe h N11, passe do 26.3
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& 14 1. 14 unit~s soit une diminution sembiable & is variation diurne observ~a entre le 26 et le 29
ja nvier. Cela veut dire que la phase positive se produit principalement au deacons Ac 2 500 km
c ’est—I—dira dana ia haute ionosphlre. L’Axamen de i’aititude du maximum d’ionisation & is station

POITIERS ne mont re aucune &~vation Ac is couche F2 dana cet intervaile Ac
d’ionisation peut done ~tra la cons~ quence A’un champ ~iectrique magn~tosph~rique aube—cr6puscule
(MENDILLO, 1973).

2.3. Discussion des r6sultats

La variation diurne d~crite dans ie paragraphe pr~c~dent eat identique & ceile observ~e
par d’autras auteurs, b r a Ac la phase I en particulier (SOICHF~ , 1975 ; POLE’I’TI — LUIZZI et
autres, 1 977). Capendant KERSLEY at autres (1977) observent I ABERYSTWYTH, b ra Ac is phase II
un minimum, is nuit et un maximum en fin d’aprls—midi , plus fort i’~ t& que l ’hiver .  Il reste qua
ia variation diurne eat peu importante et qua lea 6carts mensuels observ~s peuvent provenir Ac
diff ~rentes conditions magn6tiques et surtout da d i f f ~rents t rajets dana is plasmasphlra. La
faible amplitude Ac is variation diurne s ’explique par le fait qu’eiie n ’est due qu’aux sauls
modes Ac diffusion ~tant donna l’absence Ac m~canisme s de production et de pertes ~lectroniques
I ces altitudes .

Las mesures expérimentales obtenues at certaines Aonn~es auppi~mentaires d~crites ci—Aessous sont utilis~es pour ~valuer lea paramltres Au modlie Ac KIMURA (1966) et sinai d~terminer
is distribution de ia densit~ ~1ect ronique en fonction Ac l’aititude.

La Aensit é He est d~termj nge par ie produit Nr x N~ o~ Hr at Nd sont des fonctions respec—
tives Ac la distance radiale et da is colatitude. Hr eat A€duit Au modlle I ~quilibre diffusif
D (III) Ac KIMUIIfi. (1966) dana lequel on tiant compte Ac i’acc6i~ration centrifuge due I la rota-
tion de is terre. Ce nod3ie suppose qua le plasma eat en ~quiiibre diffusif vertical au Aessus
d’un nivaau Ac r~t~renca pris 1 1 000 km. ANGS2IAMI et THOMAS ( 1 9614) ont montr6 qu’en r~aiitg
l’~ quiiibra se fait le long dec iignes Ac force Au champ g6omagn~tique . En supposant une ionos—
phlre stratifige sphériquement (absence Ac gradients horizontaux) i’erreur introduite eat peu
import ante. Her rapr~sente is Aensit~ au niveau Ac rêf~rence. Au dessus Ac la plasm~~ause (pr ise
I L — 14.5) on adopts un modlie en R—14. Nous supposons qu’I 1 000 km les ions Aominants sont If’ ,
He+, 0+. La fait Ac nêgiiger lea ions mol~culaires NO

+ at 02
+ entratne une erreur sur la dansit6

de is couche F2 iorsque la hautaur de celie—ci eat inf~rieure & 300 km (situation Ac jour ) .

La fsit da n~gliger la couche E sous—estine ia contenu Faraday Ac jour at principalement
en &t~ ( DAVIES at autraa, 1976),

La tamp~rature moyenne du plasma & 1 000 km eat A~Auite des figures 1 at 2 publi€es par
TITHERIDGE (1976) at obtenues I partir Ac la aonde Alouette 1.

La hauteur Au maximum Ac la coucha F2 eat A6termin~e I partir Ac ia formule Ac BRADLEY
et DIJDENEY (1973) donnant hm F2 I partir des donn~as foF2 , foE et M( 3 000) F2 fournit par l ’iono—
aonde Ac Poitiers. I.e tableau N°1 i4sume las paramltras d~crivant la profii.

SAISON Composition ionique 
~~ N i~~~~, T Np ( 1000) !~p(30OOJPER lODE ci m— Np/NT hmF2 it~ He~ ~~ 
kin 

11400 Degz4a 11T N1

~iiN0XE 0.2028E 11 18 5 250 0.008 0.001 0.991 2300 0.216 30000 28.1 5 17.0 5
JOUR

~JIN0XE 0,7185E10 65~% 330 0.800 0.170 0.030 600 0.366 1700° 89.6 5 6 i .6  S
NUIT

RIV ER 0 . 1 I E 1 1  19 5 256 0.005 0.000 0.995 2890 0.293 3700° 33.7 5 19.4 5
JOUR

RIVER 0.48110 1,7 5 316 0.730 0.120 0.150 825 0.120 1500° 58.1 5 46.6 5
NUIT

Tableau N°1 — Psramltrea Au modlle do densit~

Bus’ i.e figure. 3 et 14 none avons repr~sent~ ies profiie obtonua reapectivement As jour et
4. nuit pour 1. printemp..

Las ions 0~ pr~doainsnt s au—Aaasous de 300 km eont maintenua is nuit par l.a diffusion des
ions ? a. is pisisapawie euivant is z4action

II~ + O..O~ + H

- - —.  - _ _ _ _ _-.--
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La hauteur de transition des ions Q4 — ff+ (altitude o~1 lea dansit6s de 0
’ et Ac H’~ sont

~ga ]es)  Se a itue vers 600 km. Dc jour, be ph~nomIne s’invcrse. La mouvement des ions W~ se fait
vera be haut at on observe une altitude Ac transition 1 2300 km. I.e rapport N ( h )  / NT pour leadeux altitudes h — 1 000 at h 3 000 km permet Ac constater quc, dana cette t~anche A’aititude
be contenu eat plus fort le jour que la nuit . C’est done principa lament cette r6gion que jo uc be
rdbe Ac r6aervoir d’ions H’.

2.14. Interpr~tation des r~sultats

La temps Ac groupe èt la rotation Faraday Aes aignaux ~mis sur le satellite ATS 6 ont ~~
enregistr~s I LANNION lors Ac la phase II Ac J ‘exp~riencc. Ces meaures permettent A’acc~Aer rca—
pectivement au contenu total NT jusqu’au satellite , au contenu ionosph~riquc Np. jusqu’I 2 500 kmenviron at par diff6rencc an contenu plasmasph6rique. Cette technique permet Ac fournir des in—
formations continues sur lea variations ic Np et peut ~t re compl~mentaire des observations Aé—
duitea des aiffleurs. Elie n~cessite une bonne calibration des mesures cc qui a iimit~ notre 6tude
I des périodes Ac quelques joura. En p~riode magr~tiquement calme , Np pr~sente un minimum Ac jour

et em maximum Ac nuit avant is lever Au soleil. La variation Alurne Au rapport Np / se situe entre
10 et 20 5 be jour , supérieure 1 50 % la nuit . Ce compertement perinet Ac d~finir is regie qui r~git
lea 6changes ionosphlre—protor. sphlre. Dc nuit , la piasmasphlre eat fortement ionis~e et joue lerole Ac r~servoir Un mouvement vers be bas des ions H+ principalenent pernet Ac maintenir une
ionosphlre de nuit. Dc jour , ie m~can isme s ’inverae at i’altitude Ac t ransition des ions 0+ —

remonte. Durant les perturbations magn~tiques, lea proceasus A’interaction sont accrua . Lors de
ia phase initiale Ac i’oragc le comportement Ac Np est encore mal A~finit ; bors Ac la phase prin—cipal e la plasmasphlre se vida soit Aans be milieu magn~tosph~rique par convection soit dana l’io—nosphlre par un mouvemant Ac diffusion vera be baa. Nous n ’avons pas observ~ Ac processua Ac rem—
plisaage Ac is plasmasphlre qui Aemanda cinq I huit j ours A ’ observationa continues.

3. LES SCINTILLATIONS

3.1 . IntroAuction

Lea scintillation s ont ~~ ~tudi~es sur las trois fr~quencaa 40, 1140 et 360 MHz pour lea—queu es is Aisponibilit~ iimi t~e Au satellite et des Aifficult~s techniques locales n ’ont permisAc recueiilir des Aonn6ea qua pendant reapectivement environ 142 5, 22 5, et 32 5 Au temps. D’autra
part , la p~rioAe d’~ chantilbonnage , 10 a , n ’eat ddapt~e I i’~ tuAe quantitative que A’ un nombra rca—
treint A ’ enregistramants. C’ eat pourquoi is majeure partie des r~sultats pr~sentés ici proviennentA’une etude qualitat ive A’ enregistrenents graph iques.

3.2. Traitemant des donn~ea

On constata sur lea enregistrements Ac i’amplitude 1 40 MHz ie. superposition As variations
lentas Ac i’ampiitude at des scintillations allcs—m~mea (figure 5) .  Cetta fluctuation lente , quoique
non exactement reproduite dens sa forne, d6bute at s’arrlte I des heuras quasiment idant ques d ’ un
jour I l’autre . Ella cat sans Aoute due I i’interf~rence Au rayon direct issu Au satellite avec un
rayon rgfl~chi sur is aol, combin~e an lager &cart I is g~oststionnarit~ Au satellite. Ce ph~nomInerend diff ici le  le caicul d’un indice Ac scintiilationa I partir des graph ique c aur une p~rioAecnp~rieure 1 10 inn. La signal requ cur 360 MHz a g~n6ralement Un rapport signal sur bruit aascz
faibic at saules lea fortes acintillations rescortent sur lea enregistremants. I.e signal sur
i4o MHz eat exempt des A~fauta des da’ax autres fr~quencaa .

Pour lea ~tudes quantitstives lea seintillations aur 40 et 360 MHz ont 6t~ cxtraitos enfilt rant lea Aonn6es sur 7 points (JENKINS et cob.,  1968), l’intervaiie traitg €tsnt sup~rieuron égal I unc heure.

3.3. CaractIrea g~n€raux dec acintilistions observh a

Dana cc qui suit nouc avons retenu comne cas Ac acintiblations is totalité des observations
stIr 140 at 60 MIIz tandis quo sur 40 MHz saul ont ~~ retanus lea ~vInementa toic que l’indiccmaaurg cur las enregiatrements graphiquas colt aup~rieur 1 0,1. La principal. csract~ristique qui
ressort do cotta ~tuAe pr~liminaire eat be nivesu trla diff ~rant A. i’activit~ doe acintiliationa
sur lea trois fréquancee auivant ia asiaon. Uno autre conclusion psrticulilre an signal cur 40 MHz,
eøt la quasi permanence des ecintilistions. Elles no furent totslaaent absentee qua pendant en-
viron 40 heurea cur toute is p€riode gtudige.

Pendant is p~riode hiver — ~quinoxe (Janvier — Avrii) ella. ont ~~ peu ri4qucntec, princi—
pe.lement nocturnes et asses fsiblea I leO Mhz cu es ont ~~ estur~ae (84 — 1) que pendant onze
houres r~parties en p~riodes bonguca d’une heure environ, en association svac Au F—diffua . Sur
cotte mime fr~quenco , las ecintlilatlons ont ~~~ abaentes ou pen importantea (S 4’0,1) pendant une
dizaine A. jours, uniformgment r~pe.rtia ~ur toute lit Øriode. Par silicurs, i’indice 84 maximalobserve aur 1 140 MHz n ’s paa d~paes~ 0,114 .

--
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A onze occacions , stir 1.0 MHz , des scintillations d’indice sup~rieur ~ 0,2 ont &t~ pi4sentes
de jour (0600 - 1800 ) pendan t tin temps allant de 1 heure a 6 beures . Au moment de ceB scintillations
lea couches E sporadiau~ s ~ PO ITTERS avalent une foEs < 3MHz et le F—diftu s ~tait ~videimnent ab—
sent ; lea irt4gularit~s responsables do ces scintillations ne peuvent alora ~tre situges qu ’aux
altitudes sup~rieures ~ colic du maximum de la r~gion F.

Lee scintillations d’6t~ (Mai — AoGt) Se caractgrisent par leur permanence et par une
fr6quence d’apparition plus grande des scintillations fortes r6parties &galement entre Xe jour et
la nuit. La figure 6 montre un exemple de coB scintillations fortes sur 1 140 et 360 MHz. Los scm —
tillations fortes se distinguent elles—m8mes par la relative aoudainet~ do leur apparition ; leur
disparition pout ~tre aussi soudaine mais Be fait g~n6ralement plus graduellement. Leur duz4e eattrês variable. L’apparition eat souvent accompagn~e d’ un ~vanouissement du signal encadr~ ~~~~~~
(ou plusieurs) figure(s) de diffraction de Fresnel caractêristiques des “bulles” d’irr6gularUs
que noue verrons plus loin (~ 6).

Par ailleurs, tine p6riode de scintillations tortes, et donc la zone d’irr~gularifls corres—
pondante, eat souvent tras morcell~e et discontinue, et parsem6e de “bulles”. (Figure 7) .  Tout Be
passe comae ai des nuages c~niportant des irr6gularit~s impo rtantes , isol~ s et ayant tin fort gradient
sur leurs borda , traversaient la rayon satellite-observateur .

Pendant lee mois d’6t~ tin maximum dana l’activit6 des ecintillations apparait entre 0900 h
et 1 300 h. Respectivement 50 et 51t S des cas de scintillations observ~ee dens cot intervalle
co!ncidaient avec la pr~sence stir lee ionograjmnes de POITIERS do couches E5 avec tine f0E5 sup~—
rieure ~ 1. et 5 MHz .

Cette association des scintillations diurnes avec lea couches E5 pendant i’6t~ a dkjà 6t6
constat~e et 6tudi~e en moyennes latitudes (ANASTASSIAGIS et col, 1970 ; DAS GUPTA et col, 1976).

Los ~tudes ont montr~ quo dane la tras grande majorit6 des cas analys4s , f0E5 est sup8—
rieurs ~ un certain scull , de l’ordre do 1. ~ 5 MHz et que los traces stir lee ionogrammes Bout du
type “diffuses en altitude”.

Notre dtude n’a pus port~ stir lea caract€ristiques des traces mais, c~~~e nouB l’avons vu
plus haut see conclusions confirinent l’existence d’une fr~quence seuil. On notera aussi que, comae
en hiver, Une grande partie de ces scintillations de jour doivent ~tre provoqu6es par des irr~gu—
larit6s situ6es au—dessus du maximum de la r6gion F2.

3.4. Dêpendance en fr6quence

L’6tude quantitative a permis d’obtenir quelques valeurs dé l’exposant n, tel quo 54 a
Ces velours sont r~unjes dans le tableau aulvant.

Tableau N°2

D~pendance do l’indice do scintillations avec ls fr~quence

Jour Retire f1 f2 ~~ ~142 n

1 21 Janv. 01.50 0530 11.0 360 0,1.8 0,10 1,6(
2 14 Ply. 11400 11.30 140 i1.o 0,4 o,o6 1,1.8
3 5 Ply. 2030 2120 11.0 360 0,11.5 0,086 0,5~
14 5 Ply . 2210 2300 1 140 360 0,136 0,053 1 ,01

5 5/6 F€v. 2300 0010 11.0 360 0,11.0 0,081 o,~8

6 6 Ply . 0010 0130 11.0 360 0,089 0,055 0,51

7 7 Ply . 0130 0300 140 360 0,105 0,050 0,8(

Los deux premiares velours sont en accord avec lea x4eultats do la thiorie de la diffusion
faible , qui attribue a n la valour 1 ,5, quand on utilise tine loi do puissance ~~croissante evec
tin indic. spectral de 4 pour le spectre de puissance dee irr~gularitk (RUFENAC I!, 1975 ; TAUR ,
1974). On conatate aussi que , bien quo l’indice 84 1 40 ou 1140 MHz rest. peu ~1ev~, c ’est l dire
inf ~rieur I Ia limite traditionnelle de le diftuaion torte (814 — 0,5), l’expoasnt n dkcro~t quand
84 augnente. Cela pout elor. indiquer quo lea signeux sont sousde I tine diffusion ftultiple, on
accord avec des r~su1tats ant~rieurs th*oriquos ou .xp~ria.ntaux ( TEE et col . ,1977 ; WHITNEY .t
col., 1977). Mais cola petit aussi signifier (oxosipiss 3, 5 et 6) qua l’origine do. scintiflations
en 360 MHz n ’~t&It pa. Iono.ph~rique, ~~is peut -Itre tropo.ph~riqu.,
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3.5. Liaison avec le F—diftua et l’activité ma~ i~tigue

Dc Janvier I Aoflt , le pr~.ence de F diffus fut conatat~e nouf fois cur les ionogra es do
nuit de SAINT— SANTIN , avec tine dur€e allant de 1 heure 1 6 heures. Dana 8 Ca., cette p~4sence
fut ..ccompagnée do scintillationa sur lea trois tréquences, trIs torte. our 40 MHz (S 4 — 1). Dan.
7 cas Xe F—diffua 6tait 6galement present a POITIERS. Mais is corrClation sci~tillation.—P’—diffuaa etC plus taible pour cette station (33 5 des caB).

En cc qui concerne la liaison scintillations—activitC magnCtique aucune tendance nette no
se dCgago, si cc ~‘est pendant l’CtC , o~ los plus fortes acintiliations furent enregistr4es pendant
los jours calmes ou trIs ce.lmes.

3.6. IrrCgularitCs isolCes

La figure 8 a montre tin example do figures do diffraction produite par doe bull.. dtirrC—
guLiaritCs, isolCes et pCriodiques, enregistrCes stir 140 et 360 MHz le 22 Juillot. Ii sembie qu’il
y ait tin groups de cinq figures de 17,3 mm do pCriode et dotix figure. e*psrCes par 15,3 mu.

Do teilea figures do diffraction ont CtC observCos tr6quemment et depuis longteiizpe sur
l’amplitude des signaux en moyennes ot basses iatitudes (IRELAND et col., 1977 ; KELLEHER et col.,
1975). Parmi d’autres caractCristiquae, diff6rontea mCthodes d’analyse attribuent aux nuages d’ir—
rCguiarit6s, reaponsables de ces figures, tine altitude le plus souvent voisine de 100 km (c ’eet—I—
dire den s is region E) (CLAR K et col., 1975 ; KELLEHER et col., 1975) ou parfois tine altitude situCo
dana la region F (KELLEIiER et col., 1975 HERON, 1976). D’autre part tine Ctude menCe par ELKINS
ot col. (1969) en zone sub—aurorale stir do tols groupea do bulies, leur attribue tine yitesse ban —
zontale d’enyiron 100 m/s et tine direction prCtCrentielle do dCplaceaent proche do l’aziauth 170°.

Per ailleura on pout raisonnablement dCduiro do Xe pCriodicit6 du groupe do is figure Ba,
quo los bulb s d’irnCgularitCs responaablos do cc groupe no sont pas ind6pondantes et qu’eile. ant
CtC produites par le memo ph6noelne. En tttnibtiant I COB bullea tine vitesse do 100 at/c , on bticnt
pour be groupe do cin~ bulb s tine longuetir d’onde d’environ 100 km. L’origine d’un tel groupe reste
I dCterminor. D’autres exempbea do figures do diffraction do Freanel proyoqu€es par des bull..
d’irrCgtilanit€s ont CtC rCunis Bun be figure 8b.

Nous avons enregistrC 108 fois cur 40 MHz do teiiea buule. d’irrCguiaritCe pendant be
pCniodo d’observation. Dana 76 5 do. cac , cc, figure. Ctaiont iaolCea comes ci—deasus, ~~~~~~~~~~
qu’.iles Boat epparue. ind6pendameent de scintillations, Dens to~~ los autres cas, d ies out CtC
onzegiatr€os I l’intCrieur d’une pCriode do scintillations, c’eit—I—dire quo be figure do dif-
fraction do Freanel a supplantC los scintillation, pendant ;uelques minutes.

Los rCsultata do l’Ctudo do ia frCquence d’apparition do ces buliza d’inrCgularit€e sont
rassemblC. dan a 10 tableau ci—dossous . Los nombre. qul y figuront sont des pourcentage. ; cheque
nombre do is ligno supCnieure sort do rCPl renc e aux pourcentages de is colonne correepondante.

Tableau N° 3

Observations de bulb . d’ irrCgularitCs

TotaijtC des observation. Buflea isoiCes

Janvier River EtC Janvier River EtC
Aoflt Equinoxe Ao~t Equinoxe

100 22 78 100 27 73
0600— 1200 17 48 37 9 47
1700—2400 47 58 41, 50 61, 45
1800—2100 36 50 32 37 55 30
f0E5 5 MHz — — 45 — — 28
f0E~ 6 MHz — — 30 — — 25

On a dCfini dan . cc tableau trois tr enches horaires qui •ont apparue s typiques I i’oxa—
mon dos rCsul tst s ; is troisiline tr anche concerne plus particulilrement is p~niod. hiver—~quinoxe.

On constate d’abord quo is tr ls grando mejoritC des observations a eta lieu l CtC et quo,
quell. quo soit b’~poqtie d~ i’snnCo, is multiC environ des bulies rencontrCes appe.naissent en dCbut
4. nuit, On re rqu. emsuit. l’sugnentstion de l’hiyer I l’Ct€ , du nombro do cas enregist rCs ii
motin. Enfin los d.ux derails.. iignos indiqu.nt, pour it seison d’CtC , le pourcentsge d’observstions,
associhs I 4.. couch.. K sporadiques aysnt Un. f0Eg supCrieur. ou Cgale 1 5 ou 6 MHz.

_ _ L
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On note que cc cant surtout des bulles non isolCes, c ’est—I—dire inclusea dens tine zone
d’irr~gularitCs, qui sont associCes I ces couches ; cola eat normal car tine ES productnice de
acintillations a tine Ctendue apatiabe plus importante qu’une bulb isob6e et a donc plus do chances
de laiaser tine trace cur tin ionogramme .

D’autre part aunme liaison n ’a Ct6 constatCe entre ces builes et Xe F—diffus stir bes iono—
grammes des deux stations.

4 . CONCLUSION

Nous avons reprCsentC quelques rCaultata obtenua lore do is phase II dc l’expCrience ATS—6
lorsque cc dernier Ctait positionn~ par 350 Eat. Coapte tenu des diff&rentea frCquonce. et dti fait
qu’il Ctait posaib1~ do faire des enregistrements continua dens le temps deux directions princi—
pales ont CtC ClaborCes

— tine Ctude du contenti ionosphCriqtie et du contenu total I partir do la rotation Faraday
et do la assure du temps de groupe. Par diff~rence ii est possible d’obtenir 10 contenti
pbasmasphCriqtie et d’Ctudier les ~changes entro b’ianosphlre et Xe magn&tosphlre. Do pbus ,
tin systeme do trois stations au sol couplC avec Xe sondeur I diffusion incoh~rente doSAINT—SANTIN a permia d’acc~der aux principales caractCristiqties des perturbations io—
nosphCriques itinCrantes qui se tradtiisent stir le contenti total par des fluctuations
quasi sinuso~dale do l’ordre de 1 1 2 5 ( SIZUN et cal., 1978).

— une Cttide des scintillations ionosph&riques. On a Ctabli la variation do leurs caractC—
ristiques en fonction dc is saison , leur dCpondanco avec la frCquence et leur liaison
avec lee diffCronts paramltres gCophysiqties.

Ces rCsultat s prCsentCs concernent la partie dCcroissante et 10 minimum du 2Oame cycle de
1 ‘act ivitC solaire.

Malheureusement, do nombreuses difficultCs inhCrentes au satebbite (questions d’Cnergie
avec prionitC sccordCe I d’autres expCriences) et I la station do rCception (difficultCs liCes I
b’enregistremont et I la calibration des assures) ant limitC notro Ctude ot nos rCsultats I quelques
pCriodes favorables.

Il reste qtie le satellite gCostationnaire reste un outil important dane l’Ctude scisntifique
do l’ionosphlre du fait do sea poseibibitCe d’onregietrements~contintis en diffCrentes positionssun is Terre. Une connaiaaance du comportement statistiqtie des irrCgtilaritCs oat nCcessaire pour
lea prCviaions I trls court tom e de la propagation des ondes radio. Lea meaures continues obtenues
en diffCrentes stationa permettont d’Ctablir des cartea mondialos do contents total complCmentaires
des carte. d’ioni,ation dCduites des aestires d’iohosondes et utiles pour dCterminer is rCfraction
des signaux radio Cmic par bes satellites dCf i l ants .  Cola nou, incite I Cmottre be souhait qu’tin
futur satellite gCostationnaire puisse Itre positionnC dens une zone intCreaasnt l’Europe, l’Asie
et l’Afr ique . 
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DISCUSSION

H.Soicher, US
values seem rather high as compared to measurements in the American Sector! What is the equivalent vertical

N~ for the Lannion station?

Author’s Reply
The results presented give the value of the oblique plasmaphenc content. The satellite was observed from an eleva-
tion angle of less than 200 ; it did not seem possible to us to convert them into vertical values by the methods
generally used for the total ionospheric contents. In fac t , we have noted that Np increases before the beginning of
a storm ; however , the results we have obtained are not numerous enough to be significant.

EJ.Fremouw , US
I was intelested in your observation of isolated scintillation features. You referred to them as resulting from iono-
spheric “bubbles”, which implies an electron-density depletion. I think they result instead from electron-density
enhancements , since they produce central defocuses. In our observations of complex-signal scintillation , we find
the amplitude features to be associated with phase advances , which correspond to increases ira phase velocity and
therefore , to an electron-density enhan cement.

Author ’s Reply
In the language generally used in this field , the word “bu bble’ means that the electronic density offers a
discontinuity area , the edges of which have a high gradient , without specifying the sign of this gradient. As for the
rest , we agree on what you say.

P.Bernhardt , US
I was interested to hear that both plasmaspheric content (sateilite beacon measurement) and whistler measurements
are used to derive your O~ and H~ ionospheric models. Do you have simultaneous plasmaspheric and weather
measurements? If so, how do these measurements compare?

Author’s Reply
Similar measurements from the beacon satellite , on the one hand , and from the “whistlers” on the other , have not
been systematically provided for. However , the few measurements which have been made indicate a certain amount
of correlation between the two methods.

I
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I N F L U E N C E  DE L’IONOSPHERE SUR LA PRECISION

DES M E S U R E S  EN G E O D E S I E  PAR S A T E L L I T E  A R T I F I C I E L

J. PAPET—LEPINE

C E N T R E  N A T I O N A L  D ’E T U D E S  DES T E L E C O M M U N I C A T I O N S
DEPARTEMENT M .I .R — LA NN ION

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Ii ea t d ’ un grand in ter g t en gd odd sie de meaurer avec uno grande precision
Ia dis tance entre un satellite et un ob serva teu ~ au sol. Par des moyena radio db ec—
triquos , 11 es t possible d ’ u tilise r Ia mesure du temp. do group e on dme t tan t une
fr lquence modul Ce , puis , aprC s passage par un r é c e p t e u r  do r é d m e t t r e  la modulation
ve t s i ’Cm e tteur d ’ orig ine . La mesure do Ia differen ce de phase entre Ia fr C quence
de mod ulation et la frequence du p iio te permet la mesure du temp. do groupe recher-
ché. Ma lh eureusemen t , on sal t que l’ionosph C re apporte une errour b orsqu ’on u t i b i s e
une seule frCquonce r a d i o Sb e c t r i q u e  pour determiner la distance a e p a r a n r  un satelli-
te , I un ins tant donnC , d ’ une s tation au sol . On parvient toutefois I corrigor for—
tem en t cette erreur en u t i l i s a n t  des mod l les d ’ionosph lre et de s meaures journa l iè r es
d ee para mC tres lonoaph lriques.

C e p e n d a n t , dl. que Ia precision exi gCe a tteint de e ordres do grandeur. im-
por tant. , par exemp le I m sur uno dis tance do 5 000 km , ou 1 mm p a r  s e c o n d e  p o u r
la mesure do ia vi tosse par effet Dopp ler , aucun mod lle n ’eat capable A cc jour
d ’ at tei n dre de te l le s preci sion .. Le probl lm e peut— I tre rC solu en temp. rId en ut i—
lisan t l’ ac tion dispersive de l ’ionosph lre . C’ es t a i n s i  qu ’en prenan t p lu si our s fré—
quences judicieu sement choisies ot en combinant lee effet s do chacune d ’el le s , on
a r r i v e  A des p r e c i s i o n.  i n fI r i e u r e s  A c el l e s  qu i  son t  d em a n d C e s .

to b u t  de Ia p r e s e n t s  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  es t  de 000t r er  be. ordres do grandeur
des erreur s rds idu ebbe due. A b ’ i o n o s p h l r e  b o r .q u ’on u t i i is e au mom s deux frequen-
Ce ,. On suppo sora par ba sui te quo lea erreura de me sure exp lrimentabe sont d ’ un
ordre do grandeur trés infd rieur A la p recision cx i g d e .

PREMIERE PARTIE : ERREURS RESIDUELLES SUR LA MESURE DES DISTANCES

I — GENERAL ITES

I — M lthode util i s le pour be ca lcub de s distance.

On sa l t  quo pour  los f r C quen cos  I l e vCe s  (f > 100 M h z ) ,  Ia f o r m ul e
d ’A PPLE TON—LASSE N donnant b ’ind ic e do refraction de l’i on osphl re pout g tre .1mph —
fiCe. Son dCve i oppea ont  h ai tI  aux deux  p r e m i e r s  tenses , don n e pou r I a v a lou r do
la phase
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oC S 1 design. le chomin optique ent re be satellite at une station au sob , be contenu
total d’Cl.ctrons 1. long di cc chem in , w Ia frCquence de ha p or teuse St a une
cons tante.

Si l ’on utii iso uno deuxi lme frC quenco , on obt ien t une relation identi q ue A
Ia pr IcIdento a

Sf2
— 

~~ ~2 — (2 )

11T’ ~~~ . ~~i 
1T_________________________________
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Du f a i t  do L a r e f r a c t i o n , lo s t r a j e t a  do phase  s u i v i .  par he. doux fr Cquen—
ces  so nt d i f f e r e n t .  a i n s i  quo lea  contonus totaux obliques. Faison. t ’hypoth l so que
Ic fait d’ utiii ser des frCquences Clevles , rCduit l’infiuence de I a r e f r a c t i o n  ; on
peu t donc écrire a -

S2 
— S 1 — Dv 

(3 )

avec DV dIsignant la d i s t a n c e  g Iome trique ent re be s a t e l l i t e  et la s t a t i o n  au s o b .
Do aCme , on obtiondra a— — ( 4 )

en dCa ig n an t par N le con tenu total d ’Ilec tron s rencontr é entre lea trajots de s
deux ondos. On ob tient ains i , A par tir des formule e I et 2 , un sy s t ème de d e u x
equa tions I deux inconnues qui p e r m o l t r a  d ’C va luer Ia d i a t a n c e  D v en Cl iminan t Ic
con tenu total moyen.

Si main tenant , pour do. rai.ons de coherence de phase , on se sort d ’ une
t roisiè m e fr equence , pour lo rstour vets La station d ’ on igine e t .i , d ’au t re p a r t ,
fi — afe et f2 — Us, on trouve par une combinai a on linlaire

2 
( I  + 8

2 ) D
1 

— ~2 (I + a 2 ) D 2D
~ 

— 

a 2 
—

f o r m u l a  d a n a  l a q u e l l e  D 1 e t  D 2 r o p r e a e n t e n t  l ea  d i s t a n c e s  c o r r e e p o n d a n t  aux m e s u r e a
des  p h a s e s  •~ e t

Ii a ’agi t donc d ’Cv a luer les erreur , en gendr Ie s par lea h ypo theses qui ont
per m ia d ’lcrire lea rela tion. 3 et 4.

2. — Calcul des trajeta optigue s

Il exis te actuebleme n t de s Iquations rigoureuses qui rIgi .sent ha propaga-
tion d ’ une onde de frCquence sup Cn ieure A I Mhz , dana un milieu ionisI don t b ’in dice
do refraction est fon ction A un instant donnC des troi . dimensions geometriques , en
presence du champ magn l ti que terrestre (anisotropie). En partant des equations de
l ’ op tique ham il tonni Ine , HASSELGOVE a Itabbi un système de 6 equations en coordon—
née. sphe riques qui rC solven t thC oriquement be probb lme . La seule hypoth l se intro
dui te est cello qui suppose la variation lente du milieu par rapport A la iongueur
d ‘ onde.

Pour be s ondes de frC quencea .up Cn ieures A 100 Mhz , be . sUe t. de l’ ani.o—
t rop ic du milieu sont ine xi B tant s . II est donc possible de nCgliger l ’influence du
champ geomagnC tique sur ies trajectoire. (ha norma le A l’ onde es t confondue avec la
direc tion do propagation). En consequence , cela porme t de simplifier los programmes ,
donc Ia dunCe des calculs (HANBABA , 1968).

L’indice do refraction utili.C dan. lee  calcul. set donnI par ha formuh e a

2 x
u — I — (6 )

I + I cos 0

qui correspond A b ’onde ordinaire do la formube d’APPLETON—LASSEN , avec a

— 
f o F 2  2 

g ( h ) ,  I — (7)

fo rm u b es  dan . l e s q u e l b e s  f o F 2  d es ign.  la f r e quonco  c r i t i q u e  du maximum d ’ io n i s a t i o n ,
EN Ia gyro f r eq uence  C b e c t r o n i q u o , f I a f r l quo n ce  Ct g ( h )  ha form e a t t r i b u C o  A
I ’  ionosph ere .

Lo champ gC oma gnet iqoo est c a l c u l I  A partir du dIveboppement en haraoniqu.s
. ph I r i qu os  du d ipod e  magn I t ique  t e r r e s t r o  pour uno s t a t i o n  sit u le  A 45 ’ do l a t i t u d e
No r d et  pour ume l ong i tude  0 .

Dan. los c alcul s do simulation on prend diroctoa .nt Ia rac ino du carr l de
h’ indico do Ia ro lat ton 6, san. faire do dIv .boppoment en .Ini. de Ia val sur sous
ha racin ..

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3, — S i m u l a t i o n

Pou r u n e  s i m u l a t i o n  de cc genre il n ’est pa. n C c e s a a i r e  d ’ i n t r o d u i r e  de s
profils reels obt enus par de s s o n d a g e s  ionosph e rique a v e r t i c a u x , d’ au t a n t  p l u s
qu ’au—dessu s du maximu n d’ioni sat ion le profil aera obligatoirement approximC . Un
calcul de simulation montre que si l’ on modifie La forme du pr cfi l , tout en reetant
da na des  l i m i t e s  r é a l i s t e a  p a r  r a p p o r t  au m a x i m u m  de d e n a i t C  e n v i s a g C o , b e  r C s u lt a t
eat modifi l au maximum de 20 1 ; c ’est— I—dire qu ’une erreur de 50 cm pourrait varier
d a n a  des  l i m i t e s  m a x i m a l e s  de 60 1 60 cm d a n s  cea c o n d i t i o n s , on s u p p o s e  une i o n o a —
p h è r e  c o n st i t u é e  de d e u x  p r o f i l s  de Chapma n s u p e r p o s e s .  L ’un repr Cse n te La region F ,
Ia h a u t e u r  et  L a  v a l e u r  du m a x i m u m  d ’  i o n i a a t  ‘n.  La h a u t e u r  d ’ é c h e L l e  de Ia r e g i o n
F eat re liée au contenu total d ’Clectron a vertical par une relation de proportionna—
l it C a le rapport contenu tota ’ sur maximum e a t  p r o p o r t i o n n e l  A La h a u t e u r  d ’ lc h el l e .
Dans La reg ion E , on utilise le maximum d’ ioni sation de La reg ion , La hautour maxi m a—
le et une hauteur d ’échell e moyenne adaptIe A cette reg ion. En résumé , he modlle em—
ployC ut jlise l ea  p a r a n é t r e a  su i v a n t s

— Ic contenu total d ’C lectrona
— L o s  h a u t e u r s  des  c o u c h e s  E e t  F
— l e e  f r C q u e n c e s  c r i t i q u e s  do cea c o u c h e s

Si l’ on se donne les valeura de cea paramItres , Ic p r o g r a m m e  de t r a c e  de
r a y o n a  p e r m e t de c a l c ub e r de u x m e a u r e s  “vraies ” en c a l c u l a n t le  t r a j e t do p h a s e
po ur cha cune de s fre quences u t i L i a é e a  (400 , 2 000 e t I 500 MHz). Ces me aure. soot
di tes vraies parce qu ’e l lo s  son t ob t e n u e s , pour une gComC trie dC term in le , s a n s  a u c u n e
approxima tion et en tenant compte de s d i f f C r e n t s  accroi ss eul ent s do parcour s dus A La
refrac tion sun chacun e de s fréquences. Le rCau l t a t  de cea m e a u r e s  sim u hC es eat on—
suite intr o du i t dans l ’Cquation 5. Connaissant La valeur vraie do La d i s t a n c e  satel-
li te o b e e r v a t e u r  at La valeur calculCe par i’ Cq ua t ion 5 , La d i f f e r e n c e  en tre cc.
do ux valeurs donnera l ’ erre ur r C s i d u e l l e  sun Le ca l cu l de cett e distance.

I I  — R E S U L T A T S

4. — Choix dos valeurs dea param Itres uti l is C es

D ’ aprèa Los n eaurea qui on t e tC faitea depuis une quin zaine d ’ annCes du
con t enu  t o t al d ’Cl ec trons (CTE), on possède des ord r ea do grandeure des extremums
en fonc tion do l’ ac tivit C solaire. M a i s cc . meaure s sont trop peu nombreuse a dan .
Is temp. et aur Ia surface du g lobe pour pouvoir C tabhi r une statistique globabe
significa t ive.

Nous avon. donc ~hoisi une valour trI. CbevC e du CTE (99.10
16 

elec tron. par
me tre carr C ) qui n ’os t quo trl . rarement d Cpasa le. En effet , ce tto valeur ne pout
Itre observIe qua vets m idi aux basses latitudes , pour des p C riodea de trla forte
ac t ivi t l ~ jlaire. La figure I montre l’C vo lution du CTE m eaur C A KINGSTON A la
Jamalque , au not , do Mar. 1972 , c ’e.t— A — d i r o  en p C riode de moyenne ac tivit C solaire.
En premi e re approxima tion , on pou t admettre quo Ia valour maxima b e du CTE au cour.
d ’ une journCe e st Cga le A a

)Ie (I + b IR
5

) (8)

Lea coefficien ts Ne et b dependent do La saison et de ha Iat i tud q glomagne—
tique de La zone de travers Ie de l’ionosph lre. b est de l’9~ dre de 8.10 — ” , Ne es t
compri . en tre 4.10 16 (pour be. la titudes Cb ev le i) St 5 0 . 1 0 10 Ibe ctrons par m Itre
cam e (pour ies basse e La titudes , aux Cquinoxes). On voi t quo pour un in dice hR 5
egaL A 125 (trIs forte act ivit l aoba i re) 1, valour 100 .1016 e.t atteinte. La gra—
phique do La f i g u r e  2 donne  une p r e v i s i o n  do l ’ i n d i c e  d’ act iv i tI 1R 5 pour be pro—
chain cycle soi~ ire.

— R I s u l t a t .  en i ’ absence do g r a d i e n t

Les errours r I a id ue L les sun les  m e s u r e a  de d i.1ta nce.  en p r e n a n t  des p r o f i l s
i on o sp h I r i q u e s  i d e n t i q u e .  sur  los 3 frCquences .ont donnles dans he tableau I.

Las valeurs utihi.Ies aon t lea s u iv a n t e a  a

TEC : 9 9 . 10 16 , FoE : 4 MHz , F0F 2 — I S  MHz , hE - 11 5 km et hF 300 km.

TABLEA U I

E ( d e g r I )  — 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

A d ( c m) — 20 ,2 — 13 , 2 — 5,7 — 1 , 5 1 , 6 2 , 8 4 ,0 4 ,0 3 ,0 3 ,0 6 ,0

_ _ _ _  It4_ 
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Da n. lo cas d’ un e  i o n o s p hlr e  m o y en n e  l ea  r I s u l t a t s  s o nt  d o n nl .  dana 1.

t a b l e a u  2 , avec  Ic.  v a l e u r s  s u i v a nt e s

TEC 20 .1 0 16 , f o E  — 4 MHz , f o F 2 — 7,5 MHz

T A B L E A U  2

E ( d o g r l)  — 5 10 15

Ad (c m ) — — 0 , 9 0 , 2 0 , 8

Au d e a s u s  do I S ’ lea rIaultats soot sans signification compte tenu do La
p r I c i a io n  de l ’ o r d i n a t e u r .

6. — Introdu ction des gradients de denai tC

Dans Ia rCali tC la densi té Clectroniquo eat uno fonction doe coordonnIes
d’ eapace et du temp.. On suppose en general l’ionosphCre stationnaire pendant La
durCe d’un passage d ’un sa tellite dC filant. Juaqu ’A main cenan t on a suppose La den—
si te d ’Clectrons uniquemont fonction do l’ al titude. En fait , i l  e x i s te p Lusieur s
aor tos do gradients horizontaux. La densitC d ’Clectrona ost une fonction Lento de
Ia la titude , mais il vien t se superpoaer des variations plus ou mom s rapidea et
qui soot duos A La presence d ’irrCgu larit Ca iaolCe . provoquant dos variationa do
phase impor tantos. Ellea soot dues A des variations do densitC asaez faible. mais
aur des dis tances relativemont courtos. Lea perturbations ionosphCriquee itin C—
ran tos dues A des ondes atmoapherique s ont des amplitudes importan tes mais leur p C—
n ode (onde de moyenne Cchelle) supCrieure 1 20 minu tes soOt sans effet sun ha
mes ume do distance. En revanche , il en sera ques tion dans lee mesurea do vitesse .

Nous no possCdons ma iheumeusemen t quo peu do ronseignementa aur La morpho—
logio do. irrI gulari tCs (HANBABA 1971). Pour effeetuer La simulation , nous avona
suppose que Ia densi tC Clect ronique intCgrCe le long d’ un trajet est diffCronte do
la densi tI integrCe Ic Long do L ’ au tre trajor. C’ es t donc la rCsultante des varia-
tions de densitC rencontrCes le bong de chacun des trajet.. En prstique on caicu le
done  un trajet avec un CTE de I’ ordre do 100.10 16 , puis Ic second trajet avec un
CTE do 2 1 infIrieur. La comb inai son des deux trajets donne l’ e f f e t du  g r a d i e n t a i n s i
in troduit. La valeur do 2 1 a CtC choisie dans 10 aCme osp rit quo Lo CTE maxima l ,
c ’eat done uno valour extrCme . Dc cc fait , Ctant donnC quo L ’influence d’ un g r a d i e n t
constant n ’.st pas rIsliste (l’influence A la vertica le du lieu doit Stre quasiment
null.), on ~‘ondlre donc ce tte influence en fonction ds L’ClCvation. La Ioi la p l u s
simple qui C e rapproche do La rCelitd eat de considCrer L’ne va ciation du type cosC—
Cen t. de l’ angl. d’IlCva tion. La fonction de pondIration choisie ost La suivante

sin Y2 - - r  ~ (9)

7. — R l su lt ats en p r l s e n c e  do gradients important.

On u tiLise done deux profile ionosphCniques diat inct a

- l ’ un pour L’ ondo I t.00 MHz
— i’ aut r e pour Las ondo. I I 500 cc 2 000 Mhz

a)  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

L a s prof ils utiLisI s dan. cc cas soot lee suiv an ta

— p r o f i l  2 a TEC — 99. 10 16 
— profi l 1 a obtenu I partir du profi l 2

E — 4 MHz par introduction d’un gra—
— I S  MHz diont c o r r a s p o n d a n t 1 un sc—

hL 115 MHz croiss.men t di 2 2 do CTE.
hY 300 MHz

La t a b % i a u  3 donna  las rl su l tats obt en us an at t ribuant I. protil I C ha
fr lquance d. 400 ~‘Hz i t  to  p r o f i l  2 aux dou r au tr e s .

L. tableau 4 d o n n a  las r I su l tats ob tan u s an i n t irvart is sa nt lea profile.

_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ - — ~~~~~~
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TABLEAU 3

E ( d o g rI ) — 5 JO 15 20 25 30 35 40 50

A d ( c m) — — 1 1 1 , 5 — 92 ,4 — 75 ,7 — 62 ,2 — 51 ,7 — 44 ,7 — 39 ,1 — 34,6 — 28 ,4

55 60

— 26 ,2 — 24,4

TABLEAU 4

E ( d e g r k )  — S 10 IS 20 25 30

A d ( e m )  — 70 ,1 68,0 65 ,6 60,0 54 ,9 50,3

Pour tonir compto do I’Ccartement moindre des ch min . optiques on m odifie
Ic profi l I do façon A cc quo l’ accroisaement correapondan t du TEC diminue quand
l’ClCva tion E augmento. On obtient ainai los rCsultats du tableau 5 pour lequel Ia
formule 9 donne 2 2 pour N — 5’.

TABLEAU S

E ( d e g r C )  — S 10. 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Ad(cm ) — — 1 1 1 ,5 — 52 ,1 — 29,1 — 17 , 0 — 9,4 — 5 , 5 — 2,8 — 0,8 0,6 1 ,5

b) A ct i ono.2 ri 5 o n

Lea profile ,itilisCa dam s cc caa sont lee suivant.

— profi l 2 a TEC — 20.10
16 — profil I : accroissoment du TEC de

f0E — 4 MHz 2 2 Constant.
f 0P 2 — 7,5 MHz

hE - 1 1 5  Km
hF — 300 Km

Le tableau 6 donno lee rCaultats obtenus en attnibuant Ic prof il I A Ia
f r C quence do 400 MHz ot be profiL 2 aux deux autree.

Lo tableau 7 donne lee rIsultats obtonus en intarvartissant los profila.

TABLEAU 6

E ( d o g r C )  — 5 10 IS 20 25 30

A d ( c m )  — — 19 ,3 — 16 ,5 — 13 ,7 — 11 ,7 — 9,7 — 8,9

TABLEAU 7

E ( d e g r I )  — 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40

A d ( c m ) — 17 , 4 16 , 1 14 ,6 13 ,7 11 ,8 10 ,3 10 ,2 10 ,1

L ’en e omb le de s rlsultats donnant has arr eurs r l s idue ll ae sum ha masura die
distances oat donnl par i.e courbes do ha figure 3.

8. — Evaluation du contenu total d’Il .ctnon on pamt ant das m asures di die ta n c ia

to a)rst lm a d ’Iquatione parmatt e n t d’ob tenir una Ivahuation do ha distance
s s te lh ita—obsarva to ur donne Igalemant Un . estima tion du CTE .

Dl — D~ + ~ No I + .L~.

112 — Dv + 
~ 

No I +

d ’ oO fo — 
:~~~:

2 (112 
— D 1 ) (JO)

~ .,~. - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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St D2 sont Lee rI su l tats des assures sum 2 000 et 400 MHz , D~ Ia dis-
tance glom Itn ique estimI ., donnle par Ia relation S.

La valeur /o ainai ob tonue repr l senta ha donsi tl Ibectronique in te gr e e 1.
long du parcours sato hl it. observateur , c ’ee t— l—dir . I. CTE oblique. Pour avo ir be
CTE vertical ~~ Ia valour oblique doi t atm. projo tle sum une verticals appropri le.
Pour un profi l ionoep h& rique donnl , on dl tema ine , catte vor ti c sbe do façon 1 cc
qua l’ arr ou r sur ~V sol t nu ll e pour l’Il& va tion m axim aL e conaid lrl e dan a Ic cas
d ’uno propagation ne faisant pa. intarvonir de gradia n t , (voir figure 4).

Pour eT — 60’, n0 sit tell. qua co. — 
~~~~~~ 

d ’ oO

s in  aT
— 

~T sin a 
—

Dane Lou . lea autrea cas da mosure , pour be prof i l con sid lrl , Wv co ma ev a—
lul comae ha projection de j4~, cur 1,a ver t ical e coupa n t le trajet BS I l’ abtitudo h0.

U sultats

er cas : CTE — 99 . 10 16 FoE — 4 MHz f o F 2 — 15 MHz , sans gradient

Av ec E — 30’, o n o b t i e n t h 0 — 303 , 759 ka , d ’ oO los rCsultats du tableau 8

TABLEAU 8

E ( d o gr l )  — 5 15 20 25 30

11v en ~~I6 el/rn 2 — 104 ,66 ‘00 ,55 99,66 99,26 99 ,00

2Cm . Ca. a CTE — 99 10 16 f o E  — 4 MHz foP 2 — IS MHz , av oc un grad ien t  do 2 2
pour l’onde 1 400 MHz. Lea rCaubtat . soot donnk s dan. he tableau 9.

TABLEAU 9

E ( d a gr I )  • 5 tO IS 20 25 30

• 106,80 104,28 102 ,62 101 ,71 101 ,26 101 ,03

3lme cas : HSme valour des parsaltre. qua dans ho 2lma cas , mais ha gradient eat
appliqué aux ondos I I 500 ot 2 000 MHz. Lea r l sul tats sont domnl s
dan. be tableau 10.

TABLEAU 10

E(dsgrI) — 5 IS 20 25 30

/4,,, — 104 ,58 100 ,48 99 ,59 99,15 98 ,93

Dan. he cas oQ l ’ on pondire l’iff .t du gn ad ia n t par ha fom nule 9, les me—
.ultate soot id .ntiques 1 ceux du tableau 8.

Lee rls ult at e obtenus montrant ha di fficul tl bien c on nu o  de passer du conto—
nu total oblique au content ,  t o ta l  vertical. La prl cie ion intro ha contenu total
obl iqua obt anu par ha foraub e 10 at I. contomu total obhi qua vr aie set b u n  m oil—
h u n  qua cell. obtonue cur hi s coa tanus varticaux. Quoiqu ’il an soit c ’ost uno
althod. qui parme c do savoir be digrl do pnisa am compta des errau n s ionosp hlriquas.

DE U XI E M E PART IE a E R R E U R S  RE S I D U E L L E S SU E LA ME SUR E DES V ITE SSES

La probli.. da ha simulation des m acur ea di vit.ssi S a t  b .aucoup plus comp b~
qul quo cilu i posl dams ha cc. des m asuree da distance.. On sa trouvo confront l aux
choir •uivamts coLt utihi. .r uma •Ithodi am a ly tiqu i ei.phi fila pour Iviter las en—
reurs introduita. par ha d lni vat ton mu .Iniqua , eoi t uti li sar une .Ithoda plus comple-
x e ba d . cur 10 tracl die rayon. , mat e im trodu isant dae arrours nu .Iniquoa dane son
..pboi. Bous alb ons montrar mai nt an ent L .a rl su ltats obt enus par ces deux proc lduras.

a 
_ _

_ 
_ _  

-
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I — M E T H O D E  A N A L Y T I Q U E

9.  — P r i n c i p e  de La m l th o d e  do c a l c u l

On ob tient is mesur e de l’ offet Dopp ler total en dCmi v ant par rapport eu
temp. lee equations I et 2. Si l’ on u ti l ise uno troisilme frIqusnce , comm. dam s he
cas  de s mesu res  de d i s t a n c e , on t r o u v o  par  uno combinaison linlaire

2 2 2 2a ( I  + 8 )  V 8 ( I  + a ) V
V - 

2 2
a — B

dormule dan. Laque lle V 1 et V 2 m e p r C s e n t e n t  lo s  vitesses conrespondant aux rnosur ss
do. effe te Dopp ler sur Ice frl q uen c e s  f

1 et

Par un rai.onnernont analogue A celui developpe dams 1. ~ .I , 11 e ’ag i t do
calculer I’influence de L ’ionosp hCre aur los meeuro . d o n n a n t  V 1 e t  V 2, put . connais—
sent La vitesse géomCtmique Vg, d’Cva lusr l’ emr eur entre Vg at V c a l c u b I e  pa r  la
fo r m u l e  I I .

10. — Calcul do l’effet Doppler geom etn ique

L’effet Doppler geomltrique pout a ’&cn ire

dS
Vg — —i . ( 1 2 )

dE at

Nous supposona que le sa tellite dC crit une orbit, p l ane  c i r c u l a i r e  ~~~~~~~~
tu d e  h D ’a p rl s  La figure 4, st en utibisant quolques fomm ules Illmentaire s on peut
et ab lmr la relation suivante

cos (E + e) • coa N (13)
R + h

Dan.  Ic cas general oD ho satellite passe en vue de l’ obsorva teur av ec une
I l lv a ti o n ma xi m a ls N 0, nous  pouvone  ch o i s i r  ceLLs po sition pour refErence. SoiL z
l’ angle geocentrique correspondent , il cit minimal pour

Hcos ( z + N 0 ) — coa N0R + h

D ’ ap r la  be f i gu r e 5 , l e pl an x oy Set pe r pe nd i c ul a ir e au p la n de l ’ o r b i t e .
So isnt  A La position de l’ obsorvatour ot S une position courante du satellite , be
t r i a n g l e  ep h l n i q u o  ARS O c t  r e c t a n g l e  en H , d ’ oO

Co.  0 • cos B cos z

De cette dorni C re for m ub e , nous tirons a

do — ::~ ~ C os  z dB

et do ha formule 13 , nous tinon. a .

dE • 
s in  (E + 0) dO
sin N — sin (E + 0)

.oi t  f i n a l e m o n t

dE sin (E + 0) sinS
R . 

Co $ z ~~ ( 1 4 )
sin E — ein (E +9)

D ’eu tra pert , si g0 dlsigne L’ ac clllrat ion di be pesanteur at , sob , on a

dS 
_____ 

g O— R + h  R + I a (IS )

_ _  -H
- ~~- ‘-~~ --- _

—i— 
- ~~~~~~~~~-
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Do mAme , on ob tient pour dSg / d E  a

R~ ( T sinE 
— I )  co s  0 Co. N + s in  0 sin N (16)dE 2 H e i n ( E + O )co. N S

Finabement , nous obtenons ha v itess e cinematique en introduisant dan. ha
relation 12 b e e  f o rm u l a s  1 4 , 15 et  16. Ce qu i  donne , aprI. simplification

dO
V
g 

• 
~~~~ 

R
T 

Co.  E

I I .  — Calcul do l’ e f f e t D o p p ler ionosphCmiquo

En presence de l’ionosphCre la vitasse es t donnee par l’equation suivante

v i 
• — 

~~~j

’

(S i ) 
1i

~~ 
d5~ 

-

oO p designS l’indice do refraction St S~ he parcours op tique A la frequence f1.

II  n ’e.t paa possible d’obtenir directernent ha dCnivCe analytique de
l ’ e x p r o e a i o n  18 , p u i s q u e  u St S me sont pa. des f o n c t i o n a  simp le s du Leaps de d C—
p l a c e m e n t  du s a t e l l i t e .  Un c e r t a i n  nombre  do s imp l i f i c a t ion. sont  n Cc es s a i r e s  si
l’ on desire neanmoins ha valeur de Ia dCnivCe en tous points. Si l’on suppose quo
le champ geomagnC tique A une  i n f l u e n c e  neg l i g e able  et si l’ on admet quo l’orbite
es t circulaire soul l’ClCment ds oat une fonction du temp.. En prenant pour ds
l’expression fournie par ha h o t  de Bougner , on o b t i en t : 

-

I 2 4UT 
h5 ‘~u 

(R T + h) dh
- — T R

T s in  2
~~T {u~ (R

T 
+ h)2 - R 2 s in 2 

~~~ 

(1 9 )

00 RT eat he rayon terrestre , h5 l’ al titude du satellite et aT I’ angbo sCnithel au
sob du trajet optique. L’anghe a~ oct  d i f f e r e n t  du complement  1 l ’ angle  d ’ IlCv a t i o n
E A cause do ha refraction . L’angle geocentrique 0 Set  h e  A UT par l’Cquation

h5 I dhO — R
T 

sin U
T ( 2 2 2 . 2 1 / 2  ~i~~) (20)

( p .  (H + It) — R
t 

sin

J o

La dC n i v C e  do c et t e  e x p r e s s i o n  par  r a p p o r t  A UT s’Ccnit a

It
d 0 F ~ p. + h) dh

C05 U
T I (21)

‘o (p~ (R T + It) 2 
— R.~ s in 2 }3 /2

En combinant he. fo rm oles  19 et 2 1 , ont ob t i en t  a

— R~ ~~-~ - s in  U T ( 2 2 )

da da
puisque a — .

1 2 .  — Calcu l  do l ’ an gle zC n i tha l  en presence  do I ’ i ono sp h C re

D’ une façon general S St sans introdu ine de simp h ific a tio n s , 11 e st relati v e—
min t  aisC di rC soudre b ’C q uat ion 20 A l’aide d’ una methods  numen ique  i ter a t i v e  ot
d’ o b ten i r  aT avec une  grande  p r e C i s i o n  q u eh q u s  so i t  he p r o f i h  u t i h i s C  pour  p
( B E R T H E L  et GESLIN , 1 9 7 2 ) .

Si l’on desire un ordre de grandour de l’err sur introdu ite par h’ionosp hI ra ,
ii oct possible d ’ effectuer un calcul approch C di a~y en supposan t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ dens
ha p len de l’orbita at ,n aupposant n e g hi ge ab h a l’iafhuenc , du champ gComagmCtiqu ..

-

- ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
__

____
__
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Dens he formule 20 on dCveb oppe h ’indice de refraction ~~~~~~ part at
d ’ autre part , on C crit quo

U T — a.~ — AUT avec An T < <

en d C s i g n a n t  par  a ’ I ’ a n gle  z C n i t h a l  g C om C t r i q u e , co m p l e m e n t  do l ’ e ng l o  d ’ C l Cv a t i o n
N et AnT be deviation due A Ia r e f r a c t i o n .

On tmouve a

o — R
T 

s i n  a.~ 

H
5 

_

~~~~

__ — ~~~ An T 5~~ fl s i n  a ,~ 

‘1T

+ 
7~ 

11T s in  
~T 

‘T 

— R
T 

C05 a.j~ An T 
dR

+ termes d’ ordre supCrieur.

R e l a t i o n  de ns l a q u e l l e  N d C s i g n e  Ia d en s i tC  doe  e l e c t r o n s , f ha f r C q u e n c e
et  a UflO co n s t a n t .  et  pou r  l a q u e l l e  a -

2 2 2 . 2A — H — R T si n aT

2 aNet p • I —

D’autre part , on s a iL  quo d ’ u ne f ac on  e l a a s i q u o

H 5 dR H 5 dR
o — R T am a~f R~~~~R 2 

4 ~~~~~ ~~~~ 

— R T s in  a~ 

/
En n e gh i g e a n t  lee t e rm e s  d ’ o rd re  s u pC n i e ur  1 I , on en dCduit

An T C 0 5  U~~ ~~~ 
[I 

+ 4 ci:: a

T] 
- s in  U .~ 

I
’

R: 
R N d R

Soit :

f RNdR

J H T~~~~~~~~~AU
T ~~~~~~~~ t g a ~ 

~L A
S i l ’ on suppose qua N cit price en aoysnna , on trouve

An T • —
~~

. tg  U T (23)

on dC. ignant par B is d em u re  .oyemna da l ’ion oap h l re  ; c ’es t—l— dira

R 5 — R .~ 
•

oD .e t ha contomu total d ’Cl ec tnone p n is 1 he vertical..

- ~~~~~~--. - .- .

.. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

— — 

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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D ’eprCs le formule 22 lee mesuro. sun be. frC quencos I et 2 sont donnéea
pa r les r e l a t i o n s  a u i v a n t e s  a

dO . , dOV~ • 
~~

-
~~

- R T si n U T — 

~i 
R
T Aa~ Co.

av ec a Aa~ — t g  a.~ (23 bi,)

S i I ‘on m u l t i p l i e  ha  p r e m i e r e  m e s u r o  pa r  k 2 aveC k f 2 • f 
~~
, et ci l’ o n s o u s—

t r a i t  l ea  r C s u l t a t s  on t r o u v e

k
2
V

1 
— V 2 dO k2 Au

1 
— An 2

2 
- ~ — i. R.~~co. u.~ 2

k — I  
g t 

k — I

On en dCdui t l’ erreur r elative sun La vitesse

It 2 An — Au
— 2 

2

g k — I

S o i t , d ’ ep r Cs l e e  r e l a t i o n s  2 3  b i s a

— 
2 

A~ ( 2 4 )
g 2f

2 
(It — I )

S I b ’ on suppos.e quo ha  f r C q u o n c o  I a rencontrC. une  densitC moyenne supC—
mi .uro do 2 2 A cell. rencontrCe par le fr Cquence 2 , ot  pou r une  don s i t C moye n ne
do 4 . l O h I  correspondent A une  t r I s  forte activitC ionosphenique at A un contenu
total de 10 18 Chectrons par me tre cam e , on trouve a 6V~ /V — 8.1O 8. Si maintenant
la vite s se radial. du sa tellite est do l’ ordre do 5 km.. I tour E • 10 ’ l ’ erreur sum
ha assure do cette vitesse sera  de I ’ o r d r e  de 0 , 4 m m . s ’ .

1 3 .  — R C s u l t a t s  ob tenu s  par La mCthode enelyt~ que

Le profil dS d.neitC Clectroniqu o utibi sC possCde les caractCni .tiques
suivantes a

16 —2
— con ten t,  t o t e h  d C le ct r o n s  99 .10  em 1 2 —3
— m a x i m u m  d ’ i o n i s e t i o n  (f 0F 2 — 20 MHz)  N — 5.10 em
— heut eur du maximum h • 300 km

Los tableau II 1 IS donnent l’ e r r e u r  r C s i d u el l e  .ur lea d i e t a n c e s  o b t e n u e s
par cet to mC th ode it b ’ emr eur  r C . i d u e h l e  sur los v i t e s se a  pour un observe teur s i t u e
dens be plan de l’orbita . Dens he cc. present les erreurs de distences sont dC duites
do l ’indice de pIta. . qui correspond mieux I l’ esprit de L a method .  uti h is C e , d on.
que cel l .  qu i  ont  CtI obtenues dane 1* premiere pertie sont dCduitos do l’indice do
group., tout.foie , on trouve he A D c o r r e s p o n d e n t  dens La cohonne 4.

TABLEAU II

Profil uniqus pour las 3 f r Cq u e n c o ,

N Ad m A ’~ mm/s 

- 

AD

5 0.17 — 0 . 4 9  — 0.52

10 0 .1 2 — 0.42 — 0.35

20 0.053 — 0 .20  — 0 . 16

30 0 .027  — 0 .097 — 0.08 1

40 0.016 — 0 .052  — 0.047

50 0 . 0 10  — 0 . 0 2 9  — 0 .031

60 0 .0078 — 0 . 0 1 7  — 0 . 0 2 3

70 0.0063 — 0 . 0)0  — 0.0 19

80 0.0056 - 0.004 — 0 . 0 1 1

L
-.4- ~~~~~d~L~~~ --~
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T A B L E A U  12

Gradient de  — 2 2 sun 400 14Hz.

N Ad a Av m m / s  AD

S — 0 . 7 4  0 . 17 , 0 . 40

10 - 0.70 0.52 0.47

20 — 0.57 0.65 0.46

30 — 0 . 4 6  0 . 5 4  0 .40

40 — 0 .38  0 . 4 2  0 .35

SO — 0.33 0.32 0.31

60 — 0.30 0.23 0.29

70 — 0.28 0.15 0.27

80 — 0.27 0.074 0.26

TABLEAU 13

G r a d i e n t  do + 2 2 sum 400 MHz

N Ad m Av m m / s  AD

S 1.09 1 1 6  — 1. 4 5

10 0. 93 1 .36  — 1 . 1 7

20 0 . 6 7  1.05 — 0 . 7 8

30 0.51 0.73 — 0 . 5 7

40 0.42 0.52 — 0.45

50 0.36 ).38 — 0.38

60 0.32 0.27 — 0.33

70 0.30 0.17 — 0.31

80 0.28 0.083 — 0.29

TABLEAU 1 4
M 8me profil pour lee 3 frCquoncas , mais  f 0F 2 — 15 MHz

N Ad a Av mm !. AD

5 0.081 0.34 — G .2 4

10 0 ,0 5) 0 . 18  — 0 . 1 5

20 0 .02S  0 .083  — 0 .074

30 0 . 0 13  0 .044  — 0. 040

40 0.0082 0 .025 — 0.025

50 0.0056 O • O I S  - 0 .0 1 7

60 0 .0043 0 .009 — 0.013

70 0.0035 0.005 — 0 .0 11

80 0.003 1 0 .002 - 0.0091

‘.4. - .-~~ — 

—ii-.- - 
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T A B L E A U  I S

Con tenu total — 50.10
16 f p  — I S  MH z

P n o f i l  i d e n t i q u e  su n lo s  3 f r C q u e n c e s .

N Ad LW m m / s  
- 

AD

5 0 . 0 4 2  0 . 12  — 0 . 13

10 0 . 02 8 0 . 10  — 0 .084

20 0.013 0.048 — 0 . 0 3 8

30 0 .0064  0 .02 3 — 0 .019

40 0.0038 0.012 — 0 . 01 1

50 0.0026 0.007 — 0 .0076

60 0.0019 0.004 — 0.0056

70 0.0015 0.002 — 0,0046

80 0.0014 0.001 - 0. 0 0 4 1

IL — M E T H O D E  N U M E R I Q U E

14 .  — P r i n c i p o  do La m C t h o d e  n u m e r i q u e

Pour calcuber La derive numCrique uno second. mCthode eat possible en intro—
duisan t un polynome sum le. m e s u r e s  do d i s t a n c e  o b t e n u e  dana  La prenière partie. En
effet , le trace do rayons foumnit Ia v a l o u r  d e s  m e a un e a  D 1 St U 2 ,  do Ia d i s t a n c e
geome trique S~ pour diverse, valeure do l ’ClCva tion N. L’appnoximation par des arcs
do parabolea glissan tos , pan exomplo perme t d’ob tenir 15. Courbes F 1 , F 2 ,  F roprC—
a e n tan t D 1

( E ) ,  D2
( E ) ,  S

5
(E). S

II reste 1 reliem E Cu temp. t , e t nous  a u r o n s  a
dD 1 dEV 1 —~~~~

dD 2 dEV 2 • .

V - ~~~~~& ~!g dt cit

avec dE/dt foumnie par Ic. formules 14 et IS.

I S .  — R C s u l t a t s  o b t e n us  per  La m Ct h o d e  des  p o l y n o m e c  du socond  d e g rE

Lo profil ionosphCrique do reference sara toujours cslui correepondent I une
t r I e  f o r t e  a C t i v i t C  ionosp h C n i q u e

f E  — 4 MHz , i F 2 — 15 MHz , CTE — 99.10
16

Lee r C sultats eon t rassemb lC e cur La figuro 6 pour lequal l . Los courbee en
trait continu ont etC obtenues avec La mime pro fil pour Las 3 fr Cquances , St Los
courb ee en t i r e t C  evoc une augmentation da 2 2 cur he profil uti l is C 1 400 MHz.

Sum ha figure 7 Las  courbes  en t r a i t  con t inu  ont  e t C  ob tanues  evec une
augmentation de a N sun be profib u t i l i . C  1 400 MH z , p o n d Cr C  per la f o r m u l e

a — 2 s in  S (25)
e in ~~~

tendis q ua lee cou rb as an tirst C ont  et C  ob t enues  evac une pond Crat ion daux fois
plus p a tit a . E n f l n , he.  courbos an t i r e t C  f i n  d o n n an t  b.c r C e u h t e t s  obtem u e pour une
a cti v it C tonoeph Cn ique phu e faible.

Las no m bras en da gr C eccompagnan t chequ. courb as donnent ha vahaur d. l’ en—
gle d’ ClC vetion au tamp e di d i st anc a minimal..

,. r . - . r  —_ --- _ _  . .— ‘ -
-— a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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16.  — G r a d i e n t s  d i a c o n t i n u a

N o u s  p o u v o ns a i n s i  a u p p o a e r  l ea  p r o f i l s  v a r i a n t  de m a n i C r e  a n b i t r a i r e  autoun
du p r o f i l  su i v a n t  I ’ é lé v a t i o n .  Los  r C s u l t a t s  obtonua varient abo rs tnA s fortement
suivan t Ic choix des profile A Chaque elEvation St sc I on l os  v a l e u r a  de E eo m va n t 1
l’in terpo lation .

A titme d’ e x e m p le lea tableaux 16 ci 17 en faisant varier be profib P0 do
5° on 5’ e t en uti liaant doa polynomos du 3ièmo degrC a

T A B L E A U  l b

Profil moyen pour toutea valeurs do E 1 1500 ot 2 000 MHz et pour 400 MHz
augment C do 2 2 1 400 MHz A lO~ et 20’.

Ex 90’ ‘ 60’ 30’

5’ — 20.0 — 19.3 — 1 5 . 7
8 — 2 . 5  — 2.4 — 1.9

10 0 5.0 4 . 7  3.7
13 0 8.9 8.5 6.3
15 ° 6 . 1  5. 8 4 . 1
18 ° — 7.4 — 6.9 — 4.6

TABLEAU 17

Profil moyen A I 500 at 2 000 MHz 1 10 St 20° avec tin gradient de + 2 2
A 5 ci 15 ’ et pour 400 MHz pro fil moyen A 5 ci IS ’ et + 2 2 1 10 et 20°

Ex 90’ 60 ’ 30 ’

5’ — 41 .7 — 40.1 — 32.7

8’ — 6.5 — 6.2 — 4.9

10 ’ 8.5 8 . 1  6 .3
13 ’ 16 . 5  15 .6  1 1 . 6
15’ 10.9 10.3 7.3

18 ’ — 16.2 — 15.2 — 10.1

17 .  — Utilisation d’ un p o l y n o m e  du p r e m i e r  d e g r C

La v i t o S s e  os t  C v a lu Ce  comme une v a r i a t i o n  do d i s t a n c e  ram en Ce  A l’ unitC
de temp. a 

.

AR (t 1, t
2)

avec A R —  :1 — s
1 

At - 
- 

‘

et  At  t~ — t
1 

.

Da c e t t e  m anj l r e  noue  d Ct e r a in o n e
AD AD AS

V • _____L 
, v • ___a , St ~ - ...i

At 2 A t  5 At

Pour At — S secon d es  et pour le profil clessi que dCfini at, 1 .13 nous obta—
non , las  r C s u l t e t .  de e  t a b L e a u x  18 St 19. Cau x du t ab leau  19 sont en outr e pondCrCs
pa n La  formula 2S.

Li I ________r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~ . — — — -~~ ~~~- - -

~j~~~~6l. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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TABLEAU 18 TABLEAU 19

E Av N Av

5’ 0.5  5 ’ 1 . 4

I S ’ 1.1 10’ 1.0

20 0.2 IS ’ 1.4

25 ° 0.4 20’ 0.4 
-

30° 0.3 25’ 0.5

30’ 0.4

T R O I S I E M E  P A R T I E  : I N F L U E N C E  DES F L U C T U A T I O N S  IONOSPHERIQUES

18. — Les scintillation. ionoap hCmiques dams Lea bandes me tnique at dCcimCtnique

On s a i t  q u o  Ia presence d ’im rCgularitEs de ha densitC Clectroni que do
l ’ i o n o s p h Cr o  ae t r a d u i s o n t  pa r  l ’ a p p a n i t i o n  de s c i n t i l l a t i o n .  au r  la p hase  ci
l ’ am p l i t u d e  d’ u n a ig n a l  nedioClectnique treversant cotte zone do fluctuations
( C O R N E C , 19 7 6 ) .

S i l ea  s c i n t i l l a t i o n a  s un  lee  a i g n a u x  Cmi s  par  dee satellites artificiel.
d am s  Ia bands des ondos mCtn iques sont maintenant bien connues , b ’ob,erva tion
do scin tillation. dan. Ia bandS des ondes dCcimCtriquos St mime centimCtniquas
est rolativement rCcente.

Ebb s ont etC ennagiatm Cec pnincipabouz ent dens be region equatorial ,
(TAUR , 1973 , WERNIK ot LIU , 1 974)  er , c ’e.t  be r eg ion  be m i o u x  Ct u d i e e  de cc p o i n t
de vue , mo m s f r C q u e m m e n t  d a n a  La zone aurorale (POPE et FRITZ , 1971) et , trls rC—
co~~~o n t , A une  l a t i t u d e  m o y e n n e  (BROWN et  C o i l .  19 7 6 ) .  Los f re q u e n c e s  a u x q u e l b o s
on a constate leur prEsence your de 1 ,5 1 8 GHz.

Los varia tion. maxima les obeervE.. do h ’intenaitC du aignal recu oat atteint
6 dB (avec des points. A 20 dB) en region Equatoria le et 3 dB dens lee eutres re-
gion..

Tout  Comae lo s  sc i n t i l l a t i o n .  ob .e rv Coe  d an s  ha  bande  métrique aux latitu-
des Equatoniales , cellos de be bande dCcimEtrique aont un phCnoalne essentioblement
nocturne , dCbutant von. 17 H locales ot finissent vets S H evec un maximum d’acri—
v i t C  v e r a  20 H.  Los m c s u r o s  cur  4 or 6 GHz montrent que des fluctuations supCrieu—
r es A 0 , 5 dB sont prCsonte. environ 0,6 2 du temps (be pourConta ge pour I dB os t
ide n t i q u e )

Dan. los regions aurorales hes scintillation. sont prCeente s 1 touts hours ,
be maxim um d’ ac tivitC so produisant vers 2 1~. Lee rCcultate publ iCs indiquent quo
des fluc tuations supCrieur .s A 0,5 dB et  I dB so r e n c o n t r e n t  r e a p e c t i v e m e n t  p e n d a n t
65 2 or 10 2 du temp. Ia nuit , les chiffres correspondent pout be jour étent 42 2
ci 5 2 ( l ) .

lb  n ’esr pour l’in.tant pee possible di d o n n e r  une  v a r i a t i o n  g en e r a l .  dec
scintilbatione SHF evac la latitude. On pout saubemant eignaher qu ’eLb os so noncon—
tront aurtou t , d’une part , entre 30’ Nord et 30’ Sud magnetiquas avec une plus gran-
d. probabi litC d’ eppanition 1 h’Equateur magnEtique ci , d’autro pert , en cc qui con—
ce~~no be. p o i n t s  s u b i o n o a p h C r i q u e e  1 350 km , de ns l ’ oval  e u r o r a l .

Par eilheura , dens la zone equatorial. , il sembla quo L ’on doive s’ett.ndre
1 un maximum d ’ e c t i v i t C  aux l o n g i t u d e s  a r l a n t i q u e s .

Au cours do l ’ an nC e , to uj o u r s  1 l ’ C q u e teu r , La p l u s  f o r t e  a c t i v i t C  so ron—
contre eux equinox.. , 1.. fluctuation. sup e riaur o s I 0,5 dB pouvan t clo ts Itro
pr e senteR onviron une haute par jour ; be plus feib l e a c tivit C ca ei tu a su momen t
de s eo h st i coa , be dur Ce total. journ ebilr e de s sci u tillatione pouvant descind re jus—
qu ’l mom s de cin q minutes. Aucune donnC. pour 1* variation saisomni lre ~~~~~ dis—
ponib ie pout he. eutmes latitude. (las rCc ultate raletife eux let i tudee Clav Cas
conc i rnan t  l ’C q u in o x .  do p r i n t e m p . ) .

(I) Las ch i ff r as tires do ccc articles ni con cam nant qu ’un fe ib ie no.brs d ’ ob se rve—
ti ons at doivent donc itt. gC n C ra l ie C e avec prudence.

_ _ _ _ _- —
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Lea  p re m i e r e ,  o b s e r v a t i o n .  p u b l i é e s  on t  eu l i eu  un peu aprls be darnior
m a x i m u m  do l ’ a c t i v i t d  ,ol a i m e  ot lea information. ci—do ceus no concennont donc que
La pan tie dCclinante du cycle de L ’ ac tivit C soleire.

A l’Cqua tour on a constatC la presence do scintillation, en b a n d s  m C t n i q u o
quand doe ecintillations on bando dEcim Ctriquo Ctaient presents ,, l’inverse n ’Ctant
pa, toujoums vCr i fiC. II sn eer de mime aux latitudes aunorales , les scin tillations
en bends me trique Ctant abom. tréa fortes. D ’au t me p a n t , A l’Cquateur , los fluctua-
tions d’ amp litude sun doux fnequences voisinos (1 ,5 — 3 GHz) sont aasez bion corre—
l e e s  ( c o e f f i c i e n t  do c o r r e l a t i o n  de l ’ o r d r o  do 0 , 4)  ( C R A N E  1 9 7 4 ) ,  la  va r i a t i on do
l ’indice de scin tillation (dCfini comae Ctant La valour quadnatique moyenne des
f l u c t u a t i o n s  do l ’ i n t e n s i t C  du s i g n a l  r o c u )  avoc  la f r E q u e n c e  f s u i t  une lo i  e n f
entro 1 ,5 et 4 GHz or  une  b o i  en f 2  ontre 4 ot 6 GHz. En zone aurorale , IL a CrC
t r o u v C  une  lol  ~~ f _ O .85 p o u r  Ia v a r i a t i o n  do l ’ i n d i c e  de s c i n t i l l a t i o n  e n t r e  le s
bandea mE tnique or decim etnique

Lea rCsul tats obtenus portent surtout sun des scintillation. ‘amp li tude. Il
exis ts trle peu de donnCes sun Los scintillation. do phase saul quelqu~~. ‘-~~sultat .
dpar ,. pan exemple CRANE (1977) qui donne une distribution stati stique ga~~.e i e nn e
pour lee acin tillations do phase.

IS . — C o n s i d E r a t i o n s  thComiquos

ConaidCnon. un sa tellite Emettant ,un deux frEquoncos quo noua supposerons
dans cc qui sui t dane un rapport hammonique simple it issu pan synthIse d’ un oscil—
la teur commun.

L’ e f f e t D o p p ler me surC sun Los dsux frE q u e n c e s  pou t s ’ecriro a

Cd
1 ds a dA — —

~~ ~r 
+ 2 it r +

Cd
1 ds a dA a2 — — ~~— + 2 it r— 

~~
— + N

2

Pommubes dana l o e q u el le ,  f dCsi gne la frEquence , s le chemin entro be satellite or
l ’ observa teur , le Contonu total d ’Clectnon pnia sum be mime chemin , a or c des
conarantes , enfin E dEaigne une fonction qui contient los ommeurs dues aux hypo—
tbC ses feito . sum la rEfraction , be dCveboppemen t en série limitC aux deux premiers
te nmes , e t c . . . .

Puisque los doux frCquence, son t d’ un r a p p o r t c o n n u , t el  q u o  f 1 — It f 2 ,
il ac t poesibla do multiplier A w 1 par  It , pu is  de f a i r e  be difference entre les
d e u x  mes ur e a , on tnouve

6 w  — + E
2 

— It N 1

La combinaison des e r r o u r a  E a e tc  C t u d m C .  pa r  ailbeura , il s’aglt donc id
d’evaluer boa orreurs dues aux fluctuations cur  le. m e su r e . .

On Ecrire donc a

6 (6 w) 
— (2 6 )

6 w

L’srtour relative sur be mesur. de L’ effet Doppler gComCrriquo eat egale
1 l’ err au r relativ , cur ha mesura de la vi te sso . Si ~~~~~~~ so donne une arreur di
0,5 cac 1 cur ha V it a aI e , une vito.,. do 5 km. I un A w 1 ci. 100 ENs (N • 2000 MIIz)
e t un A W 2 da 20 KH z (f  — 400 K H z ) ,  on t r o u v o  quo l ’ .r r e u r  sun be m a e u r o  me dev ra
pas exc C dar 0,04 Hz.

St l’on d C s i g n a  par °VI l’C ce rt quedta t ique moyen e~ r be dCn ivCs de he
phase 1 La fr Cquance I at l’Cc ar t quadre ti qu. moyan cur be d4riva cia be phase I
ha ftCqu.nce 2 , on devra donc Cve luar

6 a,, • 0
,

, — k2 0
4~~I ( 2 7)
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20. — Cetac tCristiques accessible. 1 La m eeure

Lorequs dane 1. cc. d’ un sa tellite on a accEs uni quemen t 1 be den citE do
p r o b e b i l i t C  da la p h a s e  et  de son E c a n t  type , on peut utibicer La notion de frE—
q .i~ nc. de s c i n t i l l a t i o n  v ,, d C f i n i  comme e t a ni  Ic noabre moyan de fois quo be
signal coup. Ia valeur moyenne . A pertin dos dsn,itEc do pnobabi l itC de La ph a s e  p
it  ci. sa dC riv Ce qui sont do m8me fotme avec des parem ètres diffEment s , on ob tient

en fonction cit o
~~

’ St o
~~
. Dens Is cas d ’une densir E geusaisnne . on a

a,’ — w v
4 

a~ (28)

Si l ’ on no assume pa. dimectoment v~~, 
maia puisque I’on m e s u r e  le s p e c t re

de phase des scintillations , on a

— ~~~~ : ~ 
~ 2 

P
, 

( i t )  dv

P
4 

( v )  dv

Si l’on connal t ha boi en f rE q u e n c e  do la v a r i a t i on  de V4  e t  be p r o —
bllme oct rEsohu. Dane Ic cc, d’un Ecrait diffrac tant semi—ttanaparont , on suppose
quo ceiui—ci contient dee inrEgubarit Cs do toutos dimension, dane une Epaisseur pe-
tite par rapport A La d i st e n c o  e n t r e  co t  Ecnan et l’ ob,ervateum et pour Leque l on
puieso appliquer l’appmoxima tion do Born (diffusion simp le). Dana cc Ca, on trouvo
que be valeur quadtatique moyenne des scintillations do phase s ’ecnit a

(A •)
2 

— g
4

( r ) (A •)
2 (29)

o~ g(r) est une fonction de be gEomCtris ontro be couche d’im rEgu lan itEs St  L ’ o b s e r —

vateur et (A ,o) 2  e.t be vabeur quedrerique aoyenne do be phase A La eorrie de be
couch..

D ’ap rls Booker (1975), on trouvo pour (A

(A 4 )
2 

— a r~ A 2 (A N) 2 L A It eec (30)

ob a oct une constante _ vjhent ~
I/2 

~~~~ une distribution geuscienne , A be lon—
guaur d ’onda Cmi.,, (AN) ’, ba valour quedratique moyenne do Ia dens irC d ’El ectrons
dens be couche Ah 1 l ’ al titude It0, L des igne l’C ch ab la de teilb e do, irrCgulari—
tCe at sec mf ha sCcante da b angle ent ra La dim .ction do propagation ci le verti—
ca la du lieu , e n f i n  t o Set  he rayon clas c ique do L’Cl5 ctr ou,

La du i t e n c e  eu—deL l  do I a q u e l h a  cc dCv eb oppo  1.. scintilbetions d’eaplitude
ect donnCe par ha d i s t ance  do Fresnoh

Z f — y L 2 / A  ( 3 1)

— a dane be ca.  d ’ i r r C g u h a r i t C s  i s o tr o psc .

Si b ’ on supposa  comma ho f a i t  CRANE ( 1 9 7 7 )  qua 1. milieu cont ienr de s itr C— C

gu ier i tC e ci. tout.. dimension. , l’ ob ..rvetaur so trouva toujoure dana be zone da
Fr.sn.l pour ha frl q uanca Cmic .

~ 
h~ (It 5 — h~~)

N — 
h
• 

(32 )

It 5 du s tanca  1 la v e r t i c a l .  an t i .  ha e a t a i h i t a  at l’ o b s e t v a t a u r .  Dc ce f a i t , L ee t
un. f o n c ti o n  cia ha b on gueu r  ~~~~~~~

D ’ au t n a  par t , La fr Cquanci di scintih latione es t  Cgehement une fonction cia
La f r C qu em ca pet l ’ in t e r a C d i e i r e  do L .  D ’ ep t I s  RUFENACH (1971), on trouva a

v~ (It) v i 
(I t )

v i — (33)
a A Z  at

ob v i (h ) r e p r 6 sa n te  ha v i t a e s .  di d& p laca sant  ci. be couch. .
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Cette grandeur Set inconnue mais I L  e a t  p o s s i b l e  de la  m e s u r e r  I p a r t i r  d ee
spectre e des fluctuations. La thCorio de La diffusio n faible re li e ccc  s p e c t r e,  au
spectre dos fluctuation, de La densitC Electroni que. 11 en reasort que le spectre
do phase est direct ement proportionnel au spectre des irr e gu l ar ite s , tand is quo 10
s p e c t r e  d ’ a m p l i t u d e  s ’ on d E d u i t  p a r  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  p a r  u n e  f o n c t i o n  de L a  f r C q u e n c e ,
appel Ce pour cotte raison fonction do filtrage. La forme do cette fonction change
euivan t quo l’ on acconde ou non une C paiaseu r a p p r e c i a b l e  A I a  c o u c h e  d ’ i r r E g u l a r i —
tea , mai, sos p n in c ipa les pro p ri C t C s ne changent pas .

D ’autre part , il eat possible d ’ expn imer lee erreur, de v i t e s e e  en terme
do fluctuations do L ’ angle zénithale opti que. BOOKER (1958) a montr E que La valeur
q u a d r a t i q u e  m o y e n n e  d e e  f l u c t u a t i o n s  do cot angle pouvait s ’oxp nim Ce par la ne—
lat ion

10 2 
— 2 

~2 1)
2 2 (34)

oQ 1 r o p r C s o n t e  h a  l o n g u e u r  do c o r r e l a t i o n  des  i r r C g ul a r i t E s  e t  t e l l e  q u o

V 1 Vi

cc qui donne d ’ aprls la r ’lation 33

I • oL (35)

21 . — RC eultats sun lea m e e u n e s  d e s  d i s t a n c e s  e t  d o e  v i t e a e e a  -

A pan tir des relations 27 et 28 , on t r o u v e  a

A -2 (It 3’ — I) a (36)
k — I

pour Los enreurs de distance et pour lea enreuns do V ites so

A
— 2 

2 (It5’ — I) V
2 

0 ( 3 7 )
k — I

avec k1
1 

— 12 ; 0,~ ci  042 sont obtonuoe I p a n t i r  d o e  r e l a t i o n s  29 , 30 o t  32 ,

e t  v p a r  la f o r m u l o  33 .

Do mime , A pantir do. relations 23 his et 24, on trouve

iv 
- 2 (k l / 4  

- I) (38)
V 2 w ( k  — I)

~‘.~i r e a  lee r e l a t i o n s  34 Ct  35 , on a

— 2
1 /2  A

0

D’aprls SMITH (1966) be valour maxi tnale do l’Ccart typo cur la demu re
C l c c t r o n i q u e  O c t  de I 2 do be dencitC , Ce qui correspond aux valeurs ob tenues pat
1. sonde ur 1 diffu.ion incohErent. du CNET (VIDAL—MADJAR or CoIl., l97S). Si l’ on
so donne  uno d s n s i t C  m a x i m a l e  do 5 . 1 0 12 on prondra °N • 5~~10 IO co q u i  oc t une va-
lo ur trIs forte. En co qui concomne La frEquence do scintillation. v on po,.Cde pou
ci. velour, .xpCmiman talo.. Si L ’ on prend Ia valour donnCe par RUFENACH (1971) 20 mHz
p o u r  A — 17 , 50 m , on a (1 400 M H z )  V 2  — 4 mHz. Co qui donne pour une Cpeiaseur nC—
d u i t e  de 100 km Ct un a n g l e  d ’ E b C v a t i o n  do 10’ u n e  e r r o u m  iv  • 0,95 mm a~~ en un It—
cant ba raba tion 37. Si maintenant on uti liee Ia r e l a t i o n  38 pou r  l a q u e l l e  seu b s
in terviennen r 0N ci Ah on param lnnea , on tnouvo en be combinant evec 36 ci 37 :

E 

0n2 V
2 

V
1 

iv 6. v .  L Z

IC ’ I.J 7ra d 2,6.IO
4rad 17mHz 7,6mHz 4mm, ’ 8.IO 2m I3 ,6m,~~

1 240 m 240 km

22. — InterprEtation dee rCeubtat.

L o r c q u ’on admo t des c a r a c rE n i s t i q u e .  i o n o .p h C r i q u a s  irIs fortes l ’ .rreur
sum La mosun o de c d i s t a n c e s  e a t  n C g l i g a ab l . .  11 n ’en act pee d. aim. avec La mecuta
d.c v i teceec. Mama avec uno acti ’iitC ionosphCrique faibla cott. erreum re.te impor-
tant. aux sit e e be.. Toutefois , on peu t conctdCr .r qu. 1. menqu. de doan Cas exp C—
rimontebec cur las scinti lIat ion~ do phaee no par m at pa. d ’Cva lu.r evec certitude
Li , arreure lorsqu ’on uti b i s a  be thCori o do Ia diffusion faib b e.

I
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E n e f f e t , l e e  i n s u f f i s a n c e,  do la thEorie do I’Ccran diffusant simp le
proviennont es,ontie llemitnt du fait quo la couche d ’irrEgularitC s n ’o,t pee mince ;
elle pout aims so compo.cr de plusioura couches , or  quo  le p l u s  sou v en t , ,u m r o u t
e n o n d e s  m C t n i q u e s , La d i f f u s i o n  o a t  f o r t e  en cormElativem ent , m u l t i p le. En effe t ,
quand b ’Cp sisseur de la c o u c h e  m e p e u t  p lus itre negligee , be f a c t e u n  do f i l tm a g e
c h a n g e , cnais n ’en trstno pa, des modifications fondamentale, dane Les rEsultate ob—
t e n u s  p a r  la t h C o n i e  do l’Ecnsn mince. En revanche , boreque Ia diffusion o.t forte ,
la  t h E o n i e  so c o m p l i q u e  , o n , i b l e m e n t .  11 so p r o d u i t , e n e f f e t , un p h E n o m e n e  de f o —
caUsation dee inten ,itC , diffue Ces pa n ? lu s i e u rs  i n r e g u l a r i tE , .  Le prob lème thCo—
nique so comp hique ot iI n ’est pa. possible do trouVor uno aolution analytique.
Des resol utions numCriquos exiatent et ont CrC proposEes par phu,teurs au teura ,
mais lea bases expEn imon talos aont encore inauffisan te, pour que cc. theories puts—
sent itre ut il isCe s dana le caa qui noue intCresso .

CONCLUSIONS

En l’ absence d ’inr e gubarit es L ’infLu on co do l’iono .phene sur lea onnoura
rCs iduel les affectant lea mosuree do distance ci do vito,sc ost nCgligeabbe , mime
pour une trés forte activit C ionosp hCrique. IL n ’on ost pee de mime si b’ on prend
en c o n s i d e r a t i o n  Ia p r e s e n c e  d ’ i r m e g u l a n i t e s  dans  La r é p a r t i n i o n  e p a t i a l e  do La
denaité Clectronique do L ’ionosph ire.

Dan .  l e e  deu x p r e m i Cr e ,  p a r t i e s  n o u ,  avon.  u t i h i s E  eoue  Is now do g r a d i e n t
une repartition do ba donsitC diffCrente pour chacune des frequonces , Los cheminc
o p t i q u e a  emp r u n t E e  par ellos Crant Egabement diffénonre. II ear bien Evident que los
valour, u tilisCe , aont trés fortes ci no so rencontrent quo pour dee maximums do
Cycles solairea forts ci dans quelquos rEgion, du globe bion localisEe,. Malheureu—
se m e n t , on no p o e s A d e  q u o  des  m C s u l t a t a  do meaunos fragmentaine. et ii est donc impoa—
sible d’ on obtenir une statistique ,Cnieuso .

En cc qui concenne plus panticu liC roment boa me,uroa do vitesse , los rCsul—
tats de La se c o n do  p a n ic  mon t r en t que  l ’u tilisation dos weaures do dietanco appro—
ximCoa par des pobynomea pour ob tenir par dErivation les aesures do vitesee intro—
duit doe erroums considerable . surtout loraque lee aceuros sont faitea A des pa.
do durEe im portante. En revanche , Lorsquc l’on effec tue Ia mesure dinecto de l’ef—
fo t Dop p l e r , condition d ’introdui re dos orrouns oxp Crimen tabee relatives infE—
niouros A I0 , 1cc enmeurs rCsul tante, sum be meeurc des vitesse, deviennent trés
p e t i t e, .  -

En dEfinitive , lea errours rCsiduolle. sont nEghigeablos ha plupart du
romp s ot  dana presquc touts. los regions du globe. Toutofoic , il y a lieu do so prE—
munir en mosuranr h o co n t o n u  r o t a l  d ’ C b e c r r o n s  par  ha relation 10. Si con e valour
o a t  trop forte los valeurs obtenuos aux sites peu ClovEs aeront entachEe d’em reur
su r t o u t  he .  m e ,u r e a  do v it o s se  or  d e v r o nt  donc  it r s  rejetEe..

I I  en es t  do mime a v e c  l’influence dee scintillation. sun be. mesures de
vitoase (elle ost n C g l i g o a b l o  sUr l ee  mesunec ci. distance). Los frCquences uti hieCes
C tsnt EbevEes , I’influence des scin tihlations n ’sst pa. pemmanento on n ’oxia te pas
dane toutes Le. regions du globe. On trouvere dens Ia monographie d’AARONS (1973)
une tentarive do modChisation des scintillatione.

Enfin , l’influence do ha troposphere sum los orrours introduirea dens ha
m o s u r e  des d i s t a n c e s  et des  v i t e a s o s  a E t C  f a i t e  par  a i l b o u r a  (AZOULAY ( 1 9 7 6  en 1 9 7 7 ) .

C e r n e  E t u d e  a e tc  en t r e p r ise  our  conven t i on  avoc ha C e n t r e  N a t i o n a l  d ’ E t u d e s
Spat i e b ec. Jo tiens A r e m o r c i e r  MM. CORNEC , LE PAPE ci HANBABA , IngEnieur. au
DCparrement MIR du CNET , pour leur partici pation 1 c a t t e  C r u d e .
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DISCUSSION

N.G.Gerson, US
How accurate were your ray-tracing computations? It is frequently necessary to employ double-precision for P
these calculations; did you do so?

Author’s Reply
In fact , we have taken precautions, in particular when the model offers some discontinuities; the numerical methods
used for the solution of the differential equation system have been adapted to the difficulties encountered.
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A SIGNAL-STATISTICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL
MODEL OF IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION 

C
by

E. J. Fremo uw
Physical Dynamics , Inc .

P. 0. Box 3027
Bellovue, Wa. 98009 USA

and
C. L. Rino

SRI In terna tiona l
Menlo Park , Ca. 94025 USA

ABSTRACT

A signal—statistical end monphological model of radio wave scintillation produced in the P layer
has been developed and committed to two user—oriented computer codes. The more extensive of the two
codes , IONSCNT ,contains a morphological model of irregular ionospheric structure and a two—component
propagation routine that permits calculation of both focusing and diffractive scatter effect,. The
usual outputs of IONSCNT are first—order signal—statistical moments , including intensity and phase
scintillation indices . The auxilliary code, DIST , employs some of the results from IONSCNTa5 in—
puts and permits the user to calculate first—order probability d istribu tions of phase and amplitude ,
including fade—margin curves. A second Operational mode of IONSCNT permits calculation of second—
orde r si~na1—statistical moments, namely the spatial and temporal autocorrelation functions for in-
tensity and phase and the two—frequency correlation coefficient for intensity. The structural
descniption included in IONSCNT is a three—dimensionai statistical model that allows for elongation
along the geomagnetic field and , in the case of irregulamities poleward of the subauroral scintillation
boundary, for elongation -in a second dimension (along L shells) .  The spa tial spec trum employed is a
power law , having a one—dimensional (i.e., in—situ)~

(2 form for electron—density squared. Morpho—
logically, the model is of “average” or representative conditions for a given latitude , time of day,
season , and epoch of the solar cycle.

1. I~1TRODUCTION

Ironically, the increasing sophistication of military and civilian systems for communication ,
naviga tion and posi tioning, and surve illance ~an render them more suscep tible to performance deg-
rada t ion by the propaga tion medium than simpler systems . For instance , decreased signal margin in
some broadband systems increases vulnerability to the effects of multipath fading. In other cases,
exploitation of enhanced phase stability makes the inherent instability of the medium more important.
Both kinds of effect can arise from ionoapherically produced scintillation. Furthermore , employment
of very wide bandwidths may either worsen or mitigate scintillation effects depending upon whether a
wide coherence bandwidth is needed or frequency diversity can be exploited .

The foregoing considerations call for an integrated approach to modeling ionospheric scintillation ,
and several research groups have undertaken the task. For instance, early progress waa made by the
AFGL group to unify a barge collection of morphological information on intensity scintillation
(AARONS, Wh ITNEY, and ALLEN, 1971) and to provide an empirically reabictic description of first—order
amplitude statistics under scintillation conditions (WHITNEY , AARONS, and SEEMAN , 1972).  In the
present work, we have committed morphological and signal—statistical (both first— and second—order)
information about complex—signal scintillation no a pain of computer codes intended for use in systems
planning and design.

The encoded computations are firmly based on the theory of scattering from anisonropic irragu-
larinies in refractive index, including multiple scatter, and results have been tested against the
bear complex—signa l scinnillation dat-a available, primarily from the DNA—002 .ulni—frequoncy, co-
herent radio beacon. The theory and resulting signal statistics are presented in Section 2, and the
morphological model employed I. de.cribed in Section 3. An overview of the two computer codas, IONSCNT
(the main code) and 01ST (an auxilliary code providing first—order , signal—statistical detail.), is
given in Section 4. We present oum conclusions in Section 5, including a description of the main
limitations of the model.

2. SIGNAL STATISTICS AND PROPAGATION THEORY

2.1 Heuristic Description

The transionosphenic communication channel may be regarded as a linear filter , the transfer
function of which varies temporally and spatially. Fundamentally, the ionosphere behaves as a dis—
percive, phase—ahifning network for all radio wave,. The gross carrier phase shift , group delay ,
and dispersion introduced all are proportional to the integral of electron denaity along the princi-
pal rsypath of a communication link. This integral , the “total electron content” (TEC), displays
trend—like variations with location on the earth , time of day, season , and the level of solar/geo-
physical activity. These trends take placa on very large spatial scales (hundreds and thousands of
kilometers) and long time scales (ten. of minuro . and hours), and the co unication—channcl effects
associated with TEC are best treated detarainistically. Models of TEC behavior and affects (e.g.,
KLOBUCHAR , 1975) are available for application to the design end operation of communication and nav-
igation systems and of radars.

The present work addresses effect. of smaller—scale (tens of meters to tens of kilometers) ion-
ospheric structure on link parformsnce over shorter time ccahes (fractions of a second to minute.).
Unlike the deterministic e ffec t s  of TEC , the intensity and phase scintillation. produced by the
small—scale s t ruc tu re  are best described in term, of signal statistics. The signal—statistical
model described here is complementary to existing TEC models, in tocma of ti.e scale and spatial
scale , and in terms of link affects. 
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The large—scale s t ruc tu re s  iden t i f i ed  as trenda in TEC produce pure phase trends in CW ,i~nsb., 
‘I

whereas the unambiguous signature of smaller—scale , scintillation—producing structure is well-developed
intensity fluctuation , accompanied by phase variations. The slowest intenaity scintillation. !ypically
are observed to be relatively weak and to be accompanied by relatively strong phase scintillation.

An example of complex—signal scintillation is presented in Figure 1. The data presented are P

from the DNA Wideband satellite (FREMOUW et al , 1978). Phase (TEC) trends with Fourier period,
gr eater than 10 a have been removed , as have intensity trends (due to changing range to the satellite ,
etc.). The complex—signal scintillation clearly is dominated by phase variations, bu t in tensi ty
fluctuations also are present on all Fourier frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz, as is demonstra ted in
Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2 illus trates those scintilbationa contained in Figure 1 that have Fourier periods between
2.5 and 10 s, isolated by means of filtering intensity and phase. The weak intensity variations
present are correlated with the strong phase variations that dominate the complex—signal scintillation
in this period range. The correlation is evidenn in the complex—plane scatter plot at the top of the
figure; that is, there is a marked tendency for a phase advance to be accompanied by a weak fade and
for a phase retardation to be accompanied by weak signal enhancement. This is the behavior that
would be expected in the geometric—optics (near) zone of large , lenslike ionospheric irregulari ties.

The scintillationa with Fourier periods shorter than 2.5 s are illustrated in Figure 3, which
shows that most of the intensity scintillation occurs in this period mange , accompanied by relatively
weak phase fluc tuation. The statistical behavior illustrated is consistent with diffractive scatter by
smaller—scale irregularities and with the complex—signal behavior inferred from amplitude—only data
(FREMOIJW and RINO , 1975; RINO, LIVINGSTON , and WHITNEY , 1976). Figure 1 and 2, however, demonstra te
that the signal statistics describing the well—developed amplitud e fluctuations and relatively fast
phase fluctuations do not provide a complete representation of complex—signal scintillation.

The behavior typi f ied  by Figures 1, 2, and 3 has prompted us to postulate that the complex en-
velope , E, of a scintillating signal may be characterized in terms of the following two—component .
signal—statistical model (FREMOUW and RINO , 1976) :

E — E E
f 

— (x + iy
5
) exp (X f + i~1) (1)

where x and y are jointly Gaussian variates, as are x and 4 . It is supposed that E (the “sca tter”
compone~t ) and Ef ( the “focus” component) are statisticilly in&ependent. Thus, the fir$t—order sta-
tistics of E are totally specified by six (co)variances: 02, a2, a , o2, 02, a . The “.ix signs.”
and their second—order generalizanions are related to atruc!uraY pa~Xaet~ rs ~f t~* ionosphere by
means of the propagation theory described in Section 2.2.

There have long been two intuitive notions about the complex—signal statistics to be expected
for a scintillating signal. The first is based on the conceptual model of summation of “randomly
phased” contribu tions from a large number of scattering center. (RATCLIFFE . 1956). This notion load.
to the suggestion of RICE (1945) statistic. or a generalization thereof (BECIQSAN and SPIZZICHINO,
1963), in which the quadrature components of the signal are possibly correlated Gaussian variates
with possibly different vs?i,.nce, (RINO and FREMOUW, 1973; RINO, LIVINGSTON , and WHITNEY, 19Th).
The second notion is of a radio wave propagating in essentially straight path. along which the phase
is randomly increased and decreased in such a way that the output phase is a Gaussian variate (BRAI1LEY ,
1955). A natural extension of this view is to suppose that the real and imaginary parts of the loga-
rithm of the aignal are normal variate..

The two—component model defined above is simply a unification of the foregoing two notions in a
way suggested by the first definitive complex—signal acintillation data to become available. The
two components are multiplicative because they were isolated experimentally by a process equivalent
no a coherent AGC circuit. Heuristically, the components might be expected to be multiplicative
because they stem fro. additive perturbation, of the imaginary part of the complex logarithm (i.e.,
phase). A partial formalizing of the two—component propagation theory is described in Section 2.2.

Our propagation calculations employ (1) the phase—screen approach to describing the wave per-
turbation imposed by ionospheric structure, subject to the Markov approximation, and (2) the parabolic
wave equation for calculating propagation effects, which is appropriate for all narrow—anglo scatter
problems. The unique feature of the approach is partitioning of the ionospheric spatial spectrum
into two scale—size regime. (of no geophysical significance) to permit efficient computation and to
incorporate the empirically derived two—component signal—statistical model. In essence , the compu-
tations are divided into one that accounts fully for diffractive scanner by relatively small—scale
irregularities and one that employs the ray—optics approximation appropriate for efficient evaluation
of focu,ing and defocusing by larger—scale irregularities.

A heu ristic picture of the two—component model might be of a wave encountering a scattering layer,
emerging with a scattered and a non—scattered part , and than passing through a region of larger
phasa—perturbing structure. Th. phase of both the scattered and non—scattered part . would be spatially
modulated by the second region. Statistically, at least , the resultc would be the came if the posi-
tions of the two perturbation processes were interchanged or if they occurred in the same region. In
this heuristic view, one might suppose that only the coherent (non .cat tar ed) part of the scatter
component would produce focuses after propagating through the large—scala , phase—perturbing screen.
There is some evidence to support this supposition in data from the DMA Wideband satellite , and we
have imposed a focusing limit in rho model.

2.2 Mathematical Development

To develop a mathematical formalism that vill allow us to relate the para meter . tha t characterize the
signa l statistics to the irregularities that cause scintillation , we first consider the parabolic—wave

-~~~ 
- -

-~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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equa tion ,

— -i ~A. 
~~~ EG’,z) + ir A AN (;,z) E(~~,z) , (2)

employing the notation given in Table 1. By making the partition ,

A-ti —  A N + A - Nf (3)

in Eq. (2), where AN gives rise to the scatter component (E) and AN gives rise to the focus component
(E

f
) and subatituti4 E — E E f from Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), we ob tain t~e coupled differential equations,

+ jm X A N E ~~i_ I _ !~i I v E
411 T 5 e 5 5 2fl~~ Ef , T 5 (4a)

and

4 UT Ef t r A d N
fE . (4b)

The second equation is solved for the phase , •~ . 
of E

1 
by using the phase—screen and ray—optics approx-

ima t ions , respectively:

r A sec e~f
t 

AN~~( P  
+ t a n  e ~~~~~~ ) dZ (Sa)

and ax f 1 2-— - . 
~j  VT •f (Sb )

whe r e

- tan 8 . (6)

Def in ing

R 4
(Ap ) ~ <x f (P) 4 f (P +AØ)> ( 7a)

R ( A ~~) .<xf(P)x f(o+A-P~~% (7b)

and
R,

(Ap ) ‘4f (P)8 f (P ~~5P ) >  (7c)

it follows from Eq. (5) that -
2

~ ( x x  sac e) 
~ 

a 11 
-
~j-~4 + 2a12 ~Ap~~~p 

+ 
~22 

~~~~ J (8)

and that

R
1(A-~
) 

A Z  Mac 8 
[a

2 

~~~~ 
+ 4a 12 

‘

~~~~
-
~~

—-— + 
(
~ al2 + 2sll a~~

) 
aA z:

+ 4a ,2 a 22 ~Ao
7
~Ap

3 + a~2 i~-i;;# (9)

where the coefficients a are given in Table 1 and where R , the pha ,s autocorrelstion function is given
by i~i •

+ I \ , Kb(28 f /nf %l + Q
2/2 82)

R,
(Ap ) — ~ a~ L) ‘%! 1 + Q2/2B~ ~1(2Bf

/e
f~ 

(10)

where X1(x) is the modified Bessel func tion a~id
CAp 2 - BAp 4p + AA-p2x x Y 1 

(11)
A C — B 2/4

The coefficients A , B, and C depend on the propagation geometry and the anisotropy of the irr~oulanittes ,
as given by RINO and FR~4OUW, (1977). The functional form for R given in Eq. (10) arises from descrip—
tion of the random mediu. by a three—dimensional spatial power s$.ctru m havimg a power—law for, with a one-
di mensiona l ( i . e . ,  in— sit u) ~~ behavior.

The “ th ree sigmas” that specify the firs t—o r dgr statistic. of the focus componen t are obtained by
evaluating Eqs. (8), (9) ,  and (10) for zero lag (Ap — 0), with a adjusted for pr opagation according to
Eq. (23) and with a and a~, limited no permi t focusing only by the nonscattar sd par t of E5 .

The scatter component is more difficult  becau se the near—zone (ray—optic.) approximation cannot be
made, Moreover , we moat also consider the coupling ter , in Eq. (4a) . We aas~~e, however , that the par—
tition ing in Eq. (3) i, such that the scale for changes in V.,,! /E~ (i . e . ,  V in E ) is much larger than the
scale for changes in V,!5. Then Eq. (4b) can be solved a. if ~ha VTE I! n r a vJa constant. In this case ,
it can be shown that tile gradient term mak es no contribution to the sLcoI~d—order moments of I . If we make
th. further assi~~~tion that I is Gaussian , the second—order moments completely specify the s!atistic. of
I • It follows tha t the 4Ef~ Ef term has no effect on th. statistics of I —— tha t is , I and E

~ 
are sta —

t?ctically independent.

~~~~ 

_ j _~ .-- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
_ _  - - - -_ _

- ~~~~ —~‘
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By this ar gumen t, we can neglect the coup ling term in Eq. (4a), which is then solved for 4 using the

phase—screen approximation. The scatter component is then given by

E (~~
, ~ ) — - exp i •, (;‘) ~dP ’ (12)

where F(~ — ‘) is the free—space diffraction kernel for a wavefield scattered through narrow angles. Be— p
cause E is Gaussian , its statistics are completely specified by the second—order coherence function.

* A -. C - .  -t
R (Ap ) — <E (p)E (p + Ap)> (13.)

and
B ( ~p) ~ <E

()E ( + A )>. (l3b)

When R is computed usin g Eqs. ( 12)and (b3a) , the d i f f r a c t i o n  kernel becomes a del ta f unc tion so tha t
does no t5vary with z and rho following analytic expression results:

— oxp {—o
~ 

L i i  — Q2K1(Q2)1 J — exp {-. c~ U (14)

The (complex) “assyma try” coherence func t ion , B • which describes al l  d i f f r a c t i o n  e f f e c t s , must ne obtained
by numerical evaluation of an integral very sim?bar to Eq. (12). Details have been given by RI’4O et sl
(1977).

The “thre~ sigma s” t~ at specify the f i rs t—order  s ta t i s t ics  of the focus component are ob tained by
eva lua t ing  R (A p)  and B (Ap ) for zero lag and employing the relationships

— ½ 1R.(O)  — Re (B (O)}j

— ½ fR (O) + ReIB (O)}I (l5b)

— ~ Im (8 (O)} (b5c)

To sumaarize, so long as E is Gaussian and the scale for changes in in Ef is very barge comparedto rho scale for changes in A E , we can relate the mult ipl icat ive scatter and focus components to dis joint
and therefore statistically i~d~pendenr spectral regimes of the contributing irregularities. From these
rela tions we can calculate the signal moments that describe the field as a function of parameters that
characterize the spectrum of the ionospheric irregularities. This constitutes the formal basis of all the
propagation computations used in the IONSCNT code.

3. SCINTILLATION MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Controlling Parameters

A. will be outlined in Section 4, two computer codes have been developed in this work. There are two
operational modes in the main code , IONSCNT , one to provide first—order signal—statistical parameters and
one no provide second—order quantities. The ultimate output. of the first—order mode are the six sigma.
that characte rize the two—component model and the scintillation indices for phase , 4, and intensity, I,
which are defined respectively as follows:

~ [<~
2> — <,> 2]  

½ (16)

S
4 
~ [<I2> _ I > 2]~~ (17)

According no the two—component model, the phase and intensity scintillation indices for the composite
signal are given in terms of those for the acanter and focu. components as:

•
2 _ , 2 ~~,2 (18ras rm.s raef

and 
s - (s,~ + 1) (

stf + 1 ) -l . (19)

The component indices are obtained as follow.. The most complicated is the phase scintillation index
f or the scatter component. It is obtained by performing the following two integration.:

f 21’ 
•. P~ (os ; a,1 , os, , a~~~~)d.s

and

<:~>— 
~~21T 

•~ (Os ; 
~~~ 

C
, ’

over ~~~, the Hatfield phase distri bution for a signal vith complex Gaussian statis tics. The Hatfield di.—
tributlon (IIATFIEW end LIMO , 1975) i, specified by the three ,Lgass given in Eq. (15), with

R~(O) — 1 — •
—a~L 

- 

(21)

whers o~ is a scattering coefficient par unit depth in a layer of thickness L (see Eq. ( 3 2 ) J ,  and 1 (0) isobtainee from numerical evaluation of the diffraction integral. The quantities in Eq. (15) also art used

_________________________ — L

— — - -  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ?:*~
I
~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~ - - - - -  -- -
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to calculate  the in tens i ty  scintillation index for the scat ter  component , as follows:

— 4~ 2 (1_  R (O) ) + j B (O)J2 (22)

The phase and intensity scintillation indices fur the focus component are calculated , respectively , as

— o~ — L — o~ (23)

and
02

54f e 1 1 (24)

where 0 2 L is the variance of the phase perturbation impo~ed by a layer of thic kness L [see Eq. (31)), and
o~ is o~tained from numerical evaluation of Eq. (9) for Ap — 0.

The propagation equations that govern B (0), 02 and a [ the  l a t t e r  obtained from I~~. (8)] depend upon
the observing geometry relative to a horizoRtally ~tratif~~d ionospheric layer and to a geomagnetic field
model and upon several parameters that  characterize the size and shape of ionospheric irreguh.rities. The
three—dimensional spatial power spectrum employed to describe the irregularities has a power-law form with
a spectral index of minus four , correspond ing to an in—situ (one dimensional) spectrum of r~

2. Provision
is made for anisotropy in two dinensions , one along the magnetic f ie ld  and one perpendicular to the f i e l d .
The spectrum over which the variance of ionospheric electron density,< (AN)2>, is modeled is limited by
an outer—scale parameter, af~ 

and the spectrum is divided into two components by means of an i,,ner—scale
cu to f f  for  the focus component , B • and an outer—scale parameter for the Scatter component ,a  -f S

3.2 Behavior of Axial Ratios , Scale Sizes , and Height

The axial ratios , a (along the f ie ld)  and b (perpendicular to the geomagnetic meridian p lane) ,  were set
to reproduce known geometrical characteristics of scintillation. Intorferoneter observations have shown
that  scint i l lat ion—producing irregulari t ies are highly elongated along the magnetic fi e ld  near the geomag-
ne tic equator (e.g., KOSTER , KATSRIKU, and TETE , 1966). Recent studies by MARTIN and AARONS (1977) and by
RINO (1977) indicate that high—latitude irregularities are somewhat elongated perpendicular no the geomag-
netic meridian as well as along the magnetic field (i.e., that they are sheet—like along U—shells rather
than axially syometric along the field).

To include the foregoing experimental characteristics, the axial ratios a and b have been nodd ed 05
functions of geomagnetic latitude, 1

m’ 
as follows:

A — 2 O ~ ‘~

- a — 30— 10 ( 1 + erf m 
) (25)

and /

b — 1 + 2.5 ( 1 + erf 
~ _ A

b ) (26 )

where A
b 

demarka the geomagnetic latitude of the scintillation boundary between the isidlanirude ionosphere
and the subauroral ionosphere. Eq. (25) provides an along—field axial ratio of 30 near rho geomagnetic
equator , switching to 10 fairly abruptly at a geomagnetic latitude of 200. Eq. (26) deecribes axial sym-
metry at latitudes equatorward of the scintillation boundary. Poleward of the boundary there is an addi-
tional elongation in the geomagnetic east—west direction , wi th a ra tio of 6:1 (b — 6) relative to the
remaining cross—field dimension.

The three scale parameters a~, B~, and a were established by iterative testing against signal—statistical
samples obtained from passes of the ONA WideLnd satellite. The most satisfactory fits were found to be
different at different latitudes. (No data were available from the polar caps.) Variation of the scale—
site parameters with geomagnetic latitude, 1m has been modeled as follows :

/ A — 2O° \Q f 900 + 850 
(~

l + e r f  a
3, 
)

maters (27)

— a f /2. 5 (28)
end

a — a f /4 (29)

Eq. (27) provides an outer scale (transverse to the magnetic field) of just under 1 km (i.e., approx-
imately equal to the Presnel—zone radius for VHF waves in the F layer) near the geomagnetic equator and of
about 2.6 km poloward of 20’ geomagnetic lat i tude .  It is to be noted that the actual outer scale of ionos-
pheric irregularities probably is conaidsrably greater than one or a few kilometers ; the present model
accounts only for irregularities that produce scintillation , defined in terms of intensity fluctuation.
Eqs. (28) and (29) are used to maintain effective continuity (between the focus and scatter components) of
the spatial spect rum employed , while al so safeguarding validity of the ray—optics approximation used for
calculating propagation of the focus component of the perturbed wave.

The reason for employing a smaller outer scale in the equatorial region than elsewhere is that we have
consistently observed with the DNA Wideband satellite tha t the ratio of S~ to o~ is larger (unless , of
course , S is near its limiting value of approximately unity) in the equaforial region than elsewhere , f or
data proc~.s.d in identical fashion . In term, of the phase—screen model , this observed fact means that a
given level of phase perturbation (within the spatial spectrum admitted by 10—s datrendin g) results in
stronger propagation effects  (focusing and diffraction) near the equator than at higher l*titudes . ~~~loy—
ing a smaller outer scale for a given bevel of< (AN)2>i. one way of accounting for such behavior. A .ys—

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~ 
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tenatic decrease in the spectral index with decreasing latitude also could account for this effect. A
variable spec tral index , however, greatly complicates the computer code. Thus, we have not incorporated
this option.

A greater propagation distance (i.e., employing a greater scattering—layer height) also increases the
level of intensity scintillation. There is evidence from bsckscstter observation (WOODMAN and LA HOZ ,
1976), for development of fine structure from the bottomside to the topside of the equatorial ionosphere.
We have incorpora ted a simple latitude dependence of scattering—layer height in the model, as follows :

/ A — 2O’~
H — 500 — 75 1 + erf m km (30)

which places the center of rho layer at 350 km at geomagnetic latitudes greater than about 20’ and at 500
km near the magnetic equator.

3.3 Behavior of Sca t te r ing  Strength

Once geometrical and signal—statistical behavior is modeled by choice of axial ratios, scale sizes , and
heigh t, the worldwide morphological behavior of sca ttering strength is the dominan t considera tion for
scintillation modeling. The total disturbance imposed on the wave consists of the wavefron t per turba tion
imparted by both the focus and sca tter por tions of the spa tial spectrum whose integral is< (AN)~~ For
the focus component , the variance of the phase perturbation imposed by a layer of thickness U Is given by

2 2 2 ab~~~~~ ((AN )~) K
1 

2B f /Of (31)Of U — r X c Co. e U sec e 
~ 

2S f /Of

The corresponding quan t i ty  for the scat ter  component is

02L — r
2 x 2 5 l 0~~((~~~~)~~) U sec e (32)

a e G cos 8

where 9 is the incidence angle on the layer, C depends on details of the scattering geometry through the
anisotropy of the irregulsrities*, r is the classical elec tron radius , A i. the radio wavelength, and the
K ’s denote modified Bessel functions.

All the geophysical parameters in Eqs. (31) and (32) were discussed in Section 3.2, excep t L and
<(AN)2> <(AN)~>+<(AN)~>.In conjunction with the latitudinal dependence of layer height , the layer
thickness also was modele8 as a simple function of geomagnetic latitude , as follows:

/ A — 20’\
L — 200 — 50 1 + erf m (33)

With af and a set, the relative amount of perturbation assigned to the focus and sca tter componen ts is
that required for their respective spectra to be asymptotical ly continuous. The condition is

((AN)~) - ~~ (~~~~~) . (34 )

Finally, observed morphological characteri.tics of intenaity and phase .cintillation wore invoked to
write the following mean , morphological description of <(AN)2>

I
((~~) 2) - ANm(X m I T)  + AN h(A m tT~ K p )  

+ ~~a~~m T K p) (35)

+ A N  IA ,X T D R
e~~m g

The first two terms and the last term on the right of Eq. (35) account for behavior at, respectively,
middl e, high , and equatorial latitudes , as functions of geomagnetic latitude , A , geographic latitude , A ,
local time of day in hours , T, day of the year , D, mean sunspot number , R, and !be planetary magnetic 

g

activity index, IC. The third tern in Eq. (35) accounts for scintillation associated with the auroral oval.

The midlatitude term , centered at a geomagnetic latitude of 32.5’, contains only a simple diurnal var-
iation, as follow.:

AN - 1.3 X lo~~(l + 0.33 cos ~~~)
exp [(m 

- 32.5.)
2] . ( 36)a (15’)

The high—latitude tars,

— 3 X 109(1 + erf 
“m 

A

b) I/
3 (37)

dominates poleward of the scintillation boundary , the geomagnetic latitude and width of which vary with
magnetic activity and time of day a. follows:

— 68.5 - 1.8 ic~ - (s + 0.5 it ) cos ~f dsi (38)

C G — ~/~ZC — Bh /4~ ~~~ RINO end PR~ IOUW (1977) 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-
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X.
fl

_ S + O .2 X
b

deg . (39)

Superimposed on the high—latitude term Is the following auroral—oval term:

(x _ X )
2

tIN — 3.2 x io8 ~~ exp - 
___R _ _ _ __ el/m 3 (40)a 
11 .1 K
‘ 

p
whe re

A — 74 - 1.8 K cos deg - (41)

ThI- most c omp licate d term in the morp hologic al model is the following one describing behavthr near the
geomagnetic equator:

- 2 .3 X tO9 (I + O.04R) JeXP 1~ 
~~~~~~~~ 

+ exp [_ ~~~.) 2 iT
j (lO ’)~ ~ (bO’)~ ij ( 4 2 )

- 0.4 fl(D + 10) 
+ cos 

1~(D +
bO) ]} ~ [ (T 

(6)2 ]  
+ exp [- ~~~~ 22 .5)

2]}el/5
3

where

T
R 

— if T~ 22 .5 - (43)

Eq. (42) describes a region of disturbance that peaks some 10’ on each side of the geomagnetic equator.
This somewhat speculative morphological behavior has been invoked to account for a very persistent feature
of scintillation observed at Ancon , Peru and Kwajalein , Marshall Islands (both within a few degrees of the
magnetic equator) on signals from the DNA Wideband satellite. The persistent behavior is an increase in
scintillation near the ends of satellite passes that Is stronger than we have been able to account for on
the basis of any purely geometrical feature of the model. -

Eq. (42) also includes a linear increase of scintillation activity with increasing sunspot number and a
diu rnal peak somewha t bef ore local midn igh t, wi th ac tivi ty increasing ra ther ra pidly after F—layer sunset
and decay ing mcre slowly after the peak. The seasonal variation includes equinoctial peaking but with a
“filling in” of activi ty in the local summer season (i.e., centered on the December solstice in rho geo-
graphic southern hemisphere and on the June solstice in the geographic northern hemisphere). This somewhat
complicated behavior is consistent with differences in seasonal patterns observed at Kwajalein and at Ancon
and reproduceS reasonably well the equinocriab peaking observed by KOSTER (1966) and KOSTER ,ICATSRIKU , and
TETE (1966) for observations at a station near the geographic equator in Africa; it is untested at other
locations , however.

4. COMPUTER CODES

Two user codee wore developed in this work: IONSCNT for calculating first—order and second--order signal—
statistical moments , including acintillation indices for intensity and for phase and several correlation
f unct ions: and DIST for cal cula ting first—order , probability—density f unc tions for in tensi ty ard phase and
the corresponding cumulative d i s t r ibu t ion  func t ions .

Fig ure 4 shows a simpl I f i ed , overall flow diagram for IONSChT. The user inputs a set of selected iono-
spher ic state parameters plus a description of his intended operational geosetry. The code then calculates
the appropriate ionospheric structure parameters from the morphological model contained in subroutines
RMSDN and MDLPRM. The quantities relevant to the scatter and focus components are passed to routines for
calculating diffraction and geometric—optics propagation effects , respectively.

The outputs from IONSCN? always include the intensity and phase sc int i l la t ion indices , S,~ and 4 • and
the six sigmas that describe the two—component , first—order , signal—statistical model. If die user1lh
selec ted opera ting Mode II , second—order statistical counterparts are put out as well, including the tem-
poral autocorrelat ion funct ions  of intensity and phase, analogous informa tion on the spa tial autocorrelation
function , and (if requested) the correlat ion coef f ic ien t  for intensity fluctuations on two uaer—aelected
f requenc ies .

The temporal autocorrela t ion func t i ons  are computed from the calculated spatial au tocor r e l s tion func tion ,
using a velocity that accounts both for line—of—sight motion through the F layer and an assumed drift of
otherwise unchanging ionospheric structure. The drift velocity Is eastward at a speed given by the follow-
ing geomagnetic—latitude—dependent model:

V
d 

— 50 - 15 ( 1  + erf 
A ;200) 

40 ( ~ + x )  (1 + 
1
m ~~

1
b ) (44)

which y Ie ld s  50 rn/s in the equator ia l  zone , 20 m/s at middle latitudes , and upwards of 100 rn/C poleward of
the subi iu ro ra l  s c in t i l l a t i on  boundaries depending on the bevel of geomagnetic disturbance.

An example of the Mode—b output of IONSCNT is presented In Figure 5. The increase in sc in t i l la t ion
early in the second half of the pa.. arises from a combination of (1) geometric eq)7ancement by chest—like
irregularities as the line of aight grazes the U—shall through the station , and (1). contribution fro. the
auroral term In Eq. (35). Graphs of S4 and 4 for a representative pass of the Wideband satellite ob—
sarved at Poker Flat , Alaska under the specif~t~ conditions are shown in Figure 6 for comparison. Note

I
-~ —~‘--f ~‘-J~’ - — ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~
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that the pass illustrated was one of those used in i terative testing of the model; it was chosen as one
representative of scintillation in Alaska under the specified conditions (including moderate magnetic
activity). A range of scintillation behavior presumably would be observed for the same set of specified
sta te parameters , and the model does not account for such variations.

In addition to the scintillation indices, the ou tpu t illustra ted in Figure 5 gives relatively subtle
signal—sta tistical information, in the form of the six aiglias (four variances and two covariances) that
characterize the two first—order , signal—statistical components. They appear in the six columns following
the transmitter latitude and longitude and the angle (PSEBP) between the line of sight and the geomagnetic
field. Taking point 8 in Figure 5 as an example , we have q2 — 0.055, ~

2 — 0.271, a — —0.005, a2 — 0.000 ,
— 6.839, a — —0.002. “ X

+
By comparison , the corresponding values for a 30—a data segment (starting at 0217:35) recorded during

a geometrically similar portion of the satellite pass illustrated in Figure 6 are 0.06, 0.27, —0.02; 0.01,
4.40, and —0.07. Similarities between the calculated and observed values suggest that the existing model
would be useful for calculating the joint pdf of intensity and phase , if the joint statistic, should be of
interest for, say, optimal system design . Such a capability has not been incorporated in the Dreaent
computer programs but could be added to the 01ST code.

The DIST code now available permits calculation of distributions for amplitude (square root of inten-
si ty) and phase, separately . Examples are presented in Figure 7, using the six sigma. from point 8 of
Figure 5 as inputs to DIST. As has been described fully by RINO et al (1977), the me thod of using 01ST
is to input the results of an IONSCNT calculation.

Figure 8 illustrates second—order outputs from IONSCNT , again using point 8 from Figure 5; the format
i. fully described in RINO et al (1977). The information provided can be used to characterize the spatial
structure of the field as well as the temporal structure of intensity and phase. Figures 9, 10, and 11
are included to provide further information on the morphological behavior (and frequency dependence) of
scinti l lat ion as characterized by IONSCNT. The reader will note that the code returns values of S

4slightly larger than uni ty,  which is the value corresponding to Rayleigh sta tis tics, under extreme condi-
tions. The two—component , signal—statistical model does permit values greater than unity in the presence
of substantial focusing. The ray—optics approximation employed for calculating propagation of the focus
component is not always fully satisfactory , and a limi t on it has been incorporated in the code for con-
ditions of strong scatter. It is to be noted that S

4 
values up to 1.2 are observed occasionally , at leas t

at VHF near the geomagnetic equator.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper summarizes work (reported more fully by FREMOUW et al, 1977) that began as an attempt to
collate previously existing and highly fragmented scintillation data into a form useful for systems appli-
cation. During rho course of the work, both experimental and theoretical work on trans—ionospheric radio
propagation progressed considerably. The major experimental development was the advent of complex—signal
data from coherent radio beacons on the Navy navigation (Transit) satellites, ATS—6, and P76—5 (the DNA
Wideband beacon). The theory of propagation in a random medium advanced both analytically and by applica-
tion of numerical calculation to strong—scatter problems.

Availability of the coherent—beacon data has yielded much insight into the complex—signal statistics
of scint illa tion , and this insight has been incorporated in our work to provide a signal—statistical model
that is complementary to deterministic models of TEC effects. Our ability to incorporate the new experi-
mental findings has been limited , however, by the theoretical framework we have employed. Signal—
sta tis tically, the moat fundamental limitation of the present model is its heavy reliance on choice of an
outer scale to describe scintillation—producing ionospheric s t ructure .  It is very likely tha t the ou ter
scales invoked in the model (900 rn in the equatorial region and 2.6 km elsewhere) have no geophysical sig-
nificance; rather they represent the largest scales that contribute to in tensity scin tillation on the
paths employed in collection of the data we used for quannitanive calibration and iterative testing of the
model. The path. employed were mainly between satellite, in high—inclination, moderate—altitude (1000—km)
orbits and the ground.

The main caution to be employed as a result of the outer—scale dibelim%a arises in application of the
model to phase—sensitive systems where long—term stability is important , especially in the equatorial re—
gion. The user must always keep in mind that the rms phase fluctuations described by the code are those
produced by ionospheric structures on the order of a kilometer and smaller in east—west extent near the
equator (30 km and smaller in north—south extent) .  Phase trends due to larger—scale structure must be
accounted for separately. For geostationary systems, this translate. into time scales substantially longer
than 20 s. -

Morphobogically ,  the most important limitation of the model i. that it does not account for night—to
night departures of scintillation conditions on a given communication link during the same season, at the
same local time , and under the same solar and geomagnetic conditions, which can be substantial. The model
describes only the “expectation level” of scintillation for a specified set of observing conditions. Data
now bei ng accumulated could be employed to include a description of departures from moan scintillation
conditions, but the present model stop. short of doing so. Mean morphological limitations of the model
include some uncertainty over long—term trends in activity during a solar cycle and virtual absence of any
data from the polar caps for use in establishing the model.

Despite the fo regoing limitations , the model desc ribed in this report is the most extensive computer—
coded assimilation of scintillation information presently available for systems planning. It will provide
systems—relevant characterization of scinti l lat ion for a wide range of operating circumstances. Hopefully
it also can serve a~ a baseline for analysis of existing and forthcoming scintillation data , in attempts to
understand the nature and dynamics of ionospheric structure .

__________________________________- — 
-
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TABLE 1

Symbol Definition

liN(,z) Local electron density perturbation

— + £ z  Distance from origin of coordinates

Component of ~ parallel to layer
z Component of normal to layer

- 
- 

Principal propagation vector
t Distance vector in k direction
A Wavelength

6 Incidence angle of

• Azimu th angle of ~ (measured from geomagnetic merid ian plane)

~~~ , (8,$) Transverse component of

a11—l+tan 2 8 cos2
~

a12— tan
2O sine cos$ Geometric coefficients

a22 l+tan 2 O stn 2$
Lineal phase—perturbation coefficisnt

o2 Lineal scattering coefficient

U - Layer thickness
r Classical electron radius
A(e,,,+,a,b,o)

B(O ,$ ,* , a ,b , iS) Geometrical coefficients defined by RINO and PR~~OUW (1977)
C( O ,~~,*, a ,b ,6)

Magnetic dip angle

a Elongation parameter along magnetic fiei.d

b Elongation parameter transverse to magnetic field
d Inclination angle of transverse irregularity axis
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Fig. I Three representations of VHF (138 MHz) complex-signal fluctuations durIng 90 s of a satelilte pw over
Stanford , California. lop to bottom : Scatter plot on complex plane; real and imaginary parts of complex signal;

amplitude and phase of complex signal. Intensity and phase scin tillation indices are
S4 = 0.28 and = 1.58 rad , respectively
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Fig.2 The focus component (containing in tensity and phase fluctuations with Fourier periods between 2.5 and lO s )
of the complex-signal scintillation presented in Figure I
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of the complex-signal scintillation presented in Figure 1
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Fig.4 Simplified flaw diagram for the main computer code4 IONSCNT
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DISCUSSION

.J .Aarons , US
Since the scatter and focus components are both “multiplied” by the morphology terms, how do we know that
both these components have the same morphology (or physics)?

Author’s Reply
The two components have no geophysical sign ificance , individually. They arise from the same power-low irregulari-
ties , but their pro pagation is described by different mathematics: namely , geometric optics for the focus compo-
nent and Fresnel diffraction for the scatter component. The signal statistics are different because the focus compo-
nent is observed in the near zone (ray-optics regime) and the scatter component in the intermediate-to-far zone
(Fresnel-d iffraction regime), in which the phases of the angular-spectral components are more nearly random. The
morphology of the two components is the same because they are two manifestations of the same geophysical
phenomenon -

J.Röttge r , FRG
I like your approach to the complicated problem of modeling scintillation effects. My question is: Does your
assumption generally hold that the focussed components are Gaussian , or do you find cases where this assumption
has to be mod ified ?

Author’s Reply
The assumption that the real and imaginary parts of the scatter component are jointly Gaussian variates seems to be
quite good , especially if the scatter component is taken to arise only from structure comparable to and smaller than
the first Fresnel zone (which, however , is difficult to implement in an operational code). Validity of the assumption
that the phase and log-amplitude of the focus component are jointly Gaussian is less well established because there
are fewer independent samples of this slowly varying component in our typical data segments. I am presently doing
systematic hypothesis testing of the two-component model against several other postulates.

K.Dav ies, US
Deep fading produced by intense “blobs” of ionization can be calculated by Fresnel theory . Under certain condi-
tions the calculated S4 index increases with increase of frequency (i.e. the exponent n in the equation s4 0. f -fl

- is negative). Experimental confirmation of this phenomenon has been found at India with ATS-6 signals. Does this
phenomenon appear in the Fremouw-Rino model?

Author’s Reply
The model does not address effects of individual ionospheric features — only effects of random structure described by
a power-law spectrum. However, the code can pmduce S4 values greater than I and a decrease (toward I)  in S4
with decreasing frequency, under very disturbed conditions. This behavior arises from geometric-optics focusing and
defocusing of a “coherent ” component of the signal (i.e., a component that has not been diffractively scattered).
An example of the resulting frequency dependence is given in Figure Il of the written paper. We have seen this kind
of behavior in some data fro m the Wuie band Satellite.

- - - ~~~~~~~~~~ 
- . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
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CORRELATION AND PREDICTION OF TRANSIONOSPHIRIC
SIGNAL TIME DELAYS AT WIDELY SEPARATED LOCATIONS

r H. Soicher
DRDCO-COM-RF

US Arm y CORADCOM
Fort Monmouth , NJ 07703

ABSTRACT

Excess time delays of translonospheric radio signals introduce ranging errors in satellite—
navi gation and radar systems, which are directly proportional to the total electron content (TEC) along
the propagation path. Correlations of TEC values (based on linear regression analysis) at Fort Monmouth ,
NJ (4O.18°N. 74.06°W), R 1cI~nond, FL (25.60°N, 8O.4O~W) are detensined, The correlation analysis is per-
formed at daily Intervals for equinoctial and winter periods during the quiet phase of the solar cycle.

Avera ge regression lines obtained by the analysis are then used to try to determine TEC at Richmond ,
assuming the avai labi l i ty  of TEC in Fort Monmouth. In most cases , the “predicted ’ TEC was wi th in  one
standard deviation of actual observed data.

INTROD U CTION

The effects of ionization along the satellite-to—ground signal—ray—path on the propagation time of
such a signal was previously discussed. (H. Soicher, September 1977). The excess time delay introduced
by the ionization is directly proportiona l to the total electron content (TEC) along the signal path.
In view of the stringent accuracy requirement of modern sa te l l i te—navigat ion and radar systems , the ex-
cess time delay must be compensated for either by real—time measurement or through empirical modeling
techniques. The former requires that the user possess dual—frequency reception capabilities , wh i le the
latter (which u t i l i zes  a single frequency) depends on how well TEC and its temporal and spatial variabi-
l ity can be modeled and/or predicted. For improved accuracy, the forecasting techniques should be sup-
ported by periodic updating of data (preferably in real—time) at specified locations. The question arises
as to the extent of the geographic area, surrounding a station having real—time TEC—determinating capa-
bilities , within which TEC values could be interpolated with acceptable accuracy. In other words , coul d
TEC be determined at location A if a real—time measurement was taken at a different location , B, and what
woul d be the geogra phic cons traints on A an d B?

To this end , a specific investigation designed to determine the correlation (based on linear regres-
sion analysis) between TEC values at Fort Monmouth, NJ (40.18°N, 74.06°W), and at Richmond , Florida (25.60°N,
80.40°W ), was undertaken. (H. Soicher, March 1978). Beacon transmissions from the geostationary Applica-
tions Technology Satellite ATS—6 (K. Davies , R.B. Fritz, and T.B. Gray, June 1976, and H. Soicher, Jan 1975)
were used to determine the TEC at the two stations by means of the Faraday rotation technique.

The sublonospheric points for the two stations I.e., the geographic locations where the ray paths
to the ATS—6 (located at 94°W) intersect a “mean ’ alt i tude of 420 I~n were 36.5°N, 76.6°W and 23.6°N,
81.60W, respectively. Thus, the “representative’ TEC for the two stations was separated by ~13° in lati-tude and by 50 In longitude (corresponding to a 20—minute difference in local time.)

Figure 1 indicates the variation of the maximum daily correlation coefficients for September 1974 and
January, February, Ilarch, Apri l and May 1975. These were arrived at by comparing the TEC daily data sets
at Fort Momouth and Richmond. At first, the correlation coefficient was calculated for identical UT
times. Then, the Richmond data was shifted In time with respect to the Fort Monmouth data at 15—minute
Inte vals in the forward (+) direction and in the backward (-) direction, Correlation coefficients are
calculated for up to ten shifts in the forward or backward direction. The maximum correlation coefficient
as well as the number of shifts for wnich the maximum correlation coefficient is attained are indicated in
the figure , as are the shifts 1 monthly averages. In addition , the number of data pairs available for the
correlation analysis for each day (maximum of 96 data pairs , since the data is available at 15-minute in-
tervals) is also shown in the figure.

In general , the correlation coefficients ranged between ‘~.0.9 and ‘1.1.0 with relatively few falling be-
low 0.9. The lower values of the coefficients did not necessarily coincide wi th the sparsity of the
available data. On the average, the coefficient was maximum for no shifts in September, for ~.1 shift inJanuary, and for >(-1) shift for the other months. While most maximum coefficients occurred for ±1-hour
shifting (± fifteen-minute shifts), shifts of two hours and more were observed occasionally.

The next phase of the investigation was the effort to determine whether it is possible to accurately
predict TEC at Richmond from TEC at Fort Nonmouth, using average regression lines obtained for the two
data sets. The technique employed was as foflows: Average monthly regression lines were computed. From
these an average overall line of regression was obtained. Having determined the average regression line,
TEC at Richmond was calculated for a given TEC at Fort Monmouth. The deviation (Di), of the calculated
TEC at Richmond from its actual value at a particular time is then determined. This deviation , Di, is
then divided by the monthly TEC standard deviation value at the same time. The average absolute value of

N
this rat io, i.e., IPJ. 1 ~ I~jI 

(N~96), was then computed for each day . The results are shown in Fig.
~ g i.i ~2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the number of data points available for the analysis for each day (data is

ava ilable at 15-minute intervals; ninety—six data points signifies a full day ’s data availability. Data
is sometimes missing, due to turn—off of the satellites beacons).

The results using average regression lines, but for the time period 1300-2100 UT , when the maximum
diurnal TEC values occur are shown in Fig. 3.

______________
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DISCUSSION

As Fig.  2 indicates , the daily average of the ratios 
~J 

is , for the most part , smaller than one , i.e. ,
a

on the avera ge, the deviation of the computed Richmond TEC values , is , i n general , within the monthly
standard deviation of the Richmond data . The diurnal behavior of the ratio is such that the ratio is
higher during the night  (when a is small) than during the day. Some of the high values of this ratio are
attributable to ionospheric effects during magnetically active periods, e.g., on September 15 & 18, 1974,
large enhancements of TEC were observed in response to magnetic sudden comencements; the results of the
figure also indicate that the ratio appears larger during the equinoctial period (September, March) than
during the winter and spring months. This is observed despite the fact that the standard deviation during
the equinoctial months was considerably higher than during the other months.

Since total signal time—delays are largest during the day and thus, introduce sign ifi can t errors In
navigation and radar systems, it is appropriate to examine the ratio ID I during the time when TEC is dl-

a

urnal ly  larger, i.e., between 1300 and 2100 UT. During the day DI and a are generally larger than during
the night.  Figure 3 indicates that the ratios I ,  obtained by an average regression line for the day

g

period , are substantial ly l ower than the corresponding ratios for the full diurnal periods (Fig. 2). The
fact that the bulk of the data indicates that the ratio falls below 1 is encouraging since both correla-
tion methods yield “predicted” TEC values that fall within the monthly standard deviation of the data
during the time period when the presence of TEC poses the source of largest error.

CONCLUSIONS

The high correlation of signal time—delay variation at two locales separated by ‘1.13~ in latitude and
~.5° in longitude , prompted the examination as to whether time—delay data at one locale may be “predicted”
if continuous corresponding data were available at the other locale. The correlation is high , in part,
due to the 24 hour periodicity of the data. It is precisely this periodicity , however, that gives the
“prediction ” technique employed here its accuracy . The variation of the time—delay is the highly corre-
lata ble quantit y, and thus , the whole data set——if available , should be used in the prediction scheme.

The average of monthly averaged regression lines was used in the analysis. The slopes of the average
mon thly regress ion l ines were almost identical for September , Apri l , and May , but differed wi th in  ±20%
from this value for January~ February, and March. The average intercepts of the line of regression were
considerably more scattered.

For the most part, the deviation of the “predicted” data from the observed data was within one stand-
ard deviation of the monthly data set, For daytime periods, when the error introduced by the time-delay
Is greatest, the ratio ID~/o was even lower. The ratio Is often high during time periods characterized
by ionospheric disturbances.

Since the monthly value standard deviation is ~25% of the absolute value of the time delay , the methodof prediction outlined here appears to have the capability of correcting the time delay due to the iono-
sphere to within ‘1.25%. Future efforts will be directed towards evaluation of correlation and prediction
of Ionospheric signal time—delays at stations of greater geographic and local time separation.
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DAiLY CORRELATIONS
FORT MONMO UTH , N. J. vs RICHMOND , FLA .
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Variations of the maximum correlation coefficients of the Fort ttnmouth, NJ , and Richmon d , FL.
daily data sets. Also indicated are the time shifts for which these were attained, their
averages (— ) , and the number of data pairs used in the analysis.
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analysis.
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tOO 
RICHMOND , FLA , (TIE INTER~ML 300—2100 UT)
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SUMMARY OF SESSION VI

SOLAR TERRESTRIAL EFFECTS

by

Dr G.Lange-Hesse
Session Chairman

Measurements of the temporal and spectral variability of solar X-ray, EUV and particle emission — carried out by the
NRL SOLARD I I satellite system have formed the basis for prediction and assessment of ionospheri c disturbance s
affecting military communications , surveillance and naviga t ion systems.

Applications of real time measurements of solar X-ray and EUV emission fall into two rather broad and interrelated
areas. The first is in assessment of the ionospheric electron density and from it calculation of parameters such as the LUF
and MUF in real time. Such assessments can d irectly support day to day management of HF communications . In a
disturbed period , realtime monitoring can be employed to assess the actual propagation conditions on various HF paths
and give the communicator some flexibility in rerouting traffi c over those paths which may be less affected.

Ionospheric d isturbances also affect VLF navigation systems. Real-time monitoring of the solar flare X-ray and
particle emission therefore can be used to correct position measurements should those be mad e durin g a disturbed
period , or at least serve as a warning that the position determination is probably inaccurate.

Disruptions to communications , resulting from solar-terrestrial disturbances , can be minimized by forecasting the
disturbances or at least by providing early notification of solar disturbances and their consequent effects in space and in
the vicinity of the earth. Both functions rely on real-time solar-terrestrial data , which is now available through the
cooperation of several US agencies and through international data exchange agreements. The Space Environment
Laboratory is a central point for the collection , processing and dissemination of such data and for forecasts of solar-
terrestrial conditions.

An improvement of the prediction technique by detection of fast solar wind streams at long distances from the earth
up to 0.3 AU has become possible since the launch of the two solar probes HELlOS-I and -2. Solar wind data measured
by these probes were compared with data measured near the earth using the IMP satellites. Arrival time predictions of
fast solar wind streams at the earth can be made on this basis with an accuracy of a few hours at least as long as the large
scale conditions on the sun are relatively stationary as observed near the time of solar minim um. However , the latitudinal
extent of the respective high speed streams is found to be important for making quantitative predictions. Coronal data
sufficient for locating the sources of high speed streams can improve the precision of these predictions.

Since solar probes such as HELlOS- I and -2 are not of permanent lifetime , another method was developed by Roelof
and Gold. The technique they are applying depends on a combination of measurements of solar wind velocities with
energetic particle fluxes on the same near-Earth spacecraft. By combining these measurements the coronal emission
profile of both plasma and particles can be displayed as a function of heliographic longitude. With direct telemetry from
spacecraft plasma detectors in the solar wind , such “mapping” of the coronal emission profile could be done in real time.
Four examples of coronal structure of plasma and energetic particles has been shown. They illustrate the wide variety of
time histories of particle events at Earth which can be produced by essentially the same coronal injection profile in the
corona. They offer a brief scenario of how the decay history of these four events could have been predicted using
simultaneous real-time solar wind and energetic particle measurements.

To be independent of satellite measurements another method was developed by Houminer on the basis of daily
observations of the scintillation of a number of radio sources lying at widely separated positions. Observations of this
kind provide a way for predicting geomagnetic activity associated with large scale features of the solar wind. By observing
suitable sources lying to the east of the Sun it is possible to forecast , up to six days in advance, geomagnetic storms
associated with corotating solar wind streams. Geomagnetic disturban ces caused by interplanetary shock waves associated
with solar flares may be predicted some 8—24 hours in advance , when using observations at UHF frequencies
(3~~~

. . 400 MHz).
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SOLAR TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT MONITORING AND FORECASTING
AT THE

NOAA , SPACE ENVIRONMENT LABORATORY , BOULDER , COLORADO

A. C. Jean
C. R. Heckman

- C. E .  Hornback
Space Environment Laboratory

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration /ERL
Boulder , Colorado 8030 3, USA

SUMMARY

The Space Environment Laboratory of NOAA carries on an extensive program of
m o n i t o r i n g  solar  geophys ica l  data including bot h ground-based and satellite borne
sensors. These data are used in the preparation of forecas ts  of ionospheric and geo-
magne tic disturbances that have direct influences on radio wave propagation. Such
effects include sudden phase anomalies , that affect VLF navigation systems , LORAN , etc.;
shor t wave fadeouts; polar cap absorption events and ionospheric storms .

A survey is given of the Space Environmen t Laboratory Data Acquisition and Display
Sys tem (SELDADS) and of the forecasting and warning services provided by the Space
Environmen t Services Center and the applications of these data to radio propagation in
such areas as communications , navigation and surveillance

1.0 INT RODUCTION

It  is of h i s to r ica l  in teres t  to note that  a component of the Department  of Commerce
has been concerned with solar-terrestrial relations for the past 36 years; first , the
Interagency Radio Propagation Laboratory (IRPL) was formed in 1942 in the Nat iona l
Bureau of Standards , under Dr.  J. H.. Dellinger (who related radio fadeouts with solar
erup tions).. IRPL’s forma tion was s t imula ted by an a i r c r a f t  d i sas te r  in Europe in
WW I I , which was attributed to failure of HF radio communications with a i r c r a f t  dur ing
a magnetic storm. The Central Radio Propaga tion Laboratory (CRPL) was formed in 1946
f rom IRPL in order to provide services for civilian and military needs in radio communi-
ca t ions . The Space Dis tu rbances  Labora to ry  (SDL) was formed in 1965 wi th  the c rea t ion
of Environmen tal Science Services Administration (ESSA) to provide services and research
in upper a tmosp here and space. The Space Environment Laboratory (SEL) was formed in
1971 as pa r t  of NOAA ’ s Environmental Research Laboratories and is the current segment
of the Department  of Commerce carrying on the s o l a r - t e r r e s t r i a l  research and services
tradi tion. Currently, the SEL , in conjunction with the Uni t ed  Sta tes  Air Force , Air
Wea ther Service (AWS), opera tes a real-time solar terrestrial environment monitoring
system and a forecasting service at Boulder , Colorado . Each of these two services: the
Space Environment Laboratory Data Acquisition and Display System (SELDADS) and the
Space Environment Services Center (SESC), will be briefly discussed .

2 . 0  SELDADS

The SEL Data A c q u i s i t i on and D ispl ay Sys tem ( W i l l i a m s , D . J., 1976) is shown
schema t ica l ly in Fi gure 1. A variety of ground-based and satellite sensors furnish
data to SELDADS . Three inputs which are not yet operational are:

--The U. S. Navy ’s SOLRAD 11 S a t e l l i t e  Program

- -The N a t i o n a l  Science Foundat ion  chain  of magnetometers  being implemented as
as par t of the u. S. International Magnetospheric Studies (IMS)

--The NOAA TI ROS -N S a t e l l i t e  Program

The SOLRA D 11 s a t e l l i t e  u n f o r t u n a t e l y  developed problems which  have i n h i b i t e d  the
data  f low;  at the time of writing about two-thirds of the proposed chain of 25 magne-
tometers were functioning in the IMS program , and the TIROS-N satellite is scheduled
for launch in September 1978.

The communications system is made up of:

- -The USAF Astrogeophysical Telecommunications Network (ATN)

- -A USN line providing direct SOLRAD 11 telemetry to SEL

--Dedicated commercial communication lines

--A dedicated meteorological line to Moscow

- -The International Ursigram World Days Service (IUWDS) network

- -The U. S. Defense Communications Network (AUTODIN)

The AIN network is used for the bulk of the ground-based data received by the
real-time data base , whereas the bulk of the satellite data at this time is obtained
by direct sat~1lite telemetry to SEL .

- - -
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Solar a c t i v i t y  and event reports from a solar patrol  network operated by the
USAF/AWS and NOAA/SEL are t r ansmi t t ed  through the ATN to SELDADS as they occur. The
USAF/AWS is proceeding with the establishment of a new Solar Observing Optical Network
(SOON) which will greatly enhance the global monitoring facilities and data flow
(Air Force Tech order 3lMl-2 FM67-l , to be published).

Real-time X-ray, proton and vector geomagnetic field measurements are available
from the NOAA SMS/GOES geostationary weather satellite series (Grubb , R. N. , 1969,
1975a). Data from two satellites of this series are simultaneously received by direct
satellite telemetry at SEL and immediately converted , proc essed , recorded on magnetic
tape and inserted into the real-time data system. Data in the data base are kept as
1-minute averages for the most recent four days and as 5-minute averages for 32 days .

Near real-time data of polar cap solar proton fluxes are received from a Solar
Proton Monitor (Cashion , R. E., and Gary, S. A., 1969; Brown , S. R., 1975) carried
aboard the NOAA low-altitude polar-orbiting weather satellite series ITOS and TIROS . -
These data arrive at SEL through the ATN and are inserted directly into the real-time
data base. Plots of solar proton fluxes across the polar caps are maintained for the
most recent 8 days , with polar cap averages being maintained for 1 calendar month.

Ground station data from the High Latitude Monitoring Station (HLMS) in Anchorage ,
Alaska are t r ansmi t t ed  to SEL through the ATN and incorporated directly into the real-
time data system. Vector ground-based magnetometer informat ion is relayed from Thule ,
Greenland by teletype link to the HLMS and transmitted to SEL each minute. These data
along with data from a chain of 8 riometers are collected by the HLMS and transmitted
to SEL once every 15 minutes. These data rates reflect the line capacity of that
portion of the ATN that is dedicated to the HLMS use.

The incoming data are received and processed at Boulder , Colorado by two mini-
computers , each of which is capable of maintaining the real-time data base as well as
performing a variety of specialized operation.s on the data. The real-time data base
consists of the previous 32 days ’ worth of data and is maintained in two 58 megabyte
dis cs. In many cases , time resolution wi l l  vary throughout the 32-day period of the
da ta bas e , w i t h  finer time resolution existing for the most recent data.

Display capabi l i t ies  for data residing in the real-time system include :

- - interactive and call up CRT displays

- -strip-charts

- -wo rd messages

- - pr inter  output

Normal data dissemination procedures include :

- -direct  computer-to-computer links with  the rea l - t ime data system

- -user terminals

- - telephones
- - teletype reports and forecasts

- -a weekly summary of solar-terrestrial environment activity (issued by the SESC)

- -special requests

Data available in SELDADS is summarized in Figure 2 and the SELDADS users are
listed in Figure 3.

3.0 SPACE ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER

The Space Environment Services Center (SESC), loca ted in Bou lder , Colorado , is a
joint operation of the USAF/AWS and the SEL. The AWS is responsible for providing
operational space environment support to the Department of Defense through its center
at Global Weather Central (GWC) at Offutt AFB , whi le SESC prov ides a simila r service
for the civilian scientific and technical community . The SESC is concerned primarily
with providing solar and geophysical information , leaving responsibility for ionospheric
products to the GWC . The flow of space environment services for operational purposes
are shown in Figure 4. The major users of the SBSC output are listed in Figure 5.

Though SESC does not make ionospheric forecasts specifically, it provides a range
of real-time services in direct support of systems that operate in , near , or through
the ionosphere. Those services are described in the following sections .

3.1 Solar Geophysical Indices

A common tendency among operational users of space environment support is the use
of various indices to simplify communication about the state of solar or geomagnetic
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di s tu rbances .  Though some of the indices in current use have been used for decades ,
most of the recent advances in improved services have been in the in t roduct ion of new
indices  or the r e f i n e m e n t  of ex i s t ing  ones. *

Sunspot Number

Sunspot numbers are only indirectly related to ionospheric systems , but a number of
long-term (months and years) prediction models of HF radio propagation conditions and
satellite orbit decay rely on sunspot numbers as an approximation for extreme ultra-
violet (EUV) radiation levels. The fortuitously good correlations between EUV fluxes
and sunspo t numbers , when smoo thed over months and years , and the observed quasi-
p e r i o d i c i t y  of t he su n spot num be r s , enables useful predictions for model input to be
made. Because there are still no operational satellites making solar EUV flux measure-
ments , a number of system operators a l so  r e ly  on the day-to-day sunspot number as an
approxima tion to the short-term EUV flux level despite the lower correlation of the
daily values (Donnelly, R. F. , 1977). When SOLRAD data are calibrated , EUV fluxes will
be available in real-time , but the satellite must be operated for a number of years for
the atmospheric models themselves to be calibrated sufficiently to make best use of the
EUV fluxes.

3.2 Solar Flare Indices

The traditional method of classif ying solar flares relies on a mea~ure of thef l a re-area  in an op t i ca l ly  v i s ib l e  l ine , generally Hydrogen-alp ha (6563A) , and on the
br ightness of the flare in that line. Beginning in 1969 , personnel  of the SESC (Baker ,
D. N., 1970) began classifying solar flares accord ing to their emission in the 1 to 8 A
so f t  X - r a y  band as measured on the NRL SOLRAD satellites. The SESC now uses the 1 to
8 A emission as the basic flare classification parameter. The X-ray classification
system is shown in Figure 6.

3.3 Geomagnetic Indices

Though the u s e f u l n e s s  of alternative indices of geomagnetic activity such as the
t i me r a te  of change  of the f i e l d  a t a p a r t i c u l a r  loca t ion  (Anderson , C.  W . ,  et a l . ,
1974) or rap id field pulsations (Jacobs , J. A., 1970) have been described for some
s p e c i f i c  geophysical applications , the most widely used indices in real-time continue
to be the 24 hour A and three hour K-indices , derived for individual s t a t i o n s .  Plane-
tary values of these indices are also derived , using data from several stations around
the world.

The SESC is currently working on implementing a system of classifying  subs to rms  for
near real-time use that would include the east and west boundaries of substorms , along
wi th their time and some measure of their intensity (Pythe , T., et al. , 1976).

3.4 Proton Event Indices

The pr~,mary d e f i n i t iQn  of a “proton event” in the SESC services is a f lux  of 10
protons (cm’-sec-steradY1 with energy greater than 10 MeV . For polar cap absorption ,
the definition of an event is a daytime absorption of 2 dB or 0.5 dB nighttime absorp-
tion at 30 MhZ.

4.0 SESC SERVICES

Fi gure 6 is a summary of the services provided by SESC . These services are des-
cribed in the same order below .

4.1 Long-Range Predictions

Using the method of McNish and Lincoln (1948), the National Geophysical and Solar
Terrestrial Data Center of NOAA predicts monthly smoothed sunspot numbers. This method
relies on a comparison of annual mean sunspot numbers from the cycle being predicted
to the annual means of previous cycles. The method is subject to considerable van -
ability early in the cycle when the sample for comparison is small. The SESC provides
and uses real-time observations of sunspot numbers to enable a more accurate prediction
over the period of a few months . Predictions of the general level of solar activity and
of geomagnetic activity (low , moderate , high) are made seven and twenty-seven days in
advance.

4.2 Three-Day Forecasts

SESC makes forecasts  for the next three days o f :

- - levels  of geomagnetic activity (Fredericksburg A ind ices)

--solar  radio f lux  at 2700 MhZ

- -solar  proton events

- -class X and class M f l a res

The predict ions for proton events and for f l a res  are cast as the probabi l i ty  of the
occurrence of each par t icular  type of event for each universal  (Greenwich) day . The

__-- ~~~~~
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accuracy of the class N flare forecasts made for a 24-hour period one day in advance are
shown in Figure 8. About 5 ,000 active regions are born on the sun during one solar
cycle. Ten percen t of these regions produce class N fl a res , one percent produce
c lass  X f l a r e s .  The accuracy of the class N flares for a 24-hour period made one day
in advance are  shown in Figure 8. The left half of the figure shows that the fore-
casters have a high ability to separate the regions that produce class M flares from
those tha t do not. The right half shows that the forecasters have a much lower ability
to p r e d i c t  wh ich  days those 10 percent of the regions will produce class M flares.

4.3 Aler ts of Events

In lieu of a satisfactory capability of predicting solar-gaomagnetic disturbances ,
about 40% of SESC customers rely on rapid alerts of events once the event is detected.
Catego r ies  and thresholds  for  these a ler ts  are shown in Fi gu r e 9.  The a le r ts ha ve vary-
ing th resholds  and the user of the service may speci fy  at what level he wishes to be
n o t i f i e d .

In add ition to the alerts shown in Figure 8 , there  is another category of service
t ha t  is i n t e r m e d i a t e  between prediction and alert. The prediction of flare consequences
such as pro ton events and geomagnetic storms can be greatly improved once a flare has
occurred by using measures of the flare energy such as op tical , radio or C-ray emission.
A pro ton prediction program by Smart (Smart , D. F. , and Shea , M. A., 1977) uses a com-
bina tion of physical and heuristic models to predict the t i me , f l ux i n t e n s i t y  and
spect ra l  pa ramete r s  of a f l a re - induced  proton event using any of several flare emission
parameters. The Smart program is used as an operational prediction tool in the SESC.
Similar models for flare-produced magne tic storms can also  be used , though the model
t echn iques  for these are not as advanced as for the proton event modeling .

4.4 After-The-Fact Summary

Summaries of solar and geomagnetic activity are distributed daily in the teletype
me~sages “Joint AFGWC/SESC Primary Report of Solar and Geophysical Activity ” and “JointAFGWC/SESC Secondary Report of Solar and Geophysical Activity .”

The P r e l i m i n a r y  Report and Forecast  of Solar Geophysical Activity , published and
mailed weekly by SESC , contains lists of solar flares , solar active regions , radio flux
l eve ls  and selected p lo t s  of proton events , X-ray flare profiles and magnetograms .

4 . 5  Tech nical  Needs

To provide  improved service to the users of the SESC , several technical improve-
ments are  needed.  D i r e c t  s a t e l l i t e  moni to r ing  of BUy f l uxes  ra ther  than continued
re l i a nce on correlative parameters should improve the accuracy of both ionospheric and
upper a tmospher ic  dens i ty  models .

There is at present  no operational EUV satellite moni tor ing  system and none is
presen tly being b u i l t , though as indicated earlier , SOLRAD 11 could be the source of
such data if it is operated for a sufficiently long period into the future . As indicated
in Figure 8, the primary source of error in the class N f l a r e  forecasts is an inability
to predic t  the t ime of the f l a r e . This  is general ly  true of all  the f l a re  predic t ions
made by the SESC . Exceptions are for proton events and magnet ic  storm predic t ions ,
where the error in the predicted intensity or particle flux is generally as great or
greater than the error in the predicted times. Monitoring of solar wind parameters out-
side the magnetosphere would give an improved prediction of magnetic storm time s and
intensities -

Better spatial resolution in the measurements or improved extrapolation from exist-
ing measurements for localized magnetospheric /geomagnetic phenomena such as substorms
would improve existing ionospheric models. If the real-time space environment centers
should be called upon to provide regular support for spacecraft  operating anomalies ,
such as charging , there is the same need for higher resolution information than is now
available.

Finally, in the data currently monitored , specific indices could be developed that
more closely relate the measurements to particular operating systems or models. The
C-M-X flare classification system was developed to provide such an improvement. The
geomagnetic A and K indices are examples of gross indices that continue to be used in a
wide variety of applications with widely varying time dependencies . On t he  o t h e r  h a n d ,
the continuation of gross indices such as A and K has enabled the SESC to fulfill the
important role of being a general information source to which operators of advanced
technology systems can go to get a rapid first indication of whether solar and geomag-
netic activity may be the source of some unexplained anomaly in their system . In
several  pas t instances , this  has been the case and the result has led to further studies
by the operators and enabled them to gain better understanding of environmenta l  effects
on their systems . Development of new systems in the future will presumably provide
con tinued oppor tun i t i e s  for the same serv ice

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Disruptions to communications , transportation and utilities , resulting from solar/
terrestrial  disturbances , can be minimized by forecasting the disturbances and/or by
providin g early not i f ica t ion  of solar disturbances and their consequent effects im spec.
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and in the vicinity of the earth. Both functions rely on real-time solar/terrestrial ¶
data , w h i c h  is available throug h the cooperation of s~ .eral U. S. ,~genci cs .snd through
i n t e rna t iona l  da ta  exchange agreements .  The Space Environmen t Laboratory i s a cen t ra l
po int for the collection , processing and dissemina tion of such data and for forecasts of
solar terrestrial conditions.
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TIME
TYP E WAVELENGTH RESOLUTION PRIMARY SOURCES

X-ray Pa t ro l 1-8~ One-minute SMS/GOES Satellites
va lues

O p t i c a l  Pa t ro l H - a l p h a  A p p r o x i m a t e l y  U . S .A i r  Force O b s e r v a t o r i e s
one m i n u t e  at  Teheran , Ramey ,

Pa lehua , Hol l oman .

NOAA /IPS Jo int Observatory
Cul goora .

Boulder (part time).

I n t e r n a t i o n a l  U r s i g r a m
Wor ld Day s Serv ice (I I JWDS)
network.

Radio  Pa t ro l  Decamet r i c  Approx ima te ly  Quiet  t ime  f l u x  levels
th rough  one minute event  repor ts  f rom Sagam ore

C e n t i m e t r i c  H i l l , Ottawa , Boulder ,
M a n i l a , Culgoora  (CSIRO)
IUWDS .

Particle Patrol 0.6-500 MeV protons 94S/~X~ES
,~~ 

2 MeV electrons S?*~ /OJES
4.0-329 MeV alpha S~~/OJES

- particles

>10 , >30 , >60 MeV NOAA 5
protons

Additional data
from Vela and
Meteor (USSR)
satellites

Geosynchronous Three Field Con- . S~~/QDES satellites
Magnetometer ponents
Patrol

Geomagnetic A , K 18 stations
Indices

Total Electron I’burly
Content

Aisroral Back- 15 minutes
scatter Radar

High Latitude 30 MIZ 15 minutes 5 Alaskan stations plus
Riometers

lonosonde b- FOF2 ,M3000 ,R4IN One hour or Approximately 30 stations
servations - six hours

Fig.  2 Data Available in SELDADS - -
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DEDICATED L I N E S

SPACE ENVIRONMENT SERVICES CENTER

A I R  FORCE GLOBAL WEATHER CONTROL

NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER

REGULAR DIAL-UP USERS (DAILY BASIS)

NESS SATELLITE OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER

NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

GENERA L TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS / SYLVANIA

ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY

KITT PEAK OBSERVATORY 
-

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

RCA GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS

EDS NATIONAL SOLAR GEOPHYSICAL DATA CENTER

SEL

PLUS APPROXIMATELY 20 ADDITIONAL USERS ON A
FEW SELDADS CALLS PER WEEK BASIS.

Fig . 3 SELDADS Users

HIGH LATITUDE 
- 

HIGH LATITUDE
MONITORING STATION CUSTOMERS

S E S C  SOLAR G W C
(BOULDER) GEOMAGNETIC (OMAHA)

JOINTLY OPERATED IONOSPHERIC OPERATED BY
BY NOAA and the SERVICES AIR WEATHER

~IR WEATHER SERVICE SERVICE FOR DOD

CIVILIAN D 0 0
- - - CUSTOMERS CUSTOMERS

I ‘ (880 direct customers
‘ on 1 May 1977)

Fig.  4 NOAA/AWS Disposi t ion of Services
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M I L I T A R Y

ElF C O M M U N I C A T I O N

SATCOM COMMUN CAT ION

RECONNAISANCE

NAVIGATION

C I V I L I A N  OPERATIONAL

HF COMMUNICATION

A/C POLAR FLIGHTS

GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION

SATELLITE COMMUNICATION AND OPERATIONS

A/C MID-LATITUDE COMMUNICATION (VHF)

A/C HIGH-LATITUDE COMMUNICATION (HF)

A/ C NAVIGATION

NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY MONITORING

ELECTRIC POWER COMPANIES

L O N G - L I N E  TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

ERDA COMMUNICATION

C I V I L I A N  RESEARCH

MAJOR SATELLITES

ROCKET LAUNCHES

SOLAR RESEARCH -

GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH -

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Fig. 5 Major Users of SESC Output
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1 - 8 A X-RAY PROFILE
10~ W/m2 

= x

iO~~~ W/m2 = M

iO 6 W/m2 = C

BACKGROUND LEVEL

TIME

Fig.  6 SESC Flare Classes

TYPE TIME OF APPLICABILITY PHENOMENA OF INTEREST

FORECAST 10 YEARS SUNSPOT NUMBER
~5 MONTHS, 7 and 27 DAYS GENERAL LEVEL OF SOLAR

and GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY

FLARES, PROTON EVENTS,
FORECAST i, 2, 3 DAYS FORECAST GEOMAGNETIC INDICES,

SOLAR FLUX INDEX

FORECAST 30 MINUTES FLARES

X-RAY, RADIO,
ALERT IMMEDIATE OPTICAL EMISSION

FROM FLARES

FORECAST 30 MINUTES . 100 HOURS PROTON EVENT,
GEOMAGNETIC STORM,
SUBSTORMS

ALERT IMMEDIATE PROTON EVENT,
GEOMAGNETIC STORM,
SUBSTORMS

DATA (SELDADS) REAL-TIME ALL DATA

DATA (SUMMARY) DAILY and WEEKLY SELECTED DATA

Fi g.  7 Distribution of SESC Services
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r— Failure to Recognize Flare Potential -
\ of Active Region Failure to Predict Time of Flare

100 .:: - ~~ - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4-
C4)
U
5.. —

4,
Successful Successful
Forecasts Forecasts

0 169 1 10 1 11 112 1 13 1 14 1 15 1 161 ~I 69 1 10 1 11 1 12 1 13 1 14 115 1 16 1
Year Year

Fi g .  8 Class M Fla r es

SOLAR FLARES

X S ( l - 8~ X - r a y  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n )
Xl -

MS
3B (Op t i ca l  C l a s s i f i c a t i o n )
2B
lB

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES

A > 50 ( real tim e A measured at Boulde r )
A ~ 30
A > 20
K ~. 6 ( real  t ime  K measured a t Boulder)
K > 5 observed in successive three-hour intervals
K~~~~5K~~~~4SUDDEN COMMENCEMENT

RADIO BURSTS /NOISE STORMS

10CM RADIO BURST GREATER THAN 100 FLUX UNITS
245 MHZ OR NOISE STORM
TYPE I I  AND / OR TYPE IV DECAMETRIC EMISSION

PROTON EVENTS

PROTON FLUX (E>1OMEV)>l 0CM 2-SEC~~-STERAD~~

Fi g. 9 SESC Alert Categories and Thresholds for
Issuing Alerts
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DISCUSSION

N.G.Greson, US
How much data does the SOLRADS provide and how much space t~’oes it take to store it?

Author’s Reply
Data storage is minimized through a reduction in time resolution to about one tape(week.
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IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE FORCASTING THROUGH
USE OF X-RAY AND EUV MEASURE MENTS
FROM THE NRL SOLRAD SATELLITES

Robert W. Kreplin and Donald M. Horan
E. 0. Hulburt Center for Space Research

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington , D.C. 20375

SUMMARY

Measurements of the temporal and spectral variability of solar X—ray , EUV and par t ic le
emission form the basis for prediction and assessment of ionospheric disturbances affecting
m i l i t a r y  communicat ions , survei l lance and navigation systems. The NRL SOLRAD 11 satel l ite
system has provided these measurements in real-time to the Naval Ocean Systems Center
(NOSC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) since July 1976.

The 1—8 R X—ray flux transmitted to NOSC is used as input data by a computer terminal at
the Naval Communications Station near San Francisco. Although solar activity was very low
during the first year of operation the terminal provided an extremely useful tool in the
mana gement of Naval Communications in the Eastern Pacific.

This paper describes the spacecraft system, telemetry, and ground station which make
possible real-time dissemination of the data. The NEL developed X—ray sensors and data
processing techniques are also described.

Applications of other SOLRAD 11 measurements include derivation of the solar X—ray spec-
tral distribution , assessment of F—region ionospheric disturbances , and prediction of
periods of solar flare activity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 1960 the Na val Research Laboratory has instrumented and successfully operated ten
spacecraft for the purpose of monitoring the sun ’s X-ray and EUV emission . There now
exists an almost continuous record of this emission covering a period from 1964 to the
present (Kreplin , R . W . , 1970; Kreplin , R . W . ,  et al. 1977). All measurements have been
made with standardized ionization chamber photometers . This body of da ta has been used
to determine the role played by solar X-ray emission in ionospheric disturbances and to
develop methods of forcasting periods of high flare activity and most recently, the
ionospheric effects  of such flares .

Sudden Ionospheric Disturbances (SID’s) are a direct threat to military communications ,
surveillance and navigation systems. For th is reason , the most recent SOLRAD spacecraft
system was designed to satisfy the requirements of real-time monitoring and prediction .

2. SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Providing a real-time assessment of the X—ray , UV , and particle radiat ion from the sun
dictates conditions on the choice of orbit , design of the spacecraft , the telemetry link ,
the ground station , and the data processing and dissemination system.

Cont inuous real—time coverage requires that a spacecraft be in view of a telemetry
station at all times. A low-orbiting satell i te would require a large number of ground
stat ions connected with surface or satellite communication links to satisfy the real-
time requirements. The cost of such an array of ground stations would be prohibitive;
far offsetting any advantages of the reduced requirements on the telemetry link. And , of
course , It would not be possible to measure solar particle emission from that altitude.

At synchronous alt itude a monitoring spacecraft would be in view of the ground station at
all t imes. Unfo r tuna tely , such an orbit is in the center of the outer radiation belt.
However , the SMS and GOES ~pacecraft (Grubb , R.N , 1975) have demonstrated that  it is
possible to monitor 0.5—4 A and 1-8 ~ X—ray radiation from synchronous orbit with magneticprotection of the X-ray sensors. Bu1 one might expect that during the period of solar
maximum there may be times when the X..ray emission measurements would be masked by a high
particle background s However , the SMS and GOES sensors are working very well during the
present period of low solar ac t i v i t y .  It  is questionable whether or not the longer wave-
length X—ray photometers carried by SOLRAD could operate in this environment. And it is,
of course, Impossible to measure the undisturbed solar particle fluxes from this orbit
since they would be strongly modified by the earth’s magnetic field.

Freedom from the earth’ s magne tic field and the trapped radiation environment requires
an orbit in which the spacecraft is beyond the magnetopause for a maximum period of time.
Consequent ly ,  an orbit of approximately 20 earth radii (126 , 000 Ian) was chosen as the
best compromise between the requirements of maximum time in view of a ground station ,
freedom from trapped radiation , and reasonable EF signal strength at the ground station .
In such an orbit one spacecraft would be in view of a single ground station for 11 to 13
hours with an orbit inclination of 28. The ~rigina1 concept required three spacecraftand two widely separated ground stations to provide continuous monitoring of the sun ’s
charged particle emission and X-ray and ultraviolet radiation. Because of budget con-
siderations and launch vehicle capability the system realized consisted of two identical
spacecraft , stationed 180 apart in the orbit. From a single ground station it has been
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possible to monitor X-ray and ultraviolet radiation 90% of the time and solar charged
particles 60% of the time undisturbed by the earth’s magnetosphere . The system concept
is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1. Description of Spacecraft

The two SOLRAD 11 spacecraft are cylinders approximately 1.4 meters in diameter and
0.4 m in height with a hole in the center of about 0.5 m diameter into which a solid
propellent moto r is installed. There are four solar panels extending from the outer
circumference which are folded parallel to the cylinder axis during launch . Folding, four-
element , turnstile antennas are mounted on the anti-solar faces and all of the sensors
measuring solar X-ray and EUV radiation are on the opposite face. Two views of the
spacecraft are shown in Figure 2. Each spacecraft weighs about 182 kg without the apogee
or perigee solid motors.

The spacecraft were launched as a unit bolted together in a stack with the surfaces con-
taining the solar sensors facing one another. The nozzles of the apogee and perigee
motors pointed in opposite directions outward along the axis of the combined assembly.

The SOLRAD 11 A/B spacecraft assembly was launched from Cape Canaveral on 15 March 1976
by a Titan IIIC rocket . They were ejected as a unit at synchronous altitude and placed in
their final orbit by perigee and apogee solid motors. They were separated and oriented
facing the sun in final orbit about seven days after launch. The on—board hydrazine
control system was then used to position the satellites 180° apart in orbit and then
maintain this station. This system also controls the spin axis of each spacecraft so that
they are constantly pointed toward the sun to within 1°.

2.2. Telemetry System

One of the most serious problems of operation in a high altitude orbit is telemetry .
Real-time data acquisition requires continuous operation of the transmitter. Th is , and
the requirement of high output power , place great demands on the spacecraft power and
thermal control systems. Directional antennas aboard the spacecraft would be a great
advantage but one which must be paid for by the complexity of a 3 axis stabi l izat ion
system . A simple omnidirectional turnstile antenna was chosen for SOLRAD 11 A/B
compatible wi th  the one axis stabil ization system.

A f i ve watt t ransmit ter  produced an effect ive radiated power of from +25 to +35 dbm in
the 136—137 MHz telemetry band. The path loss over 126,000 Ian is 177 db which required
an antenna gai n on the ground of +24 dbi to provide a +10 db signal-to-noise ratio.

The modulation system and data rates were also chosen with  a view toward improvement
of the signal-to-noise ratio. The telemetry down—link modulation is FCM—PM with a data
rate of 102.4 bps. To realize an additional improvement of about 3 db , convolution
encoding (Viterbi , constraint 7 , rate ~) is used (Viterbi , A . ,  1971). The encoded signa l
is then transmitted at 204.8 bps in a bi—phase level format.  The ground stat ion block
diagram is shown in Figure 3. Note that because of the variation of polarization in the
radiation pattern of the turnstile antenna the receiving system accepts both polarizations
and selects the strongest signal automatically with a diversity combiner.

The data is transmitted in a format consisting of 32 twelve—bit words per frame . One
complete frame is transmitted in 3.75 seconds. The first word of each frame is a
synchronization pattern and the second word identifies the frame number. The remaining 30
words contain experiment data and housekeeping and status information from the spacecraft
and experiments. Monitoring most solar emissions does not require a time resolution of
3.75 seconds so not all experiment-outputs appear in every frame. They are submultiplexed
to a rate which is suf f ic ien t  to reproduce the most rapidly varying signal levels. These
rates are listed in Tables I , II and IV describing the solar sensors. A period of two
minutes is required to sample the 32 frames in which all experiment outputs are present .

2,3. Data Processing and Distribution

The digital telemetry stream is directed to an on line computer in the ground station
which decodes the telemetry , converts the data words into engineering units , and re-
transmits the data via a 150 baud teletype line to the Naval Ocean Systems Center
installation at La Posta . CA. This system is illustrated in Figure 4. The ground
station computer also generates an archival digital tape, maintains an ephemeris file ,
and manages intercomputer communications with two computers located at NRL , one of wh ich
is able to transmit the NOSC data stream should the ground station unit fail for any
reason.

The real-time data dis t r ibut ion network is shown in Figure 5. I t  has been in continuous
operation since June 1976 with the exception of the line between NOAA/SESC and the Air
Force Air  Weath er Service installation at Omaha.

The signals received at NOSC , La Posta are processed by another on-line computer to
provide HF circuit assesements and predictions for the Naval Communications Station at
San Francisco . This service will be described in another paper at this conference .
X-ray data from the NOAA GOES and 5118 spacecraft can also be tran smitted on this line so
that NOSC has sufficient  data resources for 24 hour operation .

_ _ _ _ _ _  
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3. DESCRIPTION OF TIlE SOLRAD 11 SENSORS AND APPLICATIONS

The sensors aboard SOLEAD 11 can be broadly classified Into three catagories . Except for
small differences , mainly in calibration constants , the sensors on both spacecraft were
identical . In the first catagory are the standardized photometers for monitoring X-ray
and EUV emissi- n. These have changed only slightly from the designs flown in earlier p

satellites of the SOLRAD series. The 1-8 ~ ionization chamber photometer was flown aboard
SR—l in 1960. The data from these sensors forms the base for a description of the sun ’s
X—ra y emission over more than one solar cycle. A specific description of the catagory
I sensors aboard SOLRAD liB appears In Table I. The llA sensors are similar.

The X-ray radiation monitored by the SOLRAD 11 catagory I sensors is directly responsible
for D— and li—region electron production during solar flares. It is this radiation which
produces the disturbances to HF and VLF radio propagation observed as sudden short wave
fadeouts (S-SWF) and sudden phase anomalies (SPA), thus it has direct application to HF
radio propogation and VLF com~un ication and navigation systems . NOSC has demonstrated
that observations of the 1-8 A X-ray flux can be diiectly related to the lowest observed
frequency (LOF) on any HF radio path traversing the ionosphere. In  addi tion to these
direct effects the assembly of X—ray detectors can be used to measure the , temperature and
emission measure of the region producing the radiation and from those quantities a
probability for flare occurrence can be estimated .

The EUV monitors are relatively new sensors and while the importance of these bands is
understood in F-region models there is not yet sufficient data on which to develop
prediction techniques.

In the second catagory , Table II , are sensors which have been flown in earlier spacecraft
such as those of the OGO or OSO series launched by NASA . The results of these early
experiments confirmed their relevance in ionospheric processes or to the characterization
of the solar events that contribute to those processes , The scintillation and pro-
portional counters measure the most impulsive portion of the solar flare X—ray emission
spectrum. Although this penetrating X—ray radiation affects the lowest part of the
D-region it is probably more useful as an indicator of the non—thermal processes in
flares which accelerate prctons capable of producing long lasting disturbances in the
polar ionosphere .

The NRL Bragg crystal spectrometer aboard OSO—6 demonstrated that the relative intensity
of spectral lines from the ions Mg XI and Mg XII are a sensitive indicator of flare
activity (Doschek, G .A. and Meekins, J.F., 1978). The He—like ion Mg XI is quite strong
in active regions where it is produced in plasma whose temperature is near one million
degrees. The appearance of the H-like Mg XII indicates the presence of plasma with a
temperature ten times greater . In large flares the intensity of Mg XII can exceed that
of Mg XI so the ratio of these two lines can be used as an Indicator of flare conditions
within an active region.

The DV spectrometer covers the most intense line in the solar ultraviolet spectrum ,
Hydrogen Lyman— ., at 1216 X. This line is the major contributor tQ D—region ionization
during solar minimum . This experiment t..gether with 1080 to 1350 A sensors of the
catagory I experiments were designed to determine the ‘ong term variability in
the Lyman-a line and In the solar spectrum up to 1800 A.

The particle sensors described in Table III are new to the SOLRAD series spacecraft
since the earlier satell i tes orbited at low altitude where they only occasionally
encountered the charged particles of the earth’s trapped radiation belts. In fact ,
the particle sensitivity of the X—ray 8,hotoineters was considered undesirable and they
were protected from interference with b arge magnets which deflected the low energy
electrons. These sensors provide a cofsplete description of the particle streams
emitted by the sun at those times when the satellites are outside the magnetosphere .
With two operational spacecraft about 80% of the time one or the other will be in position
to monitor the sun ’s particle emission. The particle sensors have been provided by
groups outside of NRL and are based on experiment designs flown in earlier spacecraft.

While  particle acceleration is thought to occur in most solar flares , only in a few of
them do particles reach the vicinity of the earth because of the guidance of the solar
magnetic fields. The highest energy protons may reach the earth within an hour of the
start of the flare . They are , however , of minor geophysical importance compared to the
incre~ sing numbers of lower energy protons which arrive somewhat later. The peak total
energ y f lux of these proto ns may occur two to three days after the flare Because of
the i r  lower magnetic r i g id i t y  they are guided into the polar cap regions to produce an
ionospheric effect  known as a Polar Cap Absorption or PCA . This phenomena can be re-
sponsible for loss of HF radio communications over periods as great as several days.
Disruptions to the Omega Navigation System may also result. The omnidirectional proton
experiment aboard SOLRAD 11 Is designed to detect the arrival of the initial high energy
proton stream while the low energy proton spectrometer measures the energy and flux of
the protons producing the major ionospheric distrubances. Other experiments , designed to
measure the spectra, intensity and direction of arrival of charged particles aid in our
understanding of the particle propogation process, These measurements also provide in-
formation necessary to our understanding of the acceleration processes in solar flares.
The solar wind experiment measures the persistent flow of low energy particles which are
present as a background upon which the flare particle stream s are impressed . The solar wind
interacting with the earth’ s magnetic field causes the variabil i ty whiob ii detected by
surface magnetometers and is the major source of particles responsible for the aurora.

I
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The third catagory of sensors listed in Table IV Is almost purely scientific. These
experiments have been designed to provide informat ion on fundamental scientific problems
such as particle acceleration in solar flares, interaction of solar and stellar wind
particles with the earth’ s atmosphere and the newly discovered gamma—ray burst phenomena.

X- ray polarization , if detectable in solar f lare  X—ray emission would provide proof of
non—thermal processes and particle acceleration . This could be a useful index of potential
PCA disturbances.

The stellar auroral X—ray sensors can provide information on the Interaction of streams
of energetic particles with the earth’s upper atmosphere and the geocoronal—extra—
terrestrial EUV sensors can also provide similar information .

4. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

To calculate ionospheric electron densities it is necessary to know both the absolute
Intensity and wavelength distribution of the ionizing radiation.

It is quite difficult to design instruments which make measurements of absolute in tens i ty
with both high spectral resolution and high time resolution . The SOLRAD sensors are a
compromise . They have been chosen to fulfull the goal of absolute flux measurement with
high time resolution , sacrificing spectral and spatial resolution . Spectral information
adequate for ionospheric applications can be derived from the response of photometers with
adjacent or overlapping wavelength ranges.

The X-ray spectrum below 50 1 shows great variability over periods as short as a few tens
of seconds during solar f lares.  Consequently great dynamic range is required of both the
photometer and its associated electronic circuits. In a large solar flare the X-ray f lux
below 8 A can change by a factor of 1000. At longer wavelengths and in the EUV the changes
are much smaller. - -

The band sensitive photometers used aboard SOLRAD 11 are essentially gas filled diodes
whose wavelength sensitivity is determined by the window material and thickness and by the
type and pressure of the gas filling. These ionization chambers generate very small
currents. Consequently, sensitive and very stable electrometer amplifiers are used to
amplify the signal to -a level compatible with the requirements of the telemetry system A/D
converters.

The major sources of error in the X—ray photometer measurements arise from problems in
photometer calibration and from the assumption of a sometimes unrealistic spectral dis-
tribution of the solar X—ray flux.

4 .1 Sensor Calibration
The techniques used in calibration the SOLRAD 11 X—ray photometers have been described by
Meekins et al. ( 1974) and by Unzicker and Donnelly ( 1974) so &hey will  not be discussed
in this paper . We present here only the results for the 1—8 A X-ray photometer . The
experimentally determined efficiencyE (A) Is plotted in Figure 6. There are two curves.
1~he solid one is the best fit to the experimental points of the theoretical efficiency
function -

- T
W
(l_T

G) 
- 

( 1)

where T11 and T6 are the transmission of the window and gas filling respectively.

T — exP(—,%px) (2)

~ &,, is the photoelectric mass absorption coefficient and px is the area density of the
w’fndow material . The absolute accuracy of the calibration is +10% near the peak ef-
ficiency, about 3 A. The dashed curve represents the theoreti~al response of thephotometer based on calculated values of T and 7 . The theoretical response was used
to reduce data from the X-ray sensors flows aboar~ SOLRAD satellites prior to SOLRAI) 11.

4 , 2 Deriva tion of Flux from Photometer Current

The second source of error in the calculation of X—ray flux is the assumption made in
selecting the spectral distribution of the incident radiation . A single photometer can
provide no information about the spectral distribution of the incident radiation and an
emission spectrum must be assumed, The graybody approximation has been qui te  useful  and
all SOLRAD data have been reduced using this assumption from 1960 to the present. This
has resulted in a uniform description of the solar variability in X—rays over one and
one half solar cycles. Zn this method of analysis it is assumed that the emission spec-
tru m can be approximated by a blackbody distribution with a diluted total energy emission ,
i.e. ,

EGB ( A , T) — ( 2whc 2D) ?C 5(exp(c2/ TA)_ l ]_ l  (3)

where C.) — hc/k~ h is Planck s ’ const an t , c the velocity of light and k is the Boltmnann
constant . P is a dilution factor. Since a. single temperature T will not adequately
describe the solar spectrum over a broad wavelength range various temperatures are used

- L~~~~J ~ . ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~
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in the calculation , e.g. , T = 2 x 1O6K is used for the 1-8 a~ band and 10 x lO
6K for  the

0.5-3 1 band.
The 1—8 X flux data currently transmitted in real time from NRL to NOSC is calculated with
this graybody assumption but these values are easily converted to flux values based on
other spectral distributions.

Over the past decade a great deal has been learned about the solar spectral distribution
in the X—ray region . Horan (1970) applied Cuihane ’s (1969) theoretical descriptiQn of
the X—~ ay spectrum in the calculation of flux values using the ratios of the 1—8 A and
0.5—3 A photometer responses .

Using this ratio a temperature is derived which describes the assumed isothermal emitting
plasma . A good approximation of the actual spectrum can be derived from this temperature
using equations from Culhane and Acton (;~~7O) for continuum emission and using equations
of Tucker and Koren (1971) to derive the line emission . These spectra are illustrated
in Figure 7 for temperatures 2, 8 and 32 million degrees K.

It is also possible to correct the earlier graybody fluxes to the more accurate single
tempera ture spectral dis t r ibut ion using the equat ions and~ tables pub lished by Dere , Horan
and Kreplin (1974a). They found that the calculated 1—8 A graybody fluxes were about a
factor of lower than the more accurate single temperature distribution for temperatures
of 2 x 10 K and at very high temperatures they were about 3 times greater.

A further refinement of the flux derivation problem was developed by Dere et al. (l974b)
and termed the multi—thermal analysis. This technique uses a number of ionization chamber
photometers with overlapping wavelength bands to calculate a quantity called the emission
measure as a function of temperature. The emission measure is defined as the product of
the square of the electron density and the differential volume . The multithermal model is
more realistic than the single temperature description but the differences are probably
not great enough to be of importance in ionospheric electron density calculations. Their
calculation also requires considerable computer time which limits the application of the
technique in any real—time assessment system .

5. PRESENT AND PLANNED APPLICATIONS

Appl ications of real time measurements of solar X-ray and EUV emission fall into two
rather broad and interrelated areas. The first is in assessment of the ionospheric elec-
tron density and from it calculation of parameters such as the LOF and MUF in real—time .
Such assessments can directly support day to day management of HF communications . In
dist urbed neriods , real-time monitoring can be employed to assess the actual propogation
conditions on various HF paths and give the communicator some flexibility in rerouting
traffic over those paths which may be less affected . Ionospheric disturbances also
affect VLF nav igation systems. Real-time mon itoring of the solar flare X—ray and particle
emission can be used to correct position measurements (Argo , P.F., 1975) should those
be made during a disturbed period , or at least serve as a warn ing~ that  the posit ion
determination is probably inaccurate.

5.1 Applications to Ionospheric Propogation

A specific example of the application of solar monitoring in the assessment of ionospheric
cond itions ha~ been described in Rothmuller (1978). His group at NOSC has correlated the
observed 1-8 A flux measured by SOLRAD 10 with the lowest observed frequency (LOF) as
measured by a network of oblique ionospheric sounders and has developed a model from
which the LOF can be a~sessed , in real-time , over any path in the sunlit hemisphere
directly from the 1—8 A X—ray flux measurements. This model Is now a part of the PROPHET
computer system which serves the Naval Communications station at Stockton , CA as a
frequency management tool.

Another appl ication , but one not yet realized , is in the real—time assessment of the
max imum useable frequency (MUF). While F-region models are available which might
be used to compute the F—region electron density, and from it the MUF , and wh ile the
required EUV measurements are now being made by the SOLRAD 11 satellite , this program
has not yet been implemented. At least two areas of work must be undertaken to make
practical a real—time assessment of the MIJF based on SOLRAD EUV data .  One is the
absolute calibration of the EUV sensors and the other is the development of a simpler
model for computation of the MUF from the EUV measurements. Although programs are now
available they require large computers and would not be practical in a real-time asses-
sment system . Although absolute EUV fluxes are not yet available , EUV enhancements
during solar flares are observed from the sensors aboard SOLRAD 11 B. T~e relat ive
increases in small flares vary from less than 1% to 10% in the 700—1030 A band. The
largest enhancement so far observed occurred Sept . 18, 1977 at 0052 UT and amounted to
an approx imate increase of 30% over the pre—flare  level .

All of the EUV bursts so far examined show rather  slow variations. There have been no
observations of the rapid fluctuations which should be required to produce the F—region
ionospheric disturbances studied by Donnelly (1973). But it should be noted that in
th is period of solar minimum there have been very few flares capable of producing
ionospheric distrubances. The role of EUV enhancements in F—region ionospheric dis-
turbances will continue as an object of great interest in the ascending portion of this
solar cycle.

I
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5.2 Prediction of Solar Activi ty

The second area of application of X-ray and EUV real-t ime measurements is in prediction
of those solar events and conditions which produce ionospheric disturbances. It is only
through such predict ions that  it will become possible to predict ionospheric disturbances
with a lead-time of a few hours.

NRL began making informal predictions of solar activity based on real—time measurements
of X-ray flux in 1968. These predict ions were used by the Naval Communications Command
for several years u n t i l  NOAA and the Air  Force established formal forcas t ing  centers.
Our last predictions were used by the Navy Department , CNO(OP-986), in 1973. The pre-
dictions were based on the demonstrated sensitivity of X—ray radiation as ~n index of
solar activity. A set_9f si~ple criteria were established , i.e., the 1—8 A flux2exceeding 0.001 erg cm sec , the 8—16 A f’ux exceeding a level of 0.02 erg cm sec
and~~he 0.5—3 A band showing fluctuating levels generally greater than 0.00001 erg cm
sec . Experience showed that when these three criteria were met flares producing SID’s
were four times more likely to occur than when the conditions were not met.

Currently SOLRAD 11 data from the various X—ray sensors is analyzed to compute tempera-
tures and emission measures of active regions . It has been shown that it is possible
to predict the presence of a flaring region one to two days before it appears on the
visible hemisphere of the sun. Sharp increases in active region temperatures deduced
from X—ray flux measurements have been observed prior to flare activity but it is too
early and too few f l a re  periods have been investigated to tell whether this will become
a reliable prediction tehcnique. Other SOLRAD X—ray measurements also offer promise in
the development of flare prediction techniques. The sensitivity of the Mg XI and Mg XII
ratio has been mentioned earlier but has yet to be investigated with a view toward
development of a prediction techni que.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The SOLRAD 11 A and B spacecraft provided nearly continuous monitoring of solar X—ray,
EUV and particle emission from launch to December 1976 when the loss of a critical timing
circuit in 11 B eliminated data from the particle sensors . The X-ray and EUV sensor
operation was not affected. In June 1977 a failure of the telemetry modulation system
aboard 11 A eliminated acquisition of all solar data from that spacecraft. The X-ray ,
EUV and solar wind experiments on 11 B continued to produce data up to February 1978
when the solar wind experiment failed leaving only the X—ray and EUV sensors operational .
Fortunately, it is just these sensors which are necessary for applications to ionospheric
assessment and prediction services. Consequently the flow of data to NOSC continues
and with the assistance of NASA S network of tracking stations data acquisition in real-
time is still possible for 12 to 16 hours every day.

The telemetry system and ground station have worked quite well and have generally
satisfied the design requirements. However , one element of the turnstile antenna on
11 B failed to deploy producing an unsymmetrical radiation pattern . This is probably
responsible for some of the synchronization problems present at times of low signal
to noise ratios. High noise levels are also a problem when the sun is active and
happens to f u l l  w i t h i n  the main or side lobes of the gr6und station antenna.

In conclusion the SOLRAD 11 A/B system has demonstrated tha t  real—time monitoring
and dissemination of solar radie.ti’on measurements is practical and that they can be
effectively employed in management of ionosphere dependent military systems .
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TABLE I

SOLRAJ) 11 A/B Category I

Wavelength Band Det. Type Sampling Period Expt. No.

X-RAY MONITORS

1 to 8 A Ionization Chamber 7.5 sec 4
8 to 16 A Ionization Chamber 15 5

44 to 80A Ionization Chamber 30 6
0.5 to 3 A Ionization Chamber 7.5 12

2 to 10 A Ionization Chamber 15 13

EUV MONITORS

100—500 A LiF photo surface + Be filter 7.5 7A
500—800 A LIF photo surface + Sn filter 7.5 7B
700—1030 A LiF photo surface + In filter 7.5 7C

1080—1350 A NaCI photo surface + Mg F filter 15 BB
1080—1350 A Ionization chamber 15 8A

TABLE II

SOLRAD 11 A/B Category H

X-RAY AND EUV SENSORS

En.rgy/Wavel.ngth Det. Type Channels sampling Period Expt. No.

15 to 160 key Scintillation Counter 4/1 7.5/1.875 1

3 to 60 k.V Proportion.l Counter 4/1 7.5/1.875 2

92 and 8.4 A Bragg Spectrometer 3 60 3

1176 to 1800 A UV Spectrometer — 94 sec/12.5 mm 9

t
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TABLE III

SOLRAD 11 A/B Partic le Sensom

NAME ENERGY RANGE CHANNELS EXPT NO. INSTITUTION

Solar Protons < 9.5 MeV > 9.5 MeV (P) 2 14 Aerospace
< 38MeV > 27MeV (a) 2

Antisolar Protons < 9.5 MeV > 9.5 May (P) 2 23 Aerospace
< 38MeV > 27MeV (a) 2

Omnidirectional Protons 5 to 116 MeV (P) S 17A Aerospace
25 to 385 MeV (a) 5 h A

Proton Telescope 20 to 500 KeV (P) - 
5 DIFF 170

0.5 to 1.5 MeV (P) 3 INT 170
Heavy Ions > 0.5 MeV/nuc leon Z 1 to 18+ 5 17C

Proton-Alpha 1.3 to 100 MeV (P) 10 20 AFGL
Telescope 22 to 100 MeV (a) 3

Low Energy Proton 97 KeV to 6 MeV 11 21 AFGL
Spectrometer

Solar Flare 12 KeV tO 1.6 MeV 1~ 22 AFGL,
Electrons - Aerospace

Solar Wind 0.2 to 5 KeV (+ ions) 24 15 MIT
2O to l2Oev (e) 4
direction, velocity
and temperature

TABLE IV

SOLR.AD 11 A/B Category HI

Name Energy/Wavelength Channels Sampling Period Expt. No.
Range

Thomon X-Ray 10 to 22 k.V 30sec 10
Polsiesslur 22 to6O keV 30 sec

2.BA 2m m 11

I t e 8A  16mm 16
a —

~~~

100 so 1400 6 2 mm 18
100 so 1400 A 6 2 mm - 19

- S1~~ 3S heV 266 16mm 24

- •a .aMav  5 14.O ms.c 26

a
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Fig. I The SOLRAD II A/B monitoring concept
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Fig.2 Two views of the SOLRAD II A/B spacecraft. At the left the two spacecraft are
shown in launch configuration and on the righ t one of the spacecraft is shown with

solar pands extended. This view shows the sun-facing surface where the various
X-ray and UV rensors are moun ted
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DISCUSSION

E.R.Schmerling , US
Do you have any feel for the long-term stability of calibration , and what has been done to allow for dri fts? P

Author’s Reply
The X-ray detectors are very stable showing no changes since launch. The EUV sensors, however, showed an initial
decay of sensitivity, but have been stable since that time.
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PRE D tCTI ON OF SOLA R ENERG ETIC PARTICLE EVENT HISTORIES USING

REAL-T IME PARTICLE MID SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTS
E. C. Roelof/R. E. Gold

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland 20810

SUMMARY

The couparatively well—ordered magnetic structure fti the solar corona during the decline of Solar Cycle 20
has revealed a characteristic dependence of solar energetic particle injection upon heliographic longitude.
When analyzed using solar wind “MApping” of the large scale interplanetary magnetic field line connection
froM the corona to the Earth, particle fluxes display an approximately exponential dependence on hello—
graphic longitude exp(4e/40), where •,~ — 10 degrees. Since variations in the solar wind velocity (and hence
the coronal connection longitude) can severely distort the simple coronal injection profile , the use of
real—tia~e solar wind velocity measurements can be of great aid in predicting the decay of solar particle
events. Although such exponential injection profiles are como~nplace during 1973—1975, they have also been
identified earlier in Solar Cycle 20 (e.g., 1967 and 1969), and hence this structure may be present during
the rise and maximum of the cycle, but somewha t obscured by greater temporal variations in particle m ice-
tion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our continuIng investigation of the prediction of solar energetic particle events and geowagnetic distur—
bances has led us into a comprehensive study of these phenomena for all of Solar Cycle 20 (1964—1976). To
no one ’s surprise, solar—terrestrial phenomena showed distinctive changes in character from one phase of
Solar Cycle 20 to another. For instance, during the declining phase of the cycle (1973—1976), the solar
corona (and hence the interplanetary plasma and usagnetic field), was considerably ~~re well—ordered thanother phases. This was to be expected, since it is a fact well—established early in this century that
recurrent geomagnetic disturbances (the Bartel’s M—regions) become more clearly defined in the last quarter
of each solar cycle. Thus prediction of geomagnetic disturbances could degenerate to mere anticipation of
27—day recurrences during 1973—1976. However, if history repeats itself, we will again have to resort to
~~re Sophisticated prediction techniques for the rise and maximum of Solar Cycle 21 (1977—1984).

None—the—less, the decline of Solar Cycle 20 has provided information which will have direct application to
prediction work during Solar Cycle 21. We have had the growing conviction that coronal structure is rela—
tively ordered (on a global scale) throughout the s,lar cycle, but that the manifestation of this order is
obscured throughout the rise and maximum of the cycle by temporal (non—recurrent) events which decline in
frequency late in the cycle. This conviction is based on our success in occasionally identifying a struc—
ture in particle and plasma events which occurred early in Solar Cycle 20 (e.g., 1967 or 1969), which
exhibits the same coronal signatures we find so much ~~re obviously defined in the events from 1973—1976.

in this paper, we presen t the technique we are applying to all our data from Solar Cycle 20. By coirbining
solar wind velocities with energetic particle fluxes (measured on the same spacecraft wherever possible),
the coronal emission profile of both plasma and particles can be displayed as a function of heliographic
longitude. Even if there is appreciable temporal evolution during events, heliographic longitude (fixed
on the sun) is the natural coordinate system for interplanetary observations.

In Section 2, we illustrate our solar wind “mapping” technique and demonstrate its capability to unfold
coronal structure from near—Earth interplanetary observations. With direct telemetry from spacecraft
plasma detectors in the uolar wind , such “mapping” could be done in rea l time . Section 3 presents four
examples of coronal structure of plasma and energetic particles. These four events from 1973 illustrate
the wide variety of time histories of particle events at Earth which can be produced by essentially the
same coronal Injection profile in the corona. Following a brief discussion of each event , we offer a
brief scenario of how the decay history of these four events could have been predicted using simultaneous
real—time solar wind and energetic particle measurements. Section 4 sets forth our recosmendations for
improved prediction techniques.

2. SOLAR WIND MAPPIN G OF ENERGETIC PARTICLE FLUX ES

The mapping of the large—scale interplaneta .~field does not depend on a stationary solar wind pattern.
All that is required is that each packet o lasma carry ‘frozen—In” magnetic field lines out from the
corona to 1 AU, and that the plasma not suffer any anomalous acceleration or deceleration during transit.
The foregoing conditions are usually satisfied except right at the stream—stream interactions of fast—slow
streams (due to either transient or co—rotating velocity gradients). Outside of the influence of stream—
stream interactions, the transit time is approximately n V , where r — 1 AU at Earth and V is the instan-
taneous solar wind velocity. The “mapped ” heliolongitude Lc of plasma and field longitude is then given
to sufficient approximation by Lc — LE + C~5~~r /V , where LE is the Earth ’s heliolongitude and ~~~ is the
sidereal rotation rate of the sun (Nojje and RoeZof , 1973a, 1973b).

For purposes of illustration, we take the simplest case of a stationary corotating fast stream, depicted
schematically in Figure 1, In panel (a) we sketch the scream velocity profile as a function of helio-
graphic longitude. The resulting stationary streamlines (which will also be the large—scale interplanetary
field lines), are shown in (b) in a plot of radius (R) vs longitude (~) in the ecliptic plane. In such an
R—$ plot, Archimedean spirals are straight lines. In the rising velocity portion of the fast stream at
Ear th, the connection longitude “sweeps” rapidly eastward across a wide longitude range on the sun in a
short time (< 1 day). On the other hand, in the rarefaction following the peak of the stream at Earth, the
connection longitude “dwells ” at nearly the same location on the sun for a long time (1—5 days) These
variations in connection longitudes of the interplanetary field lines to Earth are ausmariead in panel Cc)
of Figure 1.

_____________________________________
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Now consiaer the effect of such solar wind stream structure on a stationary solar energetic particle injec—
tion profile across the sun . We show In the upper panel , Figure 2 a ~~ oth particle injection profile. If
the logarithm of the intensity were plotted, this would be a longitude profile of the form exp($/~0) with
4’o ~ 0. We shall neglect any temporal evolution of the Injection profile, but as we shall see in Section
3, this is actually a just ifiable approximation for energies 1 MeV/nucleon. The middle panel of Figure 2
repeat the mapping of connection longitudes by the stationary stream structures of Figure lb. The lower
panel of Figure 2 then gives directly the severe distortion of the coronal profile when it is observed as
the time history at Earth while this plasma/particle structure co—rotates past the Earth. A little thought
will reveal that the same distortion would be caused by a temporal solar wind disturbance having the same —

time history at Earth as the co—rotating examples of Figure 1, so the result of Figure 2 has considerably
more general implications than just the distortion due to stationary solar wind structure.

T~m further examples illustrating the identification of, and the compensation for, the distortions intro—duced into the flux histories by variations in the solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field are shown
schematically in Figure 3. For a uniform solar—w’.nd , the time history of solar particle fluxes (j)
measured from a symmetric, steady coronal injection profile would be given by (a). The bottom panel shows
the l inear trace of the heliographic connection longitude ($) as a time function (~ 

. ~~~~~~~~~ through
the coronal flux distribution j0(~). However, if there is a high speed solar wind stream above the western
(early) portion of the coronal flux profile (b) , then the trace of the connection longitude “sweeps” rapidly
eastward from longitudes 1 to 3, “dwalls” near 3 during the decay of the stream , and then continues uni—
foraly through the rest of the profile (4 and 5). The result is a rapid rise and broad maximom for the
fluxes which mimic rather well the profile of an impulsive flare particle event. Another possible diator—
tion (out of the many possible for even this simple coronal injection profile), occurs when a stream occur—
ring late in the event abruptly cuts off the observed fluxes (c), by rapidly “sweeping” the connection
longitude eastward to a region of reduced fluxes in the corona (and therefore also in the interplanetary
medium). The general possibility of these types of flux distortions was first mentioned by Reid (1984) but
application to observations was not attempted for nearly a decade (RoeZof and Krimigie, 1973) . We shall see
in Section 3 actual events which exhibit very much the same types of solar wind and particle intensity his—
tories as those diagnamee d in Figures 3a—c when the IPW— 7 JHU/APL particle and MIT solar wind measurements
are mapped back to the corona.

There remains a crucial point which we have glossed over. What is the relationship between the Intensity
of particles at Earth and the corona on the same field line? Multispacecraft observations of solar protons
‘S 10 MeV have established that there is negligible transport across interplanetary field lines, and moreover
tha t the Intensity gradient along field lines in the decay of these events is smell (< b OX/AU) and tends to
be positive (when it is measurable). Our experience leads us to ma ke the approxi mation that intensities are
comparable along field lines from the corona to Earth , and therefore we take , as a f irst appro zima tion , the
mapped—back fluxes to be the actual coronal injection profile (Roslof, 1976; Roelof and J&imigia, 1977).

With regard to prediction of the decay of solar energetic particle events, Figures 2 and 3 contain an inter—
esting Implication. If we began with the observed (and distorted) particle history at Earth, and if we had
rea l— t ime solar wind velocity measurements , we could reconstruc t the relatively simple corona l Inject ion
profile. If its solar longitude dependence (in these cases either a siaple one or two—sided exponential)
became evident early in the decay, one could then predict the remainder of the decay , particularly if one
had reliable predictions of solar wind stream structure to the east of Earth. Obtaining such solar wind
predictions may well be feasible through a combination of solar magnetic field observations and the moni-
toring of interplanetary radio scintillations of compact radio sources. Global estimates of chromospheric
magnetic polarity structure are prepared in 1kv Synoptic Charts for each solar rotation under the supervision
of P. S. McIntosh (NOAA/ERL) . In collaboration with V. N. Cronyn and S. D. Shawhan of the University of
Iowa, we are now studying the feasibility of synoptic monitor ing of electron turbulence in the interplanet-
ary medium using scintillation observations at 34.3 MEz taken with the COCOA—Cross radio array located at
the University of Maryland Clark Lake Radio Observatory in Borrego Spring s, California (Cronyn at at.1 1976,
1978; Rool.of at at ., 1975, 1976; Erakina at al., 1978; Gotwola at al.,. 1978). D. C. Mitchell of JHU/APL is
carrying out th.oreticai studies of the interpretation of these lin.-of—sight observations (thtohslt and
Roelof, 1976; !ddtchall, 1978) .

3. MAPPED SOLAR ENERGETIC PARTICLE EVENTS

3.1 19 March 1973 (Day 78) . See Figure 4

This event (Figure 4*) has a “classic” profile in 0.4 end 3 MeV protons, 3.5 MsV siphas and 2 MsV/nuclson
medium nuclei. However, the lack of Onset velocity dispersion and the vary similar time histories ~~~ng
all the species and energies suggests that we are seeing predominantly coronal structure and not Inter-
planetary propagation eIfects. When we examine the solar wind v.locity (Figur e 4b) , the very close tins
coincid.nc. between the stream and particle rises buttresses the suggestion of coronal struc ture. However ,
the near—constant solar wind vslocity after day 78 makes it i.poasibls to separate definitively temporal
decay from spatial structure . Thus the mapped particle fluxes (Figure 4c) cannot be interpreted wsa.bigu—
ously as a spatial structure. Non.—the—1e~i, if there were no temporal evolution during days 78—84, the e—

- folding angle for this nearly exponential longitude dependenc. is 8.7’ (since the flux drops three orders
of magnitude in 60’). We shall see below that this value is consistant with that obtainsd in other events
in which temporal evolution can be shown to be negligible. Th. corona breadth of the peak of this solar
wind strea m (Figure 4d) is one of the largest in Solar Cycle 20. Since the solar wind velocity re.sinsd
nearly constan t throughout this particle event, it cov~r.sponds closely to the xample in Figure 3*.

Pra djotj cra Sa.n (a’jo — The intimit, association of th. non—dispersive ris, in fluxes with the oas*t of the
solct wind stream would have s3.ertsd th. real— time observer to th. possible spatial nature of this event.
Examination of the steadily steepening coronal profile of the mapped fluxes (Figure 4c) on days 79 end 80
would suggest the approach to an exponent ial pro f ile. An extrapo lation of th. profile at th. end of day
81 would hay, predicted the sester n boundary of th. profile at .- 210 , so if th. solar wind velocity did
not çhense , the event would not end before 8ey 85. Since the solar vind velocity was already above 700 km
sec~~ , the most likely change would hey, been a decre ase , which would hav, probably extended the event pest
day 85.

— — _____________________________________________________________  -— C
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3.2 2 June 1973 (Day 153). See Figure 5

The slow , similar rise of all species (Figure 5a) suggests coronal structure , consistent with the contain—
ment of this event within a large solar wind stream (Figure 5b). When the particles are mapped (Figure Sc),
it becomes apparent that we are observing a near—stationary coronal injection profile , symeetric about .- O
heliographic longitude. This is precisely the situation diagra .d in Figure 3b. The increase in fluxes
in days 159—160 when the connection longitude “back—track ed” 5 (Figure Sd) falls right on the point for
day 157 , and there is similar agreement between days 158 and 160. The c—folding longitude for the expon—
ential gradient between 335 and 355 is 8.3°, close to tha t obtained assuming that the 19 March event was
also predominantly a coronal injection profile.

Pra diot(-on Sccn~wio — The broad profile (Figure 5c) traced out during the two —day solar wind “sweep” over
751 on days 153—154 (Figure Sd) would have alerted an observer to the spatial nature of the event. The
drop from maximum flux on day 155 would signify that the connect1~~i longitude was now on the eastern wing
of the profile, and symmetry (as a first guess) would put the cab ~rn boundary of the profile at — 320 .
If the solar wind velocity had remained near 700 Ian sec~~ , the predicted termination of the event would
have been before day 159. However the solar wind began to decrease and the eastern slope of the profile
would have been revealed by day 157 to be steeper than the western, so a revised estimate still would have
had the event termination about day 160.

3.3 10 July 1973 (Day 191). See Figure 6

The extremely slow rise of all species in this particle event (Figure 6a) ivuediately suggests a coronal
structure. The rapid drop—off of particle Intensities on day 196 coincides precisely with the sharp rise
in solar wind velocity to 700 km sec~~ (Figu re 6b) . When mapped in coronal longitude , however , the flux
intensities assume a simple form (Figure 6c). If one fits an exponential in longitude exp(—$/$0) to either
side of the profile, ohe obtains l*o I 10°, a value again comparable to the events of 19 March and 2 June.
It is obvious that the abrupt flux drop—off on day 196 is due to the rapid 30 “sweep” of the connection
longitude from 205° to l75 during the rise of the solar wind stream (Figure 6d) . This was just exactly
the situation sketched in Figure 3c.

Prediction Scenario — Estimating from the western wing of the flux profile (Figure 6c) and the maximum at
the beginning of day 195, sy~~etry would have predicted an event termination late on day 199 if the solar
wind velocity remained constant .. 400 km sec~~. However it had been rising since day 194, and if the
assumption had been made tha t a 700 km sec~~ stream was nearing the Earth , the prediction would have been
for an event termination no later than day 197.

3.4 7 September 1973 (Day 250). See Figure 7

This is the on1y event of the four we present which is clearly flare—associated. The flux increase (Fig—
ure 7a) resulted from an importance 2B flare (x—ray importance Cl), 1212 UT, 7 September, Sl8 , W46’ (helio—
graphic longitude 188°). The similarities of the time histories of all species is striking, and the spatial
nature of the variations is demonstrate4 by the lack of velocity dispersion on a one—hour time scale between
the 0.4 MeV and 3 MeV protons (which have transit times of about 4 hours and 1 hour per AU, respectively) .
Since I~~—7 was in the magnetotail on days 250—253 , solar wind data began on day 254 (Figure 7b). Fortun-
ately, these data are sufficient to reveal that the rapid flux drop—offs on days 255 and 258 were both
associated with rapid rises in solar wind velocity. Despite the flare origin of these fluxes, they reveal
an exponential coronal injection profile when mapped back to the sun (Figure 7c) just as was demonstrated
In the example given in Figure 2. The near1, atetionary temporal dependence of the fluxes is evident when
the connection longitude “dwells” near 130’ for more then a-day (Figure 7d). Between days 254 and 261, the
fluxes drop 3.83 orders of magnitude over 900 , obeying an exp(—$/$0) dependence with $~ — 10’. This is the
characteristic value obtained in all these four events , March—September 1973, As we show in Figure 7c , even
the ~ 0.22 MeV electrons in this event display the same exponential gradient in longitude some 8 days after - -

the flare. In fact, about 802 of the .. I MeV solar proton events observed 1972—1976 exhibited this charact-
eristic exponential coronal longitude profile during their decay phases (Go Zd at at., 197?a).

Pradioti.on Soen~ ’io — The monotonic decrease in the mapped coronal profile (Figure 7c) on days 253—255
would have defined the characteristic a—foldin$ parameter •o 10°. The reasonable assumption of a steady
decrease in solar wind velocity to 300 km sec 1 by day 258 would have predicted that fluxes would be still
a factor ... 30 above their pre—flare level at that tins. If the solar wind had remained at 300 km sec 1,
the predicted termination of the event would have been day 263. However, since any rise in solar wind
velocity would “sweep” the connection longitude eastward , the observed rise during day 258 would alert the
observer to a’ probable early end of th. event before day 260.

4. RECO)$(ENDAT IONS

The lsssion of the scenarios of Section 3 is that prediction of the decay of solar energetic particle
events using real—time particle and solar wind da ta involves an understanding of the individual contribu-
tions of two processes.

(1) Inference of the particle injection longitude profile. This is accomplished by watching
the “unfolding” of the mapped particle fluxes as in Figures 4c—7c. I t  appears that  exponential profiles
of th. form exp(— 14—41 l4 o) with •~ 1O provided a good working model for particles .. 1 MeV/nuc during
the decline of the cycle. The similar beh*vior of all particle species was helpful in identifying this
conson class of event. The exponential profile was usually eviden t after the fluxes had decayed by a
factor of 5.

(2) Inference of solar wind emission profile. This is the crucial element, since if the par-
ticle injection profile is inf erred , then the decay of the event is determined (for qu asi—stationary
particle population) by the subsequen t history of the coronal connection longitude of the inte rplaneta ry
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f ield lines. Prediction of subsequent solar wind velocity dependence from its previou s variation is
straight—forward only when a rarefraction or “dwell” of a high speed stream has just begun (as on day 156
in Figure 5d), or when a rise or “sweep” has just begun (as on day 194 in Figure ‘id).

Reliable real—time prediction , once these quasi—stationary events have been identified , really requires
good estimates of the solar wind velocities for the next several days, as we mentioned at the end of Sac—
tion 2. Using interplanetary radio scintillations as a probe of solar wind disturbances appears to be the
most promising technique. However , much progress has also been made in identifying likely source regions
of high speed solar wind by their characteristic open coronal magnetic field structure, the clearest, but
not the sole example of which,is the “coronal hole” (Kriegar at ci., 1973; Nolta at al., 1976, 19??).
Along the same line, we have found characteristic coronal magnetic structures which enhance coronal trans—
port and interplanetary injection of energetic particles: high lying magnetic “arcades” over long filaments
dividing weak—fiel d regions of opposite polarities; (Gold and Roalof, 1976; Roa lof at at., 19? ?) and large
scale (— 100°) active region “magnetic complexes” which organize the interplanetary “access probabilities”
of energetic particle populations (Roe tof at at.,, 1974; Gold at at., 19??; Noite ~~d Roaiof, 197?).

The indirect information of coronal magnetic structure therefore complements the more direct information
from interplanetary scintillation observations. Inference of coronal magnetic structure (and its effect
on solar wind and energetic particle emission) , requires the deduction of simple rules from many examples.
Fortunately, almost the whole of Solar Cycle 20 is well documented with solar wind and particle data. Some
periods of the cycle are covered by Mariner and Pioneer spacecraft well—separated from Ear th (1965 , 1967 ,
1969 , 1972—76) . These “networks” of spacecraft facilitate the separation of temporal evolution from the
under lying spatial structure, a separation particularly important during solar maximum.

We therefore reconsend the dual course of incorporating the latest results of the interpretation of inter—
planetary scintillations into prediction techniques while also proceeding with a comprehensive study of
plasma, magnetic field and energetic particle data from the last solar cycle end on into the current cycle.
One could not ask for more frui tful  circumstances for developing pred iction techniques: the study of Solar
Cycle 21 in “real—time” while making direct comparison with the rich archives of Solar Cycle 20.
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FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of a stationary solar wind stream and comiection longitudes. The solar
wind velocity prof ile is shown in (a) as a func t ion of heliographic longitude , while in (b) an
r—$ (radius—longitude) plot of constant—velocity stream lines in the ecliptic plane gives the
large—scale configuration of the interplanetary magnetic field. As sketched in (c) , during the
rise of the interplanetary high speed stream , the coronal connection longitude “sweeps ” across
a wide longitude range in a short tip, , while in the rarefaction following the interplanetary
velocity peak, the connection longitude “ dwells” in a narrow longitud, range for a long time.
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TIME AT EARTH

F IGURE 2 The distortion of an energetic particle coronal injection profile (upper panel) by a stationary
solar wind stre am str uc ture (middle pan el) like that of Figure 1. The observed intensity (lower
panel) observed at Earth , ilthough .onotouically decreasin g , is severely distorted by the “sweep”
and “dwell” of the solar wind stream .
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FIGURE 3 Examples of solar—wind/connsction—longitud. effects on a steady symeetric corona l part icle inj ec—
tion: (a) velocity constant; velocity rise (b) early or (c) late in particle event. Lower panel
(d) gives solar connection longitude at observation times t — 1, 2 , 3 , 4 and 5 days.
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DISCUSSION

EJ.Fremouw, US
Your paper is very interesting. I was particularly interested in your final point about a broadening of the spectrum.
I can see three possible reasons for such a change: (1) enrichment of the fine-scale structure of the solar-wind
plasma along the line of sight; (2) a decrease in the Fresnel radius at the effective distance of the plasma (implying a
decrease in that distance); and (3) an increase in speed of the irreguiarities producing the scintillation. Do you know
which of these effects is dominant?

Author’s Reply
Yes, it is your alternative (2), at least in the event described of Day 181 - 183 , 1976. J.Harmon of the (JCSD group
kindly provided us with velocity estimate from inter planetary scintillations observed at 74 MHz only for 3C48. The
velocity derived at 74 MHz showed no increase on Day 182—1 94 while on the other hand both the 34MHz and
74 MHz spectra were broadened. We therefore concluded that it was the increase in the Fresnel frequency with
decreasing distance to the scattering region which broadened the spectrum (Gotwols, et al., 1978).
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IPS ACT IVITY OBSERVED AS A PRECURSOR OF SOlAR IN~ JCED 4,
TERRESTRIAL ACTIVITY

W~ M. Cronyn, S. D. 5l*wban, J. J. Rickard , and D. C. Mitchell
Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 522142
and Clark Lake Radio Observatory

Borrego Springs, CA 920014

E. C. Roelof and B. L. Gotwols
The Johns Hopkins University Applied

Physics Labora tory, Laurel, Maryland 20810

SUMMARY

Although there is currently intensive munitoring of solar disc and near—solar disc phenomena from radio
emission to x-ray emission, and near-earth and terrestrial disturbances , there is very little systematic
synoptic measurement within the vast region from the sun to the earth. The University of Iowa Cocoa Cross
radiotelescopa is a unique remote sensing instrument designed to exploit the IPS (interplanetary scin-
tillation) technique and locate, map and track solar wind disturbances which result in geomagnetic
disturbances, thereby also providing a forecast capability. Although the telescope has not yet been used
to its maximum capability either operationally or scientifically we have already: found evidence for a
precursor sig nal in the IFS activity with a 1-2 day lead time with respect to density enhancements which
frequently give rise to geomagnetic activity; identified a spectral broadening signature whic h also
serves as a precursor of geomagnetic ac tivity; identified out-of-the—ecliptic plasma density ~ ihancements
which were not detected by near-earth, ecliptic-plane spacecraft; detected 12 co-rotating density en-
hancements; found over 80 sources which give detectable scintillation of which 145 have been used for
detailed synoptic analysis and 9 for spectral analysis; and measured 0-lag coeffic ient of 0. 56 between
density and IFS activity enha ncements .

1. ThTB0DtJ.~TI0N

Microscale (~ 500 Ins) irregularities in the electron density component of the solar wind cause small
angular diameter natural. radio sources (-‘ a few arcsecond s or less) to display diffractive intensity fluc-
tuations (interplanetary scintillation, or IFS) with time scales of — 1 second. Enhancements in IFS
activity are caused directly by enhancements in turbulence but, as we shall show, these are closely asso-
ciated with enhancements in density. Since density enhancements are associated in turn with the onset of
a variety of geomagnetic disturbances, the discovery, napping and tracking of regions of enhanced IPS
activity can be an important component of an operational geomagnetic forecasting program. By using back-
ground natural celestial radio sources as “probes” of solar wind conditions such a program can, in
principle, be implemented.

We report on measurements and correlations of IFS data taken with 2 Large radio telescopes Located at the
Clark Lake Radio Observatory. The scintillation index ueasurementa were taken on the Cocoa Cross telescope
of the University of Iowa. It is an instrument designed to exploit the IFS technique ( Cronyn ~~ al., 1976).
Its low frequency, 34.3 MHz, and large electronically steerable collecting area of — 7 x 10’4 m~~ comparable
to the effective collecting area of the Arecibo dish, make it particularly sensitive to the weakly scat-
tering solar wind at large elongation angles (60 ’ < a < 180’). With the capability of observing a large
number of scintillating sources each day, the Cocoa Cross telescope can be used to examine three scale
lengths for density turbulence in the solar wind. The IFS is caused by microscal.e irregularity stz-uc ture
~ 500 km. Intercomperison of individual source-to-source responses can reveal scale sizes of variations
in turbulent activity over a few degrees (-. lO~ 1cm). The averaging of responses from many sources in
different longitude and latitude regions emphasizes gross solar wird turbulence structures within which
the earth is imeersed , such as spiral streams and traveling plas~r’~ds. (See, for example, Hundhausen,
1972, for review of solar wind properties.) Some of the Cocoa Cross index measurements are based in part
on the work reported in the Ph. 1). thesis of Erskine (1976). The ind ex measurements wer e taken prinarily
during the latter half of 19714.

The spectral measurements were conducted on the University of Iowa Cocoa Cross radio telescope during the
sumser of 1976 (17 May - 25 August) and were supplemented by observations on the University of Maryland
TPD radio telescope (Erickson and Fishe r , 19714) duri ng Jtme 1976.

We have analyzed our observations in the context of a variety of ground-based geomagnetic and solar disc
observations as well as in situ spacecraft measurements of solar wind density, velocity, and magnetic field.
The width of the tenporarpower spectrum for a grid of compact radio sources is compared to the macroscopic
features of the solar wind measured by near-earth spacecraf t for a 39 day period during the sumeer of 1976.

It will be shown tha t as the density enhancement at the leading edge of a solar wind stre ma approaches
earth , the temporal power spectrum bro adens , reaching a maximum breadth on the day that the stream engulfs
the earth , This is consistent with weak-scatteri ng for an extended turbulent medium. The broadening
with the approach of the turbulenc e is a result of both Fresnel diffraction and source angular diameter
effects. Assoc ia ted with the broadeni ng, i.e., with the approach of the turbulent , high density lead ing
edge of an on-casing stre am, is an enhancement in total fluctua tion power.

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the utilization of the 1P8 technique to observe , p and tr ack
large scale dynamic features of the solar wind , and emphasizes the Importa nce of a coordinated synoptic
measure ment program involving both IFS and spacecraf t observations .

In Section 2 we discuss br ief]~ the instrumentation, source lists and da ta proc essing procedures. In
Section 3 we present .ss.ntial theoretical background. Synoptic obsirvations of IFS index ii discussed in
14 and the cross-correlation analysis of these measurements is presented in 5. Corotating events and
evidence for an eastern precursor are reviewed in 6, and the spectral measurements are in 7. Observational
conclusions are presented in 8 and an overview of future planning is su~~~rised in 9. We have atte wited
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to provide sufficient background material in this paper to convey some understanding of the relationships
underlying IFS behavior , particul arly with regard to geomagnetic activity prediction.

2. INSTRII4 EP1I ATION, SOURCE LIST , AND ~~T& PR0CE~ SING

The physical and electrical parameters of the Cocoa Cross telescope , the receiving system and the asso-
ciated signal processing circuitry, the general mode of operation and sample chart record data are des-
cribed in a previous paper (Cr onyn et !~~‘ 1976) and , in detail , in a technical rep or t (cronyn and Shawha n,
1975). Additional informatio n about the spectr al analysis hardware and software may be found in Go twols
et al. (1978). Briefly, a large grid of sources is observed at meridian tran sit each day. Initia lly we
~~gan with a group of 33 IFS sources in May, 1971e, which was expanded to more than 125 in July, 19714. More
than 80 displayed IFS . Of the rema inder , some are contr ol sources , picked becau se their large angular
diameter precludes U’S and allows us to determine whe th er ionospheric scinti1latia~ (to which all. sources
in our observing program are subject) can have scintillation power components are observed on the Cocoa
Cross in the 0.1 - 1.5 Hz freq~ency range. The rest are sources chosen for basic astronomical observing
programs. Most of the sources were chosen from a catalog of IFS sources compiled at a higher frequency
of 81.5 MHz (Read head and Hewish, 19714). A subset of 145 scinti llators proved to be useful for synoptic
analysis. These sources , most of which are radio galaxies or quasars, are identified by their ‘3C ’ or ‘14C ’
catal og ntmbers in Figure 2. We present the sources in ecliptic longitude (0’ being the direction of the
vernal equinox) and ecliptic latitude. Although the ecliptic latitude mey differ considerab ly from the
heliographic latitude of the point of closest approach to the sun of the line of sight from Earth , and
the latter is useful in ordering IFS observ etions at small elongation angles (where it gives the direction
from the sun to the dominin’~ scattering region) heliographic latitude is not as appropriate as eclip tic
latitude for the large elongation angles (~ 60’S of our observations where scatteri ng comes from an
extended region closer to the earth than to the sun (see Figure 3).

A basic IFS parameter measurement which we discuss in the first part of this paper is the observed scin-
tillation index , m, defined as:

m — (J.”B P(v ) dv)~~
2 

— AI/(I) (1)

where (I) is the average source intensity, Al is the rms intensity fluctuation for frequency components
between and VW, P(v) is tbe~,power spectrum of the intensity scintillations, and = 0.1 Hz, v — 1.5
Hz. The quantittes S • a2 (I)’ and (I) are measured in real time using a imple ana log circuitry (~ ronyn
et al., 1976) and scaled directly from paper chart records .

The digital data are acqu ired at a 10 sps sample rate and Four ier-transformed.

When displayed on a log-log plot the spectra typically displayed a flat plateau from very low frequencies
to a turn-over into a nominal power-law slope, the turn-over occurring at anywhere from less than 0.1 Hz
up to 0.5 Hz (see FIgure 3). Day to day variations in both the turn-over frequency and the rate at
which the spectrum turns over into the power-law provide information about t.he velocity of the scattering
medium and its density turbulence profile. Therefore , the spectra are parsmeterized by recording the
power-law slope (o), the frequency at which the smoothed spectrum drops to 3 dB below the plateau (v3),
and the frequency at whic h it drops to 6 dB below the pla teau (v6) . We are principally concerned with
and V6 in this paper; ~ will, not be discussed here since many of the spectra analyzed did not have a
signal-to-noise ratio whic h was sufficient to provide a good estimete of ~~. However, Mitchell (1977)
using a suill subset of the data presented here (with a higher than average signal-to-noise ratio) discusses
the use of ~~.

There are occasional spectra which differ significantly from the majority. The most common deviant spectra
exhibit an enhancement at low frequencies (~ 0.2 Hz), flatten into a well defined plateau at intermediate
frequencies, and turn-over again it higher frequencies (Figure 14). We will discuss these two component
spectra later.

We have taken several steps to cast out observa t ions tha t are contaminated by interference of terrestrial
or igin. The 10 sample per cecond highçass filtered data from which the power spectrum was calaculated is
plotted for every observation. Having inspected similar plots for a nt~~ er of cases of known interference,
we were frequently able to identify terrestrial interference in the observations. To further validate
the msasu rements we plot 2.5 s and 50 s averages of the main beam response and the scintillation power
(Figure 2b). The main beam respons e is the raw signal from the receiver as the source moves through the
rad io telescop e beam. For a detailed description see Croriyn at ~~~~~~, 1976 and Erickson and Fisher, 19714.
The scintillation power is obtained by digitally bend-pass fIIEsi9iig the main beam response over the 0.1
to 1.5 Es rang. , and squiring the resultant time series. The peak in scintillation power must approxi-
mate ly coincide with the peek in the main besa respons e, and on the fine time scale the fluctuations in
scintil lation power mas t be reasonably distributed throughout the passage of the source through the beam,
or the observation will, be r.ject.d.

3. RELATIONSHIP BENEEN INDEL AND D!1~~ITT FLT~~1~l&TIO1~S, AND DELINEATION OF ACTIVITY

The ~ari abiltty in IFS activity which we shall discus s mast be examined in the context of the s.~~ient IFS
level . Firs t , we shell briefly review the basic intensity re lationships. For weak scintillation , defined
by the condit ion that a point source at infinity displays en index is0 ~~ 1 (Cohen and Cronyn, 19714),

(2)
An2 Ak F~(k )  k0 —

where r3 
— 2.8 x l0~~’~ cm, , is the observi ng wavelength, L is the effective path length, I is the effective
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scale for Ii’S response, and An is the m s  density fluctuation due to irregularities with wave nuithers
k >  k0 — L’~’ in the density power s ectrum F (k) .  The response scale is £ ~ rf/3, where rf is the radius
of the first Fresnel zone , rf ~w Z , and z

nh
i8 the distance to the irregularities. The observational

index m of Equation (1) differs from the true index is0 by the absence of fluctuation components less then
vL. Since density irregularity spatial wave number components k translate into temporal fluctuation fre-
quency components v through the relationship v = kUj2ii, where U~, is the solar wind velocity component
transverse to the telescope-source ray trajectory, a progressively increasing fraction of the IPS energy
is shifted into frequencies -c at elongation angles ~ 90’. The reduc t ion of is relative to a,, is not
severe until C ~ 160’ for a point source.

although the dependence of m on An f1~ ’ is linear only if is0 ~ 0.7, we have found in practice that there
is very little difficulty wi~h an~ igu ity in the response of m (Erskine et ~~~~~~, 1978; Gotwols et 

~~~ 
1978).

The is vs An behavior is mapped out in a characteristic m vs a curve (where the elongation angle a is the
sun-earth-source angle). As a decreases m increases because the distant integrated columnar turbulence
increases. At some critical elongation angle a , n will turn over and decline with further decreases in
C. The double-valued dependence of m on An will be restricted prI~~ rily to elongation angles near e~ .

In Figure 5a we show the run of scintillation index with t ime for a low ecliptic latitude (O.l~ ) source,
3C225. The systematic , long term variation due to the changing elongation angle (bottom panel) is modu-
lated by large, irregular day-to-day variations which we shall identify as ‘activity’. The measured index
behavior for a somewhat higher latitude source, 3C1147 (+26. 14’) is shown in Figure Sb; its elongation de-
pendence is similar to 3C225, but comparison of indices on the same dsy often reveals marked differences
due to the separation of 56.30 of ecliptic longitude between the two sources. Finally, in Figurea 5e and
5d we show the behavior of the sources 3C28O and 3C38O at ecliptic latitudes of +147.9’ and +71.8’ which
do not display as large systematic long term variation in index since a does not change as much for these
high latitude sources.

14. SYNOPTIC OBSERVATIONS -- INDEX

In Figure 6 are presented the normalized scintillation index curves for a cluster of six sources covering
an ecliptic latitude range of 9’ and a longitude range of 57~ . Over the time period 19714, days 231 to
296, this cluster was west of the sun. fl4P 7 and 8 (near the Earth) solar wind density and velocity
measurements (from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory detectors), the planetary A,~ index and the inferred
interplanetary magnetic field polarity at the Earth are also provided. There is go& qualitative agreement
between the occurrence of density enha ncements (which are often, but not always, associated with the
magnetic sector boundaries and which are followed by velocity peaks), and the occurrence of increases in
the scintillation index for each of the sources ind ividually. This correlation is expected because of
the increase in scattering associated with the density increase along the line of sight. We will show in
later sections that this density association is a characteristic feature of IFS. However, the quantita-
t ive correlat ion of index response from source-to-source varies. For the enhancement on days 256-259 all
sources exhibit approximately the same increase in index. For days 231-2314, however 3C68.2 barely
responds in comparison to the other sources. Also, 3Cl25 and 3Cl53 increase signif icantly less on days
285-289 than the other sources. These observations of distinct source-to-source differences within a
source cluster suggest spatial variations in the electron density turbulence on the scale of 2-10’ and/or
temporal variations on a scale of 3-16 hours. Although there is no a priori reason to expect a relation-
ship, it is interesting to note that this scale size for density structure is similar to velocity structure
deduced, for example, by Rhodes and Smith (1976). From autocorrelation of the velocity difference between
two spatially separated satellites they found a longitudinal coherence t ime of — 18 hours (10’) and
significant changes on the scale of a few degrees in latitude.

It is app arent from Figure 6 that missing observations obscure the pattern over the sky on a given day.
A further difficulty is encountered when we attempt to intercoinpare different sources on a given day ;
how are the IFS responses of different sources to be normalized? In Figure 6 the normalization to peak
values is really arbitrary, since there is no assurance tha t each source line-of—sigh t contained the same
turbulence on the peak days. Therefore we developed a non-parametric ranki ng scheme (Er akine et ~~~~ 1978)
and also grouped adjacent sources in clusters (to minimize the effects of missing observations’):’ Briefly,
for each of the 3 extended observing periods in 19714 a distribution function of index is was computed for
each source. The m’s were then quantized according to q4 — 2 (top quartile for source i), ~~ — 1 ( next-
to-top) and qj = 0 (lower half). The observations were ~hsn weighted for each source by an error estimate,
and an average over-all weighted index Q calculated for each box.

We selected 145 of the most reliable scintillating sources for a source ‘clustering analysis’. As shown in
Figure 2, we chose 10 regions or ‘boxes ’ in the sky, each containing up to 8 radio sources, with the
sources spaced no more then abo~& 30° from any other source in the same box. The 10 sky boxes span nearly
all, eclipt ic longitudes. Most of the boxes ire centered at mid-northern ecliptic latitudes (from 20° to
501. However, Box 5 is ju st south of the ecliptic, while Box 3 ( the single source 3Cl6l) is at -29°
latitude. Box 9 is cantered at a rather high latitude of about 70°.

Wi th the set of weighted box responses for each day of observations, we studied th. general large scale
pattern of scintillation over the sky . One graphical representation of the box-averaged, Q, is given for
the three oheervationil. periods in Figures 7, 8, and 9. Four levels of shading are used in”Ftgures 7-9 to
display the high, moderate, low or missing IFS activity estimates for each sky box, each day, with the
darkest shadi ng indicating ‘high’, and no shading indicating ‘missing observatio n ’. The boxes are arrsngsd
from top to bottom in order of decreasing ecliptic longitude. At the bottom of Figures 7-9 are displayed
correlative interplanetary and geomagnetic data in a format similar to Figure 6 (see captions for Figures
7-9). The solar wind measureeents are from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory ( LABL) detector on IMP 7
and 8, and the magnetic field from the University of Iowa plasma wave search coil detector on the IMP 8
spacecraft. In addition, we have computed the average ‘all—sky IFS activity index ’, (a), over all boxes .
We also oc.put. <Q) 

~ 
and (Q) •~ 

for each day, using only the e$stern and western sky boxes. We show
that <Q), <Q) .ist, ~~~west’ ifld’~~~i~j,h ~~~~. 

= Q9 vs time at the centers of Figures 7-9.
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Examination of Figures 7-9 for evidence of a spatial-temporal p at tern or IFS activity reveals the presence
of vertical bands of high and moderate IFS act ivity . These bands encompass near ly all ecliptic longitudes
and appear to be most prominent near t imes of solar wind density increases. The plots of (0), (Q) east,
<Q)west’ and (Q) hish let all peak at approximately the same time. The peaks of IFS activity appear ~o
coincide well with”peiks in solar wind proton density, and for the most part, IBxyI also. The peaks in
geomagnetic A.~ occur several days later than the peaks in IFS activity. There were 17 sector crossings
in th~ interv&l 19714, days 150-362 . We observed widespread IFS enhancements at the times of all 13
crossings for which the telescope was operating. However, theme were also widespread IFS enhancements
at several times which do not coincide well with Bector crossings : 19714, days 270-275 and 335-338. On
the other band, there was a slight increase of proton density on day 269 (maximum — 18 cm 3) and a distinct
elevation of dens ity for days 3314_338 (max imum — 51 cm’3). Thus it may be more appropriate to call these
IPS enhancements ‘all—sky density events’ because they correspond to near-earth solar wind density in-
creases. In our j udgement , the dominant class of IFS disturbances during my-December 19714 exh ibited a
high degree of recurrance and were definitely not flare assoc iated.

5. CROSS-CORRElATIO N ANALYSIS

In order to examine the temporal relationship between the 314.3 MHz IFS enhancements and correlative ground
based geomagnetic , solar disc observations, and in situ spacecraf t solar wind data, we have performed a
standard time series cross—correlatio n analysis ~~ taieen (Q(t ) )  the all-sky IFS activi ty index and various
correlative variab les covering days 150 through 362. Days with no observations were not f illed, but
were simply deleted from the cross-correlation.

Two sample cross-correlation functions are presented in Figure 10, (0) vs solar wind proton density and
vs velocity. Our estimates of the 90% confidence limits (taking into account that the points are

not .11 statistically independent) are also indicated. Both correlations indicate two sets of peaks,
sepa rated by 12-15 days, tha t exhibit an approximate 27-day recurrence over five solar rotations. This
result conf irms the qualitative impression of recurre ’~ce ob tained from Figures 7-9. Also the recurrence
pat tern is consistent with  the asynuetric two sector solar wind magnetic field structure tha t persisted
throughout 19714 . ( See , for example, Hansen et ~~~ 1976; Gosling et ~~ , 1976. )

Of all the cross—correlations carried out, the IFS index Q correlated best with the proton density: 0.56
at 0 days lag. This good correlation suggests that the turbulence causing the scintillation is propor-
tional to the density as has been suggested in other IFS observations (Houminer and Hewish , 19714 ). The
good correlation is also in agreement with in situ spacecraft measurements wh ich show little variation of
the ratio An/n (An — ms density fluctuation, n = average density) as a function of solar wind velocity,
density, temperature or structure (Neugebauer, 1977). That is, high turbulence (giving rise to enha nced
IPs ) accompanies high density; the converse is also true . The 0 day lag is evidence that the scattering
is occurring close to the earth. An average correlation significantly less than 1.0 is expected because
from Figure lii it is only whe n the density exceeds — 10 cm 3  is the IFS index enhancement well correlated
with the density. The IFS activity anticorrelates (0.52) with solar wind bulk velocity at a —2 day lag
and positively correlates (0.38) at +3 days. These are the normal lags between the velocity minima pre-
ceding the density maxima and velocity maxima following as is apparent in Figures 7-9.

Although it is clear f rom Figures 7-9 that density increases usually result in IFS events , a quantitative
comparison is instructive. In fact, it will lead us to an indication of the latitude structure of the
density regions. In Figure 12*, we have plotted the peak (hourly average) solar wind proton density vs
Qr~ (the ranking index for the high latitude box), for each day of IFS observations during the three data
periods. We use because the high latitude sources should respond more uniformly to local density dis-
turbances than the low latitude sources (which may see the density structure approaching f roni the east or
receding towards the west). Figure 12* reveals not only that high densities (N> 10 cm-3) tend to accompany
high latitude activity (Q9 ~ 1.0), but also that the density is low when is low, thus confirming the
importance of density structures in producing local scintillation enhancements.

There is also direct evidence of non-local density effects since there are ~ number of days on which there
is high latitude activity Q9 2.0 accompanied by low densities (N < 10 cm’~’). Days 2147 and 2914 exhibit
a very high scintillation index accompanied by a low solar wind density at Earth. This behavior in Figure
lit is interpreted to be indicative of a high latitude turbulent plasma passing above the Earth but not
extendi ng down to the ecliptic plane. On the other hand, the sequence of days 175—180, 187-189 and 285—290
(which are labeled and connected with line s in Figure ll.a) include at least one day of high Q,

~ 
but low

dens ity embedded between days of high Qq and high density. This behavior could be interpreted as the
density structure depicted in Figure U~ which would give the idealized N vs respo nse of Figure llc.
The high Qc~, low N on day 3 comes about because there is a significant density ( turbulence) enhancement
well, out of the ecliptic above the Earth. The high N on day 14 could result from a second density structure
making up the striated two-piece “cur tain-like” struc ture of Figure lib or by a folding down of the ori-
ginal density struc ture across the ecliptic on day 14. A slanti ng density structure es depicted in Figure
Jib may be geometrically similar to a slanting sector boundary which has been shown by Suess and Feyl~~ n
(1977) to be a natural consequence of the solar wind latitude velocity gradient (Rhodes and Smith, 1976;
Coles and Rickatt , 1976). Although the data in Figure U. do not enable us to deduce the actual configura-
tions of the density structures, we believe the distribution of points in the N vs ~~ plot is good evidence
for strong latitude variations of density enhancements in solar wind streams and that the IFS technique
can eventually be used to deduce models of the structures.

6. CORO’MT 1110 EVENTS -- EVThE?~E FOR All EABTERN SOURCE P~~CUR8OR

We now consider a very simplified geometrical configuration for corotating density events viewed by the
lower latitude sources.

Since we are dealing primarily during 19714 with pronounced recurrent structures (~~ nsen St 
~~ , 1976;

Gosling at !~~ f~~ 
1976) we would expect to observe corotating density structures first in The eas tern sources

with so1~~ ~~~iptic longitudes ~ 135° ( the nominal direction of corotating stream fronts), then in all
sources (as the density structure envelopes the earth) and finally in the anti-sunward and western sourees
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wi th solar ecliptic longitudes ~ 135°.

We have examined our synoptic da ta for the signature of the approac h rotation of three of the density
events for which we have the best coverage east of the sun in terms of the number of sources and their
reliability. We have assumed the ‘density events’ were associated with enhanced turbulence in solar wind
density compression regions with centers situated along ideal Archimedes spirals which crossed over earth
at 19714 days 161.5, 177.0 and 187.5 (the approximate times of density maxima and all-sky increases in
Figure 7). The ecliptic longitude directions in which an earth—bound observer would look, expecting to
see enhanced IFS activity, as the spirals approach earth, are indicated by the pairs of solid curved lines
labeled ‘3’ ( 300 km/s ideal spiral) and ‘9’ ( 900 km/ s ideal spiral) in Figure 7. The assumption is tha t
the IFS index is enhanced when looking approximately tangent to a very thin apiral density compression
region relative to looking in other directions(Houminer , 1971; Colas et a),., 19714). Because our ‘grid ’ of
sources was rathe r sparse in the east after 19714 July, we have not drawn corresponding ‘tangent direction ’
loci on Figures 8 and 9. The dominant features in Figures 7-9 are the ‘density events ’ near times of re-
current sector crossings. From F igure 7 we see that there is no definitive indication that the IFS activity
is preferentially high or moderate in the directions predicted by the solid curves. Bame et el. (1976)
fo und tha t the high speed streams in 19714, at the end of solar cycle 20, were very broad compared to those
earlier in the cycle. The large stream widths may contribute to the lack of distinc t spiral IFS structure.

We also note that there tends to be a ‘ trough’ of moderate and low IFS activity approximately 1—2 days
earlier than the times of predicted enhanced ac t ivity due to the approaching eastern spirals. It would
appear that there was a comparatively non- turbulent or low density region west of the density structure,
probably the rarefaction of the preceding stream. The occurrmoce of such a troug h allows the approaching
density struc ture to be defined more clearly by line-of-sight measurements. The trough most evident in
Figure 7 is that in the eastern sources (boxes 5—8) on days 156—159. Even though we are limited by in-
comple te coverage and somewhat noisier data during this initial per iod of our observations, tha t data
still permi t a more detailed exami nation of the cluster analysis for the duration of the event, days 156—
163.

Plo tted in the left-hand column of Figure 12 are the Qi for each day when observa t ions were ava ilable.
Since 3C16l was not observed at this time, there are no data for Q

~
. At the top and bottom of the column

are the IASL solar wind densities (3-hour averages). The orientation of the sky-boxes relative to the sun
is shown in the right half of the figure. Boxes 5_7 display low Q-values on days 156~158 while box 14 is
low on day 157 but shows a moderate enhancement (Q = 0.9) on day 158. Box 14 would be the firs t group of
sources to detect a corotating s tructure . The eastern onset of the event is clear on day 159 in box 6 and
may appear in box 5 (no observations for box 14), whi le boxes 7 and 8 (covering sol~r ecliptic longitude
be tween 90° and 150°) remain at Q = 0. The solar wind density peaks at N = 25 c m ’~ early on day 161, and
an ‘all-sky’ event occurs on day 162. The enhanced Q-indicea are sustained through day 163 in boxes 7-10
(viewing sources at longitude west of the direction of a stream front at earth), i bile box 1, the closest
western box to the sun, shows an increase on that day . By contrast , boxes 2 and 14, just east of the sun,
have dropped to Q 0 on day 163, suggesting that the disturbance now appearing in the west has passed
over the ‘.~rth and is no longer visible east of the sun. A sketch of a density structure consistent with
these obs.’evations is offered in Figure 12. The enhancement in the western box 1 on days 156—157 may be a
response to plasma ejection from MPH 12972 which was ir the western hemisphere on the sun and produced an
Importance lB flare on day 155 ( sl14, W13) and a 3B flare on day 157.7 (816, w~8). Both flares were accom-
panied by type II- IV bursts.

We compared our result5 witb those-of anotkier line-integrated measurement, columnar electron content
(Croft , 1971) to study differences and similarities in morpho1o~~r. It is of interest that each of th e two
line-of-sight integrated measurement techniques, columnar content and IFS, yields the same rather ambiguous
result with respect to observation of a space-time signature approp riate to a corotati ng feature (density
or turbulence). Of course the ambiguity may be resolved if sector structure is a consequence of an order-
ing of the solar magnetic field in a coordinate system whose axis is tipped with respect to the solar spin
axis, and a sector boundary is, in fact, a near-equatorial neutral sheet (cf., Smith et 5~~, 

1977).

7. SPECI’RA L ME&BURJXENT S

Daily values of v.~ for a number of radio sources for the period of days 166—199, 1976 are shown in Figure
13. For comparison we also display the solar wind velocity, density, and most probable thermal speed
measured by the MIT plasma instrument on the DIP-7 and 8 spacecraft (Solar Geophysical Data ). A number
of cases of spectral broadening can be seen, some of which are correlated with solar wind streams
as revealed by spacecraf t data. There is no reason to believe that any of these broadenings are due to
flare associated bast waves , since solar activity was at a very low level during this entire period. In
fac t, as reported in Solar Geophysical ~~a, for both June and Ju ly there were no observed Type II or
Type IV radio bursts, no confirmed l~ flares greater than sub flare importance, and no high ene r~ r elec-
tron or proton events.

The spectral measurements in Figure 13 show a definite broadening both before and during the rise of the
high speed stream of day 182. Since our data coverage was best for this event we will concentr ate on it;
the c ircumstances and parameter variations of the other activity periods are consistent with the 182 period
but there is too little data from these periods to draw any definitive conclusion from.

A period of enhanced IFS activity began late on day 181. This occurred several hours before the solar wind
velocity measured at earth started to rise due to the approaching corotating high speed stream, about 5
hours befor e the onset of a sudden co~~~ricement on day 182, and at a time whe n the solar wind density at
earth had already reached an enhanced level. In order to study the temporal and spatial evolution of the
scintillation power spectrua we plot in Figure lIe quantized values of v~ in geocentric ecliptic coordinates
with the sun located at the top of each panel. The sequence of observat ions begins at the sun and runs in
a counterclockwiss direction. Figure lIe. shows that all sources for which we had da ta displayed spectra
of avera ge width . In Figur e lleb, the f irs t source observed , 3C196, continues this trend and shows no signs
of detecting the approaching corotating solar wind str eam. Approximately one half hour later the situation
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changes significantly when 3C216 shows a broad spectrum which reflects the approach of the oncoming
stream . The d ifferent response of 3C196 and 3C2l6 implies a large spatial gradient in the strength of
the turbulence of this stream. All other sources shown in Figure lleb displayed unusually broad spectra
except 3C263.1 which had a two component spec trum, the second component of whic h was broad. Figure 114c
shows the return of scintillation activity to normal; while 3Cl96 is broadened, 30216 and 3C25Ie have
returned to their average width. Confusing the simple pic ture of the event terminating as abruptly as
it had begun is the enhanced width of the eastern rad io source 3C27O.l. This behavior may s imply indicate
a spatial structure in the turbulence. In any case it is clear from Figure 13 tha t the scintillation
spec tra of all other sources re turn to average or below average width approximately by the end ~ day 183.

Another aspect of the scintillation activity on ‘~ y 182 which is not brought out in Figure i1~ is the large
number of usually non-scintillating sources (=~ 314 *z) that scintillated on that day. Because they were
rarely ob8erved to scintillate we were unable to classify their spectra based on their own past performanc-
es. This “all-sky” enhancement of IFS in associa tion wi ’ - an enhancement in solar wind density (which
precedes the velocity maximum ) makes it clear tha t  the event under discussion is similar to the “all-sky”
events discussed earlier.

Additional analys is (Gotwols et al., 1978) of one case (3C148 on day 182) made it clear tha t the close
proximi ty (-. 0.1 AU) of enhanced turbulence, and not an increase in velocity, was the cause of the ob-
served spectral broadening.

8. OBSERVATIONAL CONCUJSIONS

1) We have looked for enhanced IFS index on sources east of the sun during the times appr oximately one
week prior to earth—crossing of spiral solar wind density compression regions . We f ind some rather tenu-
ous evidence that IFS index is preferentia.U,y enha nced on sources at ecliptic longitudes which lie
approximately tangent to the approaching compression region. Even more tantalizing is evidence for a
“trough” of depressed IFS activity preceding to corotating enhancement by 1-2 days. Suc h a trough would
provide a 3_14 day lead time for enhanced-density assoc iated geomagnetic activity. This effect is easiest
to see when the interplanetary medium is relatively quiet.

2) We have observed twelve days out of seven months of data in which nearly every scintillating source in
our grid showed enhanced IFS activity. Solar wind proton density is also strongly enhanced on these “all-
sky” event days, demonstrating tha t this is the IFS signature of an interplanetary density struc tur e
(usually associated with a stream-stream interaction) sweeping over the Earth.

3) The IFS spectrum broadens as a corotating solar wind s tream sweeps over or very near to the earth.
This broadening could be caused by the relative closeness of the scatteri ng medium and/or the higher
velocity associated with the stream. In one case (3c148 on day 182) it was possible to show that it was
the distance to the scattering region rather than the velocity which accounted for the broadening. This
is consistent with the enhanced turbulence occurring at the leading edge of the stream where the velocity
shows no increase but the density is enhanced.

14) Cross—correlation functions have been calculated between 314.3 MHz IFS ‘activity index’ (Q) and in situ
plasma and field measurements as well as solar and geomagnetic activity. The re is evidence for 27-day re-
currence in all the cross—correlations over 5 solar rotations . The IFS ‘activity index ’ (Q) correlates
best (r = 0.56) with solar wind proton density at zero lag and velocity (r — -0.514) at -2 days lag. The
only other significant correlations are with SSC ’s and with indicators of solar wind stream-stream
structure: IBXYI and A,,,.

5) Out of the ecliptic density enhancements have been detected which have been unassociated with simul-
taneous ecliptic plane enhancements . We have made synoptic observations of IFS index on a dense ‘grid’ of
small angular diameter radio sources during 19714 !.~ y - Decem ber at 314.3 MHz.

6) over 80 sources widely dispersed over the Northern Celestial Hemisphere , out of 150 monitored have
displayed de tectable interplanetary scintillations at 31e.3 MHz, of which 145 proved useful for detailed
synoptic analysis.

With this paper we h~~e demonstrated the capability to observe significant IFS activity near the Earth and
at large elongation angles, leading to identification of “all sky density enhancement” IFS events and to
the detection of significant density enhancement regions out of the ecliptic . ~ rnoptic observations of a
large number of IFS sources for scintillation indez and for scintillation spectrum as well as refinements
in the analysis techniques guided by careful modeling should produce better resolution ut solar wind
density structure (and the underlying plasma processes) in and out of the ecliptic.

It cannot be over-emphasized that the observations described in this paper are merely suggestive of the
potential of the IFS technique. The observations were carried out in the face of difficult operational
problems which made continuous, 214 hour/day observation (which is essential to the understandi ng of the
structure and evolution of solar wind activity ) impossible for more than a few weeks at a time. The ex-
tensive data acquisiti on and ana lysis task carr ied out on the 19714 data involved hand-sca li r~ wide dy namic
range data from chart records and transferring it to punched cards for computer ana lysis.

The telescope has undergone exte nsive upgrading in every resp ect -- physical , electronic (signal—to-noise
ratios are significantly higher now than during either of the 2 observing periods described in this pr er) ,
da ta acquisition ( now digi tal) e n d  an alysis.

Thus, the prospects for future geomagnetic activity forecasti ng, measured against results to date as
s~~~~ rized in the above section using an instrument whose potential was bare ly tapped , are bri ght indeed.

Along with digital data acquisition carried out under control of a dedicated microprocessor which also
cont rols the telescope we are implementi ng software so that we can , on a quasi-real time basis (i .e. ,
hour ly if we so choose), upline the da ta to a NOVA 2/10 minicomputer for ana lysis. Thus we will shortly
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have the capability of having a nearly real time map of activity in the interp lanetary medium, at least
in the sense tha t our meridian transit telescope sweeps around the Northern Celestial Hemisphere once
every 214 hours viewing background source scintillation. We will be developing a “ radar screen ” type of
display in which the “ targets ” will be the various background scintillating sources , the intensity will
represent the relative level of IFS activity (in comparison with, say, the previous day or the average
of the previous week), and color might represent spectral width. Such a display can be used by itself as
a forecasting tool or made available for cooperative analysis and forecasting using other techniques. On
the basis of spectral broadening and index enhancement measurements made to date, we anticipate at least
a 1-2 day forecast capability for corotating activity. Such a capability should be particularly relevant
to the onset of increased solar activity when new corotating density enhancements will be developing
within one solar rotation period and ‘~erefore cannot be predicted on the basis of p”-ior appearance.
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FIGURE 1 A schematic illustration of the use of the 314.3 MHz Cocoa Cross nad iotelescope to attempt ob-
servations of large scale dynamic features of the interplanetary medium such as transient plasma
disturbances following some solar flares and corotating plasma associated with solar wind streams .
Comparison of ground based interplanetary scintillation measurements with in-situ spacecraft ob-
servat ions of the solar wind is an important step in the interpretation of the aci~ tillation
observations . (From Erskine, 1976).
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FIGURE 3 Observing geometry for IFS observations. , ‘We define the following angles: Radio source ecliptic
latitude, ~; solar ecliptic longitude of source dk; solar elongation angle a; and hel iocentric
eclip tic latitude, •, of the point of closest approach (i~~~) along the line of sight from earth
to source. We also define the distances H — height of PCA above or below the ecliptic plane,
and distance of PCA from earth. (From Erskine, 1976).
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FIGURE 7 Results of radio source clustering analysis for 19714, days 150-190. shading in each sky-box
indicates high (dark shading), incderate (medium shading), low (light shading), or missing (no
shading) IPS index. Heavy lines running diagonally in the body of the plot of ecliptic longi-
tude vs time represent the position of the sun and the direction 180° frost the sun (anti—sun).
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and west of the sun . At the center are plots of IFS ‘activity index ’ for the following cases:
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(Q>we.t ; high latitude box 9 only, (Q)~j~~ let. - At the bottom of the plot are the following
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speeds by symboL. 3 and 9 re spectiVely. Spirals cross earth on 19714, days 161.5, 177.0, and
187.5. Note particu larly the increases in the activity indices at times of density enhancements
and the 27-day recurrence of these increases.
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the ecliptic plane on 1976, day 182. Also shown is the approximete shape of the center or a
corotating density enha ncement for days 181, 182 and 183 at the time when 3C~i8 was observed.
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PREDICTION OF GEOMAG NETIC DISTURBANCES

BY INTERPLANETARY SC I NTILLAT IO N

Z. Houminer
Nationa l Cosiinittee for Space Researc h

Radio Observato ry , Haifa , Israel .

SU~IIARY

Daily observations of the sc in t i l la t i on  of a number of radio sources lying at widely separated positions
provide a way for predi cting geomagnetic activity associated with large scale features of the solar wind .
By observing suitable sources lying to the east of the Sun it is possible to forecast , up to six days In
advance , geomagnetic storms associated with corotatinq solar wind streams. Geomagn etic disturbances
caused by interplanetary shoc k waves associated with solar flares may be predicted some 8 - 24 hours in
advance, when using observations at UHF frequencies ( 300-400 MH z ) .

1. INTRODU CTION

Radio waves from extragalactic or galactic sources are Scattered by irregularities of plasma density in
the interplanetary med ium. If the radio sources are compact so that, they illuminate the plasma with
sufficient coherence, the interference of the scattered waves produces a diffraction pattern at the Earth.
This diffraction pattern drifts across the Earth as the solar wind blows the irregularities outwards , so
that the radio source appears to scintillate when observed from one place.

Extended observations of interplanetary scintillation of a grid of sources suitably disposed about the Sun,
provide a valuable method for monitoring the behaviour of the solar plasma. Such observations show large
day-to-day variations in scintillation Index which are closely associated with large scale features of the
solar wind such as corotating streams and shock waves associated with solar flares.

It has been shown that the enhancements in scintillation are strongly correlated with geomagnetic activity
(Houm iner and Hew ish, 1974; Cronyn et al , 1975; Ers ki ne et al , 1916). In this paper I shall discuss
the possible predictions of geomagnetic disturbances associated with either co-rotating streams or shock
waves, using daily observations of the scintillation of a large number of radio sources.

2. GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES ASSOCIATED WITH COROTATING STREAMS

Interplanetary scintillation observations of radio sources at widely separated elongations exhibit large
enhancements in scintillation which last for several days and are strongly correlated with the velocity
structure of the solar wind (Houniiner and Hewlsh, 1972; Watanabe and Kakinucna , 1972; Coles et al, 1974).
These enhancements in scintillati on are mainly caused by small scale density Irregularities in the com-
pressed plasma regions between fast and slow velocity solar wind streams (Ilouminer and Hewish , 1972).
Further evidence that enhanced scinti llation results from compression of the solar plasma may be drawn
from the high correlation shown to exist between scintillation index and p lasma densi ty (Houm iner an d
Hewish , 1974; Erskine et al , 1976).

Houmlner (1971) showed that the time displacements of the scintillation enhancements for radio sources
lying in different directions were consistent with a simple model of cerotating sectors of enhanced den-
sity irregularities. The model was based on Readhead (1971) who showed , for a spherically syivunetrical
distril,ution of irregularities about the Sun, that the scint illaE ’ion observed at elongations £ < 90° was
mainly due to those Irregularities located in the region where the line of sight passes nearest to the
Sun. For c > 90° the effect of Fresnel filtering becomes important and the main scattering region is
located about 0.2 - 0.3 a .u.  from the Earth. The scintillation index F varies as F AN V~ where AN is
the r.m.s. fl uctuation of electron density and L the scale size of the irregularities , and i t has been
shown that enhanced scintillation is caused by an increase of AN within a spiral sector of angular width
• at the Sun (Houminer and Hewish, 1972).

The theoretical time displacements of the scintillation enhancements as a scintillatio n sector of width
• — 25° rotates past lines of sight of sources at elongations of 45°, 80° and 120°, are shown in Fig.la.
The larger enhancement In scinti l la tion, e.g. for elongations between 80° - 120°, occur when the l ines
of sight are roughly parallel to the corotating spiral (Houminer, 1971).

The observed variations of scintillation index obtained with the 81.5 MHz array at Cambridge during the
passage of a particular sector of enhanced density irregularities are shown in Fig.lb. The geometry of
the corotating sector at 2 day intervals together with the lines of sight to the different sources are
shown in the upper left corner of Fiq.lb. The very good agreement between the observed and predicted
time displacements confirms that the sector is aligned along the corotating spiral as assumed in the theo-
retical model .

The scintillation sector reached the Earth on June 25, 1971 , as can be seen from the large enhanc ement in
scintilla tion for the radio source 3C 298. Enhancements in scintillation could be obs•rved several days
before tha t as the sector rota ted passed the lines of sight of 3C 190, 3C 237, X 263.1 and 3C 273. The
scintillation enhanceme nt for 3C 190 occurred on June 19, I.e. six days before the sector reached the
Earth. The more pronounc ed enhanc ements for 3C 237, and 3C 263.1 were observed 2-3 days prior to June 25.

Thus by observing rad io sources suitabl y disposed to the east of the Sun , the arrival at the Earth of a
corotating scinti l lat ion sector can be predicted some 2-6 days In advance .

The three-hour values of the geomagnetic Kp indices for the period June 15 - 28, are shown In Fig .lc.
It can be seen that the geomagnetic disturbance on June 25, coincIdes with the arrival t ime of the corota-
ting sector at the Earth. In order to study the relation between scintil lation enhincoments and geomagnetic a
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disturbances, scintillation index measurements for the period January - April , 1971, were compa red with
geomagnetic Ap IndIces for the same period . The scintillation results which were obtained from observa-
tions of many sources at different elongat ions were first corotited to the Earth , In the manner described
by Houminer and Hewish (1972).

The corotated scintillation results and the Ap indices for the period Janu ary - April , 1911, are shown In
Fig.2. The crosscorrelation between the two sets of data Is shown in FIg.3, indicating a strong correla-
tion of 0.6 at a time shift of 0.5 t 1.0 days. Similar correlation between scintillation enhanc ements
and geomagnetic disturbances were obta i ned by Ersklne et ci. (1916).

We nay conc l ude tha t by observing suitable scintillat ing radio sources , it is possibl e to forecast geo-
magnetic activit y associated with corotating solar wind streams up to six days in adva nce.

3. GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVI TY ASSOC IATED WITH SOLAR FLARES

Observations of the scintillation of a number of radio sources lying at widely separated positions , show
occasional increases in scintillation index which cannot be ascribed to corotating features since they
occur almost sinnil taneously for radio sources located on opposite sides of the sun. These increases
which are short—lived in comparison to corotating streams and typica lly last for one or two days only,
are shown to be related to interplanetary shock waves associated with solar flares (Wiseman and Dennison,
1972; Cronyn et al., 1975; Picket, 1975; Houminer , 1976).

An example of such a scintillation enhancement occurring almost simultaneously for several sources , is
shown in FIg.4. (Houminer , 1976). In comparison, an enhancement in scintillation which shows time dis-
placements for the different sources consistent with a corotating feature, is also seen in the same figure.
The enhancement marked A lasts for 1-2 days and can be explained only if the disturba nce causing enhanced
scintillation propagates ovcr a wide front. The possible configuration of such a disturbance is shown in
F ig.5  together with the lines of sight to the various sources.

Hotmiiner (1976) examined scintillat ion index observations of many radio sources at 81.5 MHz during the
period January - August 1971 , in order to study flare associated scintillation enhancements. During this
period only 3 sclntillations enhancements occurred simultaneously for sources on both sides of the Sun.

The enhancements observed during 26-27 January could be associated with an importance 3 sola r flare which
started at 23:10 UT on January 24 and which appeared on the solar surface at l9°N and 49°W. The enhance-
ments observed during 16—17 May could be related to an importance 2 flare which started at 14:20 UT ,
14 May at 4°N and l0°E on the solar surface. No major solar flare could be clearly related to the
enhancements on 14-15 April. -

All three disturbances causing en hanced scintillation also caused sudden coiiinencement geomagnetic storms,
followed by For bush decreases.

The radio sources for which enhanced scintillation were observed during the passage of the flare associated
disturbances, are lis ted in Table I.

For each source the date and time of observat ion is given together with the elongation and the radial dis-
tance from the Sun of the point where the shock disturba nce intercepts the line of sight. Also shown in
Table I is the ratio Fm/F where Fm is the maximum value of scintillation 

Index during the passage of the

~!Isturbance and F is the average undisturbed scintillation index.

The dates and times of the sudden comencement geomagnetic storms associated with the shock wave disturb-
ances are also given in Table I.

TABL E I
Scintillation Observations DUring the Passage of the Flare Associated Disturbances

EVENT SOURC E DATE and TIME ELONGATION RADIAL DIS TANCE (au) Fm/F

3C 48 27/1 17:15 86° 1.02 2.9
26 — 27 3C 147 27/1 21:18 131° 1.15 3.5
Jan uary 3C 296 27/1 05:56 262° 1.04 4.0

1971 3C 459 26/1 14:54 43° 0.68 2.8
Earth 27/1 04:30 1.0

3C 138 14/4 15:52 55° 0.82 2.9
14 — 15 3C 147 14/4 16:12 64° 0.90 2.2
April 3C 273 14/4 23:00 159° 1.19 2.9
1971 3C 298 15/4 00:50 160° 1.19 2.5

3C 468.1 14/4 10:22 302° 0.85 2.6
Earth 14/4 12:43 1.0

3C 161 16/5 14:48 49’ 0.78 1.8
X 190 16/5 16:26 63’ 0.92 2.2

16 - 17 X 196 16/5 16:38 62’ 0.90 2.5
Nay 3C 273 11/5 20:50 130 1.14 2.9
1971 X 298 17/5 22:40 147’ 1.18 3.0

3C 459 17/5 07:38 295’ 0.88 2.3
Earth 17/5 06:30 1.0

- - 
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It is seen from Table I that enhancements in scintillation were observed up to 16 hrs before the sudden
coninencements geomagnetic storms. h owever, It is not possible to determine whether an enhancement in
scintillation is due to a flare associated shock wave before more observations on both sides of the Sun
are gathered. From the data presented in Table I , it is seen tha t conclusive evidence about the nature
of the disturbances causing enhanced scintillation could only be determined after the onset of the sudden
coninencement geomagnetic storms.

We may conclude that though , in principle , it is possible to predict geomagnetic disturbances associated
with solar flares by observing scintillating sources at widely separated elongations , it is not possible
to forecast such storms on the basis of scintillation observations alone at 81.5 MHz.

Interplanetary scintillation observations at higher frequencies, say , 300-400 MHz, can probe the solar
plasma closer to the Sun. PIt these frequencies the cutoff in scintilla tion due to the finite size of the
source occurs at about 0.2 a .u .  from the Sun , in comparison to 0.5 a .u.  for 81.5 MHz. As the average
velocity of a shock front is about 0.4 a . u .  per day, observations at such frequencies may enable us to
monitor the enhancements in scintillation about a day earlier than at 81.5 MHz and thus forecast geomag-
netic storms associated with solar flares some 8—24 hr in advance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Interp lanetary sc in t i l la t ion  observations of suitably disposed radio sources provide a way of forecasting
geomagnetic act ivi ty associated with corotating solar wind streams some 2—6 days in advance.

Prediction of geomagnetic storms associated with solar flares cannot be predicted when using observations
at 81.5 11Hz. However, observations at higher frequencies, which can probe the solar plasma closer to the
Sun , may ena ble the prediction of such storms some 8-24 hours in advance.
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JUNE 1971
Fig. I (a) Theoretical scintillation index variations for an enhanced sector of wid th • 25° computed for

elongations of 45°, 80° and 120°
(b) Observed scintillation index variations for the enhan ced sector which passed the Earth on June 25th.

The geometry of the corotating sector at 2 days intervals together with the lines of sight to the
various sources are shown in the inset at the upper left corner.

(c) Three-hour values of the geomagnetic Kp indices for the period June 15—28
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Fig.4 Daily values of scintillation index for the sources 3C 48, 3C 147 , 3C 298 and 3C 459 observed
at different elongations e during the period 24 January — 5 February 1971
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DISCUSSION

H.R osenbauer, FRG
Do you see differences in the scintillation spectrum from shock/fronts and fronts of fast streams. The physical condi-
t ions seem to be ra t her differen t in the two cases.

Au thor ’s Reply
No . we do not see any differences. It  is the rms density variations which cause IPS. We found good correlation
between scintillation enhancements and density peaks at the compressed plasma regions between fast and slow
velocity solar wind streams. However , it is not clear how the small-scale density irregulari ties are generated.

I
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THE PREDICFION OF FAST STREAM FRONT ARRIVALS AT THE EARTH
ON THE BASIS OF SOLAR WIND MEASUREMENT S AT SMALLER SOLAR DISTANCES

H, Rosenbauer
Max—Pl anck—Institut fü r Aarono mie

D—341 1 Katlsnburg—Lindau 3 , F.R.G.
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SU)*fARY

It ii well established that the ar rival of hi gh speed solar wind at the earth often leads to disturbed
magnetosp heric conditions , as indicated by enhanced Ep—values. Associated with such conditions are in-
creased auroral activity and changes In the ionosphere which , in turn , lead to changes in RF—co tiin unica—
tion links in some wavelength regions.
We will discuss the problems involved in the prediction of the arrival of fast solar wind streams at the
earth on the basis of measurements made by space probes In the region betveen 0.3 and 1 AU. Experience
in such predictions has been gained by comparing solar wind data measured using the HELlOS— i and —2 solar
probes with data measured near th. earth using the IMP satellites. It is shown that arriva l time predic-
tions accurate to within a few hours can be made at least as long as the large scale conditions on the
sun are relatively stationary as observ ed near the time of solar minimum. However , the latitudinal ex-
tent of the respective high speed streams is found to be important for making quantitative predictions .
Corona l data sufficient for locating the sources of high speed streams can improve the precision of these
predictions .

1 • INTRODUCTION

Sinc e the pioneer ing work of Bartels (1948) it was suspected and since the Mariner 2 measure-
ments (SNYDER et .1., 1963) it is keown that plasma emission from the sun and its fluctuations causes a
major part of the geomagnetic activity. Especially it was found by the Mar iner 2 measurements and con-
firmed by many subsequent observations (see e.g. SHEELEY et al . ,  1977) that the Kp index is strongly cor-
related with solar wind speed , in particular a sharp rise of Kp is observed everytims the front of a
“fast solar wind stream” arri(ree at the eubsol.ar point of the earth ’s magnetosphere.

It is not the aim of this paper to deal with the complex physical processes that are set on
upon the arrival of a stream front and cause “magnetospheric storms”, affect the particle populations in
the magnetosphere, produce enhanced ionospheric activity e.nd aurora l arcs , and finally disturb radio com-
munication in certain wavelength regions. Th. princ ipal idea is , however , that the fro atside magneto-
sphere moves inward as the dynamic pressure of the solar wind increases. This way , electric fields are
induced in the magnetosphere which drive currents along the magnetic field lines and throug h the iono-
sphere connecting the footpr ints of the field lines. These currents together with enhanced injection of
particles into the magnetosphere and an ensrgizatio n of particles in the compressed magnetic field lead
to increased particle pr ecipit4tion into and onset of instabilities in th. ionosphere . The direction of
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMP) also plays an important role , indicating that merging of IMF and
terrestrial magnetic field lines may take place during this process.

In this paper we studied whether and to what accuracy predictions can be made about the arriv-
al time of fast streams at the earth on the basis of plasma measurements performed aboard the solar
probes HELlOS— I and —2. The two HELlOS spacecraft are in eclip t ical orbits with p.rihelions of approxi-
mately 0.3 AU and aphe lions of I AU. Our plasma Instruments measure the three—d imensiona l distributions
of the solar wind ions. All fluid parameters as density, bulk velocity (as a vector) and temperature (as
a tensor) can be derived from these measurements. The observed structures ware compared to those meas-
ured by similar plasma instruments aboard the earth—orbiting satellites IMP 7/8.

2 • THE PREDICTION PROBLEM

The problem of predicting the arrival time of fast solar wind stream s at the earth on the
basis of plasma measurements aide anywhere in interplanetary space is a complex one . We shall therefore
first regard an assumed idualised situation, If we had a spacecraft with plasma instru ments aboard ,
situ*ted exactly between the sun and the earth at a convenient distance , e.g. 0.8 AU, the situation could
be regarded as ideal . Since the solar wind expands very nearly radially at heliographic distances under
discussion hare , the spacecraft would monitor the plasma which would hit the earth’s m.gnetosph.re about
one day later . For a correct prediction of the arrival t ime of a fast stream at the earth , we would have
to solve only two problems described by the questions : -

( I )  How can the front of a fast stream be accurately identified
(2) How fast does that structur e move

As the characteristic signature of the onset of a f Let stre am vs chose the density peak pro-
duced as a consequence of the fast stream rs ing into the preced ing slovur plaami, Such density peaks
are always correlated with steep rises of velocity and temperature and can therefore easily be identified .
Two examples of such peaks are shown at the positions of the vertical dashed lines in Pig . I • The ques-
tion of when the plasma making up the density peak will arrive at the position of the earth S.. more dif-
ficult to answer , sines the velocity grad ients in the vicinity of such peaks are .xtr ~~~ly larg u. Accord-
ing to our •xp.riencu, thu velocity of radial propagation of a stream fron t is slightly underestimated if
one takes the velocity of the pla~~ In the density peak as a measure of the propagation of the front.
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Because of these diff icul t ies  we assumed that the interaction region between the slow and the
f ast  plasma moves such that the dynamical pressures from both sides (thermal and magnetic pressures are
neglected) just balanc e, we get as a first order approximation a simple equation for the radial velocity

of the interaction region:

V3 - ( I )
p 1 +

where p 1 and p2 are the mass densities of the slow and the fast plasma respectively and v 1 and v2 are the
corresponding radial velocities. We applied this equation in all cases in which p 1, v 1 and p 2 , v2 could
be determined reliably, and found that the accuracy of prediction increased by a factor 2 to ~l on the
average as compared to using the actually measured speed of the plasm a in the density peak.

If we now leave the assumed idealized situation and regard the real problem of making predic-
tions on the basis of HELlOS measurements , we have to be aware of no longer monitoring the plasma elements
which later on pass by the earth. Predictions are therefore only possible if assumptions are made , and
the following additional questions have to be regarded :

( 3) Are the large scale conditions in the source reg ions of the solar wind approximately sta-
tionary .

(4) What are the effects of the measu rement being made at solar longitudes different from that
of the earth.

(5) What are the effects of differences in solar latitude between the point of observation and
the ea rth.

Question (3) is crucia l , since predictions from measurements at different heliographic longi-
tudes must be based on the assumption that large scale structures observed in the solar wind are mainly
due to a sampling effec t of plasma produced by different sources (e.g.  “corona l holes ” for fast streams )
in the corona . If these sources rema in stationa ry it can be assumed that observed structures “corotate ”
with the sun. As already proven by the MarIner 2 measurements (NEUCEBAUER and SNYDER , 1966) lar ge struc-
tures , as extended fast streams , often do not change much over several solar rotations. It depends on the
phase of the sunspot cycle how stationary the conditions really are (SHEELEY at ii., 1977). Fast streams
are very persistent in the decl ining part of the solar cycle. Since the HE LlO S measurements reported here
were made during such a period (1975 to 1976) we assumed stationary conditions on the sun for our evalua-
tions. It has to be kept In mind , however, that the results obtained are only representative of periods
in this part of the solar cycle.

The question of the effect of differences in heliographic longitud e (4) be tween the point of
observation and the earth is trivial as long as the above assumption of stationary conditions in the co-
rona holds true , and the heliographic latitudes are equal. The delay time of a structure (at I AU helio-
graphic distance) is then:

At —

with &~p being the difference in heliographic longitude between the earth and the observing 5/C , 
~~~~ ~syn

the synodical angular velocity of the equatoria l region of the sun.

Since the rotation axis of the sun is tilted against the ecliptic the observing probe and the
earth will generally not be at equal heliographic latitudes . This means that the solar wind structures
observed at the spacecraft “rotate ” by the earth northward or southward . Only in case the interaction
regions of fast streams are oriented exactly north—southward (in a heliographic coordinate systeV~) no pro—
blems arise. Unfortunately, this is rarely true sines the boundaries of fast streams near the ecliptic
often seem to be directed more east—west rather than north—south . This predominant directionality is pro-
bably due to the fast streams being generated in “coronal holes” extendin g equatorward from the solar
polar regions and term inating near the equator. By comparison of HELLOS and IMP measurements we could
show that somet imes solar wind structu i es are completely different if the observations are made at posi—
tions only a few degree s apart in solar latitude (SCHWENN St a l. ,  1978). If the direction of the inter-
action front can be determined at the position of the monitoring spacecr ef~ (which in principle is pos-
sible on the basis of stream deflection msesur .msnts) a first order correction can be made to the calcu-
lated stream arrival time at the earth. -

- As the times for the radial propagation of the stream front from the heliocentric distance of
the monitoring spacecraft to the distance of th. earth and the time necessary for the structure to rotate
over the differential angle in heliographic longitude ( A’p ) have simply to be added , the expected time
delay between the observation and the arrival at the earth can be written as follows :

A t —  A r . v 3 + —  (2)
‘)syn

As pointed out above , this equation is valid only if th. propagation velocity of the stream front is con—
•ta mt over Ar and the conditions on th. sun are stationary for the time A~DI W~ ,n• If vs insert equ. (1)
vs obtain

A r ( p 1v1 • p~v2) ~pAt + —
p 1 + P 2 

(m)~y~

A first order correction for oblique directions of the fronts can be made by calculating the resulting
phas. shift of the structure. This phase shift is proportional to the difference in heliographic latitude
A~ between the earth and the observing spacecraft amd ton y • Ce i.e the angle between the lines of
interception with a heliocentr ic sphere (at the position of the spacecraft) of a meridional plane and the
strea . front . This correction can be included in equ. (3)

At — 

A r ( p 1 v1 + ,2 v2
) 

• 
4 A6 tan y (4)
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3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study based on a major part of the HELLOS result . of the years 1975/76 are
given in table 1. In most cases the propagation speeds of the stream fronts were assumed to be identical
to those of the compressed regions In front of the streams . Probably for this reason , the predicted time
delays are slightly too large on the average. Application of equ . (3) for a few appropriate cases re—
suited In a considerable improvnsent of the prediction in these cases but did not largely affect the mean
prediction accuracy because of the relatively small number of cases in which equ . (3) could reasonably be
applied.

Table 1

Correlations HELLOS/IMP of fast—stream front passages
75 cases in 1975/76

a. Corotation time less than 6 days
25 cases total

Correlation No correlation A O (Let.)
22 2

1 5,4’
23 2

Accuracy of prediction 1
2 .1 ’ + 5 ° solar long itude *

or 4 h r + l O hr*

Accuracy of prediction if radial velocities of inter-
action regions are calculated where appropriate:

1.0 ° + 4.6’ solar longitude
or 2h r + 9 h r

b. Corotation t ime more than 10 days
50 cases total

Correlation No correlation Aø  (Let.)

9 2
7 4 3 — 6
3 5 6° — 9
6 14 9°

25 25
Accuracy of prediction:

3.9° ~ 7.5 ° solar longitude
or 7 hr + 13,6 hr

* Nomenclature: Positive solar longitude. and times respectively mean
that the stream I. early at the earth relative to the prediction.

In table 1 the results are subdivided into two categories of relatively small (< 6 days) and
large (> 10 days) coror.gtion times respectively. A.e one should expect , the prediction accuracy ie con—
siderably better for the cases with small corotation times than for the other group. It is not clear ,
however , whether the decrease of pred ict ion accuracy with lar ger separations in heliographic longitude is
mainly due to temporary change. in the corona (which must be expected to play a more important role when
the observation. are further apart in time) or whether the separation in heliographic latitude which was
naturally larger on the average for the group with lar ger separations In longitude played the dominant
role. The Increase with increasing latitudina l separation of the relative number of cases without cor-
relation between IMP and HELlOS observations indicates that the latitudinal separation of observations
limits the possibility of predictions much more than the separation in longitude doe. • A more extensive
study in which we try to include correction terms (as in equ. (4)) for latitudinal differences and take
into accoun t changes In the corona as derived from coronograph observations is presently under way .
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DISCUSSION

E .C.RoeIof . US
Some of our recent work confirms Dr Rosenba uer ’s deduc t ions concerning three-dimensional solar wind structure ,

Nol te, et al. (Solar Physics -, -, 1 977) demonstrated the necessity for 3D structure in coronal source of high high-speed
streams. D.G.Mitchell , E.C.Roelof and J.H.Wolfe (J. Geophys, Res., Submitted , 1978) have compared Pioneer 10

and I I  solar wind structure with that at I AU and found many cases of latitude structure which correlate well with
the shape and orientation of open magnetic field region in the low corona.
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